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FOREWORD 

In ~977, the University Grants Commission established in 

this Institute a Centre fo~ Study of the East European Economies, 

excluding the Soviet Union, to promote such studies by Indian 

scholars. In view of the problems involved and the time requir~ 

ed for the Indian economists to undertake such studies on the 

basis of material available in the national languages of the 

East European countries such scholars, in the meanWhile, must 

unavoidably depend, at least partly, on literature in English. 

Considerable such literature is available in English (inori~ 

ginal or in translations), written by scholars in the East 

European countries as well as those outside these countries. 

Therefore, as a first step in organising resem'ch and teaching 

at the Centre, it was decided to compile a bibliography of 

~n~li~h languag~ articles on these ec~nomies on a continuing 

basis. Earlier, in 1981, we published the first volume of 

A ~ibliographil, of J1:0f.l:!:Jlh L~ua!te _~icles on East Euro,2ean 
, 

Socialist EconOmies, covering the period 1977 to 1981 (Gokhale 
_. ,. p- ... 

Institute Mimeograph Series No.20). We are now publishing 

this Bibliography for the period 1981-,1987 in the present 

volume, in order to make it available to interested scholars 

and administrators. We hope it will be found useful by them. 

Gokhale Institute of 
Politics & Economics 
PUNE - 411 004 

March 1989 
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v. S. Chitre 
Director 
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INTRODUCTI ON 

~.s:OJ?i! : This Bibliography of articles which is a part of the con-:. 
1nU1ngdocumentation work undertaken at the Centre of St~dy of 

the East European Socialist Bcofiomies. ~in the Gokhale Institute 
of-Politics and EconOmics, Pune, India, has been prepared to 
help interested research workers with a list of writings published 
in-English language, on the economic systems and problems of the 

East ':European socialist countries, namely, Bulgaria.! Czechoslova-:. 
kia, Germat'!. Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, ttomania, and 
Yligos1avia. The Bibliography lists by subject and region (coun
try) the English language articles published during the period 
1981 to 1987, in different periodicals (which are received in the 
Library of tne Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics) from 
both socialist and non-socialist countries. The earlier work 
which is already published in 1981 (Gokhale Institute Mimeograph 
Series no.20) covers the period 1977 to 1981. 

Coveraie : Since this Bibliography is based only on the available 
lItera ure in Ev~lish, it is incomplete to that extent and does 
not, therefore, aspire to be fully exhaustive. However, every 
effort has been made-to list at least as many El".glish language 
articles as possible. 

The total number of full~length articlesoiLginally written 
in Er.glish language and published in periodicals Known and avail-, 
able to us turned 'out to 'be rather small. It was, therefore, 
decided that coverage of articles should be supplemented by 

'English translations, summaries, and abstracts of tho articles 
ori.'ginally published J.n the national· languages of tl'!.ese socialist 
countries and in a few other non:-English 'languages. For example, 
translated articles from the periodicals, East<'?,rn ~uropean 
Economics, PrOblems of_~conomics, and Soviet an~astern Euro¥ean 
F"ore~n Trade, 'whic"fi" are journals of translations; abstracts rom 
ABSE ,"AhSt'"racts of Bn "arian Scientific Literature: Economics 
and Law, s rac 0 ungar1an conom1C l. era ure, w c are: .. 
journals of abstracts; are aTso included in tEliSlribliography. 

The inclusion of these English translations, abstracts and 
summaries will serve the purpose of this Bibliography namely, 
that of indexing as mQch relevant material published !n English 
language, as possible. Besides, it will give to the users of 
this Bibliography, some idea of the type of scholarly writing 
that is being done in the national languages of these socialist 
countries

i 
on various aspects of the economies of these countries. 

Incidenta ly, this Bibliography may also serve the purpose of . 
providing a cumUlative index to some of the journals of abstracts. 

Similarly for reason of shortage of scholarly articles in 
English language in professional periodicals on these socialist 
countries, it was felt necessary and desirable to expand the 
coverage of the Bibliography by including informative articles 
published in certain non-:.academic periodicals, Which might 
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usefully supplement the factual background available to the inte
rested scholar with access only to the English language publica~ " 
tions. That is why even a short write~up or a general article in 
periodicals like the Economis~, Yugoslav Survev, Polish perg(lct1,~ 
~, Survey and such otliers, loS included in thls Bihliograp • '. , 

It maY be noted here that since the number of articles on 
any subject and individual country in'this Bibliography depends ' 
on the material ptlolished, translated, and abstracted in Engl1s~, 
some subjects and/or coun~ries are be~ter covered than others. 
The available number' of articles on Hungary is much larger than 
on any other country. On the other hand, on some particular 
subjects/countries nofull~length articles in English but only 
English 'language abstracts of articles in other languages are 
available. 

Arrangement·: The articles in this Bibliography' are' arranged by 
SUbjects, acbording to a classification scheme devised for this 
Bibliography. Witbin the subject headings they are arranged under 
'region' consisting of more than one country, followed by indivi
dual countries; Under every country the entries are arranged 
alphabetically. The bibliographical references are given in the 
following sequence :" (1) the nalile of author beginning with the 
surnalile or last name (2) title, (3) name of the periodical in ' 
abbreviated form, (4$ volume number, (5) issue number in bracket, 
(6) month, (7) year, (8) pages. . . , 

Generally the entry begins with the name'of the author. In 
case the name of the author is not available, the entry begins 
with the title. The only exception to this loS in case of the 
entries from the periodical of abstracts, ABSEES. If in case 
of an entry from ABSEES the name of the author is not available, 
the entry begins with name of 'the periodical, ABSEES, and not 
with the title of'the article, because all titles are in non~ 
English languages •. The English summary of articles abstracted 
in ABSEES are available on microfiche. 

- ,. 'An annotation cf:,the' article follows the page numbers in an 
entry' of the article:,; However, annotation has been provided for 
only some and not all articles listed in the Bibliography. 

•.• a _ 

Classification Scheme : The classification scheme consists of 
17 main crasses. At this stage of the compilation of the bibli~ 
graphy, "it was 'not considered necessary to introduce sub~classes. 
However thay can be easily introduced at a later stage if neces~ 
sity arises. As usual with any scheme of claSSification, problems 
do arise in determining the appropriate place of an item in the 
scheme, and differences of opinion are unavoidable: _.... - . . . 

1. Economic Development and Growth- Planning, PoliCY, Reform. 
General articles on the contemoor~y ebonomic situation in the 
countries are included under this head. Similarly, material 
regarding .Five-Year Plans of the Governments, as well as articles 
on reforms and various policy measures are included here. It 
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may be useful to note that purely theoretical articles on Marxism, 
Socialism and Communism, are not included in this BibliographY 
unless they touch on some aspoct of the"prevailing conditions 
and problems of the countries concerned. A separate bibliography 
can be thought of on this vast and complex subject of Marxism, 
Socialis~, __ and Communism ond its various facets. 

- - For every subject in the subsequent class numbers, it is 
Mvi:uple thatO_users should also browse through the articles in 
class number 1~ 

o " 

2~- -Enterprise' management: Mechani sm~ Organiz ation (Including 
Co-operatrofi) 
Articles relating to enterprise management are includod here~ 
Similarly articles on economic mechanism, efficiency of organ1za~ 
tion of the econpmy, ond co-.operation ".os a form of economic orga~ 
nization are inc1.uded under this head. 
." . . ." 

3. International Economics, Finonce, Foreign trodc,CMEA, Integra~ 
tion, Joint Ventures 
Since growth and development of these countries is largely depend~ 
ant on foreign trado, this is a very important section. ArticleS 
on CMEA as well as on international banks are also included here. 

o 

4. Finance; Credit, Banking 
Articles on internal finance and banking are included here. . . 

5~ National income. Distribution. Regulation of Earnings 
. Articles on national income, savings, gross national product and 

problems of distribution of personal incomes are classified under 
this head. Articlos on policy of regulation of earnings are 
also inc1uded here. Articles relating to the debate on regula~ 
tion of earnings of labour according to its production perfor~ 
mance are classified in the section on Labour~ 

o • 

6;; Investments 
ArticleS on capital"investments as well as on rate of interest 
are classified here. 

7. Prices Policy· 
Price policy, Wholesale and retc11 prices of consumer goods, 
inflation under socialism and such other problems are covered 
in the articles in this section. 

" . . 
8. Consumption· Expenditure; Stondard of Living . 
PhYSical and dnoncial expenditure pattern of consumption, the 
theoretical base of socialist consumption policy, measures aimed 
at raising the standard of living and such other problems are 
discussed in the articles in this section. - . .-
9. Labour. Manpower. Popu~ation 
Articles on labour problems, popUlation policy· considered as 
manpower management policy, shortage of labour, hours of work 
employment, migration, productivity, social stratification an! 
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mobility, pro~lems of wage according to work, incentives, nre all 
included here. 

10. Industry~ Technology 
Articles on "_V::l.l'ious· types of industries as well as technologicol 
development~ 

11. Transport.· Tourism 
Articles on transport, and tourism as bUsiness. -.. ..- - -. . ... " 

12. Internal trade. Services 
This class includes articles on internal trade, consumer stores, 
and services of all kind. 

13. IIgriculturo. Livestock 
(Including Natural Resources) 

Articles on agriculture and natural resources, on the policy of 
food self~surriciency, and on agro-industrial complexes are 
included here • . 
14. Energy, Policy 
Taking-into consideration the importance of energy to these eco~ 
nomics, a special classification number is specificallY given to 
this subject. Articles on Oili ooal, gas, electricity, power . 
st~tions, nuclear power and al other fuels are clasSified here. 

15. Regional Economics 
Articles on problems of geographic inequality under socialism, 
settlement systems, rural urbanization, and regional planning are 
included here. 

16. Housing 
Housing as one of the ififrnstructural aspects is an important pro-_ 
blem in the socialist economies. A number of articles containing -
both analYtical discussions and data are available on this snbJect. 
Therefore, a separate classification number is given to this 
subject. 

17; Education. Health. Social Welfare 
1ll'ticles oli all social welfare activities, social security, 
health"including maternity facilities for women work~rs, public 
health, pollution, and education are classified here. 

Mdenda : While typing and stenciling of the Bibliography was 
going.on, a few more articles were noticed. They have been put 
together in the Addenda. - .-

Acknowledgements :-1 run very thankful to Miss S. S. Joshi for 
~yping of the Bibliography. 

Request to the users : There could be difference of opinion about 
the claSSification of specific articles in the classified Biblio~ 
graphy. Similarly while effort has been made to read the proofs 
as carefully as possible a single uncorrected error in collation 
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can prevent the user fr~m locating the article. Useful sugges~ 
tions'fr~m users of the Bibliography on these points will be 
appreciated and taken into ncc~unt in revising it. 



Itst of Abbreviations Used 
for 

PeriodicaIS Consulted 

ABESLE Abstracts of Bulgarian Scientific Literature: 
E"conomics and "Law .. 

ABHEL 

ABSEES 

Sofia Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Scientific 
Information Centre Quarterly 

Abstracts of H~arian Economic Literature 

Budapest Hungarian Scientific Council for World . 
Economy, Scientific Information Service Bi/Monthly 

ABSEES Soviet and E.o.st European Abstracts Series 

Oxford National Association for Soviet and East 
European Studies and Centre for Russian and East· 
European Studies in the University of Birmingham, 
Oxford Microform Publications An issue every four months 

AEP Australian Econo.mic Papers 

AERP 

• 

Adelaide University of Adelaide and the Flinders 
U~~versity of South Australia Bi/A~ual 

American Economic Review Papers and Proceedings of 
lfie AOrmual mee'tlng 01' the 1i:nerlcan Economic ASsocia-. 
tion • 

Menasha U.S.A. American Economic Association £nnual 

hGAC ~riculture Abroad~Canada) 

AO AAE 
A Sele-. 
ction 

Ottawa International Lioison Service, Regional Deve-. 
lopment and International A£fairs Branch, Agriculture 
Canada in cooperation with the Trade Commissioner 
Service, Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce 
Bi/Monthly 
!£ia Oeconomica 

BUdapest Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Akademial. 
Kiado Quarterly 

riculture and ricultural Economics, 

Budapest Hungarian kademy of Sciences. Akademiai 
Kiado Quarterly 
Aussenpolitik 

ffiamburg Interpress Ubersee Verlag Gmbh Quarterly 
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APCE Annals of Public and Cooperative Economy 

Liege (Belgium) International Centre of Research and 
Information on Public and Cooperative Economy Quarterly 

AV Artha Vijnana 

Pune Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics 
Quarterly 

BJIR British Journal of Industrial Relations 

London London School of Economics and Political 
Science 3 issues per year 

BRIAE Bulletin Research Institute for Agricultural Economics 

Hudapest- Research Institute for Agricultural Econo~ 
mics Bi/Annual 

BS BUsiness Standard 

Calcutta Amrit Bazar Patrika Group Daily 

CED Czechoslovak Economic Digest 

Praha Orbis Press Agency 8 issues per year 

CEP Czechoslotak Economic Papers 

Prague Academia Publishing House of the Czechoslovak 
Academy of Sciences Annual 

CJAE Canadian Journa:j,.....Qf Agricultural Economics 

Ottwa The Canadian Agricultural Economics Society 
Three issues per year 

CJECambrid~e Journal of Economics 

London Cambridge Political Economy Society. Academic 
Press Quarterly 

DP Development and Peace 

BUdapest Institute for World Economics Bi-,Annual 

EAF Economic Affairs 

C~lcutta Editor, Economic Mfairs Quarterly 

EAWM Economic AnalX,sis and Workers I Management 

Beograd- International ASsociation for the Economics 
of Self-Management ,Quarterly 
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EBE Econo~ulletin for Europe 

Getteva United Nations. Economic Commission for Europe 
BYAnnual 

ECECSR Econoinic Computation and Economic Cx.bernetics Studies 
and Researcn ~ 

Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies Quarterly 

ED Economic Digest 

Prague Czechoslovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Monthly 

EDCC Economic Development and Cultural Ch~e 

Cpicago University of Cpicago Quarterly 

EEE Eastern Eur2.P.,ean Economics . . 
-

Whi te Pltlins, N.Y. 
Press Incorporated 

EJ Economic Journal - -

International Arts and Sciences 
Quarterly 

London Royal Economic Society, Cambridge. Cambridge 
University Press Quarterly 

EM Economica 

London London School of Economics and Political 
Science Quarterly 

ENE E~onomic News of Buy,aria . 

Sofia The Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Monthly 

EP Econ~~cs ~f Planning 

U.K. Centre for Russian and East European Studies. 
University of Birmingham Three issues per year 

EPR Economi c Papers 

Warsaw Central School Of Planning and Statistics. Re-. 
search Institute for Developing Countries Bi/Annual 

EPW Economic and Poli ti.,cal Weekly 

Bombay A Sameeksha Trust Publication Weekly 
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EQ Economic Quarterly 

Berlin Institute for the Economy of Developing Coun~ 
tries_, Uniyersity of Economic Science Quarterly 

ERA! European Review of ~ricultural Economics 

The Hague Mouton Publishers Quarterly 

ES Economx and Society 

Londo~ Routledge & Kegan Paul Limited Quarterly 

ET The Economist 
-
London The Economist Newspaper Limited Weekly 

ETM Economic Times 
-. 

Bombay Times of India Group Daily 

FA Foreign Affairs 

New York COuncil on Foreign Relations, Incorporated 
5 times a year 

- . 

FE Financial Express 

Bombay Indian Express G;roup Daily 

FTR Forei~n Trade Review 

New Delhi Indian Institute of Foreign Trade Quarterly 

HBH Hungarian Business Herald 

Budapest Hungarian Chamber of Commerce Quarterly 

IAEAB International Atomic Energy ~ency Bulletin 

Vienna International Atomic Energy Agency Quarterly 

ILR International Labour Review 

Geneva International Labour Office E1/Monthly 

ISSJ International Social Science Journal 
-
Paris UNESCO QU:lrterly 

JCE Journal of Comparative Economics 
- -

New York Journal of the Association for Comparative 
Econ~mic Studies, Academic Press Quarterly 

xix 



JEL J ourn!!! of Economi C. _ L~i:.::t.:::.e!.:ra;;;t~ur~e 

Sta.'1i'ord, Pittsburgh .Americ~ Economic Association 
Quarterly 

JIE Jour.Eal of Industrial Economics 

Oxford Basil Blackwell Quarterly 

KL Kyklos 

Basel Switzerland Ur~versitat Basel Quarterly 

LRISC Land Reform. Land Settlement and ~o-operatives 

Rome Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United 
Nations BijAnnual 

Matekon Matekon 
.. 

Armonk N.Y. M.E. Sharpe Quarterly 

:MH Marketing in Hungary 

Budapest The Hungarian Chamber of Commerce Quarterly 

NH News from ?!£1J:ary 

New Delhi Published by Jozsef Szabo Monthly 

NHQ rfew Hungarj.a.'1 Quarterly 

Budapest Lupkiado Publishing House Quarterly 

DUW Osteurooa Wirtschaft ----
Stuttgart Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt GmbH Quarterly 

PC Problems of Communism 

WaShington International Communication Agency 
BijMonthly 

PDR POPulat~~n and Development Review 

New York Centre for Policy Studies of the population 
Council Quarterly 

PFT Polish Foreign Tl:~ 

Warszawa ARS Polona Foreign Trade Publicity and 
Publishing Enterprise Agpol Bi-Monthly 

Poland Poland 
Vlarszawa Polish Interpress Agency Quarterly 
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PP Polish Perspectives 

WD.;rsaw Polish Institute of International lI1'fairs 
Monthly 

PRE Problems of Economics 

White Plains, N.Y. M.E. Sharpe, Incorporated Monthly 

PS Population Studi~ 

London Population Investigation Committee at the 
London School of 'Economics Quarterly 

QJE Quarterl~.Journal of Economics 

Cambridge, Massachusetts Harvard Harvard University 
Quarterly 

RES Review of Economics and Statistics 

l.msterdam :North-Holland Publishing Company for Harvard 
University, Department of Economics Quarterly 

REST Review of Economic Studies 

Bristol Society for Economic Analysis Ltd. Quarterly 

RIA Revi~of_~~national Affairs 

Belgrade Jueoslovenska Stvarnost Fortnightly 

RIW Revie~ of Income and Wealth 

New Haven, U.S.A. International Association for 
Research J.n Income and Wealth Quarterly 

SIlS S~ien~e and Societr 
-

New York Science & Society Quarterly Inc. Quarterly 

SE Southern Economist 

SEEFT 

Bangalore Southern Economist Fortnightly 

Soviet and Eastern European For~ign Trade 

White Plains, N.Y. M.E. Sharpe, Incorporated 
Quarterly 

SER Southern Economic Review 

.t.nnamalainagar Editor Quarterly 

xxi 



SLB Social and Labour Bulletin 

Geneva International Labour Office Quarterly 

80s Social Sciences 

Moscow USSR Academy of Sciences Section of the 
Social Sciences Quartorly 

S5 Soviet Studies 

Glasgow University of Glasgow Press Quarterly 

SST Social Scientist 

Trivandrwn Indian School of Social Sciences Monthly 

STP Socialist Thought and Practice . -
Belgrade Socialist Thought and Practice Publishing 
Council Monthly 

SV Survey 

London -London School of Economics and Politioal 
S~ience, Oxford University Press Quarterly 

TD Trade ~Development: an UNCTAD Review 

Geneva UNCTAD Annual 

WMR World Marxist Review 

London S. C. Easton Monthly 

WT World Today 
-
London Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
Oxford University Press Monthly 

YER Y~oslav E~conomic Review 

Belgrade Privredni Pregled Monthly 

YL YUfa0~lav Life 

Belgrade Tanjug News Agency Monthly 

YN Yojana 

New Delhi Publications Division Fortnightly 

YS Yugosl.av Survey 
Belgrade Jggoslovenska Stvarnost. Newspaper publish-: 
iug House, Jugoslovenski Pregled QuarterlY 
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CLASSIFIED BIBLIOGRAPHY 



1. ECONOMI C DEVELOPMENT AND GROwtH 

PLANNING, POLICY, REFORm 

More than one country 

° ABSoEES XII(3) (67) May 1982 , 76 

Report on the meeting or the Comecon. Commission on planning 
collaboration. 

~--~. XIII(1)(68) Sept 19~2: 49 

Report on the meeting of the Comecon Executive Committee 
stating priorities in the Five-year plans. 

---. XVII (2)( 82) 1987: 66 

The &ecretary of Comecon claims that the rate ofo development 
in the individual Comecon countries is being equalized. 

Andrefr, Wladimir and Lavinge, Marie. A way out or the crisis 
for the CMEA-economies? (Tr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT XXIII(3) 
Fa 11 1987: 8-43 

The authors do not consider the present text a definitive 
analysis of ways out of the crisis. According to .them it is 
first necessary to have a theory of crisis in a centrally 
planned economy. The lack of such a theory necessitates for 
the time being a rather descriptive approach to the symptoms 
of crisis and recovery within the CMEA countries. General 
decline in the productivity or fixed capital, slow growth in 
apparent productivity of labour. Decline in investment 
partially checked. lnflationary pressures and the eVolution 
of income distribution. A squaring of foreign accounts. Pro-. 
blem of industrial modernization without dismissals. The way 
out depends on the nature of the crisis. Outside factors and 
adaptation to external constraint. The way out of short and 
long cycles. The term crisis of regulation refers to the set 
of mechanisms contributing to the reproduction or the system 
as a whole, taking into account the state of economic struc
tures and social forms. Problem of technologic~l change. 
Transformation of the labour process and the wage relation. 
Mode of extensive accumUlation. Interpretation of the crisis 
by economists of the socialist countries can beev01ved into 
a theory of disequilibrium. 



1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT~PLANNING 

Baibakov, Nikolai. Cooperation of the Member nations of the 
CME:A in planning activity at the contemporary stsgJ. (Tr. by 
Michel Vale). SEEFT XXI(4) Winter 1985-86. 6-15 

The coordination of plans for the years 1986-1990 differs from 
that of earlier years. The range of questions that must be 
examined is different, and the plans are more closely coordinat~ 
ed with the domestic planning effort. The approaches to major 
economic problems, and the interrelationship, between economic 
and scientific and technological cooperation Are also new. 
One of the objectives is to assign more unat:tbiguously. the 
various tR.sks to the ministries and agencies. ~conomical and, 
efficient use of fuel and energy resources and raw materials~ 
Development of food indUstries. 

Bogomolov,Oleg. The socialist countries at a critical stage in 
world econo~c development. PRE XXX(8) Dec 1987. 38-54 

The economic system of the socialist countries is undergoing 
profound changes. These changes are dictated by modern techno1o
gic!'ll progress, the 'new needs of socialist society, and..shifts 
in the 'world economy. AS a result of the coordination of plans 
for 1~86-90, major problems relating to the supply of CMEA -
countries ,with fuel and raw materials, including the coord i
nation of efforts in fuel""raw material construction projects, 
have. for the most part been resolved. Comprehensive program 
for scientific-technological progress. Security of nations 
through collective control over dangerous trends ill inter-. 
national economic development. 

( . - . 

BoteL, G~,!J3SEE3 XII(1) (65) Sept 198b 78 

,Although the structure of employment and Mtiona1 income appears 
similar in the different European socialist countries, this 
c.onceals wide differences. in d.evelopment levels. 
;', . 

Brada,J'osef' C; 'The slowdown in Soviet and East European econO!'!, 
mi,c growth. OUW'OO(2) June 1985: 116-128 

T/lis p~per reviews 'Western 'and socialist studies of Soviet-'and 
Eaat European growth within the framework of. the production 
function •. Although there are differences between bourgeois and 
Mprxist economists in, interpreting the concept of the production 
function the results of thei!' empirical work are simill'lr. When 
viewed wlthtn th~ context of Cobb-Douglas production function 
with disembodied technological progress a marked reduction in 
the rate of aggregate facto, productivity is evident in all 
countries. Within a CES framework, the elasticity of substi
tution appears to be less than 1. Only within the embodied
technology framework does the slowdown in growth appear to be 
A normal extension of Pl'lst economic performance. The paper 

2 



MORE THAN ONE COUNTRY 

concludes by exploring the policy implicRtions of these alter
native views of the producti~n function. 

Brada, Josef C. and King, Arthur E. Taut plans ,repressed infla ... 
tion and the supply of effort in centrally planned economies. 
EP 20(3) 1986: 162-178 

A macroeconomic model of a centrallY planned economy has been 
developed in this paper. In such an economy the use of taut 
plans to elicit greater supplies of effort from the work force 
is hampered by the 1nflationary pressures unleashed by the plan. 
Consequently the planners cRnnot, in general, optimize both 
the supply of effort and the supply of lRbour but rather must 
trade off one against the other. Planners may be able to 
alleviate inflationary pressures if they CRn impose wage dis
cipline on enterprises or if they are willing to reduce invest
ment. Both of these policies, however, have costs Rttached to 
them. Severe credit rationing designed to prevent upward 
wage drift may in fact reduce the output of enterprises by 
creating financiRl bottlenecks. Moreover, while upward wage 
drift does cause repressed inflation it may also be a way of 
moving workers from less efficient firms to more efficient 
ones and thus be useful in an allocational sense. Reductions 
in the volume of investment also represent a cost to planners 
since higher current output can be obtained only by sacrificing 
future output. The key mechanism, that 1s, the link between 
disequilibrium in the market for consumer goods either at the 
micr'J-level or in the aggregate, does exist. In the sample 
of East European countries there is a significant inverse 
relationship between deviations from the normal level of 
savings and deviRtions from the trend rate of growth of labour 
productivity, reflecting fluctuations in the supply of effort 
by households. -Taut plRnning, the use of output targets which 
exceed the full-employment productive capacity of the economy, 
is a chRracteristics of Rll the centrally planned economies " . 
and the economic consequences of taut planning have been 
studied extensively by economists in the West and 'in the socia
list· countries. The focus has been on two aspe cts of taut plan
ning, its ability to influence the level. of output and its infla
tionary impact on the economy. The use of taut plans is inte~ 
tional partly. This conscious desire to draw up ambitious plans 
for mobilization for progressive development. .. 

Brus, Wlodzimierz and Kowalik, Tadeusz. Socialism and develop
ment.CJl!l 7 (3/4) Sept/Dec 1983. 243-255 

Joan Robinson on Marxism. 
talism. Expectations and 
Dilemmas for the future. 

Socialism as a substitute for cRpi
reality. Conservative modernisation. 
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1. E:COllICllmI:C: lEW:I..ClPME:]JT'" PI.ANNIllrc; 

Cl.8fm" Roger A- '!be stud,.- or Sauat-type ac:onomLesa some trends 
conelusiOllS. SS :.u:x:1I(4) Oct 1983: 525-532 

~ 

1JIitfD. NS:n:u-c:eS ~ al.l. kfrrls ~eC!Oming more sc~ prodll.ctlv1ty 
am erficie.EliC7" rather than the cap ad. ty to mobilise" are cru
diU now. Ii.. transi.tion n-om ertenslw to 1lltenslve growth. is 
essential.. Wb.ateyer the d1ff1c:uJ.ties f'acing the Western world 
e~:JIIIlf" the STEs are no 10nger seen as offering a!IT posiUve 
lessons. 

Csikos-llIaa" Bela. The role :If'-the law or values in sociallst 
e~. ('fl' •. Qy Andre,. Boros-Kazai). EE:E: D:ll{3-4) Sp:r1.ng-
SUmmer 1984: 102-12.l .. 

'rile new jl:ro~ems arise f?otm the :ract of increase 1!l. the relatiw 
seazci'b' of' natu.ral resources witb.i.n tne CMEA. countries combined 
w:Ub.. the teosi.ons wtdch are noticeable in too area of East-West 
trade. Declaring ee~m1.e efficiency as a goal t:J ~e ecllIe'ged 
does 1iJIOt: sobe too problem.. Improwment In e:rficiency eml t1'1e 
l::Jwerim.g oJr prootu:U::Jn C'Ets. Rational ded.slons Call onlY" be 
lIL<!de on t!le basis of economically determiJ:led prlces. The WlW 
of' v~l1lre and. the labour tne::Jry o:r vl'Iloo. Capit'llist prodl.lct1:Jn 
~nrl COfIIIIIOd.ity aN ll::Jt the same. Transiti:Jnal eeon:Jmic systems 
tl!lerefo.\N h.e!w to establish !1:JrDJS f:Jr peaceful eo-existen.ee. 
CeJmtr"11 me~llU'es c",nnot define every !!Spec:t of' econ:Jm1.e meeb.a
nisllt. Cel't~ buLt-in sl3fegu.",rds to enforce economic rat1.ona
lisDll iJm decentrallsed de cis Ion-mald ng. ~atlon of eert8in levers 
into too eeom:nn:ic mech.~n1sDl which create financial interests 
f~r tJtre executors o:r Plans. Special kind :If commodi t7 pro<illctlon. 
:r..a. oJr s~p:Q- am demand and pr:icing mecnl'lllism. 

~f' Milankovitch.. De~oraft. Political econom:?' of socialism in 
Eastern Enrope. (.I. book .review article). PC xxnV(3) Msy
.rune 1985: 79-84 

~o wrlerstand the. econcmi.es ~ Eastern EuJrope, 1 t is neeessP!.l"y' 
to explAin why tbe varloll.S countries pursue different eeommLc 
policies despite basic siJldlp.rlties in their politiCAl,. econom:1c 
and ideologiCl'll structure. Mul.t1.-country studies !'ll"9 often -
metbcociological.lJ" irmovative in demonstrating how similar pro
blems are treated dif'f'erently in tne variOIl.S c:ou.ntries. Yet, 
they Ill:> !'lot say why this is so. Single-cotmtry studies add to 
oor suostantiye Wlderstarrling :If econ:Jm1.c policies in 11 given 
country trnt neglect to place them. in the broAder context of -
too eCClD!ll7 air socialism.. A synthesis of both apP70&ches re
Jlla.ins to 00 tmdertaIren. 

East-Europe learns those b.aci Latin ways. gr:'D5 28th 1'09 1987. 
11-12 

D:lff'ic:al.t days fo-r Bast EUropean countries. tis controlled 
economies. 
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East European economies - Looking up. ET 289 17th Dec 1983: 43 

Fallenbuchl, Zbigniew M. Editor's Introduction. EEE XXV(3) 
Spring 198'7: 3-5 

Current economic problems in Eastern Europe and measures taken 
to solve them. East European countries are trying to switch 
from extensive pattern of development to intensive pattern. 

--. Editor's Introduction (the development of science and tech
nology in Eastern Europe). EEE XXVI(l) Fall 198'71 3-4. 

Waves of discussion before on the importance of the 'scientific
technological revolution'. On the role of new technology as a 
factor of growth,on the methodology of selecting modern techno
logy and stimulating innovations. What sets apart the present 
discussion, however, is that it is tied in with the current 
CMEA program, it is taking place in all member countries, and 
it seems to be more critical than any previous discussions. 

Gomulka, S. Kornails soft budget constrRint am the shortage 
phenomenons a criticism and restatement. EP 19(1) 1985: 1-11 

Hard, almost-hard'and soft budget constraints - Kornatts defi
nitions and the shortage phenomenon. The point made in this 
paper is that firms' budget softness in real te.rms, while gene
rally probably higher under socialism than capitalism, is always 
limi ted enough for any economies still to remain very much pro
ducti ve. One modification to Kornai I s analysis, is that in the 
theory of the shortage phenomenon, the key operational variable 

. is not the degree of budget softness, provided it is not too 
high.as to make the economy unproductive, but a quite different 
concept of the degree of budget flexibility. The degree· of 
s of'tness is, instead, linked with inefficiency, both stati. end 
dynamic. The other modification is that while the household 
does have a hard budget constraint and the firm has a soft one. 
sUfficiently h1-gh prices for consumer goods would be neverthe
less be able to abolish any. consumer goods I shortages. Kornai IS 
suggestion that there may operate a trade-off between the rate 
of unemployment and the degree Of goods shortages,is not dealt:· 
with here. . 

Growth in the two worlds. WMR 24(6) June 1981. 120-122 

Comparative statistical data - some socialist and capitalist 
countries. 

Hare 1 PaUl. Supply multipliers in a eentrRlly planned econo~ 
wit;h a private sector. EP 21(2-3) 198'7. 53-61 
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1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING 

A simple model of a centrally planned economy is developed with 
a state sector and private sector, and with a supply constraint 
affecting state sector output. In such a model, a supply mul
tiplier can be derived under the same conditions which would 
make an increase in state sector prices an effective means of 
reducing shortage. Moreover, a one sector constrained equili
brium model of the state sector does not yield misleading 
results by ignoring the privete sector; and the private sector 
price level is a reliable indicator of shortage in the economy. 

Hunyadi, Laslo and NYary, ZSigmond. The methodology and pr~ctice 
of econometric modeling of the national economy. (Tr. by Paul 
Hare). Matekon XIX(2) Winter 198~-831 51-90 . . 

The main tendencies of econometric modeling in the socialist 
countries. Modeling experiments. Long-term, economy-wide 
models. Short and medium-term economy modols. Contributions 
on methodological issues. 

Ickes, Barry W. Cyclical fluctuations in centrally planned eco
nomies, a critique of the literature. SS XXXVIII(1) Jan 19861 
36-52 

The claim that cyclical fluctuations are absent in .centrAlly 
planned economies was once an accepted part of the literature. 
Recent scholarship, however, has helped reverse this tendency. 
Existence of. these cycles appears no longer to be in doubt. 
The purpose of this .paper is to review the literature. 

·Inozemtsev, N. AESEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 34 

The Deputy-Chairman of the USSR PlanningComm1ssion writes 
F.lbout new tasks of co-ordination of economic plans of the 
COMECON countries. . 

Kaminski, Bartfomiej. Pathologies of central planning. (A 
Review p..rticle). PC XXXVI(2) Mar-Apr 19871 81-85 

Despite the fact that the rates of economic growth of the 
Soviet and the East European members of the Council of Econo
mic Mutual Assistance (CBMA) are respectable 'by international 
standards, there is strong evidence that these economies are 
losing their momentum. Although several recent studies on the 
CEMA economies tend to view the situation more optimistically, 
extrapol~tion of past economic trends and their impact on these 
econo~s indicates that a crisis situation is in the making. 
At its roots lies the incompatibllity of the d')mestic struc
tures ot these .. countries, which are based on administrative 
centralized state control, with the imperatives of the con
temporary world economy. 
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MORE' THAN ONE COUNTRY 

Kaser, M. From Versa111es to Hels1nki: structural change 1n the 
economies of Eastern Europe. AO 27(3-4) 1981: 343-350 

The paper introduces some of the issues treated in a collective 
volume of Economic H1st')ry of Eastern Europe 1919-75, which is 
shortlY to appear. It begins by contrasting in a series of 
macroeconomic statistics the agrarian and' rural dominance in 
the 1920s with the urbAnized industriAlized system of the 
1970S 'and then examines the characteristics of ,the period as 
a whole. ~he depth of the depression of the 1930S and devast
ation of tfie second World War are considered in relation to the 
shift thAt took place in its trade orientation from the West 
towatds the East after thAt war. The article also considers 
the compAris'.)n of the pre-and post-war systems in the light of 
valuation problems arising from a market to a planned economy. 

Kersten, G. Tendencies in a shortAge economy. AO 32(3-4) 1984' 
375-389 

Utilizati:m of social capacity. In the traditionRl sociAlist 
economic system the sociAl capacity utilization is taut. In 
the classicAl capitalist economic system the social capacity 
utilization is not taut. Kornai drew these conclusions from a 
logical but only partial proof. Centralized and decentrll.lized 
economy. Prep~ration of production plans. Relations among 
resources, demand, and production. Control mechanisms and 
production level. Tendencies in the shortage economy. Effects 
of plan bargaining. Six tendeneies: Terlency 1) to waste re
sources, 2)to hoard resources, 3)to pr')duce shoddy goods, 
4) to '!vert technic",l pnd organizational development ,5) to 
wrongly allocate and distribute resources, 6) to introduce 
mooern technologies and modern organizational solutions in 
investment, 7) to change normal conditions into cr+tical 
condi tions • 

Kornsi, Janos. Gomlllka on the soft budget constr.Rintl a reply. 
EP 19(2) 1985: 49-55 

On the interpretation of the Soft Budget Constraint-Syndrome. 
It is not a financialissuet in the narrow sense but an expres
sion ot a certAin type of behaviour. ThechBin of casuali ty. 
Soft budget constraint versus price inflexibility. Is decision. 
ma.ker responding to prices? The degree. of price-inflexiblli ty 
is to R large extent determined by the nature 'of the system. ". 
The consumer market. Under the ,present institutional conditi
ons the main aim of consumer price increases in Eastern Europe 
and the Soviet Union is not market-"clearing but the cutting of
real consumption. This may be necessary for the- sake of macro
economic adjustments, austerity programmes; etc~ These, how
ever, are objectives quite separate from the' achievemen'C of . 
market equilibrium. Price increases do not lead unconditionally 
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1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING 

to less shortage. Depends not on automatic market forces, 
but ~n the ,decision makers who determine prices on the one hand 
and supply and 'syphoning off' on the other. 

Kornai, J. On the explanatory theory of shortage: comments on -
two articles by K.A. So~s. (Comments and Criticism).' AD 34(1-2) 
1985: 145-162 

Agreement, pseudo-debate and genuine difference of opinions. 
Friction and suction. Demand control on the microlevel: the 
budget constraint •. The mAcrolevel control of deman~"mqnetary 
and ris CAl policy. . . 

:- t.. . j ,". ~ .i I ,. _~ , '0 • 

KornAi, Janos and Simonov1ts, Andras. Investment~'efficiency; 
and shortage: a macro-growth model. (Tr. by Paul Hare). 
Matekon XXII(2) Winter 1985-861 3-29 

Basic assumptions. Variables. The equations of the model. 
The fundAmental equation. Stability and viability. Systems 
with parameters varying over time. AlternAtive growth strate
gies: a comparison. 

Kostov, Iv. and Christov, L. ABSEEB XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 29 

A comparison of the economic growth of five Comecon countries, 
Bulgaria, East GermAny, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary 
during the period 1971-75, based on Comecon and national reports. 

Lafay, Je an-Dominique. Empirical analysis 
interaction in East European countries. 
1981: 386-400 

of politico-economic 
SS XXXIII(3) July 

A politico-economic mechanism appears to be capable of explain
ing empirically both the economic and politiCAl fluctuation~ 
experienced in the East European countries. True, the necessity 
of using some dummy variables indicates the autonomous shock~ 
exist ann are difficult to explain in A systematic manner. 
However, the signtficant interaction between economy and policy 
is clear, particulArly for the HungariAn ~nd Polish functions, 
which conform fairly well to thettheory. The analysis of the 
dyn~mics of the two-equation nationAl models has not been 
performed in detail, but the value of the estimated coefficients 
enables us to say that the 'final equationsf for governmental 
changes.and·real wage growth, if they present a tendency to 
fluctuate are basciallY stable. 

Ler, Ondrej. European CMEA countries in 1985-86. CED (7) 
Oct/Nov 1986: 3-20 

The mAin features of development. Industry and agriculture. 
E.mployment and product! vi ty of labour. Capital construction. 
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MAteriAl intensiveness. External relat:i.~ns,..Used national 
inc~me. Strategy for the coming period and 'soCialist , , 
economic integration • 

• 
Main trends SInd -major is sues in the ECE reg1on. EBE 34,(Chapter 

1) 1982: 1.19-1.29 

Recent economic developments in eastern Europe and the'Soviet 
Union. Basic economic ind;lcat~rs. Statistics.' 

Marinov, F. AM@iS XVI (2) (79) 1986J 28 

Recent growth rates 1nc~inecon co·untries. 

Munkacsy, G. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982& 57 

Based on statistical yearbook!?', p11lns and his. own computations, 
the author aSsesses the characteristics of the eCQnomic , 
situation in the socialist countries.' The abstract highlights 
the growth of their nation~l inc~me and materiAl production. 

New approach to planning socialisma importAnt' problems ;01' eco .. : ' 
nomic management.WMR 24(6) June 19811 68-75 

Planning. Trends and instruments ofintens1flcat1oil.S~fl~1-
.li ty And flexi bili ty. . 

NyilRs, Jozsef. Appropriate techno10gYI. the pr~i:>leiil: 6(ch?~~e. 
DP 1( 1) Spring ·1980: 38-65 ' 

, . ~ t 

Techn~l~gy and society. Interpretation of appropriate techno
logy.' The possibility of choice between labour-and capita1-
intensivetechn~logy. Main issues Of, the current dev~lbpment. 
On the experiences of the CMEA countries in: the utiliZation of 
mechanizen large-scale technology. The STR .and the l'urt~er 
development of the ,CMEA countries. " 

Patchy economic recov.ery in Comec:m. ET 292 18th ~\ug1984','59 

, There has been some, 'recovery ,from recession in the soviet, 
block but most Comecon countries still-hAve plenty to ,worry 
about. Soviet Union, P~land and East ,GermAnY I'lre eXl'lmiiled. . -, - . 

Pesic, Milorad. Economic and 
other socialist countries. 
6-11 

, 
Portiannlkov,I. and Rakhutin, 

plans of CMEA member nations 
1982:7&093 . 

sociai reforms in the USSR and 
RIA XXXVII(881) _3Jth Dec 1986& 

." . . . ~ 

N. Coordlnl'ltion of the economic 
for 1981-85.. PRE XXV( 4) Aug 
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1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPM&NT, PLANNING 

CMEA countries are jointly finding ways of resolving many com
plex pro~lems on the basis of economic interaction. Work on 
the coordination of plans has also revealed real reserves of 
material, financial, and labour resources that the countries 
possess. National planning organs and the CMEA·Bommittee for 
Cooperation in Planning have been working to find additional 
possibilities for the more complete satisfaction of the require
ments of the economies for fuel, raw materials, energy, machi-

. nery, and equipment and also for the expansion of reciprocal 
trade in food and manufactured consumer goods which will,pro
mote further economic development. 

Recent economic developments in the ECE region. EBB 35, '36, :rl, 
38, 39 (chapter 1) lS83 , 1984, 1985,1986, 1987: 1.26-1.:rl; 
1.40-1.46; 1.3.2; 14-20(1.2.2); 13-16 (1.2.11)_, 

Eastern Europe 
Foreign trade. 
of the re gion. 

and the Soviet Union: Basic economic indicators. 
Statistics available on economic development 

Rostowskl, Jacek. Economic reform prospects in centrally-planned 
economies. wr 4(&-9) Aug-Sept 19851 145-147 

Why economic reforms? Marketising economic .. reforms. P~li tical 
limits to reform. Within-the-system type reform. Three pillars 
of centrally planned system are l)Central allocation of inputs, 
2) Appointment, promotion and dismissal of managers by the 
central (state or Party) authorities, 3) The ability of the 
authorities to collect financial resources from certain enter-

vprises, and redistribute them as subsidies as they wish to 
othe rente rprises • Refo~ming economies means removing th.se 
pillars. . . 

Scherer, Alf. Intersectoral efficiency between agriculture and 
industry in six CMEA countries: introducing a simple equili-
brium model. EP 20(1) 1986: 1-27 . 

The purpose of this paper is to show the long..run preterettces 
for industry and agriculture of the planning bodies in six . 
CMEA countries, Sen be analysed by using data on factor alloca
tions in these .sectors. Indicative results describing these 
preferenoes are obtained and existing inefficiencies in labor 
alloc~tio~ and the relative domestic prices of 1ndustrial and 
agricultUral goods are disoussed. The conclusions suggest 
the the preferences of the planning bodies hav~ stayed com
pletely constant over 1950-1980 only in the case of the GDR, 
and that allocations ot labour and domestic price ratios have 
mostly been tar trom optimal over that period in the countries 
that were analyzed. 
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Simon, D. andSl'IlIlovol, V.S. On the economic grwoth functional. 
Matekon XVIII(3) Spring 1982: 65-84 ,. 

The general form ·of the functional. On classifYing types of' 
economic growth. On trends in the coefficients reflecting' the 
marginal products of the sources of economic growth.. Some· -

. results of our analysis of growth. -. 

Simonovits, Andras. Growth, control and tensions in an·open 
socialist economy. EP 20\3) 1986: 145-161 . 

Persistent contradictions among growth, efficiency and equili
brium in ERSt European countries are. analysed in the theoretical 
model. InternRl and external tensions aredistingulShed.· Both 
types of tension diminish the efficiency of-investment and of 
foreign trade, moreover, they modifY macrodistributionalshares. 
Competing growth strategies are compared .achieving constant in
ternal 'and/or external tensions. A simple ,numerial mac~omodel 
is constructed to be used in computer simulations. " . . ... 

Soos, K.A. 
164. 

A rejoinder to Janos Ko):'nai •. AO 34(~-2) 196q: 162-
. . . . '-. ". 

Soukup, 
tive. 
1986. 

Vacbv and Andreyev, Valery. Quality growth: the objec
A survey of economic statistics on CMEA countries in 
WMR al(6) June 1987: 139-144. . 

Main economic growth rates compared. Nati6~ income and indUS
trial output growth rate. The way of intensification. 'Develop
ment of' agriculture. The. people's growing well-being. 

Szikszay, B. ASpects of the international coordination of' national 
economic plans. AO 28(1-2) 1982: 179-194 . 

Plan coordinRtion by the socialist countries is an organic p-art 
of' planning work. Its purpose is to mutually contribute to t~ 
international backing of national economic plans. It is a 
basic tool for the material backing of their plans and for the 
reliability of trade. The CMEA member countries coordinate 

the main directions of' economic. technological and scientific 
cooperation for five ye arS, define the mutul'l3! sup'plyof 'corn
modities serving as a basis for the .five-year trade contracts, 
extenn bilateral and mUltilateral agreements and conclude new 
ones as well. . . ., 

T!'trAsov, L. The economies of the CMEAcountries:, results for' 
1900 and plans for 1981. PRE XXV( 2) .June 19.82:55-77' 

During the five-year period (1976-80), CME:A countries have 
significantly increased the scale of social production, have 
strengthened its techniCAl base, and have improved the people's 
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1. ECONOMrC DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING 

well-being. The projected,rates of development of the national 
economy in 1981 are to be realized through its broA.d intensifi
cation, the growth of labor productivity, the lowering of the 
expenditure of ene~gy And materiAls, and the bebter use of 
fixed cRpitA~' ,Statistics available. 

VaneTa, Jirina. CMEAlthirty years of coordinAtion of nati'.)nal 
economic plans. CED (8) De c 1986, 3-4 

Whitesell, Robert S. The influence of central planning on the 
economic slowdown in the Soviet Union ann Eastern Europe I' A 
compArRtive, production function analysis. EM 52(2) 1985: 
235-244, . " 

Attempts at explaining the slowdown. To evaluate whether the 
Causes. of .the economic slowdown are peCUliar to these countries 
or reflect broader systemic factors endemic to centrally planned 
economies, 'aggregate production functions were estimated for 
total industry and seven individual industrial sectors for 
countries of Eastern Europe. No indication in the results 
that the Soviet-type economies impose technological constraints 
on industri'al growth. That the primary caUse of decreasing, 
industrial growth has been a decrease in the rate of growth 
of factor inputs. Soviet Union is the exception. 

Winiecki, Jan. Are Soviet-type economies entering an era of 
long-term decline? SS XXXVIII(3) July 1986. 325-348 

The recent economic slowdown in Eastern Europe, conpled with 
the problems of indebtedness and balance of payments difficul
ties and falling living standards and open inflation, have 
generated many, predictions thAt the centrally planned economies 
are entering an era of decline •. Endogenous CaUses.. 1) Anl'llysts 
have long been pointing to the distorted motivations and the 
lack of the usual constraints' on the behaviour of enterprises. 
2) The inflexib1'l1ty of the hierarchical multilevel institu
tional structure of a CPE, with commands replacing enterprise 
.initiAtive, has become' an increasingly severe weakness recently. 
3) Twofold lack of, speciAlisation of their 1ndllstriRl structure. 
4) Slowness to innOVate is another wellknown feature of Soviet
type economies. 5) .. One of the ad VAntages of centrAl pillann1ng 
has been the ability to mobilise large amounts of. f1.nancial 
A.nd other res ources and to allocate them for the implementa
tion of large-scale pr~ority projects. But AS the role of 
growth engine began to be taken OVer by industries in which 
innOVation, flexibilitr, ripk-taking andothel' entrepreneuriAl 
features are crucial! the advantages of this featllre were 
substantiAlly reduceq. The symptoms produced py the funda
mental caUses outlined abovel some qUAntitative 1ndicators. 
Aggregate effects. much worse than officially reported. 
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Winiecki, J~n. Soviet-type economies: considerA.tions for the 
future. SS XXXVlII(4) Oct 1986s 543-561 

EA.stern EUrope has entered what looks like A. period of'lbng
term decline. Deteriorating performance in resource use, 
investment efficiency, innovation, quality, export performance. 
Stagnation of real-as distinct from' officially reported-economic 
growth, higher inflation- open, hidden, and repres~ed- and 
falling living standards. Various actions aimed at remedying 
the situation are expected. But there· are constraints on 
future options. They cannot initiate and sustain for long 
another largescale investment expansio.n. The quanti ties end 
quality of production factors and materiel inputs to resume 
economic growth and consumption growth in real terms are 
largely out of reach for these countries. The w~y of improv
ing economic performance, structural change, is Rlso closed 
for these countries. Greater participl'ltion in the interna
tiOnAl division of labour is also not possible. .r.evelopment 
possibility ~f intra-CMEA trade. Hungarian example. Politi
cl'llinputs to economic reforms. 

Yurin, Victor. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 27 

The C~mecon member states will promote their cooperat:i.onchiefly 
by intensifYing producti::n based on . scienti1'iCl-te chnical innova
tions and by implementing the comprehensive programme for the 
period up to 2000. 

ZalaL, E. Economic. reform, allocative efficiency, and. .terms of 
trade. AO 33(3-4) 1984: 255-271 ... . 

It has widely been agreed that the distorted'pric9 system is 
one of the causes of inefficient economic de·cisions in central
ly planned economies • The paper :j.nvestigates the possible 
effect of a price reform cfn the alloca~ion of resources in 
a situation where micro-efficiency re~ains unchanged •. Foreign 
trade and endogeneously induced terms-of-trade changes :are 
foc::)l points ·1n the· multisectoral applied generl'll equilibrium 
analysis. The model. Special attention·is paid to some . 
methodologic::)l problems connected to the representation of 
foreign·trade in.such models. The simul::)tion framework,' datA. 
ann results. . 
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Bulgaria 

ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984. 'Z7 

Report on plan fulfilment in 1983. 

---. XV(3)(76) ~ay 1985: 26 

Law on the Ecoriomic Plan for 1985. 

---. XV(3) (76) ,MaY 1985: 26. 

Planned growth of national income and industrial output in 
1985 • 

... ~.~. XVI ( 3)( 80) 1986: 22 

The February 1986 Plenum of the Central Committee of the 
Bulgarian Communist Party mapped out .the strategy for further 
development of the Bulgarian economy. 

---. XVII(2)(82) 1987: 28 

The Central Statistical Authority published statistics of 
fUlfilment of the country's 1986 Plan. 

---. XVII (2)( 82'- 1987 I . 29 

Bulgaria establishes its 200-mile exclusive economic zone 
in the Black Sea. 

---. XVII(3)(83) 1987: 37 

The Standing Commission for·Social-Economic Development of 
the Na.tional .Assembly hears a final report on the ninth 
Five-Ye~r Plan and raises various questions. 

Bulg~ria: a.lesson for . the teacher. ET 292 7th July 1984: 37 

Bulgaria has outperformed the other east European economies 
in many economic fields. . 

Bulgarian economy during the first three quarters of 1984. 
ENE XXV(12) 1984: 8 

Bulgari~ls economic development in 1983. ENE XXIV(l) 1983' 1 

Bu1g~ria's 1985 socie-economic development plan. ENE XXVl(2) 
1985: 1, 8 . 

Economy continues intensive development trend. ENE XXIII(3) 
1982:1-2 
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Economy in first quarter .of 1984. ENE XXV(5) 19841 8 

Bulgarian industry. Capital investments. Agriculture. 
General living sb.ndardlil. 

Economy in 1986-1990. ENE 27(5) May 1987: 1 

Putting. new materials to use in strategically important manu
factures. Agriculture's technological reconstruction. Trade 
and tourism. 

Feiwel, GeorgeR. IndustriAlization in postwar Bul·garia. 
OUW 23(1) Mar 1978: 1-17 

After World W"r II Bulgaria started its economic development 
under socialist rule as the least developed country within 
the Eastern bloc. The rapidity of transformation and struc
turRl change was remarkable, partly due to an extraordinary 
treatment by the USSR. Although the overall economic growth 
was an extremely rapid one! statistics on distribution of 
national income discloses aownward trend in the share of 
consumption, which seems to be corrected since 1970. It 
did not promptly expand its trade with the west. 

Ganev, I. ABSEI!S XII(1)(65) Sept 1981 •. ~ 

. The results of the first five months of 1981 show that a 
good start has been made with the 8th Five-Year plan. 

GArvalova, Mariia. A study of the influenoa 
technological progress on economic growth. 
Vale). EEE XXV(l) Fall 1987s 00-33 

Iliev, I. ABSEEE XVI(2)(79) 1986. 28, 29 

of sc1entific
CTr. by' Michel 

The Chairman of the State Planning Commission speaks about 
the 1986 economic plan. 

Milestones of economic upsurge. ENB XXII(9) 1981. 4 

National economy progress in 1985. ENE XXVII(3) 1986: 1., 8 

$halamanov, stoyan. CMEA integration's new dimensions for 
an intensive economic development. ENE XXIV(6) 1983: .1, 3 

Socia-economic development in 1981 and 1982. ENE XXII (~) 
1981: 1 

Trendafilov, L. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 32 

The uniform plan for industrial and socio-economic develop
ment was fulfilled ahead of schedule.Some statistical results. 
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Vutov., V. AJ3SEES XII(3) (67) May 1982: 34 

Bulgarian experience and problems in constructing input
output tables. 

Zakhariev, G.ABSEES XIU(1)(68) Sept 1982& 36 

Local councils have been assigned wider functions in regard 
to planning and supervising local bUsiness and services and 
now are directly interested in their profItability. 

Zhivkov, T. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 28 
. ~ . . 

President Zhivkov speaks about the need for a rteW' 'approach 
to regional aspects of eoonomic planning (First abstract and 
Second abstract). 

~zechoslovakia 

ABSEES XI ( 3) (64) May 1981: 41 

Report of the Federal Statistical Office on results of the 
economy in 1980. Industrial production increased by 3.2%, 
the net material product by 3%." . . . 

---a XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 43 

Report on the fulfilment of the annual plan for 1980 in key 
sectors of the economy. 

---a XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 33 

Economic performance in 1983 positive but much remains to be 
fulfil the tasks set by the Five-Year plan. 

---a XV(3)(76) May 1985: 35 

An editorial on the performance of the Czechoslovak economy 
in 1984 •. 

---a XVII(2)(82) 1987: 39 

Results of the 1986 economic plan. Industrial output rose 
by 3.l%~ 

-~-. XVII(2)(82) 1987& 40 

A brief review of economic performance in 1986 which is less 
gO,6d than it seems at first sight. 
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Angel1s, Ivan. A forecast of the external conditions for the 
development of the Czechoslovak national econo~ (the outlook 
until the year 2)00) • CEP (22) 1984: 43-56 

Connection between economic growth and raW' materials and 
energy resources. Probable dynamics and new traits of future 
economic development. Some aspects ot product composition 
and techniCRl and technological innovations. Internationali
zation of productive forces, the development ot internRtional 
trl'lde and chAnges in its condi ti ons. The influence ot exter
ni'll conditions on the C~echoslovak econo~. 

Balek, Alexej. The problems and reserves of the Czechoslovak 
economy~ . cEP (22) 1984, 7-23 

Indication of the growth resources embodied in fixed;~capital~ 
the qualitative changes in skills and education ot the popula
tion and some new trends in the branch allocation ot labour 
force. The subjective and objective conditions matured for 
substantially more intensive introduction of scientitic 
and technologiCAl knowledge into all the branches of nationRl 
economy. The long-run task ot equalizing the level of Slovakia 
with that of the Czech countries has been solved with the 
resulting release of some ba.rriers to the development ot 
efficiericy both in the SSR and in the reR to the beneti t ot 
the whole CzechoslovRk econo~.· 

CzechoslovRkia. ET 295 6th APr 19851 35-36 

General economic situation. 

Czecholslovakials economic development in 1984. ED (2) 
Feb 1984: 3-5 

Development of Czechoslovakia's national' econo~ and tultfiment 
of the state plan 1n 1982, 1983, the tirst half ot 1984 and 
first balf of 1987. ED-(4) APr 1983: 8-6; (4) Apr 1984. 3-6; 
(9-10) Sept-oct 1984: 4-5, (9-10) Sept-Oct 19871 3~4 

Divila, Emil. Intersectorlll complexes. CEP (19) 19821109-131 

This Rrticle contains some ot the conclusions and generaliza. 
tions arrived at on the basis ot an ana17sis of intersectoral 
complexes in the productive sphere·of the Czechoslovak econo~ 
based on the data provided by the statisticlll input~output 
balance. The basic concept of intersectorlll complexes. 
IntersectorRl complexes in the sphere of production on the 
basis of empirical analysis. 

, 
Dvorak, Jiri. On the main theoretical foundations of the . 

improvement in the mana~ement system of the Czechosl~vak 
economy. CEP (21) 19831 7-17 
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1. ECONOMIC .DEVELOPMENl', PLANNING , . ' . 

The 'promotion of the long-tan and goal orientation in planning. 
The system of pla~ng indicators and efficiency. The pro
portionality of plans. More comprehensive utilization of 
I'.~of1 t in the system of· plarmed management. . 

Dyba, Karel and Vintrova, Ruzena. Czechoslovak economy in the 
1980 IS.. CED (8) Dec 1985;,3-28 

Postwl:lr strategy of Czechoslovak econonrl,c development. Eco
nomic development in the 195Os. Specific features of socia
list industrializstion. Adjustments to changes in external 
conditions in the 1970s. Reality at the beginning of the. 
1970s. Program and reality of adjustment 'of econbmy to'exter
nal impacts, 1974-1982. Costs of restoration of external 
equilibrium. Prerequisites of futther development in the 1980s. 

Ernst, M. ABSEES XII (1) (65) Sept 1981, 45 

Survey of post-war economic development and comparison with 
the pre-war period. The national income increAsed by 6.3 
times in 1948-1980, that of the Slovpk Socialist Republic 
by 11.0 times. 

Faster dynamics of development: National economy and fulfilment 
of the state plan of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republ~c in 
1983. CED (3) May 1984: 19-46 

CapitRl construction. Industry~ The agro-food complex. 
TrRnsport and communications •. Standard of living. External 
trade. 

Federal Statistical Bureau. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 35 

On the whole, economic plans were fulfiIJed in, the first hl'llf 
of 1982, and plAnned structural changes in industry were im
plemented. However, old shortcomings in technical development, 
stock And fixed assets utilization remained. 

Foundations of future growth ~f the Czechoslovak economy. CED 
(5) June 1986: 12-15 . 

'. 
Eng1neering and electrical engineering industries which con
stitute the base up.on which the entire Czechoslovak economy 
develops, also carry out P. large part of the export tasks 
and earn foreign exchange neceSSAry to pay for Czechoslovak 
import needs. Als 0 in the 8th Five-Year plan period the 
engineering industry will.remainthe main export branch of 
the Czechoslovak economy. . " . 

Goldmarm, J. and KOUba, K. Terms of trade, adjustment processes 
and the economic mechanism (a quantitative approach). AO 32 
(1~2) 19841 137-160 
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The study examines the effects of the upsetting ,Of external 
equilibrium in small relAtively developedCMEA countries., 
It investigates how growth strategy is Adjusting to new 
conditions. The a.uthors analyze the passive; restrictive 
and dynamic stages of adjustment. Mobilization of the reserves 
depends first of all on institutional factors~Comparison of 
the chAracteristics of and experience with the traditional, the 
partiAl and the alternptive complex WAYs of apprOach to the 
development of the econo~c meChanism. StrategiC adjustment 
to external impu~ses in A smAll developed socialist country' 
the model. The time path of the adjustment process~ QU~ 
cation. The strategic framework. Role of the economic mecha
nism in the context of a development strategy. ' .. ' 

Hsba, Z. A,BSEF8 XI(2)(63) Jan,lg81. 36 

Essence of the. new meaSures in the system of economic pl~nning 
currently being introduced in CzechoslOVAkia. . 

HrivnAk, Pavel. Effectiveness and intensif1cation~ (Slovakiafs 
economy A.fter 17th Congress o.f the Communist Party of Czecho
slovAkiR). CED (4) June/July 1986: 3-11 

HulA, V. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 36 

The ChAirmAn of the state Planning Commission outlines the 
·bR.sic fei'itures of the 7th Five-Year plan (1981-85). 

Hvorecky, Jozef. The material balAnce of the natioAAl economic 
plan. (Tr. by MariAn Sling). BEE XXV(3) Spring 1987' 63-71 

The Author is concerned About Various disproportions in the 
development of the CzechoslOVAk economy that arose in the 
past and examines ways of avoiding them in the future. Dis
proportion in.the growth of agricultural development; in 
appliCAtion of advances in science Rnd technology and the 
needs of AAtional economy, in the subject of investment 
formRtion, etc. ' Problems of different regions. 

JRkes, Milos. CzechoslOVAkia' the supreme goal, the benefit 
of man. WMR 24(7) July 1981: 37-43 

Economic situation. StRtistics RVAilable. 

Janacek, K. and Klacek, J. ABSEES XVI (1)(78) Jan 1986. 32 

Socie-economic goals eRn be fulfilled only if the economy 
is brough to An intensive type of growth' and achieves a 
3% growth rate. 
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Janza, Vladimir. The first :reRr of the 8th Five-YeRr plfln. 
CED (2) Mar 1986: 3-12 

Expected results. Plan for 1986. Structure of production. 

--~. The role of the plan in thes:rstem of plan-based management. 
CED (7) Nov 1984: 56-83 

Effectiveness of present.s:rstemof pla~based management. The 
programme of improving the s:rstem of plan-based manageme~t. 
Basic approach to drafting the nAtional economic plene The role 
of fin~ncial plan as part of the national· economic plan. On the 
issue IIScientiflc and technical developmen't'~~ the axis of the plan. 

King, Arthur E. The macroeconomic-impact of the Czechoslovak 
new economic mechanism. EP 15(2-3) 1979: 99-125 

Presentation of an econometric model of the Czechoslovak econo-·· 
my which a.ttempts to overcome some of the shortcomings of econo
metric models built in East Europe. Brief overview of the model 
with R discussion of the conceptuRl structure, the sources of 
the dqtR and surve:r of the polic:r and institutional changes 
which took place in Czechoslovakia during the Sample period. 
Results of s')me experiments cRrried out b:r me.ans of the model. 

Klacek, Jan and Nesporova, Alena. Al3SEES XI(2) (63) Jan .1981. 37 

A constant ebstici t:r of subs.ti tution production function was 
Rpplied to Czechoslovak industrial output 1957-77. Extra
polation till 1985 indicates fl declining growth rate. 

---. Economic growth in Czechoslovakia- application of the CES 
production function. CEP (22)1984: 83-100 

AnRl:rsis of long-run economic growth in the period of sixties 
and seventies in Czechoslovakifl. Bflsic charActeristics of i~ 
put and output flows. Specification of the model. Estimates 
of the CBS production function for Czechoslovak industr:r. 
Dy"nRm1cs· of the effe~ts of neutral technological progress. 

Kolacek Frantisek et. al. On the operation of some economic 
laws In the construction of adVanced socialistsociet:r in the 
CSSR~ CEP (19) 1982: 45-63 . 

Goal is to emphasize some of the. methodological apprOaches emer
ging in the course of theoretiCal discussions thRtare of consi
derable importance for the solution of theoretical questions of 
advanced socialist societ:r and the construction of the latter 
in the CSSR. The following three lAWS are the most importflnt, 
namel:r 1) the law of the economy of time, 2) the lAw of the 
plpnned development of socialist societ;y, 3) the basic economic 
law. 



CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Komanicky, P. AOOEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 41 

DeliberAti~ns of the CentrRl Committee of the P~rty on the 
mAin Rchievement of the 6th Five-Year plan and an outline of 
strategy for the 1981-85 plAn. 

KosAr. Josef. Economic rese~rch on the intensification of the 
reproduction process in Czechoslovakia. (Tr. by M~rian 
Sling). EEE XXV(3) Spring 1987: 6-49 

The study is devoted to intensification At the ~tion81 eco
nomic level, to bi'lsi~ structural chatlges, spatial aspects and 
sectorAl lmpulsesin the direction of intensification. Intel;l.
sificRtion of the CzechoslOVAk economy-conception and goals. 
Features of current interest and externAl conditions ~nd 
results of the reproduction process to date. Resource forma
tion and utilization. Participation in international division 
of labour. Framework for structurAl modification of the eco
nomy. Intensification and inter-republic linkages. Scienti
fic-technological progress and investment formation. Issue 
of labour resources. RationAl use of raw material resources. 
Sphere of recycling~ External economic relAtions and socia
list economic integration •. Standard of living. Further 
development ~ consumption. Prospective qualitative changes 
in components of the standard of living. 

Kubat, Milan. At the turn ~ Five-Year plans. CED (1) Jan 
. 1986: 13-21 

Kurilla, J. ABSEEB XVII(2)(82) 1987' 45 

The compRrative inefficiency of the CzechoslOVAk economy; 
structural changes and specialization hRve not .progressed 
fast enough. 

Kusin, Vladimir V. Husak1s Czechoslovakia and economic stagna
tion. PC XXXI(3) May-June 1982: 24-37 

In throwing out political liberalism Czechoslovakiafs post-
1968 leadership also jettisoned economic reform. Exeessive 
investment Isimi1ar f to that in Poland under Edward Gierek 
but in this CRse domestically financed, successive disruptIons 
in the price and supply of imported oil, and ~ hight, inflexi
ble economic system, combine to pose a major threat to the 
country1s growth and prospects. Statistics aVail~ble. 

Langr, Frantisck. (Address at the.28th International Engine
ering Fair, Sept 1984). CED (8) Dec 198.6: 26'-35 

Economic situation. 
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1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING 

Ler, L. ABSEES XVI(1)(Y8) Jan 1986: 33 

Econol!l1c plAnning must be complemented by flll economic mechA
nism which mAintAins economic equilibrium. 

MAly, Bohusl~v. Conditions for the speci~liz~tion of the 
Czechoslov~k nAtiona.l economic complex. CEP (22) 1984: 25-41 

Intern~tionRl division of labour and the forming of speciali
ZAtion in a national economic complex. The economic level 
~nd economic size of the Czechoslov~k nation~l economic ' 
cOl!1plex. Degree of spec1A.l1z~tion. Intel;'nAl conditions ,for 
speciAl1zation;~ 'Extern~l conditions. ,The' prerequisites for 
increAsing"the degree of specialization of the., Czechoslovak 
nAtional economic complex in the future. Solutions to these 
problems are linked to the future development of Czechoslovak
Soviet economic relations because these relations provide 
the gre~test number of opportunities for crystallizing the 
speciliz~tion of the CzechoslOVAk national economic comp~exw 
The export Rnd import of machines Rnd the trading of consumer 
goods between CzechOSlovakia and USSR. 

M~rtinka, K. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 19811 36 

The Chl:drmAn of the SlOVRk PlAnning Commission AORlyses the 
underfulfilment of the annual pl~n in the first half of 1980 
in ~1ovakia. . 

}j1!te.~ iiI'!., L¥i(!islliV .'Import(l~~ ?If.-. the;'co~aox of measures for 
intensification of the Czechoslovak na.tionRl economy. CED 
(it} f'QlJ", 1984: 26'""50 ' ""k :.' L ,'~.': :;~:;,' -,'.' c"1'<' ') '1--

Mikulsky, Konstantin. 
conditions. (CMEA: 
50-63 

Economic growth rates in present-day 
trends and prospects). SOS XV(2) 1984: 

Mosna, Z. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 37 

Planning methodology for the next Five Year plan will come 
nearer to the theoretical concept or simultaneous value
physical planning. 

Penkava, Jaromir. Current tasks in economic research. CED 
(1) Feb 1985: 24-40 . 

New forms of research work. Preparatory work on the 8th 
Five-Year' plan. 

Positive, encouraging results. (Development ~t the national 
economy and fulfilment of the state plan of the 'Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic in 1984) CED (3) May 1985, 3-28 
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Scientific and technologic~l progress. C~pital construction. 
Industry. Building industry. The agro-food coIl1pll.ex. Forestry. 
Water economy. Transport and telecommunicAtions. Foreign 
trade. StAnd~rd o.f living. Population. . 

PotAC, SVatopluk. ABSEES XIV(3)(73) Mar 1984: 33 

The Chairman o.f the StAte Planning Commission writes on the 
economic situation and the Plan for 1984. 

---. ABS~ XVI(3)(80) 1986: 33 

The Eighth Five-Year plan assumed higher overall efficiency 
~nd important structural and technological ch~nges. 

Q-40.c.Report o.f the Presidium o.f the Central Committee o.f the 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia on the ~state~ plBll o.f econo
mic and social development of the CzechoslovAk Socialist 
Republic, .for 1984. (Delivered on Nov. 23, 1983). CED (2) 
MAr 1984: 3-49 . 

Positive results expected. Concept of speeding up economic 
development in 1984. Fo,r greater e.ffectiveness in the crea
tion o.f resources $.n product;i.on. Application of scientif1e 
and technologicAl achievements. Higher quality.of the invest
ment process. External economic relations. Higher'standard 
of management and implementation o.f the complex meaSures. 
Pevelopment of workers r initiative, a major source' of succes
sful plan .ful.filment. Main tasks ,of the 7th Five-Year plan 
and preparations .for the period a.fter 1985. ' 

---. State plan of economic and social development for 1984. 
CED (3) May 1984;' 3-,18 

Concept of the 1984 state operation~l plan. Development in 
the main branches of production. Exterru!l economic relations. 
Living stand~rd of the people. Process o.f capital construction. 

---. St~te plan of economic ~nd social development .for 1985. 
(From a report of Communist Party Central Committee delivered 
on Dec. 4, 1984). CED (2) Mar 1985: 35-76 

It is necessary to tR.ke stronger aoDion in improving the 
system of planning and management in the direction of long 
range and five-year pl~nning. The working out o.f the state 
plAn as well as, the instruments '01' its implementatiain must 
correspond to the needs of the process o.f the All-round 
intensification o.f the nation~l economy, to the criteria of 
national economic effe cti veness and balanced development, as 
well as of the deepening of the participation in the inter- ' 
nation",l socialist economic integrAtion. 
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Potac l SVatop1uk. Victorious road towards building an advanced 
soc1Alist society. CED (6) Sept 19851 3-23 

The balance-sheet of the past ye~rs shows the great amount-of 
wor~ done. Reliable bASis for further construction. Five-year 
plans for economic developmeht. A new concept of economic 
policy. Improvement of the system of plAn-based mFlnAgement of 
the national economy. 

. 
Principal directions of economic And sociFll development of the 

CSSR for the 1986-1990 period and outlook for the period up to 
the ye~r 2000: Draft-document for the 17th CPCz Congress •. 
CED. (2), .M"r, 1986:. ~4-81 

Economic and sociFll development since the 14th CPCz Congress. 
Basic directions of the socio-economic strategy of the CPCz 
up to the year 2000. MFlin tasks of the economic and social 
policy of the PArty in the period 1986-1990. BASic orientation 
of the 8th Five-Year PlAn. The implementation of the scientific 
and technological progress. Development of industry. Various 
industries. Development of the agricultural-industrial complex. 
Forestry and WAter conserv~ncy. Construction. Transportation 
and communications. Economic contacts with foreign countries 
and the socialist economic integration. Promotion of the livi
ng standards. Environmental protection. Planned management 
of the natiOnAl economy. 

prokop, J. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 19841 37 

As the economic results of 1983 having been more favourable than 
were the forecasts, the 1984 PlRn targets were rFlised accordinely. 

Sojak, Zbynek. Intensification of the economy- a strategic,task 
of the economic policy of the Party. CED (1) Feb 19841 3-~ 

Strougal, LUbomir. Every effort for the fulfilment of the 7th 
Five-Year Plan. (Excerpts from the Speech delivered on 26th 
MFlr 1985}. CED (4) June 1985: 3-23 
--. . 

SujaD,Ivan. An analYSis of factors contributing to the decelera
tion in the-growth rate of the Czechoslovak economy in the 
period 1975-1980. (Tr. by MArian Sling). SEEFT XXIII(l) 
Spring 1987: 31-53 

1\ simUlation "tna1ysis Using FIn econometric model. :Ildentifi
cati-:m of the'. releVant fFlctors Rnd the procedure used in the 
analysis. Changes in the development of individual factors 
involved in the decline in the growth rate. QUantification 
of the influence of individUal factors on gross national 
income in 1975-80. The author concludes that objective 
external factors, such as worsening terms of trade, had less 
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of a retArding impact on growth than did the cieteriopation of 
domestic economic efficiency and the exhaustion of extensive, 
factors of growth. 

SUjan, IVan and-"Oleksa, M. A qUl'lrterly econometric model for 
short-term anAlysis of the Czech economy. Matekon XXI(S) 
Spring 1985: 31-46 

The theoreticAl bases for constructing a short-term model of 
the Czech economy. QuantifYing and testing the model. An 
analysis of'the effect of certain variables on production a~ 
import levelS in 1974-1980. 

Toms, M. and Nllchtig'll, V. ABS~ XVI(3)(80)19861 34 

The efficiency of factors 9f growth in the Czechoslovak eco
nomy declined in 1981 lI.nd 1982. but started to, grow AgAin ln 
1983 and 1984. 

Vachel, Jan. Czechoslovaki",'s economic and soclal develop'ment. 
CEO (7) Nov ],985: 3-29 

Building advanced socialism. Ail-round progress in the develop
ment of society. Great attention will hll'iI'e boo be given to the 
education of people f~r the socialist way of life. ,The way, of 
life of the consumer society in which individUals Are in an 
unhealthy waY giving priority to pursuit of material wealth 
which leads to disregllrd to tho needs of society. ' 

Vertelar, V. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986, 37 

An intensive type of growth is planned for 1986-90, which is 
bllsed on further economies in production inputs. . ' 

---. A.BSEE:S XVII (1)( 81) 19871 37 
- ' 

The Pl~n for 1986-90 sets II higher growth target for net 
mate~ial product than for industrial production. Energy and 
metlll consumption per unit of output are expected to decline. 

VintrovA, RuzenA. 'Reproduction proportions of intensive develop~ 
mente 'CED (1) JAn 1986: 33-57 

VlatrovR, Ruzena, et.al. Economic growth in the esSR, its 
b",rrie rs and efficiency. CEP (00) 1982: 7-29 " 

New quality of economic0 development. RAte of growth and 
econ..,mic equilibrium on the breAk ,ot Seventies. And Eighties. 
Definition of the barriers to economic growth., Energy 
barrier and the growth rate. Capital investment and the 
barriers to growth. 
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German Democratic Re2ublic 

ABSEES XI(2)(63) JAn 1981: 43 

The Joint Directive issued by the PolitbureAu, the Council of 
Ministers and the FDGB on working out the 1981 economic Plan. 

---. XI(3)(64} MaY 1981: 50 -- - , 

Main points from the report of the GDR Central Statistical 
orfice on the fulfilment of the 1980 economic plan. 

---. AESEES XII(1}(65} Sept 1981: 53 

Main datA from the Directive for the 1981-85 Five-Year plan 
AS proposed by the the loth SED Party Congress. 

---. ABS'EES XII(3}(67) May 1982:49 

Summary of salient features of the current Five-Year plan, 
with numerous statistical data. 

---. XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 50 

Detailed. report on the fulfilment of the 1981 economic plan, 
with numerous statistic~l dAta. 

---. ABSEES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983' 42 

On the fulfilment of the-plAn in the first half' of 1981, with 
numerous statistical data. 

---. AESEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 42 _. . 

Statistical report on economic activities in the first half 
of 1982. 

---. ABSEES XIV(3}(73) May i984: 41 

Text of the Law on the National Economic Plan for 1984 .stating 
the m",in tArgets; on aver~ge, the increases Vary between 0.2% 
(food industry) anq.8.0% (net production of industrial minis-
tries). . ... 

---. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 45 

Communique of the State Central Administration :f'or Statistics 
concerning the GDR economy in 1983.' 
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---. XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 45 

Government directive on the 1985 plan ,high1.ights .ce~tain 
current deficiencies. 

---. XV(3)(76) MAY 1986,' 46 

The report of the GDR CentrAl Statistical Office shows good 
economic resl,llts for 1984. Produced llI!tiopAl ~ncome rise by 
5.5%. ' 

---. XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 41 

Plan results by the end of May 1985. 

---. XVI(2)(79) 1986: 47 

Details of the fulfilment of the 1985 Economic Plan, issued 
by the CentrAl Statistical Office. 

---. XVI(2)(79) 1986: 48 

The 1986 Economic PlAn tArgets are 
vity, continued economy in the use 
And further development of applied 

--;... XVII (1) (81) 1987: 47 

based on increased producti
of fuel and raW m~terials;' 
science And technology. . . 

Figures for the first hRlf year 1986 show A consistent in
cre!,!se in production And productivity in AllimportA,nt sectors. 

---. XVII(2)(82) 1987: 48 

StAtistics of economio performAnce in 1986 Are published. 
Increi'tsed product! vi ty Wl'lS solely responsible fol' the Rchieved 
increAses ~ " - , 

~--. XVIl(3)(83) 1987: 53 

The chief Aim of the 1988 economic, plAn are set out in the 
Joint Directive issued by the ~olitburo, Council of Ministers 
And the TrAde Unions. '. 

Ax~p~ Hermann. GDR: ReAlism And confidence in the future. 
WIVllt 24(7) July 1981: 44-50 " ' 

Economic sitUAtion. StRtistic~_ AVAilAble. 

Beyer, HAns-J'ol\chim. Al3SEE:S XVII(3)(83) 1987, 53 

Continuing growth in the GDR economy CAn only be Achieved 
if the mAjor 'growth factors' Are brought into hArmony. 
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Childs, DRvid. EAst GermAnyc 'GlRsnost' Rnd globe trotting. 
WT 43(1O)Oct 1987r 177-179 

Honeckerrs trRvels. -RelAtions with the Soveit Union •. The 
economic record of EAst GermAny. Ties with the W$st~rnWo~~d. 

---. GDR dichotomies (A books' review). PCXXXV(3) MAy-June 
1986: 85-89 

VArious Aspects of GDR economy, life, society And politics 
Are discussed by number of Ruthors. 

Com~_con exemplAr. ET 296 6th July 1985: 60 I.!., i" 

ERst GermRny- good economic performance. The country is 
emerging RS Comecon's best performer. 

Dorschel, E. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 46 

The current level of development. in SOCiA.list conditions of 
productions needs reviewing for both theoretiCAl and practical 
reRsons. 

EAst GermAny. ET 298 22nd Feb 1986: 39-40, 4~ 

AlreAdy the most AdvR'nced economy in the Soviet "orld, East 
GermAny hRs recently been pulling fArther RheAn of the com
rRdes. In Soviet eyes the inter-indus try associAtions known 
in GermAn AS 'Kombinate' (combines) make the EASt German 
system differen# And worth copying. AtYP:lcAl combine consi
sts of 10-20 fRctor:J.as dotted R.round ttIe cpuntry, help to 
creRt economies of scale, simplify the cha:J.n of commAnd in 
industry And distribute deaisions to the l~vel where they 
cAn best be tRken. With A stAgnating lAbour force and few 
nAturAl resources of its own EASt GermAny's only pAth to 
economic growth is the introduction of new technolQgy. The 
top priority now is to tAke the couotry into the Age of the 
microchip. Electronic industry. SmAll country. Discipline 
And--hprd work Are trAditionAl to GermRn people. SpeciAl 
relAtionship with W. GermAny. -- -

Ger~cke, R. A~ HAberland, F. ABSEES XIII(2) (69).Jpn 1~83: 43 

PAper enumerAting key issues before the GDR economy. 

Heinrichs, WolfgAng. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 49 

Tha growth of the-GDR economy is divided into two principl"l 
phAses, pre-l975 And post-1975. 
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Honecker, E. ABSEES XVI(S) (80) 19861 40 

Erich Honecker reports on the results of the 1981-85 plAn 
to the XI Congress of the SED. 

Kigyossy-Schmidtj E. SectorAl interrelAtions between mAteriAl 
Ann non-mAteri",l sp-heres of the"-llRtionAl economy in A dYnAmic 
system. (On the bASis of Adyn",mic-input-(5utpllt ",nAlysis with 
sever",l ye",rs l",g covering ",Iso non-mAteriAl sectors.). 
0\0 26 ~ 3-4) 19R1_: 275-~89 

The AnAlysis is Aimed ",t obt",ining inform",tion on nAtionAl 
economic interrelAtions ",m'Jng mAteriAl And non-mAteriAl ~ . 
sectors tAking the mAinly long-term delAY of non-m",terial 
inputs 'into considerAtion •. For this purpose experimentAl 
computAtions h",ve been mRde with A dynAmiC input-output 
tAble, enl",rged by some non-mRteriAl sectors. The series of 
computAtions referred to the nAtion",l economy of the GOO 
divided'-into 7 sectors for A period of 15 ye",rs~. Results 
of-the Rn",lysis obt",ined up to now Allow the conclusion thAt 
the dyn",mic input-output- rebti!:)ns enlRrged by some non
mAteri",l sectors CAn be Rpplied for- the AnAlysis of inter
dependence Among mAteri",l ",nd non-mAteri",l sectors of economy. 

Koziolek, Helmut. ADSEES XI(3)(64) MIlY 1981:· 51 

An outline of the m",in economic ",chievements of 1980 followed 
by A list of conditions for mAintRining the present rAte of ' . 
progress. 

---a ABSEES XII (3) (67) MAY 1982: 50 

Discussion of the theoretiCAl b",ckground of economic strAtegy 
in the current Five-YeFlr pbn wi th some stA.tisticAl dAtA. -- . . . ... -

---a FRctors of SOCiAlist intensifiCAtion. WMR 25(6) MAY 
1982: 100-106 

MittAg, Gunter. ABSEES XVII(1)(81} 1987: 47 

A presentAtion of key stptistics demonstrAting,-the successes 
of the- GDR system of plAnning pnd mpnAgement over the PAst 
W~"'~. '" 

---~ On the highrOAd: SuPG's economic strlltegy.in the 1980s. 
WMR 26(10) Oct 1983: 5-11 ., 

Rudolph, H., et.Al. Al3SEES XVI(3)(80) 19861 41 

Eight- key economic issues relPting to: the strAtegy of .the 
SED, Are the subject of '" Conference Rt the Institute 
for Economics At Berlin. 
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S chure r, G. A.BSEES ~ (3)( ~4) May 1981: 50 

A summary of the main features of the economi6:-11an for 1981. 

Social and economic policy. SLB (3-4) Sept-Dec 1986. 408-409 

GDR: Economic progress for social improvements •. 

Stoph, Willi. ABSEES XVI(l) (78) Jan 1986: 43 

Report on the economic performance of, the GDR. 

---a ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 40 

Main features of the new Five-Year plan 1986-90, outlined by 
the Chairman of ,the Council of Ministers, , 

..... -. ; Economic policy for the be ne fi t of the working mRsses. 
DR 2'7(10) Oct 1984' 14-22' 

Tetchmann, Hans. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986; 42 - -.-
Outline of the co-ordinated Five-Year Plan for the GDR and 
Hungary 1986 to 1990. 

Wittenberg, GertrRIlCi. A.BSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986; 42 

The term 'productive forces' as used in socio-economic and 
po1it~cal contexts in the GDR, has changed its meaning over 
the last ~5 years. 

Hun~ary 

AESEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 52 

The--government's Five-Yea.r programme as' submitted by Gyorgy 
Lazar,- the Prime Minister, to the 'autum~ session of the 
National Assembly, which discu$sed and approved it. 

---a ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 19811 59 

The winter session of the National Assembly adopts the sixth 
Five-Year plan for 1981-85 'and the plan for 1981 Without a~ 
changes from the guidelines given by the Party cc. 

---a ABSEES XI1(1)(65) Sept 1981. 59 

National Statistical Office report on the development of the 
economy during the period of'the 5th Five-Year Plan. 
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ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 56 

Council of Ministers discussed Rnd adopted the 1982 national 
economoc Plan. Its main trends especiAlly Rre regarding 
employment. 

--. XII (3)(67) May 1982: 56 

Report by the-Central StatistiCal Office on the development 
of the nationAl economy' in 1981. 

---. XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 55 
A review of th~ 1983 Hungarian StatistiCAl Pocket Book. 

---. XV(3)(76) May 1986: 53 

Guidelines f'"6r the 1980 P1",n of national economy and state 
budget as stated in the Party CCIS communique. 

---. XVI(3)(80) 1986: 52 

Communique from the PRrty CCIS session of 18 June 1986 re -
th~ sluggish implementation up to now of the 1986 economic 
PlAn. APpeals to catch up on performance-in the remaining
months. 

Aczel, Gyorgy. Gyorgy Aczel answers questions on Hungarian 
s·ociety. An interview by Paul LendvAi. NHQ XXII(82) Summer 
1981: 122-143 

Problems of present Hungary. Material development lagging 
behind. On socii'll inequality Rnd prestigeous consumption. 
Red bourgeoisie. Living standArds. Place of Hungary in .. 
world economy. EdUcational system- and tr"ining. HungArian 
sociAlist WAY 1s a method and not a model. International 
contacts. RelRtionship with Soviet Union. The institutions 
!lnd the reform. 

Adam, Jan. The HungArian economic reform of the 1986s'- SS 
XXXIX(4) Oct 1987: 610-627 

The planning system. New management structures in enterpri
ses. --The regulRt10n system. RegulRtion of enterprise revenue 
and el!rnings in enterprises. Employment regul,.t1on-.- Pricer -
system. - The banking system. Investment decisions- Rndfin,.n
cing. Foreign trade. Organisation,.l system. EValU,.t10n of 
the ref'orm And its prospe-cts. The recent decision of-·the CC 
to embark on-I'I Slightly Acceler,.ted, selective, Rnd bilt,.nced 
growth progr,.mme, fiS a Way to overcome tbe present stRgnation, 
will .,1so require a continUation of the ref'orm. Growth is 
to be achieved by expAnding the most effiCient, competitive 
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brl>nches ,of industry which 'Ire in R position to intensify 
exports •. This will require structurRI chl>nges in industry, 
including trRnsfer of lRbour end 'I reorgAnisRtion of the 
foreign sector~ All these chAnges in economic policy will 
only h'lve A chAnce of success if they 'Ire bRcked up by 
further chRnges in the ,system of management. 

AntAl, LRszlo. Carrying on with the economic reform. NHQ 
XXIV(91) Autumn 1983: 69-80 

,- The economic , si tU'lt;!. on And the reform p~ogrAmme." 
• l' '_I ~ 

---a Conflicts of finAnciAl planning ",nd"regull>tion in HUngAry. 
(The nRture of restrictions). AO 30(3-4) 1983. 341-368 

The CRuses of restriction, its gAining ground. The restric
tion spirRl. The' objectives of the operAtive-: economic con
trol ",nd their realizRtion. On the drAwbl>ck And ris~s of 
restriction. The direction of recovery. 

Augustinovics1'MRriR. MI>croe-.conOmic'mOdels for the sixth Five
Yel>rplAn. lTr. by P., G. HRre). MRtekon XIX(3) Spring 1983: 
3-D ' 

Report on the models Rpplied in the fin'll stRge of prepRring 
th~ sixth Five-YeRr plpn- during 1980- Rnd on the' results of 
the computl>ti'ons performed with the model. In developing 
these models pnd putting them into' operAtion, the Ruthors 
hRve, drAwn on theoretiCRl results Rnd prRctic'll experience 
which hl>d been 'IccumulRted over the, previous two deCAdes in 
the 'IreR of medium-term I>nd long-term plRn modeling. , .... - . 

Augustinovics ,MRriR, eta ~l. MathemRticRI modelS for lohg-term 
plRnnin~ in H~Rry. JiiRtekon XVIII(4) Summer 19821 3-29 

The relRtionship between economic development, on one hRnd, 
Rnd socii'll p~ocesses Rnd the environment on the other. Long
term trends CRn be observed in chRnges ;in"the structure of 
production, consumption, foreign trRde Rnd'Rre Rffected by -
the bRl".,nce. rRte of' growth Rnd the efficiency of-the struc
ture. ,ForecRsting Rnd RnRlyticAl teChniques. PIRnning with 
the compll.t;er.· " A form"l Rccount of the optimiZl>t1on model. 
The HOVA model. The DynRmic model. The Lflgged model. 

Augusztinovics, M. ABSEES XII(2)(66) JAn 19821 51 

The study RllR1yses the chRnges in the "Hungl>ril>n mRcro
structure' in the Qourse of the second hRlf of this century 
(1950-2000). ' 
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---. ChRnges in the macro-structure of the HungRriAn economy. 
(1950-2000). AO 27(3-4) 19811 267-288 

The method of investigAtion-.. The dAtA". The structure of 
fixed cRpitRl And the_cApitAl/output rRtio.One "of the 
de-cisive fRctors·-in the form!'ltion of the growth rAte, the" 
mRcro'"'economic cRpitRl/output rlltio is not An efficiency 
indicRtor~ O!'Itur!'llly its level is "influenced by the micro
level eff1ciency of the utilizRtion of fixed CApitRl, " 
however its long rAnge,.seculllr trend~ Rnd with this Also 
thAt of the growth rllte- depends prim~rily on the chAnges 
in the mAcrostructure. In -the present Ilrticle the Author 
hRs tried to prove this stAtement. By mAcro-structure 1t 
is meAnt the distribution of f1xed cRpitRl stock, output, 
And employment by m!'lin brAnches. Employment product And 
productivity. " 

---. Therllte of economic growth in HUngAry, 1950-2000. 
AO 26(3-4) 1981: 223-242 

The sudden drop-of the growth rRte in Hungilry At the end of 
the seventies hAS mAde the problem of the growth rAte t1mely 
And, through its socbl implicf'tions interesting Illso for 
the lAymRn. Why did things hllPpen AS they hAppened And 
whAt C1-ln be expected from the future? Recent events, the 
present situation Ilnd medium term prespectives- were widelY 
discussed in cOIUlection-with the sixth--five-yel'lr Pbn~· By 
surveying the distAnt PAst And future Atte-ntion is drAwn 

"to the seculRr te-ndencies of the growth rAte. The model. 
The datA. The tAke-off. BAlAnced growth. 

BRcskRl, T. And VArhegyi, E. MonetiZAtion of the HungRriAn 
economy. 40 31(1-2) 1983: 13-22 . 

HungRryfs., economic environment requires thAt the economic 
control And the regulAtion of the' Ilctiv1ties of her anter-" 
prises mRnifests itself in monetRry forms. Conditions of 
the world economy in the eighties promise only 11mited 
posslb~lit1es 1n 1nternAtionAlmRrkets Rnd :for rAising net 
externAl resources t it is imperRtive to creAte domest1c 
resources through·"R morEl p-rof1tAble ut1lizAt1on of resolll'ces 
by R higher cRpi tAl And lAbour mobill ty. This-presupposes" 
Rn improvement of-·the economic me"chiotn1sm with R view to " 
enhAnc1ng the CAPAbility of HungRriRn enterprises. Such 
R type of enterprise emerges only 1n R monetized system of 
economic control. " " 

BA1ASSR, 4. AESEES XII(l)(65) sept 1981l 59 

EVRluRtion of the growth rRte Rnd mRjor·proportions of the 
HungRriRn economy under the 6th Five-YeAr plRn (1981-85). 
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Babss"!, Altos. PlAnning "nd economic policy.- NHQ XXVI(99) 
Autumn 1985: 46-57 

The HungAri~n economy is-in A difficult stAge of development, 
The seventh five-yeRr plRn 1s being prepAred for the yeArs 
1986 to 1990".- A pl~nned economy,-'As the universAl chArActeris
ti~ of sociAlism, hAd to be mAintRined. The country's 
chArActeristics, i ts level~ of development Rnd--trAdi tions hAd 
to be Rsserted wh1l~ plAnning the economy. 'PlAnning on 
vArious levels. StAte e~onomic contro10rgAns. ChRnges in 
economic policy. ExternAl conditions And equilibrium. 
Efficiency And growth. Incomes And sociAl welfAre. 

"': '_ -, ;--t 

BlllRSSA{ Bel~. Reforming the new economic 'me en Finis'lI'l in HungAry. 
JCE 7 3) Sept 1983. 253-276 , . . 

Following the steps tAken towRrds recentrAlizAtion between 
1972 "nd 1976 the reform meAsures introduced in 1980-81 
hAve reestAblished ~he originAl directions Of the New 

_Econom1:c mechAnt'sm in HungAry. -- The NE:M esbbUshed in -
-1968 hRdAimed At replAcing plAn directives by mArke1: rell!'" 
. tions "mong firms~ limiting the scope of centrAl ~rice 
determinqtion, linking domestic prices to world-mArket 
prices, And increAsittgly de~entr"lizing investment decisions. 
Th~ recent reform meAsures "reeVAlUAted And-~oss1blefuture 
chAnges "re ctmsidered. Pl1ioe s'etting, exchAnge' r"te 'Rnd 
protection, wOIge--d.eterm1:nAti-on Rnd personAl income;- invest
ment 4e~isions, And org"nizAtion"l structure Are eXAmined. 

, --
BA1~zsY"S~ndor. Reform "nd property: reflections on TAmAS 

BAner's Article. (Tr. by 4ndrew Boros-KAzAi) BEE XXII 
(3-4) Spring-Summer 1984: 88-101 . 

, , 

The bl"me foro-the s hortcomiilgs in HungAr1An WAge policies J 

e"rning regul"t1-ons, or other problems of inc-ome ,distribU
tion _an on no AOQOunt be Assigned to thRt pArt of'-the 
university curricll.lum whichdeRls with--the remunerAtion of, 
the workers.-- Even if there- Are qUAlitRtive differences 
between HungRriMi reforms And those"of other countries, 
the lRck of consistent conceptions And me~sures, And the 
shortcomings in the 'execution of refor~ lire obvious. But 
the force .. of circumstRnces would bring--lIbout II course of 
consistent reforms leRding to signifiCAnt Achievements. 
The-1I1ethods for soluti.on to the problems of ownership 
org"niz~tions AS meAns for solution--of ce-ntrAl'problems 

,in HungAry's sy~tem of regulAtions And mAn"gement, recom
mended by--Mr. BAuer Are net conducl ve to the ",ttAlnment 
of the ~oAls. 
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B~uer, T~m~s. Hung~ri~n ~lternAtive to Soviet-typ~ pl,.nning. 
JCE 7(3) Sept 1983: 304-316 

1'he b:<>sitt fe,.tures of thE!" post-l"968 Hungl>ri~n economie--system 
,.re comp .. redwith the--tr:<>diti"on .. l Soviet model. In pl'l>ctice 
the new economic mech,.nism h .. ~ diftered both.from themndel 
outlined in ref'orm propoSAls ~nd fr01l! the Soviet modei-·~s 
wel~. These lAtter differences include ch~l!Inges- in·,pll'lnning 
beh.,viour,-~~truments used to control resource I!IllocAtion, 
.. nd the ev .. ltI.,tion--of ente-rprises. The soci~l constrRints 
to system ch .. nges I!IS revel!lled by the Hungl!lri .. n experience 
~re ~n~1yzed ,.nd recent developmgnt~ in the reform,of the 
Hung .. ri~n economic system .. re ev"lUl!lted. . , ' -

';"'M. Betorm policy in the complexity of economic policy. AO 
34(3-4) 1985: 263-273. 

The further development Of the New Economi~ Mech~nismf'Rnes 
difficulties .in Hung.,ry ~rising--froTil the fl>ct thl!lt sever~l 
preconditions for the reforms hl!lve--not been brought Rbout. 
N.,mely, I!I high degree of monopoliz~tion, the l~ck of' institu
tion.,l opening tow"rds the world economy I!Ind the preservl!ltion 
of ~ short~ge economy prevent competition, while the preservR
tionof tr.,di tion~l poli tic .. l power ~tructure questions ,the 
genuine independence of enterprise m.,nl>gers. The ~uthor . 
~rgues th"t, if the performl!lnce of the economy is to be 
improved, the three' economic constr~ints on the reforms h,.ve 
to be removed ~nywI!lY, reg"rdless of the--requirements 01' the 
NEM. A.s for the--poli ti-e"l constr"int, Rn.interim solUtion 
prese-rving the--b,.sic fe"sures of the power structure, but 
gu .. r,.nte-eing, .. t the ~"me time, entre-preneuri"l independence' 
for mAn,.gers seems fe"sible for the "uthor. . . 

--. The second economic reform ,.ndownership~lAtions. ,CTr. 
bY-A.ndrew Boros-K~z,.i) •. EEE XXII{3-4) Spring-Summer 1981= 33-A7 . . . . . ... , 

',-' 

Some consider1l'tlons for-the further development of the-new 
economic mectr,.rU'sm. -'St,.rting--rrom the principles of pol1 ticl!Il 
economy.-- Phn ,.nd ml!lrket. Ii"bour Rnd .distribution •. BRSi'tl 
consider"tions in forei"gn tr"de policy. Notes on the Hung,,
rbn--experience.· The "chievements of the new economic 
mech~nism. Remn .. nts ot; the old system. A ren"iss~nce of 
reform. The neeessi ty . of. reform. --WhRt kind of reform? 
Content of the reform. Ownershlp--Rltern"t1ve$-enterprise 
ownership-. Orgl!lnizRtion of the m;jrketl, some problems.-- . 
Tl].e meeh,.rU'sm 'Of CME.\ ties. The--"gents on the mcmey mAr~et. 
The democr"tizl!ltion 'Of the Q!entr"l e'eoDomic IIrech~n1"sm. ' 
Ownershtp by cities I!Ind communities thRt is region..l m~nl!l~ 
gemont "nd loc.,l ~utonomy. ' 
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Berecz', J~noS'. The Szeged Conference on theoretic"l questionsl 
SlOcblism ~nd re:form. NHQ XXVIII (107) f\.utumn 19871 78-87 

The role of the m"rket "nd the interpret"tion of enterp~ise. 
The independence of--1nstitutions ~nd enterprises pl"ys !'In 
import"nt role, in c~rrying out the economic re:form. 

Berend, Iv"n T. Economy: C"tching up or st"nding still. 
NHQ XXV(94) Summer 1984: 7-20 

The ~r1m"ry n"tion"l concern. Reform "nd problems with, -
socblist identity. Im"ge "nd re"lity of soci"lism. . 

~--. Hung"ry's ro"d to the seventies. AO 25(1-2) 1980: 1-17 

The contr"dictions o:f the seventies. The growth r~te of the 
econorrw slowerd down. Contr~d1'ction between the principles 
o:f equ"lity "nd distribution ~ccording to work done- incomes 
policy. Socbl mobility slowed down. Coping'with new con
flict~ without illusions or re"dy-m"de :formul~e. st~tistics 
~v"il"ble • 

--~. Hung"ry's ro~d to the seventies. NHQ XXII(82) Summer 
1981: 35-53 

Acri tic~l dec~de. Tr"ns:formiition of Rgriculture. ChRnging 
p~ttern o:f consumption. Old "nd new di:fficulties. 

--~. The present "s history. NHQ XXVII(~Ol) Spring 19861 
7-29 

Ec~nomic !'Ind soc1,,1 content o:f the trAnsform"tion. ~rty 
yeRrs of development. Development--st"nd"rds. ;tirl'lriRtI 
policy. Th~ soci"tist moderl o:f ch"age. ~he tr,,~:formRtion 
of the vill"ge. M"ter1'"l "nd culturpl we"lth~ NRtion"l 
deve~opment "nd inte~n"tion"l integr"tion. N"tion"l 
isol"tion "nd integrRtion. -

---. Reflections on the sixth'Hung"ri"n Five-Ye"r plRn (1981~ 
1985). ,,-0 26(1-2) 1981: 17-27 

Though the new :five~7e"r pl"n prescribes ~ mocrer"te growth 
r"te only, it envis~ges most-'import"nt qu"lit"tive 'Ch",nges. 
~his will be the source of m"ny di:fficulties, contr",dictions 
"nd ncw'~roblems in the immedi"te :future. The Ruthor dis
cusses" number·of problems. The switch to erxport-directed 
development dem",nds the sy~erm"tic tr",nsform"tion of the 
whole system--of economic m"n"gement. 'Foreign tr;::;de equili
brium wrll h~vc to be est~blished in " m"nner th",t does 
not end",nger the modernis"tion of the structute of the 
economy. Infr"structur"l development continues to be 
cruc:1, .. l, though-'investment funds '-wi 11 diminish.W"ys of 
improving the w"y of life will h"ve to be found which do 
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not rely principAl~ on ~dded investments or on higher 
consumption,. sinl:e AVAil .. bll:f reS"ources--ensure no more 
th"n the preservAtion of whAt h"s "lre",dy been Achieved .. -
Conflicts "re likel~r to spring from these difficulties ",nn 
contr",dicti::ms which c",n, Rt this st"ge, be only predicted 
to S"ome degree. 4nticip~ting them Rnd coping with them will 
demRnd much flexibility Rnd circumspection. - . . . 

Biro, Gerd. Hung~riRn economic Rnd finAnci"l policy "nd 
It'orldm .. rket chRnges. NHQ XXII(82) Summer 1981'.158-162 

The b .. sic r~quirement is to modify I:fconoMic m .. nRgement mechR
nisms so thRt they permit flexible Rd"ptA~ion to the ch"nges 
continuously t"king pt..ce on-'~he wortd m"rket. Since the 
beginning of 1979 " consider"ble exp"nsion o~ exp-orts" m"de 
possible by slo~ing down of the growth r"te "nd A neW system 
of producers '--priceS" h"s ~lre"dy ,,,chieved import"nt SUl:cesses. 
Promotion or--"ssoci"tion .. gre~ents--between fore1'gn tr,.de 
enterprises "nd indust~, creAting" common fin,.nci~1 incen
ti ve··betwe'en producing "nd tr .. ding entl:frpriS"es. OrgRniz,,
tion"l m .. nges. -- Improvement of the tr"de bR1Rnce. Role of 
fin"nci~l regul"tion system. Outlook for the Sixth Five 
Ye"r PIRn, 1981-85. 

--~.-The Hung"ri"n economy, 1984. NHQ XXV(95) Autumn 1984: 
55-60 

,Consid~Rbl~ improveml:fnt in--the exterORl economic bRl"nce. 
Intern"tionRl fin"nci"l ret..tions.-- Trends in industri .. l 
devetopment in the eighties. MutuRl benefits of joint 
compRnies. 

---; A letter from the Editor. HBH (1) 1986. 2-3; (1) 1987' 
e-3 

Gener"l economic si tu"tion. 

---. A letter from the Editor. HBH (2) 19871 2-4 .. 
M,,;tor tendencies of the Hung"ri"n el:onomy. Two-front w"r 
"g .. inst the competition of industrio'!l1sed countries··"nd 
som~ newlY'industri"lisl:fd countries. Price los~es Rt che
Mic,,1s "nd foodstuf~s c"used by sink1-ng world m"rket prices 
"tld--export losses t:!"used by··drought "nd the Chernobyl 
c"t"s troptre. Hung"ry I s rel"ti vely inexpensi. ve ,but highly 
skilled l"bour. Docentr"liz"tion of the b"nking system. 

---. Letter to the ReRder. HBH (1) 1985: 3-4 

Gener"l economic conditions "nd policy. 



1. ECONOMIC DE1lELUP~lENT-,- 'PtANNING 

Bogn~r, Jozsef. ~ESEES XI (2) (63) JRn 1981: 52 

F~ctors underlying the conception of Hung",ri",n economic 
p-011cy··. "Problems pertRining to socio-economic"components 
Rnd contr"dictions of structur~l ch~nge in HungRry. 

---.- \spects of structur~l ch"nge. NHQ XXII(81) Spring 1981& 
72-93 

PolicieS" ",nd p1"ns de"ling wi th the'-structttr",l ref'orm of the 
Hung~ri~n economy were given the st",mp of "pprovRl by the 
resolution of the 12th Congress of the HSWP in the spring 
of 1980. "The ,chAnge-over to--intensive development.:. The. pro
blems of disequilibrium. TrRnsforming postul"tes ",nd guiding 
principles into ",ction. Cl"shes pnd confliots during the 
process of tr~nsform",tion. Competition on the world m",rk~t. 
F"ctors prejudici",l to oompati tiveness~· Non-eoonomio p",r",
meters of economio development. The t",sks of eduCption pnd 
trAining. fl new plpce for science. 

---.'"The driving forces of economic development in the intensive 
ph"se. NHQ XXII (83) Autumn 1981: 36-47 

Economic policy. New sources of ~ccumul .. tion. The world 
economic environment. Politic .. 1 pnd economic climAte. 

---. E'vo1.tttion of cont!eptionRbout economic policy And control 
in Hung .. ry in the P"Ast dec"des. ,,-0 34(3-4) 1985: 205-217 

- -

HistoriCAl experience be",rs it out th",t '" modifrcRtion in the 
economic policy conception must be -followed by RdequRte Adjust
ments in the control s~tem~- The fldoption of '" na-w etlonomic 
policy in 1979 stprted A re~l ",djustment process And A compre
hE!'l1Sive further development of the system of control find 
mpnAgement. The economic 1eRdership rev~lued the·conditions 
deriving . from the foreign economic relfltions. 

---. The extern",l fRctor.in the development of the sociplist 
economy. NHQ XXVII(102) Summer 1986: 47~55 

,. 

Srnce sociAlism tLps developed- And in contrpst to the··origi
Qpl expectRtrons- in countries th",t were not--economic",lty 
developed, e",ch of the countries concerned h",s h",d to fAce 
prab1ems--of being relRtively b",ckwRrd in the course of 
their tr",nsformRtion. Differing economic situ",tionS" during 
the extensive ph",se. Growing sensi ti vi ty to externAl e co
noroy in the intensive period. The effects of seminql 
oh",ng~ in the world ~conomy. The export oriented model. 
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• Further developments in economic reform. NHQ XXV(95) 
Autumn 1984: 45-54 

THe imtr~bnce· m",lnly ch",r",ctel'istic of' the 19705 hAS two-
mAin Cnuses - (1) oil crisis And 2) hAlt in the implementA
tion of the 1968 reform. Continued development of the 
economic--reform is. obviously not merely An econnmic mA-tter 
in the ~rrow sense; it is for severAl-~eAsons '" soci",l And 
politic~l concern of decisive signific~nce. 

---. Hung~ryrsprogress in A world economic context. NHQ 
XXIII(87) Autumn 1982: 20-35 

M~jor ~spects of economic policy in the p",st Qu~rter of", 
century. Four economic-l>rocess-es. --Economic policy· since 
1979~ Soci",list democr",cy. NAtion",l identify •.. 

---. Opportunities for growth. NHQ XXVIII (106) SUllllD.er 1987. 
13-18 

Problems of revitRUsing the whtyle economy. Foreign currency 
incomes. Industri~l policy strRtegy. 

Borb",s, K",t~lin, et.",l. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) J",n 1986: 54 

".(t the Autumn session of P",rli"ment thePr111le Minis-ter spe",ks 
",bout the government's forthcoming five-yeAr progrAmme. 

Brody, t\l1dr",s.On the discussion ",bout meAsurement- '" rejoin
der. ~O 25(1-2) 1980: 191-198 

MeAsurement of growth. 

---. On mepsuring growth, AD 24(1-2) 1980: 47-56 

The,e ~re forces ",t--work--stemming trom me-thodic",l insuffici
encies in st~tistic~l me~surement thAt m",kers us system",ti
CAlly overst~te- growth r",tes And living st;,-nd~rds.-- This -
system~tic upWArd bi",s seems to be uni~ers~l ",nd pArticulArly' 
strong in countries undergoing cyclic~l f1uctu",tions. 

---. Three WAves of criticism of the economic mechAnism. 
NHQ XXV(93) Spring 1984: 132-136 

Centr"l St",tistic"l Office. (BSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986, 57 

St"tistic"l summAry of the devel~ment of economy And 
society during the Sixth Five-Ye",r Pl",n period ",nd in 1985. 

Corovic, Milos. Hung",ry, Development imbued with democrRt1-
s",tion. RI~ XXXII (739) 20th J",n 1981: 15-18 
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CSRbR, LRszlo. New fe",tures of the Hung~riRn economic mechAnism 
in the mid-eighties. NHQ XXIVS90) SummAr 1983: ~63 

ChAnges in ~l",nning ~nd the stRte mRnRgement, fin~nciAl 
S'ph~re, orgRnizAtionRI structure of enterprises. Prospects 
Ahe",d. 

Cserkut~, Ferenc, etC.AI. ~BSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 57 

The NRtion .. 1: Assembly Adopts the Seventh Five-YeRr P1"n ~nd 
the 1986 stRte budget • 

. Csikos-NAgy,BelR. 4.BSEE'.S XIII (2) (69) JAn 1983. 51 .. 
N~titmAl :tncome in 1981 hArdly exceeded thRt of 1979,the·- -
,,-n.nuR1--plAn for 1982 envisAges R 1-r.5% growth, living StAnd .. 
Ards c .. n only be preserved by restrAining investment. An~lY
sing these And other current problems, the "uthor rRises A 
number of question~ concerning the possibilities of further 
growth of the HungAriAn economy. 

---. The competitiveness of the HungAriAn economy. NHQ XXII 
(83) Autumn 1981: 24-35 

The 1968 economic reform. The--oi1 price explosion. 1974-78-
the period of gestAtion"- The Argument centred on the quest
ion whether internRtion .. 1 equilibrium could be restored 
through speeding up or slowing down growth. An industriAl 
str~tegy for the eighties. Competitive pricing. Possibility 
of R foreign exch",nge reform. 

---. Development problems of the Hung .. ri .. n economy. NHQ 
XXIII(B8) Winter 1982: 74-87 . . 

End of the golden Age. The 1978 turn in econom:tc ~olicy. 
Ttte se~ond oil prtctt explosion. Problems of stAgnAtion, 
rAtion"l energy mAnl'lgement. An efficient production struc
ture. Monetiz .. tion oro-the economy. Extern",l convertibility 
of the forint. Impor~l'Ince of production. 

. --
---. -Economic pre condi tions of' AccelerRting techno10gi cR1 

development. HBH(3) 1986: 4-10 

Econtmly ",nd technology.-- Th~ pr:tce mechAnism. Interest 
me ch",nism. Intern~tiolll>l cApi t~l movement. 

---. Liquity problems And economic consider",tion.NHQ 
XXV(94) Summer 1984: 42-54 

The HungAriAn economy. Restructuring the economy. The 
fourth phAse of the economic reform. 
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---. Liquidity troubles And economic consolidAtion in H~~ry. 
~O 31(1-2) 1983: 1-12 

Turning-p~ints in~the Hungpri~n economic policy in the WAke 
of the two oil price explosions. The--exper1-ences. /fAi.ned in 
the course of plqnning for 1983 indicAte thAt even R slight 
reduction of the stock of foreign debts CRuses grAve co~ 
fticts--in the distribution of the domes-tic"lly diS"pos"ble, 
lbltionAl income. The- problem of cApitAl supply--h"s too-be 
put into the centre And the process of conso11dAtion hAS 
to be bAsed on pl"nning the bAl"nces of p"yments in roubles 
"nd in convertible currencies. 

---. ~ new phAse in the HungAri~n economic reform: 1984-1987. 
NHQ XXV(96) Winter 19841 21-32 

, -
Importqnt innovAtions "Ire expected during the 19~87 period. 
The reform process of the 19~1987 period 11l compqris-on 
wtth the- 1968 economic reform could be ch"rActS'rized "s 
pqrt1y ;:in extension of--the reform to pl"nning "n4 to the 
org"nizAtion,.l system,,,nd pprtly A more conseque-ntipl "ppli
CAtion of the guiding principles of regulAt~on "nnounced 
in the 1968 reform. 

---. Ninetieth "nniversAry of the HungAriAn Economic AssociA
tion. HBH (3) 1985: 10-13 

CsizmAdl", M. (Jr.); Ehrlich, E. qnd PArtos, Gy. The effects 
'of recession on infrAstructure. ",-0 32(3-4) 1984: 317-342 

The Article reports on the ~Atest reseArch on infrAstructure 
bAsed on intern~tionq~ compAris-on. In Addition to describ
ing the re bti va-infrAs tructurA 1 dave lop me nt of--the countrl-es, 
the "uthors emphAsize the roles of investments "nd l~bour AS 
determining fqctors7 The economiC policy bqckground of the 
development of infrAstrUcture i"5 Also presented. Relying 
on the lessons of the investigAtion, the-uost importAnt con
clusj:ons--for the--ruture of infrqstructurAl development in 
HungAry Are summArized. . 

Cvi1c, K.F. HungAry's ruforming ro"d. WT 37(10) Oct 1981: 
380-87 

Economic reforms. StAtistics Av"ibbie • 

Drechsler, L-.. A. biAssed professor--o~ A b1"ssed critique~ 
(Comments And cri ticisms- liOn meAsuring growth", by 
AndrAS Brody). AO 25(1-2) 19801 173-179 
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Drechsler, L. Pr::>blems of' me,.sureing economic growth. AO 29 
(1-2) 1982: 69-95 

- -
Lin ch .. r~cteristiCS' of' the- Hung .. ri .. n Jllpcr~conomic st .. tis
tic"l system. The ,.uthor ,.n.!yses the possibilities of' 
getting closer to the concept of'""-soci .. l weU'",re in the 
me.isurement of' econ~c growth, "nd eome!t to the conclusion 
th .. t imput .. tions in this direction hAve PI cert-l!iin opt:jmnll . 

limit .. nd going beyond it would IDJ>ke st"tistic~l me"surement 
r .. ther subjective. Then the problea is considered whether 
the comptrt,.tions with corrected or f'ictittnus prices coald 
provide ,. better solution thon me..suring ,.t reAl prices. 
Although the author does--not re;j'ect enttrely the previous 
hypotheses, he comes to ,. b!!lsiClO"l~ negAtive conclusiolr.-
The Author cousiders--the computllltion methods of' volume ADd 
price ind17ces to be Rccept .. ble in gener .. l, bat in--some fields 
Uf' the st .. tistics (e.g. construction, exterDOll tr..de) i.mJrort
,.nt improvements would be needed. The most iqlort,.nt cb..nges 
needed in methods f'or the meAsurement of' growth ,.re correction 
of' the indices f'or the terms-of'-tr..de- effect; pm correction 
Uf' the imices f'or the effect of' tr .. nsf'er p..yments f'ratD/to 
Abro..d. 

Ehrlich, ~- .. n:l Szil;o-gyi, Gy. Intern..tion..l comp .. rison of' 
the Hung..ri .. n inf'r .. structure, 1960-1974. 4.0 24(1-2) 1900: 
57-00 

D .. t .. on 29 countries (22 c .. pit .. list ,.00 7 soc1Albt). Although 
the number ~f' inf'r .. structur .. l points of' t~ soci .. list coon
tries ttid incre .. se. Ir:J ch .. nge in r .. nking--ensued beCAuse in 
the me-.. ntime tha inf'r .. structure of' e .. pi t-.. list countries--on
s1:mil .. r ravels of' de~lopl!lent incre"sed ,.t the s,.me or .. t " 
fL .. ster r,.te. --Intern .. tio!l.ol--comp .. rison of' fiw 1mport .. nt 
.. re-!!IS of' inf':r .. structure: tr .. nsport. COl!!!:!Uni c .. tions. hOllsing, 
he,.lth, educ .. tion .. 00 culture. 

Erdos. T.· The r .. te of'-growth ..nd its new p,.th in Hung .. ry. 
4.0 28( 3-4) 1982: 277-294 

The growth potenth.l of' "n economy should not be derived hom 
the incre .. se of' c"pit .. l but f'rom technologic .. l ch..nge .qi
the growth :If' employment. A.c~rding-to the .. uthm-, the "Ate 
ofL long-term growth c,.nnot be ,.cceler .. ted in Htmg .. ry b7 
r .. ising--"cCUl!llll: .. tion bec .. use employment increAses but slowly 
or not .it .. 11 .. m beCAuse the-ecommic conditions of' tech
nologic .. l dewlopment ,.re onr .. vour,.ble. By improving the 
economic mech .. ni!tm the Hung .. ri .. n gr:JWth potentiAl might be 
improved. The r" te -::sf' growth is A fUnction of'--t;he whole 
m..n,.gement ..nd the r,.te -::sf' investment-is b,.sic,.lly' A
!'unction of' the growth r,.te .. ad the c .. pit .. l/output r.~o, 
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F~luvegi, LAjOS. "BSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 57 

On growth And equilibrium in tne Hung~riAn economy, bRsed 
on ~ lecture delivered by the Author. 

---. ~ctUAl concerns-Rnd responsibility of the HungAriRn 
plAnners. ~O 30(3-4) 1983: 285-290 

ChAnged concepts--of JlptionAl economic plAnning And. the plAns 
or dif'ferent durAtion. Present stAte of HungRriRn economy 
And economic policy. Work ~d responsibility of the pbnners. 

---. Conditions·of HUngAriRn economic development And f'i~nciAl 
policy. ,,0 24(3-4) 1980: 213-232 

'the study exAmines the chRnges in the system or internAl -
",nd exter~l conditions of the HungAriAn economy--As well AS 
their eff'ects--on the economic ef'f'orts. Future tAsks of' the 
HungAriAn fi~nciAl policy. 

----. The HungRriAn economic policy reApprAising its priorities. 
HBH (1) 1985: 5-8 

The neceSSArily continuous And f'",irly mRssive moderRti~ of 
do~stic consumpt~on And tne reduction of the r",t~ of ACCU
mulAtion hs\le ent~iled unf",vour;:rble--consequences ,.nd economic 
policy is f'Acing the nee~ of'reApprA~sing its ~riorities. 
Strengthening the e.xternAl economc ~nd inter~l equilibrium. 
ModernizAtion of' the production pRttern. hlter~tives of' 
development. 

---. On the concept of the VIlth Five-Ye",r economic plAn. 
HBH (4) 1985: 3-8 

Extern;;l economic conditions Rnd Aims. The ",lternAtives 
And phAses of the plAn. MAin directions'-of' inves-tment 
policy. The development of economic mAn",gement ~nd control. 

Foldes,!. A.B'U$S nI(2)(66) J",n 1982:51 

Reviewing the interim results- or 1981- the first yepr of the 
6th Five:.;Ye,.r p1An- And prepArAtion f'or--the next ye,.r. Both 
priv~te And publ1c consumption run f',.r Above the justif'ied 
levels. 

Furgeri-; I. ",nd Betlen, J. The PASt, present mld future of' 
the ERst-EuropeAn economies: the-Hung,.ri,.n CAse. (An-inter
view with Rezso Nyers). AO 31(3-4) 19831 297-326 
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1. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING 

Crises o~ the ERst-Europe~n countries "nd their c"uses. Col
~ectivis"tion of the Hung~ri"n ~gr~culture between 1958-1961 
"nd its consequences. The Hung~ri"n economic reform. The 
substAntro"of the 1968 re~orm.·· The retre"t. wtIy w~s the 
refor~ "g~in put,on the RgendA? 'Future steps And the solution 
pf socie-economic conflicts. Foreign economic situRtion of 
Hung~ry. Soviet-Hung~ri~n rel~tions. Situ"tion "nd pros
pect~ of the ~~. The w~stern s"nctions "nd their impRct. 
HungAry's intern~tion"l p~yments diffiCUlties "nd the pros
pects •. The HungRrioln deve-lopment trends "nd the question of 
difftr&nt~ models of soci"lism. 

Grosz, K"roly •. , Problems "nd opportunities in the HungAriRn 
economy. ~'convers"tion with K"ro1y Grosz by Jozsef'Solyom. 
NHQ XXVIII(105) Spring 1987: 101-110 

Mist"ken hAndling of crittc"l economic processes in the 
world which did not stop ~t Hung~ry's borders. The nec~ssRry 
technic"l.development "nd modernis"tion did not t"ke pi"ce 
in. this pertod. The difficUlties' of income··differenti"tion. 
Objetrtions ."re experienced Ag"inst signific"nt ihcome"differ
entbtion. Tod"y··the reduction of ind~btedness, the "ccete
r"tion. of .technic"l progress, putting "n end to the ~t"gn,,'" 
tilon in the"growth of re"l inc.omes ~nd opening the g"lte~ to 
cre"tivity "nd such other problems h~ve prior~ty. ·Hung"ry 
must dyn"mic"lly modernise"her best products "nd improve 
them in .order to m~int"in Rnd if possible improve, her world 
~rbtp~itio~. '. . 

H"ll, ifohn B. Economic pl"nning "nd economic reform in 
Hung"ry. OOW. 31(2) June 19861 107-116 

: . 
Hung"rbn economic, pl,,~ng''"is Ai"gued··to tr"w been influenc
e-d by"both the ide--ologic;.;l And m"them"tic .. 1 progr"mming 
·"ppro .. ches.. .1'ha "uttror""rgues th"t pl"nning "fter. the;JNew 
E.cono1lIic Mectt"nism hAs "ssumed A thi'rd'-rorm-;' The concept 
of phn bArg.>ining 'to describe Hung"rioln p1~nning. 1'he 
economic regul~tors of pr.ice, credit~· subsllly'; "nd t~"X 
h~ve now become tne foous for negoti"ted b~rg"ini'ng "gree
ments between the enterprises, on the one h"nd, "nd the 
Centre, on.the other, 

---. HungAry's 'Third(Model. EP 20(2) 1986: 131-136 . 
• 

Economic pls.nning "nd manAgement in Hung .. ry hRs "ssumed 
".third form. different ,from both the pre-reform S-Oviet 
type comm"nd mode 1 "Ind. the reform-· NEM mode 1. . 'Pl:qn b"l"9-
g"inrng. ~t the core o~ system of'economic plAnning in 
Hung~ry, institutions bArg<4n over the control or-·the 
most powerful levers for "djusting the economy, n:qmely, 
the economic regut..tors of pr.tce, credit, subs1dy "nd 
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t~x. The pl~n eontinues to be used todAY thougtt it now 
serv~s more AS p guide or reference keygot1ng mAcroeconomic' 
go .. ls of the 'centre • Enterprises continue sending p~n 
figures to the Phnning Office, but this is more of--An 
;.uminis troti ve formiili ty i'D confo'rmi ty--wi th p .. !ft prActiCes, 
,.nd, for the lIJostpArt, hAS- no dir:ect ~md form,.lrole'in ' 
determining resource AllocDtion. 

H,.lpern, L. ~d Moln .. r, Gy~' Income formAtion, "ccumu1,.t1on, 
~nd' price trends in Hung",ry in ~he 1970s.. AO ~(1-2), 1985'-
105-132 

Th~ sector.l p"tt~rnof the Hung"ri .. n economy rem"ined . 
prActicAlly the SAme in All' .. spects during the t970s in'" 
spi~e of extremely strong worl~ mArket effucts ~nd,dectAred 
efforts within the c~untry tow~rd structural trAnsform~tion. 
The .. rticle i'DvestigAtes the m .. croeeonomic motives of' this 
immt1bil1 ty''- .. DAlYSing in their mtttuql contexts, processes 
of ;;-ceumulotion And"produetion-, !ond priceS", And 'incomes~' The 
d~t",-t-nput-output tAbles And m;rtrices-'of AccumulAtion ",lid 
capi t .. l. See'torpl p .. tterl'l of 1"ccumul:,.tion. ~"Concept ~f , ' 
gross !fector .. l income And' its production~ p"ttern or' gross 
se'ct:>r .. l incomtt. Accumubtron ",nd-'c .. pit;;-l.' Comput'ltion 
with uniform r .. te of gross Rccumul .. tron .. nd profit~ Co~ 
puted prices,' Computed producti0!1 pAttern. 

H .. re. r .. ul G. ' The beginnings of institutionAl reform in , 
Hung .. ry. SS XXXV(3) July 1983: 313-300 ' , ' 

Hung .. ry's ectmomie sit-uAtion .. ,nd m .. jor problems in the ~ .. te 
t970s. Hung",ryh .. s chosen to promote competitiveness *ith 
A view to im~roving its perform,.nce in western world m .. rkets. 
This policy .. ffects the, 1979-80 price reform 'RS' well ,..the 
economic regul"tors ~ntroduced for the naw plA'D period,' 
for 6th Five-Ye .. r phn~' New-"1nstitutionAl -chAnges rel"ting 
to brAnch .. nd function~l m .. n .. gement. Discussion of the 'new 
forms of enterprise thAt ret:rent--legishtion p~rmi ts.' The 
org .. niz..tion of production .. t b .. sic level. , . . .. -

HAv .. si, Ferenc. Economic growth ",nd equilibrium. NHQ XXVI 
(98) S\lIIII!ltlr 19851 18-25 " --

The world economic conditions for soCi .. liS"t construction 
in Hung"ry have become more difficult to "nextr .. ordinAry 
degree since the beginning of the" '19OOs. The reduction 
of invostments.'" Full employment And--effrciency. ' Differ
ence in inctilnEi /!Ond profiteering. Tr .. de .. nd liqUidity. 
The invigorAtion of economic growth.' , , 

---... The economic,'situAtion of Hung",ry And the tAsks to be' 
f .. eed. ~O 34(3-4) 1985: 193-204 
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~"i.rr~clllt1es. of:' the,lRst five ye"rs. Achievements. .. DynRmi:c 
e-conomic-"develoP'l'llent.Ef'f'orts to improve the living s-tRnd"rds 
"nd''Soci .. l welf' .. re. Deve-lopment" of economic·'control. i:ind 
m"n"gement system. The--Ruthor "n",lyS"es the Acti vi ty Rimed 
"t improving the externAl "nd intern .. l equilibrium of' the 
economy "nd outlines the economic policy objectives f'or the 
coming ye"rs, p"ying speci"l Rttention to the efforts of 
welf'"re policy. , ., 

H"v"si, Ferenc. Equilibrium- through productivity "nd s .. v~ng. 
NHQ XXIV(89) Spring 19831 7-15 

" ':~,i~ 'I,' .... ,.".; j, ... ',~ .. - ... 1., ~ t ~~ .l" .• 

Extern .. l t"r"de-;.' The process of r .. tton"lii .. tion. The use' 
m"de--of n,,1:"1on .. l income. The st"nd"rd of living. Preventing 
infl"tion "nd unemployment. ' ..... .... 

---. ·-The .Hung .. ri .. n econolJ1Y on .. new c~urse of growth. AO 29 
(3-4!_ 1982: 189-198 

-. 
The .. uthor surveys the eff'orts m"de to develop the--econtnnY. 
In 1973 the- first world m"rket price explosion cre"tecr ,,--new 
si t"u"tion ;;-11 over ttte-"World. For s-ome time the--Hung"iri"n 
re"ction h"d been ch;;-r"cterizecr by ~n underestim"tion of the 
extern"l .eCQnomiC ch .. nges .. nd "n eXAgger"ted optimistic judge
ment of the situ .. tion. Proble~ in tHe ye"rs 1972-1974 m"de 
it difficult--to t .. ke the necess .. ry me .. sures~ Although the 
five--ye"r pl"n for 1976-80 set good objective-s, i.e. to in
cre"se competition, to im~rove the prodact p"ttern, to restore 
etlUilibrium-; by bringing "bout-'" high r"te of' growth-,- simul
tRne ous 1y r .. ising Ii ving S't~nd"rds proved to be--unre"lis tic. 
Deve-lopment of economic m"n"gement. The import"nce of' the 
hum .. n ·f"ctors. 

---a The sixth five-yeRr pl .. n or' the Hung"riAn n"tion"l economy. 
(1981-1985). 1),0 26(1-2) 1981: 1-16 

The m .. in objective of the new HungAri~n five-ye"r pl .. n is to -
restore the equilibrium of' the n"tionRl economy through inten
sive deve-Iopment. The- pl .. n provides for ,,-mach more moder"t"e 
growth r"te thRn in e"rlier pe-riods but for ·R higher one tHAn 
in 1979-80. The living st .. nd .. rds policy envi:s"ges ~re-serv .. ~ 
tion of' the- st"nd .. rds . "tt"ined so f .. r. The- "uthor "n"ly~es . 
the pl;;-n t .. rgets from the following three "spects; l)whetHer 
the·~l .. n is suite-d for giving positive response to intern,,~ 
tion"l economic .. nd politiC'll ch .. nge, 2) whether it corres
ponds to the requirements of the intens-1ve phAse- of' develop
ment, S}, whether :i:t secu~es the- pre-serv"tion of' " b .. 1"nced 
intern"l politic"l situ .. tion .. nd'Rtmosphere. Development 
"nd :1ncen ti ve sys tem. . . 
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Hewett! Ed. A.~. Hung~ry: the third w~ve of reforms: intro
duct10n. JCE 7(3) Sept 1983: 209-210 

Colls-ction of~rt1clO'S ;,fbout the Hung~riRn e-conomywi th~n 
e-mph .. si"s on how Hung""r1~n institutions. operAte .. nd how they. 
Q~ ~ .. nging. . ' ' 

Hoch, R. 011 1~ng-term plAnni'ng in Hung .. ry. A.O 24(1-2) 198()l 
21-45 

Necessity of--10ng-term pbim1ng~ Possibility ~nd ·n .. ture .of 
long-term pl .. nn1"ng. ' 'Str .. tegy ~nd t..ctics. Jlhnningthe end 
point versus p1 .. nning the p~th. Econo~c mech .. nism. 

Hoos, J .. nos. A.B'3EE:S XVII (1) (81) "1987, 56 
. , 

The- Under-Secret .. ry of St~te of the N .. t1on .. i--P1 .. nn1ng,Office 
.. n .. lyses the he,.vy 10S"ses-"1nflicted on the n .. t10n,.1 economy 
during 1986, .. nd emph"tic .. lly urges .. 11 concerned to economize. 

---.--Utern,.t1ves of growth ,.nd priorities in the 7th ,five-YeAr 
pbn of Hung .. ry (1986-1990). A.0 .35(1-2) 1985: 17-28 
--. . .... 

P1,.nn1ng v .. ri .. nts in p~p .. ring the 7th Fivs--Ye .. r pl"n for 
19R6-1990. Opportuttl. ty for Q perceptible :oIcceler .. tlonof 
growth if--the gener..l equilibrium position of the economy 
is simult .. nc ous ly improved including the redttctionof the 
stock of debts.·- The b!!lsic t .. rgets of' the plAn: 1,'Energy 
consumption°'is .. :tlowetl to gro .. ~ only .. t-' .. n essenti .. lly lower 
r..tc th .. n n,.tion .. l income~- 2) Exp-orts ,.g .. irist convertible 
currencies h .. ve to be- exp .. nded f .. st., 3) Exports' .. nd imports 
s~tt1ed in roubles h.,ve to be-poosted4) The efficiency of 
production h~S" to be definitely strengthened by modernizing 
the product p .. ttern. Development resources which ~re only 
,.v!!lil .. ble in limited' qU!!lntities h .. ve to be used ill the most 
possible--effective m~nner. Development of the. regul~tory 
system h,.s to be put ,.t the service of these go~ls. 

---. Ch,.r .. cteristics ,of the new growth p .. thofthe econo~ in 
Hung.,ry. ",,027(3-4). 1981: 207-220 . 

The economy should be set on ~ new growth p~th qUi teo'different 
from the ei:frlier onEt • . Two opin1"ons-; The first decbres , 
the import!!lnce of f~st·-growth r .. te ~bsolute .. nd wou:l:d 1:nsist 
on it even if it were .. ccomplished by producing uns~le,.b1e 
products-; The other opiro:-on underv,.lue-s the import~nceof 
growth r,.te ~nd would tot .. lly subordin.,te growth to the .' .--
.. spe-cts o~eqtt11±brium~ being un~w~rc of' the f.,ct th .. t ,est,.
bUshIng" ",nd ,-' m""tntl'ihting' equilibrium iilso requires growth 
in some degree. Both opinions concentr .. ting only on growth 
r .. te .. nd not on its inherent rel .. tions. Essence of new 
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growth p'ioth is not 'growth'r:te' but i tsdtlferent; 'content. 
M .. in ch .. r .. cteristics ,of, this. content. MOlin ch .. r",cteristics 
of :tbiS"content¥re: .... djustment to the- 'possibilities of' 
tte .. U'z"tion 0'1 ·,tii .. rkets :wi th.higherqu~l:r.ty 'requ1"~etilents . 
.. no. incre'J>sedconsiderAtion,of intel'n"tion .. l :tr .. de .• "'The 
Increlising depetlderice ,of growt~on 1'orei'gn ,m",rk~ts'tilFoY . 
1"ncre .. se ·fluctu .. tions in ,growth .. nd renders the pl",nnlng' 
"nd-,control ~f economic growt.h more cUfficult. 

Hoos, .r .. nos. Contempor"ry soci",Umn.Economic growth .. '". , 
currentprobl,ems.of. aco,nomic m",n .. gement. WMR 24(1) J .. n 1981$ 
83-88 - " .' . ,. . . '; '. ' 

Hung"ry" ~T . 286 19 ~h • M",r ,1983: 7Q . 

Hung "ry. ET 293 13th Oct 1984' 45-46 

The n~w ri'ch '",rid the ~ cono~ •. 

. '. 

. ' 

Hung"ry J. 4,-les s 0.1;1 in ref~rm. ET 304 11th July 19B( I 517l?2 
'- . 

Hung .. ry: Roll on reforin.ET 294 5thJ .. n 1985. 40-41 

Hung"ry: sh~d;ws' beh!~ the shapwind6'1'is~ ET 299' i4th June 
1986: 42, 44 

In' 'the S,aviet·world i s most "dventuroii~-,,,nd m .. rket-minded 
economy.,.: money often seeins to"1I1 .. tter .. more. Hung .. ry I s 

'sttcce'!rses .. nd problems.: Duh .. rd prosperi ty-'Uke clothes',·' 
'Clir~ .. nd ottter. ,c,onsumer goods.. I'nfl..tion .r .. te higher, re .. 1 

. ';iI't .. ges.' ~ownw;;rds. pepsionQrs I te"cher.s "ncr unskilled workers 
,,·l'Q"·loslng "nd fee~ .. growi.ng re-wentm~nt ~g",inst 'the new r1=ch. 
L .. ck of .efficiency, rem .. ill$ Hung,;~yrs bigg,E;lst problem. 'Ide", 
of :re:fprm "nc;i.i ts.: impleme-!lt",~iori.. .' . , . - . '. . . 

HungiOry: -ttle' j;J,aw.- m .. rch;;tow",!ds' 1968. 
33-:35~ . 

. .. -', . .. . , -

M .. rket'!rociRlism. Overh .. ul1nl:f the' reform.. Enterprises
org .. nis",tion., I)eregulAtion. Incomes. from outside the' 

-'st"te· sector. , . . " 

K"d .. r. Bel... M .. in development trends in Hung",ri .. n' production 
policy. ; HEH .(1)1985: ,15-19 

Ob;te'cti ve'of pr~mating the '",cttlevement of: the praduct:t'on 
go"l. 'Reduction, of m"teri..l .. nd energy intensity. M"rket 
orient"tion"of production policy •. Fin"nc:i:",lre,sources. 
Technalogic;"l development., .. Sector. implic .. t~ons •... 
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Kadar, Bela. Preparing to meet the challengel The Hungarian 
economy in the eighties. NH~ XXIII(88) Winter 198218a-.100 

Historic dimensions. Building the socialist system. The 
1968 reform of the system of economic management. Radical 
changes which took place in the external conditions. Struc
tural problems in foreign trade relations. Dilemmas of 
relational orientation. Reform and growth. 

---. Some-strategic aspects of structural policy in Hungary. 
AO 24(3-4) 19801 277-288. 

Increasing importance of structural policy~ Structure of 
production by branches. Structural policy' and international 
economic relations. Organizational implications of structu
ral policy. Structure of production. foreign trade, incomes 
policy and enterprise organization. . 

---. Structural adjustment in a central-European comparison. 
HBH (2) 1987: 5-:-9 . . 

Adjustment to the chaDges in price relations to increasing 
capital costs, to geographic shifts of the world market demand. 

---. -Structural policy dilemmas. NHQ XXVII (104) Winter 1986. 
43-60 

Hungary's loss of position in the world economy. Crucial 
changes in the external economic -environmeht that the Hunga-_ 
rian economy operates in have been : 1) the changeover to 
technology-intensive growth 2) and the ascendancy of a perfor-

. mance-central system of values. Competitiveness as a measure 
of world economic importance. A comparison of the unit export 
price achieved by Hungarian exporters. Hungary's situation 
not favourable in the international monetary division of 
labour. The immediate causes of the loss of world market 
position. The economic structures developed in the 1960s and 
1970s have hamstrung the growth promoting potential of domestic 
resources more than that of any other factor. The current 
structures ot the Hungarian economy generate some external 
economic tensions including some short-term ones. Hungarian 
specialisation does not tollow geographic changes in world 
economic growth. Conceptual framework of a Hungarian struct~ 
ural policy. 

---. World economic situation of the 1980s and conclusions on 
the-development ot the Hungarian economy. AO 30(3-4) 1983: 
291-312 

Socio-political tramework. Factors affecting economic 
growth. International diVision of labour. Hungarian 
development strategy. 
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Kardos, Peter. Development policy in Hungary. HBH (1) 19861 
7-lQ 

The development policy ,of the Hungarb.D·i~~itak1ng 
. an increasing interel't .;in i'oreigricountr1es. ,l)evelopment, 

policy will have to. accelerate the increase of competi tive
ness, of the Hungarian economy, to promote a flexible adjust
ment to external and 'internal markets, to permit a faster 
development 'of the promising areas, and to.enforce a high-' 
efficiency activities. ' Investment policy in the second 'half' 
of the, eighties_·I.nternational cooperation and. devel0I>ment , ' 
pol1cy' ..... 'ThE't.·riew"'System of decision!! o~ ,inveaf;m.ents.: '. .' 

, 
Kornai, Janos. Comments' on the present state and the prospects 

of the Hungarian economic reform. JCE 7(3) Sept 1~831225-252 
.. ' .-, j~-:-

The reform of the Hungarian economic mechanism during 
I919TaIidd962 is-::discnssed .. c rbecno1t' MlllinUt,nad;1ye!l,.,0~a-
1n1;s·~9n?p1'1ces;.; !2l'ecri tic1.zed~ The: :I7.1rst ste·psrtotm.rtlil·lts· 
d1s1ntegrati-encof',.trusts . ana;· large 'ontQrprises~atJ.d ctowards
i'ormatiori:ot':-amhll··onto.rp,!;"ises and' oooperati!Ves:- ru'e~'. ',r'..,. ,~!"El 
regarded as promising. The measures that give more scope to 
entrepreneurship and legalization of activities in the 'second 
economy', are commended. The relation between growth policy 
and the economic mechanism'as well as the 'investment hunger' 
and. the changes of the'intensity of shortage· are then examined 
The'future'of the reform p'rocess is discussed briefly. The 
price system and financial control. Concentration and decon
centration. The nonstate sphere. self-sufficiency versus 
activity performed for others. ,Formal versus informal sector. 

'Forms of ownership. Worktime. Government regulation and 
degree of paternalism. Interrelation of the economic mechani
sm with the. rate· of growth and its proportions. Forces and 
counterforces. ' . 

--- •. The Hungarian reform process: Visions, hopes, and reality. 
JEL XXIV(4) Dec 1986: 1687-1737 . 

1) Conceptual clarification- economic systems, bureaucratic 
and market· coordination, reform. 2) The state sector- " 
aboli tionof mandatory plans, dual dependence, soft budget 
constraint and weak price responsiveness, size distribution, 

·monopolies, from direct to indirect bureaucratic control. 
3) The non-state sector- the reform in agriculture, non
agriCliltural cooperatives, the formal private sector, the . 
informal private se ctor, . the se cond economy, combined :f'orms, 
strong market orien.,ation and bureaucratic constraints. . . 
4) Overall resource allocation and distribution- planning, 
fiscal system, monetary system, capital market, labour 
market, coexistence andconfl1ct of the social sectors. ' 
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5) Tensions and imbalances -the classical shortage economy
preservation and elimination of shortages, inflation, exter
nal imbalances, individual choice and dis~ribution. 6) Con
frontation of visions with reality- Oscar Langers market 
socialism,. the pioneers of the ~form precess, Galbraithian 
socialism, the radical reformers. The questions raised 
cannot be answered by speculation, but only by historical 
experience. Hungary does not provide a conclusive answer. 
One must wait and see what may be revealed by Hungarian, or 
Yugoslav, or Chinese experience, or by history of any other 
socialist' country that may take the route of reform. 

---a On the difficulties and deficiencies of ' mathematical
economic research-in Hungary. AO 26(1 .. 2) 19811 ~75-l85 

Grouping of the application of mathematical methods. QUali
tative mathematical models. Quantitative models. Mathemati
cal-statistical analysis of observations. Situation in 
Hungary. 

---a Shortage as a fundamental problem of centrally planned 
economies and the Hungarian reform: Interview wi thProf. 
Janos Kornai by Anna Jutta-Pietsch. EP 18(3) 1982: 103-113 

What are the reasons for shortage? Problem of chronic 
shortage. ShortB,ge cannot .be explained by a low level. of 
development. It has to do with institutions. In Marxist 
terminology it has to do not with productive forces but with 
social relations. One has to look for an explanation not 
on the supply side but on the demand side. Even if there 
is no overblown consumer demand this runaway demand of the 
public sect~r, the state and firms have unlimited demand 
for inputs and spe cia11y for inves tment res ources. . One of 
the consequences of shortage is to weaken the innovative 
properties of the system. Soft budget constraint in socialist 
economy. Shortage affects consumer welfare. The buyer is 
at the. mercy of the seller. Relationsllip between buyer and 
seller. Disturbances in production. There is no strong , . 
motivation for the introduction of new techniques. The buyer 
himself perpetuates shortage with his demand. Hungarian 
reform process'. A change in the priori ties of the planners 
and policy makers. The proportions of .the three sectqrs, 
namely, the state sector, the co-operative sector and the 
private sector have been changed. A firm depends much less 
on bureaucratic 'decisions. Distinction between job security 
and employment. Social inequality. ,Socialism has inner 
contradictions too. Reforming socialism is not a march 
towards perfection; but may resolve many problems. The 
gain in productivi~y that can be achieved is not an aim, 
in itself. Objective is to adjust production to th~ needs 
of the population, to enable the population to use their' 
earned income. to acquire those goods and serviqes ,they 
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really w~nt. To achieve this,wouidbe' a funqame-ntal 
butiontowards incre~Sing 'the, ,qual:i ty of life. 

oontri ... 
• 

Koszegl ; Laszlo. 'N~tiona.J, ~coiiomic~piannin~ and participation 
of socla1'repres~iltativs 'bodies~ 8LB (4) Dec'1987: 533-536 ,. ' 

, . i' 0,'. " ---a P1ann1-ng the ppoductibn:sphereinHungary under the new 
conditions. AO 30(3-4) 1983:413-424 ' 

Changes in the 1externa11 conditions of planning. A few 
novel features and elements of planning.' A few l';,eliminary 
conclusipn~i Pllt !;Mj development of produ~t.t?~i"",: ~',;, ',_ 

Kovacs, Denes. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 19851 45 
" , 

;1 

Intervi~w with Academician Jozsef, on the State's economic 
and social'role- one' of the theme3 discussed by a' wide' circle 
of experts commissioned, by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 

Kovaces, J. and Virag, I. ABSEES XII (2)(66) Jan 1982: 51 

The study investigates whether 'doncs'ptsof cyclical growth in 
socialist economic planning Should not be realistically 
accepted, replacing the concept of continuous growth which has 
so far not materialised in the ,development of' ei ther prodUction 
011 cons Ilmpti on. 

---a Periodic versus contin:Uous growth. AO 27(1-2) 1981: 41-55 
- ,-

It :i,s -argued that the ,sociaiis,t, economy is riOt free from cer
t~in perioljicity, -and this causes certain economicdifficul
ties. This arti cle ch~llenges this view proving that periodi-' 
c~ty,cannot,in i~self" be a cause of trouble. Using a simpl1-
fl.ed growth model, the, _authors prove' that,. assumin-g constant 
capital efficiency, _maximum total consumption is not yielded 

" by continual smooth growth within a given plan perIod, but by 
such .investment policy whic~ ,invests",the possible-greatest 

'amount in the: first part -ofth~ periOd and then compensates 
it in the second p~rt with ,a st,rong g~owth in consumption. 
How long such forced investmel1t policy has to be continued 
depends on capital efficiency and on ,the' time horizon. 

Koves, A'-','On newtr~~d_s in international industrial develop
ment and the division of labour. (Comments and critismon 
Be la Kadar I s book). A:0 33(1-2) 19841 ,147-153 _ 

~- B~:i~, K?da~ -speakS;;tbo~~ three '1ns-:.epa1,"able, mutually 'inter
- relllted dl.m~nsions, of_:the Hungarian economic reform. ,-, 

. "-'.' ~. . 
" ' 

, ' 

Koves, P. Do we -measure deveiopment correctly? (Comment on' 
"On me as uring growth", by A. Brody). AO 25 (1- 2) 198(): 180-187 
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Lorinzee, Peter. Role of the Hungarian Ohamber of Commerce 
in planning. SLB (4) Dec 1987: 531-536 .' 

The active role of the Chamber of Commerce in the countryfs 
economic Ufe was confirmed in 1985' byleg1s1ation. It ' 
became compulsory for government agencies to 'consult the 
Chamber about proposed economic policies and to ask 1tsv1ews 
on how they would a.rfect indivi<lual compan1esand industry 
as a whole. . : . .' 

Major, I. The years 1978-1981 and the Ilongstages'in the 
development of the Hungarian economy. AO 00(3-4) 1983= 
381-400 . ' 

A few characteristics of the 'Ilong stages'. Periodical 
changes in economic policy and central management. The 
last four years as reflected by the 'long stages,'. 

Marjai, Jozsef. The realization of a national programme. 
NHQ XXII(82) Summer 1981: 7-19 

Tasks facing the country. Need to preserve the achievements 
and Uving standards is the basis of a national programme. 
From a trade balance deficit to an active trade' balance. 
Structural changes. 

Matits, A. and Temesi, J. Changes in economic regulators and 
,enterprise reactions. .A03l(3-4) 1983: 197-008 

Evaluation of the changes in regulators. Stability of the 
effects of the 1980 modifications' ot regulators. Effect or 
changes in regulators on movements in the real sphere.- Changes 
in the qual1 ty of management. Conclusions on some impacts . 
of changes in regulators. The analysis support the hypo-
thesis that there, exists a normal state and normal path of 
the economy and that a tendency of returning to the latter 
asserts itself. Shifting ,of the ,economy onto anew path with 
the aid of changes in":tlle regu))ators is an as 'yet unsolved 
task. Measurers are needed .that afrect both 'the control and 
the real spheres and which lead the economy ont'oa new path' 
which can be verified from enterprise data. "'. 

Morva, T.; Drechsler, L. and Hajnal, A.National pr1mary 
socia-economic data' structure. VIII: 'Hungary •. ISSJ' . 
XXXIII (1) 1981: 163-175 

The economic system andits impact on the 'information serVices. 
Information supply for national planning. Basic stageso~ 
planning. Information supply structures. Statisticalstruc-
tures and services • Statistical publications. ' 
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MTI. .wS. XIV( 3) (73) May 1984: 49 

The Council of Ministers' reviewed, the expected results of the 
1983. economic development,' an~. adopted the ~.984 economic plan. 

o '." 

---a ABSEES XV(l) (74) 'Sept 1984: 55 

The National Planning Office has signed a number of agreements 
with the most important mass organizations, trade unions, 
co-operative councils z technical and biological societies, 
and the Hungarian Acaaemy of SC.iences oh joint working pro
grammes· c0ncerning preparations of the 1986-1990 Five-Year 
plan~ 

---. ·ABSEES XVII ( 2)( 82) 1987: 56 

The Council of Ministers has received the results of 1986, 
and adopted the 1987-. ecopornic plan. 

Mu"rrell, Peter •. An evaluation of' the success 'of the Hungarian 
economic reform: an analysis using international-trade data. 
JCE 5(4) Dec 1981: 352-366 

A s'ta1<istical analysis of the reformS by cOlllparing the per- . 
formance of Hungary to the performance of centrally planned 
e conorniesand market e conornies. The ore tic~l background 
necessary,for that analysis. Data sourc~s and statistical 
methods used. ,Test results. Alternative explanations of 
the tes'\; results and .importance of .the results. 'The results 
indi¢ate. that th~ reform has beeneffe cti ve. Statis ti cs 
available.,.· . 

Nagy., S.· An analysis of economic growth with technical pro-' 
gress' function. ,AO 29(1-2) 1982:. 97-112 , 

. ".' 

·-The article is concerned with Kaldor's technical progress 
function from three aspects. First, a new specification of 
the function is introduced and explained in which embodied 
technical progress is represented be~ond new investments, 
capacities, put into operation. by labour ~hat .required new, 
adVanced qualification. Second, the specification of the .. 
function is verified by computing numerical estimates for its 
parameters for the periods 1950-60, 1960-70 and 1970-1978, 
As a result of the computations a detailed analysis of 
Hungary.ls economic growth is given by the, help of techmcal 
progress functions, demonstrating differences by branches of 
industry- and.·the national economy in respect of technical 
prpgress. Long-term economic growth rate depends on the rate 
of,adaptation of new technology, i.e. on the appropriate 
economic policy approach and not on the absolute size of the 
stock of fixed capital. Third, estimates are obtained for 
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the growth rate of disembodied technical progress in Hungary. 
A slightly accelerating trend could be observed by the end 
of the period under investigation, 1978. 

Nyers, Rezso~ Interaction of politif!al and economic develop
ment in Hungary. NHQ XXIII(85) Spring 1982. 15-,25 

~ 

---. Interrelations between policY 'and the economic reform in 
Hungary. JCE 7(3) Sept 1983: 2ll~224· , 

The history of the economic reform movement in Hungary and 
to some extent in the other Eastern European countries since 
the 19509 1s discussed in its political context. East-West 
trade relations and the relationship of Hungary with the 
CMEA. Possibilities of further development of reform are 
discussed. Efforts at economic reform in Eastern Europe, 
and in Hungarian internal policy. The Hungarian reform 
under the fluctuating impacts of the CMEA and the world 
market. Dependence on foreign trade. Changes in the struc
ture of external trade. Development of the economic mechanism. 
Measures for operative management of the economy. Increased 
mobilization of human and societal factors. Public.opih1on. 

---. National economic objectives and the reform process in 
Hungary in the eighties. AO 35( 1-2) 1985. 1-16 

The new five-year plan prepared asserts three priorities in 
economic policy for the period 1986-1990' 1) Maintenance· and 
consolidation of the external economic'equilibrium, 2) fur
ther expansion of enterprise autonomy and the implementation 
of a market reform government control, 3) resumption of ' 
economic growth while external competitivity is improved. 
Hungarian economic practice relies on certain theoretical 
basis. On the new requirements raised by intensive develop ... 
ment and the objective necessity of commodity production ' 
under socialism •. It is essential that the further develop
ment of· the system of political institutions and the adjust
ment of the style of politics'to the logic of the economic 
system has to be thought of. 

--. Patriotism and economic growth. NHQ XXII(82) Summer 
1981: 20-34 

Economic integration and national economies. Place of 
Hungary in the world economy. Economic development,under 
the new conditions. Increasing economic efficiency. 

Nyers, Rezso and Tardos, M. The necessity for consolidation 
of l;he economy and the possibility of development in 
Hungary. A032(1-2) 1984: 1-19· . 
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Since the 1979 change in the direction of economic policy, 
consolidation of the balance of trade has made considerable 
progress. Economic policy of the coming period: l)Either 
economic- changes. are. minimized which involve less social 
risk in the short run but more in the long run, 2) or econo
mic changes are accelerated, which involve a greater risk in 
the sho~t.run, but could render development more s8cmre in,a 
longer perspective. The article examines the possible eco
nomic and social consequences of the al ternati ves. Output
oriented income . differentiation, or preservation of the 
given income. structure. Changes in economic management' 
backed. py, .in~j;~t\1ti9nal decentralization, or de~elopment 
of some parts of the system of the regulatedmarket~ " 
Social ~Qcurity of the people. 

, , 

NYilas, A. Empirical research in Hungarian economics: a 
review. AO ~(2) .1983: 255-267 

Empirical ecoriomic researches in Hungary have given valuable 
help to both practical economic management and scientific 
knowledge. +,here is, however, much room for improvement, 
both in the.standards of the researches, and. in the 'recepti
vity! of th~ management practice. The spread of the empiri
cal research methods. Evaluation of the methods applied. 
The, practical utilisation of the empirical.researches. Sci
entif·ic. utilisation ot: the empirical researches. 

NYitrai, 'vera. The Hungarian 'economy in the world. NHQ 
XXVII(102) Summer 1986: 62-72 

Hungarian industry between 1970 and 1983. The industrial de
ve lopment compared wi th that of othe r countries. Drawback 
is that in the past decade investments were concentrated 
on certain'phases of production and the technical standards 
of production remained unchanged. Unable to make effective 
use of the scarcely available investment resources~ Hungarian 
agricultureToutstanding results. Farm machinery manufacturing 
is· not sufficiently developed. Hungarian population is very 
well suppJied with farm: products. A comparison of social 
indices. Population, births and deaths. Comparison with 
Czechoslovakia and JAustria. Social welfare, education, 
and, health. OCCUpational ratios. Expenditure on food. 
Housing.. Leisure-time used. 

Pasztor, S. How open the HUngariari economy is: an interna
tional comparison. AO 25(1-2) 1980= 81-92 

Notion of economic openness. Measurement. International 
comparison. Connection between economic structure and 
openness. 
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Pulai, M. and Vissi, F. Tasks and problems in developing the 
Hungarian economic control and management system. AO 33 
(3-4), 1984: 221-235 

The article revie.ws the principles and requirements, that 
determiine ,the changes to follow in Hungarian economic con
trol and management beginning with 1985. "The modifications' 
in the price system, the system of taxation, the control of 
earnings, in the tasks of enterprise management and in enter
prise organization are reviewed. The article also dwells 
on the most importantd.1lemmas and concerns under which the 
planned characteristic changes .have to be continnually 
implemented. . , ... 

Raba, A. Restriction and adjustment. AO 33(1-2) 19841 
69-87 

Since 1979-1980 restriction of aggregate demand has been 
the dominant features of economic policy both in Hungary 
and in Western Europe. But the causes and consequences' 
differ. The author analyzes these differences from the 
viewpoint of employment, general market equilibrium, p~lce 
trends rates of exchange, import processes' and investment 
activify. In Hungary," because of the selective restrictive 
measures, the balance of trade has improved in recent years, 
but the imbalance between domestic purchasing power and the 
available commedi ties has become acute. The persistence of 
a Iseller1smarketl and the inconsistencies of the control 
system make it difficult for enterprises to combine their 
existing and latent resources in a rational manner. . ' 

Renyi, Peter. Socialis~ and. reform. NHQ XXIV(9l) Autumn 
1983: 43-56 

Dialectics of' revolution and reform. After the 20th Congress 
of the CPSU. Hungary after 1956 .• · Agricul, ture as the example. 
Reforms can also be reformed. . .., 

Ritter, Papp J., Fifty 'joint conf'erenceof the Hungarian Econo
micAssociation and the Verein Fur Socialpolitik. AO 24'3-4) 
~80:~~~6 " . 

Topical problems of' economic policy. Role of state in the 
novel tasks of structural policy. Industrial cooperation' 
between and joint enterprises of Hungarian and Western 
companies. 

Roman, Z. Productivity growth and its slowdown in the 
Hungarian economy. AO 35(1-2) 1985: 8l~104 
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The productivity growth and its slowdown after 1979 was 
slower than average. At the same time, the technological 
standards,of products and production as well as the structu
ral adjustment of the industry are unsatisfactory and inter
national competitiveness of the, economy is weakening. This 
is the main cause of the deceleration in the growth of pro
ductivity. The liquidation of unprofitable or less profitable 
enterprises and abol! tion of superfluous workplaces would 
allow a rapid and spectacular growth of productivity, but 
the maintenance of' full employment makes a slower process 
desirable. Resolution of the contradictions between the' 
first and the second economy. A purposeful program,for improv
ing productivity and raising the value added, efforts of's., 
faster structural adjustment may help to strengthen the 
competitiveness of' the Hungarian economy and gradually acce
lerate growth also with f'ull employment. 

Seventeenth (17) April, 1984 Declaration by the Central Commit
tee of' the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party on tasks related 
to the further development of the system of economic control 
and manageme.nt(abridged). A032(3-4) 1984: 363-379 

The most important efforts of' economic policy will be aimed, 
at improving the quality of management, and on this, basiS, 
at consolidating economic equilibrium, pretecting living 
standards and laying the foundations for their further rise. 
To this end the income-producing potential of the economy 
has to be boosted, 'more efficient management of public ' 
property is necessary, and the working population mustreal1ze 
that they are the owners and hence are also responsible for 
management. 'Foreign trade and production development policy 
should pe shaped in harmony'with the interests of socialist 
so,ciety. ' 

Soos, K.A.' A propos the explanation of shortage 
volume of' demand and structurai inelastici ty. 
1984: 305-3l:n 

phenomenai 
AO 33(3-4) 

The author examines shortage as a specific kind of scarcity
spe cific in the sense that potential users pos sess' the titles, 
characteristic of individual economic systems, which would 
allow them to acquire the wanted goods and yet they cannot 
acquire them. What are these char~cteristic titles in 
today1s socialist economic systems? The question leads to 
the investigation of the functioning of production and dis
tribution." Both the institutional ,reasons for the inelasti
city of production (su!'lply) and the institutional difficul
ties of the efficient control of aggregate ,demand as reasons 
for shortages in today's· socialist economies, are analysed. 
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Sugar, Andras. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987sp7 

TV and Radio interview with Janos Kadar, Party C ci General 
Secretary, reviewing Hungary1s political and economic develop-
ment since 1956. . 

Szamuely, L. The' first wave of the mechanism debate in Hungary. 
(1954-1957). AO 29(1-2)1982' 1-24 

Two kinds of approaches exist in the socialist countries for 
the improvement of the meehanism of directive planning of the 
socialist economy. The first wants to improve on the imperfec
tions of the plan indiCAtors , wants to construct and introduce' 
new indicators, and link the incentive for the economic units 
to the fulfilment of these indicators. According to the . 
second approach, it is not sufficient to modify the range or 
content of the central instructions issued to the economic 
agents, but the situation of the agents themselves" their 
relation to each other, and' their economic environment as 
well must be changed. In Hungary, in the debates and resear
ches of economists the transition occurred very rapidly from 
the first approach to the second in the mid-fifties and the 
concept of comprehensive· economic reform was also'formulated 
which wanted to'rep1ace the mechanism of directive planning 
by another system of regulation. The 1954-57 view and the 
development of the post-1968 Hungarian economic mechanisDl L 

---". The second wave of the eeonomic mechanism debate and 
the 1968 reform in Hungary. AO 33(1-2). 1984: 43-67 

The paper examines from the aspect of the history of econ.omic 
thought how the revision of the ideas of the directive plan
ning system took place and those of planned regulated market 
economy were worked out·in Hungary in the mid-sixties. Effollts 
at rationalizing the system of directive planning, 1957-1963. 
Revival of the reform idea. The strong and weak aspects of 
the 1966 conception and the 1968 reform. Reforms as forward 
step. Comparison with reforms attempted in other ~oc1alist 
countries. 

Tabori. Andras. Economy in 1985-86& a situation report, .. NHQ 
XXVIl(104) Winter ~98,6: 33-42 . . 

Production continued under the sarno qOndi tionsas" before. 
Some of the goods produced could not be sold, or could be 
sold only with .difficulty, while the· raw material and energ,y 
intensity of production remained high, -The profits of the 
enterprises slightly· improved last year-while performance 
sta~nated and state finances deteriorated. SUbsidies grant
ed. to enterprises amount to a high and increasing ratio of . 
their profit! though the situation differs from sector to 
sector. Bes1des growing prices and barely growing 
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performance there is extensive' growth of : money wage. Some 
enterprises paid out more by 20 or even aJ per cent usually 
disguised in the form of bonuses, overtime J etc., even at 
the cost of depreciation fund. 'During the seventh Five-Year 
plan i.e. 1986-90, emphasis will shift to strengthening the 
balance of trade accounted in convertible currency and to 
stressing the anti-inflationary policy. General feeling is 
that progress and, overcoming the problems is possible only " 
if the economic"reform continues. 

Tabori Andras. 'A'"way out of stagnation. ,HNQ .xxvIII(106): 
Summer 1987,:;!577~?"" I, ,I,," 

Economic growth has slowed down. Declining production-growing 
consumption.. Were the plan targets realistic? Reform of the 
financial system. Introduction of value-added tax. 

Tardos, Marton. Development program for economic control and 
organization in Hungary. AO 28(3-4)1982: 295-315 

The study presents a large-scale program which may be suited 
not only for re-channelling the economy onto the road of 
reforms started in 1968 but also for handling problems left 
uns 01 ved at the, time and also those emerged in the course 
of control and management without plan-instructions. The 
study analyses the que s ti ons of planning, the ins ti tu tional 
system of enterprises, and the problems of money and credit 
circulation. 

---0" Adevelbpment: program for'economic control and organiza
t:ton in Hungary. EEE XXII(3-4) Spring-Summer 1984; 3-32 

Which economic factors determine the necessary changes in 
~conomic control? The necessary changes- general direction. 
The 'interpretation of, socialist, planned economy. The system 
of economic institutions. Material stimUlation and incomes 
regulation. Financial regulation and its institutional frame
work. ' Measures taken since 1979 and the next steps. This 
study, in short, proposes a large-scale program which may be 
suited not only for re-channeling the economy onto the course 
of reforms started in 1968, but also for handling problems 
left unsolved at that time as well as those whioh have emerged 
in t~e course of control and management without central 
directive planning. ' The study analyses the questions of 
planning, the institutional system of enterprises ,and the 
proble ms :6fJllOney and credi t circulation. 

Teichmann, Hans. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 42 

Outline of the 'co-ordinated Five-Year plan for the GDR and 
Hungary, 1986'to 1990. 
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Tokes, Rudolf L. Hungarian reform imperatives. PC XXXIlI(5) 
Sept-Oct 1984: 1·23 

Essence ot Hungary's politics in the late 1970's, "Politics-. 
is economics and economics is foreign trade",. says Janos 
Kadar. Experiment of New Economic Mechanism is. going on __ 
since 1968. Is NEM a .social contract1 By 1982, conditions 
were ripe for -placing the matter of "reforming the reforms" 
on the political agenda. All participants in the reform 
debates seemed to agree that the modernization of the 
Hungarian economy, increased productivity, and the slowdown 
in the annual rate of inflation from 8-9 percent to 4-5 
percent would call for sacrifices by ev~ryone. Pebate on 
reforms. The Party's response. Policy outcomes- pOlitics, 
economics, foreign relations. The logic of economic reforms 
has necessitated not only structural changes in the domestic 
economy, but has also had a significant impact on the lives 
and expectations of Hungarian citizens. 

Vissi, F. Major questions of the improvement of economic 
control and management in Hungary in the mid-eig~ties. AQ 
00(3-4) 1983: 325-340 -

Inconsistencies of the current situat;t.on and the need fo\, 
further progress. Major elbements of the improvement _ of . 
economic control. Tasks-of admini~tratlve control. Policy 
making opportunities of enterprise management. -. 

-Zafir, M. The growth rate as feflected in "recent investir-Q,,! 

tions".- (Comments on liOn measuring growth~',-bY-A.nBl"'5~). 
AO 25(1-2) 1980:188-191' 

Zala, Julia. ABS~ ~lI(2)(69) Jan 1983: 54 

The study suggests a possible way for consistent improveme-n.~ 
of the Hungarian system of economic control. 

Zala, Julia. Hungary: How to live with slow-growth 
Adaptation of economic conditions and managem~nt. 
(3-4) Spring-Summer 1984: 122-153 

contii tions? 
EEE WI 

Characteristips of the Hungarian economy. Flexible changing 
elements. RO-l-e of planning. prices and price formation. . 
Exchange rate policies. Wages .and salaries. _ Fiscal measures 
and the state bUdget. Monetary policy measures: the banks, 
Policies promot;t.ng external relations. Inst,.tutl.onal 
changes, forms and behaviour of the enterprises. Reserve 
funds. Outlook for the future. 

Zalai 1 E. Adaptability of non-linear equilibr~um models to 
Central planning. AO 00(3-4) 1983: 433-446 
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General equilibrium versus optimal planning models. Illustra
tion: foreign trade in the two versions of macroeconomic 
models. A cer.tain class of multisectoral general equilibrium 
models, by proper reinterpretation of their elements. can be 
adapted to support planning in socialist countries. certain 
non-linear formulations of substitution possibilities could 
be utilised in macrop~ogramm1ng models. 

Poland 

"1- • • 1 • j ~. I ~ ! . ; ; J, ' ' , I ' .', 

Survey of the worsened economic situation in Jan-May 1981, -
compared with the same period of 1980, with numerous. statis
tical data. 

---. XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982c 65 

A report on the economic situation in the first quarter of 
1982, the economic plan for the second quarter and some 
implications for 19A3-85. 

--. XIII(2}(69) Jan 1983; 59 

Extensive report on the severe setback to the economy in 
1981, with numerous statistical data. 

--- • XIII(2)(69).Jan 1983: 59 

The three variants of the National Plan upto 1985 and assump
tion for the years 1986-1990. 

---.. XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 57 

The Sejm points out a number of short comings in the Central 
Annual Plan for 1984. 

-.;.-~-.~ XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 58 

The Central Statistical Office concerning the economic situa
·tion in November 1983. Some sectors did better as compared 
with the year before. 

---. XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 65 

Some positive economic achievements in 1983 and prospects 
for 1984. 
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--... XV( 3) (76) May 1985: 65 

On the economic situation in the first seven months of 1984. 

---.. XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 62 

The performance of the Polisp economy in 1984 • 

...;~: . .:.- XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 63 

The Polish Economic Association outlines its view on a 
desirable economic strategy. 

-'"'"". XVII (1)( 81) 1987: 68 

A selection of comments of participants of'the X Congress 
of the Party on economic issues. 

~~~. XVII(2)(82) 1987: 67 

The Central Statistical Office reports on fulfilment of the 
Plan in the f'irst 11 months of' 1986. 

~;::::. XVII (2) (82) 1987: 70 

The economic reform has not yet resulted in qualitative ch~ge 
in the economy. Unless this comes about Poland will fall 
behind the rest of Europe. . . . 

--;';';" XVII (3)( 83) 1987: 78 

The choice in the economy is a tougher today for a better 
tomorrow. This is what the economic reform means. 

Adam, Jan. The recent Polish economic reform and its results. 
OUW 31(4) Dec 1986: 287-3)6 

.. Influence of recent reforms on the important features of the 
Polish system of management such as the ·relationship of plan
ning and the marke~price system, wage and employment regula
tion, investment deciSion, organisational system, etc. 
Evaluation of the reform as a whole. The Polish system of 
management has, turned into ·an indirect system M fj, lIesult ' ·· 
of: tne reform. ' The:.. reform"has 'not :ret' had: a grctlt :1mpnct~~·1. 
ohthefwol'king ot' the;eaonoClY': . . ., I,'.) 1 t!l" , ." 
.L;,! L- i" . 'r 

Albinowski, Stanislaw. Spelling it out. PP XXX(l) Winter 
1987: 52-54 

Economic efficiency and socialist economic development. 
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; 

Bartoszewski, J. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 67 

The Prime Minister speaks about the most important problems 
Poland is facing - economic reform and similar, problems. 

Bilski', R. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 66 

Unfavourable trends of the Polish economy in 1980. 

Blazyca, George .,Poland' s economy under military management. 
WT 40(2) Feb 1984: 58-64 . . ' . 

The military programme for both. society and ,economy was 
about restoring 'order'. Throughout the period the economic 
reform barely functioned. The only sector to benefit was 
coal. International factor. Obstacles to reform. 

---. The. Polish economy under-Martial Law - a dissenting view. 
SS XXXVII (3) July 1985: 428-436 

Fallenbuchl's belief that it was the lack of economic reform 
that doomed the Gierek policy of modernisation through invest
ment imports from the West in the 1970s. But one could argue
that had central planning been operating in Poland as effecti
vely as -in Czechoslovakia or the GDR then technology imports 
could have been mueh better managed. Martial law and the . 
economy. Martial law economics did contribute to stabilisa
tion and adjustment. To expect more than this doubtful. 

Bobrowski, Czeslaw. Forty years of an active economic pol1cy.
PFT (3/243) 1984: 3-6 

, 

The motive of the planners was always to strengthen the 
economy's'development capability. An improvement of living 
standards. Optimal pace of growth. Employment policy. 

Brodzka, Teresa. Balancing opposites. PP XXIX( 2) Spring 
1986: 25-26 

The economic plan for. 1986. The planners have put three 
aims,. 1) intensification of exports, 2) containment of ' 
inflation and improvement of the standard of living, 
3) further progress in the . restructuring of the economy. 

, . 
--. Economists on the economy, 1981-85.PP XXIX( 3) 

Summer 1986: 9-15 

Estimate of the country's situation and the government's" 
policies. 
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---. Stage two of the reform. PP XXX(3) -1987' 00-34 

Propositions for the second stage of-·the economicrefQrm. 
Legal framework. Relocation of decision-making. Role of 
central economic plan. Essentially the ~Propositionsl see 
the Polish economy as mixed one. Various forms of organisa.., 
tion and onwership of the means of production are to coexist, 
cooperate and even interpenetrate. 

BrOniarek
i 

Andrzej. Economic reform, obstacles and hopes. 
PP XXV( /2) Winter-Spring 1982: 29-33 .-

The reform rests on three main pillars ,.l)national, planning 
of inputs, 2) iridependence of enterprises, and 3) observance 
of commercial rules in economic policy. The basic unit in 
this system is the autonomous, self-managed and self-financing 
enterprise. 

--. How to reform the economy7 PP XXIV(5) May 1981, Z7-31 

Reform and democracy. The role of the enterprise. The 
intermediate administrative machine. The phase-in date _ 
of the reform. 

Central annual plan for- 1986. PEN 1(567) 16th JaIl 1986 •. 2 

Chelstowski, Stanislaw. The economic reform. PP XXVII(l) 
Winter 1984: 12-19 

At the end of 1980 intensive work began on the drafting of, 
an economic reform. The reform is based on Polish experiences 
and those of' other socialist countries like Hungary and 
Jugoslavia. The- basis of the Polish crisis is not overprodllc
tion but it is a scarcity crisis-stemming from acute shortages 
of production factors, chiefly raw materials and energy -and
even labour sometimes. Inefficiency in the use of many pro
duction factors, the structure of the economy is not adopted 
to requirements. Economic strains.have been compounded by 
social maladies. A difficult situation in foreign trade. 
Different opinions from the point of view of recovery. 
Employees I self'-Iilanagement. Changes in planning •. Implemen
tation of the reform. Social determinants. 

czapurko
i 

Aleksander. Some notes on economicstrategyln the 
years 986-1990. PFT (2/254) 1986: 5 -.. . .. _ 

Discussion of the Economic Reform. PP XXIV(4) Apr 1981r. 45-49 

Dryll, Ir&na~ ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 59 . 

The rationale of the Sejm1s revision of the 1980 Economic 
plan. 
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DryU, Irena. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 19861 64 

Though the 8ejm-favours the middle variant of the three draft 
Five-Year plans, there is some concern that modernization will 
suffer if investment resour~es are mainly devoted to complet
ing existing projects. 

---. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 66 

The 8ejm's end of term assessment of the economic reform'is 
that though there are growth achievements the reform has 
failed to, stimulate' 'eff'iciency factors ,to thetlegree; needed' 
or expected. 

Economic reform. PP XXIV(4) Apr 1981: 5-10 

Economic reform outlined by a Commission headed by the Premier 
and composed of avery large body of about 500 persons belong
ing to various groups. Main purpose and salient features of 
the economic reforms. 

Economy. PP XXIV(3) Mar 1981: 52-55 

On 1st January 1981 a number of economic., -soeial and legisla
tive measures came into force. Some of them are mentioned 
here. 

Economy. PP XXV(4) Autumn 1982: 56-60 

Plans for recovery. 

E'conomy. PP XXIV(2 to 5, 6/7) Feb to July .1981: 60-63, 52-55, 
50-53, 55-57, 57-61; XXV (1/2, 3, 4) Winter to Autumn 1982: . 
71-76,64="70,56-63; XXVI(l to 4) 1¥inter to.Autumn 19831 
48-52, 55-58, 53-58, 57-64; XXVII(l to 4) Winter to Autumn 
1984: 64-69, 47-52, 4.'5-49, 35 .... 42; XXVIII (1 to 4) Winter to 
Autumn 1985: 37-44;40-46, 43-50, 46-51; XXIX(l to 4) Winter 

'to Autumn 1986: 35-46, 46-50, 40-48, 56-61; XXX(l to 3) Winter 
to Summer 1987: 55-58, 50,-57, 56-58 

Various aspects of the Polish economy. Market and exports. 
Foreign trade relations. Poland and the world economy. 
Relations with the Third World countries, with Ch1na, India. 
CMEA and joint ventures with the Soviet Union. Poland and 
IMF. Export Development Bank. Car exports. Po1is~ debts 
and Paris' Club. Ship-building and exports,. General economic 
problems. Prospects for agriculture. Natural resources and 
ooal mining. Industries. Science and technology. Nuclear 
power. Economic reforms and central planning. Economic, 
social and legislative measures. Problems of saving raw 
materials and energy. Five-Year Plans for recovery. 

X·5'l(3~N~ 
M~ 
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Organization and management. Transport and commun1c~tions. 
Population and labour shortage. wage system.· Prices •. 
Employment. Financial policy. Creation of money market and . 
the .zloty.· Regulation· of meat market. .Enterp~ises. Invest ... 
ments. 

Ellman, Michael and Simatupang, Batara. Odn6wa in statisticS •. 
SS XXXIV(l) Jan 19821 111-117 

An important aspect of the Odnowa (renewal) movement which 
swept through Poland in 1980-81-.1s the .improvement in official 
statistics to which it has led and is leading. Undersstrong 
social pressure l' notably from the trade union, SQlidarity, 
it has been off1cially accepted that in the past, official 
statistics often gave too favourable a picture of the economic 
situation. 

Eysymonti , Jerzy and Maciejewski, WOjciech. Socioeconomic . 
~rises 1n Poland: a model approach. EEE XXIV(3) Sp~ing 1986: 
6-23 

Purpose is to pr:>vide an explanation with the help of formal 
model. Results are based on data for a 26 year period from. 
1955 to 1980. Basic characteristics of' the system. The main 
mechanism of the cycle. Classification of various factors •. 
The general model of the crisis. The general form of the 
formal model and preliminary results of the quantitative 
research •. 

Fallenbuchl, Zbigniew M. Introduction-(The Polish economic 
crisis). EEE XXIV(3) Spring 1986. 3-5 

Discussion of the origins and nature of the crisis that began 
at the end of the 1970sand is sun far from over. Good 
case for a far-reaching economic reform. 

---. Poland's economic crisis. PC XXXI(2) Mar-Apr 19821 1';'21 

Poland~s economic. crisis has assumed almOst epic proporations 
since the appearance of its firs t -symptoms in the late 1970 t s. 
Its causes lie deep in the Soviet-type economic system imposed 
on Poland, and half measures will not solve it - not those 
suggested even when real reform seemed possible nor those 
forced through since the imposition of. military rule. in' 
December 1981. On the contrary the military solution may' '. 
well lead to even greater. economic difficu~ties. Statistics 
available. 

• The Polish economy under Martial law. SS.XXXVI(4) 
Oct 1984: 513-527 
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Some possibilities for an improvement in the economic situation 
started to appear in the last quarter of 1981. The authorities 
applied for re-admission of Poland to the International Monetary 
Fund and the World Bank. The output of coal, although still 
considerably below the 1979 levels, showed a small improvement. 
From Jan. 1982 the output of coal, the 'most important products 
of the Polish economy, was higher.every month than in the. 
months of 1981. The miners were enlisted and they worked 
subject to military discipline. High wages and supply of 
scare consumption goods were supplied. Production of coal 
increased but efficiency could not be ensured. But the pro
duction. in industries fall. Net domestic. rn.at~ria7.-productio~ 
in construction, transport, communications, trade also fell. 
Because of good climatic conditions agricultural production 
increased. Without the pressure by labour unions ,nominal 
personal incomes of the population increased, as well as 
wageS in industries., Saving was the result of inability to 
spend money incomes because of the shortage of goods and. 
services. This source of inflationary pressure can only be 
explained by the fear of riots. The second major source of 
inflationary pressure was· the deficit state budgets. Balance 
of 'payments disequilibrium. Adverse effect on foreign trade 
because of Western economic sanctions. Exports to non
socialist countries declined more than the exports'~110 the 
socialist countries. Any improvement in the balance of 
payments position and ability to reduce the hard currency 
indebtedness will depend on future export performance. The 
leaders would have to change their policy and look for a 
"political situation". 

Gajewski, M. ABSEES XII(3)(63) May 1982: 64 

Alarming p.,oduction trends, July 1980 to July 1981 (some 
statistical data). . . , . 

---. and /)staszewski,J. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 59 

Salient points of the new project of the economic reform are 
discussed. 

Gazinski, B. ABSI!ZS XII (1)(65) Sept 1981: 67. 

Cri tical analysis of the economic reform of 1970 and discus
sion of the present problems at a Conference organised by 
Solidarity and the Economic and Social Section of the Lodz 
University. 

Gomulka, Stanislaw and Rostowski, Jack. The reformed PoliSh 
economic system, 1982-1983. S8 XXXVI(3) July 19841 386-405 
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Major principles and the transitional period. Self-management,: 
managerial inde~endence and self-financing under reformed . 
economic system. Price formation,: interest rates, exchange 
rates, and wages. The system of taxation under the Reformed 
Economic System. Similarity of direct taxes under the ~eformed 
Economic System and incentive formulae under the Large Economic 
Organisations System. The financing of investment under the -
Reformed Economic System. Can the Reformed EconOmic System 
reduce the material intensity of the Polish economy and stimu
late net exports? Can the enterprise profits tax and the 
wage fund tax control inflation? Insti tutionalreforms under 
the Reformed Economic System. fo conclude the Polish reform 
is intended to be-substantial but not particularly radical. -
The actual economic system may be described as one of informal 
command planning rather than of indirect market-regulated 
central planning. 

Good year for the Polish economy. PEN 4(546) 28th Feb 1985. 2-3 

Gorywoda, Manfred. Dilemmas of development: Parameters of the 
1986-90 plan. PP XXVII(4) Autumn1985s 9-16 

Outline of the concept of the prospective five-year plan-for 
1986-90 whose draft version is being discussed. The economy 
is _still heavily saddled with the effects of the policies of 
the 1970s and the 1980-81 crisis~ Exports. Investment effici~ 
ency. Depreciation in industry. Labour resources. Materials 
and energy supply. Structural changes in industries. Effecti
veness of the economic mechanism. Poland had to combat the . 
effects of a drastic lowering of the standard of living~ 

Gorywoda, Manfred~ The future realistically. PP XXIX(4) 
Autumn 1986: 16-19 

The author presents the case for the plan for. 1986-90 as 
finally framed. 

Grow-th and the necessity of reform. (Prof. Kuzinski in Nowe Dragi, 
4{84) PP XXVII (3) Summer 1984:38-44 

Hare, P.G. and Wanless, P.T. Polish and Hungarian economic 
reforms- a comparison. SS XXXIII(4) O'ct 1981: .491-5,17 

Economic background and basic approaches to. reforms adopted 
in two countries. Prices and wa,ges •. Monopoly and competition. 
Factors responsible for differences in outcome in two countries: 
a) Political atmosphere. Hungarians avoided political over
tones of economic reform. Political unity and stability of 
the country. Poland has never succeeded in eliminating cen
ters of opposition wi thin the country. b)' Hungary- small and 
homogeneous. Polnad- larger and much more diverse. 
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c) Atti tude 'of the Soviet-Union. Hungarians luckY in that 
their reform was· already underway in 1969; d)Organisation and 
economic performance of their respective agricultural systems. 
Hungary completed collectivization and is performing qu:l.te 
well. Lack of real institutional change in e.ither Hungary or 
Poland tended to lim! t the potential effectiveness of reforms. 

Heller, ij. ' ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 59 

Enumeration of the causes of the present crisis- including 
Solidari ty and its' advisers. ' .. 

Iskra, W. ,ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 57 

Structural changes concerning mainly industry, agriculture 
and urbanization, 1946-1983. 

Jezioranski, Tomasz. ABSEESXVII(2)(82) 1987: 69 . 

Zbigliew Messner, the Polish Prime Minister, has addressed 
Parliament ,on economic problrms facring the country. 

~-•• fhe Economic Reform Commission assesses 'three years of 
the new system. (Translated). SEEFT XXIII(3) ,Fall 1987: 
116-123 ' . 

Three major.issues were discussed, l)Th~ preliminary draft of 
the report on the implementation and results of· the economic 
reform in 1984, 2) the Government Presidium document on orga
nizational forms in the economy, and 3) the proposed system 
of enterprise assessment. . 

Jozefiak, Cezary. The road to the barriers of. demand. EEE 
XXVI(2) Winter 1987-88: 84-91· 

The author expresses his concern about the impossib~l1ty of 
eliminating deepseated disequ~libria in the economywithth~ 
existing system and suggests some policy recommendations~ 
Skeptical about newly"introduced.second stage of economic reform. 

• • .. • f 

Karczewski, 'Ryszard. Direction of economic r~form modification. 
PFT (1/253) 1986: 3-4 

Karol,Szwarc.;' . ABSEES XVI(3)(80) .1986: 62 

Economists from Warsaw1s Central Scho'ol of,Planning and 
Statistics discuss economic,prospe,qts. for1986-90 ... 

< ~, • • 

Kolodko, Grzegorz W •. Development goals and economic macro
proportions. (Tr. by Teresa Fallenbuchl)'. EEE XXV(3) Spring 
1987: 72-85 
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Disproportions that were responsible for the appearance of " 
cyclical fluctuations in the development of East European 
economies. Mistakes that were responsible tor the economic 
crisis in Poland •. Disproportions about accumulation and 
consumption. .Cyclical nature of economic growth. Require
ment of a correct determination of the priority structure . 
of .social goals. ' ' 

Kosmala, Pawel. 
1986: 7 

Central annual plan for 1986. PFT (1/253) 
" ~ 

Kozminski, Andrzej K. Dreams of' a hara zloty. An'interview 
by Marek Rostock!. PP XXIX(2) Spring 1966. 42-45 

Economic problems and solutions. Financial policy. 

Krauss, K. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 19831 58 

A summing up of' the f'irst stage of' the discussion of the 
"variants of the three-year National Plan for 1983-85 'and 
the guidelines for 1990", by the Planning Commission. 

Krok-Paszkowsld, J. The mirage of' economic' reform. SV 26(4) 
(117) Autumn 19821 35-42 

Historical background. Jaruzelski's decisions-about the 
economic reforms. 

Krzystof J Krauss. ,ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan ·1985' 1;6 

The 8ejm has discussed the plan for 1985 and, while giv1n~ it 
broad approval, has also made its anxieties known. 

Leszczyski, A. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1997: 67 

The current llconomic outlook is optimistic, but there still 
are some shortages. 

M.K. AI3SE&S XVII(2)(82) 1981: 70 . 

A report is published on discussion of the governmental'pro-
ject of revision of the economic reform law; instead of' ' 
11 changes, only 7 will be discussed in the, Na~lonaI ~sembJ.y. 

Marciniak, Stefan and Zawadzka, Zof1a. Planning and spontaneity 
in economic development. E&E XXIV(3) Spring 19861 24-34 

One of the essential conditions of the effective planning Is 
the determination of correct economic proportions, i.e. the 
determination of a complex of economic relations that opti
mally satisfies current and long-run needs of the society. 
The purpose of planning is to eliminate spontaneity. 
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Causes of spontaneity in the economic development of Poland. 
Excessive centralization. To reduce spontaneity, 1) a correct 
development strategy, 2) changes in the system of planning 
and management, 3) determination of optimal structure of the 
national economy is needed. 

Markucz, J. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 19871 66 

A report summarising the opinions of experts on the main 
direction of the 1987 central plan of development. 

Messner, Zbigniew~ i Achievements and progl'amme.'"PF'1\:(4/244) 
1984: 3-5 

---a Some problems of Poland's economic policy in 1986-1990. 
(Translated). SEEFT XXIII(3) Fall 1987: 87-96 

Polish efforts to recover some measure of dynamism and purpose 
for their economy. Poland1s current situation and policies. 
Potential for growth and restructuring in Poland. 

Mieszczankowski, M. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 79 

The first period of reform was a disappointment. This is an 
important background to the preparation of the second stage 
of reform. 

MieszCJ.:bllkbWil'k1', ~M~ (ABSE+Ba-XVIl; (1)(81) 1987: 66 

The author criticizes the recently accepted draft of the 
Five-Year Plan for 1986-90. . 

Misiak, M. ABSEES XV( 2) (75) Jan 1985: 57 

Article on the procedure and basic directions of the National 
Economic Plan for 1985. 

Nasilowski,Mieczyslaw. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 63 

If the economic reform is to be made effective then financial 
planning needs to have priority over existing planning methods. 
This means that investment flows in particular need to be 
rigorously controlled and that the threat of bankruptcy 
should be made real. 

---a Some doubts. PP XXVIII(4) ,Autumn 19851 20-24 
- -

Difficult problems of a long-term socia-economic plan-making 
for the period 1986-90. Rate of growth. Choice of invest
ment s tructur'e.::, Fue 1 and 'e,nergy problems. 
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Parkola, A. and Repacki, R. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 19871 67 

There is some concern that the modest growth targets may not 
be. achieved without a decisive shift in policy stance which 
should emphasize efficiency. " 

Pierzchala, Leon. The assumptions for Poland's socio-economic 
development in the years 1986-1990. PFT (1/253) 1986.6 

Plowiec, Ursnla. ABSEES XV(4) (77) sept 19851 62 

Given the likely constraints on economic growth in the next 
five years the economy must release productivity factors as 
the only way to guarantee growth. 

Poland. ET 287 2nd Apr 1983: 38-39; 291 28th APr 1984. 50-51; 
293 15th Dec 1984& 42-43; 296 6th July 19851 47-48; 305 
11th Nov 19871 62F 64 

General economic situation. Standard of 11 ving, prices, 
economic reformS, planning, etc. . " 

Poland: catching a Kremlin habit. ET 305 17th Oct 1981: 48-49 

Package of reforms proposed by the Polish Government. 

Poland's economy. ET 286(7276) 12th Feb 1983: 71-72, 75: 

" Polish economy in the eighties. PFT (1) Oct 1982": 3-4 

Polish economy and ways to combat crisis. 

Polish economy in 1985, 1986, 1987. PEN 6(548), 30th Mar, 
8(550) 30th Apr, 11(553) 15th June, 12(554) 29th June, 
14(556) 30 July, 16(558) 30th Aug, 18(560) 30th sept, 20(562) 
30th Oct, 22(564) 30th NOV, 24(566) 30th Dec 1985. 2-5; . 
5(571) 15th Mar 1986, 6(572) 29th Mar, 8(574) 30th Apr, 
10(576) 31st May, 12(578) 30th June, 14(580) 30 July, 
17(583) 13th Sept, 18(584) 30th Sept, 20(586) 31st Oct, 
22(588) 29th Nov, 24(590) 31st Dec 1986: 2-3; 2(592) 31st 
Jan, 7(597) .15th .Apr, 10(600) 30th, May, 12(602) ,30th Julie, 
15(605) 16th Aug, 17(607) 15th Sept, 19(609) 16th Oct, 
20 (610) 31s t Oct 1987: 2-4 " 

Industry. Agriculture. Construction. Foreign trade. " 
Monetary market "situation. Transpo~tation. Employment. 
Income 'of the population, etc. ." .. " 

Pospieszynski, Andrzej R. The Polish economy in 1984. 
PFT (2) 1984: 3-4 
How the targets for 1983 had been met. Annual plan "for "1984. 
External trade. National income. 
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Pravda, Alex. Poland 1980: From 'premature consumerism' to 
labour solidarity. SS XXXIV(2) April 1982, 167-199 

The events, of 1980 were a product of the confluence of three 
classic crises, a crisis of distribution, a crisis of legiti
macy and a crisis of participation. To a great extent the 
discontent fuelling blue-collar protest in 1980 was the 
result of the b~om strategy launched by Gierek in 1971 in a 
bid to make consumption the engine of growth and political 
sUpport. Such consumption, and the consumerism promoted as 
part of the strategy, were doubly premature. Funded largely 
by western credits, ,boom development proved imb~lanced, 
generating high income growth without providing a "commensu
rate rise in the availability of goods and services. A 
classic case of protest produced by disapPointed rising 
expectations. Instead of pOlitical change coming from a 
movement within the party for reform, or from 'revisionist 
intellectuals' striving to bring the system into line with 
Marxist principles, 1980 saw a self-mobilized labour movement 
pressuring the authorities for the institutionalization of 
'social control'. The year 19AQ marks the beginning ofa 
transition in the role of labour in communist states from a 
pillar of continuity to a force for change. 

Reform has taken root: an interview with Prof. Wladyslaw-Baka, 
Ministe~ for Economic Reform (Translated) SEEFT XXIII(3) 
Fall 1987: 124-135 

Ryszka, Franciszek. Origins of the Polish crisis. ' PP XXV(3) 
Summer 1982: 23-32 

Background of the economy. NUmbers employed. Birth rate. 
Exports, imports. Yields of cereals. Electricity consump
tion, postal services. ~ailway network. Radiosets, tele
phones. and car ownershipt Transport and communications. 

Sadownik, H. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 19811 66 

Critical· evaluation of the project of the reform of the 
economy, in particular 01' the problem of its practical 
realisation and the position of the Communist Party in it 
as the leading force., , 

Sadowski, Zdzislaw. ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982:' 65 

Article analysing current Polish economic, problems. 

---. ABSEES' XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 65 

Self-financing, the key problem of the economic reform, 
enters its second phase. It has to be given a certain 
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t1m& to become a functional instrument. Wholesale liquidation 
of ineffective enterprises has to be avoided except in hopeless 
cases. 

---a The future of the economy. PFT(3/255) 19861 3-5 

Central plan and market. Independence of enterprises. Central 
planning. Principles of distribution. The private sector. 

Socio-economic plan for 1985. PEN 1(543) 15th June 19851 2-4 

Starewicz, Artur. 
10-13· .. 

Plan for recovery. PP XXVI(3) Summer 1983l 
-

The National Socio-Economic Plan for 1983-88. Basic aims of 
socio-economic policy. . . 

Szeliga, Z. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 66 

Critical analysis by the Oehtral Statistical Office showing 
the negative aspects of the Polish economy, however indicating 
that its problems are of a different nature. 

Szul, Roman and Kirejczyk, Edward. Dilemmas of economic reform 
and self-management in Poland. EAWM XXI(3) 1987:373-391 

General characteristics of the state of economic system. Im
portant problems relating to economic reform. The market 
disequilibrium and inflation. The enterprise autonomy vs. 
distribution. Self-financing and profitless enterprises. 
Economic and socio-political wage function. The-employment 
and the non-socialized sector~ The restructuring-the state 
structures- the social atti tudes- the self-management.. Self
management in trade- analysis of empirical studies. _ Lack of 
interest in self-management connected with lack of· profes-, 
sional skills among the members of self-management bodies. 

Szwarc, Karol. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 68 

The author comments on two reports on the economy from the 
60nsultative Economic Committee (KBG). 

Three-Year Plan (1983-1985) in Polish economy. PEN 5(571) 
15 Mar 1986: 3 

Trzeciakowski, Witold. Problems of achieving efficiency and 
equilibrium. EEE: XXIV(4) Summer 1986&51-66 

The system of prices is the main weakness in the system of._ 
functioning of the economy. The second weakness of the 
system is the lack'of sufficiently strong incentives for 
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the growth of production and reduction of costs. The author 
makes here a few suggestions for discussion which have as 
their' objective the introduction of a more rational alloca
tion of resources through the improvement of prices paid to 
producers, and widening of the sphere of operation for the 
motivational system in those sectors of the economy in whtch 
parametric prices can be used, especially in the export field. 

Variants of the social and economic plan for the years 1986-
1990 ~PEN l3( 55) 15 July 1985: 2-4 

Statisfaction of minimum social and economic needs. Trans
cending obstacles to reproduction of assets and accelerat~ng 
the increase of consumption. Acceleration of the restoration 
of the level of consumption and creation of better conditions 
of development after 1990. Assumption of the central annual 
plan for 1986. 

Wilczynski, Waclaw. Ins and outs of the reform. (An interview 
by Krzysztof W. Kasprzyk). PP XXX(l) Winter 19871 48-52 

Condition of the economy. Inconsistencies in the implementa
tion of the reform and the policies of central departments. 
A move from rigid to flexible prices (and from flexible to 
rigid), performance-related wages, a difficult and painful· 
operation. 

Zwass', Ad.am. The economic situation in Poland in light of the 
eighth Party Congress. (Tr. by Michel Vale). ENE XX(l) 
Fall 1981: 3-19 

The blame for worsening economic situation was placed mainly 
on the destabilization of the world market, the explosion of 
raw material and fuel prices, the more difficult· export con
ditions and the recurrent har'est failures which required con
siderable imports of grains and fodder. In the five-year 
period from 1971 to 1975, the national product increased by 
an annual average of 9.8% and industrial output by 10.5%. 
The driving force behind this inflated growth was not however, 
increasing efficiency, but rather rapidly growing investments 
which were largely financed by Western credits. The natur~ of 
the Delegates' criticisms. No future-oriented plan. Energy 
crisis. Growing environmental pollution. Agriculture will 
not recover without major structural reforms. Grain imports' 
necessary. Labour problems. Decreasing supply and discipline. 
Karkoszka versus Berlinguer. Slogan of pluralistic social 
system. 
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Romania 

ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 65 

Economic performance in 1980 as compared with 1975. 

---. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 78 

Planned growth in 1981 of some of the ma~n economic indicators. 

---. XII(3)(67) May 1982~ 77 

Statistical data on fulfilment of the 1981 pian. 

---. XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 78 

Survey of economic growth 1950-1980, with numerous statistical 
data. 

---. XIII(2)(69) Jan 19831 68 

Forecast development, of Romanian economy ,in ,1981-85. 

---. XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 69 

Text of a Resolution restating some of the targets of the 
Romanian economy ,such as utilization of product1cm ca~acities 

__ ~cond1tion1ng of -oatcr1.&ls,'aIl.11ncrease in labour productivity. 

---. ABSEES XV(1)(74) sept 1984: 77 

The nation's major economic, tasks, as liste'd by the President 
o~ the Republic. 

---. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 73 

Full text of draft Directives ot the XIlth party Congress 
on the economia-socialdevelopment of' Romania in 1986-1991, 
and up to 0000 prospectivelyl ' , ' 

---. ABS~ XV(S)(76) mny 1985:es 

7'Jt ot, the Law concerning '!;he Central Plan of Economic
socia~ Development for 1985, 

.--. ASSESS XV(S)79) May 198~: 83 

EXtract from the Report by the Pre,sident of the Republic on 
the, '!;asks of the Romanian economy, enumerating the major 
tasks in the coming Five lear Plan, 1986-90. 
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ABSEES XVI(l) (78) Jan 1986: 78 

A survey of the main features of the 1986-90 Economic Plan. 

---. XVI Cl}(18) ,.Ian "'l986": 1(9' 

Some results of the economic development of the country over 
the period 1965-1984. 

---a XVI (2) (79) 1986: 78 

Text of the Uniform National Plan for 1986 is published' ' 
wi th a table .of' the more important items. .. .. 

---. XVI(2)(79) 1986: 84 

Preliminary data on economic performance in 1985; the 
expected upsurge was not achieved. 

---a XVI(2)(79) 1986: 85 

Pronouncement following the Session of the Government con
vened by the State Presidency, because of unsatisfactory 
economic performance during the year. 

---a XVII (1) (81) 1987: 79 

Full text of the Central Plan of economic-social development 
for 1986-90 is published. 

---.XVII(2)(82) 1987: 83 

The Economic Plan for 1987- main indices. 

Braun, Aurel. Romania's travails. (A Review of books on 
Romania). PC XXXI(3) May-June 1982: 49-55 

A worsening of the econo[o'ic situation in Romania is accen
tuating a sense of dissatUtaction among the population. 
Continued poor economic conditions might even restrict the 
ability of the Ceausescu regime to pursue distinctive 
domestic and foreign policies within 'the Soviet bloc. 

Cazacu, Virgil. Vanguard of builders of a new society. 
WMR 24(5) May 1981: 53-59 

Ciucur, D. and Popescu, C. ABSEES XI: (3)(64) May 1981, 74 

The growth' rate of the eoanomy envisaged in the 'next Fi ve
Year Plan will not be high as previous one indicating a 
transi tion from extensive to intensive development. 
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Manescu, Manea. Forty years of outstandkng successes 1n the 
socie-economic-development of Romania, 1944-1984. ECECSR 
XIX(2) 1984: 5-10 

---. Grandiose proapects in the multilateral development of 
socialist Romania. ECECSRXIX(3) 1984: 5-8 

--. Homage to Nicolae Ceausescu- 00 years of economic and 
social development of socialist Romania, 1965-1985. ECECS~ 
XX(l) 1985: 7-13 

---. President Nicolae Ceausescu1s Report- a revolutionaty 
scientific construction of genius. An ample programme for -
P~mania's development on new-peaks of progress and civ111za

. tion. ECEI13R XIX( 4) 1984: 7-12 

Malinte, T. ABSEES XI(S)(63) Jan 1981: 64 

Growth rates forecast in the 1981 Economic Plan. 

Militaru, S. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 79 

.An article on the occasion of the 00 years since the IX Con
gress of the Party which introduced a new economic policy, 
especially in 1nvestmnet and accumulation. . 

Mizil, E. Niculescu. The place and role ofcybernet1cs as a 
science and practice in the socio-economic development of 
socialist Romania. ECECSR XV(4) 1981: 47-61 

Narayanswamy, Ramnath. Romania: Socialist corporatism and 
command e conomy~ EI'W )OO:I (15) 11th ..;Apr".1987: 633-634 

Romania. ET 293 3rd Nov 1984: 52 

Romania. ET 296 14th Sept 1985: 53 

Several government decisions recently have had an aj,rof 
desperation. A new local tax to help finance local invest;
ments. The bonus fordo1ng better but the high penalty 
for underperforming. . 

Rom:mia. ':m 298 ath:Marlil86:" 48 

Romanian economy 1n bad shape. 

Schopfl1n, George. Rumania's blind alley. WT 38(4) Apr 1,982: 
14&-153 

Political development. Economic aspects ot the cr1sis. 
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lS'troe. R. -Pr.odu:etion cyl»r-~tizdi:on-. tl ~1c eomp:<>n(mt :)f'the 
new higher stage of development of the Romnnian Socialist 
society. - ECECSR XV(l) 1981: 43-52 

Tsantis, And~eas and Pepper, Roy. Romania: the industrializa
tion of an agrarian economy under socialist planning. (A 
book review by Marvin R. Jackson). JCE 5(4) Dec 1981" 439-442 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES XI ( 3) (64) May 1981: 77 

Resolution of the Bederal Government concerning socio
economic plan for 1981. 

• XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 75 

Letter from the State Presidency to the Federal Assembly 
expresses concern over the fqilure to implement the 1981 Plan 
targets and singled out four groups of crucial tasks for the 
solution of the most acute problems and the stabilisation of 
the economy. 

• XII(3) (67) May 1982: 82 

The main features of the 1982 Annual Plan are increased com
petitiveness of the economy on foreign markets and improvement 
of the Yugoslav position in international economic.relations. 

• XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 77 

The Annual Plan for 1984 was adopted by Parliament on 27th 
Dec 1983. It was expected to be a hard year. 

• XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 84 

The Government's 'May Analysis' on the fulfilment of the 1984 
Plan in the first five months and prospects for 1985. 

• XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 85 

Future planning must be based on a comprehensive Yugoslav 
development programme instead of partial regional ones. 
In short-term development, the policy of overcoming difficul-
ties through inflation has reached a dead end. -

---. XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 84 

Growth rate -indicators in the medium term plan for the 
period 1986-1990 are claimed to be more realistic. 
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---a XV(3)(76)·MaY 1.985: 9(} 

Main economic indicators of the Resolution on the socio
economic development in 1985. 

Babic, Stojan. The problem of choosing indicators of efficiency 
. in the Yugoslav economic system, 1976-1980. (Tr. by Helen M. 

Kramer). EEE: XXIII(2) Winter 1984-85c 43-70 

Basic methodological analysis of indicators of· efficiency. 
Results of empirical analysis. The choice of indicators of 
economic efficiency by the method of factor analysis. 

Bajec, Milan. The long-term economic stabilization programme. 
RIA XXXIII(774-5)5-00th Jul~ 1982: 37-40 . 

Bajt, Aleksandar. Economic growth of the Socialist Federal 
Republic;: of Yugoslavia (SFRY)- results and costs. STP 
XXVI(l) 1986: 34-58 

Deceleration thesis. Factors· of growth. APpraisals of the 
C~bb~Douglas production function. Disproportionate growth 
a'ld use of resources. External blows at an economy insensi
tfve to prices~ Balance of payments and external debt. 

Bar j aktarevi c, Lj. ~EE'.S XVII ( 2)( 82) 1987: 89' 

. Resolution on socio-economic development (Annual Plan) for 
1987. .. 

Bislev, Claus. Planning in a worker-managed economy. EAWM 
XIX(4) .1985: 385-394 

The need for planning. Yugoslav planning system. Self
management planning. Critical view. Vague outlines .of a 
planning system and baslc characteristics. 

Bjelogrlic, Dusan and others. The economy, 1952-1980. YS 
XXIII (1) Feb 1982: 71-98 

Growth rate and ley~l attained. Investment. Changes in the 
economic structure. Foreign economic relations~ , Employment. 
and changes in the socio-economic composition of the popula~ 
tiona Contribution of employment and productivity to the 
pace of growth. Statistical tables available. 

Bojovic, Zorana Economic and social processes of integration 
in the Yugoslav self-managing society. STP XXVII(3-4) 1987: 
117-119 
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Boskovic, Blagoje. The programme of economic stabilization and 
its implementation in the self-management practice. STP 
XXIV(5) 1984: 55-77 

The ideo-political principles. Changes based on the .programme 
of stabilization. Changes in the socio-economic relations, 
in the economic and social development. Social prerequisi~es 
for the realization of the programme of stabilization. . 

Burg, Steven L. Elite conflict in Post-Tito Yugoslavia. 
SS XXXVIII(2) Apr 1986: 170-193 

The crisis is fundamentally, one of performance, of economy & 
country IS polItical institutions. The nationality problem. 
The economic crisis and intra-elite conflict. The problem 
of decision making. The Party-conflict or diSintegration? 
Tendencies in the leadership. It is a divided Yugoslav 
leadership tnat stands at the crossroads between reaction 
and reform. Reform means restructuring the economy:'along . 
the 111'1es proposed in the stabilisation programme. I n the 
short run it will entail serious dislocations and worsening 
of general living conditions and later on it is likelY to 
lead to a widening of regional economic disparities, especial
ly between Kosovo and the rest of the country. Further strains 
to relations among the masses. Liberal reformers will be 
compelled to resort to authoritarian means. Only in the very 
long run reforms promise to solve the problems 'of the economy. 

Burkett, John P. The impact of economic reform on macroecono-
mics policy in Yugoslavia: some econometric evidence. . 
EAWM XVII(3) 1983: '213-243 

Cemcrski, Angel. The socio-economic development of the SR of 
Macedonia. RIA XXXIV(791) 20th Mar 1983: 1-4 

Achievements, development, and prospe~ts. 

Cviic; K.F. Yugoslavia1s double crisis. WT 38(9) Sept 1982: 
348-354 

The economic debate 
hand - curre ncy debt. 
nationali ties. 

on its chief financial problem of large 
Tensi:Jns among YugoslaviaI s different 

Dimi trijevic, Bosko. ,Development of. Kosovo through medium
term plans, 1947-1985. RIA XXXIII (Special number) 1st Oct 
1982: 25-29 

Djodjic, Lazar. Thirty-five years of socialist self-management 
in YUgoslavia. STP XXV(ll) 1985: 33-46 
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Djuranovic, Veselin. Decisive battle for economic stabilisat1on
lasting value of the original principles of nonalignment. 
RIA XXXII(738) 5th Jan 1981: 3-5 

Dragan, Zvone. Yugoslavia on the threshold of 1984. 
XXXV~81O) 5th Jan 19841 3-5 

RIA 

Tasks and difficulties before the c~untry. Economic problems. 

Drakul
i 

Lazar. Economic development, 1971-1982. YS XXV(2) 
May 984: 61-78 . 

In recent years r economic development in Yugoslavia has begun 
to stall as a result of years of accumulation of economic 
problems and disproportions. The present state of the economy 
·shows marked discrepancies in the flows of production reflect
ed in runaway inflation, disrupted monetary-commodity relations 
and autarkic developmen~, both within Yugoslavia and with 
respect to the world market. Economic movements. Gross 
material product and production. Investment. Productivity 
and efficiency. Employment. Foreign economic relations. -
Prices and living standards. Basic characteristics of eco
nomic movements by republic and autonomous province •. Some 
causes of the unfavourable e conomi c movements. External 
causes. World economy. Internal factors. Import dependence 
of the Yugoslav economy. Unfavourable economic structure. 

Economic and Financial prospects. YER(lO) 19851 17-19 

Industrial output. Retail trade. Construction. Outlays 
for fixed investments. General and collective consumption. 
Retail prices. Industrial producer prices. Costs of living. 
Money supply. Bank investment. Bank liquidity. Reserve 
money is sue. 

Economic outlook, better or worse? YER (12) 1985: 9 

Factors of growth.YER (7) 1985: 6 

Gligorov, Kiro. The social and economic basis of socialist 
selt-management in Yugoslavia. EEE XX(2) Winter 1981-821 
3-22 

Historical background. The central issuei position of the 
workers in the -new production relations. Economic laws of 
socialist self-management. Direct selt-management and forms 
of association of organizations of associated labour. Earn
ing and distributing income. Solidarity and mutuality in 
Yugoslav self-managed society. Contradictions ot self- . 
managed social and economic development. 
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Gross. national product till 1990- hopes in four per cent 
growth. YER (8) 19851 6 

Gulan, B~ .Al3SEES)CVII(1){81) 19871 88 

Gloomy prognostication by Yugoslav economists, meeting at 
Novi Sad. 

Horvat, Branko. The economic system and stabilization.. EEE: 
XXIII(l) Fall 1984: 66-105 

A stagnant ,eeonomy whose rate of. growth. bas .fa..l,l~,nJ?y. a third. 
Unemployment and inflation. Self-management has been generally 
replaced by state direction. Foreign trade deficit. No forei
gn exchange even to buy scholarly journals. The widening of 
the gap between republics. Electricity and railronds failing. 
Collapse of legal system. Reforms needed to improve this 
situatton. Four factors you have to take. into account. 
1) volume of investment, 2)Industry structure, 3)Regional 
structure, 4) Problem of. catching up in development. Further 
questions and answers. (This piece is based on excerpts of a 
dis cussion with Branko Horvat on problems of the Yugoslav . 
economy and e~onomic stabilization held at .the Student .Cul
tur~l Centre in Belgrade) • 

.. --. F~ewell to the Illyrian firm. EAWM XX(l) 1986: 23-29 

Illyrian tneory. Wrong predictions about Yugoslav firms. 
Theoretical flaws. 

---. The Illyriari firm: An al.ternativeview- a rejoinder. 
EAWM XX( 4). 1986: 411-416' 

The general comment. Specific comments. 

---. Roger McCain'S comment: A rejoinder. E~~ XX(4) 1986: 
417-4l8 

Comments on 'Illyrian firm'. 

---. Two widesprcan. ideological deviations in contemporllry 
Yugoslav society. EEE XXIII(l) Fall 1984: 45-57 

Self-government" in essence, means the elimination of 
hierarchical relationships. among people and creation of a 
society of equal and free people. Caricaturing self-~overn
mente 'Income&! ideology. The moral basis. of ideological 
deviations. '. 

Ikonic, Branislav. The Yugoslav econ~my marked' by stabili
sation efforts and structural adjustment. RIA XXXIII(762) 
5th Jan 1982: 3-6 
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Jankovic, Nevenka. Social policy and its implementation. IS 
XXI (4) Nov 1980: 3-28 

Foundations and basic features. Social security and allevia
tion of social differences. Planning 'of' economic and social 
development. Material framework for social development. 
Resources for and structure of' personal consumption. ~mploy
ment policy. Development of social activities. Pensions 
and disability insurance. Housing policy. Urbanization. 
Statistics available. 

Jelicic, Zoran. Stabilisation of' the economy:-reaffirmation 
of self-management. STP XXIII(7-8) 1983:97~llO 

Jovanovic, Milan. Changes in Yugoslavia1s economic system. 
alA XXXV(R14) 5th Mar 1984: 24-28 

Actual relations at variance with constitutional options. 
Areas of change. Changes in the system of prices, in econ~ 
mic relations with foreign countries ,'in the tax system, 
in monetary, credit and banking system. 

---. Long-range-economic stabilization programme. RIA XXXIV 
(800-801) 5th-roth July 1983:3-6 

Economic and social ref'orms pending. Two-stage implementa
tion of' the stabilization programme. Changes in systemic., 
solutions. Opposition to tho Programme. 

---. New systemic solutions in the Yugoslav economy. RIA 
XXXVIII(884) 5th Feb 1987: 29-31 

Among the new systemic solutions one should note as being 
of' the greatest importance the changes as provided for in the 
Law on total revenue and dis tributionof' income. .The changes 
in the tax system to be implemented and in the planning system. 
These solutions are all founded ,on options seeking a way out· 
of' the crisls as laid down in the Long-term Economic Stabiliza
tion Programme. 

---. Yugoslav economic policy in 1~83- way out of' the crisis. 
RIA XXXIV(787) roth Jan 1983: 28-30 

The aim of' economic policy in 1983 is to contribute to the 
creation of' conditions and basic prerequisites f'orthe 
reorientation of'the Yugoslav economy ~ its' return to the 
principles of' economic activity ,based on income, which were 
introduced by the economic ref'orm of' 1965 but were gradually 
abandoned under the impact of inconsistent behaviour by 
extra-economic factors in decision-making and inadquate 
growth. 
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Jugoslavia. ET 291 30th June 1984: 45-46; 297 Bth Oct. 19801 72 

Jugoslavia- socialism with a capitalist face. ET 296 13th July 
198B: 45 

Kesic, J. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 74 

Plan' :fulf1.1ment results for the first six months of 1982. 

---a and Kesic, Dj. ABSEES XVI(3) (80) 19861 77 
, J 

New economic policy measures adopted at the. beginning of the 
year have not brought the expected .results; in fact the eco
nomy has been placed in a much more difficult situation than 
in 198B. 

Kraigher, Sergei. . A consistent implementation of-the policy ,of 
economic stabilisation. STP XXII (6-7) 1982: 62-74 

---a Implementation of the long-term economic stabilization 
programme. STP XXVII(B-7) 1987: 46-62 

The Law of-value and planning in Yugoslavia.STP XXIII(l) 
1983: 86-99 

Problems of the relation between the law o:f values and plan
ning in Yugoslavia. 

Lazovic, Budimir and Kovac, Oskar. , Long term programmeo:f 
economic stabilization. YS XXIV(4) Nov 1983: 3-26 

Main changes in the economic system. Management of social 
resources. Self-management association and linkage. Deciding 
on income. Expanded reproduction. The unified Yugoslav 
market. Price .:formation. Social planning_income distribution 
according to labour input- taxes and contributions. Incorpo
ration in the international division of labour-credit and 
monetary system.' Changes in the concept o:f economic ;and 
social development- changes in material development. Social 
activi ties. Regional development. Major changes in the . 
structure o:f the economy. Employment and employment policy. 
Social welfare policy. Some basic socio-economic and poli
tical premises for the implementation of the Programme. 

Legal acts, other documents and statements on .the unified 
~ugoslav market. YS XXIV(2) May 1983: 53-70 

Thech~racter and role 'of the market in the system'of 
socialist self-management. The foundations of the unified 
Yugoslav market. Self-managing regulation of relations 
on the unified Yugoslav market. Planning· and the unified 
market. R,?le played by the unified market in price policy, 
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'in the credit and monetary sphere and in foreign economic 
relations. Measures and actions tor preventing .thedisrup
tion of the unity of the Yugoslav market. 

Ljutic, Branko Z. Economic policy~ general fll1ame. YER .(12), 
1985: 10-14 

Production and exports. Import policy. External financing. 
Employment, labour, productivity, and investments. :Market, 
prices, financial consolidation. 

Madzar, Ljubomir. The Illyrian firms and alternative view. 
(Critique or Horvat). EAWM XX( 4) 1986s 401-410 

The type of the objective function. The alleged falsity of· 
predictions. Theoretical issues. 

Major, Nand or. Socio-economic development of Vojvodlna- basic 
distinctions and main development trends up to the year 2000. 
RIA XXXVI (special number) June 1985: 1-5 

Marelj, Zivan. Economic subjectivity. RIA XXXVI (special 
number) June 1985: 11-13 

The Socialist Autonomous Province of Vojvodina- econom1c 
development. 

Marine, Andrej. The basis of future material and, social develop
ment. STP -XXI(l) Jan 1981: 3-23 

Goals of development and tasks. Resolving 'inflation. Wlth
drawing from unrealistic goals. Radical moves in the economy. 
More rapid Bdvancemant of the economically underdevelbped 
regions. 

Marsenic; Dragutin V. Economic development, 1945-1984, Y~ 
XXVII(l) 1986: 69~98 

The economic development of Yugoslavia in the postwar period 
has been essentially ·a process, of industrialization. Develop
ment in the period between the ·two World W.ars, war. destru-e
tion and Reconstruction, 19la-1946.At ·the beginingofthis 
period, Yugoslavia was an agrarian· country. The first Law. 
on Agrarian Reform and Colonization, p.assed on 23rd August. 
1946, took land from private owners and was distributed 
among poor peasant households. By .1947 , national income. 
and indUstrial production were up by 21%. Development in 
the early post-recovery years, 1947-1952. The period of 
rapid growth and intensive structural changes,' 1953-1965., . 
Period ot decelerated economic growth and structural' dispro
portions, 1966-1979.' Economic slowdown in the period, 1980-
1984. General review of development. ' 
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Marseriic, Dragutin V. The guida~ce system, for economic and 
social development and the unity of the Yugoslav market. 
EEE XXV( 2) Winte r 1986-87: 75-99 ' 

Difficulties in guidance originating in the planni.ng system. 
Planning as a "social relationship. On the object of planning 
and the content of plans. Some other gaps in the planning 

"system.' No~fu~fillmentof planning goals and the disunity 
of the 'Yugoslav market~ Deformations in implementing the 
system of exp8.nded reproduction and their influence on plan-
ning practice.. ' 

Meas~re~' oft~d~6onorhic stabilization poHcy.' :'YER (1) 1986: 
9-10., 

Medenica, Spasoje. Basic targets of "the social plan of 
Yugoslavia for 1981-1985. YS XXII(l) Feb 1981: 3-20 - ... . 

Commo,n interests and aims of socich-economic development.' 
Further development of" self-management, 'socie-economic rela
tions. Establishment of more harmonious relations in the 
flows of social reproduction. production orientation and 
structural changes in the economy. Foreign economic rela
tions. Development of economically underdeveloped republics 
and of the socialist autonomous province of· Kosovb. Improv
ingthecondi tions of life and work of working" people and 
social development. Acquisition and distribution of income. 
Total national defence and social self-protection.' 

Mede"nica, Spasoje. The economic development of Yugoslavia. 
RIA XXXIII (773) 20th June 1982: 5-8 

Mencinger, Joze. The Yugoslav economic systems and their effi
ciency., EAWM XX(l) 1986: 31-43 

Though 'yugoslav econoli!y serves as the one example of 'What is 
called self-managed, participatory, labour-managed economy, 
its institutional setting has not been'very stable. Yugoslav 
post-war 'systemic development has been therefore often divided 
into distinct systemic periods. Effect of systemic .changes 

"on the ,efficiency of the economy could establish by com
paring el'ficiency in different systemic periods. Problem of 
determination of the'systemic peri0ds. Maincharacteristics 
(systemic) of the periods. Reasons for and the goals of the 
c~anges. 'Performance of systemic periods. ' 

Moore, "Johll H.' Growth with self-management: Yugoslav industria
lization, 1952-1975. (A baoknote" by SaUl Estrin). EJ 91 
(362) June 1981: 594',' ; , , ' 

The author uses his own data constructions to ~valuate 
Yugoslav growth. 
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Nishimizu, Miekoand Page, John M. Jr. Total factor producti
vity growth, technological progress and· technical efficiency 
change: dimensions of productivity change in Yugoslavia. 1965-
78. RJ 92(368) Dec 1982: 920-936 

The objective of this paper is to propose a methodology.that 
decomposes total factor productivity change into technological 
progress and ,changes 'in technical efficiency. The most import
ant finding of this paper is that the change in technical effi
ciency dominated technological progress in their relative 
importance in sectoral total factor productivity growth of 
Yugoslavia. In an economy such as Yugoslavia which borrows 
technology extensively from abroad, . failures- to a.cquire and 
adapt technology to new international standards will be re
flected in lack of technological progress at the frontier. 
In· half of YUgoslavia1s social sector industries there was 
no perceptible. movement of the frontier during the period 
1965-78. Question of slowdown in economic growth in Yugosla~ 
via in' the 1970s. The analysis indicates that the slowdown 
in toral factor productivity growth' was a -consequence of both 
a reduction in the rate of technological progress and of a 
deterioration in technical efficiency. Statistics available. 

Over-all economic indices. YS XXI(4) Nov 1980: 153-154; 
XXII(l 'to 4) Feb to Nov 19811 155-156, 141-142, 157-158'~ 
165-166; XXIII(l to 4) Feb to Nov 1982: 159-160, 151-152, 
161-162, 143-144; XXIV(l to 4) Feb to Nov 1983: 137-318, 
153-154, 153-154, 1.57,.158; XXV(l to 4) Feb to Nov 1984: 
157-158, 147-148, 153-154, 157-158; XXVI(l to 4) Feb to 
Nov 1985:-153-154, -153-154, -157-158, 149-150; XXVII (1 to 4) 
1986: 149-150, 155-156, 155-156, 153-154; XXVIII(l to<:3) . 
1987: 153-154, 157-158, 155-156 

Statistics on production; industry, plant equipment 7 industrial 
materials, consumer goods, forestry, construction, l;ransport, 
goods and passengers, retail trade,' botels and catering ,tu:rn
over, exports, imports, currency circulation, .producer prices, 
retail prices, 'cost of living ". staff employed, nominal personal 
income. per worker, real personal income per ·worker~ Graphs 
of indices 'of industrial and agricultural production •. 

Papic, Zarko. The three basic tasks ofYugoslave~onqmicpo11cy 
in 1987. RIA XXXVIII (884) 5th Feb 1987. 27-29 - . 

Three basic tasks in attaining the aims of socio-economic 
development area 1) Ensuring at least the production growth 
rate attained in 1986 and speeding up export growth, '2)In
creasing labour productivity'and more efficient business . I 

in general. And 3) cutting down inflation. . 

Pejovich, Steve. Freedom, property rights and innovation in. 
socialism. KL 40(4) 1987: 461-475 
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Relationship between freedom, property rights and innovation. 
Reference to the Yugoslav economy. Yugoslav institutions 
are supposed to stimulate production efficiency of capitalism 
while preserving the socialist character of the economy. The 
expansion of choices- how are new choices introduced and 
evaluated in the system? Freedom, ability and incentives to 
innovRte in the Yugoslav economic system •. 

Posic, N. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 84 

Economic system .and poor labour producti vi ty blamed for poor 
performance; of the ,·e conomy. . . 

. 
Pfajfar, Lovrenc. Evaluation of the macroeconomic policy of the 

YugoslRv 1971-1975 Five-Year plan by techniques of quantitative 
economic policy. EAWM XVI(2) 1982: 141-155 

Linearization of the model and dynamic multipliers. Economic 
policy with fixed targets. Optimal economic policy. 

Pirec, Dusan. Exp1Jnded reproduction in socialist self-management. 
(Tr. by S. Petnicki) STP XXI(9) sept 1981: 57-73 

Relation between agriculture and industry •. IIAII sector versus 
IIBII se ctor of social reproduction. cottage industry. Self
management agreements and social. compacts have not yielded 
optimal results. For the modes of management of the surplus 
labour, the low level of self-management integration and the 
underdevelopment of self-management agreEiments. and social 

. compacts, the non-self-management forms of integ!'ation, lead 
to·the reproduction of distinctly unequal, quaSi monopolistic 
conditions of economic operlltion, ·to the compartmentalization 
of the market, t') the reduction of production possibilities. 
and to the sloving down of penetration.of new technology. 

POPov1c,Mihailo V. Causes of economic and sociopolitical insta
bility in Yugoslavia. BEE XXIII(l) Fall 1984: 5~1~ 

. 'Basic diagnosis: it is a matter of social crisis. Inconsistency 
between economic development policy and exi$ting social possi
bilities, between proclaimed policy and actual political beha
·viour. The high degree of structural and functional incohere
nce of the Yugoslav social system. Class-stratification 
basis of the structural incoherence of Yugoslav society. 

Prica, Miroslav. Joint development programmes. YS XXVIII('ti!) 
1987: 85-98, 

Joint development programme is a new approach in the system 
of social planning. Preparation and social verification. 
Basic characteristics of the joint programmes adopted. 
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Three groups of programmes: l)Predominantly export-oriented 
programmes, 2) Programmes in the energy sector, .3) Programmes 

.. aimed at the deve lopment of production for the purpose· of 
import substitution. Measures for the realization of joint 
programmes. . , 

Report of the S~Y Presidium on socio-economic development and 
realization of the policy of economic stabilization and on 
Yugoslaviats foreign policy and international position. 
YS XXIV(l) Feb 1983: 3-34 

Rozic, Marjan •. On the path of self-management. 'YL'XXX(5-6) 
May-June 19851 1 

---. Securing a steady economic growth. YL XXXI(ll-l) 
Nov 1985-Jan 1986: 1 

---. The Socialist Alliance of Working People of Yugoslavia 
(SA~Y) and the programme of economic stabilization. RIA 
XXXV(829) 20th· Oct 1984: 1-3 

Rus, Veljko. Long-run, medium-term, and short-run social con
ditions for coming out of the crisis. EE:E: XXIII(l) Fall 
1984: 17-44 

The infeasibi li ty of e'conomic stabilization. Transition 
period and negative strategy. Long-run paths of €scape from 
'crisis; The world market and self governing socialism. 
Medium-term paths 9 Ownership as a dynamic strategy.. Func
tional pluralism. Yugoslav Communist League responsible 
for social modernization. The Socialist Alliance of Working 
People is responsible for developing an organized public 
and pluralism. The responsibility' of the trade unions 
for full employment. youth organization for full employment 
of youth and for organizing the public opinion of the new 
generations. Populism as a bearer of change. Self-manage
ment asa productivity movement. Short-run ways out of 
the crisis. . 

Sindjic, Milos. Planning development and promoting the-quality 
of the human envieonment in Yugoslavia. STP XXV (6) 1985. 
92-102. 

The new system of social planning by self~management. 
Importance ..,f economic criteria. Investments for improve
ment in the quati ty of the 11 ving environment. From 
extensive to intensive development. . , 

---. The strategy of turnabout- Yugoslaviats economic policy 
in 1986. RIA XXXVII(860) 5th Feb 1986: 1-5 
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The year 1986 marks -,the-end of the first and the beginning of 
the second phase of implementation of Yugoslavia's Long-term 
Economic Stabilization Programme- the application of a st.ate
gy of converting economic stagnation into economic growth of 
a higher developmental quality. The first year of the Plan. 
The current economic situation. Basic tasks. 

Sirotkovic, Jakov. 'The economic system of socialism. STP 
XXII(4) 1982: 56-70 

---. Influence of the self-management system on the development 
of the Yugoslav economy. EEE XX(2) Winter 1981~821 46-52 

Salient features of Yugoslav economic structure, system and 
policy. 1) Social ownership of means of production. 2) Self
management of working people in enterprises and ~roduction. 
3) The focusing of the overall process of expansion of social 
forces of production on the continuous improvement of the 
material and cultural living conditions of the working people. 
Growth ratios of personal consumption to GDP. Trends in -
changes in Yugoslavia's social and material structure. Statis
tical tables are available. 

Social and economic policy. SLB (1) Mar 1984: A-lo 

Yugoslavia: Long-term programme of economic and social develop
ment adopted.' 

The social plan of-YUgoslavia for the 1986-1990 period. YS 
XXVII(l) 1986: 3-14 

Basic aims of socie-economic development. Growth rates. Pro
-duction orientation. Foreign economic relations. Technologi
cal development. Power prodUction and raw materials. Trans
port services. Nationaldefence. The small-scale economy. 
Employment and productivity. The social activities. Econo
mic policy guidelines., Income acquisition and distribution. 
Foreign trade regime. Crediting and monetary policy. Price 
policy~ Financing of the Pede ration. Joint plAns and program
mes. 

The Socialist Autonomous Province of Vojvodina. RIA XXXVI 
(Special number) J~e 19851 15-16, 19, 21, 23 

General economic conditions. 

Socialist Republic of Macedonia. RIA XXXIV(79l) alth Mar 1983: 
15-18 

Population. Urban centres. Employment. Naturl;ll resources. 
Social product and national income. Standard of living. 
Health and social protection. Education. 
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Socio-economic development of the Socialist· Autonomous Province' 
of Kosovo. H[A XXXIII (Special number) 1st Oct 1982: 13-19 

General information. Population. Employment. Industry and 
agriculture. Standard of living. Health. 

Some characteristics of economic trends manifest over the 1981-
1985 period. YS ,XXVII (3) 1986: 57-76 

Production trends and efficiency. Disposable resources and 
balance of payments. Position of associated labour .organiza
tion with regard to income distribution. Receipts and living 
standard of the population. Funds for collective and general 
needs. In~estment and capital formation. Market, prices, 
inflation. Some characteristics -of finanCial statusof'_the 
indus tries and banks. 

Soskic, Branislav. The way out of economic crisis. ST? XXVI(l) 
1986: 87-111 

Sparaval0, Pero. Accc'Uerated economic stabilisation.- YL XXXII c
(6-8) June-Aug 1986: 3 

Spiljak~ Mika. -Self'-management and socio-economic development. 
RIA XXXII(750-l) 5th-20th July 1981: 4-7 

Major economic and social changes. Industrial and agricul
tural development. Standard of living. Statistics available. 

---. -Self'-management and socia-economic development. STP XXI 
(6-7) June-July 1981: 11-30 . 

Economic changes. State of income and unemploymept. Statis
tics available. 

Srebric, Borislav. Economic stabilization- measures-taken by 
the Yugoslav Parliament and Government. RIA XXXIII(783) 
20th Nov 1982: 1-4' -

---. The social planning system. YS XXVII(4) 1986. 3-26 

The -planning system until 1985. The long-term Economic Sta
bilisation Programme adopted in 1983 stipulated that the 
socialist self-management economic system bad to be adjusted 
to economic stabilisation reqUirements. Changes in the 
Social planning system. Planning guidelines. Joint develop
ment programme!!. _ Joint planning fundamentals of the associa.t
ed labour organisations. Joint plans. Social planning in 
republics and autonomous p~ovi~es. The social plan of 
Yugoslavia. . 
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Srzentic
J 

Vojo. Forty years of new Yugoslavia. RIA XXXIV 
(807) 20th Nov 1983: .1-5 

Stanovnik, Janez. The economic development of yugoslavia 
seen in the light of world development. STP XXV(12) 1985: 
63-65 

Structural transformation of Yugoslav economy. Developing 
countries and Yugoslavia in the international division of 
labour. The internatiohal monetary-financial relatio~ and 
Yugoslavia. Yugoslavia in international trade. Yugoslavia's 
rating'onthe<wor1d list by the per caplta.soc1al income. 
Stabilization and development in an unstable and' insecure 
world. 

stojanovic, Radmila. Ed. 
economy: Introduction. 

The functioning of the Yugoslav 
EEE XX(2) Winter 1981-82: vii-ix 

---. Planning economic development in Yugoslavia. EEE XX( 2) 
Winter 1981-82: 23-45 

Basic features of self-management planning. The planning 
procedure. The control of plan implementation and the evalua
tion of the need for corrective measures. Unresolved problems. 

Trifunovic, Bogdan. Yugoslavia's experience in socialist self
management. STP XXIII(6) 1983: 27-57 . 

Historical· background and present situation. 

Vacic, Aleksandar M. Why the development of Yugoslavia deviat-' 
ed from the socialist self-management 'market economy (Trans
lated). E$E XXV(2) Winter 1986-87: 3-21 

Structural economic disequilibria. Discrepancy between the 
raw material energy base and manufacturing. capacity. A grow
ing foreign trade deficit. Growing foreign indebtedness. 
Distortions in the level and structure of consumption. The 
current economic policy. The economic system. The new 
economic system embodied in the Law on Associated labour 
was not sUpported by appropriately developed policies 
towards current economic management. International econo
mic conditions. Measures to remedy the situation. Ensuing 
a stable link between. internal and external economic flows. 

Vasic, D. ABSEES XVII (2) '82) 1987: 90 

Prof. Markovic calls for revision of the 'long-term program
me of economic stabilization'. 
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Vucinic, D. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 19811 78 

The draft five-year plan before the Federal Assembly. 

---a ABSEES 'XII (3) (67) MaY.19821 86 

Increased productivity is the first precondition for economic 
s tabi lis ation. 

---a et.al. ABSEES XIII.(2)(69) Jan 1983: 75 

A package of'. new' stabilisation measures has been adopted. -

VUjica, S. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 81 

A.new programme for economic recovery. 

Vukovic,-Jovo. Focusing on stabilization programme. YL 
XXXI(6-8) June-Aug 1986: 1-3 

• Medium-term plan, 1986-1990: objectives which condition 
development. YL XXXI (2-3) Feb-Mar 19861 4 

Yugos lavi/!. economy. ET 302 21st Mar' 1987: 65 - , 

Serious industrial unrest. Wage freeze. Need for flnanc,ial 
disclpline. IMF. 

Zabic, Milan. The self"management agreement in soclal reprodu~ 
t1on. EE:E XXV(2) Winter 1986-87: 60-74 

The genesis of broader self-management coordination of develop
ment in the SOcialist Republic of Croatia. Social reprOduc
tion in 1981-85. The procedure for coordinating capacities 
of individual investment programs. Evaluation of investment 
programs. Organizing and enlarging business systems as an· 
important factor in development. Some important questions 
on the progress of self-management agreement in coordinating 
the development of wider parts of the _ economy. 

Zarkovic, Vidoje. Intensive deve lopment of self-management. 
(Excerpts from the Reportf. YL XXXI(6-8) June-~ug 1986: ! 

---; Striving for economic stabilization. STP XXI(lO) 1981: 
~U . 

Zemlijaric, Janez; Economic policy and development in 1985.
__ YER (3) 1985: 6-7 
---& Yngoslavia's economic policy and development in 1985. . 

RIA XXXVI(838) 5th Mar 1985: 3-5 

Advance only through greater economic activity. 
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(I NCLUDI NG CO-OPERATI ON) 

More than one 'countrr 

As lund , Anders. Private enterprise in Soviet-type economies :., 
a compar;l.son between Poland the GDR. OUW J28(3)Sept 1983: 
175-193 

This empirical comparative study on non-a.gricultural private 
enterprises in Poland and the GDR suggests an inherent con
tradiction between the communist urge to socialise, the means 

I of production and, the inability of a centralised socialised 
sector to perform essential activities. When the private 
sector shrinks below a certain size, market balance b'reaks 
down and thereby legality. As compensation for arbitrary 
persecution, enterpreneurs claim high risk premiums~ Periodi
cally extensive market imbalances induce governments to under
take liberalisation, but these are reversed, because of out
cries against vast private earnings and state enterprises 
:fl?gre1;ting an outflow of skilled workers to the private sector. 
.' .~ '-., ". 

Bauer, Tamas. Perfecting'or reforming the economic mechanism? 
, EEE ,XXVI (2) Winter 1987-88:, 5-34 

The author distinguishes between an econom1creform that must 
involve meaningful change in the operating principles of the 
economic" system on the ':lne hand and the process of perrecting 
the existing system on the other. Changes in the economic 
mechanism and their, moti ve rorce. Dissatisfaction with the; 
existing mechanism. Effects, operational and performance-
of the change s on the economy. , , 

Bautina, N. The economic mechanism of CMEA member nations. 
(General trends of development). PRE XXVII(9) Jan 1985: 23-41 

. Analysis of economic mechanisms reveals both general trends 
and specific features. The growth of common elements between 
national, economic mechanisms which is expressed in the impro
vement-of centralized planned management, ;Lnthe expansion 
of, day-to-day economic independenco of enterprises, and in 
the increased responsibility or the labour collective ror 
the effective use of resources, and the full-product-cycle 
cos t accounti ng through tha co-ordination of _ the e conomi c 
activity' of' production units wi:bh domestic androreign trade 
organizations- all ,this reflects the need to resolve such' 
oommon socill,lis,t economic tasks as the conversion or the 
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socialist economy to the path of intensH'e development, 
the acceleration of scientific and technical progress, the 
introduction and dissemination of innovations and the secu
ring of proportionality in the national economy. 

Cieslik, Jerzy. ABSEES XVII(2) (82) 1987: 66 

The development of international socialist enterprise needs 
greater encouragemel1t. 

Evstigneev, R. Improvement of the economic mechanism in Ell1'o
pean CMEA member nations. ' PRE XXV(2) June 1982:' 78-93' . 

At present, CMEA countries are concentrating on the streng
theningof intensive .factors promoting the growth' of produc
tion, the more complete utilization of the potentialities of 
scientific and technical progress, the attainment of a higher 
degree of proportionality in the national economy, and ulti
mately a fUrther rise in the population's living standard. 
The improvement of the, economic mechanism is the principal 
means of performing these tasks. Improvement of planning. 
Development of cost-accounting relations. Changes intbe 
organizational structure of management. . 

Fallenbuchl, Zbigniew M. Editor's Introduction (Perfecting the 
economic mechanism, etc.) EEE XXVI(2) Winter 1987-88: 3-4 

Kroiher, Jaroslav and Vlcek, Jiri. Tendencies in theimp'rove
ment of the national economic mechanisms of theCMEA coun
tries. CED (6) Sept/Oct 1986: 3-19 

Centralised plan-based management and national economicpl:an
ning. Economic instruments for the fulfilment of planned 
tasks. Planning on the level of the basic economic unit. 

Mad vede v, Boris. 
Michel Vale). 

Conserving material resources.-(Tr. by 
SEEFT XXI(4) Winter 1985-86i 58-67 

The use of system'programmes to save on the consumption ~f 
material resources and reduce the amount of materials used 
in production became routine for a member of CMEA countries. 
Specific measures taken by the CMEA countries. Ways and 
means. Secondary raw materials. ' . 

Sedivy, Zdenek. Improvement of the economic mechanism and 
the transition to intensive development. (Tr. ,by Marian 
Sling). EEE XXV(3) Spring 1987: 50-62 

Although all European members of the CMEA are preparing 
to deal with similar problems and basically seem now to 
agree on remedies the concrete ,institutional forms and 

. methods employed differ. Comparison between CzechOSlovakia 
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with the GDR and Hungary in this respect. 

Soos, Karoly Attila. Informal pressures, mobilization and 
campaigns in the management of· centrally planned economics. 
EP 21(1) 1987: 39-48 

Shortcomings of plan instructions and financial regulatio~ 
the formal means of control of todayls socialist centrally 
planned economies. The basic means of control is.mobiliza
tion, its economic role and 1mportanc~. Campaigns are a 
specific k1nd of mob111zation. Somet1mes mob1l1zat1on. over
s1mplifles the econom1c problems~ !tasks! wh1ch 1n rea11ty 
are tremend::>usly complex. The never-end1ng repetition of 
the prevailing slogans and the fact that they cannot be 
really contradicted weakens the capacity of central planners 
to forecast the futUre. 

~~~aria 

ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984:. 'Z7-

Various problems of applying the new economic mechanism, 
following the changes and additions which came into force 
on 1 January 1984. 

Bulgaria. ET 293 20th Oct 1984: 51 .. 52 

Let a thousand firms bloom. Planners I idea is to set up 
more than a thousand small businessea .ani :OOt:·tlwm:ope.~te 
freely and QoDipet1tiv~1Y. ' " 

Georgie v ,I111a. Improving the management of the natio~~~ 
~cop.omy. (Tt: by Michel Vale). EEE XXV(3) Spring 19ar" ~3-108 

fast change~in the functioning of the economio syste'11 'in 
~ulgaria and suggestions· about those needed at presen~ 1.' 
R~-examination of the functions of the different leve~~ ~n 
tqe management hierarchy, an improvement in the organ1~~~ 
tional structure of management, an even greater inCll~ea~El ',in 
the. economic independence of economic organization·" (m~ a 
bl'o~deniilg of democracy ·in management. ·11 i 

Improving the Bulgarian economic structure. ENB XXVII. (7~. 
1986: 1, 8 T 

Ktiristov, Emil. What-we expect from radical reforms ••. ~ .. , 
00(11) Nov 19871 13-18 
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Restructuring of economic and cultural management., and re .... 
organising the economic administrative and social mechanisms. 

, . , 

Nediiiikov,:.A. 'ABSE:E:sXV( 2)(75) Jan 1985 :29 

Small and medium enterprises play an important part in the 
introdu~tion of new technologies, improve. the infrastru~ture 
and, c+ea~e 'jobs, ,', as wen as being mQre, adaptable. ' 

Re.forin in Bulgarials economic management. ENE' 27(6,.'7) june, 
, July 1987: 1,1 . " 

.- . I ' 

Economic corporations'. Planning •. Foreign .tl'ade:anQ,' econ:~mic 
"relat.ion.s ~' .' 

Social and economic policy. SLB ('3-4):.Sept-Dec,:1986:. 4p2-493 

Bulgaria: Profound economic structure changes urged. 

Social and economic policy. SLB (4) Dec 1987: 540 

Bulgaria: Regulations promote new economic mechanisms. 

Wiedemann, Paul. Economic reform in Bulgaria: copi~wit~., 
lithe kj problem~" EEE XX( 1) Fall 1981 s 90-108 

: "r' 

Standard ways of classifying economic retol'ms ~ .Developments 
in Bulgarian reforms. The kj problem is. proplel!l"of, ~oo' many 
oentralc~ntr-qls &.too.1tI!my produetion uilits'·-to cOl1troL'--Sta-o. 

, , t~s;!;i os • 
Zhivkov, T. ~EES.XVII(3)(83) 1987: 39 

, . .': 1 .: . 

"President Zhivkov' makes a forceful presentation, of the. new 
system of economic management, which·largely came,into 
force on 1st Jan. 1987. (First and Second abstract) • 

", 
. , 

CZe! chos lovaki a 

. , . j ',: 

ABSE'ES. XI (?)( 63) Jan 1981: 39, . ., .... 

Dis cus sion on experiences of the: I comp'lex _experiment. I'. 
Industrial structure does not match natural resources. 

! . 

---a XVII(2)(82) 1987: 40 , . 
Two industrial associations have started to work· according 
to a new system of management on an ,experimental·,basis", .. 
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ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 48 

In 1990 enterprises will operate and compete in a market 
environment. Further development of the economic mechanism. 

Bacova, Viera. Scientific-technological development and effecti-· 
vness in the economy. (Tr. by Marian Sling). EEE XXVI(l) 
Fall 1987: 5-19 

Scientific-technological development in Czechoslovak economy. 
Theory of efficiency. Efficiency of the economy in the 
management system. 'Cost accounting as the basiamethod. for 
realizing efficiency. 

Haba, Z. and others. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 37 

Gradual reconstruction of the economic mechanism which started 
in 1980 has not been radical enough so far. 

Horalek, V. and Matejka, J. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 19851 36 

The economic mechanism prepared for the period of the next 
five-year plan develops some featurew of the currently operat
ing system. Economic units will be given greater freedom 
and responsibility. 

Klvacova, Bva. Scientific-technological 
of management of the national economy. 
71-89 

progress and the system 
CED (4) June/July 1986. 

Kovac, J. and Valach, V. ABSEF~ XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 39 

Rapid adaptation to the demanding economic milieu requires 
that the entrepreneurial activity of enterprises be not 
hindered. 

Kubaoka, Jozef. Optimal size of industrial enterprises- an 
impor~ant factor of intensification of the reproduction pre
cess. CED (6) Sept 1985: 72-86 

Enterprises are forced to manufacture both large and small 
series of products, the result being that production in 
series is too demanding for large enterprises, not profi-. 
table·1 and in many cases diverts attention from question 
relat1ng to large series production. Optimal size of 
industrial enterprise and creation of their own financial 
base and the use of their financial resources. 

Kubik, Jaroslav. Improving the management of scientific
technological development in branch production units. 
(Tr. by Marian Sling). EEE XXVI(l) Fall 19871 41-71 
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Branch production Unit as a complex link in the management 
of scientific-technological development. The, system of pla.~ 
ning in BPUs. Cu~ulative experience in managing scientific
technological development- and how the planning system is 
'conceived. Organizational, issues and innovation programs. 

Lao, M. ,ABSEES XVII (2)(82)1987: '45 

A criticism of factories' and economic managers' approaches 
to robotization. 

, , 

Sobotka, 'Lubos. Evalua ti on of the' pe rformance 'of, e conomi c 
organizations by means of the so-called financial·'contribu .. 
tions. CED (4) June/July 1986: 19-30 ' 

Social and economic policy. 'SLB (3-4) Sep-De'c 1986: 4D~4D8' 

Czechoslovakia: Development through 'intensification' of the 
national economy. ' 

Sourek', O. ABSEES XVI (2)(79) '1986: 38 

New rules of financia1'management of enterprises for 198~90 
give greater significance to net profit. ' 

Sukup, K. ABSEES XI (3) (64) May 1981: 46 

The ,industrial association 1s becoming the basic unit of: mana
gement in the national ,economy. ' Its directorate is responsi
ble for determining plans and implementing them. 

Tesar, Vladimir.' The role and problems,of an enterprise director 
in the Czechoslovak automobile industry. 1LR 125(4) July-
Aug 1986: 435-445 ' , 

Although initially funded by the state, socialist enterprises 
operate as indeperuient units and in Czechoslovakia their 
directors enjoy considerable autonomy. Especially in. the' , 
automobile industry', attracting and 'keeping staff is a :major 
concern as is the continuing modernisation of plant and the 
introdUction of' high~level technology. Directors must also 
ensure adequate financing the economical' use, of fue+ and 
materials, and compliance with'internationll.l environmental 
standArds. The' article,' concludes with an account of imp:ro
verne nts' in -e ffi cie ncy achie ved . through re con t incen ti ve " , 
and profit-sharing schemes and of relations with the trade,' 
union orgAnisation, including the conclusion.of collective 
agreements. ' 
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Germ~'Democratic Republic 

ABSEES XIII(2)(69) :Jan 1983: 45 

Short communication on the number of standards to be elaborat
ed in the GDR in connection with Comecon targets. 

,-';-. XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 36 

Direct, contacts, between enterprises in the GDR and the USSR 
are to be further developed during the19B5-1990 plan periOd. 

Bann~sch, H. -G. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 50 

In.working out their long-term concepts, enterprises should 
have' regard to a series of criteria, but mainly t? the re ci
procal relationship between specific aims and resource limita
tions. 

Bohm, I. and Rudolph, Franz. ABSEES XV(3)(76) MS7 19851 49 

The application of information technology is showing up weak 
points in GDR industrial management structure and procedures •. 

Boot, Pieter. Continui~y and change in the planning system of 
the German Democratic Republic. 66 XXXV(3) July 1983: 331-342 

,ormation or so-called combines ~n the GDR meant qUi tean 
impressive change in some aspects of the planning pricess. 
Examination of the vertical relations between the industrial 
ministries and the combines. Comparison between the former 
associations and the combines. Formal and informal position. 
Posi tion- of managers. Negotiations. . 

Brandt, Horst and Kaergel,Siegfried. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 19B6:48 

The key planning indicator. at enterprise level in the GDR 
is lnet production'.' . 

Bruckner, D. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 56 

A review of GDR economic strategy and therunction of 
'combines in it. 

Buchner, M. ' ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 41 

A theoretical approach to the problem of material economy 
in GDR industry. 
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Dusterwald, Michael. ABSEES XVI(2) (79) 19861 53 

The value of science and technology in industrial combines is 
rarely accurately measured. . . 

Fischer, S., et.al. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981:- 50 

A guide for combine and enterprise management on carrying out 
an economic analysis of their-own institution. 

Fomin, B.l. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987:49 

A Soviet manager finds much to admire in the GDR system of 
industrial combines. 

Friedrich, G. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 46 

C:mclusions drawn from the-experience of the GDR's129 centrally 
managed combines ,covering tasks of management, 'science and 
technology, planning and accounting, management structures; 
foreign trade responsibilities. 

Fuger, M. ABSEES XII (1)( 65)Sep't 19811 57 

An outline of the chief methods of management in soCialist 
industry and their areas iJf application. -

Gerd, Friedrich •. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 19/?'7J56 

The industrial combines are the backbone of the GDR economy 
and have been largely successful, but there is no room for 
comp lacency. . 

Heyde, Wolfgang.ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986~ 47 

New production methods demand more complex preparat1on~'but 
many technical and management staff are still slow to make 
full use of CJID/CA1!J.~ . 

Kohl, S. eta ala ABSEESXVII(2)(82) 1987: 51 

The integration of all stages of production is ngw being 
achieved by inter-combine product groups, the management 
of which is still at the development stage. 

. , 

Koziolek, Helmut. The economic strategy of the Eleventh ' 
Party Congress of the SED and the new stage in science pro
duction relations.EEE.XXVI(2) Winter 1987-88; 64-83 . 

The new quality of the economic- strategy •. -Functioiling 
system of management, planning and economic accounting. 
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Formati~n andc~ns~lidati~n of kombinate. New stage in the 
econ~mic interlocking of science and production. GDR more 
interested in perfecting than in reforming. Improvement 
in management methods, the strengthening of the organizational 
structure of the large combines and the stimulation of scien
tific and technological progress in the economy have been 
accepted as a substitute for economic reform. A highly 
monopolized economic structure is associated with granting 
autonomy to a relatively small number of big combines, which 
are easier for the central authorities to control. . 

Krauss, D., ,et,.al. "ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 56 

A study of the possibilities and opportunities for more 
closely linking together social and productive processes 
in GDR combines. 

Kunz, Willi and Salecker, Wolfgang. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986. 51 

Comparative appraisals between enterprises are already play
ing an important part in raising standards, but the methodo
logy of appraisals has still to be perfected. 

Kusicka, H. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 52 

The management of science and technology is of crucial import
ancej1ts economic tasks, including raising the quality of' 
production. 

Mittag, Gunter. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 48 

Principles to be operated by GDR top managers during the 
1986-90 Plan period. 

---. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 50 

A variety of measures has been adopted since-·the 11th Party 
Congress to strengthen the principle of self-management by 
the combines. 

---. Our principles of economic management today WMR 30(1) 
Jan 1987: 14-21' . 

Parsons, John E. Credit contracts in the GDR: decentralized 
. invest;ment decisions in a planned economy. EP 20(1) 1986: 

28-51 . 

In this paper the author has described the process by which 
an industrial enterprise or kombinat negotiates a contract 
for credit, with which it may finance inxestment projects as 
well as the administrative preconditions which are typically 
required for and the stipulations which are sometimes 
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imposed by means of such contracts. These preconditi~ns and 
stipulations serve to shape, the mate,rial incentiltes of the 
enterprise management in favour of more efficient' projects, 
and in favour of efficient implementation of planned projects. 
The analysis has pointed out that the interest rate cannot' , 
be 'used exclusively to fashion the, correct incentive,system, 
and that therefore these administrative cont~ols may in many 
cases be optimal planning devices •. Development of' contract
ing as a component of the planning system. This'developmen~ 
has been used to make the system of investment p1annitlg more 
effective in GDR.' 

Prager, Eberhard. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) -1987: 50 

The effective utilization of software in GDR industrial com
bines is changing the pattern of operations ,and placing,ne~ 
demands on management. 

Somme!', .!). and Steuer, J. ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 5,6 

An analysis of organisational and managerial problems in '. 
combines and enterprises which act as' main contractors in 
industrial plant construction. . 

Wenzel, Manfred. ABS~ XV(2) (75) Jan 1,9851 41 

The own-production of 'means of rationalization' in GnR 
combines has been so successful that special, produ,ction J,i'nEis 
haye been set up to supply outside enterprises. ., ' 

Hungary-

ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 61 

Discussion on the international competitigeness of 
enterprises and new methods of rationalisation.' 

Hl,mgar:l,an 

, 
Angyal, Adam. The large enterprise syndrome. ~ XX,YOJ 

Fall 1986: 61-83 

The .large enterprise syndrome ,i.s' im interesting ,;though not .. 
the most significant, issue. Real processes are an impprtant 
problem •. The daily activities of enterprises are contained 
in the areas of., material procurement, production, utilization 
of eqUipment, commercial distribu.tion, economic, operation, 
development and investment. Enterprises as the, citadels of 
constant scheming and negotiating ra~her than the p~wer-
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centres of Hungarian industry-false pictures. In the long 
run the fate of small and larger enterprises alike is decided 

. not in the aqministrative area, but in the real economic 
prlXless'es. 

Antal, L. - Ab:>ut the property' incenti ve (interewt in property). 
AO 34(3-4) 1985: 275-286 

An efficient further development of the economic mechanism ' 
is inconceivalbe, in Hungary without making economic organiza
tions interested in increasing property (capital). This is 
an interest related to the augmentation and preservation of 
capital-meaning. value and not capacity. The study examines 
the conditions to be met in order that this interest become 
an 'operative incentive. 

---a Historical development of the Hungarian system of eco
nomiccbntnl and management. AO 27(3-4) 1981: 251-266 . 

Economic mechanism and its development. The stl'uoture
transforming role of the system~f directive plaQn1ng in 
Hungary. Emergence of the reform concept. The 1968 reform 
and its contradictions. The reform left the institutional 
system. of economic control, the, organizational structure of, 
enterprises and the stock of cadres unaff'ected., which soon 
led to the revival of control methods similar to directive 
planning. " The economic dificu1ties appearing in the late 
seventies, which have stopped the l5-year rise in the living 
standards, and have slowed down the promising development of 
the inf'rastructure, again render it topical that the reform 
should be carried on. 

---a Thoughts on the further development of the Hungarian 
mechanism. AO 29(3-4) 1982: 199-224 

Some characteristics of the post 1968 Hungarian economic 
mechanism. The relationship between enterprises and control 
organs. Regulations as a substitute for the self'-regu1atorr 
mechanisms. Lessons from the post-1968 processes. Why is . 
a thorough change of the economic mechanism necessary? The 
realistic road of fitting into the world economyl market or 
innovation foci? Forms of enterprise' organization ownership 
relations. Ownership- entrepreneurial bureau. seif-managing 
cooperative. The entrepreneur or group of entrepreneurs 
renting the social p'roperty. Numerous forms of small ven
tures~ Control and. the market: The impact of economic pro
blems has resulted l.n considerable changes in the' Hungarian 
economic administration during the past years. 

Apro, Eva. Collective responsibility or collective ~cape
goat? EEE XXV(l) Fall 1986: 39-60 
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The article by Andras Hegedus ,appears to assume the airs of 
a professional scientific work, while infact it is a par ' 
exce llence political wri ting~ Important observations wihtout 
factual and objective proof for them. Hp.gedus accuses mana
gers of large. enterprises of being opposed to reforms and , 
of standing in the way of reaching economic goals •. But his 
reasoning is unclear. 

Bakos, Zsigmond. Remarks concerrl1ng the thoughts of Andras 
Hegedus concerning large enterprise,s and socialism. EEE 
XXV(I) Fall 1986: 18-25 . 

Almost ali of those enterprises produce a size~bi.e volu'me of 
export. It cannot be claimed that under present conditions 
the public is given manipulated information concerning the 
activities of large enterprises. It is true that there _ 
should be more thorough and more detailed information dis
seminated concerning the significant 'losses of some enter
prises, and especially concerning the reasons behind those 
losses. By analyzing the leadership methods and management 
experiences, and by correctly assigning responsibility better 
progress can be made. 

Balcerowicz, L. Organizational structUre of the national eco
nomy and technological innovations. AO 24(1~2) 1980 :151-167 

The author discusses the impact of four selected charac4eris
tics of the organizational structure of the 'national economyl 
1) The size of economic organizations, 2) Their. complexity 
measured by the number of management levels, 3) Their' , 
internal structure, 4) The flexibility of the organizational 
structure of the national ecohomy, or its innovative. eapa~ity. 

Barsony, J. Tibor Liska1 s concept of socialist ente'rpreneur
ship. AO 28(3-4) 1982: 422-455 

By I Econos tat I Liska meant the self-regUlating mech'arusmpf 
socialist commodity production. His- attempts to !'lolve ,the' 
burning problems of society. Preconditions of L1ska 1ssocia
list-entrepreneurial system. The 'personal social -OWnership I. 
Plan-IBRrket of the netrepreneurs. The financ:l,al .sources, and 
guarantees of the eriterp~ise. ' Income ,distribution of the 
entrepreneurial system. The risk of the entrepreneur. 
The statels benefit and its modified economic role. Some 
demarcati ons. Progressive features of the entrep'reneuria1 
system. Problems. Experiments..' _ " .' ... 

Barsony, J. and'Siklaky,I. Some reflections on socialis't 
entrepreneurship. A034(1-2) 1985: 51-64 

Enterprising-socialist entrepreneurship. In recent years 
the Hungarian economy has made several important steps 
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towards promoting entrepreneurial behaviour. Developments in 
agricultural cooperatives. Wide implementation of running 
shops under,lease (mainly in the catering industry). Propo
stionfor the furthering of'internal enterprising (ventures). 
Permanent competition must be an important feature of socia
list entrepreneurship, that inspires the entrepreneurs to 
keep-being 'inventive, seek new opportunities and ways and 
make maximum effort. The changes for implementation. 

Beck, Tamas. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 60 

How to develop a more active spirit of enterprise· which is 
evident in small organizations in the major socialist indus
tries. 

• Increased -economic efficiency through enhancing the entre
preneurial attitude.- HEH(I) 1985: 9-10 

Bossanyi, Katalin. ABSEES XV(4) (77) sept 1985: 57 

,Loss-making enterprises are just the tip of the iceberg; the 
number of inefficient ones is much higher, and their predica

,ment can become even worse in the increasingly competitive 
economic climate. ' 

• The newlY,independent enterprises in Hungary. AO 32 
(3-4) 1984: 269-286 

In connection with the evolution of the economic reform a 
process has been taking place in the last 3-4 years in Hungary 
in the course of which new, smaller and more flexible enter
prises are coming about, mostly through the cutting up of 
earlier too-much centralized nation-wide large firms or 
holding companies. Organizational changes of epoch-making 
importance. Similarities and differences between industries. 
In spite of p,osi ti ve impacts, the process of evolution o~ 
the' economic reform entails the conflict of various (enter
prise, ,supervis ory authority, group and individual) interests. 

, E;xamination of ,the nature or these conflicts and the ways tor 
their solution through concrete examples. 

cSiilag., I. and 'Szalai; E. Basic elements 'or an anti-monopoly 
policy .• .AO 34(1-2) 1985: 65-77 

The ,recoiling of the reform process in the seventies called 
attention to the privileged position of large firms enjoy
ing organizational monopoly on the domestic 'market. The 
soci~list monopoly deviates from the classic interpretation 
of monopoly in several respects. An effective anti-monopoly 
policy has to devise its tactics both on the administrative 
market of government allocations and on the commodity market. 
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The basic question of' an anti-monopoly policy is whethetthe 
mechanism reproducing artificial monopol1es persists, togehter 
with the administrative structure, circumventing the ~9ntrol 
by society and the market. 

Fallenblichl, ZbignlewM. Editor's Introduction (The 'Hungariart 
enterprise). ·EEE XXV( 4) Summe l' 1987: i11-i v . . 

Working or Hungarian enterprises and their relevance to those 
attempting systemic modifications. " . , 

Falus-Szikra, K. Small enterp~1ses in private ownership in 
Hungary. AO 34( 1-2) 1985: 13-26 ' 

The article tries tafind the exped1entlimi ta of' .smailfirms 
'in private ownership and Qther small ventures; to what . extent 
their support Is advisable, ,whatobs tacles ,shoulci' be . removed 
in principle and in practice and what their perspectives' . 
shOUld be. Forms or small ventures heterogenequs from the . 
aspect'ot ownership. There are many, transi torYTirtte~' , 
mediary forms. Ditn cult to make considerable fl,dvance''j'li 1;h.,. 
out drawing the means of' population to .a, considel"able extent. 
This raises ideological' problems and requires·adequate,orga
nizational solutions. - tIf' the privately owned enterprise 
exceeds the scope. of small firm in a f'arther ,future, the 
form ot onwership must change. Thenthe.owher, must be' ", 
financially compensated and his expertise must bautl11zed 
'In the future. Financing ot small ente,rprises from WE!alth 
ot the popUlatIon, through the'''mediation ,of'a b8Jlk"through 
"Investll enterprises.· " , '", ", .' 

,.. '.- .' -.', :", <,!. " ,,' ", ""';'; "'.,' _~ •• " ' ''"i _ f.. . 

FaluvegI, cL. Economic ef'i'iciency. "contror and.l!1anageJ!1ent.- . 
A033(3-4)19841 2J1-22J '. . .... " , .' , .. '. '. ' .•. 

.' -,' ., ." -. '. . '. 

The' author cilscusses'the'tacto'rs, otan~~c6n6rD1cpoli'cy:'pro..; 
misfq progress and related to it the pl'ogram'otf'urther 
development of the economic. control' and 'manage~n,t, system. 
In .the f'irst phase those, changes come into torce which'direct
lrinf'luence the financial conditions (motivation). The main 
f'eatures of these modifications. are ,outlined ill, the article., 
In 1986 the regulatory instruments' will be!ldjustcd to th~ 
'objectives and reqUirements of the 7th F1~e-Year,Plall, and 
In 1987 a unified system of': perscmal income taxation and . 
the related modif1.eationsw11l,baintroduce¢{",Cond1tions, 
end' chances ot a dynamical development ,of 'the, 'Hungarian'" 
economy tsystemof economic.: control. and management, .market 
mechanism and organization.. Modernizat~:onQf' enterpr1se .' 
income'regUlation. ' ,New. regulation- QfJlage,san~earnings",· 

. '. .. .. ,~ -, ' ... , . 

Farkas, Katal1n.- . The'changingrol~ ot'en~erprise .inventories. 
EEE XXI (g...4) Spring-Summer 1983. 49-66 . . 
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The enterprise- the Printed Cotton Works. The system and 
practice of enterprise inventory control. Material incenti
ves. Market 'si tuation, inventory strucutre and turnover. 
The ent~rprise incentive system since 1976. This article is 
concerned with' the question of how the shortage of· certain 
basic. intermediary packaging and similar materials, i.e., 
the continued reproduction of bottlenecks as a steady state, 
acts on the forms and the 'structure of surpluses? relative 
reserves that emerge as a reflection of that sta"Ce, as well 
as, ·of··how it modifies the -character and evaluation of 
the se s urp luse s • . 

Fazekas, Karoly. Intensive product change and expansion •. 
EE:E XXI(~4) Spring-Summer 19831 ,67-.84 ~" ~,~~ " .. '~ "".'".f 

History of th.e enterprise. High-level development strategy 
and the . labour shortage. Labour losses resulting from the 
transformation of the product structure. Was the expansion 
necessary~ Narrowing co-operation and forced expansion of 
the v.ertical integration of production. Performances . oriented 
wage policy-the .acceleration of individual piece rateS.The 
unfavourable labour market situation •. Approaching anew 

. stage. . , 

Foldes,Istvan. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 46 

Interview with Lajos Faluvegi, Deputy Prime Minister : and . 
Chairman Of the NationalPlanningOffi-c9, on impe.nding chan
ges in the guidance ,of economy and of management regulators. 

Hare ; Paul G.lntroductio~ (Hungarian ~nterpris~behav1ou~J 
PArt I) •. EEEXXI(3-4) Spring-Summer 1983: &-7: .. ' ",' . 

Enterprises I currentprcxluctiveactivi ties have been essign
'ed,. to the enterprise. sphere otdacision-making while their 
deve lopment. aetivi ties are partly matters :for enterprlsede" 
·cisionand. partly remain within the competence.ofsupervi
SG~y. bodies. Important issues relating to enterprise beha
viour: a)the'market situation, b)central'planning, 3)Secu1"-
ing. resources. .... . .... 

Havas!,. F. Further developm~nt of the system' of economic con
trol. and management· in Hungary. ,AO 32( &-4) 1984. 199-~21 

Important steps will be taken in 1985 for gradual development 
of, the 'system of economic control and management. Tbe author 
ciiscussesthe contents, causes and goals o:f thech~nges in 
the.1nstitutional,organizationalandregulatory systems. 
Pro,cess. of developing' thesystemb1' economic control. and ". 
managerilen~. A,bal!Ulceofthe last five years. Whymustthe 
system Of .. control be 'changed? Main:directionof further de
velopmentc '1) strengthening of central 'control, that is of 
governmental work, and an improvement in its efficiency •.. 
2) Greater enterpr1s~ autonomy, that is, the creation of eon
di tiona for a more .enterprisipg behaviour on the part of 
.firms. .. ,. . . - ". . . . . . . 
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3) To work out such institutions, organizations and instru
ments which ensure the improvement of the efficiency of both 
government Bctivi ties and enterprise management~ Price . 
system,. Incentives. The flow of assets (capital). F\1rther 
improvement·~f the system of economic control and management 
is in the interest of the whole of Hungarian society. 

Hegedus, Andras. Large enterprises and socialism (thoughts 
while reading Erzsebet Szalai's book). SEE XXV(l) Fall 
1986: 3-17 . 

Aocording to Szalai that not only do individual large enter~ 
prises pursue goals unique to each of them, but also share 
a collective' aim; i.e., the extension of their monopolistic. 
position. Significant economic reform '1s unthinkable if the
large enterprises of our indus trial structure remain untollch-' , 
ed. Large enterprises as entrepreneurial empires. The pro
blem of social control over the leaders of large enterprises. 
Supervisory commissions with experts and. elected representa
tives of the employees • The leaders of· large enterprises 
should be given the opportunity to undertake projects for 
which, instead of bureaucratic price regulations,. realistic 
market prices prevail. AlsQ be permi ttedto develop flexible 
management and wage sys~ems based upon analysis of their own 
experiences. .. 

---.. Questions waiting for answers (in the aftermath of a 
debate). EE:E XXV,l) Fall. 19861 113-127 .. 

Is it unnecessary to disCllss.the large enterprise syndrome' 
Can socio-economic problems be specified Only by,using sci
entitic methods? Can we realistically analyze the mistakes 
and tailings in the economicppoliciesot the past 25. years? 
Can we openly discuss anti reform attitudes in ·today's .' 
Hungary? Is the over-concentration ofiDdustr1al,enterprises 
characteristic'? Are large industrial enterprises etficient? 

---a and Kozak, G.yula~ Business executives and the reform.·. 
(A survey). NHQ XXVIII(1Q6) Summer 1987: 159-169 . 

The right manager is just as indispensable in' an efficiently 
working economy as modern technologies ,and administration, 
good marketing,etc. Interviews with business executives •. 
Expedenced and young executives. Managers and theecono-
Mie ref'orm.,E:xecutives committed to the reform. ..', 

Herpar-Deres, Eva .and Gonda, Gyorgy. Opportunities for small 
. enterprises. HBH.(1) 1986: 40-48 

Enterprise economic working teams within the state producing 
andservic1ngseetor are small enter'priset'orm. ~imilarly, 
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numerous civil law associations, small cooperatives, and 
special1zedgroups. Small enterprises should become better 
acqainted ,with the requirements and achievements of foreign 
markets. 

Hoch,R~bert. The .JiJaxi 'and the mim (thoughts' on the large 
en'terprise debate). EEE XXV(l) Fall 1986: 84-105 

The "retorm process and. the size of enterprises. Are the' 
managers opposed to reforms? If the economic leadership 
had an actual strategy and specifically one app 11 cable to 
econ.omicp,Qliic,~~s.!1broad, if it pursu~d .a course aimed at 
preventing the occurrence of cycles, then'1 t 'would have 'been 
nearly-impossible ·for ·the enterprise managers to lead the 
country toward indebtedness. The policy ':)f active party 
functionaries. The system of institutions. The.workers 
and managers of large .enterprises. 

Kapuvari, Gabo.J' •.. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: .63 

Number of questi'ons relating to the 'cu:crent proCess ·of estab
lishing enterprises' counei Is or other forms of new ·industrial 
management. 

Kevevari, B~ Some general problems of trust organization in' 
Hungary .AD 24(1"2) 1980: 125-137 ' 

The authorpo1nts out that,over-.centralization of the industry 
and the Hungarian economy as a whole is further increased by 
the 23 trusts existing at present, whose establishment was 
based first of all not on economic factors, but on those of 
management techniques, mostly independently of profi tabili ty. 
In ,trust organizations functioning at. present, a management 
system often neglecting economic viewpoints can be well 
observf3d.. Marke teffects are only 11mi tedly perceived by 
trust-subord:l,.p.ated enterprises. 

Konya, L. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 65 

The article diSCUSses' the need for establishing small and 
medium-sized economic units, mainly in the cooperative sector. 

-..:-." Conditio.ns of setting uP simple forms of cooperatives in 
.. the Hungarian indus try. AD 27 (1-2) 1981: 77-92 ' . 

The HungArian industry is highly concentrated and over"'l 
centralized ~ the ratio of sm!l-ll and medium-sized enterprises 
and cooperatives is low. A part of small and medium enter
prises were amalgamated ,into large enterprises and cooperati
ves which .were 1;or<;ed to merge 1 as a result market relatiOns 
became narrower, and the adaptl.vity of the economy diminished. 
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Because o~it ttiere is a pressing necessity 'to create 'new 
small ventures. This can be brought. about in the" coopera. 
tive sector by decentralizing some large cooperatives with 
rather heterogenous production lines (by making some units 
independent), and by the ~ormation of new smallcooperatives-. 

,.For'thosmall organizations, easily manageal;lle Simple account
Jing. and, taxation systems have' to be devised since.' they' can-' 
not meet. the requirements of existing comp lieated systems,; . 
Interestedness and the ~eel1ng of ownership canbeexpedi,:" ' 
ently enhanced also it the individual savings ,~f'the.'members 
are drawn to greater extent into the~inancingot cooperatiVe 
development objectives against adequl?-te_div~dends. -: .' '.;' 

. '. - '-. .. ': . .. , 

Kornai, Janos. Bureaucratic and market coordination.! COW 
,29(4) Dec 1984& 006-319 . -,' ,.' , 

c, 

Four mechanisms o~ coordination are conceived as the regula .. 
tion of any kind of transformation and transactitm process., 
The author. challenges the view that in the Hungarian society 
and economy both the market and tho bureaucratic'~oordination, 
should be pushed 'into the background and the. tole of' ethical 
coordination,increased. The author advoc~tes the expansion 
o~ the scope of market coordination. He' urges' the' develop~ 
ment D~ the Hungarian system of control towards more indirect, 
"more market" directions ~ But because o~externali ties "tran
saction costs and problems related to a just distribution Of 
income and to monopolies, he holds that the survival of 
bureaucratic J'egulation is, inescapable in, some, areas;.;-

--.:.. Comoonts on ~ibort1skals concept o{entrepreneurship •. 
AO 28( 3-4) 1982: 455-460 ' 

Merits of Liska, some main points of accord. if'" the', system. 
of Liska were ~unctioning, what would be its de~iciency1 
Is it possible for a real system to 'operate according to: 
Liska's conception1Methodological remarks.' Social use .. : 
fulness of Liska'S research. ' ' 

---. "Hard" and "soft" budget constraint. 
231-246 

, , 

AO 25(3-4) ,1980' 
. ., 

Budget is of general nature and serves to denote the plan' 
for revenues of ' expenditure of any economio unit-household" 
enterprise, no~profit institution. It is thus not restrict
ed exclllsivp.ly to the ~1scal plan of the Central governmel'1t. 
Behaviour of enterprises, impact' of economic coercion on 
the enterprise. The main question -1snot theactual.!'orm 
of incentive, but the rules for survival and growth of the _ 
firm and the relation between firm and state.' ' 
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Korna!, Jano~~ndMatits, Agnes. Softness of the budget con
straint-. an analysis relying. on data of firms •. AO 32(3-4) . 
1984:223-2~9 

What does softness of the· budget constraint mean? ;. short 
description.of the analysis •. The inqicators. Large-scale 
rediS tribution, the orig~nal and the actual profit break away 
from e.achothor. The central redistribution of the ihcome of 
state ·enterprises is of a very large extent~ The effect of' 
redistribution within the industry is much stronger than 
.w:t.thin agr~cul~ure. Losing enterprises are paying out profit 
shares too •.. By means ,of redistribution a levelling off of 
proti ts .and profitability is taking place ~ . The survival of' 
enterprises is .almost guaranteed, and not depend on profita
bility. Investment does not depend on profitability. The· 
authors drew the general conclusion. that the budget constrai
nt of state ent~rpriees. is soft. There were no visible Signs 
of hardening pf this cOns traint even in 1980. 

---a The softnews of budgetary constraints-an analysis of 
enterprise data~ EEE, XXV(4) Summer 1987: 1-34 

The authorsde';'l with a central issue ~ the real autonomy of 
state enterpr,"ses and. the working of market forces under . 
Hungary's new economic mechanism. Policy of so.ftlJfinancing
distortion of profits. Large-scale redistribution, a break 
between original and actual profitability. Leveling of pro
fits. andpr9fitability is accomplished by means of inter
enterprise redistribution.· Separating 'profit~sharing' from 
profi t~ Survival and investment do not depend on profi tabi
l1ty.,·· It .is also possible that low profitability is only 
apparent, as it may result from distortions in the officially· 
de.tol'mined prices,.8 possibility·that complicates the issue • . 

. Kovacs , Matyas J.anos. Bargaining- as simi lation- bargaining J 

a fragment of an economic drama·in four acts. (In Hungarian; 
entemise behaviour, Part II, edited by PaUl G. Hare.) .. 
EEE 1(1) Fall 1983: 38-77 

A brief account of" the location and history of the enter-· 
prise, Budapest Chemical Works .Oli tref (tho brand name 
covers a modern herbicide family) enters the scene: bar
gaining about.development. Interfirm cooperation· and/or
interstate specialization:transition to negative bargain
ing. AssimilatiOn and dissimiiatiori. . 

Kozma; G. Planning in· physical units and enterprise relations 
in Hungary. A029(3-4) 1982: 259-270' 

The quality of the Hungarian export articles and of those 
sold at home is interrelated with the. disturbances in the 
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relations of the enterprises. This was one of the reasons 
of exaggerated enterprise concentrations. In the final 
analysis these disturbances may be traced back to' the primary 
role of planning in physical units of measurement and in·this 
context to the fact that the enterprises do not c'onsider the. 
investments as mainly a source of income but as.aninstru- . 
mentta alleviate the supply tasks. The enterprises, are 
dependent on each other and protect themselves. against this. 
dependence by amalgamating the supplier factories by increa
sing self sufficiency., From viewpoint of organization theory. 
this is rational microeconomicallybut irrational macroecono-,. 
mically because it makes' the economy rigid and reduces. the 
international competi~vltydrthe enterprises. The forms 
of appearance of this phenomenon cannot be e1iminatedone - . 
by one, fhe basic cause has to be remedied by fuller impleo:-
mentation of 1968 reform. . 

Kozma, Judit. ABSEES XVI (2)(79) 1986:62 

Report on a visit by Janos Kadar. His views and those of 
others on the' new enterprise eouncils. 

Laid ~ U. Central economic mimagement and the enterprise crisis 
in Hungary. AO ~(1-2) 1985: 195-211 

The main purpose of this' paper is to find out how wid~ the 
gap between the reform rhetoric of the government and the 
actions and process which actually took place in the enter
pi-ise management. ,The gap is still relatively wide. The .". 
'reorganisations and the bankruptcy procedures are a kind of 
solution but these are the most expensive and have hardly 
any. constructive perspectives. ,A lot of enterprise cril!es. 
occur not only. as a consequence of bad decisions but also .. 
that state organs play. an important. role· .1n thecreat1qn . 
of these situations. . 

---. End-year rush~work in Hungarian industry and foreign . 
trade. AO 25(1-2). 1980: 37-65 . 

The study examines a specifiC fluctuation in the performance 
of industrial entEn'prises. On the basis of analysiS ,of 
stati:;t1cal data and personal investigationsmado in 16 
industrial and foreign trade enterprises the author comes. 
to the conclUsion that the direct reasons for rush-work 
have survived also after the 1968 reforms. It is still 
the specific market situation where sellers have ad vantage 15 
wh11e buyers are defenceless. 

Laky, Terez. ,The economic w, ark teams at 'enterprises and the.' 
enterprises1intel'ests. (Translated);. EE:E.XXV(4) Summe1;" .' 
1987: .62-92' . . 
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Proliferation of eco.nomic work teams at enterprises. From 
the beginning the very possibility' of becoming an entrepre
neurial venture was one of the chief reasons for the managers' 
obvious reservation, and for the feeling of ambivalence that 
kept recurring even among the pioneers of this phenomenon. 
The birth of the work brigades. The laboD-force situation. 
The regulation of wages. Economic work teams and overtime 
work. Extra income earned by extra work. ' 

Laky 1 Terez. Enterprise bUsiness work partnership and enter-
prlseinterest.. AO 34(1-2) 1985: 27-49 " . 

.. f· : '-, : i _ . > 

The article ,examines the interests whiCh :made'tho'enterprisa 
business work partnerships as only doing hierarchical order 
of the division of labour and not creating real ventures out 
of them. The VGMK that is enterprise business work partner
ships have be.come one of the forms of buying lavour power. 
The enterprises availed .themselves of other forms also earlier 
to' a considerable extent (by contracting outside firms and
giving them their own materials for proues sing, by conclud-· 

'ing 'contracts for second, part-time jobs with their own employ-
ees, and ,by employing guest workers). Fundamental enterprise 
interests must change if the VGMKs are to become real small 
ventures as it has originally been intended. The'diffusion 
of VGMKs.' Establishment of work brigades. Labour situation. 
Wage regulation. . 

---. The.hidden mechanisms of recentralization in Hungary. AO 
24(1-2) 1989: 95-100 

In 1968 Hungary wished to break away from the practice of con
trolling enterprise activities by direct instructions. How
ever, in recent years- in spite of declared principles and 
intentions- a continuously intensifying recentralization pre
cess has been observable in economic control activities • The 
article presents a multitude of examples to demonstrate the 
mechanisms hidden in the internal system of the economy lead
ing to recentralization. Forces arising from the interaction 
of ide ologi cal , politi cali e conomi cand organiza ti onal factors 
influence economic contro increasingly, thus it chooses, 
from the alternatives of instructions and incentives, more 
often 'the former. 

---. Small enterprises in Hungary- myth and reality. AD 
32(1-2) 1984: 39-63, . 

Beside the individual producers of goods and services, like 
the artisans, ,the household-plot farms in agriculture, the 
leaae and contractual operation of commercial and catering 
units, as from Jan. 1st, 1982 small economic units may be 
established in Hungary also in tho form of partnership_ 
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The article analyzes the identities of and differences 
between these organizations called I small enterprise I, the 
ratio of the organizations and their membership, and the 
socio-economic factors restricting thei~ economic role. 
Types of small enterprise. Social and economic features 
of the different forms. GMK (Business Partnership). VGMK 
(Enterprise bUsiness partnership). ~he employee attitude. 
The repercussions of society. Economic conditions of opera
tion. The economic role. 

Lanyi, Kami11a. Enterprise identi ty- interenterprise relation
ships: a state monopoly in a competitive position. EEE 
m(3-4)' Spring-Summer 1983: 26-48 __-

The forwarding monopoly of Hungarian foreign trade. The 
Hungarian freight market. Hungarocamion. Mahart (Hunga
rian shipping _ Company Ltd.). Gysev(Gyor-8opron-Ebenfurt 
Railways Company Ltd.). Minor competitors and potential 
actors. Foreign trade enterprises and freight owners. 
Masped. In post-1968 Hungary a form ·of enterprise behaviour 
playing down. the significance of profit and business interest 
was no longer invariably convincing either to the ·supervising 
authority or to the customers. But this approach will not 
be also successful without the help of state. -

--- •. Enterprises, markets, competi ti ve situation. AO 24(1-2) 
1980: 111-124 

The article discusses the enterprise environment of ente~, 
prises, phenomena that are peculiar precisely to this environ
ment- the sphere of enterprises. The article tries to define 
such notions that enable us to describe the environment of 
enterprise s. 

-Some problcllS ot entrepreneurship in the HUngarian economy. 
AO 28(3-4) 19R2: 351-362 

The concept of entrepreneurship. Problems in the Hungarian 
economy. Small-s cale ventures. International division of 
labour and entrepreneurship. 

Lipkovics, Karoly. In search of a flexible economic mechanism) 
Hungary's experience in developing small-scale production. 
WMR 26(5) May 1983: 86-95 

Lorincze, Peter. Further development of the Hungarian system 
of economic control and management. HBH (3) 1986& 11-14 

Macrae, Norman. Into entrepreneurial socialism. ET 286(7281) 
19th Mar 1983: 23-26, 29 
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r'fibor LiskA'S proposed entrepreneurial socialism. State and 
private entrepreneurship. Second economy and economic situa
tion in Hllngary. 

Maj or; Evart. Enterprise development in different economic 
systems. EP 15(2-3) 1979: 73-98 

In this article some basie i'eatures of the behaviour of the 
HungariAn enterprises in relation to the. central regulation 
and centrally expressed expectations will be described on the 
example of the telecommunication industry, which is a 'key 
industry' in Hungary. Further, this behaV1ou~ :is compared 
with the behaviour of the typical Westerri'flrms lin this' . 
branch. 

Marosan, Gyorgy. From science to ventures. HBH (3).1986" 
18-22 

Venture capital and the Kondratiev cycles. A new tendency 
in technological advance. Small enterprises and venture 
capital- conditions of the efficient operation. Small enter
prises specializing in technology. 

Milanovics, Szvetozar. The large enterprises and socialism 
(thoughts on Andras Hegedus's thoughts). EEE XXV(l) Fall 

"1986: 26-38 

Problems. and truths. We shOUld talk less about the new eco
nomic mechanism and more about the everyday worries of pro
gress. 

MoCSary, Jozsef. Centralization of the Hungarian enterprise 
system and its fmpact on the efficiency of production con
trol and the- regulatory system. (Tr. by George Hajdu). 
Elm XXI(2) Winter 1982-83: 76-103 

Centralization of Hungarian enterprises by value of output. 
Characteristics of concentration of Hungarian industrial 
enterprises. Enterprise versus establishment. The large 
enterprise that is an amalgam of establishments. Analyzing 
of organizational centralization without production concen
:tration~ Economic instruments for the'resolution of over
centralized enterprise organization. 

Nyers ,R. Small enterprises in socialist Hungary. AO 
25{1-2) 19OO:147-J.82" 

Economic policy endeavours and effects. Types of small 
enterprises and their econom1c role. Small enterprises 
Inthe industry, agriculture, trade and services. Sta-
tistics.· -
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Olah, J'ozsef. ,ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 58 

Evaluation of the new forms of management in the. 238 enter-. 
prises superviseq by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 

Racz, Barnabas A. Recent developments in Hungarian ent~rprise 
democracy. S8 XXXVI (4) Oct 19R4: 5.44-559 '. . . 

Enterprise democracy gives opport~nity for workers to'inter
vene in the enterprise management and in the decision-making 
in local and public affairs. It encourages the workers '. 
creativity and it is a major instrument in developing a.:. 
social1strelationship between managers and employees.::J:t . 
increases the workers , responsibility and incentives fora 
greater effort on the job. The purppse of· this study is' , 
to assess the effectiveness of enterprise ,democracy in the 
period between the 1980 Trade Union Congress 'and the e~ 
of 1983. The implementation of the TUC Resolutions. The 
appointment of top managers. The evaluation function. The 
appointment and discharge of managers. ,The extension of the' 
Stewards' power. Othen recent measures affecting enterprise 
e.emocracy •.. Current problems of worker input operations. . . 
Enterprise democ,facy and other channels of political particb, 
pation. . 

Revesz, G. Enterprise bUsiness partnerships ('VGMK).1n lIung~ry-
a ca~e study, AD 33(3-4) 19841 337-359 " , 

-In the year 1981, statutes were promulgated, by the Government 
to stimUlate small enterprising in Hungary.: Wi t~' these sta-,' 
tutes the so-called basiness partnership form has been creat .. 
ed, a scheme under which teams of. not, more than 3:> persons, ' 
may set up small productive or service enterprises -w.hile ltef'lP'" 
ing their full time jobs, .i.e. l ' actually as part-timeoccupa- ' 
tiona It also became possible to form business partnerships, 
in big enterprises, such "enterprise business', partnerships" 
or VGA~s may, with the approval of the enterprise manager, 
undertake service or productive work, USing (or eventually 
renting) enterprise eqUipment •.. , These teams can only work 
~rter· their ~egal worktime has beencompleted •. Tbe VGMK' 
form represents a considerable share in the small eilter'-, ' , 
pr ses so far. established. In the first half of 1984, 
slightly more than 100,000 peopleparticipated,1n Hungar~ , 
in the work of about 10 ,OOOVGMK •. The study published here
under givesaf'actual and empirical presentatio~ of, the ' 
activities of VGMKs set up in one of the big companies. ' 

, , 

Sarkozy, Tamas. The legal standing of Hungarian e,conomic . 
assoc1ations. (Part I). HER (1) 1986: 36-38" ' . 
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Approximately 40 per cent of the Hungarian economic organiza
tions are in some way members of economic associations, pri
marily in agriculture, -but. associations have begun to spread 
also in industry. At the sarno time the economic volume and 
capital of the economic associations are rRther low. Develop
ment of the regulation of associations is needed. 

Serkozy, Tamas. The legal standing of Hungarian economic 
assoclations •. Part II. HBH (2) 1986: 17-00 

The association is a legal personality co-ordinative associa'" 
t1on,whictl.,r~1~es. primarily on a commu¢ty 6£ intefests SUd is 
called upon the co-ordinate the economic rilaha.gement .. of the '. 
partners, and its economic activity plays a' secondary role 
only. The small enterprises and the,economic associations. 
The new forms of state companies-and the further development 
of company law. 

---.Probiems of social ownership and of the proprietory orga
nizati:>n. AO 29(3-4) 1982: 225-258 

Progress in studying the. fields of economic control organiza
tions and enterprise structures is greatly impeded- both in 
Hungary and in the other socialist c9untries- by ,!;he theoret1-
cal vagueness regarding ownership .and the proprietory func
tions. In this study an attempt 1s made to approximate the 
problem from a complex sociological aspect, setting out from 
the traditional notion of ownership, and reaching finally 
the problem central in respect of practice, namely, how to 
shape. ,the so-called proprietory organiZation best conforming 
to the Hungarian economic reform. Transformati')n of the 
ownership. notion. Juristic and economic notion of ownership. 
Sociological form of ownership. Concept')f social psychology~ 
Political-logical aspects. Existing theories of'socialist 
social owne rs hip. Tende ncies pointing t') the social owne rs hip 
forms becoming pluralistic~ Ideas about the development of 
the Hungarian. owne rs hip. 

Sch''i'ei tzer, I. Centr'al decisions- enterprise efforts. (Engine-_ 
ering industry development programmes in Hungary in the earlY 
1960S) • AO 24( 3-4) 1980: 321-340 . 

The CAse studies here may help to abetter Understanding of 
the interrelations between central decisions' and enterprises 
behavio'lr for the future. .The diesel and machine tool pro
grammes. Precision engineering and telecommunication pro
grammes. Manufacture of equipments for food industry. Public 
road vehicle programme. . 

---. Some interrelations between enterprise. organization and 
the economic mechanism in Hungary. AO 27(~4) 1981: 289-aJO 
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The system of directive planning and the size of an enter--
. prise.. The concept (model) of the controlled market mecha

nism. The economic control mechanism built on the supply 
responsibility (monopoly position) of the enterprise and 
the enterprise size. Some further characteristics of the, 
mechanism built on supply responsibility. ' 

Simai, Mihaly. Research, development" innowition and .techno
logy flows in small countries: the e~erience of Hungary. 
DP 7(2) Autumn 1986: 171-180 

Innovation process and its factors. Research establishment 
in Hungary. Reorganization of the RiP Sector. Interna... ' 
tional cooperation and. its efficiency. Innovation and the 
enterprises; strategies' and motivations. Taking into account 
all her present economic problems, the situation of the ' 
world economy and of international politics, the transition 
will be more difficult than had been antiCipated a few years 
ago. The efforts to improve the mechanism of the innovation 
process in the country are considered as Vi tal ins.truments 
to overcome some of these diffLcUl.ties. . 

Social and economic policy. SLB (3) Sept 19871 382 . 

Hungary: .what future for small private'businesses? Small 
private enterprises have a role to play. ' 

Szalai, Erzsebet. The new stage of the reform process in' 
Hungary and the large enterprises. AO 29(1 ... 2) 1982125-46. 

The reform process started in 1968 came to a halt in the 
early seventies 0, In the present economiesi tuation of' 
Hungary a new, more radical step in the reform than the 
previous one is needed.. that partly preserves ,partly trans~ 
cends 'the achievements of the 1968 reform. In the halt of' 
the reform process the counteroffensive of the large enter
prisesln 1972 had an important role.' The artielecompares 
the present conditions with those prevailing around 1972 
and comes to the conclusion that a radical reform in the 
near future will be less menaced by the danger of a.counter-
offensi ve on part of the large firms. ' . 

---a The structural reasons for anti-reform attitudes. 
(Comments on Andras Hegedus IS article and the SUbsequent 
debate). Egg XXV(l) Fall 19861 l06-11? 

, ' 

The view is gaining acceptance that a transformation of 
industry's enterprisal structure is the precondition for 
develop1llg' reform process. Primary point of agreement is 
that due to structural reasons, there is all anti-reform' 
attitude prevailing among leaders of large enterprises, 
wi th the exception of those who move with confidence in 
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the commodity market place and would rather have more i~ 
dependence than the security o~~ered by the institutions ot 
income tedistribution. 

Szlameniczky, Istvan. Cooperatives in the Hungarian economy. 
NHQ XXVI(99) Autumn 1985= 214-220 

The centary-old history o~ the Hungarian cooperative move
ment has demonstrated that the cooperatives have always been 
able to adjust to changing circumstances. The ratio o~ the 
co-operative sector. Special ~eatures. Possibilities o~ 
renewRl •. Cooperative democracy. 

• .,. (., ,1 •• 1\,'" =, 
. . . 

Szmicsek, SRndor. The economic work teams ·in enterprises
a~ter two years. (Translated) •. EEE: XXV(4) Summer 19871 
35-61 

Hungarian experiment in forming the economic work teams in 
state enterprises~ Different way o~ encouraging overtime 
work. An attempt to stimUlate initiative and entrepreneurial 
activities on the part of employees. A.legalized version o! 
activities that would otherwise belong to the so-called 
second economy. 

Tahori, Andras. Small businesses in a socialist· economy. 
NHQ XXIII(86) Summer 1982: 56-65 

Unnecessary centralization. Small·enterprises and coopera
tives.' Economic partnerships. Auxiliary economic activity. 
A change of direction. 

Tardos, Marton. ABSE&S XUr.(2) (69) Jan 1983: 55 

The author 'believes that Hungary1s economy can get rido! 
the brakes hindering competition and enterprise if the 
dependence :)f state enterprises on the traditional organs 
of state admil11stration ceases. 

---. Enterprise supply and the market. 111m XXI(3-4) Spring
Summer 1983: 8-25 

Normative versus descriptive economic tesearch. Economic 
efficiency at enterprise level. . The sellers r market. The 
allocati:)no~ investment resources. Owing to rapidly chang
ing economic conditions the success of enterprise develop
ment can only be ensured by a sUbstantial improvement in 
the enterprises' ability to adjust. And this demands a 
new system. for allocating investment resources. Far
reaching changes. are needed in those elements of the eco
nomic institutions le~t unchanged in 1968. 
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---. The increasing role and ambivalent receiption of small 
enterprises in Hungary. JCE 7(3) Sept 19831 277-287 

In 1981 the Hungarian Govt. introduced regulations that 
legalize the formation of various types of small enter
prises in industry and agriculture. The intention is to 
release creative energy and initiative in Hungary through 
these regulations by expanding the opportunities to earn 
income and simultaneously to improve the supply of goods 
and services. However, these measures .an only have the 
intended effect if the government will maintain a favoura
ble environment for small enterprises, and will tolerate 
the adverse consequences of using markets. Some of the 
adverse consequences are increased job insecurity, rising 
inflation, greater differentiation of incomes etc. New 
enterprise forms are small enterprises, sUbsi<hary enter
prises, operation of certain sections of enterprises on 
an independent basis, economic teams, new cooperative 
forms, handicratts. Taxation system for small enterprises 
and private artisans. 

---. - Small firms in Hungary. NHQ XXIV(91) AIltumn 19831 
81-93 

The scope of small firms was gradually restricted following 
the socialist changes. But new forms of small firms and 
businesses 'are possible since 1982. New forms of state 

- enterprises- small, subsidiary, and certain sections- on 
independent basis. New cooperative forms. Handicrafts •. 
Expectations. 

Tarnok, Eva. :rhe limits of independent .technological deve
lopment: production and development after breaking off a 
traditional license relationship. (In Hungarian Enterprise 
behaviour. Part II , edited by Paul G. Hare). EEE XXII{I) 
Fall 1983: 19-37 

The advantages of purchasing a turbine design. The period 
of independent development. Changes in the technologic~l 
conditions of turbine manufacture at the Lang Engineering 
Works. Some concluding remarks on the Turbines' economic 
efficiency at macro and micro levels. 

Tibor, Agnes. Enterprise and entrepreneurship. NHQ 
XXVIII(105) Spring.1987: 165-171 

Enterprise as the method of tackling economic difficul
ties, as an attitude, a mentality, began to gain ground 
only around 1980. The term socialist entrepreneurship 
has been in use in Hungary for the last ten years. 
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Enterprise autonomy and market relations. Smaller enter
prises we~e created through the cen~rally initiated break
up of some large firms. Small enterprises can only compete 
with their l~rge competitors if their labour discipline is 
high, if they have a long-term investment policy, and react 
more quickly to the given situation. People put in charge 
of economic resources should be primarily interested in 
.making the capital entrusted to them bear fruit instead 
of' being interested in increas:!.ngpersonal incomes, capaci
ties and the range of acti vi ties • 

. Valentiny, Pal. The role of state in influencing the market 
for heavy· electrical equipment. (In Hun~arian Ente~ise 
behaviour'. Part II, edited by Paul G. Hare.) •. R 1(1) 
Fall 1983: 3-18 . . . 

On.t~e market for heavy electrical equipment. The relation
ship between customers and ~he state, and suppliers and the 
state in Western European markets~ Role of the st8.ta in Hun .. 
garian market. Influencing the customer, and the supplier. 

Varga, 'Gy. The experiemtn of Szentes. . AO 28( 3-4) 1982a 
460-465 

The people doing experiment of Szentes endeavour to adapt 
the 'model of socialist entrepreneurship Itak1hg the 
realities into consideration. The model has been introduced 
at the Cooperative in the country. town of Szentes. 

---. Management in a fast changing environment. AD 27(3-4) 
1981: 301-326 . 

In the ebs new wave of ·changes 1s occuring in the Hungarian 
system and methods ot management, which will perhaps be 
mo.re radical and more dramatic than was the 1968 reform. 
The economic, s6cia~and political factors constituting the 
enterprise environment are experiencing a significant trans
formation, hence management must also fact new realities. 
Modification of the course in economi c policy.' Economic 
pressure-changing institutional system. Organizational 
changes. Extensi:>n of right to foreign trade. Decentra
lization of spheres of authority. Changes in management 
practice. Strategic plannill,g. 

Poland 

Aslund, AAclers, The ,functioning of private ente.rprise 1n . 
Poland. SS XXXVI (3) July 1984: 427 .... 444 
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Definitions and statistics. Ideology. Why: not privat~. 
enterprise liquidat<:ld? The primary prob'lem,of legal 
supplies. High entrepreneurial incomes. Measures which 
are fUtile. Cooperation between state and entrepreneurs. 
No.Soviet-type'state has peen able to aboliah private 
enterprise, but has faced th~.involuntary choice between 
black and white enterprise, because of grave and persist
ant imbalances on output markets. Polish entrepreneur 
is like a wartime speculator. . The source of the entrepre1. " 
neurs' legal insecurity is the scarcity of legal supplies, 
which is due to imbalances in input markets, and is aggra-. 
vated by supply restrictions for the private' sector, and 
the 'conrused.l~gal system. ~ considerable liberalisatiort 
of trading connections took place in 1980 and 1981 and 
was accompanied by private expansion. Once again the 
arguments against the private sector that some artisans 
enjoyed unjustified gains. New tax reform of 1983 will 
deal a serious blow to private enterprise.through higher, 
real taxation and more rigour. . .. . . 

---. Yellow light for private enterprise in poland? OUW 
00(1) Mar 1985: 21-29 . ." . 

The f'unctioning of private enterprise was distorted in the 
Stalinist period. Private enterprise has been considered 

. essential for improving market. bal~nces •. Thus in 1980-82, 
private enterprise was stimulated through deregulation," 
in particular of trading links and prices. But entrepu
neurs earn invariably well and ever stronger 'egalitarian 
pressures have come to bear on the policy towards. the ,: 
private sector. Reinforced controls and legal persecution 
have arisen in the wake of the tax reform of 1983. Both 
official statement:; and restrictive measures 'appel;tr spear
headed against foreign-awned-firms. Legal. guarantees to 
private entrepreneurs ofcondi tions akin to tbose .01 . 
socialised enterprises have so' far proved insubstantial. 

General assumptions and' guidelines· for. the· shaping of orga
nizational ai'ran~ements in the economy. SEEFT XXlII-CS) 
Fall 1987: 103-115 ." -

A necessary conditi,?n for transt:o:r:mationOf. the organt,za-:
tional structure of the economy is that it should be 
closely connected'with the program of structural changes 
and .the 10ngterm plan of socio-economicdevelopment. 

Jones, .Derek C.. The economic performance of producer co
operatives.within command economies I ,evidence .;o.r ,the 
case of poland. CJE 9( 2) ;Tune 1985 J 111-126' 

Theory and institutions. In practice the re.al economic 
differences between state and cooperative ferms are 
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minimum. But the- interests of cooperatives are aggresive1y 
pursued by the Central Union of Work Co-operatives the 
central federation to which all producers' cooperah ves 
belong. Consequently, the co-op sector is not so deeply 
affected by those features that pervade the state sector 
and stifle incentives and initiative. In addition, there 
are intra-orga,nisational differences which emerge because 
PCs provide to varying degrees, the capacity for members 
to participate in decision-making via various formal chan
nels. Cooperative legislation- one member one vote. Infor
mation system and motivation structure are also different. 
Distributional and technical efficiency. BQtter economic 

"performl:\n~ . of, ,the cooperative than state owned secto,r. 
.' .' ! • , , ~", •..•. 

Kemme, David M.,' Microeconondc efficiency in the Polish enter
prise during the NEM period. EP 18(1) 19821 11-21 

Microeconomic efriciency in the Polish enterprise ,has been 
an important aspect of nearly all economic reforms in 

'Poland. The purpose· or this paper is to develop an enter
prise objective runction for a stylized or hypothetical 
Polish enterprise of this period, 'to derive the optimal1ty
conditions for factor input usage and compare them to the 
efficient (profit maximizing) firmts conditions., 

Markusz, Jan. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 19851 66 

Rather than showing an improvement the quality of much 
Polish production appeArs to be deteriorating. Stronger 
incentives and a more active role for Party and selr
management organization will help to solve the problem. 

Mujzel, Jan. The working system of the economy: problems 
with its further development in Poland. (Tr. by Don Hank). 
mm XX(l) Fall 1981: ro-48 
The traditional'system and attempts to change it in earlier 
times. Ups and downs of the Large Economic Organization 
System~ Modirications and signiricance. Limited knowledge 
about the working of the economy. Unusual complexity 
of Poland's working system. Socio-economic development 
in the 1980s will require substantial changes in the 

'system. Complexi ty is a prerequisite for changes in 
system. The leading-trend in system changes is securing 
the position and pro-efficiency forces or the economic 
organizations particularly the enterprises. The program 
or multi-stage changes extending over a period or several 
years 1s a realistic programme for reforming the system. 
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Romania 

ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 19851 82 

Recycling of materials and reconditioning of spare parts 
is one of the mos t important tasks of all e co nomi c units. 

Badea-Dinca, N.,et.- al. Problems deriving from the directi .. 
ves of the nIIth Congress of the Romanian Communist Partf 
concerning the problems of economic effieiency in introdu~
ing information systems for processes management. ECECSR 
nX( 4)· 1984: 13-00 . . 

Paraluta, M. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 198e: 84 

The system of direct, democratic; socialist, and collective 
management of enterprises and other economic-organizations 
permits optimum decisions synchronized with the national 
interest. 

Yu~os1avia 

ABSEESXI(2)(63) JaQ 1981: 73 

Yugoslavia has still not sorted out its attitude to private 
enterprise. 

-~-•• XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 88 

Example cited of how local political establishments are 
going clean against the federal policy of encouraging 
small-scale private enterprises. 

----. XV1(1)(78) Jan 1986: 93 

Josip ZUpanov, the distinguished sociologist gives a ver,y 
negative assessment of the current state of self-manage~nt. 

---0- ~ ~1(2)(82) 1987: 91 

There is still 'no general agreement as to what should be 
the st.ategic role of 'small-scale business' in Yugosla
vials future economic development. -

Dj odjic, Lazar. The paths of self-management •. 
(846-7) 5th~ooth July 1985: 3-5 
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Introduction of wor~ersr council. Economic enterprises 
were handed over to the workers for management. Restrict
edthe role of state to the'advantage of the workers' 
councils. . Overall social development on the lines of 
self-management. 

Dumas, Andre. Economic systems and participation. An 
C13Say on the practical experiences of participation. 
EAWM XVII(2) 1983: 177-000 , . 

Kurtesi,.Ilijaz. Thirty years of self-management. RIA 
XXXII(738) 5th Jan 1981: 14, 19-21 

LakiceV'i c , : M.· ABSEES XVII (3)( 83) 19871 97 , :. ' '0' 

Despite: the general policy change in favour of private 
enterprise, individual businessman are still harassed 
by bureaucratic arbitrariness at th~ local level. 

Maksimovic f Ivan., Social ownership in the Yugoslav. se1f'
management system •. EAWM XVII(2) 1983: 155-175 

Processes-of establishing and developing social ownership 
of a self-managing' type. Theoretical interpretation of 
the new type of' social ownership. Economic results and 
open-issues .and limitations in the implementation of' the 
self-management ownership model. 

. . 

Ostoj.ic, Slobodan~ Decentralization without hierarchy:· 
Experience of' Yugoslav enterprises. EA~~ XX(2) 1986: 
119-134 

The problem of' resource allocation in Complex (lrganiza
tions of Associated Labour (COALs). The resource alloca
tion mechanism in multidivisional corporations. Internal 
resource allocation in Yugoslav COALs- an evaluation. 

Prasnikar, .Yanez. Prices and workers self-managing integra-
.tion. STP XXVI(l) 1986: 21-33 . 

Effects of' prfces of product and faetorsof' production 
on the process of integration of workers·' . self-managing 
enterprises. 

-. The role of' the enterprise 'in the self-managed orga ... 
nization of' labour. (Tr. by Don Hank). EEE XXII(2) 
Winter 1983-84: 44-77 . 

Some political economic bases f'or the definition of' 
relations between the self-managed economy and com
modity production. B.r retaining commodity production 
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and its laws, the individual units of associated labour 
behave as self-managed firms. Results of an empirical 
analysis. Implications for the co-operative use of labour 
and resources and conditions that would have to be'created so 

thatthe cooperation of organizations of associated labour in 
the Yugoslav system of associated labour would be. motivated 
by genuine economic incentives for the working organizations 
the only thing that really guarantees their existance and 
the over-all stability of Yugoslav society. . 
.. . 

---. ...·he Yugoslav selt-managed enterprise and factors of"' 
its cf"ficiency. EAWM XVII(l) 19831 27",:,42 . 

Behaviour of an organization of associated labour"w'ht'ch 
is the basic production unit in the Yugoslav economy. 
Selection of variables tor determining the invluence 
of -fficiency factors on the efficiency of the work 
organizations interviewed. . 

---. The Yugoslav self-managed firm ~nd its behavior. EEE 
XXII(2) Winter 1983-841 3-43 '.' . '. . , 

Some of the results 'of an empirical investigation of the 
behaviour of self-managed firms are analysed. Managers 
and production workers in forty. Slovenian work organiza-
tions were investigated. The self-manp.ged firm and the 
changs in production volume. Principle for determimng 

. production volume. Personal incomes representing the. aim. 
of the self-managed firm. FlUctuation of labour force ,and 
personal incomes of workers. Principle of forming the 
personal income share wi thin the net income of the self ... 
managed firm. Accumulation as the final aim of the. seU
managed firm over the short term. Analysis of long~term 
behaviour of the self-managed firm. Sources of the inVest
ment financing of the self-managed firm.and investment 
allocation. The self-managed firm and its influence on 
prices of products. A typical self-managed firm adjusts 
its business decisions to the existing facilities and to 
the existing facil1 ties and to the market research of its 
products, and on .the basis maximizes theincom~ of the 
firm. 

Rakic, Vojislav. Social ownership and open questions in 
the Yugoslav economic system. STP XXVI(l) 19861,5,:,".00 

Th~; Resolution of the Third Congress of self-managers of 
Yugoslavia. YS xnI(3) Aug 1981J a-al . 

On workers' control over social reproduction. ~n the 
earning and allocation of income and distribution of 
tunds for personal incomes according to the results. 
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of current and past labour. Se1f-management- based Asso
ciation, linkage and planning. For delegate decision
making and socialization of policy. Essential tasks in 
further material and social development and econOmic 
stabilization programme. . 

Stambuk, Vladimir. Self-management thirty-five years after. 
RIA XXXVI (850) 5th Sept-1985' 29-31 

Zebot, Cyril A. Yugos1aviafs "se1f-management ,r on trial. 
(A review of books). PC XXXI(2) Mar-Apr 1982: 42-49 

The books under review concentrate on the economy' of 
Yugosl~via, especially its "Self-management". 

3. I NTERNATI ONAL ECoNOMIOS. FI NANCE, FORE! GN TRADE 
• 4 i.: i" 

CMmA, INTEGRATION. JOINT VENTURES 

More. than one cou~ 

ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 19811. 35 

A survey of Comecon organisation and acti~ities, prepared 
on the occasion of the 34th Meeting in Prague. 

---a XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 42 

Main points from the final communique issued by the 34th 
Conference of Comecon member states in Prague, 17-19/6/80. 

---a XI(3)(64) May 1981: 35 

The.economic observer of ~ASS, Alexander Stroganov reviews 
-the development of relations between Comecon and ESC 
during the last few years. . , 

• XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 6, 30 

The 35th-Session of Comacon took place on 2-4 July in 
Sofia. All the member cou~tries and Yugoslavia repre-
sented. . 
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---. XII(3)(67) May 1982: 43 

Importance or the Comecon market for exports of its member 
countries. ' , 

---. XIII(1){68) Sept 1982: 64 

Survey on the payment system in operation between Comecon 
countries, with statistical data on credits granted by the 
International Investment Bank. 

---. XV(3)(76) May.1985. 34 
I ~,.' .. ..,.t-" _,.... ~ ~.... , 

The Comecon Executive Committee' held i til 1l3thSession in 
.Moscow· the items discussed were aid to Ethiopia, co-' 
operation in production of flexible automated production 
systems, reconstruction of roads and railways of interna
tional importance. 

---. XV(3)(76) May 19&~: 34 

Short survey of reciprocal trade among the Comecon coun
tries. 

---. XV(3)(76) May 1985: 35 , , 

A j oint venture of the CSSR, GDR Hungary in the USSR' . 
to build a combine for enrichment of Krivoy Rogiron ore 

',was approved by the Havana Session of Comecon in 1984. 

---. XV(3)(76) May 1985: 35 

Short survey of economic cO-operation between Comecon 
and certain socialist developing countries. 

• XV(3)(76) May 1985: 64 

Report of the XXXIV Session of Comecon at Havana,. Cuba, 
Oct. 1984 • 

• XV(4)(77) sept 1985. 60 

Report on Session :x:xxv of the Comecon Commission on plan
ning. Tighter co-operation is emphasized to reduce depen
dence on import ,of new technologies, 

---. XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 64 

A prognosis of Comecon trade in 1985-90 is published; 
it was 'prepared by Lodz University. 
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ABSEES XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 32 

A survey of CThlEA achievements in developing countries over 
the past 20 years. 

---a XVII(1)(8l) 1987: 25 

Achievements of Comecon, especially in assisting the less 
developed socialist states. 

---. XVII(2)(82) 1987: 47 

The 42nd Congress of CMEA identified areas where co
operation nas not produced the required re.sults. 

Activities of the International Bank for Economic Coopera
tion in 1985.. CED (8) Dec 1986: 10-18 

National income, industrial production,and total foreign 
trade turnover of the CMEA countries. Vmlume of payments 
between ·the member countries of the Bank. Volume of 
credits granted to the member countries of the Bank. 

Alster, L. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 39 

New directions for the closer economic integration of 
Comecon economies and individual enterprises have issued 
from the recent.Moscow CMEA Meeting. 

Bajaj, Nee lam. Trade with East Europe. FE loth Oct 19811 5 

I ndia I s trade wi th Eas t Europe. 

Bapat, B.G. Multilateralisation of the Intra-CMEA trade. 
AV (4) Dec 19841 325-34£) 

The toreign trade system ot the CMEA countries is the 
product of their system of economic planning. Towards 
multilateralisation. The International Bank tor Economic 
Cooperation for socialist block. The transferable ruble • 

. Belovic, A. Coordination of capital investment among 
CMEAmember nations •. PRE XXVI (7) Nov 1983: 47-64· 

The voluntary and planned bilateral or multilateral 
activity ot interested fraternal countries with regard 
to the co-ordinated (joint) use or amalgamation of their 
national investments in the joint resolution of common 

. 'economic problems. The object of coordination ot 
capital investments is not the entire volumeot capital 
investments ot countries belonging to the socialist 
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community but is primarily the part that is directly linked 
to their participation in new construction projects or the 
expansion reconstruqtion, modernization. and technical re
tooling of existing enterprises whose output is used to 
resolve cOlllnon economic problems based on the development 
o~ the international socialist division of labour. The 
creation of optimal production capacities. The rational 
location of production capacities. Improvement of the 
structure of production. 

Beranac, Milorad. COMECON Summit. RIA XXXV(827) roth sept 
·1984: 15-16 

Bertsch, Gary, et.al. East-West techriology transfer and. 
export controls. OOW 26(2) June 1981: 116-136 

The nature of technology transfer mechanisms, level and 
impact. The mUltilateral control mechanisms and their 
e~~ectiveness. Performance of the Multilateral Co-ordi
nating Committee in restricting the eastward flow of 
technology. Competing Western rationales for restricting 
technology transfers. E~~ectiveness depends upon agree
ment on a coherent,_realistic export control rationale. 

Bhattaeharyya, B. Legal regime of India1s bilateral trade 
agreements with East European countries. FTR 12(3) 
Oct-Dec 1977: 437-449 

Clauses of establishment. 
status, bilateral balance 
payments, legal entities, 
representation. 

Clauses regarding the MFN 
o~ trade, composition of trade. 
settlement of disputes ,trade 

Bielecki, M. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 65 

Integration of the socialist countries. 

Bogatyi, N. Rnd Ol'shanyi, A.D. Economic and trade coopera
tion between the CMEA countries. and India. (Tr. by Michel 
Vale). SEEFl' XXI(1-2-3) Spring-Summer-Fa11 19851 233-246 

Whereas in the early '50S the share of the CMEA countries 
in India1s foreign trade was less than 1%, in 1982; 
according. to data available ,. these countries accounted for 
25% o~ India1s total exports and 13% of Intliafs total 
imports. Economic and technical eo-oporation •. IndUstrial 
cooperation and other forms of economic relations. 

Bognar, Jozsef. Changing position of Europe in the world 
economy and East-west economic relations~ HBH(l) 19851 
11-14 . 
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Bognar, Jozsef. New world economic forces and the evolution 
of East-West relations.DP .8(2) Autumn 1987' 95-105 

Bogomolov, Oleg. CMEA: trends and prospects. Economic 
strategy for the 198OS. SOS XV(2) 1984: 27-29 

---. Economic relations between social1stand caPitalist 
countries. (~~. by Ario Schultz). SEEFT XVII(3) Fall 
1981: 6'4-85 . 

The diversity of economic relations between East and West 
ultimately finds its reflection in the volume and structure 
of trade, which is traditionally the mll.j or form of busi~ 
ness relations. Statistics. 

Bonev, A. ABSEm XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 35 

Participation of various East European countries in 
Interatominstrument. 

Brada, Josef C. Determinants of the pattern and consequen
ces of MNC activity in East Europe ~nd Latin America. 
DP 3 Spring 1982:96-128 

Examination of the operation of MNCs in two different 
regions of the world. Diverse economic and. social sett
ings. MNC as a mechanism for the internationll.l transfer 
of resources. Environments. Host country access to 
foreign markets. Natural resources. Labour. Capital 
stock. Technology. The system. Resource allocation. 
Distribution of income. Policies. Quantitative and' 
qualitative perspective. Outcome of MNC activity. 

• Editor's Introd·uction. (Foreign trade prices and 
exchange). SEEFT XXIII(4) Winter 1987-88: 3-4 

---~. Introduction: Soviet and East European analyses of 
foreign trade developments in 1970s and 198Os. Pal!t I: 
Econometric studies of trade, adjustment and deflation. 
(Voices from the maelstrom). SEEFT XXIII{l) Spring 1987: 
3-5 . . 

East-European countries experienced series of external 
. 'shocks that forced a reversal of short-term econoiDic 
policies .and a· rethinking of long-term development 
strategies, during the 1970s. Large and sophisticated 
literature.' on this topic in the western as well as in 
socialist countries. The deterioration in terms of 
trade forced the East European countries to increase 
their real volume' of exports and to reduce their real 
volume of imports. Accumulation 'of East European debt 
reached a le.vel too high so that possibility of a 
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gradual adjustment to the new :terms of trade through ' 
additional borrowing evaporated. East European countries 
wi tho the exception of GOO adopted strongly deflationary 
policies. . 

---a IntroductioDi Soviet and East European analysis- of 
foreign trade developments in the 1970s and-1980s. Part 
Part II: structure and direction of socialist trade and 
development. SEEFT XXIII (2) Summer 1987: 3-5 

Restructuring of economic activity to reflect higher ener
gy prices. Cut-backs in investment and particularly in 
equipment purchases from the west have prevented Eastern 
European industries from reequipping and updating their'· 
factories, thus making their products less able to meet 
domestic demands and those of an increas ingly- demanding 
Soviet market, not to mention those of western markets. 

• Introduction: Soviet and East European analysis of 
foreign trade developmentsin.1970s and 1980s. 
Part III: Way~ out of the .crisis. Part IV, The Polish 
crisis-reform or muddling through? SEEFT XXIII(3) Fall 
19A7: 3-7 

Attention on trade and debt-servicing .problems. In Hunga
rynew waves of reform -.in economic mechanism. In GOO 
plan-improving reforms. Foreign trade is used _to serve 
the new growth strategy. First, it is to link domestic 
pllOducers and consumers to the world market, promoting -
efficiency and technical progress. Second, it is to 
serve as· a means of acquiring new technology in the rorm 
of machinery and licenses from the west and as a supple-
ment to domestic savings through foreign loal1$. -_Not pro
ving successfUl. Prospects for the future. 

---a Soviet subsidization of Eastern Europe I the primscr 
of economics over-poli tics? (A review article). JOE ' 
9(1) Mar 1985: 80-92 

The level and distribution of'Soviet subsidies to'various 
East EUropean countries, which Marrese and Vanous attri
bute in their book, Soviet subsidization of trade with 
Eastern Europe: a SoVIef-~~C£IVe:s;-to polieical. con
siderations, are expTaine here as, tor the most part,' 
the normal outcomes of ' the economic integration or a 
bloc with relative resource endowment differing from ._ 
those obtaining in the rest of the world •. ThestaUs
tical methods used by Marrese and Vanous tOo calculate' 
the subsidies are also criticized. Estimating ;Lmpli~i t 
subsidies. . 
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Brada, Josef and Jackson, Marvin R. Editors' Introduction' 
(Foreign trade problems). SEEFT XX(2) Summer 1984: 3-5 

The issue of m~ reform. Cutwa~d-look1ng and inward
looking strategy to resolve the CMEA's problems. Trade 
problems at a micro-level. Problem of CMEA monetary 
relations. CMEA institutions- role. 

---. Introduction. SEEFT XX( 4) Winter 1984-85, 3-6' 

CMEA integration problems. 

• Introduction. SEEFT XXII(l) Spring 1986: 3-5 
, , 

Problems of financial aspects of foreign trade "that is 
prices 1 exchange rates, interest rates, value comparisons 
over t1me and such other problems. , 

---. Introduction. (CMEA and external trade). SEEFT 
XXII (2) Summer 1986: 3-5 

---. . Technological cooperation and specialization-
an introduction. 8EE:FT JCa(4) Winter 1985-86, 3-5. 

If the economic framework of the CMEA does not change, 
what bope is there that its members will suceed in stimu
lating economic growth by the development' of intra-CMEA 
trade? . By making greater efforts to share technology 
and to negotiate -agreements for specialization at the 
branch and intra-branch levels. . . . - -

. and Mendez, Jose A. Economic integration among. 
developed, developing,and centrally planned economics, 
a comparative analysis. RES LXVII(4) Nov 1985: 549-556 

While the combinati.on of policy and system has kept the 
~A from achieving its full potential for increasing 
inter-member trade, its effectiveness does not differ·· 
from that of unions among market economies. 

Braune, H.J. ABSEESXV(2){75) .Jan 1985: 36 

The socialist economies are entering a new phase .in the 
international division of labour. . 

Bykov, Alexander. CMEA: trends and prospects. Integra
tion of science and production. 80s XV(2) 1984: 64-74 

Cerny, M. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 41 

Discussion of the long-term target programmes adopted 
within the programme of Comecon 'economic cooperation 
and speculation. 
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Chalupsky, Zdenek and Tauchman, Josef. Theoretical problems 
of the international socialist economic integration. CEP 
(20)' 1982: 47-64 

International economic relations under conditions of the 
international socialist economic integration. Categories 
of the international socialist economic relation. System 
of planned management or the proces s of the international 
economic integration. 

Changing intensity of East-West trade,. 1955-1984.EBE 
37(chnpter 3) 1~851 85-129 

Historical background: Impact of political distance •. 
Economic integration in- East and west. Eastern imports 
of capital goods. Increasing eastern exports of fuels. 
Tightening balance of payments constraints. East-west 
trade in the framework of trade within the ECE region: _ 
a statistical account. Trade between Western Europe and 
individual east European countries. Trade ~ntensity co
efficients and the valuation of intra-CMEA trade flows. 

Checinski, Michael. Warsaw Pact/CElIA military-economic 
trends.. PC XXXVI(2) Mar-Apr 1987: 15-28 

A number of objective factors seem to be affording the 
East European states modestly increased influence in the 

- making of defense-industrial decisions within the Bloc. 
The reVolution in arms technology, shifts' 1n Warsaw Pact 
doctrine, and the growing economic importance of arms 
transfers-gratis ·and for hard currency- bas increased 
the stakes of Ea:stern Europe in military-economic' issues 
and also afforded them greater room for manoeuvre. Arms 
control agreements and a further shift toward technologi
cal competition with the West could lend impetus to this 
trend. . , 

Chernenkols chunterers. ET 291 21st Apr 19841 13-14 

Problems of the member countries of Comecon amongst them
selves. Problem of Russian oil prices. Exports and 
imports. 

Chishti, Sumltra. Indiafs-trade with East Europe: An over
all view. FTR 12(1), Apr-June 1977: 1-29 

Scope and types of India's trade and economic cooper~tion 
with East Europe. Trends and effects of this trade. Pro- . 
spects under Bilateral Payments Ag,reements. East-West 
trade and economic cooperation. Economic reforms i~ East 
Europe~n countries. Intra-CMEA trade and economic co~ 
operntion. Trade with non-communist developing countries. 
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Issues emerging on India1s trade with Eastern Europe
diversification of exports and imports-paymehts mechanism
non-trade measures. 

Chishti, Sum1tra. Negotiating with 
tries including the Soviet Union. 
1986: 67-71 

the East European coun
FTR xn(l) ,Apr-June' 

Main features of the East European and the Soviet"system 
from the point of view of commercial negotiations. 

Chukanov, Olimp. CMEA: trends and prospects. Integration 
and intensification of the socia.list economy. SOS 
XV(2) 1984: 13-26 

Chvojka; P. General. problems of inter-dependence among 
individual components of the. CMEA international. monetary 
system. AO 25(3-4) 1980: 291-306 

The author attempts to evaluate existing forms of monetary 
equivalent functioning in the international economic re
lations. of the CMEA countries. Transferable rouble. 
National currencies with the system. Alien currencies 
within the system. 

Cipiur (PAP). ABSEES·XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 64-

Communication of the Vice-Prime Minister on the changing 
economic relations within Comecon. 

CMEA: A quinquennial balancs-sheet. (contributed). FTR 
12(2) July-Sept 1977: 296-317 

c~mA- anynamic economic area. Socialist international 
division of labour. Coordination of economic plans. 
Coordinat:i.o!1 of joint integration measures. Trade with 
USSR,of other members of CMEA increasing. Integration in 
science and technology. m~A economic associations. 
ermA coordination centres. Interkosmos Programme. 

CMEA member countries I international economc organisa
tions: expanding forms 'Jf cooperation. 'WMR27(9) 
~ept 1984: 124-128 .' 

CMEA1s high ... tech co-operation programme •. SLB(2) June 
1986: 236-238 

Comecon. ET 291 23rd June 1984: 33-34 
.. 

Problems between the member countries •. Transferable 
rouble is not really transferable. Trade turns into 
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clumsy barter~ Problem of Soviet energy prices. Techno
logy and exports. 

Comecon debt. ET 289 3rd Dec 1983: 88 

The Report from the U.N. Economic Commission for Europe 
(ECE) indicates that the eastern block has weathered the 
financial crisis that struck in 1981 reasonally well. 

Comecon trick. ET 305 17th Oct 1987. 49 

EEC and COMECON negotiations for trade. 

Commodity structure of East European and Soviet trade at. 
constant prices. a statistical note. EBB 37(Chapter 4) 
1985: 131-167 

The need for separate estimates of trade by main commodity 
groups for the intra-CMEA market (rouble trade area) and 
the world marke t (convertible currency trade area) arises 
from the sharp divergence of price movements in these two 
trading areas from the early1970s on. Markets. Commodi
ty groups. Deflation.:· Comparison with national trade 
volume indices. Statistical tables I Individual country
wise exports at constant prices to socialist countries, 
to non-socialist countries, imports at constant prices 
from socialist countries, fromnon-socinlist countries, 
total trade at constant prices, exports and imports for 

. the years 1960 to 1984. 

Credit-policy discrimination has no prospects. CED (7) 
Oct/Nov 1986: 21-29 

Monetary policy. Allegations about excessive indebted. 
ness of the CMEA. 

Csaba, Laszlo. Adjustment to the world economy in Eastern 
Europe. AO 30(1) 1983: 53-75 

Rate of growth, economic reform and adjustment to the 
world economy. The problems of the oil price hike and 
other factors of extraordinary significance, that have 
chanted the type of growth as well as the prospects 
for development in the world economy. which have had 
a shocking effect on East European countries and have 
radically transformed their prospects for economic 
development too. The role of the policy of import pub-. 
stitution. Agriculture and the. world market. Energy 
sector and the world economy. Alternatives for East
South division of l~bour: 1) Solvent countriesl 
a) OPEC and similar exporting countries. b) the so
called newly industrializing countries. 2) Less-
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deve loped-.count.\'."ies. 

Csaba, Laszlo. eMBA in a changing world. otn, 31(3) 
Sept 1986: 218-238 

The CMmA countries I 'loosing ground in the world market 
as measured in relative market shares., The share of 
Western- nations grew only in the total· trade of the 
Soviet Union and not of other Bast European countries. 
Since the export performance was sluggish, import cuts 
are not the proper remedy. Impact of mew Soviet priori
ties concerning East European supply structures on the 
international-economic adjustment possibilities of the 
latter., Critical appraisal of the ways East European 
countries dealt with these issues and alternative pro
posals _that could lead to a more efficient way of- coping 
these new problems. 

• . Impacts of world economic changes on the CMBA. AO 
25(1-2) 1980:93-115 

- . 
New developments in world economy-new external conditions. 
Inner factors determining the development- of the CMEA
common problems of the member-countries. Raw material 

_and -energy problem. Other problems. How did the- CMEA
integrati~n react to world -influences? Integration as 
a tool ot export orientation. 

• Integration i·nto the world economy and the coopera
tion of the CMBA countries in planning. oOW 28(2) 
June 19R3: 105-122 

. .-. 
In the. 1970s fundamental changes in the system of world
wide economic rela1;ions faced the CMEA countries with 1;he 
necessity to integrate' into the world economy and to 
et:lhance regional (CMEA) integration at the same time. 
Plan coordination; target programs and joint 1nVl!Btment 
projects became the main instruments of the latter. 
However, the whole CMEA integration process suffers from 
the so far not adequatelY developed financial system 
within the Eastern communityl An improved adjustment 
to the conditions of the world economy reqUires -the 
activation of commodity market and monetary relations 
which would also serve the promotion of intl'a-CMEA
integration. . _ . ..' . 

---~ International conference on the development of 
the CMBA financial system. (A revin) o' A025(3-4) 
1980: 359~363 . 
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---. Joint investments and mutual advantages in the CMEA
retrospection and progn0sis. SS ~I(2) Apr 19851 
227-247 

Investment contributions and the underdeveloped state of 
the monetary sphere in the CMEA. Joint investments in 
the CMEAare implemented primarily in the extractive In~ 
dustries and the energy sector, mainly in the form of . 
investment credit$. Emergence and first wave of invest
ment contributions. Impact of the comprehensive programme 
and the second wave of joint investments. Experiences and 
lessons of the 1970s. Re-emergence of the issue· in the 
19/3()S. Temporary decline in the extens!onof investment. 
credits during 1973-83. Over-ambitious aims were filtered 
out of the finally approved version of the five long-term 
target programmes. The major factor influencing the 
future of investment credits in the CMEA is the increasing 
demand of tho Soviet economy for the products of Eastern 
European countries. 

• Planning and finances in the decade after the adopt:i.on 
of the eomprehensive programme in the CMEA.. AO 27(3 .. 4) 
1981: 351-372 . 

Analyzing tho causes for the . lack of success in the attain
ment of the real transfe:rabil1ty of the common currency 
of the CMEA in the 1970s the author reviews three sets of 
causes. He explains that along with rea.l econ0mie, insti
'tutional fact~rs also played a role; in the increase in the 
shareof'extra -.regional cooperation of the .. turnover 'of . 
individual member-states. Analyzing new developments in 
cooperation in planning he examines the linkage of long
term special purpose programmes with national planning 
systems. Analyzing the financial sphere he explains why . 
the different pa.rtial rinancial improvements, envisaged 
by the Comprehensive Programme have not come into being. 
Finally he looks into the possibil1 ties of creating a con
vertible national currency of a single (individual) CMEA
member-state. Regional iLltegration and global divlsion of 
labour. 

Csikos-Nagy, B. ABSEES XIII (2)(69) Jan 19831 50 

Necessary initiatives by the Comecon countries t1 speed 
up the creation of a convertible socialist currency. 

Czerkawski, Krzystof. Th~ indebtedness of socialist coun
tries to the West. (Tr. by Don Hank). SEEFT XVlI(4) 
Winter 1981-82c 21-34; EEE XXI(l) Fall 1982c 77-90 
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An analysis of· the dynamics and structure of socialist 
countries I share in transactions on the international.cre
dit market demostrates that the interest 'of these countries 
in credit operations has its origins in the process of 
political detente and closer economic cooperation between 
East and West. Long-term, medium-term,and short-term 
credit and "investment transactions.crossing thebounQaries 
of one'country and~oncluded in the international credit 
market. Indebtedness of European socialist countries in 
hard currencies.. Euro-credi ts to socialist countries. 
Classification of banks conducting credit transactions 
for socialist countries. Loan payments byCMEAcountrie~ 
in free "cUl'rencies. " ~","i 

de Fiumel, Henryk.. Problems of implementing EEO genera'! 
trade policy toward socialist countries. . (Tr. by Don. 
Hank). SEEFT XVII(4) Winter 1981-821 50-65 

Deitz, Raimund. Price changes in soviet foreign 'trade with 
. the CMEA and the rest of the world since 1975. (Tr. by 
Michel Vale). SS XVII(3) FaU 1981, 3-63 

The mechanism of price formation in intra-CMEA trade .. , The 
Bucharest price formula. The modified price formula.. . 
The New"price formula: Example of Soviet oil pr1ce policy •. 
Price changes in Soviet foreign trade. Soviet terms of 
trade upto 1980. New price formula and Intra-Bloc trade. 
Method for calculating the unit value indices •. Statistical 
tables available. 

Determinants of East-West trade. EBE 33(Chapter 3) 1981: 
3.1-3.50 

Model used for the analysis of functional relationships. 
Equations reflecting the development of east-west trade. 
Economic activity variable. Price and policy variables. 
Policies in western countries concerning their exports 
to eastern countries. Industrial cooperation. Supply 

. capacity •. Activity variables", Total imports, exports 
commodity-wise. Statistics. . 

Developments· in Soviet arms exports and imports, 1980"'83. 
SEEFT XXI(1-2-3) Spring-Summer-Fall 1985& 74-79 

The most important group of commodities in exports are 
fae1s. The second most important export item is arms. 
The faster growth in Soviet imports of·arms than exports 
during 1981-83 probably· reflects two developments. . 
First the Soviet Union was willing to accept more East 
European arms to offset the rapidly growing East Euro
pean energy import bill from the Soviet Union. Second, 
it is quite likely that the Soviets reexported at 
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leas t some of the arms imported from Eastern Europe to 
the Third World. 

Dimov, A.ABSBlES XII(l) (65)' sept 1981; '07 

Survey of the present state of ;economic integration of 
the Comecon countries., ' . 

Dobozi, Istvan. Intra-OlEA minerai cooperation:' Iinplica
tions for trade with OECD and Third World countries. 

,DP 7(2) Autumn 1986: 46-47 

The purpose of this paper is to inves tigate, the me chariism of 
tnter action between'intra-CMEA non-fuel mineralcoopera

tion and CMEA's relations with non-socialist world. His
torical context of CIIEA's raw-material problem, the pre
energy crisis period. ·Efforts to solve'problem through 
joint. multilateral projects. Rising importance of hard~ 
currency trade and bilateral haDd-goods barters. CMEA 
resource cooperation in the eighties: ,Difficulties. ;'Terms 
of trade between .CMEA and the world market. Effects of 
raw material exports as policy i~trument for balance-of
payments adjustment., Intra-CMEAtrade creating role of 
nard currency settlements. JLeakage' of someSovie.traw 

. material exports to CMEA to the west for. hard 'currency. 
Intra-CMEA trade as uncertainty mitigating factor for 
the Soviet planning system. Net impact on East-West 
and Eas t-S ou thmine raltrade • . 

--a Pattern, determinants and prospects of East-South 
economic relations. DP 8(1) Spring 1987:80:-101 

An,attempt has been made to discern the underlying forces 
shaping East-South exchanges and to identify the nature. 
of implicit division of labour between the two groups of 
countries. It was found that the Eas~lsmidde positi9n 
between West and South 1s an important key to explain the 
pattern of East-South trade. The pattern of East:-South 
trade, is it a rep~ica of East-West trade? An open East
South trade. conflict in the Western markets. "Use of 
East-South trade as balance payments correction device 
by the CMEA countries. East as underperformer in pro
viding economic assistance to the South. Main forces 
shaping the ,future evolution of East~South economic 
relations. 

---. The politics of international economi~processes: 
East-West, North-South and West-West rellitions. 
DP 6(1) Spring 1985: 5-13 
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The 'interwinning of economic and political processes is 
mos t . striking in the '!los tpoliticized sphere of, intez:
national economic relations. Political impacts of East
West economic relations. North-South economic relations. 

Dobozi, Istvan. Prospects for East-South economic inter
action in the changing international environment. SEEFT 
XXI(l~2~3) Spring-Summer-Fall 1985: 27~39 

Issues related to East-South relations in the framework· 
of the world trade system. Magnitude of the trade, flows • 

. ,The i.nteresting ,aspect of the flows between East and 
South is that relatively, speaking,. they arE!' significantly 
more important for the East European countries than for 
the developing countri~s~ Another interesting problem 1s 
whether the socialist countries will be able to use their 
balance-of-trade surpluses, with the South to offset their 
balance-of-trade deficits with respect. to the West. ,Trade 
structure between socialist countries and developing coun
tries.reflects the character of the socialist countries, 
their status in the world economy as intermediate economi
es. Sout~related import picture is dominated by primary 
commodities. Foreign trade strategy of the CMEA countries 
not imaginative enough. Insignificant share of manufac
tured goods in the socialist countries' imports from 
deve loping countries. Few maj or forces that will shape 
the future of East-South economic relations. Trend in 
the East European countries for the labour force to become 
increasingly scarceand expensive. The socialist countries 
will be increasingly forced to import manufactured goods 
from the South i,n order to upgrade and modernize their 
indUstrial structure. There is 8 set of lenvironmental 
factors I that shapes the prospective evolution of East
South economic interaction. East-South relations in 
national resources. CMEA integration has to a large 
extent been ~ extractive indUstry integration. The acute 
problems in the area of natural resources supply will make 
the evolution toward accelerated manufactured goods imports 
very difficult. A policy dilemma for East European cou~ 
tries. Another complicated issue is the manufactured , 
goods cooperation problem in the CMEA. East-West foreign 
economic relations and East-South relations. Third World 
si tuation is also an important factor. Modernization of 
the eXisting organizational background of East-South 
economic relations necessary. _ 

---a Technology'transfer between developing countries and 
Eastern Europe-mechanisms, obstacles, and prospects. 
DP 3 Spring 1982: 149~165 
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• 

--Featt1r~s of",~chnolagy.:trarurf'er '6etwe.ec:::.tbeot"a:;grolIpS~lG:f' 
countries. Economic and institutional conditions. 'Inte
grated type of technology transfer~ Foreign trade in 
machines and equipment. Technical assistance in the 
creation of productive capacities. Project design studies 
and consulting engineering. Licencing agreements. Joint 
ventures. ,Technical.assistance in human-factor develop
ment. Prospective development of technology transfer 
between the two groups of countries., ' 

Drabek, Zdenek and Greenaway, David. Economic integration 
and intra-industry tradel ERC and Cl~A compared. KL 
37(3) 1984: 444--469 . . 

Examination of the casual links between intra-industry 
trade and economic integration and whether these links 
can be expected to differ systematically between customs 
unions inv')lving, developed' market economies and those 
involving' centrally planned economies. Intra-industry 
trade is measured for members of EEe and compared with 
indices for various members of CMEA. It is found that 
aver~ge levels of intra-industry trade are higher for 
BEC comntries and various explantions for this finding 
are dis cus sed. ' , 

Dtabkin, A. ABSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1~82: 43 

Statistical data on intra-Comecon foreign trade, and the 
. part played by the USSR • 

• .ABSEES XIII (2) (6Q) Jan 1983: 'Zl 

About the Comecon joint construction of the SOViet gas 
pipelines to certain non-:-communist countries in Europe~·,. 

Dukic, Srecko. Comecon and, the technological challenge. 
RIA xxxvr(854) 5th Nov 1985: 11-14 ' 

Eas t-Wes t economic relationships. EEE 34, 35 (Chapter 2) 
1982, 1983: 2.1-2.52, 2.1-2.56 

Trade volumes; prices and current account balances. Trade 
by commodity. - structure. East-West financial relations. 
Commercial credits. Officially backed credits. Factors 
affecting western imports and eastern imports. western 
exports. Some factors affecting the outlook of East.., , 
West trade. Statistics., 

East-West economic relationships. EEE 38(Chapter 2) 1986t 
21-48 
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Recent changes in ~t-West trade'and financial relation
ships, with special attention to the impact of the latest 
developments in fuel markets on trade within the ECE 
region. Overview of recent developments and short-term 
prospects. Data on the developments in trade in volume 
terms, estimates of unit value changes and of trade 
balances. Recent developments in financial flows. 

East-West economic relationships. EBB 39(Chapter 2) Oct 
1987: 17-43 ' 

This. chapter reviews recent changes in Eas t-lileElt trade and 
financial relationships, with special reference to the 
adjustments in response to recent changes .in the terms of 
teade'within the ECE region. It includes an assessment 
of near-term prospects and pr~sents,data· on the develop~ 
ments in trade in volume terms, estimates of unit value 
of changes and of trade balances. Recent developments 
in financial flows are reviewed. 

East-West trade. EEm 32(Chapter 3) 19AQ: 72-98 

General trends. Factors determining the growth of East
West trade,. Economic activity in Western countries and 
pl'lrticulArly aggregate import demand 1s clearly one of 
the prime determinants. Economi c growth in eastern COUIr 
tries and growth of Western exports to the area. Commer
cial: pOlicies. East-West economic cooperation. Joint 
ventures. Trade in licences. Trade by commodities. The 
balance of payments. Statis tics. 

East..,.West trade. EBB 33(Chapter 2) 1981: 2.1-2.591 chart 
2.1-2.3 

East-West trade: volumes, prices and trade balances. 
Invisibles and current account balance of payments. Trade 
by commodities. Changes in the commodity structure of 
East-West trade. Details on a number of co-operation 
agreements. Factors influencing the development of East
West trade. East-West financial cooperation. Statistics. 

East-West trade skids on oil into a bureaucratic wall. 
ET. 299 5th April 1986: 67-68 

In 1985, while the volume of world trade was 'growing 6~, 
the Volume of trade with Comecon, the Soviet-led trad
ing·group, fell 5~. During 1986, it is likely to fall 
further. Oil prices crashing. Economic growth in Come
con is slowing. 

E 8 st-West traders raise the curtain. ,ET 290 7th Jan • 
. 19A4: 60-61 
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Eastern imp~rts of machinery and equipment, 1960-1985. 
EBE 39(Chapter 3) 1986: 49-97 

An attempt t~ re-examine some of the key issues, incorpo
rating intra-CMEA trade in machinery and equipment in 
thls analysis. Data and definitions of regional groups. 
Descriptive overview ~f eastern machinery imports. Role 
of imported machinery in the eastern economies. Share of 
machinery in total eastern imports. Development of east
west trade. Imports of mach1nery and. their changing role 
in investment and technical change. Were eastern machinery 
purchases primar1~y responsible for the build~up ot eastern 
debt? Role of machinery trade in eastern external adjust
ment, 1976-1985. Has eastern trade in machinery turned 
'inward' or 'outward'? Statistical data and charts •. 

Ebbersbach, Annette. The development of socialist foreign 
trade theory in the conditions of the 1980s.(Tr. by 
Michel Vale). SEEFT XXIII(2) Summer 19871 94-117 

Foreign trade relations as a foundation of economic deve
lopment. Interrelations between domestic domest1c eco
namie and international. developments. The involvement of 
planned management of the foreign trade process in the 
mechanism of putting to w~rk the econamie laws of socia-. 
I1sm, in particular t~ ensure a steep increase in economic 

'performance and a further convergence of the management 
systems ,of the different CMEA countries. 

Ebbersbach, Annettee. Experiences and tasks in improving 
the planning and economic stimUlation of foreign trade 
for the furtherance of economic strategy. (Translated). 
SEEFT XXIII(3) Fall 1987: 74-86 

Report on a major international COlloquium held in the 
GDR. The participants in the colloquium review the current 
thinking within the CMEA on both theoretical ,and practical 
issues of foreign trade and author's summaries'of these 
views suggest that controversy and a desire for change 
are the order of the day. 

Egoshin, E.· ABSEES XlI(1)(65) Sept 1981: 5 

Article discusses mutual trade between Comecon countries. 

Engineering Export Promotion Council, Calcutta. Engineering 
goods exports to East murope. FTR 12(1) Apr-June'1977. 
115-137 ' 

Marketing prospects in East Europe- industrial activi ty
imports-special features- market potentia,-- market infor
mation- individual country-wise of East European region. 
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Review of exports from India, potential available and 
upward revision of targets. Trade plan provisions vis-a
vis performance. Long-term trade prospects. Characteris
tics of trading under bilateral trade plans. Planning 
imports. Import operations. Specific advantages of bila
terl'll. tra(l.e plans. Strategy and action plan for increasing 
exports-various measures- special marketing drive. 

Exports of manufactures from eastern Europe and the Soviet 
Union to the developed market economiex, 1965-1981. EBE 
35(Chapter 3) 1983: 3.1-3.69 .' 

"Data-exporters~markets and products. ,Stat:tsti.cal over-. 
view of eastern exports to the west. Market shares and 
the product pattern market pattern and performance com
ponents: long term trends. .Product pattern, market pattern 
and performance components of market share change, by sub
period. Statistics. 

Faddeev, N.V. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981, 5 

A survey of forthcoming Comecon cooperative venturas as 
agreed at the 34th General Session of the Council. 

Fifteen years of the International Centre for Scientific 
and Technical Information: Interview wi th the Editorial 
Board. (Tr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT XXI (4) Winter 1985-86. 
16-28' . 

History of the Center and tasks before it. Functioning 
of the Center. Main information services. Improvement 
of the international system of scientific and technical· 
information of the CMEA countries. International co
operation. FutUre activities. 

Fingerland, Jaroslav. O~ looks ahead realistically and 
with optimism. OED (3) May 1984: 55-62 

Intensification and growth dynamics. Need for qualitative 
development of integration. 

and Diakin, B. ABSEES XII(3){67) May 1982. 40 

Criticism of inefficient foreign trade in Comecon am 
analysis of some obstacles to more efficient integration 
within··the grouping. . . 

Fink, Gerhard. 
in the CMEA. 

Settlement system and hard ~urrency trade 
SEEFT XXII(l) Spring 19861 68-82 
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The development of price formation in intra-CMEA trade. 
Reasons for the dis tinctionbe tween, 'hard' and 'softl 
commodities. Settlement in hard currencies. Hungary1s 
trade in hard currency. The hard-currency transactions 
of Poland and Romania. " 

For mutual beneficial cooperation. CED (6) Sept/Oct 19861 
40-42 

Foreign trade developments in eastern Europe and the Soviet 
Union. EBE 32(Chapter 2) 1980: 45-71 

General developments. Deve lopment poltcies. Trade by 
major regians. Foodstufts were the most dynamic product 
group in eas tern imports. , Trade in broad commodi ty groups. 
Review by country. Trade between Eastern countries,. i.e. 
intra-cr~A trade. Economic cooperation between the CMEA 
countries. Trade with developing countries. Statistics. 

Franklin, 
survey. 
numbers 

Daniel and Moreton, Edwina. Inside COMECON I a 
ET 295 20th Apr 1985, 1-18 (between the page 

50 and 51) . .' 

Comecon is stumbling over its own bureaucratic bootlaces. 
Gan it pick itself up quickly enough in the Gorbachev era 
to get back into the world economic race:~ There is no . 
doubt a body ot economic opinion among S::viet economists 

. which genuinely believes Comecon can do its job best. with
out a major reorganisation1and without the market pressure 
that have worked their mag1c in the West. Yet to most 
western observers-and to a good many ea~t ~uropean econo
mists too- Comecon's methods ot the past look increasingly 
inadequate tor tackling the challenge Of the future. 

Frohlich, G. and Lutt, C. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 42 

The structural changes in the pattern ot toreigntrade 
between Comecon member states over the past thirty years 
retlects a shift-trom complementary trading to substitu
tive trading and the growing mutual dependence of member 
states, coupled with their joint independence vis-a-vis 
the -:capi taUs t world. 

Gajda, E. AESEES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 62 

Report on joint Comecon ventures, especially concerning 
economic relations with the USSR as regards raw materials. 

Ganshev, Gansho T.The economic eftectiveness ot loans 
and credits from the International Bank for Economic 
Cooperation in transferable rubles. SEEFT XXII(l) 
Spring 1986: 51-67 
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IEEe is the first collective banking organization of the 
member nations of the CMEA. It observes the principles' 
of total equality, mutual advantage, and respect for 
sovereignty of member nations. It grants two types of 
credits in transferable roubles, l)for covering short 
term needs for borrowed funds deriving from imbalances 
in commodity flows. between different countries owing to 
the influence of seasonal and other factors. 2)Fixed time 
credits are provided to square long-term gaps in trade 
balances. Countries participating in credit relations 
are interested not merely in increasing their trade, but 
also in increasing the mutual exchange of goods in short 
supply'as well as· that of high performance products •. , 
Interest rates that the IEEe places on its loans are 
higher than those the bank pays on outer assets ~n trans
ferable rubles •. The principal condition for thesucces
sful and effective development of IEEC credit activities 
is the further impro_vement of cooperation among the 
fraternal socialist countries in planning and in carrying 
out· the tasks posed in the 10ngterm systems programmes 
and in coor~inated plans for multilateral integration 
measurers. 

Garbe, Otfried. On, overestil!l8ting Comecon advantages in 
East-West trade. AP 37(2) 1986, 134-148 

East-West trade as .a privilege. Foreign trade weaknesses 
of the Comecon states. Institutional trade barriers. 
Distortion of economic decisions. Trade advantages of 
individual branches _of industry. Adaptation of imported 
technologies. _Tec~nology gap and declining growth 
within Comecon. 1rading losses and international compe
titiveness. Greater trade advantages for the more effi~ 
cient systems. Uncoupling of' the Comecon states from 
trade with the West. 

Gati, Charles. Soviet empires alive but not well. PC 
XXXIV(2) Mar-Apr 1985: 73-86 . 

Causes of discontent, and manifestations. Soviet dilemmas. 

Gidlldhubli, R.G,. Soviet Bloc initiative for a NIEO. EPW 
XXII(30) 25th July 1987: 1233-1234 

GrazIani, G. Cap! tal movements wi thin the CMEA. SEEFT 
XXII(l) Spring- 1986: 19-50 

Contrary to a common understanding, capital movements 
do exist within th~ CMEA •. They first appeared as trans
fe,rslinked to post-war reparations and jOint companies 
established afterwards, which were liqUidated by the 
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Soviet Untonby theena"of the fifties. Credit granting 
mostly by the USSR to its pe.rtners-a traditional form 01: 
capital movement. The size of credit flows and their 
distribution by country. 'Types of credits. Joint invest~ 
ments wi thin the CMEA, mainly as .a means of developing '
Soviet natural resources through capital transfers. Rela-' 
ti vely disadvantageous for its partners'; Assessment made 
in, qualitative and quantitative "form. Existence of' capital 
movements intensity the operation of ·the trade network'and 
strengthen mutual interdependence. 'CompArison wi th the ' 
mechanisms, of the western capitalist system. ' 

Grigorova, Ekaterina. International special1zat10nand 
cooperation in. production among the CMEA countries in 
foreign trade with machinery and equpment. (Tr.' by" 
Michel Vale). SEEFT XXI(4) Winter 1985-86: '90"'103 

The. possibili ties opened up by international specializa
tion to increase the effectiveness of social production 
of the participating countries are realized principally 
through foreign trade. For this reason foreign trade not 
only reflects the processes of international specialization, 
but is. also an important stimulating -factorfol"the develop
.ment and deepening of these processes. 

Grinev, Vladimir Sergeevich. 
.econorr.ic relations' with the 
Marian Sling) SEEFT XIX(3) 

The management of the USSR's' 
CMEA countries. '(Tri-by 
Fall 1983: 80-89 • 

The development of economic relations with other countries 
helps to accelerate scientific-technological advance and to 
lend greater effectiveness to social production; The eco
nomic mechanism of socialist integration can only be streng
thened on the basis of improvement .in the 'national forms 
of managing international :e,conomic relations.' ' 

Gruner, G. ABSEPS XII(2)(66) Jan 1982~, ~, 

Report on tqe 35th Session of the Comecon Council at 
Sofia, July 1981. 

Guru, D~D. India's trade With soc.1al1st countries. SER 
6(4) Apr 1978: 159-178 

Gwiazda, Adam. ,The next' 'era of uncertainty' in East-West"" 
economic relations. DOW 28(2) June 1983:l5~163 

The predorlunanceof polit16al oyer economic interests in 
East-West economic relations has been reconsidered by' . 
H. Vogel.' This ,article discusses somd aspects connected 
with t~e so called flover-pol1 ticizationfl of East-West ' . 
trade and economic co-operation, which'due to the ambi~ 
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guous policies of both west and East is still "the co
operation of misused changes". 

Hanson, Philip. Soviet foreign trade and Europe in the 
late 198Os. WT 42(8-9) Aug/Sept 19861 144-146 

The role of western Europe in Soviet hard currency trade 
with the West. Eastern Europe. The fall in energy prices 
hints at a change in the balance of forces in East-West 
trade •. The East EUropeans are not about to become dynamic 
trading partners but they are less likely to be absorbed 
int':) a more'inward-looking CMEA. than is generally thought. 
Room for closer links between eastern and western Europe. 

--- and Vogel" Heinrich. Technology 
and west: a review of the issues. 
97-110· 

transTer between East 
O~f 23(2) ,June 1978: 

Exports and imports of machinery and equipment, transport 
equipment, non-electrical machinery, licences purchased. 
Statis tics. 

Hedri, Gabriella Izik. The two systems of European integra
tion and the process of detente. DP ,2 Autumn 1981. 52-65 

Trends of the two European systems 
problems relating to the deepening 
reflected .in East-West relations. 
relations. 

of i~tegration. EC's 
of integration as 
CMEA and ~ast-~est 

Hlavacek, Oto. Contract prices in trade among CMEA countries. 
(Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFTXVII(l) Spring 19811 42-62 

For contract prices to perform their function better, it 
will be necessary to improve the system of price forma
tion on the m,EA market. Statistics available. 

H~zdo, M. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 38 

Exchange of licences with the Comecon countries. 

Holub, Alois. Vfuat hinders-development should stimulate 
it. CED (2) Mar 1985: 77-86 

Equi table international economic relations. The socia
list countries in CMEA.Their economic relations with 
developing and advanced capitalist countries are not 
negligible, two-fifths of their foreign trade turnover 
and for some CMEA countries even more realized with 
the non-socialist world,with which they are linked to 
a smaller or greater extent through the international 
division of labour. New international economic order. 
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Alliance of s~cialist and developing countries. 

Hovelmans, Kurt, et.al., ABSEES XV(3) (76) May. 1985. 44 

International economic co-operation wi thinCMEA will have 
to be adjusted to meet the changing requirements of the 
European members states. . 

Indo-East European trade: classic division of labour. 
EPW 12(53) 31st Dec 19771 2144 

Introduction and background to recent chengesj.Q ~urope IS 
trade. EBE 33(Chapter 1) 19811 l.l-l.ro . 

Recent changes in world trade .and payments. Recent e co
nomic developments in E~stern Europe and the Soviet Umon
basic economic indicators-trade balances-foreign trade by 
direction-commodi tycomposi tion of trade. Statis tics. 

Ivanov, A. .ABSEE:S XII(3) (67) May 19R2: 35 

Some economic and political aspects of the joint enterprises 
formed by Western companies and trade organisations in 
the Eastern Bloc. 

Jackson, MarYin R. The economics and the political econo
mics of East-South rel~tions in the 1980s' an overview 

. and review of the literature. SEEFT XXI(1-2-3) Spring-. 
Summer-Fall 1985: 3-26 

Statistical sources and problems. Economic aid and the 
arms trade. East and Middle East. The South as .Members 
of' theCMEA. Socialist client governments in the South. 
Two special cases of Indi·a and Argentina. The future of 
·East-South~econom1c relations • 

.;.-.... ' . Editor!s Introduction (Cooperation of CMEA Member
countries and developing countries in the Resolution of 
the food problem). SEEFT XXII(3-4) Fall/Winter 1986-87. 
3-4 . . 

---a When is a price a price? The level and patterns of 
prices in the CMEA. SEEFT XXII(l) Spring 19861 100-112 

What price Soviet oil? The value of noneconomic favors. 
CMEA and price structures of the world. The greatdif
ferences in relative price structures means that if an 
East European country can barter its machinery and indus
trial consumer goods for Soviet oil at CMEA prices, it. 
has a good bargain. The present price structure clearly 
dis courages the development of Intra-Cl.lEA trade. The 
few CMEA countries who have supplies of fuels, indus-
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trial raw materials, and foods to export, are tempted to 
sell them ~n the world market not only because of the ,
relatively higher prices, but also for dollars with which 
to buy western machinery at relatively lower prices. 
Czechoslovakia and the GDR appear to benefit from the 
present price structure. As long as each member carries 
a'veto, major changes in the price structure cannot be 
made. ' 

Jaukovic, Radovan. 
nomi c re la ti ~ns • 
2~-59 . ~. '" ',' 

Structural problems of East-l'est ec~ . 
(Translated). EEE XXV(2) Winter 1986-87: 

. , 

The current account balance and its rinancing. Balance' 
trade in goods." Changes in the dependence of Eas tern 
econorn:ie.s on western imports. Penetration or Western 
markets by exports from the Eastern countries. The·' 
industrial structure of East-West trade and the trade 
balance. Basic type of specialization in East-~7est 
trade , similarities in ,the structure of trade flows, 
and the growth of intra-industry trade. East-West eco
nomic cooperation. Structure of East-West trade accord
ing to absorbed factors of production. Balance of trade 
in services and capital transfers. 

Kadar, Bela. East-West trade and the new epoch in the 
world economy. AO 29 (3-4) 1982: 329-340 

The earlier dynamics'of East-West trade broke down in t~e 
second half of the seventies. Equilibrium and price re~ 
lations, as ,well as the indices of the modernization ot 
the supply pattern became unfavourable for the CMEA 
countries. The share of turnover stronglY' shifted in 
favour of the Federal Republic, of Germany and· the U.S.A. 
in the West, and in favour of the Soviet Union in the 
East. Within the CMEA countries different trends appear
ed in the positions and problems of the Soviet Union and 
in those of the smaller c~untries~ The diminishing , . 
relative_international importance of the East-West trade 
over almost half a decade cannot be explained directly 
by political factors or sensitivity to business cycles, 
but much more by structural long-term processes. NOt, 
only greater economic effort, but also an improvement 
in the political atmosphere are needed to reverse this 
process. 

Kamecki, Zbigniew. How changing interest rates affect 
East-West economic relations. PFT (3/255) 1986. 31-32 

Kashik, Aleksei; Manukov, Viktor and Iakimov, lanko.. The 
international division of labour in petroleum seismic 
prospecting; (Tr. by Michel Vale).SEEFT XXI(4) Winter 
1985-86:50-57 
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At the present stage of development of petroleum geophysics 
in the ~mmA member nations, scientific and technological
and economic cooperation in computer information process
ing is of major importance •. To carry out the tasks facing 
geophysics, in particular seismic prospecting, which is 
one of the most important geophysical methods for prospect
ing for oil and gas, the combined efforts of many scienti~ 
fic and industrial teams are necessary. The OlEA coun
tries signed an agreement to this effect. Multilateral 
and bilateral contracts. 

Kerekgyarto, G. ABSEES XII (3) (67) May 1982; 55 

Discusses the role of Comecon under the changed world 
economic relations during the 1970s, the share of foreign 
trade among members on the one hand, and their trade re
lations with the capitalist and developing .countries on 
the other. 

Khadat, Djafar Al. The role of foreign financial aid in 
the financing ofcapi tal investments in the People.1 s 
Republic of Yemen. (Tr. by Vale, Michel) • SEEFT . 
XXI(1-2-3) Spring-Summer~Fall 19851 222-232 

~ The USSR and the socialist countries have given the most 
financial aid to Yemen, some of which was even non- . 
repayable. The money was intended for the construction 
of various subsectors of industry, the modernization of 

'agriculture and the fishing industry, the development of 
the inf~astructure, etc. 'Financial aid granted has been 
concentrated mainly on the development of energy and 
light industry, and the returns from these investments 
are relatively low. 

Khasnabis, Ratan and Chakraborty, J.P. Political economy 
'of India's trade with soc,1al1st countries. SP 4(4) 
Mar 1977: 42-50 

K1awe, Andrzej J. Notes on the trade in agricultural 
produce between the m~A and EEC countries. PFT 
(5/6-251/252) 1985: 23 

Kleer, J. ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 64 

Review of the growth of Comecon foreign trade in the 
last decade with statistics of indebtedness to the 
West of indIvidual Comecon countries. 

Kloss, G. AESEESXIII(l)(68) Sept 1982s 49 

Comprehensive review of economic relations of European 
Comecon countrielf with industrially developed countries 
in the last decade, with numerous statistiCl'il data. 
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Knirsch, P. Political and economic-determinants of East
West economic relations. AO 31(1-2) 1983: 105-124 

Causes of special teatures in East-West economic rela- " 
tions. Influence of political factors ~n East ... \'1est 
economic relations. Trade promotion and protectionism 
by western governments. Non-systemic trade barriers. 
Strength. and weakness ot the pol! tical determinants. 
Economic determinants. Discussion ot mutual advantage~
structural problems. Financing problems. Forms ot eco
nomic interdependence. Crisis in East-West economi~ 
relations. 

Kochanov, P. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 37 

International Symposium in Varna in May 1989. about Indus
trial Co-operation between East and west. 

Kokoshkin, Lev. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 31 

Two radically new research and production companies within 
the Comecon have been set up, where integration covers the 
whole production process trom research to sale and servic
ing. 

Kolev, Kolyu. Bold step to all-r~undcooperation. ENB 
XXV(l) 1984: 1, 3 

Konstantinov, Iu. A. The interaction ot national currencies 
with international socialist currency. (Tr. by Peter B. 
Maggs). SEEFT XX(l) Spring 1984s 57-75 

At present the transterable ruble serves only interna
tional payments. It 111 not used wi thin the boundaries 
ot a socialist state, i.e., one cannot use it to pay tor 
goods in store, etc. _In the tuture, however, the transter
able ruble could also serve the needs ot citizens in con
nection with -their travels in CMEA member countries. It 
could in principle be used as credit money in the form of 
checks on the International Bank tor Economic Cooperation 
thAt could be exchanged for the national currency of the 
CMEA member countries. The strengthening ot the inter
action among socialist national currencies and the col
lective currency in the sphere of trade and non-trade 
commerce is an important prerequisite for raiSing the 
role of money and filling it with new socialist content. 

---. The transferable rubles the cui:rency of the socialist 
community. PRE XXVI(6) Oct 1983: 71-93 
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International money in the CMEA region. The essence of 
the transferable ruble. from three aspects, 1) as ,money. 
2) as an integral element in the economic mechanism of 
socialist integration, and, 3) as on instrument in the 
foreign economic policy of socialist countries. ' The 
transferable, ruble is not the' national currency of any 
single state, is not world money, is not'emitted in the' 
form of banknotes or coins. Raising the role. of' the,trans
ferable ruble. CMEA member nations use the transferable 
ruble as a me.ans of' paYlOOnt in re ciprocal trade. I t acts 
as a purchasing instrument. Role of the transferable ruble 
can be raised through the development of the'production of 
commodities and through the deepening of international 
specialization and cooperation and the creation of econo
micallysubstantiated commodity ~serves. Aneconomic 
and political instrumentl. 

Konstantinov, Yuri. Equitable cooperation or pressure 
policy? Two opposi to lines in intex:national economic 
ties. WMR 28(2) Feb 1985: 66-72 . 

CMRA and international relations. 

Koves, Andras. ABSEES XII(1)(65) sept 1981: 58 

Analysis of results of a recent research study prepared 
by the Institute of Prosperity and Market Research, which 
in substantial part deals with the problems of economic 

'relations within the Comecon. 

• ABSEES XII(2) (66) Jan 1982: 51 

Introversion or extroversion? The subject ~f this study 
is reflecting on the foreign e'conomic strategy 'of the 
Comecon cou~tries. 

---. IIImplici t subsidies II and some issues of' economic. re ... 
lations wi thin the CMEA. (Remarks on the analyses made, 
by Michael Marrese and Jan Vanous). AO 31(1-2) 1983: 
125~136 '. 

The nature of subsidization. Implicit subsidies, and .. 
economic advantages. On the interpretation of CMEA p.riee 
trends after 1973. Soviet raw material exports and 
economic relations within the CMEA.~onsequences'.for 
foreign'economic policy. ., 

---. The import restriction squeeze and import-maximizing 
amb1tions. (Translated). SEEFT XXIII(2)8ummer1981: ' 
7R-93 
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Some connections of East-West vs. Intra-CMEA trade. Exter
nal economic alternatives. Import-maximizing endeavours 1n 
the·CMEA. Raw material imports versus industrial imports. 
Difficulties of finding substitutes within the ~~ for 
imports originating in the West. 

Koves, Andras. The import restriction squeeze and import 
maximizing ambitions: some-connections of East-West vs. 
intra-CMElA trade. AO 34(1-2) 1985:' 99-112 

The smaller eMEA countries which are forced lately to 'cut 
imports froin the west because of balance-of-payments con
sideratipns, tri~d at the same time to buy thEi largest 
possible quanti ties of the required commodities' 'from inside 
the CMElA. In this article the motives, opportuni tieso! 
limits to the said import maximizing endeavours' are analys
ed and, in conclusion, it is stated that~contradiction 
between dependence on western imports and inadequate expo,rt 
capacity ! one -ofthemBin reasonS for the unbalanced deve
lopment or East-West trade till now, has only worsened in 
recent years. On the importside this contradiction can
not be resolved in a politically and socially aceeptable 
way. On the other hand it reqUires comprehensive economic 
reforms over a longer ,range to produce any significant 
improvement in export competitivity on the world market. 
Yet it is not quite improbable that East-West trade might 
get outo! the post-1900 decline and show some degree o! 
growth in the next years. 

---. Turning inward or turning outward: reflections on-the 
foreign ~conomic strategy of CMEA countries. AO 26(1-2) 
1981: 51-6.9 

Arguing with t'hewidoly spread concept according'to which 
the Inte~ration of CMEA countries would become stronger in 
the years to come at the expense of East-~est trade, 
because of te.nsions accumulated there, the author proves 
that the inward looking economic strategy of CMEA-countries 
cannot be consistently realized taking present potentiali
ties of their economies into consideration. Endeavours 
aimed at turning inward would lead to mounting economic 
tensions. Their lasting dissolution and elimination of 
structural disequilibria would become possible only by 
an economic policY trying to expand economic relations 
with other parts of the world. Such a policy may create 
the conditions~or further development of CMEA coopera
tion, too. Turning inward as an alternatives causes" 
and' consequences. Establishing relations with develop-
ing .countries at the expense of developed industrial 
countries. Opening to world econo~. 
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Kozolae'l. A •. Coopel'~tion of the .CMEA'countries with 8yria. 
SEEFT xxtCl-2-3) Spring-Summer-Fall 1985. 129-143 

The cooperation of theCMEA countries~ith Syria is con
tributing to the devolopment of key sectors of its eco
nomy, at decisive importance tor the eConomic indepen
dence and an increase in the well-being otthe people. 
These sectors are mainly industry and powet, transport 
and communications, irrigation and water projects, 
agriculture, and the training of native-born skilled por
son~el. Tho Soviet Union occupies a leading place in this 
cooperation. The number of Syrian students studying in 
colleges, universities and secondary scho~lB.1n. the CMEA 
countries is grow1ng. 

Kunz, W. ABSEES XIll(1) (68) Sept 1982' 49 

Review concerning intensification and integration in 
Comecon countries, diSCUssing the main aspects of the 
problems in view ot long-term perspective.. . 

Kupich, A. ABSSE$ XIl(2) (66) Jan 1982. 58 

Review ot problems 1n the economic integration of the 
Comecon countries. 

Kuprevich, R. The "Tsvetmetpromeksportlf All-Union .ASsocia
tion. (Tr. 'by Michel Vale). SEEFT XXI(4) Winter 1985-86 • 
. 68-78 

This All-Union Export-Import Association assists foreign· 
clients in designing, constructing and operating projects 
in nonferrous. metallurgy, and the coal and gas industries, 
as well as other pr03ects tor storaae and tranport of 
petroleum products and gas. Technological and economic . 
cooperation between the Soviet .Union and foreign countries 
including CMEA countries. 

Kuznetsov, V. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 5 

Economic integration ot the CMEA countries has advanced 
primarily through a closer co-ordination ot their five
year plans. However, some longer .. term joint projects 
are also undertaken. 

Landorova, Andale. Improvement of the. monetary system of 
the CMEA countries. CED (3) May 1985:53-78 .. 

The system of commodity-money relations within the trame~ 
work of' the socialist economic integration and utll1za- . 
t10n of these relations must be oonceived as a specific . 
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torm of plan~based development 'of 'the integration grouping. 
At present, the basic element of the, international moneta
ry system of socialist economic integration is the trans te r
able rouble, the unit ,of the collectlve"c'urrency ot the 
countries participating in social1steconomic integration. 
Functions of' measure 6fvalue. means 'of payment aM means 
accumulation or foreign 'exchange reserves., These target 
functions not fully attained. Proposals for' improving the 
international monetary system of the socialist oountries. . . . . 

Lang, Laszlo. East·South economic interaction in third 
world markets, DP 5 Autumn 19841 47-61 

Analysis, of the aggre'gate effe cts, commodity factor, . 
geographical factor, factor of competitive,ness_ Methodo-
logy used. . ,," ' ' , 

Lapackova, Helena. 'Development of the forms 
ships between foreign trade and industry. 
Sling). S]3:EFT XIX(2) , Summer ,1983:' 53-70'" 

of relation
(Tr. by Marian 

• f . 

Comparison of the forms. of ,organization existing in the 
.nterprise base ~f foreign trade activity in selected 
CMEA countrie,s, namely, USSR, GDR, Romania, B~lgaria, 
Hungary. '. :, " 

Lavigne, Marie. Consequences of economic developments in 
Eastern Europe tor East-l7est and E,:ast..south relations. 
TD{4) "Iinter1982c 129-147 ' 

This article has stressed that in the past the structure 
of East-West and, East-South trade has been influenced 
mainly' by the specific features of the, Eastern ~uropean . 
countries as intermediate economies from the point of 
view of their levels of economic development. ttl a , . 
dynamic perspective;' the determinants of trade ~ave 818.0, 
been of an economic nature., In: the future, the reduced 
growth prospects in Eastern Europe and the, need for the, .' 
CMEA countries to reduce' their indebtedness in bard ' 
currencies ,will strongly influence their foreign trade 
as well~ Due to political considerations, economic co
operation Among the countries .members of CMEA might be 
strengthened. The trend towards an increase. of the share 
of developing countries in the total trade of Eastern 
European countries might be intensified. 

---. External finance as a fector of internal regulation 
in Eastern European economies. SEEFT XXIII(2) Summer 
1987:· 24-36 . 
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D1ff~rent pol1cies of Eastern European' co~tries. toward 
their international indebtedness have influenced domestic' 
p.ol1cies. A periodization in four phases, 1~ forced 
modernization (1970-74) ,2) external finance vs. internal 
adjustment-(l975-81), 3) the credit squeeze and the adjust
ments(1982-83) , 4) resumed bor~owing and internal recovery 
(1984 and after). . 

---a The Soviet UzU.on inside Comecon. SS XXX:V(2)Apr 19831 
135-153 . 

How was the pattern of Soviet-East . Baropean relations.and 
of intra-Comecon integration affected by the 'world dis~ . 
turbances following the ~energy crisis' of 1973-741 Two 
approaches. One 1s in terms of gains (benefits) and . 
losses., Has - the Soviety Union taken advantage of its 
position Vis-a-vis its partners as main supplier for energy 
and raw materials? Assuming that the Soviet Union did not 
take advantage of the world crisis to maximise i ~s gains, -
did it increase its pressure on the smaller. Comecon coun- -
tries? Here the answer is positive. BY,using both approa
ches a conclusion on the resulting prospects for Soviet... r 

East European relations in the 198Os. Intra-Comecon trade; 
increased costs to the USSR? Soviet export prices increas
ed from 1975. The increasing-surpluses 1n Soviet-East 
European trade are an additional cost. to the USSR.. Socia':' 
l1stintegration- increased Soviet influence,? The. shirt 
towards investment co-ordination. Jointtnvestment 1n the 
USSR-benen ts and costs. Investment coordinationaild 
structural adaptation. 

Lawson, C.W. Socialist reiationswith the third World. a 
case study of the New International Economic Order. EP 
'.16(3) 1980: 148-160 . 

The NIEO demands and the ini tialpo,sition •. ' The socialist. 
reply to'the NIEa demands., Soviet attitudes-toward LDCs; 
General characteristics of the socialist response. Manu'l' 
factured exports. Transfer of technology, ~ntegrated 
Commodity Programme. Economie·aid 'and debt. Assessments. 
The impact of- the evidence which has been presented in . 
this paper is that on the issue of the NIEO, the policies 
of the Soviet Union ~ndEastern Europe have been of only 
minimal advantage to' the LDCs. 

Ler,Ondrej. An important .. stage of CMEA activities. CED 
(8) Dec 19861 5-9 

Luft, Christa. ABSEE:8 XIII (2)(69) Jan 1983: 41 

Study on bilateral and multilateral relations between 
Comecon members in the past and present time. 
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Luft, Christa. Dynamics and intensity of foreign trade in 
a socialist economy. EQ 20(4) 1985: 23-30 

The foreign trade of a country provides the impetus to 
its economic growth. Its role as a factor of the inter
nation~l division of labour. Significance of foreign 
trade,of the CMEA countries under the conditions of the 
inereasi:ng internationalisat1on, or economic life. Economic 
co-ope~ation among CUEA countries for contributing,to 
dynamics of economic growth of socialist countries. 

---. Interrelations of planning and commodity-monetarr 
elements ih the 'development of socialist "economic inte- , 
gratton. AO 25(3-4) 198H 007-322 

The commodity form of exchange between CMEA member-coun
tries and the planned character or cooperation •. Uneven 
development of elements composing the control mechanism 
of socialist economic integration. Problems of coopera
tion and practical possibilities of their solution. 
Interrelations between domestic control systems of national 
economies and economic mechanism of cooperation. 

Luftova t Chris ta.. OrgRnic linking of plan co-ordination with 
the application of commodity- money relations in the inte
gration process. (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT XVIII(3) 
Fall 1982: 23-31 . 

Main issues involved are I 1) To maintain the unity of 
tbe use-value t value t and financial aspects of reproduc
tion in all forms of cooperation among CMEA members in 
the field of planning; 2) To perfect the· currency and 
credit relations with a view to the given conditions in 
the CMEA community re gal:'ding material production and plan
ning cooperntion, and with a view to the actual position 
of these countries in world trade; 3) To expand and 
consolidate the CI~A international market increasing its 
absorptive capacity and .. its stability. It is important 
to provide answers to questions I 1) What factors have 
caused the decrease in the growth of intra-CMEA trade 
compared with the community1s total roreign trade? In 
what sectors is there formation of these countries! 
own main commodity markets? Tendency to neglect studies 
on role of CMEA should be overcome. 

Merhaut, Josef. Strengthening the integration'activity 
of CMEA. SEEFT JOaI (2) Summe r 19861 67-77 

-Czechos.lovak views .oUBA. integ~at10n. The author stres
ses the organic continuity of CMEA integration noting 
that coordination of economic policies based o~ long-term 
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goals will, in future, join investment coordination and 
structural specialization as coordinating mechanisms~, The 
key areas for specialization are in technology. and area 
of great significance despite the author's inability to 
suggest any concrete ways in which CMEA cooperation can 
overcome system-caused shortcomings; fue 15 where the 
superiority of conservation over investment in new energy 
sources and rood where autarky appears to be the key 
objective. 

Ml1eta 1 Vlatko. Comecon in international rclatj,ons •. ,m:'A 
XXXVl824-4) 5-mth ,Aug 1984;. 34--36 ' . 

Comecon establishes cooperation \Y'ith capitalist and dave';' 
loping countries as well as with their organs and'organi
zations through specially concluded agreements, in the 
fields of trade;, transfer of technology and other economi c 
fields. Improvement ot bilateral cooperation between the 
member countries of Comecon. '. , 

Mojziskova, Sona. Foreign exchangei reguiationS 1n the' soci~
list countries. (Tr. by Marian Sling). .s~FT XXUI(4) 
Winter 1987.88' 22-66 . 

-
Thoroughgoing and. wide-ran3ing ,survey ot the l'oreign 
exchAnge practices 'and laws of ·the CMEAcountries.· State, 
monopoly over foreign trade and. exchange. Basic concepts 

"of to reign exchange' law. Handling values subject to . 
foreign exchange regulations •. Basic obligations of. "" 
foreign exchange nationals., payments de aling with 'ather 
countries and trading in foreignexcnange. Exporting,' 
importing and tourism. Foreign accounts and foreign 
currencies. Foreign exchange qontrol and supervision. 

Monetary relations in socialistintegrati'Jn. 'CED (8) 
Dec 1986: 19-25 

The dollar and the transferable rouble. 
national currencies. 

" , ,. ',. 
Colle cti ve and 

Monkiewicz, Jan and Maciejew1cz.L Jan. Technology'exports' 
from CMmA countries and East-west-South industrial 
cooperation. DP 8(2) Autumn ~987: 106-122 

Tripartite Industrial Cooperation agreements as a 
transferring vechile for new technology. ,Technology, 
as a motivating factor for TIC projects. "Technology 

-exports from CMEA countries and East-West-South c~
operation: areas of conflict; and, coopel'ation •. 

, ' 
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Marna, D. ABSEES.XVI(2)(79) 1986: 36 

Direct agreements on production co-operation between pro
duction units of different CMEAcountries would facilitate 
integration. 

Muller, Friedemann. East Europe IS economic prospects and 
the future of East~West trade. OUW 30(2) June 1985& 
147-158 

The East European countries have lost substantially OECD 
countries' foreign trade without compensating these losses 
by new integrational dynamics wi thin the CMEA. The pros
pects of trade between Eastern Europe and the west are 
not bright. The trade structure has not. shifted towards 
those araas where the trading outlook would be most pro
misine.. However, the management .01' the debt problem-· 
singnals a~ encouraging process of readjustment 1n the 
direction of a more realistic trade policy. . 

Mytelka, Lynn Krieger. Multinational corporations and 
regional integration in the Andean Group and the CMEA. 
DP 3 Spring 1982: 77-95 . 

There are a number of factors which increase the likeli
hood of joint appraaches to multinational corporations 
by the member-states of a regional integrative system. 
The state, the regional system and MNC. In CMEA countries 
until recently foreign investment in 'production was not 
permitted. Development of a regional approach to MNC 
as a technology supplier. Relationship of technology to 
the intra-regiona~ industrial cooperation. 

Nagy, Janos and Gabor, Judit .. Questions.relating to inter
national cooperation between socialist countries in the 
sphere of agriculture. BRIAE (61) 1985& 25-34 

Problems in cooperation. Problems of the price system. 
Common action on the markets of third countries. Complex " 
systems of regional development, management of water' 
supply and chemical processing. Probable cooperation 
forms. 

Neustadt, Alojz. Constructiori of international prices on 
the socialist world market.. CEP (20) 1982: 65-85 

An attempt to compare the model presumptions and the 
real conditions. The mutual relation of world and inter
national prices coristructed on the socialist world market. 
Conditions of price construction on the international 
CMEA marke t. 
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Notzold, Jurgen. East-West economic relations. 4P 32(4) 
1981:, 373-385 

The new position of East-West trade. Political obstacles. 
What is at stake in matters of cooperation? Role of 
foreign trade in CMElA countries. Volume and structures 
of trade with the west. New forms of cooperation. Shifts 
in Washington's position. Back to the beginnings of the 
1970s.Future objectives of economic relations. Signifi
cance of the 'transfer of technology • Cooperation in the 
energl" sector and indebtedness. . 

---. Political preconditions of East-West eC9nomic rela-' 
tions. AP 36(1) 1985: 37-54 " 

Economic relationS' and the situation in-the East~West 
conflict. Prospects for economic relations. 

Notzold J JUrgen, et., ale . East-West; trade at the crossroads., 
AP 37 \ 4) 1986: 400-412 . ' , 

A ne'w phase,of East-West trade., 'Comecoq countries are. , 
faced with new economic and. structural, challenges, essen-, 
tially for three' reasons: 1) C'Jnsplidation of their posi
tion took place without a structural ~verhaul of their 
economies, 2) The new challenges are marked by changes in 
the global economic environment, and- 3) The beginning of, 
a new phase of East-West trade before the backdrop of poli-

,'tical initiatives in East-West ties. Tho development of' 
energy prices. The Comecon countries l international"com
petitiveness and their export ,potential t') the West~Eco:
,nomic policy 'and reforms in the-Comecon countries;, The 
development of integration within "Come con. Global econo-, 
mic -changes, economic prospects .and the, ,role of the EC.·', 
Deve lopments on international capital markets. Transfer' 
~f technology. The political environment. New East-west 
.links. 

" 

Nove, Alec. Some statistical puzzles examined. SSXXXVIl~ 
(1) Jan 1986: 98-102 

Statistica1 practices in east European countries 'proceed 
by'1mputing a non-existent profit to foreign trade and, , 
adding it to national income. Another puzzle is, to. value 
separately the surplus or deficit in .foreign trade prices 
and that part of trade which'balances in, foreign trade' 
prices, converting each'1,separately into domestic rubles.,: 
One is also puzzled by the,' varying, differences between. 
national income produced 'and utilised whether, thisis,ln, 
curre,nt j:ables or in volume or in respect, ,of. the price 
index. 'Some figures are valued' in terms of eommercial 
exchange rate and some in transferable boubles, i.e. at 
at,the official Comecon exchange, rates. 
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Nyers, Rezso..ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 56 

This study analyses traditions fn, and possible adjustments 
of, co-operation within Comecon. 

• Tendencies of tradition and. reform in CI4EA co-operation. 
A030(l) 1983. 31-51 . 

The attention in this paper is drawn to the following major 
problems of CMEA cooperation. Changing objectives and 
methods of cooperation. Heterogeneity of economic conditi
ons in member countries while their social system remains 
homogenous., Different positions of the ~cof1.omie~ of the .. 
Soviet Union and of the smaller member countries. World:'"' 
economic positions of member countries and of the community 
as a whole. Present and desirable future role of economic 
instruments in cooperation. 

• Tendencies of' tradition and reform in CMEA co-operation. 
SE'EFT XX(2) Summer 1984: 6-36 

Fundamental principles of cooperation and characteristic fea
tures of its development. Achievements and difficulties,cer
tainties, and the quest for new paths. Stages in the deve
lopment of the objectives and methods of cooperation. Homo
genei ty of the social system vs. the heterogeneity of eco
nomic conditions. Co-operation between ,the Soviet economy 
and smaller national economies. Real or shadpw function 
of economic instruments. The changes for promotion of co

.operation. Stopping the decline of integration in the field 
of energy and, raw materials. ' Boosting the mutual trade in 
manufactured industrial products. ""orld economic relations 
and CMEAand technological standards. International speci
alisation and cooperation. Long-term directions of co-

. operation •. 

Nykryn, Jaroslav. An interesting contribution to the theory 
at ~ocialist economic integration. (Tr. by Marian Sling). 
SEEFT XVIII(3) Fall 1982: 15-22 

Confusion regarding the actual concept of "directness of 
relations" among the economic organizations of the CME:A 
countries. The question arises whether the entry of . 
foreign trade organisations into relations among producers 
in' any of the various cases of direct relations acts as a 
brake, or as a stimulus to their development. The problem 
of direct relations is becoming a problem for all. CMEA 
c?untries, as they are internationalized along with the 
internationalization of production, the differences in the 
national form are becoming something of a brake on deve
lopment. Direct. relations in industry are not an aim in 
themselves but are simply a means for achieving greater 
effectiveness and mutual 
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advantages in all the aspects of economic co-operation 
among CMEA countries which can be included under the 
heading of direct relations. 

Onaracek, Mojmir. The attitudes of economists in the 
socialist countries to the question of a ~~A collective 
currency. (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT XIX(4) Winter 
1983-84: -3-25 

The .role of commodi ty-money relations and the nature ot a 
collective currency. Attitudes to developing the monetary 
functions of the transferable ruble. Views of Hungarian 
economists ~- Development of the Polish concept. The 
Bulgarian formulation of the "production concept" of' the 
collective currency. 

---. Views of' economists from the socialistcountr1es on 
handling currency matters in the CMEA-therole .of'excpange 
rates (coefficients) in planned economic managel!1ent; . 
(Tr. by Mar~an Sling). SEEFT XX(2) Summer 1984. 37-55 

The work of' Hungarian economists! The Polish view on·the 
role of foreign exchange. Formation of' .Bulgarian attitudes. 
Other interesting view points. In countries where foreign 
trade took a large share of the gross social product, views 
were f'ormed not only in the wider context of' the overall. 
approach to currecny matters, but also independently., with"" 
out any particular consideration of how to strengthen the 

. role of the collective currency or of' the specific problems 
of convertibility. Here attention is drawn mainly to the 
role of'exchange rates in economic integration with refer
ence .to situations where the collective currency operates 
in the payments· and accounting transactions among partner 
countries. 

Pajestka, Jozef and Kulig, Jan. The socialist countries "0:£ 
Eastern Europe and the new international econom~c order. 
TD (1) Spring 1979: 67-81 

. . 
The implicit NIEO philosophy and its interpretation. 
Basic f'e.atures of the socialist "economyr implications for 
the NIEO. Premises for a dynamic increase 0:£ economic 
co-operation between the socialist countries-o:£lj:astern 
Europe and developing countries. Bilateral and multila~ 
teral forms of settlement. 

Palocz-Nemeth, E~ Exports of manufactures of' CMEA and 
developing countries to developed industrial countries. 
1.0. 26(1-2) 19811 93-106 

One of' the key issues of' the development of' East-\Vest 
trade has beenf'or many years to increase exports of' 
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socialist countries to the ~est and to reduce the disequi
librium of turnover. Difficulties and obstacles in this 
field hAve often been anRlyzed many-sidedly. Recently also 

'another 'unfavourRble' effect has been added to these pro
blems, namely, the'competition raised by the rapidly growing 
industrial exports of developing countries to the west. 
In the last 10-12 years both the dynamics and the structu
ral development of industrial exports of developing coun.
tries to ~CD-countries have been considerably faster than 
those of socialist countries. In order to know mutual 
effects of these two export flows on each other, their 
commodity pattern and regionAl composition have to be 
examined as well as changes .in export positions in the 
individual OECD·sub-regions. i .j :. -:. 

Parkanskaia, S. 
prices in the 
CMEA members. 
1982: 41-61 

The problem of using the dynamic of world 
long-term planning of co-operation among 

(Tr. Marian Sling) • SEEFT XVIII (3) Fall 

Highly complex problem and of immediate impor'ance in re
lation to co-operation among CMEA member states. The ex
plosionin the world price structure of the nineteen 
seventies did not put a stop to the influence of the dynamic 
of price movement that was emerging then; rather, it indica
ted that new components were entering the mechanism of price 

-formation, on the world market,the duration and .scope of 
which call for closer examination. Basic trends. World 
prices in the context of the world capitalist production 
cycle. The inflationary cOJjlponent in the. world price 
dynamic,difficult to estimate because the period covered 
is too short. It is going to be on somewhat higher level. 
The objective increase in material costs both of raw 
materiRl production and of finished and semi-finished 
manufacturers with the growing demand for energy conserva
tion plAying a special part. Change in the mechanism by 
which various prices influence. 

Parthasarathy, R. India and socialist Bloc: I)Trade and 
economic cooperation, 2) More sophisticated form of co
ope ra tion. ETM 15th, 16th De c 1983: 7, 7 

Paszynski, Marian. The concept of new international eco
nomic order and the socialist countries. DP (1(2) 
Autumn 1980: 26-41 

~--. South-South cooperation and the socialist countries. 
DP.6(1) Spring 1985: 102-117 

Pekhli vanov, VaSil. Problems of import pricing in the 
Cr~A. SEEFT XXII (2) Stimmer 1986: 39-51 
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Bulgarian view on the translation of foreign prices into 
domestic prices. In the traditional system, imported 
goods assumed the price of domestic substitutes upon enter
ing-, the wholesale network. A large price-equalization 
fund was required to offset losses and gains brought aboutby 
"le diff"erences between foreign and domestic prices. 
No incentives existed for domestic users or exporters to 
respond.to foreign prices j and there was no way of gauging 
the effectiveness of foreign transactions. Now a modifi-
ed system where foreign prices are converted to domestic 
prices by means of a shadow exchange rate and some indus-. 
try-specific coefficients. This might create some ~ncen
tives for domestic producers and' consumers to respond to 
changes in foreign prices, since these should not influence 
domestic prices. 

Perova1 V.' CMEA-Member countries' cooperation.in construct-
1ng ~ndustrial projects. (Tr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT 
XXI(4) Winter 1985-8S: 79-89 

In recent years cooperation in the joint construction of' 
industrial projects, especially those that would assure 
these countries long-term supplies of iiddi tioMl fuel and 
raw materials over. the long term, has come into ever-. 
increasing use. Forms of cooperation in constructing 
projects-turnkey construction, financial participation! 
participation with material and labour resources, part -

.cipation on a subcontract basis. 

Peters, H.J. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 44 

A theoretical article on the results of the ecoriomic inte~ 
gration of Comecon countries, indicating that the effort 
must be increased and economic interests of individual 
countries taken into consideration. 

Peters, U. ABSEES XII(2)(SS) Jan 1982: 44 

Survey of the most important problems that countries of 
the Comecon fa~', such as intensification of production, 
integration, or cooperation in research. Some statisti
cal data from materials discussed at Sofia, July 1981. 

Pirec, Dusan. IPerestrojka f in the. CMEA. RIA XXXVIII 
(904) 5th Dec 1987: 25-27 

Eastern European socialist countries are currently.carry~ 
ing out the reform of their economic mechanisms and the 
administration of the economy. However no reforms to 
the economic system can be carried out unless changes 
arp effected in the approach to foreign trade-changes 
which must influence the quality of operations within 
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the CMEA member-countries. 

Pishtev, Ognian. ABSEES XVII(1)(81}- 1987: 25 

The- post war period in Europe IS economic development has 
been char~cterized by the tendency towards regional integra
tion·w~thin Comecon, the EEC .and EFTA. 

PIe nde r, John. Eas t-We st. trade. ET 283 22nd May 1982: 
59-73 

. ," ... , .." I 

Whether the 1.lIJest can reach a longer-term consensus on trade 
and finanCial relations with the East? Foreign debts. I 

Eastes European financial crisis was largely foreseeable· 
and foreseen. The West's trade relations with Eastern 
Europe ere bound to run down over the coming decade in a 
deteriorating political climate. A fair measure of eco
nomic reintegration within the Soviet Block is inevitable. 
Centr~lly planned. stagnation. Real-world problems. Sibe
rian gas pipeline project and West Germany and France. 
Grain embargo by USA. The debt problems of the Eastern 
European countries have many similarities with balance of 
payments difficulties of' the. third world. Sale of energy 
by the Soviet Union •. 

poller!. R~landand Tesner, Istvan. ABSEES· XIII (2) (~9) 
Jan 9A3: 50 . .. 

- I 

The authors examine the co-operation .of the Comecon countri-
es in investment. Two major projects are scrutinised. 

---. Socialist economic integration and the investment cO-: 
operation of the CMEA collntrie.s. (Tr. by Andrew' Boros~ 
Kazai). S'E'EF,T XX(l) Spring 198416-26 . 

Thedefini tion and significance of investment co-operation. 
In order to satisfy the member nations I growing need for 
raw materials, .fuels, and energy sources, and to raise the 
level of scientific-technological achievement and to improve 

.. .the efficiency of national production, it is imperative 
that the investment resources of .the CMEA nations be unifi
ed and that within the selected areas of-economic ,develop
ment; . the national investments be more effectively co- . 
ordinated. Co-relation between investment and the repro
duction process of the investment fund. The coordination 
of investment activities. Projects serving common interests. 
Co-operation in the construction, enlargement or reconstruc
tion of production capacities 0 P,articipation in projects 
by supplying specified material. Experiences gained during 
the construction oithe Wood-Fiber processing plant at 
Ust-Ilimsk.Co-operation in .jointly constructing 1'acili .. 
ties through dire ct participation. . . 
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Pomianowsld, W. ABSEES XVI (3) (a) 1986: 61 

At the European TV satellite meeting at Davos the Soviet 
Prime, Minister advocates EEC-Comecon mutual recognition. 

Postl, J. and Hejsek, J. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 34 

A Comecon agreement on speCialisation and co-operation 1n 
robot production is being prepared. Purchases of Western 
patents are considered and co-operationw1th Western firms 
sought for. ' 

Problems of proportio~ali ty in a socialist 'economy • ' CTr. 
by Arlo Schultz) • SEEFT XXIII (2) Summe~ 1987:,6-23 

A detailed look at the CMEA and the possibilities that it 
holds for promoting co-operation and specialization among 
its members. Conditions in individual member countries ' 
are also discussed and possibilities for structural 'change 
at both the national and supranational level are reviewed~ . . - . . 

Prucha, Vaclav. 35th anniversary of the Councii for Mutual 
Economic Assistance. CED (3) May 1984= 47-54 

From' barter to coordinQtion of plans. Comprehensive pro
gramme-' a basis ~f rapid development of integration. 

Raczkowsld, Stanislaw. The influence of international'move
ments of prices and inflation on the economies of the 
socialist countries. EEE! XXIV(4), Summer 1986: ~-28 

The volume and importance :Jr foreign trade. Movements 1n 
the terms of trade. The impact of changes in roreign 
prices on domestic wholesale prices. Changes ,in domestic 
retail prices. The impact on the balance of payments. 
An increase in comm09ity prices in the internatiortal 
markets and a high rate of inflation,in the industriali- ' 
sed countries with market economies during the 1970s bad 
an impact on the econ:Jmy of the socialist countries. They 
were responsible ror a deterioration in 'the terms of trade 
or the six E'ast European socialist countries. The balance 
of payment situation deter~orated because of a deteriora-
tion in terms of trade. ' 

Rao, S.K. and Jaikumar, R. Trade plans and production'co-
operation. FTR l2( 1) Apr-June 1977' 103-114, ' 

Trade with Eas t European countries. Trade plans- need 
and implementation. Rupee Payment Agreements- method of, 
accounting. Preparatory work for trade-plans. I nte r
Ministerial discussions. Negotiations with'tradedele-
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gati~ns. Transmitting information to trade and industry. 
Production cooperation. Genesis and factors conducive. 
Modalities- joint manufacture- transfer of technical know
how ag~inst delivery ~f the product- joint development
division of manufacturing range. Advantpges of prodUction 
co-operation & trade plans between India & East European 

countries. 
Recent developments in East-West economic relationships. 

EEE 36, 37 (Ch~pter 2) 1984, 1985: 2.1-2.66, 43-84 

Overview~f, recent developments. Trade volumes "prices 
and trade balances. Sharp decline in \~stern imports and 
upswing. in western exports. East-West financial dev.elop
ments. Eastern current account in convertible currencies. 
Funds raised'in international financial markets and chan
ges in eastern liabilities. Publicized bank credits. 
Official and guaranteed credit. Statistical tables. 

Reichel, Hans-Christian. The CMEA states and the developing 
countries. AP 32(4) 1981: 386-392 

Economic, political and ideological background. CMEA 
countries I cash aid to the developing countries. Trade 
with the developing countries. 

Richter, S. ABSEESXII(1)(65) Sept 1981: .59 
, , ' 

The article deals with some' problems of trade settled 
among Comecon countries in convertible currencies, increa
singly practised ever since the early 1970s. 

Rusmich, Ladislav. Value aspects in developing the process 
of international socialist integration. (Tr. by Marian 
Sling) •. SEEFT XX(4) Winter 1984-85: 7-31 

Overall approaches. R~le of commodity - money relations. 
National and international value. Concept of an economi
callY based rate of exchange. From exchange coefficients 
to a realistic rate. National and international currency 
relations. 

---. Value aspects of the depelopment of socialist integra
tion. AO 31(3-4) 1983: 241~258 

, ' 

The integration/mechanism is to promote the judgement of 
national and international decision processes on the basis 
of identical stnndards. General approach. The role, of 
commodity (market) and money relations. National and 
international value. The concept of an economicallY 
founded exchange rate~ TranSition from the foreign 
exchange' coefficient (multiplier) to the. real rate of' 
exchange" External relative values directly influence' 
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the internal economic decisions. 
s oluti on of gradual transi ti on in 
national and the CMEA mechanism. 

Details of ' the ways of 
respect or both the 

Russia is bearish about competition in Comecon. ET ~89 
15th Oct 1983: 75-76 

Said Al-Samarraie, Khatan A.Some issues of the economic 
cooperation between Iraq and the CMEA member-countries. 
Eq17(3) 1982: 15-26 

, . 
Economic co-operation between Iraq and'CMEA countries has 
contributed to the economic development'of the former. 

Sall'l, Antoni. Financial terms of East-West eoonomic 
cooperation.PFT (2/254) 198~i 19-20 

Sazanami, Yoko. The role of Japan in the development of 
the E'ast-V/est economic relationships. 0111' 26(3) 
Sept 1981: 214-225 

In the 1970'S Japanese trade with· Easter Europe, the 
USSR, and China experienced a rapid increase. The oil 
crisis and its aftermath. Possible policy measures to 
promote trade. Increasing Japanese surpluses in its trade 
with the CPEs may impede a further 'expansion of tlJese 
commercial ties in the 1980 ' s if the CPEs do not succeed 
in increasing their exports to Japllll. ,Statistics. 

Schroder, Klaus. Rescheduling the debts of m~A countries. 
AP 34(2) 19831 135-154 

Reschedulin~ problems. Rescheduling Agreement between 
Poland and Western governments- negotiations on repayment 
due in 1981, 1982. Romania's rescheduling problems. 
Reasons for Romania's economic and indebtedness crisis.' 
Rescheduling programme between Romania and western'banks. 
Romania and IMF. Averted rescheduling for Hungary. ' 

Schuller! A. and Hamel, H. On the membership of socialist 
countr1es in the International Monetary Fund. AO 34(1-2) 
1985: 113-130 

Ever since its foundetion in 1944, tho IMF has worked 
towards a workable world-wide monetary system, with the 
participation of every country, notwi ths tanding its eco
nomic and political system. s~arting with the main tasks 
of such an international monetary system, the inter
relation problems between national and supranational, 
monetary policies are discussed with special reference 
to socialist member countries. In addition, the change 
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in IMF principles of adjustment and financing policies 
based on-various bRlance ,of payment theories, are ,examined. 
Some current questions regarding the IMF membership of 
Hungary are analysed. To ,what extent 1s the exchange rate 
of the forint realistic? Adjustments of,exchange rates, 
instead of adjusting the ba1ance of payments 'and the 
desired 'compensation of higher, import prices and import 
subsidies. Domestic and world market prices. Decentrali
zation of economic, decision-milking process. ,CMEA clearing 
system and universal external convertibility. 

Scott, Norman.' Interdependence in East-Illest exchanges of 
technology-intensive products: a note on concepts and 
quantification. ' DP 4 Autumn 1983: 50-64!, 

I nnova ti on and the trans fe r of te chnology • The scale of 
westerh exports .ofhigh-technology products' to the socia
lis tcountrie s • 

• --. The scope for structural adaptation in East-West 
trade and cooperation. DP 2 Autumn 1981. 43-51 

Sereghyova.; Jana. The role or advertising in developing 
economic cooperation among members of the CMEA. (Tr. by 
Marian Sling). ,SEEFT XX(4)Vlinter 1984-851 63-76 

How advertising has and might contribute to CMEA integra
tion. It is interesting to see how this most Western 
aspect oftha economy can be applied .in the East. The 
basis for advertising in the socialist countries. The 
direction and content of. advertising. AdvertiSing 
directed at foreign trade organizations, at the final 
consumer-, at the home markets ot CMEA membe!'s, at the 
potential participants in international industrial asso-
ciations. " 

Shalamanov .. Stoyan.Ten years of comprehensive CMEA pro-
gramme. ENB XXII(6) 1981: 1, 3 , ' 

Sharma, L. -R-. . Indiafs trade with East European countries. 
_EAF 23(6-7) June-July 1978: 211-222, ' 

Sharma'.O.p. India's exports to the East European 'countries: 
Issues and prospects. FTR ~2(1) Apr-June 1977: 30-102 

Elements of a theory .of bilatE;lral trading.' Issl.les in 
-trade." Trends 'in I,ndia I s expoJi'ts to Eas t Europe." Trends 
in East European countries' foreign trade and, India1s 
performance • Statistical tables available. . 
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_ ..' . .'.'~t-;.- . . 

Shir:\'aev, 1ur11. Commodity-monetary instruments in socia11st 
ecotlOmiC'1ntegration.(Tr.'by Arlo Schultz),. SEEF'J:' . 
XIX(4:):W1nter r 1983-84: 26-44 . '. . . . . . . 

AnY member nation ofthe·lnternatiorialBank for Economio 
Co-operation that"supp11es'commo!iitie$ to the reciprocal 
trade market there"" creates a cor.re~ponding· currency. . 
equivalent in transferable 'rubles that it can -use to pay 
for imports rrom othel'-" ~dEA countries.' This ' essentially. , 
consti tl1tes' the coll~ct!ve:"em1ssion'! of a, socialist., cur~ 
reney that is use~ in tnternationel·tran)aot~ons.· Chang~ 
ing inte rnal and ext~ rnal.. ~ond:J. f;~oJSS po,,, new and ,by, I;l~, ' 
means simple proble.ms, : .!,,' -. ' , '. 

- - - _ . . • . _ ~.f", ~_ • t, ~:' . . " ~: "J ( " , 

---. Problems! in :the' developmenll,.ot' d.i~ct ~18tionsh1p$J 
among economic .organizations' Of·CMEA member countries. . 
(Tr. by Marian Sling,_ SEEFr XVIII(S) Fall 1982~.a-14,· 

. '. r ': • \..; - -.. . .' • ~ I, 

Interisit1cat1onof~ the CMEA. I;!conomiescalls forsystematie: -
employment' of. reserve. resources, .for increasi.ng;·the L effecti •• -
ness of external economic relations f inducing' direct rela ... 
tions-"among economic units .. :at different levels, pri!'1arily 
among enterprises .and.. associations as well asamongsc1~P~ 
tWc research and construction design' organizations'" '" 
Ideally, direct relations1lJ produc~on, science, and tech- ' 
nology should·"'be an important instrument ror -ereatingand 
developing international production systems '.o1",'a, socialist 
type; that means various forms of international organiza
tion -Qf production based on participation by partners fro~ 
d1fferentc(}untries .injolnt, operations .... , ,This requires: . 
regular direct l1nksWith ~~edback among' the partners •. " '. 

. - • J 

Shiriaevi ·P. 'CooperatIon in'investmentSl-~a tactor j,n the 
intens1ficat1onotproducti'011 in Cl~A member m.atlonso;, 
PREXJCVI(1).May19831 (4-89 , " , ,', ~ .• 

.. ". , . ""t ,- _ "' '. ~ 

'Cooperation in the investment . sphere ·ls..m.anifeste<t not 
only :lnthetorm' ot the coordination, of capltil ,lnves tments 
but alSo'in specific investment-,measures. Fuel and'raw -
materialS problem. by- capital investments. while the I1til1-
~atlonof' material, cflnancial.and labour resources .by.' 
specific investment meaSures.. Co-ordlnated plan of.Multi
lateral lnves tment Measures., Xhe implementatii:m'~of 'any, 
large-scale investment program undoubtedly requires con
siderable' tinancialr resources. Formation ot . special, 
investment fund and mobil1zation of resources" on a 00-. 
ordinated basiS in hational plans tor capi taL. investmentS' • 
While in the 1950s the economic cooperation or CMEA: C,oun-, 
tries was mainly in the exchange/trade' sphere,. iff the' . ' 
19608 it made:! transitlonto: .production sphere, and in the 
1970s it has extended::-toi _sphere' ofcapital,investments..-: 

. • -~ 0<,"., 
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Implementation of any of the directions of"cooperation:, 
in the investment sphere reqUires the ascertainment I of 
reserveS. _ 

. ", ,. ! • 

, . 
Shiryaev" YUgi. ,.qMEA~. trends' and 'prospects ..Updating the' 

CMEA countries r cooperation. SOSXV(2) 1984. 40-49 "'.: 
~ . ' 

• , Working for intenSification perfection of CMEA coun
tries r economic cooperation.WMR 26(4) A:pr1983 •. 69-75 . 
- J • L 

Silvestrov, S. ,ABSEES XVII (1)(81) 1987:36. ' 
• \.. ~ " '. r _:'" 

Silvestrov of the USSR Academy of Social Sciences', talks 
about. undesirable trends in CMEA' economic relations, 
including the detrimental effect of prices 'being pegged 
to western capitalist market prices. 

Sima:!., Mih'aly., . Thel'ole-ofthe socialist countries of 
:r:astern Europe in the worldeconorny •. TD'(5)' 1984:331-348 

'(" ". ~ 

Soc1~economic foundations •. Rel'orms . and the. new growth· 
path. Increasing role of internationaleconomicco-opera-
tion. . 

~.!, o}, 

• Towards an international strategy ':forthe ·eighties. , 
DP 1(1), Spring, 1980.: 121-149 . I 

I. ',' 

Slama,J •. Gravity model, lind its estimations,ror interna~, 
tiona1 ,flows of engineering products, chemicals and patent 
applicat;lons. AO 30(.2) 19831 241-253'" "" ;. 

A gravitation'model.'wasused for the 'simulation of, inter
national tradefrlows . and international rlows :ofpatent ,. ' 
applications. The model was estililatedon a log-lineal' 
basis .over the period 1965 to 1978 in respect of 'Z7 colin .. 
tries.(7 CMEA, 19 Western industrial' countries anc'l,Yugosla
via).. , With regard to the basic. model preferences of vary
ing .strength for trade or patenting beyond national fron
tiers ,of'CMEA and other international communltieswere, ' 
quantified' and interpreted. The;estimatesproduced ,by.\. 
themoge;tfbr 1965-1978 permitted" an analysis· of the " 
t~end '"vel' the ~ime ,in, the correlations studied. 

Social and economic policy. :s'LE' (i) Ma.r 1987: 19-00:.', 
. '. ,.' . - . 

'. . .. 
CMEA: Joint' ventures" and social'development in CMEA 
countries. . . I' 4 

Social:1s t, integration: what 'has been and what' remai~ to ': 
be done'. WMR 25(1) Jan 1982: 115-121 ,'. . "r 
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Spacek, Petro Convertibility in the system of CMEA foreign 
exchange relations. (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT XVII(l) 
Spring 1981: 63-100 

Convertibility of socialist currencies. Collective cur-" 
rency. Means of payment and accumulation, Economic. co
operation. 

---. Exchange rates and the effectiveness or foreign 
tourist traffic in CMEA. member-countries. (Tr. by Marian 
Sling). SEEFT XXIII(4) Winter 1987-88' 67-93 

Problem of non-commercial exchange rates in intra-CMEA 
trade. Foreign tourism. Explanation of the issues inVolv
ed and the mechanism by which surpluses in tourism are 
converted into values that can be. used to payoff. deficits 
in commodity trade. Problems in the efficiency and deve
lopment of foreign tourism. A uniform exchange rate for 
the national currencies. 

Stankovsky, Jan. East-West trade in 1979 and prospects for 
19.80. (Translated) • SEE:FT XVII(2) Summer 1981: 17-85 

l'lorld economy and East-West trade.. Western industrial 
and CMEA countries •. Political and economic background. 
Principal trends. Exports. Imports. Prices. Indebted~ 
ness of the East European countries. East-West trade by 
products. Sbviet graln needs. Statistical tables avail
able. 

--. East-West trade 1980 and prospects for 198i.(Tr. :by 
Michel Vale). SEEFT XVIII(2) Summer 1982c 40-119 

This report presents an analysis of trade between the Vlel;lt 
and the East in 1980 on the basis of Western statistics. 
Presents a forecast for 1981. Definitions and delimita
tions. Factors determining East-Vlest trade. Economic 
and political background. International economic develop
ment and world trade •. East-West trade in the 1970s. East
west trade of individual Eastern countries. Balances of 
trade. Debt of Eastern countries to the West. Trade by. 
commodity group. Comepetition on the Eastern markets. 
Importance of Eastern countries' as .trading partners. East
west trade in 1981. Poi!md IS debt to the Vlest. Imports. 
of natural gas from the USSR to western Europe. Statis-
tical·tables and figures. . 

.. -... Trade and credit relationS between East and west; 
(Tr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT XVIII(2) Summer 1982' 3-39 
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Foreign trade relations between East and West in the 1970s. 
The status of inter-system trade. Structure of the world 
trade. Importance of Eas t-Wes t trade. for the .countries 
involved. ,Commodity structure of trade •. Exports and 
imports, of the west. Determinants of foreign trade in . 
the West and East. The basis for the determining factors 

'ot foreign 'trade 1A the East. Sources of the determining 
ta-ctors and the development of East-West trade in the '70s, 
Expansion of East-West trade at the begirming of the 170s. 
East-West trade- after the-recession of 1974 -75.Compen
sation· agreements in East-West trade.' Efforts of the. 
Eastern countries to reduce their debt. Prospects for 
the' ttade ~",.I ',1 '. ,. ,'", • 

State Trading Corporation of India. Trading opportunities 
and practices in East European countries. FTR 12(1) 
Apr-June 1977: 159-160 

Statement on the main directions of the further development 
and deepening· of the economic, scientific, and technologi
cal cooperation of the CMEA countries. CED (6) Sept 1984. 
22-34 

Stefanov, N. Expansion of trade 'and economic 
between developing and socialist countries. 
Spring 1980: 69-80 

relations 
DP 1(1) 

Recent trends, in, trade and economic. co-operation. Multi
lateral co-operation. Institutional and legal framework 
of trade and economic co-operation. Role of UNCTAD. 

S'tent,Angela E. East-West trade and technology transfer: 
the'Westrs search for consensus. WT 40(11) Nov 1984, 
452-462 

American and European viewpoint. The post-pipeline studies 
and security. Energy technology. East-Wes» commercial. 
ties. Natural gas supplies. 

Sterman,' Walter. The functions of foreign trade in socialist 
and capitalist countries as seen in East-West trade 
(management of East-West trade). 'SEEFT XVIII(4) Winter 
1982-83: 5-100 . " .... . 

• 
Forms of trade management in East-West. The mode of 
function of a.socialist enterprise in theeconomic.envir
onment of a plarmed economy .. types of enterprises under 
socialism- state enterprises-cooperatives- the private , 
sector- trade'. Forms and functions ,of a planned steering 
mechanism. Planning and operations management. Democratic 
centralism •. State management. Role of directives bearing 
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on indica.tors. Economic, planning in the' SOCiRlist.countries",: 
coordination of national plans in the CMEA. Factors in the 

·economic environment thRt influence enterprises- prices
foreign exchange rate-· taxes and subsidIes. profj. t-: credi ts. 
Motivations of enterprises and their personnel-material and 
morl'll,incentivesT prices and wage increases-., educative , 
methods. Western management. of East-West trade., Marketing 
management on the free market. Management in trade with," 
the CMEA. Foreign trade organization and trade policy in 
East-west 'trade. Drganization of ~oreign trade ,in a socia
list'economy-monopoly. Functions of foreign, trade in the 
CMEA., Price formation 'in foreign, trade.' Specialization, 
and cooperation as goals of foreign trade within the eMEA 
and with the 'West. Bilateralism in foreign trade. Organi ... : 
zation of East-'Westtrade'East-West trade- advantages 
and limitations- foundations and practice of financing., 
Socialist countries- financing of foreign trade- essential 
features and functions of money- :credits for :foreign trade .... 
banking, 'system- banksalld' the transferable ruble. -Settle:"" 
ments of CI~ countries with the West in ,convertible 
currencies. Financing of foreign trade in western countries
export guarantees and f'inancingin Austria and France.' 
Types of export .and financingcredi ts granted by the west' 
to the CMSA countries. Debt of CMEA countries in the West., 
Traditional and new forms of East-West trade. Xypes, of 
cooperation. Internationalization effect:. ',Effect .of tech .. 
nology transfer_ Critical analysis of opportunities for 
training managementrorEast-West econOmic relations in the~ 
East and West. 'Possibilities for manageme.nt training in 
the Ea,st and. West. " ' 

Strougal, Lubomir.The advantages'of socialist, economic, 
integration. WMR 28(1)J'an1985: 7-15 ' , 

Structural changes in north-south t~ade, rwith emphasiS Dn 
the trade -of the EeE region, :1965---1983. EBE 36(Chapter 3) 
1984: 3.1-3.40 , ' 

Market orientation of the northern exports towards de,velop
ing countries. Northern imports from the developing coun
tries. - Product composition of exports from the developing 
countries: the rising' share of manufactures. Implications 
for the EeE region. which includes developed market econo- , 
mies and centrally planned economies. Statistics. 

Svetie,Fil1p.' European economic redeploYDIent. RIA 
XXXVIII (891) 'roth May 1987 :240-26', -

Three 'economic integrated communities 1) European Economic. 
Community; 2) COMECON t . 3) EFTA •. Attempts at bringing , 
about rapproachmentbetween the:three. 
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Swoboda, H. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 19851 45 

CMEA is faced with the problem of creating the mos.t progres
si ve structures to facilitate' benefioial che.nge. 

Szamue1y, Laszlo •. The eastern European economic situation and 
the prospects of foreign trade. NHQ XXV(95) Autumn 1984: '. 
60-72 . 

A modified situation in .the European CMEA countries. Rea
sons and evaluations ~ 'InteoSive (Qual1tative) development. 
Sh9rt and. long-te rm. p.rospects. 

II',,, Jo";!, !-.~ ,..~" '-'~.' _ i<,o.,;. 

Szentes, Tamas. East-West and. North-South relations: disar
mament and NIEe or further negative-sum-game. DP 7(1) 
Spring 1986: 3-29 

---. Global nature, origins and strategic implications. of 
the world economic crisis: an Eastern European view. TD 
(4) Winter 1982: 25-43 

Background. Why do the conventional explanations and 
solutions fail? New international economic order.· • 

Szwarc, Karo1.CMEA- from trade to integration. PP XXVI.II 
(2) Spring 1985: 15-19 

""The formation of CMEA to oppose an economic blockade of the 
socialist countries by the U.S. and its allies in early 
fifties. But the main aim was to form an organization 
which would further. the economic progress of the socialist 
countries through co-operation since they represented very 
disparate levels of development and dissmilllr structures •. 
Coordination of trade. Scientific and tech~cal cooperation • 

• 
Thank you, comrade. ET 296 13th July 1985: 45 

Criticism of the Economist's Survey of Comecon 'and 'comments 
on it. 

r . 
Tiraspolsky, Anita. An evaluation of gains and .losses in 

intra-CMEA trade: Terms of trade from 1970 to 1982. (Tr. 
by Miphe1. Vale) SEEFT XX(4) Winter 1984-85: 32-62 

Evolution of intra-CMEA terms of trade. Value of an 
analysis ot the terms of trade. Methodological details. 
Interesting insights on the impact of the increase in 
energy and raw materials prices on the CMEA economies. 
Terms of trade for individual countries ot CMEA by group 
of countries. Structure of intra-CMEA trade by maj or 
product groups. Price indices tor foreign trade tor 
CMEA countries. . 
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Todorov, P. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 19811 37 

The varied work of IIriteratominstrument-Pleven l • 

Tomczyk, Powel. CMEA foreign trade forecast, 1985-1990. 
8EEFT XXIII(3) Fall 1987: 44-73 

The author sets out forecasts of intra-CMEA trade for the 
period 1985";90 obtaine.d from a large-s cale e.conometric 
model. The model-predicts that intra-CMEA trade will grow 
faster than East -west trade and that intra-CMEA relations 
will continue to be strongly inf'luencedby the shift ill 
terms of trade favouring the Soviet Union. 

Trade plans with East Europe. FE 9th Aug 1977: 4 

India's trade with East Europe. 

Trade winds blow east again. ET 291 7t~ April 1984: 65 

In 1981 and 1982, East-West trade was bogged by restricted 
credits and debit repayments. Last year, the West's 
business with Russia and Eastern Europe was more dynamic 
than its trade with the rest of the world. 

Trade with East Europe: FlCC! could have done better. 
FE 17th Nov 1977:4 

India's trade with East Europe. 

Trade with Red Block levels off. ETI~ 28th Aug 1977: I, 3 

India's trade with East Europe. 

Upadhyay, K.K. Crucial features of India's trade and aid 
relations with the socialist block. 8E 17(9) 1st Sep~ 
1978: 9-12 

Valek, V. ABSEE:S XII (3) (67) May 1982: 40 

International economic organisations of the Comecon members 
may have co-ordinating functions, or may be Khozraschet 
production organisations, or partnerships of natural pro
duction or research organisations. 

• ABSEES XII(3) (67) May 1982: 40 

Main features of co-operation within Comecon since the 
.adoption of the Complex Programme 1n 1971. 
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Van Brabant, Jozef M. Another lo~k at· the origins of East 
European economic co-operatDon. OUW 24(4) Dec 1979. 
243-266 

Origins of CME!A., 

---. Further evidence of the relationship between socialist 
and world trade .prices. OUW 32( 2) June 1987: 122-144 

Suminaryof the results obtained from various tests of the 
relationship between East-1'lest and Cl.IDA trade prices report
ed earlier. .Discussion of new results based on a modified 
model· I'mdnew data. Good relationships . between. East-West 
andCMEA prices are obtained for the' maj ority of commodi ... 
ties, ',l.nd for a large number for which a modified test 
can beappUed. 1975 provides a major watershed in price 
formation. Frequently the elasticities diverge markedly 
from unity. -For products with a statistically weak rela
tionship, .other_ price determinants should be explored 
perhaps in conjunction with different samples. This recom
mendation is implemented for selected goods in the Penulti
mate Section. Further work on the subject needed. 

• The global economic recession and socialist economic 
integration in the 1980s. OUW 29(3) Sept 1984. 192-212 

The paper discusses the effects 'of the global economic 
. recession on the re,cent economic performance of the Eastern 
, European planned economies and how policy makers have 

reactEld to it at both the national and the regional level. 
It also deals with current outlook for a resumption of 
faster growth, how regional integration is shaping up, and 
the rel;tlisti,c :t:equirements for a sustained recovery of the 

.. groups as a whole. 

--- •. The USSR and socialist economic integration- a comment. 
SS XXXVI (1) Jan 19A4: 127-138 

From recent events. to prospects for CMI!!A 1ntegration. ' Ener
gy shock~..1. the CMEA price mechanism, andsocial1st integra
tion •. ,cJ\llli;A and world oil prices. CMEA contract priOQS. 
A Sov:i.e.t. bluprint . for the 1980s. . 

"I ." 

---. World prices and price-formation in intra-GrillEA trade: 
selected empirical evidence. om'l1 30(3) Sept 1985.163-180 

The ma.'io' principles of intra-eMmA price formation are 
analyzed •. Salient features of the trade data of centrally 
planned economies. A broad empirical test applied to 16 
individual primary commodities, is discussed and analyzed 
with a view to verifying the official price-formation 
principlea and to taking issue with the contention of 
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some sch:>lars thatth~ price-refe"once base has recently 
been reduced 'to three years. The empirical' results x-efute 
the latter contention, yield of the whole confirmation'of 
the price-formation, principles in case of soma goods at 
least when it comes, t:> price changes, but indicate growing 
uncertainty as one takes into account non-fuels and agri
cultural products. 

Vanous', Jan .. Commercial exchange rates of EaSt European 
countries and realistic dollar/Ruble exchange' rates for 
Soviet trade with Eastern Europe. SEEFT XXII(l) Spring' 
1986:83-99 ' 

. _. .... . ~ . 
Commercial exchange' rate of domestic currency. Thisexchange 
rate is used by Hungary, Poland,and Romania. Commercial 
exchange rate of devisa'currency- this exists in 'East
Germany. It refers to the valuation of ·the valuta mark 
vis-a-vis, the dollar and the ruble in commercial trans
actions rather than to the valuati~n of the domestic mark. 
Ex«hange rate based on average domestic cost of earning-' 
a un! t of foreign exchange through exports, known as ' 
internal exchange rate also. This is generally used as a 
basis for setting parametric internal exchange rates ,and 
commercial exchange rates. Parametric internal exchange 
rate. Realistic valueo! the rubble vis-a-vis the' dollar. 
Commercial and related exchange rates used by individual 
East European countri~s.. . 

---. Soviet and East European trade and financial relations 
with the-Middle East •. SEEFT XXI(1~2-3) Spring-Summer-Fall 
1985: 86-119 . 

E'xportsof crude:oil"from the Middle East to the Soviet 
Union and East 'European countries. Overall pattern of 
centrally planned econ:>miesand Middle East trade. Finan
cial relations with the Middle East, Statistical tables 
available. . - . 

Varshney, ·R.L •. India1strade with EEC, Asean and East 
European countries. 'YN 26(6) 1-15 Apr, 1.982. 

Vel'ma1 B.N •. ,. India's exports of engineering goods with 
soc1alist countries (1961-:-71): An analysis of 'growth~ 
diversification and c.once ntrati on. EAF 22(12) Dec . 
1977: 464-471 ' , ' 

" . , J •• , • 

Voge1,.Heill!"ich. " The politics of East-West economicre:" 
lations reconsidered, a German view. OtJ1V 27(3) Sept 
1982: 200-237 
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The politics of economic relations between East and West, 
have been reconsidered for quite a time. Divergent views 
within the OECD call for the formulation of a new integrat
ed strategy; 'Thisa~ticle discusses the feasible approach 
for a consensus which integrates political and economic 
interests of the US as well as other OECD, countries. ' , 

Von Amerongen,: Otto Wolff. Possibilities fO,r trade between 
East 'and west in the second half of the' eighties.' PFT' 
(5/6-251./252) ,1985: :21-22 ",', ,,' 

, 

Vosicky, Emilian. Relations between' Cl.[EA and the Europerin 
Economic' Communi ty. CED (3) May 1986: 55-58 ",' ." I . , , 

Weidenfeld j ·Werner.The European Community and Eastern 
Europe. AP 38( 2) 1987: 134-143" 

EC trade policy towards Eastern Europe. ,Comecon 'and West 
European integration. Beyond trade relations. Western 
Europe's, All-European perspe cti ve. 

Weiss,G. ABSEEsXJ;I(2)(66) Jan 1982: 43, _ " 

,On'lo years of integration within Comecon, ,discussed at 
the Sofia Meeting of the Comecon Counc~l.' ,;,' " - " . 

Weiss, R. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 52 . ' 
An analysis of the problems 
of effective sci.entific and 
Comecon member states. 

affecting the measurement 
techniCAl cooperation between 

. . ; r 

- ... - • and ~s chiedri ch, Harald. ABSEES XVI(3)(8Q) 1986:40, 
. , . !' . 

International econoinic integration in CMEA and the drive 
for greater intensifiCAtion of production at national 
leve 1 are not, always readily compatible. ' " _ "r ' 

.... ! 1 , 

Wetting, Gerhllrd. ~Eastern Durope in East;"West relations.' 
AP 37( 1) 1986: 3-23 ' 

Soviet penetration, ,in Eastern Europa. '" Economic- aspects. 
Differing ,compromises concerning the needs of' a' hation' s 
people. Security interests. 'Diverging foreign policy 
interests. Special case GDR. Coordination of interests 
between theGDR and the USSR as f:lxemplified by a specific 
case. ,On the whole Eastern Europe is' ,subject to Soviet . 
control. . " '. . 

Winiecki ,Jan. Central planning and export orientation. 
EE'.E XXIV(4) Summer 1986: 67-89 
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The earlY model and· eXport orientation. Modified models. 
Certain specific features of traditional central planning 
models made it impossible to attain an export orientation. 
Two types of distortions, l)domestic prices that do not 
reflect scarcities and 2) a lack ofinternati:>nal cost . 
comparisons turned out to be the greatest obstacles to 
foreign trade efficiency and specialization choice. In 
the modified model continuous attempts have been made to 
overcome the consequences of systemic features distorting 
the basis for specialization. Exports to world markets 
and foreign trade theories. Conditions necessary to the 
development of an export orientation.· .- .. 

Woh1muth, Karl. Structural adjustment in the world economy 
and East-West-South economic cooperation: A review. DP 
7(2) Autumn 1986: 68-77 

Economic interactions. Extra-economic determinants ·of 
economic relations and of economic development. ·World 
economic crisis, global economic management and East-west
South cooperation. Regional aspects of structural adjust
ment. New multilateral forms of cooperation: 

Woolcock, Stephen. East-West trader US policy and European 
interests.WT 38(2) Feb 1982. 51-59 

This article examines the reasons· for the divergence 
between the US and European approaches. Longer-term impli
cations for East-West trade of the possible outcomes in 
Poland, and the US and European responses to these develop-
ments. . . . 

---. East-West trade: U.S. policy versus European intarests. 
(Tr. by Michel Vale). ·SEEFT XIX(l) Spring 1983: 3-16 . 

. The background. From Afghanistan to Poland. The Reagan 
Approach. Possible future developments. 

World imports of engineering goods, 1.961-1985. EBE(Chapter 3) 
Oct 1987: 45-69 . 

This review of global trends in engineering goods imports 
is an extension of a recent Secretariat Study which 
focused upon the machinery ond eqUipment imports of· the 
European centrally planned econoniies. The growth of the 
volume of world engineering goods imports was found to 
have slowed considerably during the past decade, from an 
average annual rate of 12 per cent in 1971-1975 to only 
4 per Cent in 1981-1986. Eastern Europe, Latin America, . 
parts of Africa and Southern Europe lagged behind most of 
Western Europe 2 the Soviet Union, Asia (especially the 
Pacific Rim ana India) and North ~erica in the improve
ment in their stocks of .imported capital goods. 
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World trade ana the economies of the ECE region. EBE 39 
(Chapter 1) Oct 1987: 3-16 

This chapter rev'1ews the changes in world trade and payments 
and surveys the interactions between output growth and 
trade in the market and centrally planned economies of the 
region. Recent economic developments in the market and 
the centrally planned economies of the ECE :egion. 

Zevin, L. a' t et.El."Cooperation of CMEA'member-countries and 
developing countries in the resolution of the ,food· problem. 
(Tr. by Michael Vale). SEE:FT XXII (3-4) ,Fall/Winte,r198&o87: 
3-212 -

CMEA food imports from developing countri~sa:s weil as 
food exports to the developing countries have risen consi
derablY'in recent years. The search for ways to further 
improve food supplies faces significant constraints on 
resources.. In view of the authors! the developing countri
es Are in special need· for help ana cooperation from the 
CME'A countries. According to them, the capi talist approach 
to agricultural development centered on the 'green revolution' 
and 'food aid', has not worked. Alternatives offered by 
the CMEA countries. Are examined. Numerous projects between 
individual CMEA countries and developing countries in agri
culture, food industry, support industries particularly 
chemicalS and machinery. Trade between the countries. 
The food-problem in the modern world. Capitalist economy 
and developing countries. Cooperation of the CMEA countries 
in theagro-industrial sphere. CMEA trade with developing 
countries in food and the raw materials for its production. 
Economic and technological assistance to the developing 
countries' in food production by cooperation in irrigation 
and hydro systems, construction and land reclamation, agri
cultural production, construction of ancillary installations, 
aid in production of tractors and. agricultural machinery, 
fertilizer prod~ction, fishing industry and processing of 
marine products and food industry. Future arens and forms 
of long-term cooperation in the food industry. Multila
teral cooperation. Some questiOns concerning the methodo
logy of forecasting and evaluating the effectiveness of 
cooperation between the CMEAcountries and, the developing 
countries in the food and allied sectors. 

Zschiedrich, H. ABSEE:S XII (2) (66) Jari 1982:44 

An extensive survey and analYsis of theoretical problems 
connected with the effort to improve Comecon cooperation 
in research and development. 

, 
, . 
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ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 29 

Report on the Bulgarian Trade Delegation's visit to India 
at the end of June 1980 for trade talks wi tb. Indian 
Ministers. 

---. XIl(1)(65) Sept 1981: 37 
.. 

Brief survey of Bulgarian foreign trade with sqme Comecon 
and Third' World' oountries. • 

• XIl(3)(67) May 1982: 35 

The state of trade between Bulgaria and Cuba during tb.e. 
las t few years. 

• XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 28 

About 80% of Bulgaria's foreign trade is with member
countries of.COMECON. The'USSRleads the list while ·the 
biggest proportionate increase will be with Romania. 

---. XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 29 

21 mn dollars of aid were granted to Bulgaria over 15 years, 
and supply of unique equipment cadre-training expertise 
and consultations were extendeJ through the UN Development 
'Programme. Bulgaria participates in the realisation of 
UNDP projects in the Third World countries. . 

• XV(4)(77~ .Sept 1985: 30 
. , 

, . 

History and activity of the Bulgarian-Soviet Electro
Instrument Corporation~ 

---. XVI(1)(7A) Jan 1986: 24' 

Co-ordination of five-year plans} bl1ateralco-operation, 
joint research projects', joint fJ.rms, co-ordination of 
investments and techno-scientific' co-operation, were the 
issues discussed at the meeting betweenZhivkov and 
Gorbachev in Moscow on 12-14 June 1985.' . 

, , . ~ 

• XVI(3)(80) 1986:.25 

Soviet deliveries in 1987 for items being built in Bulga
ria with Soviet help are prel:t~narllydeterm1ned. 

---. XVI(3)(80) 1986: 26 

Through a recently established venture Bulgaria-made 
electronics will meet 80% of the Soviet-motor industry's 
ooe~. . 
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ABSEES. XVI (3) (80) 1986: 'Z1 

Trade between Bulgaria and Poland is to rise by; 43% ·in. 
1986-90. 

• XVII(1)(81) 1987: 28 

Active trade co-operation has been effected with some 
Austrian and Swiss firms. The Chairman of some of these 
firms give estimates of their dealings with .their Bulgarian 
counterparts. . 

• XVII( 2) (82) 1987: 30 

The continuing and increasing scale of imports of certain 
electrical tools from Fein C& E Company (West Germany). 

--- • XVII (2) (82) 1987' 31 

Bulgarian trade with China in 1987 is envisaged to rise by 
30%. 

• XVII ( 2) (82) 1987' 31 

A new protocol is signed on goods exchanges between Bulga
ria and the USSR in 1987. 

-
A1eksandrow, Kamen and Wojciechowska, Ewa. 

administration system in Bulgaria (after 
(Tr •. by Don Hank) ~ SEEFT XVII(4) Winter 

The foreign trade 
the 1979 reforms). 
1981-82: 78-88 

• A1exandrov, G. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 28 

Major items in Bulgaria!s exports are. electric and ice 
trucks. Some 83% of these a~e exported to the USSR. 

Alexiev, S. .AI3SE&S XVII (1)( 81) 1987' -30 

Rodopaimpex is a specialized . outlet for the growing meat 
production, a solid trading partner to SO. countries around 
the world. 

Atanasov; A •. ABSEES XII(3)(67>" May 1982' 34 

About Bulgaria's participation in Comecon. 
. , . 

Bulgaria-India. ENB 2'7(1) Jan 19871 6 

Christov, Christo. Forty years of socialist foreign trade. 
ENE XXVI (1) 1985: 1,5 
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--. The new concepts ~d approacheS. ENE XXVI(9) 1985:' 
I, 4 

Cooperation with Bulgaria in 1986. PEN 7(573) 15 Apr 1986: 
5-6 

Daskalov, Peter. 'Forms· of organising foreign -trade • ENE 
XXIV(2) 1983: 1, 6 . . 

Developments in Bu1garianarms exports, 1979-83. '. SEEFT .. 
XXI(1-2-3)Spring-Siummer-Fall 1985: 80-85 .... 

In the case of Bulgaria the areas most shrouded in secrecy 
are arms exports and exports and imports of crude oil and reo 
tined .oi1 products. From the Soviet statistics, estimate 
of Bulgarian arms is made •. Although it 1s not possible to 
separate exports of arms from exports of civilian road 
vehicles and other transport eqUipment in bilateral export 
transactions, the-data on the developments of both exports 
combined for 1979-83 are revealing enough. 

Dimov, A. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 19821 35 

About Bulgaria's specialisation in the international market 
and especially within the framework of Comecon. 

Economi~ partnersl African countries-forms of teamwork with 
them. ENE XXIV(1) 1983: 6 

Elmazov, E. ABSErS XV(3)(76) May 1985: Z7 

A general statement of the conditionS for'farming mixed 
associations ofa Bulgarian enterprise and a foreign firm, 
followed by a quite detailed statement.about one. such, 
'Sistematix'. Joint venture, for agricultUral cooperation. 

Gavrilov, Ivan. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: a> 

Factors favouring economic co-operation between Greece 
and Bulgaria. . . 

Georgiev, Spas. Economic relations: Bulgaria's foreign
trade 'policy towards the developing. countries. ENE 
XXIII(2) 1982: 6 

---. Trade and economic ties with the Latin American 
countries •. ENE XXV(8) 1984: 1, 6 

. , 
Grozdanova, Sasha. Trade and economic relations between 

Bulgaria and the Arab countries. SEE·FT XXI(1-2-3) Spring
Summer-Fall 1985: 100-128 
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Bulgaria maintains active and multifaceted economic ties 
with the Arab countries. Trade relations play an importa
nt role. Trade with Libya,. Iraq, Algeria and Syria accounts 
for 77% of Bulgaria's total trade with the Arab world. 
Export of capital goods from Bulgaria. The principal ex
ports are metal-working machinery, farm equipment, lifting 
and transport. equipment, and power and electrotechnical 
machinery and equipment. Imports of agricu31tural products: 
rice, Oils, citrus fruits, cotton etc., from the Arab 
countries. Organization of high-level technical servicing 
of exported machinery and equipment and a regular supply 
of spare parts important-for improving Bulgaria's reputa
tion as an exporter. The Arab would is the second largest 
supplier of oil to Bulgaria after the USSR. 

Grozev, Plamen. - ABSEES XVI (3) (80) 1986: 24 

Bultex isa new Bulgarian-British joint venture for indus
tria~ co-operatio~. 

Hristo, _Gane-v. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 25 

The setting of joint trading companies, and other forms 
of j oint ventures, have recently become a characteris tic 
form of Bulgarian-Greek economic relations. 

Ihdo-Bulgarian talks. Need to step up tie-ups~stressed. 
ETM 22nd June -1980: 1-

Ivandjiisky, K. ABSEESXI(3)(64) May 1981: 37 

Traqe and industrial cooperation between Bulgaria and 
Czechoslovakia, especially in electronics. 

Jankowski, Marek. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 31 

In 1986 trade between Bulgaria and Poland reached 770 mn 
roubles. New_directions in 1987 involve broader applica
tion of specialization and direct contacts between manu-
facturers. . 

Katzarov,Patri~. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 26 

A favourable French comment on co-operation between France 
and. Bulgaria ~n 11 gh t indus try. -

Khubenova, T. ABSE~ XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 3J 

Bulgarian· industrial cooperation with capitalist firms 
is expanding, most recently in the farmework of national 
ten-year programme and general with business groups. 
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Markova, Maria. ABSEFS XVII(2) (82) 1987: 32 

Maimex sells and provides an extremely reliable servicing 
Of medical equipment, deals in pharmaceuticals, and has 
a solid industrial base. Maimex trades throughout the 
world. 

Mateev, Georgi. Specific aspects ,of the problem of economic 
development in the People's Republic of Bulgaria and its 
participation in socialist economic integration~ (Translat-
ed). SEE:FT XVII (2), Summer 1981: .3-16 ',. 

Mihailov; Lyuben.' Economic relations with Japan show great 
promise. ENB XXVI(8) 1985: 3 

Moev, P.and Ilchova, Daniel. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987. 32 

The main goal of Bulgarleasing is to meet the needs of 
Bulgarian manufacturers for new machines and production 
methods. It concludes deals with the well-established 
leasing firms in the world. 

Palankovski, V. ABSEES nI(3)(67) May 1982: 35 

The BUlgarian enterprise 'Technoexportstroi I., builds plants 
in more than 25 countries throughout the world. 

'. 

Popov, U. AESEES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 29 

The work of Bulgarian specialists in Tanzania and Mozambique. 

Protich, Vesselin. Economic relations with FRG. ENB XXVI(7) 
1985: 6 

Raichev , Ventzel. ABSE&,S, XVI (2) (79) 1986: 32 

Along-term trade agreement signed with the USSR for the 
pe'riod up to 1990' envisages growth • 

. Relations between .YugoslaVia and Bulgaria, 1967-1981. 
YS XXIU(3) Janl982: 141-160 

Political, economic and cultural relations. 

Sotirova, Rumiana and Gocheva , Boryiana. Credit relations 
in Bulgarian imports from the developed capitalist coun
tries. SEEFT XXII(l) Spring 19861 6-18 

Useful information on interest rates paid by Bulgaria and 
on the banks most preferred by Bulgarian borrowers. Bul
garia's 'efforts ,to pay off debts in convertible currency. 
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Ta1izin, N. ABSEES XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982: 37 

Survey of trade and industrial cooperation between Bulgaria 
and the Soviet Union since the signing of the first Treaty 
for Cooperation and Mutual aid in 1948. 

Todorov, Georgi. Bulgarian-Chinese trade to double. ENB 
27(8-9) Aug-Sept 1987: 1, 5 

Trade and economic relations 'with the ABEAN countries. state 
and prospects, ENB 27(6) June 19871 1, 6 

Tsankov, V. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 19871 27 

Bulgarplodexport, ore of the country.s oldest foreign trad
ing companies, exports more than 300 brands of fresh and 
canned fruits and vegetables to more than 70' countries. 

Tsarevski, Nesho. Participation'in CMEA international banks. 
ENB XXIII(2) 19821 1-2 

Bulgaria as co-founder or the two international banks of 
the CMEA member-countries: the International Bank for 
Economic Cooperation, IBEC, and the'International Invest-
ments ~ank, IIB. ' 

Velev, R. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 41-42' 

First and second article about perspectives for increasing 
economic collaboration between Bulgaria and the Federal 
Republic of Germany. ' 

Velev, Todar. The influence of Bulgaria's economic ties wfth 
CMEA members on some proportions in its economy. (Tr. by 
Peter Maggs). SEEFT XX(2) Summer 19841 56-68 

One indicat or of the participation of the- country in the 
international division of labour is the relative rates of 
growth of national income and of international: goodsexchan~. 
Since 1970 these rates have been significantly higher in 
foreign trade and show the open nature of the economy of 
the People's Republic of Bulgar1a. They also, show the 
influence of the international division of labour, and, 
above all, of socialist integration on' our social ,and 
economic aevelopment. ' , , 

Velikov, A.B. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 28. 

Joint ventures, and joint manufacturing of electric and 
electronic household appliances help improve their quali
ty. Through industrial co-operation with western firms, 
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socialist integration and international division of latour, 
the range of electronic products is extended. 

Voutev, Georgi. Foreign economic relations. ENB ... _ ( . 
XXII(9) 1981: 1-2 

Zheliazcov, H. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 27 

Agreements have been reached on trade with Argentina and 
Brazil, the latter being Bulgarials dhief trading partner. 
Relations with Brazil include progressive forms of e~ono
mic co-operation. 

Czechoslovakia 

ABSEES XI(2)(S3) Jan,1981: 37 

Low efficiency of Czechoslovak exports is lRrgely due to 
excessive consumption of energy and raw materials in 
producing them. 

---. XI(3)(S4)'May 1981: 43 

Signing.of trade protocol with the USSR for the 1981-85 
plan; policy concerning long-term supplies of energy and 
raw materials. 

• XII(3)(S7) May 1982: 43 

Comparison of prices per kilogram of Czechoslovak machinery 
exports to the EEC. 

• XIII(l)(SS) Sept 1982: 43 

Czechoslovak-Soviet economic and technological co-opera
tion in· the 1981-85 Five-Year plan. 

---. XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 35 

The Czechoslovak-Soviet trade protocol for 1984 foresees 
an increase of 12% as compared with 1983. 

• XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 35 

I'n fore1gn trade with socialist countries stricter 
standards of quality and. technic!'!l level are required. 
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---. XV(1)(74) sept 1984: 38 

Economic co-operation and trade between Czechoslovakia 
and the Soviet Union. 

---. XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 32 

Full text of the long term agreement on economic coopera
tion between the Soviet Union and Czechoslovatia. 

---. XVII(1)(81) 1987: 36 

Economic associations are entitled to enter into direct 
economic contact with economic units of other CMRA states, 
according to new rules issued by the· Government. 

• XVII(2)(82) 1987: 41 

Industrial cooperation has become a signif1.cant part of 
Czechoslovak trade policy, particularly. with non-socialist 
countries. 

Assessment of Czechoslovakia's foreign trade in 1986. 
ED (4) Apr 1987: 3-5 

Augustin, P. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 38 

Most Czechoslovak trade with capitalist countries is. with 
the BEC which, however, practices discrimination. 

Bakule, V. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 32 

The fixed official exchange rate and a correction coeffi
cient shOUld be unified. into a single realistic aM. 
flexible exchange rate. . 

Bautzova, Libuse. ABSEES XVII(2) (82) 1987: 42 

New agreements are being signed between CSSR and USSR on 
supplies of raw materials to the Czechoslovak chemical . 
industry in return for a proportion of the finished product. 

Bohm1 Arnost. Economic co-operation with non-socialist co un-
tr1es • CED (4) June 1985: 72-84 . . 

CZ9 chos lovakia 's e conomi c coope ra ti on wi th non-s oci alls t 
countries has been marked since the .beginning.of the 7th. 
Five-Year Plan period by fluctuations on the market of 
the world capitalist system. Certain selected items in .. 
CzechOslovak exports recorded increases after 1980. Cer
tain selected system measures adopted for the purpose at 
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raising the export perrormanee or the Czechoslovak economy 
and or achiGving more intensive utilization or all import 
inputs. 

Burian, Gustav. Czechoslovak economic law and external 
economic relations. CED (3) May 1984, 63-8Ai SEEFT 
XXII (2) Summer 1986: 6-27 

Survey of the legal environment or-international trade in 
Czechoslovakia. Laws governing roreign trade. Relations 
between domestic producers and roreign trade enterpr:l,ses. 
Promoting the interests or the state over those of the 
enterprises.? Importance in enabling, the, state to. honor. 
trade agreements with other socialist countries but nega
tive efrects on enterprise performance and creates con
flicts between producers and roreign trade enterprises. 
Specia~ization and co-operation in industry and scienti
ric-technological cooperation with other countries. Ex
perimenting with foreign trade organisations acting as 
export' agents. 

Cern':)huby; Milan. Relations between CzeChoslovakia and the 
European Economic Community. CED (1) Feb 1985. 50-62 

'Trade policy ,relations. Actual trade between Czechoslo
vakia and EEC. Sector agreements. Exports of steel pro
ducts, textiles, mutton. Quantitative restrictions. Anti
dumping proceedings. 

Cerny1 Miroslav. Economic cooperation and coordination of 
nat10nal economic plans between Czechoslovakia 'and the 
Soviet Union after 1985. CED (1) Feb 19851 41-49 ' 

Economic cooperation with the USSR is one of the decisive 
factors 'in coping with the majority or basic questions of 
the development of Czechoslovakials economy. Mutual eco
nomic relRtions. Turnover of Czechoslovakia IS roreign 
trade with USSR accounts ror about 43 percent or its total 
turnover. Petroleum and other natural ores-major share 
of imports from USSR. ' 

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance & Czechoslovakia. 
FE loth Dec 1979: Y 

Creation of joint ventures in Czechoslovakia by Czechoslovak 
organisations and companies from non-socialist countries 
and their activities. ED (5) May 1986: 2-13, 

CTK.' ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 41 

A Czechoslovak-Chinese standing working party has been 
set up to co-ordinate j oint energy projects in China. 
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Czechoslovak foreign trade, its organisation and the 'princi
ples or the country1s trade policy. En (7,8) July, Aug 
1986: 3-9, 3-9 . 

Basic regulations determining the organisational arrange
ment and the conduct of Czechoslovakia1s external economic 
relations. Administrative and legal regulations of terms 
of references. Foreign trade acti vi ties., International- -
economic services. Industrial co-operation and specializa
tion. ,Scientific and technical cooperation. Industrial 
rights and know~how. Establishment and running of trade . 
representations of foreign trade. Statutory rules govern
ing property rights. _ Customs regulations., Foreign exchange 
regulations. International agreements. 

Czechoslovak-Soviet economic co-operation- facts, informa
tion, documents. CED (~) Nov 1985: 44-60 

Main areas of cooperation in science and technology. Main 
directions of extension of industrial specialization and 
cooperation. Multilateral agreements. Bilateral agree
ments. 

Czechoslovakia1seconomic relations with developing -nations. 
FE' 10th Dec 1979: 6, 7, " 

Czechoslovakia1s participation in sCientii"ictechnological 
cooperation within the CME:A community. ,CED (7) Oct/Nov 
1986:00-34 

Participation in nuclear energy industry, agricullture, 
computer technology ,etc. 

Danecek, ~iri. The basiC relationships between ".foreign. 
exchange instruments, prices, and the plan. (Tr. by 
Marian Sling). SEEFT XIX(3) Fall +983: 50~79 

The basic role of conversion ratios. .Flexible and in1'lexi
bleconversion ratios. Influence of exchange 'relations on 
adjustment of conversion ratios. Influence of cross-rates 
on the ,adjustment of conversion ratios'. Thepossibil1ty 
of giving even greater accuracy to the conversion-ratios 
in their function as criteria. Coordination of flexible 
conversion ratios with planning. Basi- and conditions 
for a transition from conversion ratios to foreign 
exchange rates. 

Development of economic cooperation between Czechoslovakia-
and the CMEA countries. CED (5) June 1986: 23-24 . ' 
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Divis, V. ABSEESXVI(2).(79) 19A6: 38 

Agreements signed on technological cooperation and trade 
between CSSR and China. 

-~-. ABsEE$ XVIl(2)(82) 1987: 43 
J . ' " 

, . 
. j _. , 

A.report of meetings between Foreign Minister Chnoupek 
and various leaders of the Chinese Communist Party •. 

, '~ 

Dlouhy, Vladimir and Dyba ~ K~r~l. 
.1983: 36 . . 

ABSEES XIII(2)(69) 
• 4." ,.,. 

. t " I· 

An econometric model' of Czechoslovakia foreign trade 
indicates that a positive balance with western countries 
would require reducing imports of raw materials and 
higher export prices ~ . '. . 

-_.. Modelling Czechoslovak foreign trade flows with non
socialist countries (equilibrium and some disequilibrium 
estimation) •. CEP (23) 1985: 91-110 

.. 
There seems to be tentative evidence that disequilibrium 
estimation is not requtred when estimating Czechoslovak 
aggregate trade' flows with non-socialist countries. Equi
librium estimation results support the view that the plan
ning authorities in Czechoslovakia really viewed exports 
to non-socialist countries' primarily as a source of foreign 

·exchange to cover imports and to reach a desired trade 
balance with non-socialist countries. Czechoslovakia is 
not a price taker in Western markets. However the value 
of price flexibility is such as to suggest: that eventual 
adjustment by means of increased supplY of exports. may 
bring an increase in the foreign exchange revenue. 

. ., 
.-, ... . 

Dyba, K •. AdjUstment to international disturbances. Czechos
lovakia and Hungary..AO 34(3-4) 1985: 317 ... 337 

Balance-of~payments impact o~ the international disturbances 
and adjustment to them are compared between Czechoslovakia 
and ,Hungary. On average 'adverse balance-of-payments.effects 
of disturbances were significantly higher for Hungary than 
for Czechoslovakia. Despite the systemiC dirterences,·the 
balance-of-payments effects of policies followed by both 
countries in.response .to·external disturbances were qUite 
similar both in macroeconomic and basic structural respects. 
On the whole, in terms of overall efficiency of adjustment 
both ·countries seemed to perform on even terms up to now. 
The question remains to what extent-differing systemic 
experiences of both countries eventually pave the way 
for possible fubure differences in performance. 
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Dyba, Karel and Kupka, Vaclav. Accommodating the Czechoslo
vak economy to external blows (a macroeconomicenalysis 
for 1973-1981); (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT XXIII(l) 
Spring 1987: 6-30 ' 

Theoretical-methodological introduction to the subject. 
Assessment of the impact of external blows on the balance 
of trade and of the principal economic policy responses. 
Interpretation of the aims and results of ,the economic 
policy response to external shocks. Projection of the 
economic policy response into the structure of home con
sumption. Reallocation of production,resources and the 
development of economic performance. Economic policy 
response and intensification. The effects of higher endJ:'gy 
prices and of deflationary policies on economic performance. 
Analytical and econometric teChniques to disentangle the 
consequences of changes in the external economy and of 
policy reactions to these changes for domestic growth and 
foreign trade performance. The conclusion was that although 
planners were able to maintain both external and internal 
equilibrium this success came at a very high cost in terms 
of poor economic growth and in the failure of e,conomy to 
to undertake necessary. structural changes. 

For development of direct relations. CEO (6) Sept/Oct 
1986: 36-39 

• 
Garcar

J 
Jan. Broad possibilities of economic cooperation. 

CEO ~5) June 1986: 50-54 

Gurdip Singh. Czechoslovak-Indian ties: .'Ul assessment. 
FE loth Dec 1979: 6 

Hlidek, J. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 42 

Directives for the coming Five-Year plan (1981-85') stipu
late a gradual transition towards, balanced foreign trade. 
Exports should grow faster than imports. 

---. ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 45 

Basic features of Czechoslovak foreign trade policy and 
some problems arising out of western inflation. 

--- and Pasek, J. ABSEES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983. 36 

The Czechoslovak share in world trade,dropped from 
1.5% in 1965 to 0.8% in 1980~ 
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Hloch Alois. Expansion of economic cooperation with the 
socialist countries in the 8th Five-Year plan period. 
CED (5) June 1986: 16-22 

Trade with Soviet Union, GDR,Poland, etc. 

Horak, VladiMir. Czechoslovakia-Latin Americas interest in 
broader relations. CED (8) Dec 1986: 36-39 

Hradecky 1 Stanislav~· Str.uctural changes and intern.ational 
sociallst economic integration. CED (1) Feb 1984: 70-83 

.r. .' ._. 

Hrncir, Miroslav.External balance in pla~ed economy: 
CEP (21) 1983: 71-87 

The· effect of the international division of labour and the 
balance of payments barrier. Essence of this barrier and 
its meaning for the development. of planned economy. Chara
cteristics of the maintenance of the equilibrium of the 
balance of payments relations: Examples from Czechoslovak 
economy. The balancing of the balance of payments and the 
external equilibrium of the economy. Demands on the crea
tion of export and import flows in the normative conception 
of planned economy • 

•• -. External oriteria and the mechanism of the Czechoslovak 
ecbnomy~ CED (1) Jan 1986: 58-59 

• Macroeconomic proportionality in an open planned eco
nomy. (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT·XXIII(2) Summer 19871 
37-59 . 

Effects of linking the national economy to the international 
division of labour. Macroeconomic and microeconomic dimen
sions ,of the effects of joining the international division 
of labour. Is the handling of macroeconomic proportionality 
in CzeChoslovakia adequate for an open economy? Feasibility 
of various types of economic mechanisms for Czechoslavakiars 
future 

---. Ways. of achie ving exte rnal e qUi 11 brium in the Cze chos 10-
vak economy. CED' (4) June/July 1986: 39-70 . 

The problem of external equilibrium in macroeconomic deci
sion-making. Influence of external economic relations on 
the creation and use of the national income. Forms of 
attaining external eqUilibrium.. Balancing financing of 
foreign-exchange results. Adaptation of export and impo~ 
flows. 

Industrial .cooperation be.tween Czechoslovakia and non-socia
list countries. CED (5) June 1986: 47-49 
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Ivandjl1sky, K. A,BI3EES XI(3)(64) May 19811 g'7 

Trade and industrial co.o.peratio.n between Bulgaria and 
Czecho.llo.vakia, especially in electro.nics. ' 

Jakubec, Jaroslav. ASSESS XIII (1) (68) Sept 19821 42 

The cut line ef foreign trade strategy to. reduce the rising 
import dependence and balance cf payments defic1 t. 

--. Efferts to. establish mutually advantageellB relations. 
(Trade-pelicy cenditions ef develcpment ef CzechQslovakiars 
trade with advanced capitalist states). CED (5) June'1986: 
42-46 ' 

Jirges, Mlloshv. Irreplaceability of' Czecheslovak-Scviet ' 
cocperation in intensification of eccnomic prcgress. 
CEO (1) Feb 1984: 84-98 " ' 

Jirka, Z. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 35 

Rewards ef expcrting crganizations will be linked to": foreign 
trade profits accerding to the management rules of ,t~e new 
Five-Year plan. ' ", 

Jung, Zdenek. From pcssibilitiestc con~rete practfcel~ECo~ 
nomic relations between secialist and advanced capitalist 
ceuntries. CEO (5) June 1986: ,33-41 

• Trade ncrmalizaticn- an insoluble prcblem. Relations 
between Czechcslcvakia and the United States within the" 
General Agreement cn Tariffs and Trade. CED(6) Sept 1985: 
87-95 

. . i • 

An unwarranted act of discrim1natlcp. Barriers ~rected by 
U.S. trade legislaticn. The need to disman~le a.rtificial 
barriers. 

Ko.marek, M. ABSEEB XVII(2)(82) 1987: 42 

Trade between Cuba and CSSR is set to. increase withengino
ering goods, including po.wer generatio.n,' keeping its leading 
role inCzechoslevak mcperts to Cuba. , ' 

Kraus, Josef. Can co.ntractprices be 'based cn reglo.na1pri
ces? (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEm XXIII (4) ',Winter 1987-88: 
~21 ' ' , 

On the pricing of agricultural products within the cMEi. 
An apgument against the propcsal that the agricultural 
pricp-s prevailing on the European Ccmmunity markets be , 
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used for intra-CMEA trade. Because these prices are much 
higher than world market prices, that would lead toa . 
deteriorati~n of Czechoslovakia's termso~ trade with. tho 
CMEA. EC prices for agricultural products are kept above 
world prices due to subsidy elements in tho ECls Common 
Agricultural Policy. 

Kudlak, K •. ABSEE!SXVI(3) (80) 1986. 34 

A review of export performances 1ri the 7th Five-Year plan, 
with attention to the weak showing of engineering in non-
.social:i$1;markets. ".:' .• 

tatta, B. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 32 

Intra-CMEA and Czechoslovak-Soviet. cooperation in electronics. 

Major, J. and Pasek, J. ABSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 35 

Terms of trade with Western countries continue to deterio
rate. A new arrangement where the producer is in a closer 
contact -with foreign markets is tested. 

Ma te j ka, Kare 1. ABSEES XVI (3)( 80) 1986: 32 

CMEA has adopted a programme of scientific technical pro
gress, and Czechoslovak organizations are competing for 
the fUnction of main organizations in 95 selected problems 
being tackled under CMEA arrangements. -- . 

---. Czechoslovakia in scientific-technological integration 
with the CMEA countries. CED (6) Sept/Oct 1986. 20-35 

Scientific-technological cooperation- Nuclear energy indus
try- agriculture- computer technology. Comprehensive pro
gramme up to .. the-year 2000- priority areas- Czechoslavakia1s 
participation- management. 

Mejstrik, Michal. Economic effects of export and their depen
dence on the quality of products~ CEP (22) 1984. 57-82 

Statistical considerations. - Changes of 
time. - Impact of non-price competition. 
the Czechoslovak exports. Optimization 
the Viewpoint of export criteria. 

Merhaut, J. ABSEES XI (2)(63) Jan 1981: 35 

the . effects in 
Implications for 

of quality from . 

, -

Outline of the Agreement on long-term cooperation and 
specialisation between Czechoslovakia and the USSR 
signed in March 19~. 
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Nechanicky, G. and ,Chronc, O. ABSEES XVII(1)(8l) 1987: ~' 

The USSR's share of Czechoslovak foreign trade is 45% and 
growing. But performance in non-socialist areas is dis-
appointing. . " 

Nineteen hnndred and eighty-two (1982) results of Czechoslo
vakia's foreign trade. ED (11) Nov 1983: 4-6 

Padevet, Zdenek'.Trade with advanced capitalist states~ 
CED (7) Oct/Nov 1986: 35-39 

Trade policy and commercial conditions. 

Pavel, M. ABSEES XV1(3) (80) 1986: 34 
, , . 

The 7th Five-Year plan has finished favourably, but though 
the hard currency situation is stable, foreign loans in 
the future will not be rUled out. 

Pavel, M. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 39 

Conversation with Ing. M. Mikes, General Director of 
Skodaexport, on the main areas of its activity. 

Petras, Rostislav. Czechoslovakia-Nicaragua: growth of 
:trade and economic co-operation. SEEFT XVIII(3) Fall 
1982: 90-95 

On April 4, 1980, Czechoslovakia concluded several intep
governmental agreements with Nicaragua. Particularly 
important for foreign trade is the economic agreement 
under which the Nicaraguan government will be provided 
credit for supplies of , machinery and equipment,mninly 
for developing the textile industry in the state sector. 
In addition, the importation of Czechoslovak machinery'and 
equipment can be financed by credit granted by the Czechos
lovak Commercial Bank to the Central Bank of Nicaragua. 
Material supplies to develop the Nicaraguan economy. 
Prospects for trade and 'cooperation in industry and tech
nology. Mining industry. Fielbd of energy. Cotton and 
coffee~. '. 

Petricek, Vaclav. Open system 'of ecpnomic instruments iri 
forei~n trade., CED (3) May 1986: 47-54 

Production and foreign trade. Exports structure and 
effectiveness. ' Export and import-the need for more 
effective linkages. 

Provisions for higher exchanges of goods with the CEA 
countries. CEO ,(5) June 1986: 25-27 
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Results of-Czechoslovak foreign trade in the period of the 
7th Five-Year plan and its future tasks. OED (5) June 
1986: 8-11 

Results of Czechoslovakia'S foreign trade in 1983,1984, 
1~85, 1986. ED (11) Nov 1984, 1985, 1986, 19871 4-7, 
4-9, 4-6, 46 

Rohlicek, Rudolf. Prospects and certainties. Program of 
long-term Czechoslovak-Soviet cooperation in economy, 
science and technology up to the year 2000. CED (6) . 
Sept 1985: 24-32 

Rous! Jan and Hej1, Lubomir. Contribution to the evaluation 
ana stimulation of effectiveness in external economic 
relations. (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT XX(4) Winter 
1984-85: 77-105 

The authors propose reforms not at the level of the CMEA 
but at the level of the individual enterprise. Indicator 
of current thinking about the reform of foreign trade in 
Czechoslovakia. Exports and export growth should be 
reviewed as a necessary adjunct to growth and development. 
Wven if domestic and world market prices are brought into 
line, as the authors recommend, emphasis on export growth 
without allJl comparison of world prices with domestic costs 
of production is likely to lead to non-economic export 
transactions. 

Rysavy, Pavel. Czechoslovak-Indian trade relations. 
FE' loth Dec 1979: 6 

Sedivy, Z. ABSEES XIII(2) (79) Jan 1983: 35 

Participation of Czechoslovakia in Comecon in 1981-85. 

Significant role of the UsSR inCzechos1ovaki.rs foreign 
trade. ED (7) July 1984: 3-4 

Simon, J. and Leschtina,·J. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984.39 

Exports of Skoda cars to 20 countries. 

Standke, Olaf •. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987& 46 

The GDR and Czechoslovakia have much in common in techno
logical and indUstrial affairs and are vital trading 
partners for each other. 

Stouracova, Judita. External economic relations: the only 
way forward-intensification. CED (6) Sept/Oct 1986:43-60 
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Conditions in the world econonw •. Foreign trade position,. 
of' Czechoslovakia. Position of internal e·conomy. 

Stransky~F. .AJ3SEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 38 

CMEA member' states are Czechoslovalda1s main foreign trade 
partners. In 1983, their share in the total. turnover .wa~ 
71.9%. .' . 

Su3 an, I. ABSEES XII(2)( 66) Jan 1982: 38 

Experimental simulations of economic development till 1990 
shaw .that a return to a balanced foreign trade' is possible 
if a lower rate of growth is complemented by active pro.,. . 
export policies. 

Svatopluk" Smutny. ABSEES XVI(1).(78) Jan 1986i·34 

The value in Marks of Czechoslovak-Federal German rtrade' . 
with a glance at import restrictions· and~tco-operation. 

Tasks of Czechoslovakia1s foreign trade in 1986. ED (4) 
April 1986: 3-4 ' 

Urban, B-:>humil. .ABSEE:S XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 38 

The Minister of Foreign Trade on the tasks tor' 1984. 

• Higher criteria for the f'ulfilment of' tasks. (A speech 
by Foreign Trade Minister) ~ CED (5) June 19861 3-7 

Valek, V. ABSEES XIV(3) (73} May 1984: 32 

Czechoslovak participati~n in investment in the Soviet iron 
ore industry in the 1980s. 

--. A13SE:ES xV( 3)(76) May 19851 37, 

An .article giving a comprehensive survey of the development 
of production cooperation with non-socialist countries; 
one hundred registered with the' Czechoslovak Commercial 
Bank. . 

Voracek, Josef. Cooperation in the' eng1neeringindustry ... 
CED (5) June 1986:28-32 . . ' 

Worldwide exports' of Czechoslovak eqUipment. FE loth Dec. 
1979: 6 
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Zahalka', Yaclav •.. Leasing in .foreign trade. (Tr. c by Marian 
Sling). ~E'EFT XIX,(2)c Summer, 1983: 37-52 .... f _ '. 

The nature of leasing. Financing leasing operations, com
puting their effect and . the liquidity aspect.' Opportuni
ties for applyipg leasing in Czech9s10vak foreign trade. 

'." • '-~ L _, 

Ziak, Stefan. dur~entproblems with the ',operatibns' 'of 
Kerametal, joint-stock company for foreign trade, and its 
monetary relations,~:. (Tr. by Marian Sling) ~'.' SEEFT XIX(l) 

. Spr1ng 1983: 55-69 . .. . . 
, ~{'_';'",-: ,-;, .. ", ".~:, 1_ I,'''~~'''';' 

This:joint-stockl company for .foreign trade :'lias' 'rounded as' 
au independent .legal. enti tyon Jan •. 1, 1.979 ,i~ Bratisl9.va. 
The main responsibility for this organizatl.on under ,the. 
state plan is to ensure the importation of the basic raw 
materials: .fo~ the Czechoslova.k- economy, the .main· compone.nt 
being iron ore .for the metallurgical industry." . Price -
movement and foreign exchange aspects of enterprise acti
vi ties.. Operations in non-socialist countries .in the .form 
of property participation. - . ., . 

Zverinova, Marie. ABsEES:XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986:_3~, 

Deputy Bocek. announced ,in the Federal Parliament.that the 
year's accounts showed a billion crowns earmarked for 
machine tool':impor~s tladnot been taken up by enterprises. 

German Democratic Republic 

ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 49 

An outline of the 1nvolvement of the GDR Academy of Scien';' 
ces 1n the' Comecon programme' of bilateral and mult11ateral 
research.for .the period 1,981-85. ' 1 

-- • XI(3)(64) May 1981: 52 

Details Of 'the . long-term trading agreement .be.tween the 
ODR 'and Hungary, between the GDR and Romania for'the 
period 1981'·85, and between' the GDR and the Soviet Union 
for 1981; lJesides"over the past three years the GDR 
has doubled its exports of machinery, agricult~ral machi
nery and vehicles to Africa and the Middle East. 
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---. XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 41 

Report on the 30th Session of the USSR-GDR parity govern
mental commission on science-technical co-operation in 
Moscow. . . 

---. XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 44 

Goods and service.s exchange between the GDR and the USSR 
in 1984 will be Roubles 14 bn.; in some industrial branches 
the exchanges are 100% covered by specialization or coopera
tion agreements. 

---. XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 47 

The foreign trade enterprise Intercoop sells training 
facilities and services primarily to Third World countries. 

• XV(3) (76) May 1985: 44 

An 11-point programme for co-operation '"in science, techno
logy and industry until A.D. 2000 has been agreed between 
the GDR and the Sovie t Union. 

---. XV(3)(~6) May 1985: 44 

The GDR and USSR are to continue efforts to co-ordihate 
their economic plans for 1986-90 by conceDtrati~g on a 
number of industrial projects important to both economies. 

---. XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 40 

An outline of major areas of co-operation between the GDR 
and its Comecon partners. 

• XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 44 

The prospects for GDR-Italian trade are good, but the GDR 
foreign trade authorities see a need for more market 
research on both sides. 

• XVI (2) (79) 1986: 50 

The trade protocol signed between the GDR and the. USSR' 
provides for increased deliveries of Sovietoi! in return- . 
for a wide range of engineering and electronic eauipment. . . . 

---. XVI (3) (00).1986: 43 

The importance of trade between the GDR and the FRG is 
underlined by Gunter Mittag1s visit to the Hanover Trade 
Fair. 
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.ABSE'ES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 44 

Agreements signed at the meeting of the GDR-USSR Govern
ment Commission in Moscow cover all important areas of 
the economy. 

• XVII(l)(81) 1987: 48 

The extensive trading relations between the GDR and India 
have·been taken a stage further with conclusion of a 
long~term agreement for 1989-90. 

• XVII(2)(82) 1987: 50 

Increased deliveries of microeleotronic equipment. character
ize the 1987 GDR-Soviet trade agreement. 

ADN. kBSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 46 

Report· on the GDR-Japanforeign trade in 1983; A meeting 
of the Japan-GDR Economy Committee in Tokyo. 

• XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 47 

Report on signing of a Protocol on economic and scientific 
technical co-operation.between the GDR and Syria for 1984. 

Beil, Gerhard. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 47 

Report by the Minister for Foreign trade to the 9th meeting 
of the Centr~l Committee of the SED. 

Blessing, Helmut and Hannemann, Gerfried. Historical experi
ence in managing foreign exchange relations of a socialist 
economy in its international transactions. EQ 00(4) 
1985: 31-50 . 

Experience of GDR in establishing equilibrium in its current 
account by a planned management of the foreign exchange 
re lations and thus can reo.! benefi t in organising the foreign 
exchange re lations in developing countries. 

Boot,·Pieter A. East-West trade and industrial policy: tile 
case of the German Democratic Republic. SS XXXIX(4) 
Oct 1987: 651-671 

This article investigates the extent of loss of market 
share of the most developed CI.!EA country, the German 
Democratic Republic, in the years 1975-84. There follows 
an analysis of the causes of this development, the possible 
influence of external factors, the influence of structural 
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industrial policy and the behaviour of agents in theece
nomic system. Attention to the reaction of the East 
German authorities to the wave of technical changes in the 
West in recent years. Industry and micro-electronics. 

. ~ 

Chaudhry, Madhu. India-GDR trade expands. ETM 23rd Mar 
1983: 7 

Dumde, C. AESEES XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982: 51 

Review of the GDR-USSR economic and technical co-operation. 

Ebersbach, Annette and Kuhn, Horst. ABSEES mI(2) (82) 
1987: 50 

The rapid development of science and technology will 
affect the structure of GDR exports in several ways 
which are not yet fully understood. 

Frohlich, Gerhard. A theoretical problem of foreign. trade 
effectiveness. (Tr_ by Michel Vale). SEEFT,XIX(3) Fall 
1983: 3-31 

Premises. Various views. Comparative advantages. Effects 
of terms of trade, Value-price mediations. Export profi
tability. Productivity comparisons. Evaluation of per
formance. Foreign trade and profit rates. The value of 
national income. 

Hahn, Karla and Jacob, Eleonore, The development of the 
economic relations of the GDR with developing ,countries. 
EQ'21(4) 1986: 16-24 

With the growing strength' of the GDR economy, there are 
increasing potentials for economic cooperation with deve-' 
loping countries, Diverse forms of cooperation with the 
respective partner countries. Ways of economic co-opera
tion. Economic and technical assistance; CMEAfs role. 
Better co-ordination needed. 

Heidel, Waltraut. ABSEFS XVI (3) (80) 1986'39 

Co-operation in micro-electronics .throughoutCMEA draws. 
heavily onGDR expertise. . . . 

Jefremenko, M.ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981169, 

Protoco1on mutua~ trade between Poland .and GDR; some 
statistical data. 
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Kosser, K.H., et a1. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 19A4: 44 

Exporting is now one of the responsibilities of the indus
trial combines. Although they can rely on specialist 
assistance in certain areas, are' expected--toach1eve results 
through their own efforts. . 

Luft Christa. Strengthening the relationships between 
pr~uction and foreign trade in the GDR. (Tr. by Michel 
Vale). SEEFTXVII(l) Spring 1981: 3-20 

Commodity stru~ture of foreign trade. Total industrial 
output ,exports and imports. Statistics.'. 

Mehta, D.S. Indo-GDR ties: Model of cooper!:).tion. FE 
28th Nov 19A4: 7 

, 'r 

MTI. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) 'Jan 1986: 53 

Report on the agreement harmonising the economic plans 
between Hungary and the GDRj mutual trade worth 10 bn 
transferable roubles to go up by 16% by comparison with' 
1981-85. 

Nn. ABSEE:S XV(l) (74) sept 1984* 46 

A report on important contrncts signed at the Leipzig Fair 
with foreign partners. 

---. XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 46 

Report on the signing of GDR-People1s Republic of China 
trade and payments agreeme~t at Leipzig Fair. 

Preuss1er, Jochen. ABSEES XVI(3)(BO) 1986: 43 

Trade between Sweden and the GDR is dominated by' co-opera
tive ventures bv l"'lrge Swedish concerns and GDR combines. 

Pries, Detlef-Diethard. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 55 .. ,- ~. 

Economic links between the GDR and China are moving away 
from exchange of commodities to cooperation and technology 
transfer. . 

Proft, Gerhard. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986, 50 

The GDR is aiming' to be'come the leading supplier of 
flexible manufacturing systems to the Soviet Union. 
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Rieck, H. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 38 

GDR teams are- at work on the natural gas ~ipeline and 
other rel~ted projects in the Ukraine. 

Scharschmidt, Gerhard. Economic co-operation between the 
GDR and developing countries. EQ 19(4) 1984:3-16 

The GDR has in the 35 years of its existence increasingly 
developed its economic relations with developing countries. 
These relations are comprehensive and diverse and have . 
actively helped to support the efforts of the developing 
countries at consolidating and expanding their economies 
and securing their economic independence. 

---. Economic relations between the German Democratic 
Republic and developing countries. EQ 17(3) 1982: 3-14 

The economic policy of many developing countries is orien
ted to the development of external economic relations with 
socialist countries. Hence the GDR as an industrial nation 
is increasingly becoming a trade partner for them. The 
structure and the tendencies in its external economic re
lati:>ns show this development. External trade and scien
tific and technical co-operation. 

Scheler, Werner. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985. 42-

The close scientific links between the GDR and the USSR 
are to be extended over the next 25 years. 

Scheuermann, J.ABSEES XII (3) (67) May 19821 50 

Report on the licence policy and activities of the leading 
GDR enterprises. 

Standke, Olaf. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 46 

The GDR and Czechoslovakia have much in common in technO
logical and industrial affairs and are vital trading partn
ers for each other. 

Steyer, C.D. ABSEF~ XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 44 

GDR partiCipation-in joint Comecon projects -is vital for 
the country1s l~term survival; discussion of the 
Yamburg pipeline project. -

Trade between the GDR and the USSR in the light of reduced 
growth. (Tr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT SVII(l) Spring 19811 
21-41 
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Higher prices and restrictions on deliveries of raw mate
, r:1 a Is plague the GDR e co norny • S ta ti s ti cal tab le s • 

Verner, Paul. 
of' socialist 
28-34 

The SUPG: joint course toward the promotion 
economic integration. ~m 24(3) Mat 1981. 

Waszczuk, E. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 75 

Co-operation between Poland and GDR in .electronics is 
rapidly developing, increasing by ~9& every year. A' 
report on the .co-operation will be submi ttcd .to the next 
session of the polish-GDR Economic Commissiori • . , 

Weiz, H. and Martschuk, G. ABSEES :laI(3) (67) May 1982: 49 

Review of" the history of" the GDR-USSR scientif"ic":technical 
co-operl'ltionat its 30th anniversarY,witn some; statistical 
data. . 

Wetting, Gerhard. Seclusion in: the GDR's Westpol1tik. 
AP 32(2) 1981: 121-1~9' " .'. 

West German payments and benefits. accorded to the, GDR. 
Co-operl'ltion with Eastern Europe. 

Wieck, Harry. ABSEPE XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 39 

In recent years the .GDR has established itself as a lead
ing exporter of" ~icences and scientif"ic know-how through
out the world. 

Windelen, Heinrich. The two states in Germany. AP 35(3) 
1984: 227-241 

-
The relationship between the Western and Eastern Germany. 
Political condi tions ,possibilities and limi t$ of" the 
special intra-German relationship. Intra-Ge~an trade • 

. Communi cl'I.ti ons and cooperation. 

Hungary 

ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 52 

Report on Hungaro-SQviet long-term eoonomic a~reements 
signed .in Buqapest. 
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---a XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 53 

Export of industrial complexes under Hungarian conStruction 
in Kuwait, Jordan, Romania, India, the USSR, and Mexico 
where a 5000 hectare farm is being established •. 

---a XI(2)(63) Jan 19811 55 

Hungary's trade with Comecon countries. 

---a XII(1)(65) Sept 1981s 61 . 

J. Feket~ on foreign uade re1ationswith"the.capital1st, 
third world, and socialist countries. - ,. 

---. XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 63 

Hungaro-British trade talks in Budapest •. In 1980 Hurigarian 
exports decreased by 16% while her imports increased by 13%. 

--- •. XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 52 

M. Timar the Chairman of the Hungarian NationalBankori 
increased export supporting credit limits, and adjustment 
of the forint exchange rates. . .. 

---. XIII(1)(6R) Sept 1982: SO 

Hungarian-Sovie't trade worth 6.5 bn. roubles in 1981. 

---. XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 52 

Calcutta's ~~erground network of 139 km. is to be finished 
by ,1990. Hungarian par~ic~pation. 

---. XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 52 

Talks between India and Hungary on possibi1itiesof joint 
industrial and construction ventures in third countries~ ... 

---. XIV(3){73) May 19841 50 

Analysing the continuous deteri9ration of the Hungarian 
terms of foreign trade during 1983, the report quanti,fies 
the year-by-year figures both in the rouble and dollar 
markets between 1973 and 1982. 

• XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 59 

Deliveries to 'the Comecon countries to in·crease during 
1984; some details on projected Hungaro-Soviet gOMs . '. 
trade. 
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ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 47 

Details of four loan agreements between the World. Bank and 
Hungary between 1983 and 1984 totalling ~439.4 mn. 

• XV(3)(76) May 1985: 57 

On the foreign trade 1984 results and the 1985 prospects. 

• XV(4)(77) Sept 19851 51 

Report on the signing of the Hungaro-Soviet proKramme, ,on, 
long-term economic co-operation until moo.' .... ' 

• XV(4)(77) Sept 19851 53 

Hungary has signed a ~75 mn World Bank credit for develop
ing her transport installations. 

• XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 54 

Durin~ a two-day' conference in Budapest, Hungarian economi
sts infol'med about hundred (100) Western businessmen about 
the Hun~arian economic organizational and managerial chara
cteristics and about co-operation with foreign partners. 

• XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 55 

Report on the domestic and foreign financing and enter
prising activities of the Hungarian Foreign Trading Bank. 

• XVI (2) <?9) 1~86: 59 

Foreign Trade Minister Peter Veress informed the press 
about th~countryl s 1985 results in foreign trade and the 
1986 plans. . 

---• XVI(~)(79) 1986: 59 

Hungaro-Japanese agreement on importing Mitsubishi motor
cars for part of' the convertib1flcurrencies spent by 
Japanese tourists in Hungary • 

• XVI (2),(79) 19861 SO 

How to increase trade with South-East Asia. 

• XVI(2),(79) 19861 SO 

U.S. Secretary of State- G. Shultz on the Hungarian wish 
to enj oyunl1mi ted mcet';"favoured nation status in the 
U.S.A. 
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---. XVll(1)(81) 1987: 58 

The chart shows the balance of foreign trade in billions, 
of 1'oreign trade in billions of forints, including the 
effectively paid transport costs. 

---. XVIl(2)(82) 1987: 59 

Peter Veress, Minister of Foreign Trade, at his Budapest 
press Conference: instead of a ~400 mn surplus I 1986 clOfied 
with a ~400 mn convertible trade deficit. 

Akar, Laszlo. Cooperation, joint appearance on third markets 
and joint ventures. MH (1) 1982: 4-10 

Co-operation on third markets. Three operating joint 
ventures. Financial rules. 

AngyRl,Adam. 'Large companies and economic policy. HBH 
( 3) 1986: 35-38 

The issue of the special position and possibilities of big 
companies in the development of foreign trade. 

B.l.G. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 50 

The influence of the weakening rate of exchange of the U.S. 
dollar on Hungarian foreign trade. 

Babus, Endre. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 57 

On the problems of the companies with mixed capitalist '. 
participation; .' there are 31 operating I but their activities 
in val'i')us sections of.the economy are still 1nconsid~rable. 

Bacskai, Tamas. Hungarian rate of exchange policy. NHQ 
XXV(96) Winter 1984: 117-129 

Survey of the situation. The long way to convertibility. 
The development of economic policy and the .control system. 
The uniform rate of exchange was realized at the level of 
the commerciaL rate of exchange by a gradual lowering 
of the non-commercial (tourist) rate of exchange. This 
also contributed to the improvement ,of the competi tive
ness of the country in the travel field. At the' same 
the uniform r.ate of exchange :improved. the .va1ue":'measuing 
abilitY!Jf the forint, its role in the guidance of enter
prises, and it also simplified administration •. The rate 
of exchange of convertible currencies is quoted and pub- . 
lished in forints by the National. Bank of Hunga.ry since 
the. 1st of Oct. 1981. Money plays. mai.nly R registration 
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role in transactions with CMEA countries. When the connec
tion between most domestic and foreign prices is direct, 
rate of exchange plays an impo~tant role • . 

Bako, Ede. Hungarian economic policy and the International 
Monetary Fund. MH (2) 1983: 4-8 

General objectives of the IMF. Development of internation
al credit relations. Hungarian economic policy. 

--,... Hungary 'and World Bank. HBH (1) 1987: .8-12 

Balassa, Bela. Adjustment policies in socialist .-
and private 'market economies. JCE 10(2) 'June 1986: 1.3.8-159 

This article shows that although the outward-oriented 
newly in!ustrializing countries suffered considerably 
gres.te r external shocks than the inward-oriented NICs and 
two socialist countries, Hungary and Yugoslavia, this was 
offset severalfold ,by differences in eco'lomic growth rates. 
High growth rates were the result of output increasing 
policies of export promotion and import substitution in 
the outward-oriented NICs whereas inward-oriented NICs, 
Hungary, and Yugoslavia relied largely o.n external financ
ing of the adverse balance of payments effects of external 
shocks tnat necessitated the application of deflationary 
measures once borrowing possibilities were exhausted. 

Beck, Tamas. The chanted role of the Hungarian Chamber of 
Commerce in the Hungarian public life. HBH (4) 1986: 5-.8 

Acti~ities of the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce. 

• The Hungarian Chamber of Commerce facing significant 
tasks. MH (1) 1983: 9-11 

• New role and tasks of the Hungarian Chamber o~ Commerce. 
1m (2) 1984: 4-8 

• New status for the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce. 
HBH (4) 1985: 9-10 

Benedek, Istvan. AESEES XV(3){76) May 19.85: 53 

On the operations of the Comecon banks in general and in 
relation with Hungary in particu~ar. 

Benedek, Istvan Gabor •. 'ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 19851 58 

On new methods in organiZing complex investment projects 
constructed abroad by the Hungarian Trading Enterprise 
Komplex through committing the subconstractors to joint 
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responsibility for the successful functioning of the 
delivered plants. 

Benedek, Istvan GabDr. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 59 

On Hungary's trade relations with her Comecon partners. 

---. ABSEES XVI(3)(80} 19861 57 

New commercial possibilities with China; in 1985 the trade 
turnover amounted to 740 million Swiss Francs. 

Berend, I.T. The Hungarian economy and ttie world .market in 
the 20th century. AO 24(1-2) 1980: 1-:00 

Adaptation to world mArket requirements. Radical transfor
mation of the production pattern implying. consideration ,of 
the trends in both the CMEA market and the world market. 
Long-term process.· Historical· re.v1ew. . 

Berenyii Lajos. The organization of foreign trade 1n Hungary. 
HBH ( ) 1986:·42-43 

A renewed ~rganizational model of Hungarian fore!gn trade 
1s being drafted. 

-Biro, Gerd. A Letter (from the Editor.to the Reader). 
MH (1 to 4) 1982, 1983, 19841 2-3; HBH (1 to 4}1985, 1986, 
(1, 2) 1987: 2-4 

General economicsituat1on and problems. East-West econo
mic relations and Hungary. Exports. Joint ventures. 
Foreign capital. 

Boda, G. AESEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 58 

Import 1ntens1ty approx1mately doubled in Hungary between-
1960 and 1980. For future economic growth 1t is of funda~. 
mental importance how this tendency continues. 

Bognar, J"ozsef.· External economic policy in the new phase 
of world economic development. HBH.(2) 1986: ·~7 

Bossa~i, Kata1in. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 58 

Eight agricultural, industrial and economic exports ' 
discussion on the Hungarian participation in the Soviet 
food programme. 

---. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 57 

Report on Hungaro-Japanese economic relations in which 
indirect links play an important part. 
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BO~f.nyi' Katalin. ABSEES XVII(1)(82) 1987: 59 . 

~ s. item reviews ~arious IMF and World Bank credits grant~ 
, to Hungary since her membership in 1982, and specifies 
s me of the spheres which are to-be co-financed by the 
~l bn credit approved by the World Bank for the year 
1986-90 period. 

Buscher, Hans Werner. SICONTACT: as seen by the Western 
partner. HBH (2) 1986: 42-43 

Corporate strategies (Interviews of the authori ties on -the 
related matters). HBH (1, 2, 4) 1985: 22-38, 27-4.0, 
26-40; (1,2, 3, 4)·1986: 24-35, 28-29, 23-24, 31-43; 
(1, 2) 1987: 20-27, 19-31 

Various industries and problems of exports of their pro
ducts. Product pattern, new machinery, innovation, 
development plans, investments, modernization, purchases 
of licenses from abroad, joint ventures, trading houses 
abroad, etc. 

Csikos-Nagy, Bela. Easing conditions of direct investments 
by foreigners. HBH (4) 1985: 11-14 

By the nature of things, direct investments in Hungary are 
of varying importance, depending on the production branch, 
group of products, technology applied, internationalcompe
·titiveness,andon the impact on the balance of payment in 
convertible currencies. Assurances needed to feel saft 
and stable to invest in Hungary. Integration of joint 
ventures in the Hungarian economr may affect the production 
culture and could create better -conditions for joining the 
mainstream of world economy. 

• Foreign trade efficiency and economic reforms. MH (1) 
·198.4: 4-9 . 

,. 
---. lIungary's adjustment to the new world market relations. 

AO 30(1) 1983: 77-88 

Due to the deterioration of the terms of trade Hungary 
had to export by 20% more at the end of the seventies for 
financing the same import compared to the situation a 
de cadebefore • Second oil price explosion (1979-1980) 
will gradually affect the Hungarian economy in the 
period 1980-1984 as ~~A foreign trade prices folloW 
world market prices' with a delay. With an economic policy 
implemented in 1979, Hungary has succeeded to adjust 
ibself to the new relative world market prices but an 
equilibrium could be achieved only with economic stagna
tion. The investigations for a new path of.economic 
growth have not been clarified yet. 
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Dancs, I. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 53 

The managing director of the Hungarian National Bank 
assessed-the overall success of export development loans, 
totalling over 51 bn. forints over the past 12 years. 

Darvas,L. and Salgo, Istvan. ABSEES XV(3)(76} May 1985: 59 

The article suggests that both exporting and importing 
industrial companies should seek direct contacts with 
their customers and suppliers abroad. 

Demcsak, Sandor. Hungarian entrepreneurs- foreign- partnElrs. 
MH (l) 1982: 22-24 -

Establishing trading or producing-type 
country. Struggle for export markets. 
Trade Bank's assistance. 

ventures outside the 
Hungarian Foreign 

DezseQYi-Gueullette, Agota. The utilisation and assimilation 
in Hungary of advanced technology imported from the west. 
SS XXXV( 2} Apr 1983: 196-a:>7 

Criteria for choice between western and socialist suppliers 
of imports. Criteria fQr choice between different Western 
suppliers. The import mechanism and the assimilation of 
imported technology. Upstream industry and its technical 
capacity. Assimilation capability within the firm. Rese-
arch and development within the f'irm. -

Dobozi, Istvan. Factors affecting Hungaryrs economic rela
tions wi th the Third World up to 0000. DP 4 Autumn 1983: 
128-146; SEEFT XXI(lJ 2J 3} Spring-Summer-Fall 1985: 
253-279 

Aim of this article is to define the main elements of _those 
external ec~nom!c conditions which affect the long-term 
cooperation between Hungary and the developing countries 
and to spell out the direction and intensify of their effects. 
The present features of the economic relations between 
Hungary and the developing countries. Share of foreign 
trade. Evolution of trade turnover. Commodity pattern or 
trade. Hungarian imports and export~- markedgeographieal 
concentration, distribution pattern of trade • Trade_ with 
newly industrial1zingcountries. The anticipated evolution 
of the inte rna ti onal e conom! c environment as it affe cts- the 
long-term,economic relations of Hungary and the developing 
countries. Economic cooperation within the European CMEA. 
The impact of the expected structural changes in world-, 
trade. Anticipated evolution of' the Third Worl<!'s eco--
nomi c growth. 
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Dobozi, Istvan. The Fifth Hungarian-US Economic Round
table. AO 26(1-2) 1981: 186-194 

Prospects of world economic development in the eighties. 
East-West and Hungarian-US economic relations~ Hungarian 
economic development and mechanism. Energy policy, socia
list finance, economic planning. 

Drechsler, L., et a1. Production co-operations among CMEA 
countries: aims and realities. AO 30(2) 1983: 193-202 

In recent years many changes have taken place in the eco
nomiccooperati'on of the CMmA countries.' Which factors, 
influence the establishment of cooperation in the fields 
of research and development, production and sales? Making 
use of the cooperation experiences of a few big Hungarian 
ente rprises, an answer is sought to the ques tiona Factors 
motivating the establishment of cooperation in the early 
1970s. The technological standards of the products pro
ducedin cooperation and the circumstances of their intro
dU,ction. Conditions of economical production. Specific 
features of sales. System of conditions of cooperation 
in the early 1980s. 

Dyba, K., Adjustment to international disturbances. Czechoslo
vakia and Hungary. AO 34(3-4) 1985: 317-33T 

Balance-of-payments impact of the international disturban
ces and adjustment to them are compared between Czechoslo
vakia and Hungary. On average adverse balance-of-payments 
effects of disturbances were significantly higher for 
lIunga.ry than for Czechoslovakia. Despite the systemic 
differences, 1rho balance-of-payments eff"ects -of policies 
followed by both countries in response to external disbur
bances were quite similar both in macroeconomic and basic 
structural respects. On the whole, in terms of overall 
ef"ficiency of adj us tment both countries. seemed to perform 
on even terms up ~to now. The question'remains to what 
extent differing systemic experiences of bot~ countries 
eventually pave the way for possible f"uture diff"erences 
in performance. ' 

Elias, Andras. An estimation of f"uture external circumstan
ces of our foreign trade-oriented producition development. 
BRI AE (61) 1985: 43-48 

On the prospects of the agricultural world market. The 
external circumstances and the Hungarian marketing pros
pects. 

, H 

-.- and Sebok, Emilia. 
exports. BRIAE (52) 

Current questions 
1983: 47-56 . 

ot Hungarian f"ood 
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Emod, P. ABSEES XIiI(2)(69) Jan 1983: 53. 

Report on the Iprepacked I buses: the Ikarus factory has 
since the 1970s sold some ~70 mn. worth of bodyworks .to 
Iraq. Similar contrac1Sexist with Angola, Cuba" Ubya;and 
Algeria. . . . 

Fay, J. and Nyers, R. Specialization and· co-operation in. .the 
Hungarian economy: and the CMEA. AO 27(1-2) 1981: 1-18 

The authors analyse the state of specialization and co-opera
tion flsdeveloped in Hungary and the CMEA .... Unsatistactory: 
level-of international specialization due to divergent. ' 
nature of control rather than deticiencies of price and . 
financial regulations. It is also disadvantageous that the 
whole system or goals of economic control and management is 
linked to the demand structure of financial use.' Inmost'· 
of the member countries of ,the CMEAI' the.international eco
nomic mechanism do not promote the .1n1tiativesand indepe,nde ... 
nt action of enterprises in the' field of international spe
cialization and co-operation. The basic aim of participa
tion in co-operation can only be th~. national economic 
efficiency. ., 

Fayne, Peter Elnese. Economic policyand.foreign trade or 
Hungary. AV 29(3) sept 1987: 251-261 

Role of 'foreign trade and importance of .international eco
nomic relations in Hungary's growth prospects. Main tasks 
of external .economy_ Econ::>mic relations with the non-socia
list countries. New rules on foreign trade activity of 
enterprises. Granting of foreign trade rights .in simplified 
procedure • Individual licencing.. The Hungarian banking 
reform. Trading Houses or Hungary.. Joint ventures. in' 
Hungary. ., '.' 

Fazakas, Szabolcs. 
and Switzerland. 

. . . . 
Hungarian ecoriomic relations with' Austrra 
HBS( 2) 1987: 34-38 

Fekete, Janos. Problems of international indebtedness-'as 
seen from Hungary. NHQ XXIV(90) Summer 1983: 34-"43' 

From inflation into recession. Two theories ,ijUmbreiia 
and ... 2) Pot theory •. Healtiy. 

Fendrik, Laszlo. Hungarian-Chinese economic relationS. 
HBH (4) 1986: 28-30 . , 

Ferber, Mihaly.. Cooperation pos sibil1ties of Hungarian'" 
power engineering machine manufacture with Austria. 60'" 
operation in deliveries of power station eqUipment for 
third countries. MH(l) 1982: 15-18 
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Gal, Zsurzsa. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 19871 61 

The growing potential of Hungaro-Chinese trading and 
industrial co-operation. 

Gal. J Zsuzsa. ''1IDSJt:ES 'XVII {£j'('82) ~ 1987: 61 

Report on the first Hungarian-Indian m1x~d trading compa
ny's initial results and future prospects. 

---. ABSEES~I ( 2)( 82) 1987: 61 

The results" of .thE! visit by a Hungarian delegation led bY' 
Ferenc Havasi, to China .and Japan, supplemented by previ
ous reports on economic contacts with these two countries. 

• ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 69 

The arti'ciell.nalyses the history of Hungary's endeavours 
to set up contacts, and eventually contractual links with 
the .European Community. 

Gonda, Gyorgy. The changing tasks of co-operation marketing. 
MH (1) 1984: 26-29 

Hungarian companies and the "'est. 

Gulya, A. Joint ventures from Hungarian point of view. 
ABHEL 17(1) 1987: 237-239 

Hagelmayer, Istvan. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 19821 58 

Byintroduc1ng a uniform exchange rate for the forint, 
Hungary has mode an important step towards tUrning her 
currency into a convertible one. 

---. Exchange rate policy in the early eighties. MH (2) 
1982: 11-13 . .. . 

Adjustment to world market prices. Possibil1 ty of a 
uniform rate. Towards convertible currency. 

Heim~r, .Gyorgy. ABSEES XVI(~)(80) 1986: 54 

The detrimental effects of lower oil prices on Hungarian 
dollar-accounted export revenues. 

Hernadi, Andres. Hungary's economic 
Europe, North America, and Japan. 
1984: . 32-3'7 . 
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Hungary and East-West trade. DependenCe and limitations. 
Other relations. 

Herpay-Deres, Eva and Gonda, Gyorgy.· Co-operationexperien
cas of Hungarian and Western firms. ME (3) 1982: 31-36 

Type of co-operation. Motivation for co-operation. Tech
nical parameters. Investment need. Economic effic1ency 
of co-operation. 

Honti, Laszlo. Marketing strategy as a means bf improving 
competitiveness. ME (3) 1984: 15-18 

- '. 
Buda-Flax: Main features of marketing strategy- .organiza-
tion and network, advertising. . 

Huszti, Denes. Hungaryls membership in the World Bank •. , 
ME (4) 1984: 19-21 

. . 
--a New methods in trade promotion. ME (2) 1983: 33-35 

New small economic units, enterprises. Long-term and 
short-term goals. Services for foreign customers. Nego
tiations are carried on between Hungarian small businesses 
and Western companies on co-operation. 

Inotai, Andras. The present and future of economic relations 
between Hungary and the EC. HBH (1) 198'7: 28-32 

Mutual interests and trade relations. 

Interviews with the Manager (of enterprises, associationsl.' 
companies and such other corporate and co-operative bod es). 
ME (1 to 4) 1982 to 198~1 various pagination. 

Problems of exports. of the products. 
. . 

Izik-Hedri, Gabriella. 
trade agreement. (Tr. 
Winter 1983-84: 73-89 

A Hungarian-Austrian industrial free 
by Michel Vale). SEEFT XIX(4) 

The status of a free trade agreement within international 
economic co-operation. Interpretation of the concept ot' 
the market economy and the planned economy. An attention 
should be given to the arguments of'Stankovskyls concern
ing the future free trade agreements with the countries-
he calls market socialist. Possibility of inclusion of 
the CMEA c~untries by the Western partners in the free ' 
trade zone 'without any serv1ce in return on the 'assumption 
that free trade results in optimal allocation. of produ~ . 
tion factors, i.e. mutual utility. Political aspects of 
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East-West free trade zone. Experiences with the. Hungarian
Finnish industrial free trade Agreement. A potential Hunga
rian-Austrian free trade Agreement. \1hy is Austria resist
ant to an industrial free trade agreement with Hungary? 
Why does Hungary want such. an agreement'? 

Kadar, Bela. Changing terms of the Hungarian-Brazilian 
economic cooperation. HBH (4) 1986: 19-24 . 

• Direct investments in Hungary for structural adjustment. 
HEH (1) 1986: 17-20 

Experience gained with foreign direct capital investments. 
Changes in the motivation of co-operation. Structural 
priorities. The most difficult task of structural policy 
is to elaborate and implement programmes of cutting down 
certain acti vi tie s. 

---a The economic conditions of East-West relations and 
Hungarian economic growth. NHQ XXVI(97) Spring 19851 55-69 

Structural transformation 'of the world econom.7.", Necessity 
for modernization and adjustment strategyl Hungarian eco
nomic growth and cooperation with OECD countries. Advantages 
of specialization. Technical progress. System of management. 
External resources. External balance. 

• The Hungarian external economic system and organization • 
. MH (2) 19821 14-17 

Main features. Directions in which economic organization 
may be developed. 

---a The role of-natural resources in Hungary's trade. 
MH (3) 1982: 23-26 . 

---. Strategic aspects of Hungarian external economic policy. 
Part I and II. HEH (2, 3) 1986: 8-13, 39-43 . 

Aspects of strategic requirements of Hungarian economic 
development, influence co-operation with the developed 
market economies in several ways. Market of theOECD 
countries. 

Kalanovics, Janos. Technical and scientific co-operation 
between Hungary and the Nordic countries. MH (2) 19831 
29-32 

Swedish, Finnish, Danish, and Norwegian co-operation. 

Kaszas, E.. ABSEES XIII( 2)( 69) Jan' 19831 52 
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Ontne c~untry's roreign rinancial relations and tne pros
pects or introducing convertibility for. its currency. 

Kemenes, Egon. 
economy: the 

Kertesz, Pal. 
1987: 15-16 

Innovation and competition in'a socialist 
case of Hungary. HEH (4) 1986: 9-13 

Transelektro: now a trading House. ,HBH (2) 

Transelektro, a foreign trading company and its working. 

Kiss, Judit. Agricultural export and co-operation with 
developing countries. MH (3) 1982: 27-30 

Characteristic features of Hungarian agricultural exports. 
Possibili ty and need for enhancing export orientation". 
Expectable trend in commodity composition. Export of means 
of agricultural production and expertise. Important ,forms 
of co-operation. 

Kollatn, Gyorgy and Torok, Adam. The Hungarian telecommunica
tion industry and East-~est co-operation. MH (4) 1984&2q-29 

The world market of telecommunication products. Hungarian 
industry on the international markets. 

Koos, Tamas. Hungarian building industry abroad. MH (2) 
1983: 36-38 . 

Kovacs, Andras. The relationship between producers and foreign 
trade enterprises sobser-gations on co-operation between an 
Impex and its producers. (Tr. by Andrew Boros-Kazai). . 
SEEFTXX(2) Summer 1984: 69-87 

The author discusses one' producer-exporter chain and. fOCUS':' 
ses on such issues as the sharing of risk, the method of 

" price determination, tecnnological backwqrdness, and the . 
adjustment to the reqUirements of the world market. He, also 
analyses the factors motivating the producers and the foreign 
trade enterprises wi thin the machinery of international . 
commerce. An Impex is a specialized foreign trade enter~ 
prise. The forms of relations nip between producers and " 
FTE (foreign trade enterprise). Prices on the domestic. 
market and abroad. What i(l exported and under wnatco~ 
ditions? ''Measuring dayslt. ·Snock methods and plans to 
end the' camp ai gn. ' 

Kovacs, J. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 59 

Discusses tne problems of Hungary's diminishing rates ot 
increase in trade with 'tneComecon countries and calls for 
the discovery of new reserves in co-operation •. 
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Kovari, Istvan. Export of technical knowledge. (An Interview). 
HBH (3) 1985: 36-37 

Kovari, Laszlo. ABSEES XV(3) (76)' May 1985: 57 

On. economic reiationsw1th Japan and what should be done 
to increase trade and economic co-operation. 

. • Hungary's economic relations with the developing coun
tries between 1986 and 1990. HBH (4) 1985: 41-45 

Economic co-operation in the early 1900S,. '. Co-operation
joint ventui'es~ Possibilities for co-operation in thE! 
second half of the decade. Possible scopes for economic 
co-operation. 

• Hungary's economic relations with the industrialized 
countries in the 1900s. HBH (2) 1985: 5-9 

Major factors affecting economic relations. Principal 
trends of the economic relations with the OECD region in 
the years 1986-1990. 

Kovats, Krisztina. Timely issues of East-West co-operation. 
MH (1) 1984: 30-32 

Hungarian and foreign companies. 

Koves, A. and Oblath, G. Hungarian foreign trade in the 
1970's. AO 30(1) 1983: 89-109 

By the end of the 1970's growing indebtedness towards the 
West had become the basic problem of the Hungarian economy. 
Thus, any analysis of the foreign trade of the decade must -
try to answer the principal question why,. under what circums'" 
tanccs, ann how this disequilibrium had come about and -
accumulated. The research into the nature of external eco
nomic problems has become the focus of the Hungarian econo
mic literature a::d economic thought. Disequilibrium and 
deterioration in the terms of trade. Volume changeS'in 
Hungarian foreign trade. Imports and economic growth. 
So~e problems of foreign traAe with western countries. 
The external conditions of Hungary's foreign trade. Eco-
nomic policy and adj us tment. . 

Krasznai, Zoltan. Hungary and the transnational corpora
tions.' NHQ XXVI (97) Spring 1985: 138-146 

The TNCS as standard-bearers or enemies of progress. The 
transnational division of labour in the 1970s. Relations 
between Hungarian firms and TNCs: partnerships,'forms, 
achievement. An assessment of progress. . 
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Krasznai, Zoltan and Laki, M. Conditions and possibilities 
of co-operation in production and trade with western firms 
in Hungary. AO 29(1-2) 1982: 149-166 

Objectives of development of inter-enterprise relations. 
External conditions of cooperation. Internal cond1 tions 
of cooperation. The reason behind the problematic co
operation between Hungarian and Western firw-- 4."" the Ip.('k 
of adaptation to conditions of internationa11abot1r di.via1on, 
character of domestic market environment and regulators, 
characterized by the lasting superiority of sellers and 
contrary to the objective of sta~le production.relations. 
Hungarian foreign economic policy tried to achieve a tech
nological catching-up on the periphery in the sphere of . 
inter-enterprise relations leading to no cap! tal rusion in 
the 1960s and 1970s. Advantages of international labour 
division may be exploited only in case. of adaptation to 
external conditions first of all in the centre~ i.e. in 
the sphere of foreign economic relations accompanied by the 
fusion of functioning capital, as well as in that of a . 
radical reform of inner economic conditions. 

Krokhotkin, A •. Soviet-Hungarian cooperation in the develop
ment of agroindustry. (Tr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT XXI(4) 
Winter 1985-86: 37-40 

During the visit of the Hungarian Party and government 
delegation to the USSR, in July 1983 an agreement was 
reached on the further development of cooperation between 
the USSR and Hungary in agroindustry. 

Kumar, V. Trade with Hungary. 1) Opportunities in a changing 
economy. 2) Plans and targets .. 3) The future lies in engine
ering goods. BS 30th Apr, 1st May, 4th May, 19821. 5 

India's trade with Hungary. 

Lakos, 1.- Hungarian export performance~in western countries. 
AO 28(1-2) 1982: 163-178 

Relative export performance~ an international comparison. 
About the role of·external factors. The commodity pattern 
demand of exports and external demand. Otherdefic:\encies 
of the commodity pattern. 

Laszlo, Tamas. Co-operation between transnational companies 
and Hungarian firms. MH (4) 1984: 14-16 

---. - Hungarian-British economic relations. HBH (4) 19851 
46-48 
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Laszlo! Tamas.. Hungarian-Dutch economic co-operation. 
(3) 986: 15-17 " 

HBH 

---. Hungary and the counter-trade. HBH (3) 1985& 19-21 
This business form of counter-trade is a well-known f'eature 
of' Hungary's trade with CMEA countries as well as with western 
countries. Not that counter-trade deal is a perspective up-to
de.te business methoq but is used in order to boost exports. 

Levai, Imre. Hungaro-Indian economic trade relations. MH· 
(1) 1983: .34-37 

Structure of trade. New co-operation forms. 'Pure' trade 
relations. 

Li ttvai Istvan." Progress in the Hungarian tele'communica'tion 
industry; potentIal fields-of co-operation with the Austrian 
industry. MH (11 1982: 11-14 . 

Loidl, Matyas. Co-operation on third markets with firms of 
_ the Federal Republic of Germany. MH (2) 1984: 25-27 
---.Hungarian-Austrian economic co-operation on Third 

Markets. HBH (1) 1985: 20-21 
---. Hungaro-Swisseconomic relations viewed from aungary. 

MH (2) 1983: 17-20 

Safeguarding the equilibrium of foreign trade. Co-opera
tion and further possibilities. 

Lorincze, Peter. Current problems " and prospects of' Hungary's 
foreign trade. HBH (3) 1985: 14-18 
Economic policy, plans and foreign trade. How to be present 
on the market. Hungary's export pattern. The organization 
of Hungary I s f'orei gn trade. Trade be tween Hungary and Sweden. 

---. South-East Asia seEm from Hungary. HBH (4) 1986,14-18 

Losoncz 1 Miklos. Economic relations of the Hungarian machine 
industry with western countries. HBH. (1) 1985'39-43 

Production pattern of the Hungarian engineering industry. 
Joining the interr..'l.tional division of' la17our. Development 
possibilities in some engineering branches. Development 
of international relations. , 

---a The Hungarian machine tool industry in the world. 
MH (4) 1983: 26-29 

---. Hungary and the division of labour in the world's 
pharmaceutical industry. HBH(2) 1986:21-24 
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Characteristics of production. Ways to join the interna
tional.market. 

---. Hungary's external economic strategy. HBH (1) 1986: 
11-16 . . 

'Problems of intra-CMEA relations. Economic relations with 
the GECD countries. Partner selection. Issues of external 
economic policy. 

~ . 

• Hungary's furniture ,industry on the world ma~kets. 
ME (3) 1984: 30-33 . 

Characteristics of the furniture production.' Organization 
patterns. Ties to the world market. 

Lovasz, P. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: .52 
. 

Interim report on 'foreign trade results in the first halt 
of 1981. 

McMillan, Carl and Dobozi, Istvan. Trade betwgen Hungary 
and Canada: achievements, problems, and .prospects •. 
MIl (1) 1983:· 3:)-25 

Fact~rs affeeting the growth of bilaterai relations, and 
prospects for further development. of relations. 

Marinovich, E. Plans and tasks of foreign trade in. 1987. 
ABHEL 17( 3) :1.987:· 103-104 . ' . . . 

Marjai~ Jozsef. Efficient participation in the international 
division of labour. MH (2) 1982: 5-10 . .., 

Marton, Adam. -World market and Hungarian.1'oreign trade 
prices, 1976-00 •. (Tr. by George Hajdu) •. SEEFT XVIII(3) 
Fall 1982: 62-89 . 

Tendencies of world market. price changes. Changes in Hun
garian fo,.eigntrade prices. During the Fifth Five-Year . 
Plan (1976-1980), the -roughly 4% deterioration in Hungarian 
terms of trade was determined by the roughly 10% decline 
deriving from the delayed IIg1idingll price determination. 
of trade settled in: rubles, while the relative prices of 
non-rotlble trade improved by abclUt 4%. The' rise in . 
prices.- computed in forints at the commercial rate of 
exchange- was minimal because in this period the forint 
was revalued several times relative to the dollar, and. 
particularly to the ruble. Comparative survey of price 
changes. I~ is a primary task of. the first halt of the 
eighties to improve the balancE' of non-ruble trade. 
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Merey, I. Hungarian export problems and the economic enviro~ 
mente AO 30(2) 1983: 179-191 

The article discusses problems in the exports of Hungarian 
manufactures to western countries. It endeavours to reveal 
the contradictions which prevent the central efforts aimed 
at developing the export capacity in Western relat10ns from 
.asserting themselves in the microsphere. One of the most 
important obstacles to enterprise production for Western 
exports is the duality in the·system of criteria. As long 
as .the system of criteria of adjustment to external markets 
basicallY differs from the internal one, Hungarian commodi-. 
ties and services cannot become really c'Jmpetitive on the 
mflrkets of the advanced capitalist countries. 'With the 
various regulators only relative success can be attained. 

Molendowsk1, Edward. Hungaryfs foreign trade under new 
external conditions. (Tr. by Don Hank) •. SEEFT XVIII(l) 
Spring 1982: 42-59 

The effect of price changes in world markets on the Hunga
rian economy. Hungary's exports growing much slower than 
imports. Hungary's unfavourable assortment in trade with 
capitalist countries. The internal economic situationl 
The incorrect evaluation of changes in the world economy. 
Hungarian economic policy under changed external conditions. 
Updating the production structure and achieving a higher 
economic growth rate. Linkage-with the international 
division of labour. About one-third of Hungary's foreign 
trade is with the advanced capitalist countries. Changing 
the export assortment. Discriminating selection of part
ners. Direct co-operation of enterprises. Linking imports 
with modernisation of the economy. Economic. relations with 
developing ~ountries--construction to complete industrial 
plants- prodUction co-operation- scientific and technical 
co-operation. ·Co-operation with Third World partners. 
Steadt development in co-operation with CMEA countries. 

Molendowski, Edward. New mechanisms in the Hungarian economy. 
(Tr. by Don Hank) SEEFT XVII(4) Winter 1981-82: 89-95 

To restore equilibrium in the econom7i measures are being 
taken t~ modify the control system ana production price. 
system. Top priority given to commodity- money relation
ship ... EC'Jnomyfs export capacity and foreign trade balance 
must improve. Improvement in foreign trade enterprises 
needed. 

Mosoczy, R. Possibilities of and trends in the development 
of international economic cooperation in the 198Os. 
AO 30(3-4) 1983: 313-324 
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Cooperation with the CMBA-countries. Hungary' 'is linked to 
the Soviet Union, whose share in, Hungary's foreign trade 
approximates, 30 percent. Also ,several long-term agreements 
with USSR. The intensity of economic cooperation with the 
Central-European socialist countries is low. Relations
with developed industrial and developing countries •. ,Pro':' 
ductioncooperation, a trade in Ucenses an.d patterns. p1' 
exports and imports. . 

MTI. ABSEES XIV( 3) (73) . May 1984, 52 

Hungary may export 360 ,000 t. of. steei products to the 
EEC countries in 1984; her 1983 deliveries generated 
revenues amoiinting to liI70 to 8OJ!Ul. 

---. XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 52 

Report on 24 mixed companies operating with the financial 
participation of capitalist concerns. 

---. XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 53 

Concerning the Hungaro-Soviet trade agreement for 1964: 
the turnover to be increased to over 8.6 .bn. roubles. 

• XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 55 

Hungarian experts with researchers of other Comecon couri
tries co-operate for the benefit of industry and agriculture. 

• XV(1)(74) Sept 1984& 57 
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Mn,. .ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 58 

Report on Hungaro-Swiss economic· talks in Bern-Swi tz~rland 
is Hungaryls fifth capitalist trading partner. 

---~ XVI (3)( 80) 1986:. 55 

Production of copper electronic and. other precision com
ponents has started at Komex Metall Kft in Budapest; a 1 

recently established mixed Hungarian West German company. 

---. XVI(3)(80) 1986, 55 

Report on Hungaro-Japanese economic discussions in BUd~pest, 
and in Tokyo. ' 

---. XVI (3)( 80) 1986: 56 

In response to·a letter from theEEC Commission, Hungary 
announces her willingness to . co-operate with; the EEC. 

• XVII(1)(81) 1987: 55 

The World Bank and the Hll1lgarian National Bank sign a 
~lOO' mn-credit agreement to aid the development of agri
.culture. 

• XVII(1)(81) 1987: 59 

. Further Hungar6~Soviet agreements on industrial speciali~ 
zation and cooperation. 

• XVII(1)<81) 1987:59 

Inauguration of the first Hungaro-Japanese mixed industrial 
plant in Budapest; the plastic-processing plant operates 
on Japanese engineering equipment. . . 

---. XVII (1) (81) ).987' 60 

Report on the visit to Budapest by Alan Clark, Mtnister-of 
Trade and Industry; talks on the development of Hungaro
Br~ Ush economic relati:;>ns. 

--- ~ .XVII (2)( 82) 1987: 60· 
." , 

Rep'ort on the successfUl development of mixed companies 
in Hungary. Foreign capital investment total~ nearly 
~lOO mn. . 

..:--. XVII (2)(82) 1987: 60 

~200 mn credit·is granted to the National Bank by a group 
of We s te rn banks. 
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---. XVII(3)(83) 1987: 66 

A seven-line· announcement informs that Hungarian currency 
is being devalued vis-a-vis the convertible currencies by 
an average of 8%, the foreign currency allocations for the 
public will be adjusted accordingly. 

---.- XVII (3)( 83) 1987: 67 

Sections of the Hungarian. and. Soviet Ohambers ·of Conmierce 
discuss how to assist the creation of new types of links 
between plants in both countries. 

• XVII(3)(83) 1987: 68 

Report on the Hungaro-British talks with the Foreign 
Secretary in Budapest. An agreement on protection of 
foreign investments in Hungary signed. Bri ta1n supports 
the proposal of an agreeinent between the EEC and Hungary. 

---. XVII(3)(83) 1987: 70 

Report on Hungaro-Ethiopian economic talks in Budapest. -
Co-operation in agriculture and food industry. 

Nadory, Istvan. Economic relations further expanding between 
Hungary and th" Federal Republic of Germany. MH (1) 1982: 
25-28 

Foreign trade turnover. Co-operation on third markets. 
Joint ventures. 

---. Firms of Hungary and of the North European coun~ries 
on third markets. MH (2) 1984: 22-24 

Possibili ties of widening ccroperation. 

---. Following the Prime Minister's visit. 
10-12 

Hungl'lrian-Japanese economic relations. 
---

HBH (1) 1987 I 
,. 

---. Heads of Hungarian and Greek governmerits meet- new-,. 
perspectives of economic co-operation. MH (4) 1983:20-23 

Evolution of trade. Future of co-operation in production. 
Development of the Greek indUstry. Chamber relations. 
Technical andscientif1c co-operation. 

---. High-level dialogue I Dynamically developing e'conomic 
relations between Hungary and Great Bri ta:l,n. MH(3). 1984;.& 
6-8 
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Trade- product pattern. Intensive co-operation meth6ds. ,-' 

Nadory, Istvan. Hungarian eqUipment for the food industry. 
MH (2) 1982:22-24 ' ' 

Exportbf e'quipment for 'the modern i'ood-,iruinstry.r 

• Hungero-Turkish economic relations • MH (2) 1983: 21-23 

Development and concrete possibilities for the' future.' 
-r- ,- -
~' .. 

--;;.. 'Hungary1s economic relations with EFTA countr~~s. ,; 
MH (1) 1983:30-33 

, . -~ 
Economic situa:tion: in EFTA countries. Trade relations. 
Industrial ~o-operation. Joint'ventures. Future prospects. ' , 

---. Moderate development and 'promising prospects: Hungarian
French economic relations. HEH (2) 1985, 15-18 

Slow expansion of foreign trade turnover. Product pattern., 
French study on, Hungarian-French economic relations. Import
ant events in the last three years, Co-operation in Third 
Marke ts. ,Pros pe cts " . ' 

....... \ P,l'osp'ectsofHungarian-US economic relations. HBH (4) 
1986:25-27 - ' , 

--. Reflections-on the Hungarian-Austrian economic relations. 
MH (1) 1984:12-16 

poiitical climate and economic interpenetration. Role of 
credit. Commodity pattern. Energy, transport ,and tourism.-

---.'Results a;1d problems of Hungarian-Turkish economi'c 
relations. HEH (1) 1986:21-23 ' '" , 

---, , The" role of: technology transfer in Hungary!s for~ign 
trade.' HBR' (4)" 1!?85:, 15-18 " " 

Technology transfer and Hungary1s development policy. The 
impact of technology transfer on Hungarian agriculture and 
ind us try.' "', : " " " 

" , , 

Nebrigic, Milenko. Relations between Yugoslavia and Hungary, 
1974-198L YS XXIV(l) Feb 19831125-136,' , '," " " ' 

Oblath, Gyorgy.Experiences with founding: joint venture's~' 
RBH(2) 1986: 25-27 ' 

'.! • • , 
'---. How to establish international production co-opera.,. 

tions and joint ventures? MH (2) 19821 18-21 
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Oblath
l 

Gyorgy. Hungary. a potential marketp:J.~ce, for lliaiJy. 
HBH., 1)' 1986: 44-45 " '" '.' , 

,- ,. '.. . _ " t 
Palry, Jozsef. Austro-Hungarian relations-ma~nta1n1hg good 

neighbourliness. NHQ XXV(95) Autumn 1984. ~6"23 ,. .' 

Petho., Tibor. On Hungarian-British' re,lations, NHQ XXV(94~, 
Summer 1984: 26-36 , . ' . 

Ravasz, Karoly. Hungarian economic policy and the transfer' 
of technology. NHQ XXIII(85) Spring 1982: 213-219 , ' 
Enterprises as the supplying· and acquiring,. party. Transfer 
mechanism. Industrlalcooperatien. ".>.L" 

---. The role of~technology tra:nsfe~' in cooperation ~agree ... 
ments. AO 27(1-2) 1981: 19-39 . .. . , 

From among' the transfer mechaD1sms avallableHungarian 
enterprises usually prefer'industrial ceoperatien" 'because 
1 t prov1des the'most built-in-guarantees that .the supplying 
party will live-up' to. itsebligations ancI' ensur~ that ,tbe;;tra
nsforred technology can. be used satisfacterily. Other 
reasons for which thismechamsm is 'preferred are ,the trade 
expanding and payment balancing effects -ot' c~eperation~ 
~chnology transfer is an essential part ef mostco-oPera
tien agreements ,made by Hungarian enterprises, ·.and, ,i t 
stimulates trade beth directly and indirectl1. Two case . 

'studies discuss a transfer of, technology from 'the FRG te", . 
~Hungary, and frem Hungary to. Indil:\ respectively, ·the first 
"taken from the engineering and the, second from the pharma-
ceutical industry. The paper cencludes that ; cooperation . 
agreements have mestly been. useful and successfUl in trans
ferring technelogy, in festering a div1sien ef labour.1n 

"R& D. They created an interdeperidence and prcved tobes 
suitable ,transfer III?chanism between countries 'with, differ-, 
ent economic and sc<:ial sYl;!tems. . .! 

, ' 

Rejte; G., . A debate in. Hungary en thepcssil;lll1tiesof CO-" 
. eperatien wi th Western firms (1982-83) f Arev1ew. "AO, ' 

31(3-4) 1983. 327-340 '." " ,.,. . 
-..... 

A debate on the paper "Conditions and pessibilities of· 
ce-operatien in preduction and trade with Western firms' 
in Hungary II , by Zoltan Krasznai and Mihaly,Laki. 'Two 
interJ."elated. economic problems I 1). Indebtedness. to. the, 
Western world. 2) Growing inflexibility ettheproducticn 
structure and their lag behind .thewerldwide"develcpment· 
of technolegy. ' Raising the question. What· Is, independen
ce depending, en? On thetradi tienal relat:l.ens t·. Why is 
functiening capital not functioning? Hungary in seeking 
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its pl'ice in the technologici'll division of. lab')ur in the 
world, may prolpablY not only improve her own posi tien by 
way .of 'East-West mediaticn but may contribute te stepping 
the widening .of the development gap between the,t?(e wer1d 
systems., 

Rekettye, Gabcr; Opportuiiitiesfer ce~operation in the lea~ 
ther and fcetwear industry. MH (4) 19821 ~-40 . 

.. 
Some cha~acteris:tics .of the industry. ' Internat'ional 'rela
tiens. Possibi11 ties and meti ves' of co-operation. 

Reti, P. AEsEElS'XII(2)(66)J.an 19821:)ia; ;'.'.1.::: ." ", 
Budapest S1centact, the only mixed company that Siemens 
has created se far (1973)- experiences. .' . .. -

Rev, Laj .os. Small and medium sized enterprises, industrial 
,ce-eperatives in Hungary. MIt (3) 198.21 15-17 . 

. . - ~ 

. Econemicco-operatien with foreign countries •. 
" , 

Revival .of Hungarian-Ita11an ecenemic relatiens. ABHEL" 
,17(1) 1987' 252-253 . 

Richter, S. 'Hu~aryls foreign trade with cnEA partne'rs' in'· 
cenvertible currency. AO 25(3-4) 198(H 323-336; SEE~ .. 
XVIII(l) Spring 1982: 79-96 . 

,Hung~ry settles trade with her CMEA partners in convertible 
currency. European CMEA partners trade with each ether in 

.the key currency of the ,West; Swelling of dollar-settled 
fereign trade turnover. Up to now~, the CMEA ceoperfltion' 
sys te m has. net had a me chanis m by whi ch it ceuld, cope with 
the new price sens,1tivity''Jf the world ecenemy. MallY' point 
of time there still are two prices fer any export item 
depending on the directien .of sale. The characteristics 
.of trade through mediaters .of ~estern countries. Cemmodity 
patterns of trade between CMEA ceuntries. transacted directly 
in cenvertible currency anc!through IOOdiatien,by Western 
countries. . .. .' . 

Sajosl-Kovats , Magda. "l!ungary and the World Bank Group. 
HEH (2) 1986: 14-16 ......... . 

Ecenemic development cencept. Externalflnancing forms. 
Concra te borrewings. I nvi taU en .of' te nde rS ' by the World ' 
Bank. Hungary1s IFC membership. ."' ','.' ., . 

. - .' '. 

Salge, I. Ecenemic ,mechanism and fcreign t:rade organizatio n 
in Hungary. ABHEL 17(3) 1987. 101-102 ': 
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Hungarian foreign trade is handled by an organizational 
system which, by its nature, tends to isolate, Hungary from 
the worl~ economy. " 

Schiller, Laszlo. The socialist' foreign trade contacts.. of', 
Budaflax. (Tr. by ,Andrew Boros~Kazai). SEEFT XX(2) Summer 
1984: 88-99 

>The mainstay of Budaf'lax',s trade w1 th CMillA countr1es is 
the export-import relationsh1p with the Soviet Union, which 
has continued for:years without maj or changes .,1n.i ts 
product structure. The development of' exports to CMEA 
countries. "The· product structure of' exports. ,The 'prof'1 ta .. 
b1lity of' export. The development of direct contacts with 
theCMEA c;:>untries. Competition on the lfestern market 
among socialist countries.Possib1litiesfor developing' 
interenterprise contacts. The management and organization 
of socialist foreign trade. Role of enterprise in ,develop-. 
ing the .. structure and prices of socialist imports.; Foreign 
trade' rights and contact with export-1mport f1rms~ 

Sch!n1dt, At~lla.ABSEES XVI(l) (78) .Tan 19~6., 59 

customs 'officers 'combat smuggling of' goods of'Western 
origin •. Thi!3 smuggling is on a large seale •. ' . 

Sebok! E. 'Facts and speculations on secur1ty- f'oreign direct 
,capl.tal in Hungary. ABHEL 17(3) 1987:. 7&-79· ' 

Siska, M. -The, first year of' :foreign trade. :J\I!HEL 17(4) 
1987: 92-93 " 

Social and economic policy. SLB (2) .Tune 1986,' 215-21& 

~ungary: New role 'f'orChainbe r o.tComme rce • 

S omj e ri 1 Tamas. Af.ri cancountrie s SOU tti o:fS a.hara and Hungary. 
HBH \.2) 1985:, 10-14 . 

Drought afflicting a sizeable region of Africa and the sub
sequent famine have drawn world-wide' attention to the grave 
economic situation. Present state of relations between 
Hungary and African countries.F1nanc1ng'andmarket" 
presence. 

Somjen, Tamas. Economtc relations between Hungary and Latin 
America. MH (3) 1982: 1&-22 . , 

Characterist1cs of trade turnover. Structure of foreign 
trade turnover by relations and commodities. Need for' 
new methods of· co-operation.' 
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SomjEm, Tamas. Hungary's economic relations with ABEAN' 
coun~ries and Hong Kong. MH (2) 1983: 24-28 

Growing interest. Why the lag? Trend ot foreign-trade 
turnover. Perspectives of developing foreign trade. 

___ • Hungary's econond.crelations with' North A.i'rican coun-
tries. MH (3) ,191'34: 9-14 . 

Expansion of trade ·relations. Overcoming financing diffi
culties. Exports of products. and know-:how. 

~ J ~ . , 

~.;.:.2. 'Nig~'ria"iin#o~tant market· for H~ngarian"goodS •. : •. Mij (1) 
~M:~OO . 

---. Projects in developing countries with Hungarian parti-
cipation. MH (4) 1984= 17-18 ' , . 

Stankovsky, ,Jan. Reply to Professor Gabriella Izik-Hedri. 
(Tr. by Michel' Vale). SEEFT XIX(4) Winter 1983-84i· 90~95 

At present only, the lIungarian system of planning and econo
mic control offers any more or less certain guarantee of 
a relevant expansion of Austrian exports to the partner 
country that is protected from non-economic influences. 
Even if there were a free trade agreement with Hungary, 
Austria would 'still be at a disadvantage in certain cen
tral araas vis-a-vis other CMEA countries. However, 
this d,iscrimination which Austria would have to accept in 
the market 1 ,need not lead to a bilateral Austrian deficit 

.in trade w1th Hungary. From the AUstrian standpoint there 
i~ a fUndamental difference between Hungary's economic 
system and' that of 'other socialist countries. 

Szakolczai, Gyorgy, etal. The dependence of the HUngarian 
econo~v on the world economy' facts and consequences. (Tr. 
by Andras Boros-Kazai). SEEFT XXIII(l) Spring' 1987154-88 

Graphic analysis. Econometric model-calculation and 
"results. Hungary's economic performance is determined 
almost exclusively by developments on the .international , 
market, and particularly by those developments that InflD
ence Hungary's ability to export. Deflation and import 
SUbstitution are taken as the only feasible domestic 
~,respollSe to external disequilibrium., " 

Szauter, Istvan., 'Hungarian-AUstrian' cradi t agreement. 
MH (4) 1984: 00- 34 ' " ,', ' 

To improve' the qU8li ty, of tourism,' Exp~1on of capaci
ti~s by drawing on AUstrian credit, terms ofdrawihg," 
ito,pacts I')f the ctedi t. Expanding relations. 
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Szilagyi, Janos. Production and trade ot consumer goods. 
MH (1) 1984: la-11 

SZita , Eva. Non-conventional transactions ot the Hungarian 
agrlculture. MH (3) 1984: 25-29 .. 

Co-operation between Eastern and Western production units. 
Interests and hampering factors for Hungarian co-operation. 
Exports of. production units. . 

--. Textile and clothing products in the world market. 
HBH (2) 1985r 41-43 

-
Taratas, I. and Szabo, J. Hungary1s exchange rate policy in 

the 1980s. AO 35(1-2) 1985: 53-79 . . 

Evolution of the exchange rate .ofthe forint against major 
currencies. Hungary1s exchange rate policy, its domestic 
price systemanil price regulation in the 19~s. In Hun-, . 
gary's economy changes in exchan~ raterinfluence first 
of' all the price level while they only exert ·moderate 
ef'f'ects on relative prices and income proportions. Cost 
and price- competitiveness of Hungarian exports, Though 
marked fluctuations can be experienced in the development 
of' real ef'f'ective exchange rates, it was found that these 

. f'luctuations . do not influence Hungarian exporters f pricing. 
behaviour which depends rather on the bu.-a1lC1of economic 
activity in external markets. An attempt to quantity the 
ef'fects of' prices and exchange rates on the development of 

·Hungary's export in 1970-1983. Results suggest that o~ ~he 
supply side the domestic purchasing power control while 
on the demand side the external market situation have tar 
stronger effects than those exerted by price and exchange 
rate developments. . . 

Tardos, M. Options in Hungary's foreign trScie. AO 26(1-2) 
1981:29-49 

Disturbances in the course .of' Hungarian economic develop
ment were released by concurring external and internal 
factor~ . After the world market price explosion. the con.. -
ditions of' Hungarian foreign trade relations clearly deteri
orated and the new situation demanded alterations in the 
economic policy. Measures were taken to restore the· 
balance of' foreign trade and the measures did bring some 
improvements in the. years 1979-80. In the quest to oven. 
come the diff'iculties, economic growth was slowed down •. 
The-goal was realized mainly through ·reinvestment and 
non-socialist imports and stagnating living standards, 
The author assumes that a slower growth rate of domestic 
utilization of national income and 8 sounder export 
oriented policy would be needed, which goes with changes 
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in income regulating methods as well as in price and ex
change rate systems and in the investment mechani!lms. 

Tatar, Istvan. New projects in Hungary with foreign techno-· 
logy. MH (4) 1984: 23-25 

Both in industry and agriculture new projects with foreign 
technology~ 

Technical assistance 'and mutual economic benefit (an inter
view of Commercial Director, Technoimpex; Hungarian Machine 
Industries Foreign Trade Company). HBH (3) 19851 31-33 

Ties with,Hungary- scope for expansion. FE 19th 'Nov 1978: 6 

'Indiaand Hungary. 

TihanYipJanos. Hungaryls chemical indUstry in the world 
mai'ke't.HBH (3) 1985: 46-47 

Activities 
Chemicals. 
industries 

of Chemolimpex Hungarian Trading Company for 
Business . contacts. Rel.ations with the chemical 

of developing countries. 

• Trading chemicals with developing countries. MH (1) 
1984: 33-35 

Toldy-Osz, Ivan.' .!Accounting rules of joint companies .in: 
Hungary. MH (1) 1984: 21-25 . 

--a C~operation 'wi th small- and inedium-sca1eenterprlses. 
MH (1) 1983: 26-2~ 

Role of small and medium-scale enterprises in foreign trade. 
Industrial·eo-operatives. Co-operation deals with foreign 
companies. . 

---. Hungaro-French co-operation on third markets~ MH (2) 
1984: '2&-30 . . . 

--a Joint venture club in Hungary. HBH (2) 1987110-11 

A club was establis. hed under the auspiees of the ... Hangarian 
Chamber .of Commerce. Several objectives of· theClubl. 
Methods' for realizing the objectives. ..... .. 

-. Leasing in Hungary. HBH (1) 1987: '33-35 
. - . 

---a SICONTACT- from the Hungarian pa~tnerrs aspect. 
HBH (~) 1986: 44-45 
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Toldy-Osz, Ivan. Tax concessions for joint ventures in 
Hungary. HBH (3) 1986: 44-46 

--- and Kovats, Krisztina. Joint enterprises in Hungary. 
MH (3) 1983: 24-29 

Joint enterprises with foreign capital participation. 
Several new regulations issued providing more favourable 
possibilities for the establishment of such enterprises. 
A few examples of what benefits may a foreign partner 
deri ve from a 3 oint enterprise. 

Tormad, J. ABSEE'S XI (2)( 63) .r an 1981: 55 

A survey of Hungary's economic contacts with the develop
ing countries. 

Torok, Adam. Hungarian power s.tation turbine manufacture 
and international co-operation. HBH (2) 19851 19-22 

---. Hungary and the international co-operation of auto 
industries. MH (4) 19821 32-36 

---. Sectoral and enterprise structure of net exports settled 
in convertible currency of the Hungarian industry. AO 
33(1-2) 1984: 127-145 . 

Restoration of equilibrium of the upset balance .of interna~ 
tional payments in convertible currency has become a key 
problem of Hungarian economic development. The author 

. examines on the basis of data of industrial enterprises _ 
subordinated to the Ministry of Industry (contributing . 
more than 80 percent of the Hungarian export of·manufactu
res sold in non-ruble markets) how the Hungarian large
scale industry served the solution of this ta8k between. 
1970-1982. His computations show that the Hungarian . 
industry as a whole was incapable of promoting a·solution 
of this task. Relying on his analysis by branches or 
industry and enterprises the author draws several conclu~ 
sions regarding the causes and the indispensable changes 
in structure. 

Vajda,Peter. ABSEES XV(1)(74) . Sept 1984; 57 

The potentialities of Hungarian products in the Canadian 
market; exports 1n 1983 totalled ~28.7 mn. and 1984 
should bring a 15% increase in sales. 

Varga, Andras. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 19861 59. 

An article which analyses the enlivening Hungaro-British 
economic relations. There 1s usually a big Britisnexport 
surplus. 
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Verga, Andras. The first Hungary-Soviet joint venture in 
Vilnius.' ASBEL17(;) -1987: 140-141 

Varhegyi, Eva. Some macroeconomic components in the Hungarian 
economy's balance of trade during the Seventies. (Tr. by 
Andras Boros-Kazai). SEEFT XXIII(2) Summer 1987& 60-77 

Components of the foreign trade dollar balance~ Development 
of dollar balance within hard currency conversion. The
effect of finished product use on the foreign trade balance. 
Hungary's hard currency difficulties stem from the fact 
that Hungarian production is structured in such a .way 'as to 

.exhaust hard currency earnings by thedellland· for imports .of· 
inputs from the west. 

Varnai, Ivan. Hungarian-Italian economic relations. MH (3) 
1983: ~-33 

Contractual relations. Characteristic features of trade. 
Questions of trade policy. 

Vas, Gyorgy.' Investing in technologY1 Development and com
mercialization of innovations in Hungary. MH (3) 1983134-36 

Vegvari, J. The role of the CMEA in Hungarian foreign trade. 
AO ~,( 2) 1983: ~ 3- 219 

The article reviews Hungary's trade with the CMEA countries 
in the periods 1967-73, 1974-78, 1979-81 pointing out the 
growing role of the USSR and the diminishing one of the 
other CMEA countries in both the imports and the exports of 
the country. The commodity pattern of trade is examined 
at current prices and at 1973 prices. According to the 
data, Hungary's role as exporter of finished goods and as 
importer of raw materials diminished in the period examined. 
Next the article reviews the development of prices and of 
the various terms of trade indicators, with particular 
respect to the rise in crude oil prices. Finally the author 
makes an attempt at presenting and evaluating .the inter
relations between the terms of trade; economic efficiency 
and the sectoral composition of fOreign trade. 

Vekony, Lajos. Innovation, technology transfer, efficiency. 
ME (4) 1983: 24-25 . 

Vellai, Gy. and Veliczky, J. A statistical analysis of the 
'openness' of economic processes. AO 00·(3-4) 19831447-462 

This paper discusses the non-rouble foreign trade :burnover 
of Hungary and the stochastic relationship between a number 
of economic. indicators typical of the development of and 
business trends in most important west European partners 
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of Hungary. A comparative analysis of results of various 
computations and of a detailed economic interpretation of 
the connections revealed. Means of analysis. Empirical 
forms of movement of tho Hungarian non-rouble foreign trade 
in the period 1960-1979. . .. 

Vellai-Posta, Gyorgyi and Veliczky, Jozsef. A statistical 
analysis of the 'openness' of our economic processes. 
(Tr. by Andras Boros-Kazai). SEEFr XXIII(l) Spring 1987: 
89-110 . 

Model calculations. The dynamic factor .model of. foreign 
trade with capitalist countries. The dyl).amic factor 
models of the West European'national economies. Stochastic 
relationships between our domestic econonic processes and 
the dynamic f'actors of foreign trade. Empirical movement 
forms of foreign trade with capitalist countries,between 
1960 and 1979. Role of external demand factors in the 
cyclical development of capitalist exports to Hungary. 
Relationship between eategories of domestic accumulation 
and capitalist exports. Domestic and external cycles •. 
The analysis suggests that Hungary reacts relatively 
passively to demand conditions on Western markets, arid 
therefore, that domestic developments are strongly influ
enced by the world economy. .. 

Veress, Peter. Hungary's international economic relationS 
in 1983. MH (2) 1984. 9-13 

With 1) socialist, 2) indUstrially developed, and 
3) developing countries. . 

Virag, Piroska. Ie- a Hungarian company for trade 'promo
tion. HBH (2) 199r: 17-18 

Intercooperation Trade Promotion Company- partnerships, 
marketing, exploring ne1f ml3.rkets, updating the organiza
tional structure, major deals stfuck in 1986, plan for 
the f'uture. . <, 

Zador, Imre. The principal tasks of the back-up industry. 
of Hungary's engineering. MH (2) 19821 25-27 

Zalrivari, Istvan. Stamps aspubl1ci ty tools. MH (3) 1982& 
·28 

Export of Hungarian stamps. 

Zborovari, Katalin. Hungarian experienCes .on eo-operation 
with lfestern ,partners. HBH (2) 19851 48-50 
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Poland 

ABSEES XI~(2)(66) J~n 1982: 60 

Some statistical data "concerning the current state of 
Poland's trade with" other Comecon countries. 

--- JqII(1)(68), Sept 1982: 68 1 :.:; ~ •• 1-, '" ,; ~ ',' ..:. . r, ,,, .. 

Statistical data on Polish foreign trade, in particular 
foreign debt, and the cost of its servicing." ' 

--- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 62 

Short report on exchange of goods between Poland and 
Yugoslavia in 1982. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan ;1.985: 55 

At a meeting of the polish-Soviet inter-governmental 
Trade Commission particular attention was drawn to tho 
need to intensify dire ct enterprise-to-enterprise 11tlkages. 

--- XV(3) (79) May 1985: 70 

Report on Session IX of the Polish Austrian Mixed Commission 
of Economic, Industrial, and Scientific-TechnicalCo-opera
tion in Vienna. 

-~XV(3)(76) May 1985: 72 

The experience of' Bydgos'cz exporters" is that they do not 
receive. the priority in supply that is said to exist for 
exporters. In addition, oxport incentives are weaker than 
they need ,be. 

--- XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 66 

An article analysing Polish indebtedness to the industrial
ly developed countries, reaching US ~24.5 billion and- if 
there were no rescheduling- consuming over 70% of export 
income. " 

--- XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 67 

Polonian (foreign owned) firms have come' under official 
scrutiny in the Warsaw region. As a result 7 out of 
196 existing firms have been closed down. 
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--- XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 68 

Meeting of the Executive Committees of the Polish-American 
Economic COUllCil; the first in several years in Warsaw. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 63 

The Vice-Minister of Machine Industry reviews Polish co
operation .. wi th Comecon countries in his sector. 

--- XVI (2) (79) 1986: 70 

Trade with Switzerland has risen in the last. few years. 
Poland will make. use of Swiss credits. 

--- XVI(3)(80) 1986: 27 

Trade between Bulgaria and Poland is to rise by 43% in 
1986-90. 

--- XVI(3)(80) 1986: 65 

At the 10th Session of the Polish-Indian Mixed Commission 
at New Delhi a protocol was signed extending economic co
operation and trade. 

--- XVI(3)(80) 1986: 66 

Poland will build many seagoing ships for USSR under a con
tract valued at Roubles 1,350 million. Small shipyards 
will take part for the first time. 

--- XVII(2) (82) 1987: 73 

Recent changes, from 1st January 1987, in the system of 
decentralized hard currency accounts held by firms. 

--- XVII(3)(83) 1987: 83 

Although Po1ish-Soviet trade turnover should increase by 
35% over 1986-90, trade in manufacturing shOUld. increase 
much more. . 

B.M. AEm:ES XVII(2)(A2) 1987: 74 

The visit of Soviet Politburo member, Nikolai Ryzhkov, to 
Warsaw saw the signing of potentially important agreements 
on joint ventures. 

Baczynski, Jerzy. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985, 69 
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On the black market in foreign currencnthe unofficial 
exchange rate is five times the official one; total annual 
black market traffio is estimated at ~80-l20 mn. and 
2 tonnes of gold. 

Baczynski, Jerzy. How to invest in Poland? PFT (4-256) 
19861 5-9 

The law on companies with foreign capital participation, 
of 23rd April 1986: provis ions. . . . 

Bartoszewicz" Tpma;;z. AJ3SEES XV(4){77) ~ept, ).9S5:! p7 

Radical improvements need to be made to the way the eco
nomic reform operates as regards foreign trade. 

---. AreEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 67 

There is a wide concern that the figures announced for 
exports growth in the draft Fi ve-Year plan are not nearly 
high .enough for Poland to meet its external financial 
commitments. 

---. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986, 68 

Polish foreign trade 19 in a difficult situation; with 
Comecon countries all is well, but obligations to the 
free convertible currency payments zone require even bigger 
exports to repay debts, even when these are re-scheduled. 

---. ABSEES XVI (3) (80) 1986: 63 

Export especially to the Western countries was not succes
sful in 1985. Measures have to be found how to increase 
exp~rts to these countries. 

Bednarek, T~ ABsEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984:61 

Inte:l'view with the Director of the Foreign Department of 
the Ministry of Finance, concerning the threat of the 
Polish bankruptcy because of the foreign exchange debt. 

Bielecki, M. ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 64 

The Ministero~ Finarice speaks about Polish .foreign 
debts and exports. . . 

Bien, Witold. Poland's debt. PP XXVII(4) Autumn 1984,· 
23-27. 

The fundamental causes of the balance-of-payments, dif
ficulties lie in the mistakes committed in economic 
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policy in the seventies which were responsible for borrow
ing exceeding ,safe .limits and irrationalusebe1ng made .of 
a part of the foreign credits.-

Bierieeri1cka, S. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987t 72 

Forms of co-operation with USSR, .especially barte~, trade,. 
processing of materials,. partly with re-expor'!; of products. 
investment credit, by the USSR. ' 

Bilski ~ R. ABSEES XII(l)(65( sept 19811 68, 

The Polish hard currency debt bas reached ~24.5 bn.; 90% 
. has to be repaid. wi thin th~ee years.' .The debt may t:each 
~33-34 bn. by 1985. . 

Blazyca, George. Comecon and the Polish crisi~, WT 37(10) 
Oct ·,1981: 375-379 

Polanti IS external relations. Statistics available. 

Buczynska, Barbara. Trade and economic cooperation between 
Poland and the OPEC countries. ,EPR (15) 1987: 5-17 

The OPEC countries, especially those in the Middle East 
ani! in Africa will in. the near future. be the main Polish 
trading partners among the developing countries •. The OPEC 
countries offer more opportunity for ,1'inancin~ Polish , 
imports .from that area.,. Polish tur~ver wi.th the OPEC., 

. 
Cement Technology Poland. PEN 16(606) 31st Aug 1987. 2 

,A-joint venture started in July 1987 .• 
- . , , 

Chadzynski, Henryk. ABSEE8 XVI (2) (79) _19861 .71 

Poland and the USSR are intensifYing economic co-operation 
over 1986-90 partly as a way of finding substitutes for 
imports from the West. New joint ventures, are being. 
discussed for a number of indUstries. 

Changes in the structure of export of agricultural products 
and foodstuffs. PEN 17(583) 15 Sept 1986$6.-7. .' 

Charemza, Wojciech and Gronicki; Miroslaw. Rational expecta
tions ani! diseqUilibria in a model of foreign trade beha
viour: the case of Poland. E:P 18(2) 1982: 53-64 

Institutlonalfeaturess'of a foreign trade in a centrally 
planned economy. General assumptions; Macroeconometric 
estimations for Poland. Studies .based on. a highly simpli-
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fied'model are of limited importance. The requirements of 
economic decision-m~king call for a larger foreign trade 
model, disaggregated according to the main commodity groups 
and main directions of trade. Description and sources 
of data. .Foreign trade variables and their components,; 

Cieslik! Jerzy. The regulation of technology transfer in 
Polann •. O~ 28(3)" Sept 1983: 217-233 

The experience of Poland indicates that regulation of tech
nology imports under central p;Lanning is much more complex 
.as comp.ax-:ed ,wi th, the market economies.: Three br.oad areas 
of regulatory 'activities might be distinguished: planning 
an~ programming of technology imports regulating the proce
dure of acquiring technology from abroad,and control over 
the implementation of technology policies. Poor results 
of sUbstantial influx of modern western technology during 
the 1970s have not resulted from the lack of a regulatory 
infrastructure but merely reflected principal deficiencies 
of the economic system prevailing in Poland. in this period. 

CieSlik, Jerzy and Rapacki, Rys-zard. Restrictive 
East-west licensing trade: the case of Poland. 
1981: 37-51 

clauses in 
EP 17(1) 

The aim of this paper is to determine how contract condi
tions in licensing agreements between Poland and the 
industrialized market-economy' countries influence the long
term effects of imports of modern technology. Methods 
of analysis and decription of empirical material. Contract 
terms and ·technical developments on· the per.t of licensees. 
Diffusion of imported technology .in the national economy. 
Post-licence co-operation. Restrictive clauses in licensing 
contracts and the development of Polish exports. Clauses 
indirectly influencing the license~ts position on the world 
market. Restrictions in technology exports. 

Cipiur, Jan. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 68 

Foreign trade .performance in 1984. 

Cipiur, Jan. ABSEES XVII (2)(82) 1987: 76 

Vice Premier ·Gwiazda points oat that Polisp trade. and co
operation with Third·World countries has· to be pro!'1table 
for both parties. 

Companies with' 'foreigncapital share. pEN 23(589) 16 Dee 
1986: 2-3; PEN 1(591) 16 Jan 1987: 3-9 ." . 

Cooperation with Bulgaria in 1986. PEN 7(573) 15 ~r 1986. 
5-6 
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Cooperatives with a licence to export. PEN 12(602) 00 JUne· 
19867(1987)' 4-8 

Czepurko, A1eksander. 'Trehds in trade with the west •. PFT 
,," ,:.;:: ::) ·t 1982: 18-19 .. 

Dlugosz, Stan!slaw. Debt in search ot compromise, (Art inter
view by aacek Poprzeczko) PP XXX(2) Spring 19871 46-49 

Dobosi6~czi Zbigniew.Po1and and the Third World. PP 
XXIX(l) '!flntor 1986: 35-38 

Economic ties between Poland and the countries or ASia; 
~rride, and Latin America. Poland's trade with developing 
eountr1'3s. Share or developing countries in' Poland's . 
roreign trade. 

Dobroczynskl; Mlcha1$ The economy looking outwards. PP 
XXV(4) Autumn 1982: 33-37 

Dobrzynska, Eizbieta. - Exports of food to the western markets. 
PFT (2/254) 1986: 6-8 . 

Dorosz, Andrzej and Puvawski,' M. Balance ot payments 1984. 
PEN 9(551) 15th May 1985: 2-5 

Credit aid. High surplus in trade turnover. Credit rela
tions with the creditor countries. 

Export and import by foreign companies. PEN 1(567) 16th 
Jan 1986: 2-4 . 

Export and 1mport'oragricultural produce and foodsturrs. 
, PEN' 22(564) OOth Nov 1985. 3-4; 3(569) 14th' Feb. 1986. 

8-9 . 

Meat and meat products. Fruit and vegetables.. ' 

Export··~mport' Foreign trade surplus in agricultural products. 
PEN 8(598) OOth Apr 1987: 9 

Export ot bu11~ing services. PElt 24(566) 30 Dec 1985 J 6-9 

F1ebi~, J. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 73 

There ,are nearly 200 concessions granted to private artisan 
firms to export directly, which is half' of all f'oreign 
trade concessions. ' , 

Foreign trl'lde In 1987. PEN' 3(593) 14th Feb 1987.r 2 
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Gajda, E. ABSEES XII(1}(65) Sept 19811 69 

36 years of the Poland-USSR Tl'eatYi survey ct: the volume 
of mutual trade, with statistical aata. 

Grabowski, Jerzy.Development and prospects of Pol1sh
Finnish economic relations. PFT (3-255) 1986, 19-20 

Green exports'from Poland to the EEC countries. PEN 6(596) 
31st Mar 19871 9 

Gru?:~wski" StA~hlaw •. The reform in foreign. trade •. P,FT 
(3/237) 1983: 5-6 ...., , 

---I Sources of foreign indebtedness and those responsibl0 
for it. (Tr. by Don Hank). SEEFT XVII(4) Winter 1981-82: 
3-1s' 

Guru, D.D. Economic relations between India and Poland. 
EAF 26(1) Jan-Mar 1981: 25-38 

Gwiazda Wla~yslaw. We are on a good path of economic eo
oper~hon with India. (An Interview). PFT (3/255) 1986, 
12-13 

Hawryszko, Jolanta. Newly industrializing countries- compe
titors or partners of Poland? PFT (2) 19841 27-28 

Heller, H. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 19871 78 

A report on the first meeting of directors of enterprises 
authorized to export directly abroad; some rule$ have to 
be modified. 

International contacts. PEN 14(604) 31st July 1987' 11-12; 
18(608) OOth Sept 1987& 5-6 

Co-operation with Vietnam. Polish-Chinese tradeco-opera
tion. Issue of Poland's debt. 

Iskra, W. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 19851 59 

Survey of Polish foreign trade in the 40 years since 
independence, in particulAr the share ot the socialist 
countries is examined. This share, high in the fifties, 
fell later and began to increase again after 1983. . 

Jackowska, K. AESEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 63 

Statistical data on exports and imports of certain food. 
stuffs, 1970-1981. 
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Jankowski, Marek. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 31 
. . 

In 1986 trade between Bulgaria and Poland reached 770 ron. 
roubles. New directions in 1987 involve broader applica~ 
tion of specialization and direct contacts between manu-. 
facturers. 

Jefremenko, M.ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 19811 69 

Protocol on mutual trade between Poland and the GDR; ,some 
statistical data. ' 

Jodko, Tomasz; Poland's trade with the Western countries:' 
experiences and prognosis. PFT (4-238) 1983,' 12-13 

Jung, Aleksander. 
8-9 

Cooperation prospects, ,PFT (3/255) 1986, 
., , 

---. Exporting, refinancing, restructuring. EE:E xn,V(4) 
Summer 1986: 40-50 

An immediate preparation of the program of securing again 
the volume of exports equal to its 1980 level. Allocation 
of hard currency for the financing of the import needs af 
the producers. Negotiations with the creditor countries 
to achieve normalisation. Use of bilateral forms of com-

. modi ty exchange with· less-developed countries. Creation 
of wider possibilities of capital cooperation with inter
ested foreign partners. Necessary to increase the role 
of the foreign-exchange account. Improvement in,the 
marketing network. 

• Polish experiences in joint venture enterprises abroad. 
EPR (14) 1982: 121-138 

In case of socialist countries and especially: Poland. 
export of capital is only an instrument servicing the 
development of trade, financial and industrial relations 
with a particular country or in a given industry. It 
seems that the main re~son for exporting capital lies 
not in high profit rate, but in sphere of trade and 
industrial goals. . 

---. Polish production partnerships in developing countries. 
(Tr. by.Don Hank). SEEFT XVIII(l) Spring 1982: 29-41' 

" ' .. 

Ectmomic andpoli tical objectives. The crucial importance 
of Africa and the Near East. Deficiencies in the expa~ . 
sian of exports to the Far East and Latin Americ~ Regard~ 
less of the basic motivation relative to Poland 's partici~ 
pation in Ii mutual production, trade or production "enter
prise in developing countries, and regardless of the 
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functions ascribed 'to that enterprise,"each partnership must 
be ~ fully profitable enterprise that shows a profit even 
when its secondary f"unctions cease or are eliminated. It 
is necessRry to adopt organizational principles and a deci
si~n-making process for creating foreign partnerships that 
force the machinery exporter to accept maximum responsibili
ty for the production partnership's activity .. The technical 
and economic report on which the decision to participate is 
based must not be prepared solely by the machinery and 
equipment exporter for which it is intended. It isneces-

"sary to perfect methods of guaranteeingPolandts interests' 
in joint .enterprises against the results of possible ,nationa-
lization and excessive or double taxation. '. . 

. . , . 
Jurasz, W. ABSEES XVI(2){79) 1986. 72 

Article .by the senior.adviser to the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs on the . position of Poland in the economic syst~m" 
of the United Nations. 

K.F. ABSEES XVI (3) (80) 1986: 61 

Polish-Soviet cooperation was best developed in 1975-80, 
but new forms' of:cooperation emerged in the wake of Polsnn IS 

. 1980 .crisis. 

Kalasiewicz,RyszArd. Poland-Belgium," the second step has 
been taken. PFT (3/255) 1986, 14-15 

Kapuscinski, Jerzy. New impulses for development of Polandls 
. economic relations with Libro, Algeria,. and Tunisia. PFT 

(2/254) 1986: 3-4 

Karcz, Zbigniew. Poland and the international financial 
sYlitem. (An Interyiew). PFT (4/244) 1984; 6-7 

Kazimieczuk, M.ABSEES XI~(3)(67) May 1982; 65 

Revie\'I' of ;the Polish foreign trade. Owing to foreign 
exchange problems,' imports suffer, influencing exports. 

,K;Lawe, Andrzej J. Consequences of withholding most
favoured-nat1on-status in economi~re1ations between 
Polaridand the Uni ted States .PFT (3/237) 1983. 12-13 

K1eer .. J-er~y •. Poland-Switzerland, a mutual interest • 
. PFT (4/2q6) 1986. 14-15 ". . ' .. .' . 

Konieczny, M. ABSEES XVI (1}(78)Jan 1986.70 

Analysis of Polish trAde with the Third World. 
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Kopaczewski, Andr'Zoj. Poland.'s econonrl,c relations with 
Latin America. PFT (1/253) 1986: 'Z7. 

Kosmala" P. ABSEES XV(2) (84) Jan 1985: 60 

Planned export growth for 1985 will be hard' to achieve 
particularly in engineering, but it can be done. 

., . 

Kotynski, Juliusz. Foreign trade in the years 1944-1984. 
PFT (31M3) 1984:·7-8 .. 

Kowalski, L.B. AB9EES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 66 

Poland has debts also in Comecon countries; trade with, 
Comecon is advantageous, as in coal, fuels, and grain. 

Kraus, K. ABSEES XlI(3) (67) May 1982: 66 

The effectiveness for poland of trade with USSR. 

• A.mE&S XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982~67 

How to slovethe long-term balance between exports and 
imports. 

ABSR&S XIII(1)(68) Sept 19821 67 

Interview concerning the effe'ctiveness of Pol1sh"trade with 
the USSR. 

• ABSEES. XIII (2)(69) Jan 1983:58 

Communicati'Jn by Jaruzelski in the NationRl Assembly an 
Comecon assistance by countries and with statistical data., 

Kruze, A. ABSEPB XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 66 

Interview with the Vice-Minister of Finance concerning 
rescheduling 0f Polish debts. 

Krzak, M. AESEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 82 

Much steeper zloty devR.luations against the US dollar '. 
are needed if exports .are to be substantially increased. 

Krzemien, Elzbieta. ,Polish-Swiss economic relations. 
PFT (3/237) 1983: 14-15 

Krzyminski, Aleksander. ,cooperation on ~hird markets. 
(Tr. by Don Hank). SEEFT XVII(4) Winter'1981-82# 66-77' 
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Leszczynski, A. ABSEES XVlI(1)(81) 1987'"70 
, , 

The truth about exports I, a country's economic security 
depends not only on its external debt, but on'whether 
it can export to cover the balance of payments. 

Lewicki, S. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 71 

Review of the damage done to Poland by the USA an~ other 
NATO countries to exports and production by restriction 
of sales of strategically important technology. " 

Lobman, J. AMEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 67 

An article giving reason and justification of co-operation 
with the socialist countries, stressing economic security. 

~--. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 70 

Article on the advantages of trade with the USSR. 

Lubinski, Marek. Prices of Polish exports to advanced capi
talist countries. (Tr. by Don Hank). SEEFT XVIII(l) Spring 
1982: 16-28 

Level of prices obtained by Poland for exports to advanced 
capitalist countries and their relation to import prices 
and changes in the period from 1970 to 1978. Countries 
included are France West Germany, Great Britain, and 
Italy. The commodities included are coal, copper, SUlfur, 
softwood lumber, metallurgical products, slau~bter",borse,~
meat and meat products, and machines and equipment. Diveri
fication of export prices was determined more by sales 
policy than by existing market conditions 'and price com
petition is used to boost sales. Financial and economic
situation in advanced capi tal1st countries W8S also rele.
vant. 

Lubowski, A. AMEES XII(2) (66) Jan 1982: 60 

Survey of the origins, anrl course of Polish foreign 
trade, indebtedness, 1971-1980, with some statistical data. 

Lytko, M. AMEES XII(l) (65) ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981:68 

The necessity for introducing a covertible currency unit; 
to assess the profitability of foreign trade. 

Maciejewicz, Jan and Monkiewicz, Jan. Technology export 
from Poland. EP 18(1) 1982: 22-42 
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Technological potential of the country. Magnitude and 
directions of technology exportl971-ao~ Polish/trade, in,· 
licences. Export of technical documentation. Export of 
turn-key plants. .The cases of sugar mills.and sulphurio 
acid plants •. The role of imported technology. . , 

Makule c, J. and Woj towi cz ,G. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 19831 
61 .. .. -
Commentnry on the new foreign exchange rates by the Foreign 

. Department of Polish National Bank~ .. . , 

Mankiewicz, Zbigniew. It is easier to restructure debts than 
the economy. (Translated). SEEFT XXIII(3) Fall 1987:. 97':"102 

Question of rescheduling Poland I s debts guaranteed by, 
western' governments. Poland's abil1 tyto service its 
foreign debt. Biggest problem is not the foreign debt 
but the low propensity to export. 

Martko~ Boleslaw. Se'ctor agreements between .Poland and- ·the 
!!:EC •. PFT (5-6/245-246) 1984: 4-5 . . 

Textile, steel, sheep, and footwear exports agreements. 

Martowskf, Adam. Current aspects of Polish foreign trade. 
PFT (5-6/251-252) 1985: 3-5 

Current problems in view 'of past experiertcein·the seven
ties and in 1980-1984. centrally controlled allocation~. 
Parametric retention quotas linking the availab1li ty 'of· 
foreign currency with export performance of an enterprise. 

Matusiak, M. AmEES' XVJ;I(2){82) 1987: 72 

The Polish exte'rnal debt reached at the end of ';rune ·1986 
~3l.3 bn and Roubles transferable "5.6 bn; this is high'· 
espe cia11y if related to export earnings. 

---. I~EES XVII(2)(82) 1987:77 

Interview with the General Director of Pewexthe Polish 
internal trade organization which sellsforelgn goods for 
western convertiblecurlE'ency. 

Mikolajczyk,.B. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) sept 1982: .68 

Main features of the trade Protocol between P.oland. and 
the lTSSR in 1982. 
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Mink,' Georges and Tiraspolsky, Anita. p'o'land: prisoner ot 
East-West dependence. eTr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT XIX(2) 
Summer 1983: 3-36 

The economic strategy ot the military authorities. Linear 
yersion: growth through coal. Tinkering with autarky" The 
record of socialist aid. Imports from the West. Number ot 
statistical tables on foreign trade are avp.ilable. 

Miszkiew1cz, Henryk. Exports of energy equipment and ins tal-
lations. PFT (4/256) 1986s 12-13 ' 

, Mbj kons k,." J. ABSEEs XvI (3)(80) 198'6: 64 
. ! ; 

Recent Zloty <levaluations, against the \ilUS are designed to 
stimulate ~xports. 

Mojkowski, Jacek. ABSF.Es~VI(lH78).tan1986f 69 c 

Polann is not able to service its debt. It cannot even pay 
interest in:'full. This means that the debt is expected to 
grow until 1990-81 when it may reach !il34 bn. ' 

Monklewicz! Jan. P'ossibleeffects of' recent systemic changes 
in polana on technology imports. 0U1l1,30(2) June 1985' 
140-146 ' 

The article discusses in a condensed form possible repercu
,ssions of the last systemic reform in poland on her. techno
logy import performance. It begins with an analysis of 
licenses import under old and new systemic solutions.. .There
after the utilization of imported licences under the old and 
new economic mechanism is discussed. With regard to the 
first area it is claimed that one should except the essen
tial, decrease of demand for foreign licences and the restru
cturing of their internal composition. 1fi th regard to their 
second area an improved performance in licences' ,utilization 
shOUld be expected. ' 

---. The role of licer.ees in Polish foreign trade trom 1971 
to 19713. (Tr. by Don Hank). SEEFT XVII(4)W1nter 1981-
,.82: 35-49 

Moszczenski, J. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 62 

Poland has been supplying Austria'with coal over many 
years; from 19~? to 1984 it is expected, 1 bn tonnes. 

Mozolowski, A. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 65 

Opening of the economy to the west: its disadvantages 
compared with the Comecon trade. 
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Nandp, H.P. Indo-Polish cooperation for greater progress. 
ETM 24th Jan 1977: 6; FE 24th Jan 1977: 7 

New regulations on trade in licences. PEN 3(569) 14 Feb .' 
1986: 2-3 

New trends in Polish-Soviet economic cooperation. PEN 
4(546) 28th Feb 1985: 6-7 ' 

Olczak, Eugeninsz. New directions of economic collaboration. 
PFT (5-6/245-246) 1984: 6-7 

Olechowski, A. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 61 

Report by the Institute for Trends and Prices in Foreign 
Trade on the severe setback to Polish foreign trade in 
1981, with numerous statistical data. 

Opalko, Wojciech. Reforming tbe foreign trade sector. the 
stake is high. .PFT (1/234) ~ct 1982: 6-8 

PloP. ABSEE:S XIV(3) (73) May 19841 60 

Polish foreign trade turnover grew by over 17~ in the 
first half of 1983; to capitalist countrie~ goods worth 
Zl. 246 bn. were exported; while Z1. 186 bn.were im~orted. 

PAP. ABSEE'8 XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 63 

Report on the meeting of foreign trade representatives 
with officials of the Chinese People!s Republic and the 
mixed Polish-Swiss Economic Co-operation Commission, 
both suggesting increased trade exchanges .• 

PAP., ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 19871 74 

Concerning the deva1~ation of the Zloty, as recommended 
by the IMP and ~orld Bank. 

PartiCipation of the USSR in modernization of Polish repair 
. shipyards..; PEN' 13(603) 16 July 1987: 8-9 

Pietrzak, Edmund. Imfluence of changes in the inte.rnation
al monetary system on economic relations between East 
and West. PFT (2) 19841 23-24 

Pioro, T. ABSEES XVI,I{2)(82) 19871 76 

Commercial exchanges with China are on the increase. 

P1esinski,Krzystof. ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 19861 62 
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Joint venture legislation was passed by the sejm in April 
01986 and due to come into effect on 1st July 1986. 

Plesinski, Krzystof. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987. 75 

While Poland and USSR become increasingly keen on establi
shing joint ventures the question of the approp~iate exchange 
rate remains to be solved. 

P10wiec, Uraula. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 77 

Much more rapid application of the reform in foreign 'trade 
, I. • •. ; is needed. 

Podsiadlo, J. AESEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 67 

Review of coal exports over the last 30 years with numerous 
statistical data concerning coal and its share in Polish 
exports. 

Pogodowski ,MO. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 64 

Interview with the Deputy Representative of Poland 1~ 
Comecon in Moscow on the polish co-operation with Come cOD; 
the CCDl9con countries help Poland also to further their 
own interes ts. 

Polaczek, S., et ale ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984. 67 

Analysis by the Institute of Nation~1 Economy of the 
reduction in imports from the west for the Polish economy. 

Poland and IMF.PPXXIX(3) Summer 1986. 40-43 

Poland's foreign trade in 1984. PEN 6(548) 30th Mar1985J 
2-4 

Poland's haif-learnt lesson. ET 296 14th sept 1985. 53 

Economic sanctions of-the West against Poland dwindling. 
Pollmd signing a debt-rescheduling agreement with western 
()oun~l'1o!0; 

Poland-USSR coordinate plans. PEN 23(565) 16 Dec 1985: 2-3 

Polish' agricultural machines. PEN 2(568) 31 oJan 1986: 6-9 

Polish'debt. ET 294 16th Feb 1985: 76-77; 296 20th July 
1985: 72 0 

Poland is °joining IMF and leans could begin to flow in 
1986. 
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Pol1sh-Soviet .. cooperation in agriculture. PEN 4~594) 
28th Feb 1987: 10-11 ' . 

., " 

Poprzecko, Jacek. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 73 

The Deputy Chairman of the Planning Co~ss1on, Stanislaw 
Dlugosz, is i.nterviewed on,the debt'problem. 

Poprzeczko, Jacek •. Chances o(~:~olishexports~'PF~ (1/253) .. · , 
1986: 12-13 

, ·,'t , 

Pospieszynski ,.Ryszard A. The geography and commodi ty ~truc-
ture of trade ~ PFT (3/243) 1984: 9-10" ,. . ~ 

Raczkowski, Stanislaw. ~bts and obligations, Poland.!~) 
(352) 1987:~6 

Polish debts conStitute merely a fraction of the global 
debt. So muc~ money lent to Poland because in.1970s·, 
ties tern banks had enormous free funds so-called petro
dollars • Poland has stin not fully utilized 'produ9tipn 
capacities and Poland ,is able to repay th~ debts., 

Rapacki~ Ryszard. Factors determining the demand for ,foreign 
. technology in a socialist economy. (Tr •. ~y .Pon Hank).. 

EEE XXI (1) Fall 1982.: 56-76. 0', 
• 1- " • ,.' 

Internal factors creating demand for imported technology. 
Initial stage. Consolidation stage. stabilization /!ltage. 
External factors .that create demand for imported 1;e9l1Oo
logy. The main· prerequisi to ofte chn010gy . imports is: non
uniform development on an international scale and the ' 
attendant, capacity to create technical progress •. The end 
effect of the internal and external factors on the demand 
for imported technology~s the product, of the multidirection
al forces and trends. In the short run this demand isde~ 
fined primarily by the nature of the economy's working., 
system and by its products, but in the long run the level 
and structure of the economy and the external factors play 
the. \tey role. 

• Poland's exports of licences. EP'17(2-3) 1981: 53-63 

Task of measurement and statistical evaluation' bffo'11s'h 
licence exports is not easy. 1) Number of deficiencies 
in statistical recording and methodological'shortcomings. 
2) Very nature of phenomenon is to some extent hetero
geneous. Variety of components subject to different 
regulari ties. Volume and rate of' growth of exports., 
Geographical and branch structure of licence exports. 
E'?cports of l1cences- an evaluation. 
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Report on the debt. PP XXX(l) Winter 1987: 14-24, 

Poland's· foreign debt. The resources of the Polish econo
my'are large enough: to make it capable of , solving its debt 
problem. Pland is not the only, nor the most indebted 
country in the world. Poland istn debt not only to the 
capitalist but also to the socialist countries. 

Rymaszewski, R~ AESEES XII1(a)(69) Jan 1983158 

Report .cbn the XXVIIth Session of the Comecon Commission 
for Cooperation in Planning. I ts main subject was aid 
to Poland. j :;: '" 

.Ryszkiewicz 1 Alicja. Norms of distribution and protection 
and'restr1ctions on exports and imports in the Central Plan. 
(Tr. by Don Hank~. SF.EFT XX(l) Spring 19841 36-.56 

Central p~an with export and import quotas. Central pro
ductionand trade plan with value limitations. These 
limitations depend not only on a given country but also on 
the foreign partner who exercises his freedom of· choice • 

. Economic reform projects in Poland.in the area of foreign 
trade provide for the maintainingof.quantitative and value 
liini ts on exports and, particularly, imports during the 
transition period. Under these conditions the decisions. 
of agencies conducting trade with foreign countries in 
accordance with the limitations adopted' in the central plan 
must be guided by appropriately controlling the norms of 
distribution f1.nd production. This paper presents equations 
for the. initial rates of such norms, that is, rates that 
cover the entire loss or take from the enterprise all wind-

'. fall profi tsfrom the conduct of foreign trade. 

~.L. -ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 70 

The. author c'onsiders what comprises the range of imports 
that are centrally managed. 

Sanctions after P'oland-' assaulting communists., or'subsidising 
. them? ET 282 30th. Jan 1982: 47-50 . . 
." . 

Eastern Europe IS varied economic .mess. Russia as the 
world's largest oil producer. Poland1s problems. Nato 
and Cocom~ Debts, external. 

Sawicki, Janusz. Plan and perspectives of -economic colla
boration between .Polann and Australia. PFT (2/254) 
1986: 12-13 
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Siebenelchen, Jan. ABSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 61 , 

Foreign'trade in 19832 a shift towards socialist countries 
and difficulties aris1ng in trade with capitalist countries. 

• Provisions for Polish foreign trade turnover in 1983. 
PFT (3/237) 19R3: 7-8 

Stefaniak. A&l'EES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 65 

According to the Polish Minister for Foreign Trade the 
Polish-USSR trade gradually will return to a balanced 
exchange of goods in 1988. An agreement on credit was 
signed. ' 

Strykier, Krzysztof. What future for foreign private capital 
in Poland? (An Intefview). PFT (1/234) Oct 1982114-15 

SWidzinski, J. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 19821 61 

New and higher customs duties now apply to some luxury 
goods, whereas duties have been practically abolished on 
items in short supply on the Polish internal market,' such 
as foodstuffs and medicam~nts. 

Sznajder,Andrzej. ABSEES XVII(1)(R1) 1987: 74 

Data on Poland1s top 500 manufacturers now encompass 
exports. A disinclination to export is evident. 

Sznajder, ~rzej. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 77 

In Poland there has been much decentralization in foreign 
trade. 

Szostak, Mieczyslaw. 'Polish scientific literature on the 
new international economic order. EPR (14) 1982: 226-241 

All publications dealing with New International Economic 
Order wh1ch "ope ared in Poland in the 70 t s can be ti:v1ded' 
lnto-.tbXlEie grollps: 1) General analysis. 2) Detailed analysis 
as a specific problems.3) AnalysiS of non-economic aspects 
of the new world order. . 

T.B. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 68 

Poland exported' 35.2 million tonnes of coal in 1983, half 
to free con~rtible currency countries. 
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T.B. ABSEES XV(4) (77) sept 1985: 70 

Export ':If non-ferrous metals is one branch of· foreign trade 
which not only reached the.planned targets, but also sur
passed them. 

T.R. ABSEES XV(l)(74) sept 1984: 67 

According to a Protocol signed for 1984; trade with the· 
USSR will increase, Polish exports by 7% and imports by 
13.9%. . . . 

Tabaczynski',Et,igeniusz. New forms and trends in-Foland's" 
industrial cooperation with the West. PFT (6/240),19831 
4-6 

Tabaczynski, Eugeniusz. Towards the pro-exp':lrt specializa~ 
tion. PFT (5-6/245-246) 1984. 3-4 

Tomorowicz, Jacek. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987. 72 

The author reviews the work of two recent world Bank 
Missions to Poland. 

Waszczuk, E. AESEES XVII(2»82) 1987: 75 

Co-ope ratio n between Poland and GDR in electronic~ is 
rapidly developing, increasing by 30% every year. A report 
on the co-operation wi 11 be submitted to the· next session 
of the Polish-GDR Economic Commission. 

Wie czorkiewicz, Andrze j. Poland-li'RG:the achievements till 
today. PFT (2/254) 1986: 9-10 

Wojciechowski, Bronislaw. Domestic prices in Poland and 
how they affect external trading. PFT (3/255) 1986& 29-30 

Wszelaki, Stanislaw. Polish-Swedish industrial cooperation. 
PFT (3/255) 1986: 21 

Zielinski, S'. AESEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 69 

Poland is the ,third exporter of coal in the. world. Coal 
amounts to 22.5% of the value of Polish exports in 1984. 

Zielinski, T. AESEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 78 

Policies in transfer of technology: about. 450 licences 
were bought in 1971-80 but only six in 1981-85. 
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Zukowska, Bogda. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 71 

Western rirms seem interested in, but wary or the new. 
Polish joint venture legislation • 

... - ~ ADSEES' XVII ( 2)( 82) 1987: 71 

As from 1 January 1987 a new bank, the Bank rorthe Develop
ment of Export will grant credits exclusively to exporting 
enterprises of the socialist sector; its shares will be 
held by various organizations ~f the socialist sector •. 

Zwas s. Adam. Poland's dirncul t ne gotiati ons 
its ~estern credits. (Tr. by Michel Vale). 
Winter 1981-82: 14-20 

Romania 

ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 71 

to reschedule 
SEEFT XVII ( 4) 

Short report on meeting of Romano-Cuban Mixed Economic 
Commission, with some indication of the SUbject-matter 
discussed. Short notice on the visit to the USA or the 
First Vice-President of the Romanian Council for Science 
and Technology, and his talks. Visit or Mr. Avram, 
Minister of the Engineering Industry to the U.S.A. con
cerning trade and bUSiness co-operation. 

--- XII (3)( 67) May 1982: 7 A 

Report on the signing or Ii. Trade protocol between Romania 
and the US'S''Renumerating .some goods to be exchan~ed in 
1982-:85. 

XIII(1)(68) sept 1982: 74 

Report on Romanian international co-operation with western 
firms in third world countries. 

--- XIII(l) (88) Sept 1982: 74 
, 

Some data on the structure of Romanian roreign trade. 

--- XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 28 

About 80% of Bulbaria's roreign tradg is with member
countries of COMECON. The USSR leads the list, while 
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the bi~gest proportionate increRse will be with Romania. 

Al3SEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 69 

Text of the address of the Romanian Prime 'Minister at the 
Session of Comecon, criticising its activities in co
operation. 

--- XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 72 

Editorial article on Romaniafs participation in Comecon 
organi.zatioQS; the vital necessity of improving its' 
qualiti· df' work~ , 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 75 

Meetings of the Romanian Vice-President of the state 
Council, Manescu, in Washington, with the U.S. Anministra
ti~n, the Institute for Public Policy an~ some companies 
concerning development of economic relations. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985. 82 

Full text of the intervention by the Romanian Prime Minister 
at the 39th Session of . Comecon at Havana~ Romanian co
operation is stressed. 

--- XV(3)(76) May 1985: 85 

Report on the IV Sessio~ of the Mixed Economic Commission 
Romania-BEO in Bucharest. It was stated that there were 
possibilities to broaden and diversify co-operation. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 78 

The Romanian Prime Minis ter at the 40th Session of the 
Comecon Council criticizes unsatisfactory implementation 
of decisions of the 1984 Summit Economic Conference. 

--- XVI (3) (80) 1986: 70 

Maj or provisions of the Romano-USSR Long-term Economic, 
etc. Agreement up to 2000. 

---a XVI (3) (80) 1986: 71 

Export is the highest priority task of industry; the 
President illustrates, this with an example~ 

--- XVI (3) (80) 1986: 72 

An intersession meeting is held of the US-Romania Mixed 
EconOmic COmmission. 
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--- XVII (2) (A2) 1987: 84 

The plan results claim progress in several spheres but 
admit non-fulfilment in foreign trade. 

Agerpres. ABS'EES XI,V(3)(73) May 19841 71 

Report on discussi:ms between the Romanian and Chinese 
trade delegations in Beijing relating to trade exchanges 
in 1984 and 1985. 

r ' 
Agerpress. 'ABSEES XVII (2) (R2) 1987& 86 

Report on a se,ssion of the Rom~mo-Chinese Commissicmon 
Economic and Technical Co-operation. 

Bajaj, Nee lam. Trade prospects with Romania~ ETM 21 July 
1982: 6, 8 

Brajovic, Aleksa, et al. Relations between Yugoslavia and 
Romania, 1967-1984. YS XXVI(3) Aug 1985: 137-156 

Political relations. Cooperation betweensocio-political 
- organizations. Economic rp.lations- trade - ,economic co

operation. F1naucial- bankiPlg coopet;'atiqn. ScientU'1c, 
technical and educational cooperation. 

Bra~es, T. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 70 

Short note concerning th, importance and geographical distri
bution of Romanian foreign trade. 

Campeanu, A. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 78 

A leading article on the development of the Romanian foreign, 
,especially trade; policy with socialist countries. 

Dinu, M. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 71 

Romanian foreign trade with the developing countries grows 
faster than her totlll foreign trade; it reached 30% of ' , 
the total.turnover in 1982. 

Fabian., M. 'ABSEES XV(l) (74) sept 1984: 78 

A short note on discussions between Romania and 'the ussi 
on economic co-operation and exchange of goods in 1984. 

Ionescu, Nicolae. Co-ordination of economic. development 
plv.ns among the CMEA memher countriefl. (Tr. by Stevan '. 
C~mpson). SEEFT XX(l) Spring 1984: 27 -35 
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The co-ordination of plrans comprises a system of successive 
consultations and analyses;ca~ried out for each five-year 
plan period. Bilateral co-ordination is done ~y the Central 
planning organs' of the member countries, while multilateral 
co-ordination is within the branch organs of the CMEA. The 
member countries inform each other of the most important 
aspects and of the general directions for the Five-Year 
plans they have elaborated. They consutl about problems 
of foreign economic relations which are of mutual concern. 
Both in the bilateral treaties concerning coordination of 
plans and in the projects carried out on a multilateral 
baSiS, in all ~~A organs and at different levels, Romania 
has consistently acted .for maximum use of all. opportunities 
for collaboration which could generate planned development 
for the member countries l national economies, for the 
amplification of cooperative actions in the most varied 
forms, and fo:::, the continued development. of specialization 
in production arid increasing deliveries, while keeping in 
mind opportunities to more fully satisfy within the cruEA 
framework the needs of the member countries l national eco
nomies for energy resources, raw materials, basic goods, 
eqUipment, and technological installations. 

Lawson, Colin W. Rational independence and reciprocal advan
tages: the political economy of Romanian-South relations. 
SS XXXV( 3) July 1983: 362-375 . . ' 

An explanation and an evalu~tion of Romanian policies 
towards the South. Contacts and policies. Trade'reorienta
tion. Membership of international organizations. The 
Group of 77 and the lIJIEO. Is Romania a less developed 
country? Conflicts and costs. Assessment. Statistical 
tables aVllilable.. . 

Marijanac, B. ABSEES. XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 86 

First modest indications of improved foreign trade perfor
mance. 

Mosoczy, R. Development of econonuc co-operation between 
Hungary and Romania. ABHEL,15(3) 1985: 185.-186 

Ovchinnikov, V. and Petukhov, S. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987' 90 

The Romanian economicsitullti::m with stress on Soviet .. 
Romanian trade and economic collaboration. 

Paunescu, V. ABSEES' XV(3)(76) May 1985' 84 

Review of RomaniaA international relations. 
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Plopeanu, N. and Oros, V. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986'.80 

Survey of activities. in multilateral co-operation with 
the s ocialis t countrie s ., 

--~. ABSEES XVI(l) (78) Jan 19861 80 

Su~vey of the Romanian co-operation and other forms of 
collaboration with the developing countries, and with 
other countries. . 

Popa, loan. Correlation of prices and the measurement of' 
efficiency in the foreign trade of the socialist countries. 
SEEF"r XXII(2) Summer 1986: 52-66 

Tendencies concerning the correlation of prices in the 
foreign trade of the socialist countries. The relevance 
of the rate of return in evaluating efficiency. Require
ments for affirming the new economic financial. mechanism in 
Romanian foreign trade. 

Rumania. ET 293 20th Oct 1984= 81-82 

Opening curtain. Trade with west Germany. 

Salgean, V. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) -19861 79 

~rief analysis of'Rbmanian foreign trade and reasons for 
its s low growth. 

Stancu, S. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 19811 64 

The 1980 session of Comecon bas once more underlined cer
tain differences over economic matters between Romania 
and the other member countries. 

Te cd or, T. ABSEES XVII (1)( 81) 1987 I 80 

Romanian exports, a retrospective review., 

Timofte, I. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 70 

Briefstatlstics on Romanian co-operation and specializa
tion agreements with foreign states. 

Totti, loan V. Developing and perfecting collaboration , 
among the socialist CMEA member countries. SEEFT XXII(2) 
Sumner 1986: '78-'95 . 

The author stresses Romania's long-standing concerns with' 
the need to use GMEA integration to raise the level of 
industrialization ?f the less-developed members and to 
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equalize the level of development wi thin CMEA. He empha
sizes R~manialswillingness to cooperate in an almost 
variety of high-technology projects, most of which are 
designed to caputre for his country an export position 
for some form of machinery. The author does not view self
sufficiency in agriculture as a useful goal. As a poten-

- tisl major exporter of food-stuffs Romania prefers a CMEA 
that promotes trade in agricultural products, although at 
more favourable prices than currently prevail. He argues 
for a CMEA pricing system that would fix intr~-CMEA prices 
for longer periods than is now the case. 

Yu~oslavia 

ABsEF..s XI(2)(63) .Tan 1981: 71 

The pla~~ed export of 300,000 tonnes of maize in 1980 
.will be achieved. 

--- XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 74 

A unified projecti~n for the balance of payments has 
finally been agreed between the republics, but only after 
the applic~tion ~f last minute political pressure • 

. --- XI(2) (63) .Tan 1981: 75 

Signature of a new long-term programme on economic and 
scienti,fic-technical co-operation between Yugoslavia and 
the USSR for the period 1981-99 

--- XI(3) (64) May 1981: 79 

Foreign trade figures for 1980. 

--- XI ( 3) (64) May 1981180 

The IMF has approved a three-year" credit to Yugoslavia 
of about 2.2 billion dollars. This is the biggest I1~ 
loan ever. 

--- XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 87 

Ball!nce of Payments deficit will be significantly more 
thR~ planned in 1981 and there is no immediate prospect 
of reopening the foreign exchange market. 
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--- XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 77 

Balance of trade figures for the first eight months of 1981 •. 

--- XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 78 

Local reports suggest an incras.sing tedency to take ~epubl1c
anisation of the balance of payments to its logical conclu
sions. Balance of payments situation of communes. 

--- XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982. 82 

The country's international financial position and the 
measures being taken to reduce excessive foreign indebted
ness. 

--- XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 82 

West German credit of DM 150 mn. has been granted in support 
of the stabilisation policy. 

--- XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 62 

Short re90rt on exchange of goods between POland and 
Yugoslavia in 1982. 

~-- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 76 

In order to improve foreign liquidity and the oalance of 
trade, exporting industries must be given speciel treatment. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 77 

There is a good deal of disagre~mcnt about the burden of 
Yugoslavia's debt service. But total hard currency debts 
are now put at over ~::nbn. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 78 

A remarkable increase in exports to the .developingcountries. 
- . 
--- XIV(3)(73) May 19841 80 

Recent Ee-Yugoslavia .meetings h:we produced some general 
orientations but no concrete agreements. 

--- XIV(3){73) May 1984= 80 

Working organizations are being very cautious about taking 
up the credits offered by varioUS countries fpr the pur
~hase of raw material~ 2 .etc. 
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ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 86 

The rate of Elxports' continlleS to grow while that of imports 
faiis further. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986' 90 

, 'The Sciviet Union is Yugoslavia1s biggest trading partner. 
Broader 'scientific and technical co-operation between 

'Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union is envisaged. 

--...: XVII(1)(81) 1987: 90' 

Progresstin economic relations between'Yug6s1~viaand the 
EEC is possible and desirable. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 9? 

Poor expor~ performance in 1986 is blamed on an overvalued 
dinar and a bad foreign exchange law. 

--- XVII(3)(83) 1987: 100 

While the balance of trade is picking up, the overall 
balance of payments situation is less favourable. 

AdamovicJ Ljubisa S. The foreign trade system of Yugoslavia. 
EEE XX~3-4) Spring-Summer 1982:144-165 ' 

Importance, of external economic factors. Evolution of 
foreign trade system. Period of decentralization in foreign 
trade t 1952-1961. Foreign trade reform of 1961. Joint 
business ventures., Export promotion. Basic considerations 
of import regulations. Economic reform of 1965. 

Annual meeting of the businessmen from Yugoslavia and USA
trust in dynamic growth. YER (5-6) 1985. 10-11 

Artisien, Patrick F.R. A note on Kosovo and the futUre 
of Yugoslav-Albanian relations. a Balkan perspective. 
SS ~(2) Apr 1984& 267-276 

Avramov J Smilja. Trade agreement of 1981 between Serbia 
and the USA, in the light of present-day relAtions 
between the SFRY and the USA. RIA XXXII(759) 20th NoV 
1981t &-10, 15 

Bab"m, Ljubomir. Yugoslavia and the EEC: Trade, and finan
cial rEllation$. RIA XXXVII(863) 20th Mar 1986: 4-7 

Yugoslavia1s overall foreign trade. An assessment of' past 
trade and financial cooperation with the EEC. Financial 
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cooperation until 1990. 

Babic, Mate and Pr1morac. Emil. 
of-'the Yugoslav external debt. 
69-88 

YUOOSLAVlA 

Some causelS of the growth 
SS XXXVIII(l) Jan 1980' 

. Yugoslavia is anon-oil developing country with large 
external debts. The rate of growth of the Yugoslav exter
nal debt between 1975 and 1983 was considerably greater 
than the rate of growth of its exports. Serious difficul
ties in debt servicing. Term structure ot the Yugoslav 
external debt- long-term and medium-term. Sources ot debt. 
Endogenous factors I 1) Rapid growth, 2) Over-investment, 
3) Interest rate policy, 4) Exchange ratepol1oY'. 5) Itnport 
dependence of the, Yugoslav eoonomy, 6) Insti tu1;1ontll . 
tactors. ' 

Bajec, M. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981, 76 

~ne of the major handicaps of Yugoslav eXporters 1s dis~ 
jointed production in all branches or the economy end 
small scale output which makes them uncompetltive on the 
world market. . 

BAjovic, Branislav. Relations between Yugoslavia and 
Australia, 1975-1984. YS XXVI(4) Nov 1985: 135-144 

---. Relations between Yugoslavia and New Zea1e.nd~ 1976-
1984. YS XXVI(4) Nov 1985: 145-148 

hlance of payments policY: economic equilibrium. YER (4) 
1985: 6-8 

Balance- -of- paymen,t trend. YER Cl) 1986: 10-11 

Beranac, Milorad. Yugoslav-Soviet reiations._ RIA XXXIV 
(793) OOth Apr 1983: 6-8 

Bojanic, Milenko. Exports-essential to the m~re stable 
development of the Yugoslav economy. RIA XXX'l(81O) 
5th Jan 1984: 5-7 

---. Yugoslavia1s economic relations with forelgneou~ 
tries. RIA XXXVI(839) OOth Mar 1985& 1-3 

The substantial growth. in commodity exports. fie best 
results in foreign trade were recorded with the deyelop
ed countries of the West. 

--~. Yugoslavia's foreign trade 1n.' 1985-and !'oreea,ts ter 
1986. RIA XXXvlI(858) 5th Jan 198&. 3-6. . 
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Consolidation of the Yugoslav economy in its transactions 
with other countries will be made possible by the streng
thening of economic cri te~'ia for foreign trade operations, 
a tightening of financial discipline and responsibility on 
the part of those involved in foreign trade. Work is in 
progress on the drafting of several more laws in this field 
to regulate the execution of investment works abroad, etc. 

Boskovic, Dragi-sa. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 89 

A.high official of the National Bank has criticized Yugosla
via's relationship with the IMF. 
. "',' . ! ,I,·., .;; 

• j.. .' ", '. 

Brajovic, Aleksa, et ale Relations between Yugoslavia and 
Romania, 1967-1984. YS XXVI(3) Aug 1985' 137-156 

Political relations. Co-operation between socio-political 
organizations. Economic re1ations- trade - economic co
operation. Scientific, technical, and educational co-opera-
tion. Financial and banking co-operation. . 

- . 
Brdar, ·D. ABSEES XVII (3)( 83) 1987' 99 

Yugoslavia expresses anger over foreign governments' and 
banks.' unwillingne~s to reschedule her debts. 

Changing comparative advantages in manufactured exports from 
southern Europe, 1965-1978. EBE 33( Chapter-4) 1981: 4.1-
4.59; 4.1-4.6' . 

Composition of total exports from Yugoslavia. Relative 
factor endowments and levels of development. Factor in
tensity o1!'-eXportsot' mQnutacturell f)hm Yugoslavia. 
Revealeq. co.mparati veadvantage. Statistics • Charts. 

Cicanovic, Nikola. Cooperation between Yugoslavia and Zimba
bwe. RIA XXXII (760) 5th Dec 1981c 8-10 

~.;~. Yugoslav-Greek cooperation. RIA XXXII (752-3) 5th Glo 
20th Aug 1981: 3-5 

---. Yugoslav-Iraqi co-operation •. RIA XXX1I(749) 20th June 
1981: 5-6 

Colan?vic, Branko. Balance-of-payments poliey. EEE XX(3-4) 
Spr~ngiSummer 1982, 120-143 . 

Consumer goods- leading exports. YER (7) 1985; 7 

Cooperation with developing countries-· mutual benefit and 
solidarity. YER (12) 1985: '6-8 
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Strate~y of development of economic relations between 
Yugoslavia and the developing countries. Exports. 
Imports ~ Credit arrangements. 

Current account surplus registered. YER (9) 1985: 13-18 

Current account of balance of payments. Anti-inflation 
policy. Interest rate policy and exchange rates. 

Decermic, B. ABSEE.~t XVI (2)(79) 1986: f57 

Repayment of foreign debts has been postponed for a long 
time. 

Djokanovic, Tihomir. Yugoslavia1s foreign debt. RIA 
XXXVII(869) 20th June 1986: 6-8 

The burden of debt. Causes of indebtedness. The policy 
of the Yugoslav economy1s openness to the world is one of 
the factors which should make it possible to cope with 
the foreign debt problem. Negotiations for rescheduling 
of payments. Problems of current payments balance pro-

"ceads'·.aQd -,JIlOnetaryreserves. . 

Dragasevic, Vuko. Yugoslavia and the developing countries. 
RIA XXXII(738) 5th Jan 19811 11-13 

Dragojevic, Dragutin. Foreign investments in Yugoslav;:'''' 
organizations- after amendments more attractive. YER 
(4) 1985: 13-19 

Economic situation and motives for· joint investments. 
Importance of incentives to new joint investmentsw In
crease in business security to foreigners. Characteris-' 
tics of ~he Amendments to the Law on foreign investments. 
Legal frames determining the amount of investment by 
foreign persons. 

Drazic, D. AESEES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 84 

Yugoilav foreign indebtedness at present stands at 
~18. 3bn. 

Durdevic, V. ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 77 

Agreement has been reached on American investment in 
the Danube-Tisa-Danube irrigation system. 

Dzalev, Josi!, et ale Relations betw~en Yugoslavia and 
India, 1978-1984. YS XXVII(J..) 1936: 127-140 
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Pou tical relations. Cooperation of socio-poli tical orgl>n1zl1 
tions. Visible trade. Services of Yugoslav shipping 
companies •. Industrial and investment cooperation. Fi~ 
cial and banking cooperation •. Cooperation in the fields 
of education, science, and culture. Economic relations. 

Economic relations between Yugoslavia and Comecon countries
stimulation of structural changes. YER (5-6) 1985: 8-9 

Ellis, Mark S. Yugoslavia's exports to the European Econo
mic Community- an analysis of the 1980 Cooperation Agre
ement. EAWM XXI (1) 1987: 49-94 

Industrial products analyzed wi thin the 1980 Agreement
textiles and clothing. Agricultural products. The EECls 
Common Agricultural Policy. Agricultural exports- meat 
products, beef, Morello cherries, tobacco, plum brandy, 
wine. Additional levies on Yugoslav agricultural products. 
Yugoslavials unsatisfactory performance in its exports ot 
agricultural commodities to the EEC can be mainly attri
buted to forces outside Yugoslavia~_s control. 

Exchange rate policy. YER (2) 19851 6-7 

Export slowly increasing. YER (5-6) 1985: 6-7 

Fabinc, Ivo. The system ot foreign economic relations. 
STP XXVI(l) 1986: 123-134 

Filip~_~ Peter. Imports of chemical products, 1953-1980. 
YS ~V(3) Aug 1983: 69-78 

Basic feei;~es of imports. ImpC'rts as a percentage of 
consumption of chemical products. Regional structure of 
imports. Imports by group of products. 

Flaherty, Diane. Economic reform and foreign trade in 
Yugoslavia. CJE 6(2) June 1982. 105-143 

This paper examines the reasons why economic reform failed 
to _construct a foreign trade system which could provide 
the impetus for domestic industrialisation within a mana
geable balance of payments deficit. Yugoslavia1s relati
vely low level of economic development for its participa
tion in international trade and the importance of central 
control-in mediating the influence of world market forces 

. on domestic production. What precisely was the interpre
tati~n of the errors of-the 1950s that lay behind the 
analysis of reform? What new prescriptions for trade 
policy were derived from the reformers I interpretation 
.of the, 1950s? Was the failure of these prescriptions a 
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failure of analysis, which haa been the case made against 
import-substitution or a failure of implementation, an 
appropriate choice of instruments of policy? The main 
conclusion reached is that the export-led growth stategy 
paid too little attention to underdevelopment of the 
eco~omy and so understated the potential for instability 
in opening up the decentraUsed economy to the world 
market. The most important lesson to be drawn from the 
Yugoslav experience is two-folds the difficulties of a 
domestic economy in transition require systematic co
ordination at least at the macro-economic level;" and the· 
difficulties of a small independent and still developing 
country, not a client of either the capi talis t or the 
socialist block m~st be met with a trade policy that pro
tects the domestic economy from the most extreme vagaries 
of the world economy. 

Fluctuations in foreign trade. YER (9) 19851 20-21 

Foreign investments 1 more, or not. YER (1) 19851 8-9 

Foreign trade, 1978-1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984-19A6. 
YS XXI(4) Nov 19801'155-156; XXV(2) May 19841 149-150; 
XXVIII(2) 1987: 159-160 

Statistical tab1es- exports and imports •. 

Francuski, Dusan and Raspopovic, Jagos. Relations between 
Yugoslavia and Libya, 1965-1980. YS XXII(3) Aug 1981: 
143-156 

PoUtical, economic, scientific and technical, cultural" 
and educational cooperation. . 

Free customs zones- development of the concept. YER (9) 
1985: 36-41 

Current trends in foreign trade and financial develop
ments indicnte that the major obstacle to their stable 
and long-term expansion is protectionism. Liberaliza
tion of world trade is urgedl Customs zones. Currently 
seven free customs zones in Yugo~lavia and the eighth: 
is under way. 

Globokar, Tatjana. Foreign trade between Yugoslavia' and 
the European countries of the; CMEA. (Tr. by Michel Vale). 
SEEFT XIX(2) Summer 1983& 100-109 ' 

It is clear that given the situation in Yugoslavia-' 
permanent inflation despite the introduction of R series 
of .measures for economic stabilization,relative stagna
tion of trade with the West, and foreign debt- a11 
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expansion of foreign trade ,with, the CMEA can only ,be 
beneficial and help to maintain economic activity and help 
employment. Moreover, the credit conditions granted by 
the ,Soviets are very favourable. In so far as trade rela
tions between Yugoslavia and CMEA countries" are based 
on clearing procedure (in dollar units), repayment of this 
credit obliges Yugoslavia to purchase more USSR products. 
Another, ad vantage, to be found from trade wi th the OlEA for 
Yugos1avia'is the possibility of concluding long-term and 

. midd:J.e-te1;'m trade agreements. How will Yugoslavia be 
able tor'continue this trade exp'ansion with the CMEA wb.i1e 
maintaining a certain balance in its position vis-a-vis . 
the East and West?· . ,,' 

Gnjatovic, Dragana. Cooperation with international financial 
organisations, 1944-1985. YS XXVII (4) 1986, 67-82 

Cooperation with international financial organisations 
enables Yugoslavia to ob:llain long-term loans for its deve
lopmental programmes and projects and short-term funds 
needed for its foreign exchange liquidity. Yugoslavia and 
the' International Monetary Fund, International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, International Deve1opment
Association and International Finance Corporation, Inter
American Development Bank, African Development Bank, Inter
nationAl Investment Bank, Europ,ean Inves,tment Bank, and 
Bank for International Settlements. 

Gyurky, R. Foreign economic- tensions' and efforts to filld a 
" way out in Yugoslavia. ABHEL 14(1) 19841 154-156 

llickOvic, Miodrag. Relations between Yugoslavia and Canada, 
1966-198e. YS XXVIII(3) 1987: 141-154 

Political and economic relations.' Commoditytrade.Econo
mic and financial cooperation. Cooperation in other fields • 

. 
Ilijin, M •. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 86 

Thev'a1ue of'Yugos1av'exports grew just 5% in 1985 as 
against a planned 12%, partly due to world export and 
terms of trade movements, partly due to internal factors. 

Indla,Egypt 'and Yugos1avia~ FE-5th NbV71977: 4 

,Indo-Yugoslav ,trade lags. ETM 4th July 1987, 1 

ielic, Mirko. 
1973-1982. 

Relations between'Yugoslavia and Greece, 
YS XXIII(4) Nov 1982' 127-142 

Political, 'socio"'political organizationnl, economic, 
scientific :J.nd technic!!l, educ,~tional, cultural relations. 
Tr'!de· in goods. Industrial co-operation. 
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Jinker, 14. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 19871 9~ 

Exported goods are sold at prices which are substantially 
below domestic prices. 

Jovanovic, Milan.·. The Yugoslav economy geared to exports. 
RIA XXXV(828) 5th Oct 1984: 26-29 

SUbstantial increase in exports dllring the first half of 
this -year. Causp.s of autarchic economic development. 
Long-term proggramme points to a way out of the crisis by 
imports and -not through restrictions. High growth rate in 
exports up to 1990. 

Javovic, Dej an. 
and Indonesia, 

Economic cooperation between Yugoslavia 
RIA XXXIV(786) 5th Jal1 1983, 30-31 

.--. Economic cooperation between Yugoslavia and the 
Philippines. RIA XXXVIII(886) 5th Mar 1987. 211-00 

-_.... How much is the IMF helping Yugoslavia. RIA XXXVlI 
(876) 5th Oct 1986: 9-11 . 

~ conflict can~be said to exist between Yugoslavia and the 
IMF'sconception of short-term stabilization and rapid 
attainment of a payments surplus and YUgoslavia's concep
tion of long-term development and stability as presented 
in its long-term economic stabilization programme whic~ 
~nvisages a broader strategy of gradually overcoming the 
present economic difficulties. Basic controversy over the 
order of priorities and dynamics of the adjustment process. 
ilevertheless, the IMF has helped to in1 tiate or accel~rate 
certain changes and adjustments to create a ba:lance-of
payments surplus and make timely.debt repayments. 

---. Trade between Yugoslavia and the South-East As.ian 
countries. RIA ~II(888) 5th Apr 1987: 22-23 

In spite of geographical distance and insufficient kno~ledge 
of each other's needs and possibilities; Yugoslavia's 
bilateral cooperation with the ABEAN countries is making 
progress and there are objective possibilities for it~ 
expansion on a long~term basis. 

---. YugoslaviA. and the International Monetary' Fund. RIA 
:XXX:VI(845) alth June 1985: 23--26 

Financial cooperation to date. New financial arrangement. 
The IMP's rigid monetarism. New structural1stic approach. 
Multilateral actions. 
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Jovovic, Dejan. Yugoslavia's economic cooperation with 
developing countries in Asia. RIA XXXIII (763) 20th Jan 
1982: 25-27 

Kesic, Dj. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 19831 77 

The seriousness of the situation in respect of Yugoslav 
foreign liquidity. 

---. ABSEES XV(4) (77) sept 1985:88 

Reorganization of foreign trade agenc~es abroad has nat 
yet improved their efficiency. 

Kesic, J. ABS'Em XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 86 

Negotiations between Yugoslavia and the IMF as well as her 
other Western creditors on financial aid in 1984 have . 
reached a successful conclusion. 

---. ABS'E'ES XVI (3) (80) 1986: 80 

The IMF in its new role of 'enhanced monitoring' of econo
mic performance will no longer interfere in matters of 
internal economic policy, but its position will essentially 
change little as it will remain mediator in all Yugoslav 
rescheduling of debts with her foreign creditors. 

Klaric; M. Yugoslavia and the International Monetary Fund. 
RIA XXXV(816) 5th APr 1984: 25-27 

New financial arrangement in the amount of 3.5 billion 
dollars. Positive assessment of thtl results achieved in 
the implementation ai' the programme of stabilization. 

Klemencic, vladimir. Yugoslavip and its external debt
normalization of the externnl liquidity of the SFRY on 
a long-term basis. RIA XXXVI(834) 5th Jan 1985: 5-9 

Basic objectives of 1) reduction of the over-all level of 
medium-term and long-term debts owed to the convertible 
arell. by approximately 3 billions US dollars, 2) ~:hange 
of the structure of debts and reduction of' short-term 
debts, 3) bringing of the coefficient of indebtedness 
(ratio of total obligations under foreign debts to 
total foreign exchange inflow). down from about 42 per 
cent in 1984 to 25 per cent by 1990. Negotiations with 
foreign creditors. Common stand. Various approaches. 

Kostan, Sime. Exports and imports of metal goods, 1975-
1984. YS XXVI(4) Nov 1985: 73-84 
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Expo~ts by commodity division, by major commodity group. 
The pattern of exports by area of destinl"tion. Imp')rts· 
by major commodity group, by beneficiAry, by area of origin. 
Balance of exports ann imports of metal goods. The balance 
of trade by region. Statistics. 

Kovac, Oskar. A quantitative analysis of foreign economic 
relations. STP XXVI(l) 1986, 135-151 

• Relations between Yugoslavia and the BEC. RIA 
XXXVIII (887) mth Mar 1987: 1-3 

In view of Yugoslavia's specific international position as 
a non-aligned and developing country, an agreement was 
concluded with the Community for the basic purpose of 
establishing the appropriate contractual frameworks for 
arresting unsatisfactory economic trends, notably in trade 
and ensuring more balanced economic cooperation. 

---a System and policy of Yugoslavia'S economic relations 
with foreign countries. STP XXVII(3-4) 1987: 77-87 

Economic motivation of exports. Necessary adjustments in 
credi t relations with foreign countries •. Some questions 
relating to the .selection of export structures • 

• Yugoslavia and the· new international economic system. 
·STP XXVI(8-9) 1986: 62-65 

Yugoslavia's position in international relations. Yugosla
via1 s development str~tegy and the new international 
e conomi c sys tem. 

Kovaccvic, Milan. Joint ventures with Yugoslav organisa
ti ons • YS XXVI (2) May 1985, 99-110 

The.foreign investments in Yugoslavia have been based on 
the contractual concept from the outset. Changes· prior to 
1984. Basic results. Institutional chAnges in 1984. 
Amount of foreign capital. Sectors exempted from foreign 
investment projects. Profit sharing. Joint management: 
Repatriation of invested capital. Use of credits.Taxa
tiona Changes in the foreign exchange system. 

Kovacevic1 Zivorad. Yugoslavia's cooperation with the 
develop1ng countries. ~IA XXXV(824-5) 5-20th Aug 1984; 
~4 . 

Development of all-rouund cooperation with the developing 
countries is a long-term and vital part of Yugoslavia1s . 
non-aUgned po!1cy. Owing to het economic structure 
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Yugoslavia needs to cooperate with other developing countries 
in order to ensure the more stable development of her own 
economY. Economic cooperation. Financial, banking, scienti
fic and technical cooperation. 

Krekic, Nena4. 
ment in 1987. 

The export constituent of Yugoslavia's develop
RIA XXXVIII(882) 5th Jan 19871 33-35 

Pronounced balance of trade problems. Increased exports 
needed. In 1986 export business adjusted to the new system 
of foreign economic relations as provided for by statute in 
19!;15. 

KUlisic, Josip. Crediting exports of capital goods. YS 
XXIII (3) Aug; 1982: 61-70 

Spe cialized institutions for credi tingexports. Funds for 
crediting exports of capital goods, 1976-1981. Statistics. 

Ledic, Michele. Debt analysis and debt-related issues; the 
case of Yugoslavia. EA'!VlJI XVIII (1) 1984: 35-64 

External indebtedness as an integral part of the development 
process. Background to Yugoslavia1s debt problems. Evalua
tion of past debt experience of Yugoslavia, 1973-1982. 
Terms of external public borrowing. Liquidity or solvency 
problem. Present debt and its renegotiation. Projections 
of external debt and debt service payments till 1990. 

Lopandic, Dusko. Enlargement of the European Economic Com
munity and Yugoslavia. RIA XXXV(82l) 20th June 1984. 12-16 

GenerAl imnortance of Yugoslavia to the EEC. EEC and Yugos
lav exports- agricultural and industrial products. 

Maes, Albert. Successful cooperation between the European 
Community and Yugoslavia- a mutual wish to resolve dif
ficulties. RIA XXXVI (843) 20th May 19851 ·8-9 

Margan', Ivo. Yugoslavia IS multilateral cooperation. RIA 
XXXIII(778) 5th Sept 1982: 8-9 . 

Question confronting the developing countries is how to 
respond to the strategy of the industrially advanced coun
tries.; . Yugoslavia has established different forms· coopera
tion witnover 100 developing countries. 

Marinkovic, Milan, et a1. Relations between Yugoslavia and 
the Soviet Vnion, 1970-1980. YS XXIII(l) Feb 1982: 137-158 

Political relations. Cooperation between socio-political 
and social organizations, between republics, provinces, and 
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towns. Economic cooperation. Industrial cooperation and 
specialization. Credit arrangements. Cooperation in the 
fields of science and technology, education, and culture. 
Statistics. 

Markovic, Ljubisa. Economic cooperation between the SFa of 
Yugoslavia and COMECON., RIA XXXV(826) 5th Sept 19841 7-10 

, . 

Markovic, Vukasin. Yugoslavia's credit and financial relaU
. ',ons with the- rest of the world, 1979-1983. YS XXVI (1) 

Feb 19851 43-54 '. 

Foreign borrowing. Movement and state of indebtedness. 
Kind of credit. Credits according to maturity. Currency 
area. Financial obligations. Interest rates and other 
debt service costs. Volume of credits disbursed. Refinan
cing. of short-term credits. Movement of foreign exchange 
reserves. Level of indebtedness. Distribution of credits 
expended •. Crediting foreign countries. . . 

Marsenic, Dragutin. Basic characteristics of Yugoslavia1s 
foreign trade and balance of payments, 1946-1980. YS 
XXIII(2) May 1982: 59-80 . 

Visible trade. Balance of current transactions and sources 
for covering deficit. Statistical tables. 

Mates, N. ABSEES XI(2)(63) .Tan 1981: 74 

The devaluation of the dinar by 30% represents a switch 
in emp~asis back from direct controls and special incentive 
to market criteria in foreign trade. 

Matic, petar. Some ideological- political aspects of the 
system and policy of foreign economic relations. STP 
XXVI(l) 1986: 112-122 

• Yugoslavia1s foreign economic relations. RIA.XXX]lI 
(865) 20th Apr 1986: '17-19 . 

Mijic, Petar. Relations between Yugoslavia and .Tapan, 1975-
1985. YS XXVII(2) 1986: 143..:.154 

Pol1t1calrelations. Socio-political organizations. ECo
nomic relations •.. Commodity exchange. Economic co-opera
tion in production, transfer of technology. .Toint invest
ments. Financial cooperation. Cooperation in the fields' 
of transport, education, culture, science and technology. 

Milos~"lP.c, Djordje, et a1. Relatione; betweel?- Yugoslavia alid 
C:'prus, 1976-1986. YS XXVIII (2) 1987: 147-156 

- -. . 
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Political cooperation. Economic cooperation includes com
modi tyexchange, investment cooperation and cooperation in 
the fields of transp~rt and tourism. The volume and' struc
ture of trade between the two countr1es.' 'Int8'nsive. co
operation in the fields of education, science and culture. 

Minic, Milos. Yugoslavia and 1nternational~pol1 tical, and 
economic relatiqns. STP XXVI(2) 1986: 33-47 

, , 

The influence of trends in international relations on the 
development and. stability of Yugoslavia •. Yugoslavia1 s 
activity on ,the international scene. 

'Mi tic ~'preJra:g: ,j Relations between YugoSlavia "and' Great 
Britain, 1973-1983. 18 XXIV(4) Nov 19831137-156 

Pou tical relations. Co-operation between socio-poli tical 
organizations. Economic relations. Merchandise trade. 
Higher forms of co-operation. Financial cooperatioh. 
Scientific and technical co-operation. Cooperation in 
ed~cation and cuI tU.re. 

Nebrigic, Milenko. Relations between Yugoslavia and Hungary, 
1974-1981. 18 XXIV(l) Feb 19831 125-136 

Political relations. Co-operation betweerisocio-political 
organisations. Economic relations. Co-operation between 
Republics and Autonomous Provinces and Hungary. Coopera
tion in education, culture. 

Nikic, Gorazd. The exchange rate policy and balance-of
payme"ts equilibrium. STP XXVI(l) 1986: 152-169 

What is tue 'real I, exchange rate? The sys tem of foreign 
economic relations. ' , 

Palmer, Mark~ Strategy based on strength and negotiation
good and stable American-Yugoslav relations. RIA XXX]! 
(841) 20th Apr 1985: 6-10 . 

Pancsity, J. The place of Yugoslav-Soviet trade in Yugosla
via's external economic relations. ABHEL 16(6)1986: 
161-163 

Pejkovic, Sasenko. Economic, scientific and technical co
operation with developing countries. 18 XXIV(4) NOv 
1983: 123-136 ,,', 

Visible trade. Co-operation in capital construction. 
CQ-operation in transport. ,Financial and banking co
operation.' ,yugQslav branch' offices and enterprises in 
developing cou~tr1es.Scientiric aDd technical co-opera
tion. Assistance to developing countries.Statistics. 
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Pivarsk1~Stojicevic, Zagorka •. Economic cooperation between 
Yugoslavia and the Enropean Free Trade Association (EFTA). 
IS XXVII (2) 1986 c 79-88 

Institutional basis of cooperation. Commodity exchange'. 
Industrial cooperation. Cooperation in tourism •. ' 

Popov, Djordje. Some characteristics of business' transactions 
between Yugoslav economc subjects and transnational 
corporations. S~p XXV(6) 1985. 31-46 

Prager, L. and Schweitzer, I. Organization and operation 
of a Yugoslav enterprise corporation. .ABHEL lQ.cll.1986 •. 
005-007 ' ' . 

Prica, Miroslav. .Toint development progralD;Mes •. YS XXVIII(2) 
1987: 85-98 

, .Toint programmes as part of social plaiming.'Preparat1on 
and social verification. Basic characteristics of the . 
joint programmes adopted. Export-oriented programmes • 
.Toint programmes in, the energy sector. Programmes aimed 
at the development of production for the purpose ot import 
substi tution. . . . -

---a The volume and sectoral distribution of foreign i~vest
ment credits. YS XXV(l) Feb 1984: 10!~-1l6 

Total investment. Distribution by Republic and "Autonomous 
Province. Sectoral distribution. 

Prospects of "Indo-Yugoslav trade. FE 3rd June 197714, 

Radosavljevic, .T. ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 19861 80 

Exchange rate movements and reductiors in export subsidies 
are conspiring to make exporting unprof~table. 

Relations between Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, 1967-1981.· 
IS xnII(3) .Tan 1982: 141-160 

Political, economic and cultural relations. 

Relative performance of south European exports of manufac1;ures 
to OECD countries' in the 1970'S. an analysis of ' demand 
factors and competitiveness. EBB 34(Chapter 3) 19821 
3.1-3.61, 3.1-3.8 ' ,. 

PerCentage growth rates of. total. import demand~ Deveiop
ments in aggregata, market, shares •. Product specialization 
and market orientation, vis-s-:-yis tile patterns of foreign. 
dem~nd growth. Role of demand and, 'competi ti veness' ' 
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factors in export performance. Factors underlring the". 
competitive residuals •. Statistics. 

I 

Restructuring of exports. YL XXXi (2-3) Feb.-Mar 1986', 4 

Ribica, Milan, at al. 
AUstria, 1966-1984. 

Relations between Yugoslavia ,and 
YS .~(2) May 1985: 127-152 

, " ,,-: .'-~.' oj >, .;.' )' . 
Political relations. Cooperation of soci~polltical orga .. 
nizations. Economic relations. ;,'The exchange of goods. 
Higher torms ·of economic cooperation. Joint ventures. 
Transfer~ of technology. Long-term cooperation.in produc
tion, investment projects. Financial cooperation~ Field 
of transport. Tourist trade. Scientific and technical 
cooperation. Education and culture. 

Robinson, Sherman and Tyson, Laura D'Andrea. Foreign trade, 
resource allocation and structural adjustment in Yugosla
via, 1976-1980. JCE9(1) March 1985.' 46-70 

, . 

A multi'sector computable general-equilibrium model for,'the 
Yugoslav economy is: used to analyze some of the internal, 
and external causes of the foreign-exchange crisis of the 
1976-80 period. Methodologically, its modeling approach, 
appropriately modified for inst1 tutional differences, can 
be. used to study the behaviour ofsociallst economies in " 
which prices play a role in resource allocation. Empirical
ly, the results suggest that internal policy errors and 
systemic factors were-the predominant force behind Yugosla
via's growing foreign-exchange shortage between 1976 aM 
1980. Production and employment relationships. The dis
tortive effects of Yugoslaviars foreign-exchange-allocation 
system on incentives. 

Rokic, v. ABSEES.XIV(3)(73) May 19841 80 

~. BOjanic, Federal Secretary for Foreign Trade tells 
about export performance in 1983. . 

fljekloca, Marko. Relations between Yugoslavia and the coun
tries of Central America and the Caribbean. yS XXVIII (1) 
1987: 135-152 

Poll tical and economic relations between Mexico, Panama, 
Honduras, Costa Rica l ' Guatemala, E1 Salvador, Nicaragua, 
and Yugoslavia. Siml.lal'Jy between Barbados, Dominican" 
Republic, Grenada, Haiti, Jamaica, Surinam, Trinidad and 
Tobago, . an4 :Yugoslavia. . 

Sokic, Mihaiio. Revitalization of, the Tripartite Agreement. 
'RIA XXXV(829) 20th Oct 19841 17-18' 

" ... ; 
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" ,.1 , 

Tripartite' Agreement between Yugoslavia, India and Egypt 
for expansion of trade and economic cooper,ation. ,Agre-', 
ement has been implemented to the greatest'extent in 
commodi ty exchange. 

SpiljakJ Mika. Yugoslavia and the sixth UNCTAD. 
XXXIV\ 797) 20th ,June 1983', 1-6 ' . . , 

RIA 

Stakic, Budim1r. Engineering wor}q; abroad. 
1987: 101-108 

YS XXVIII (1) 
'. . . 

Kinds and mode of performance of engineering' works. 
Organization. ' Financing, and collection of proceeds.' Pre-' 
lim1nary conditions and procedl1" for obtaining':a oontract. 
Participants and mutual relations. ' ' 

---., The foreign trade system. ,YS XXVIII(2) 1987& 43-58 

Development of the foreign trade system ,until 1985. .General 
conditions for the performance and organization or foreign 
trade operations. Exports, and imports,-of' goods. Special 
forms of: foreign trade. Exports and imports w1 thin the' 
framework ot higher f'orms,' of economic cooperation'w1'th 
foreign countries. Economi c services. Operiing of repre
sentative offices ~f i'oreign persons inYugosla:f1a;" 

Stevonic, Mihajlo, et a1. Relations between Yu'goslavia,:and 
Z,amb1a-, 1970-1983. IS XXV( 3) .AUg 1984: 141-152 

Political relations. Cooperation 'of.socio-political 
organizations. Economic relations. Scientific, techn!o:. 
cal, cultura~ and educational co-opel'ati:>n~ , . , . 

Subhan, Malcolm. Indo-Yugoslav Meet. 'Flagging two-way 
trade to be discussed. ETM 21st Oct-1979: 8 

Tardos, K. The' world·market performance of the Yugoslav 
economy. AE!HEL 16(4) 1986:,235.,.237, 

TeSic, D. ABSEES XVI(3)(00) 1986: 00 

The fall in the price of oil forebodes big changes in ' 
the pattern of Yugoslav-Soviet trade. 

Tomasevic, Zarko.· Twenty years of co-ope ra'ti on between' 
Yugoslavia and. the. OECD. ,RIA XXXII(.758) 5th Nov 1981. 
~~ , ' , 

Tomasic, Vjekoslav. Effects of foreign direct investments 
on the balance of payments in industrial ventures in 
SR Croatia. EAWM XVIII (4) 1984. 333-341 ',. , 



3.~NTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS 

. Basic .reasons for allow.ing foreign direct investments,' 
1) tor increasing ,t/1e country I saxports', and 2) for involve
ment in the international division of labour. The survey 
established as unambiguously negative the direct foreign 
trade balance of . industrial j oint venture projects in 
SR Croatia. . ' .. 

Trajkovic, Miodrag. Yugoslavia;-EFTA. RIA XXXVIII(887) 
roth Mar 1987. 8-10 

Yugoslavia has traditionally good political relations with 
the EFTA members which .should provide a sound basis for 
developing ;s,u,?cessful economic relatiQns~.. ' ", :!. i. ",_ 

Varga, Gize1a. Cooperation with Yugoslavia's neighbours. 
STP XXII(12) 1982: 64-66 

Vasic, Vukasin; Commodity exports, 1965-1983. YS XXVI (1) . 
Feb 1985: 55~70 

Trends in foreign trade. Changes in the structure of 
exports. Regional distribution. Measures for expanding' 
exports envi~aged by the long-term eco~omic stabilization 
programine. . . 

Vuqillic~ D.. AmEESXV(3)(76) May 1985: 91: 

There are plans to reduce foreign . indebtedness in the 
qourse ,of the next five-year period. 

---. ABSb2S XVII(l)(Bl) 1987. 89 

Export figures c~ntinue t? be unsatisfactory. 
, . 

---. ABSE&S XVlI (2)( 82) 1987. 93 

.The balance of payments surplus of ~460 mn in .. 1986 is 
important for the repayment of .foreign debts. The debt 
service ration at present much' above normal,is being 
reduced. ' 

VUjlca; Sl •. Al3SEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981:86 . ' 

A detailed· report on. 1;he.' current f'oreigntrade . situation. 

Vukcevic, D.ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986:.81 . 

Un!orseeab1e adverse consequences of the gC's ban on' 
·Yugos1ay ~xpor1; of agricultural p;rodl1cts. . .. . ... ' '. ", ... 

. ~ , .... 
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,Vukmirica, Vujo.. Economic cooJle~a~ion between the 'SFijY and 
COECON. RIA XXXVI(852) 5th Oct 19001 12-15 ' , 

Economic 'cooperation between Yugoslavia and the COMECON 
member countries has shown a steady upward trend during 
the past twenty years. 

-. The economic development of the members of COMECON 
and economic relations with Yugoslavia. STPXXV(ll) , 
.1985: 60-81 

Economic development 'and change Inthe pattern of foreign 
trade of the countries affiliated to COMECON. Economi c 
cooperation between YUgoslavia and member countries of 
COMECON •. Exports and imports. . , . 

VUkovi c, Dus~.. ABSEES XI (2) (63) J' an 1981: 73 

It is expected that almost all banks will sign the Agree
ment on gr.anting. credit to private individuals' who desire 
to sell their foreign currencydepoSits :to ~he banks. 

---. Yugoslavia and -the developing' countries. RIA XXXV . 
(813) roth ;Feb 1983 (1984): 39-40 

Vuksevic, Svetlana. yugosiav builders 'abroad; 1978-1983~ 
:IS ~(3) .Aug 1985: 101-llo 

Organisations and personnel'- Value of 'operations. Regions 
and coUntries. . , 

Yugoslav trade ,in 1985. YEll (l.) 1985 •. 6-7 
. .' 

Yugoslavia-European Economic Community: positive changes in 
sight. YER (1) 1986: 7' . 

Ziberlia, Mil1ce. Economic relatiorisbetween Yugoslavia"and 
the European Economic Community (institutional frameworks). 
IS XXVIII(l) 19871 75-100 ,... '" . , 

The first trade agreement in 1968. General conditions and 
basic . characteris tics .' Trade' and customs.'. Second· trade -
agreement in 1973. Cooperation agreement between Yugosla-
via and the European Economic Community~ , ,', ,. , 

" 
Zoric1 Danilo. Yugosla.v foreign 'currenCy system-broad' .~ 

bans. YER (9) 1985: 8-12 ., 
• '. • j • '..", . 

Law on foreign' currency operations, Foreign' currency and 
balance of payments. Dinar rate policy. Law on payments 
in convertible foreign currencies. 
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More than one count~ " ',. 
'. I. 

Botos, Katalin. On the further. development of the currency 
and financial system of:theCMEA:~ SS XXXIV(2) Apr 1982.= 
228-253 ',""".1" .. " .' . - "'" 

'. :, .. , . 

What kind of money is the tran$~orablo ruble7 It is a 
rudimentary form of money. Its"'functions are limited. What 
currency should be basiS of the CME:A international financial 
system? National currencies must function as. elements of 
the CMEAcurrency and financial system (even if not as the 
key currency) in trade accounts. The numeraire,. the, unit 
of value of the currency and financial systerii-, WOUld. be. 
transferable ruble which wouDel cons ti tute a composite 
currency and wouldals 0 be the currency nf the credit 
relations which are the inevitable result of different 
stages of development .and .different economic circumstances 
and afforced accumulation of money •. On the method of 
implementation. ' 

Huszt1, E. Main trends in the development of SOCialist bank
ing systems and organization (relations between the func
tions of issuing central and credit banks). AO 26(1-2) 
1981: 71-91 

The author presents the views' on the transformation of the 
banking system and or.ganization in connection with the. 
research on economic mechanisms that began in socialist 
countries in the 196Os. The opinions concerning the 
questions of a one or two level socialist banking system, 
or of the status of the central bank were closely· related 
to the extent of chan~es in the economic control system, 
i.e. to the degree of decentralization. For various 
reasons the banking system of socialist countries- except 
for,Yugoslavia- has remained a one level system. In Hungary 
certain steps have ,been taken wi:l:h a view to raising the 
banking system and organization to a higher level, yet.in 
these days the idea of a sharper separation of the functions 
of the central bank from those of credit banks has been 
raised a,gain •. 

Knez, Karal and Pachacek, Petro 
increasing the eff.ctiveness of 
in some CMEA ~ountries; (Tr. by 
XVIII(3) Fall 1982: 32-46 

The role of credit in 
the reproduction process 
Marian Sling) • SESFT. 

The. theoretical and practical approaches the different 
countries take to the problem'of.increasingthe.efficiency 
of credit r.esources for financing the reproduction . 
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process. Aim of learning more about the function of cre
dit in relation to moneta.ry circulation. The common 
features of credit usage. Operational credit. Investment 
credit. Balance of personal deposits in banks and savings 
banks. Trend of personal credit balances. Differences 
iri procedures, use,of credit and copcepts. Differences 
will continue so long as the methods of economic planning 
and management continue to differ. 

Bulgaria , 

AESEb~XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 28 

Bulgarian National Bank'Regulations about. the competition 
for the allocation of capital investments. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985: 27 

'rhe Law on the State Budget for 1985 .is adopted,with con
firmation of the outturn for 1983. 

--~ XVI (2) (79) 1986: 30 

The Law on the Stage Budget for 1986 ana the results for 
1'84. 

--- XVI(3)(80) 1986: 23 

The procedure of financing capital investments from the 
bud !;!etis due to be changed. . 

-~ XVII(2H82) 19871 30 

. The Budget Law for 1987 and the fUlfilment'or ,the' i985 
\udget. ' . 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 39 

A new decree of rules for banks is adopted and eight 'new 
banks are formed. 

Belcev, Ba1eo., Four.denades of socialist finances 'lntne 
P.R. of Bulgaria. AmSLE XXVIII(l) 1985;43-44 

---~The role,of finances in the·cons1stent.application .of 
the economic approaeh in the ma-\lagement of .national .. eco-, 
nomy of the P.R. of;Bu1garla. ABBSLE XXVI(4) 1~83.'60-61 
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Be1chev, ]3elcho.,ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986. a> 
. . . 

The Minister of Finance B. Belchev's .speechabout the draft 
statebg.dget for,,1986 and,the fulfilment of th~ 1984,. budget. 

. ... i· 

Boit_chev, VentBislav. ABSEES XVI (3) (80) 1986: 23, 

The Bank for Economic Projects was set. up in 1983. 'Its 
main objective is to finance profitable eC9nomicproj~cts 
not envisaged in the state Plan. 

Editorial. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 00 

New trends in budget spending and investment financing., 

Georgiev1 Danail. The 
effect1veness of' the 
XXVI(l) 1983: 68-69 

role of credit for increasing the 
means of circulation. ABBSLE 

Karamfilov, Georgi. The State Savings Bank - a bank of the 
people. ABBSLE XXVIII(l) 19851 44-45 

Kolarov, Vasil. Four decadesoof the socialist banking system 
in the P.R. of Bulgaria. ABBSLE XXVIII(l) 1985' 45-46 

Kucev, Strasimir. Budget revenues of the P.R. of Bulgaria. 
ABBSLE XXVI(2) 1983: 63-64 

Pekhlivanov, I. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept"19841 28 

A new bank for business initiatives has been active. 
' . 

. Reconstructing the banking system. ENE 27(8-9) Aug-Sept 
1987& 1 

Rusen?v, Minko and Porjazov, Delco. Credit under the condi
tions of the planned managed economy •. ABBSLE XXIX(l) 1986& 
ro-21 

Stojanov1 Velco. Improvement in the turnover 'fax under the 
econolDl.c approach. 'ABffiLE XXV(?) 1982, 55-56 . 

, . 
---. The policy of the Bulgarian Commlinist Party in the 

field of-taxation of the population..ABBSLE XXIV(3) , 
1981; 54-55 . . , . 

Vazov, Grigorij. Financial, credit provision of. the seien
t1f1cand technologicalprog~ss. ABffiLJ!; ;XXX(4) 1987.15 

Velkov, Ljubomir.', Structure of the sources of financing 
of capital investments .ABSEES XXX(2) 1987. 21 



BlJLGARIA/CZECHOSLOVAKlA 

Vuceva; Hris tina. Financial standards for planning and 
regulation of the' economic activity. ABB3LE XXIX(3) 
1986: 21 

Zdravka"Zafirova and Hriston, Zheliazkov. ABSEESXVI(l) 
(78) Jan 1986, 24 ' 

'. ' 

An amemment to the Income Tax Act, redUcing to 45% the 
tax on the profits of foreign individuals and corporAte 
bodies from non-socialist countries. 

Czechoslovakia 

ABSE!!S XIV(3)(73) May 19841 34 

The 1984 budget is balanced. Incomes will increase by 
2% above 1983. 

---XV(1)(74) Sep~ 1984: 38 

Ordinance of the Chairman of the Czechoslovak, 'state .~ 
of 16th Nov. 1983 on the monetary plan. 

Bosak, ,B. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 19821 37 

Czechoslovak budgets were balanced in 1980. The planned 
total profit target or state enterprises was notful!illed 
due to increased financial 'costs of production. 

Czechoslovakia's national economyl Czechoslovak state budget 
for 1987. ED (2) Feb. 1987, 3-4 ; ,,' 

Hrudka, Lumir. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987. 38 

New regulAtions covering the duty on privately imported 
goods, particularly electronic ones. . .- . . 

Jajek, R. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 45 

The financial and monetary plan for 1981- difficult 
economic conditions; Tight credit policy is ,expected r . . ", . 

Jindra, J. ,ABSE:ESXV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 37 " . . ", 

New and stricter credit coriditions will become operative, 
in 1986. Foreign importers of Czechoslovak goods may 
be given cred1 t. 
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Kra1, J. and Bakalar, L. ABSEES XVII(1)(8l) 1987: 38 

A new type of credit is offered to innovating organizations 
for actions not already included in the annual plln • . 

Krejca, Frantisek. Principles of domestic and external mone
tary bank policy after 1985. CED (3) May 1986. 24-46 

Character and·orientation.of the monetary bank po1icy
principles of implementation. Active credit policy. 
Interest rates. Projection of the fundamental objectives 
of the monetary bank policy into the draft monetary outlook 
for the 8th Five-Year plan. . 

Krejci, Jan. German reparations after the Second . World War. 
CED (7) Oct/Nov 1986: 44-63 

War damages and rinancial settlements with Czechoslovakia. 

Ler, Leopold •. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982:42 
" . 

The 1982 Federal and Republican budgets are planned to be 
balanced. 

---. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 34 

Financial policy tor 1984. 

---. Financial policy for the years to come. CED ·(1) Feb 
1985: 3-23 

Principles of financial policy with a view to(l)creating 
financial' prerequisites for theattainmeritof the concrete 
targets ·01' the plan and for carrying out structural changes 
for achieving intensification of. the economy, (2) raising 
the export capability&: the effectiveness of external 
economic relations, (3) stabilizing the monetary and f1n~ 
cial equilibrium and ensuring a balanced state budget. Ways 
of carrying out thefinancialpo1~cy. 

---. Forty years or building up a socialist financial system 
in-the Czechoslovak 80cia1ist Republic. CED, (6) Sept 19851 
33-57 . 

Tr.ansitional period and creation '01' a soci.allist financial 
system. Unirorm currency and elimination of the dispropor
tion between the amount or money in cirCUlation and goods 
available on the market. Finance ann imprmvement' of 
national.economic management. Consolidation and economic 
development. Financial policy in the Sixth Five-Year Plan 
period. Intensirication or economic development and the 
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, . .' 

role of finance. Current tasks ·of financia.l policy. 

Smutny-, S. ABSEllS XI (2) (63) Jan 1981: _ ~ 

Basic state accounts in 1979 as presented-by the Minister 
of Finances in the Federal Assembly. 

Sourek, Stanislav. ModificationS in the system of financial 
management of economlc prodUction units and enterprises 
for the 8th live-Year Plan. CED (3) May 19861 11-23 .. 
Basic approaches. Main changes in the system of financial 
management as a whole; No changes in the system of pay
ments into the state budget. Financing the reproduction 
of capital assets. Financing scientific- technological 
development. Financing of stocks. -

Stejskal, J. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985. 36 
-. 

The monetaty plan is becoming an impor.tant tool of econo
mic control. A mild current credit squeeze is- planned 
for 1985. 

Zamecnik, M. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 34 

In the first quarter of 1985, the increment in the bank 
credit granted to enterprises was substanti~lly less than 

. 1n the previous year. 

German Democratic Republic 

ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 43 

Statistical summary of the GDR budget account for 1979 show
, iog main items of revenue and expenditure of state organs 

according to composition, sources' and purposes. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982' 44 

A 'Bank of Reserves of productive Funds I in Leipzig.has 
been instrumental in providing some 100,000 hours of 
coopera ti veproduction. 

--- XII(2) (66) Jan 1982 •. 44 

Finance Minister Ernst Hofner -on the 1980 budget. 
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ABSEESXtI(2)(66) Jan 1982: 45 

Basic statistical data concerru.ng state revenues and 
expendi tures in 1980. . . 

--- XIV(3) (73) MAY 1984: 42 

Text of the official result of the state econ~mic activity 
in the budgetary year 1982; ending with a surplus of 765-
million Marks. 

--- XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 42 

Text of th~ state budget f~r 1984 

Fuchs, D.AESEESXII(l) (65) Sept 1981154 -

A study of the function of money in the socialist economic 
system. 

Kappe~ J. and Prassler, J. ABSEESXIV(3)(73) MAY 19841 42 

Report on a Seminar concerned with tho role of money Under 
socialism and in the .GDR in particular .•. 

Schlieber, W. and Zufelde, Ursula. lI,BSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 
1985: 42 

The function of money in a socialist economy is not fully 
understood and understood and will probably be affected 
by electronic banking methods. 

Schmieder, W. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 51 

An outline or the main financial allocations contained 
in the 1981 economic plan by the Minister of Finance. 

Social and economic policy. SLB (2) June 1986: 214-215 

GDR: Private and co-operative sectors get extradovelop
ment credits. 

Hungarr 

~~ XI(2)(63) Jan 1981, 53 -

Minister of Finance Istvan Hetenyi's report to the autumn 
sersstihonlof the National Assembly about the implementation 
o e 979 State Budget. . 
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HtJNGARY 

--- XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 60 .. 
On the activities of the Hungarian National Bank., 

--- XII(l) (65) sept 1981: 61 

The eredit policies of the Hungarian National Bank in 
1980 and 1981. 

--- XII(3)(67) May 1982: 57 

The Winter Session of the National AssemlUy appr.oved, the 
1982 Budget Bill envisaging revenues amounting to' 491.5 
bn •. and expenditures to 506.5 bn. ft. 

--- XIII(1)(68) sept 19821 58 

Report on the annual general meeting of the Hungarian 
National Bank; its profits in 1981 amounted to 10.5 bn.ft. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan'1983: 51 

The Council of Ministers authorised the National Bank of 
Hungary to increase the interest rates for· credits and 
deposits of state enterprises and cooperatives by 2% 
from 1 October 1982~ .,' 

, --~ XVII (2)( 82) 1987' 58 . , 

The National Assembly's ~nter Session· adopts the 1987 
state budget, total revenue 606.9 bn, total. expenditure 
650.7 bn forints. ' . 

Adoption of the 1984 budget or the Hungarian: 'peopie '·s:· 
Republic. ABHEL 14(1)-19841 311-315 

AltAr, Laszlo. ,Fiscal policies and financial regulations. 
MH (1) 1983: 17-19 ' 

AMor t T. and Fogaras, I. 'International forum of savings 
banks in Hungary. AD 24(1-2) 1980: 181-~85 

Antolik, Katal1n. The Hungarian banking IYstem undergoing 
transformation. HBH (1) 19871 4-7 . 

ImplementatIon of the reform~of' the banking system~' 
Strict monetary policy with a strict and selective cre
dIt policy. Institutions of' the new banking system. 
The management of' ~anks. . 
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Asztalos L. Gy.· ~okros, L. and Suranyi, Gy. 
1'inanc{alinstitutional system in Hungary. 
1984: 251-268 

Reform-am 
AO 32(3-4) 

Major contradictions in the functioning of the present 
Hungarian banking system. The most important tendencies 
of the ideas about the further development of the banking 
system.' The purpose of trans1'orming,the banking system. 
Relationship between planning, the state budget, the bank
ing system and enterprise management. Relationship between 
the spheres of the issuing bank and of the credit bank. In 
the long run the establishment of a two-level decentralized 
system 'of competing banks is necessary which would 'secure 
an actual possibility of choice for every1ncome-ho1der~ 
For the short run the .uthors make a proposal tor such 
transitcry measures which partly take into account ,the 
existing restrictions, and partly promote an act1Vity'of
the,financial institutions based on interest in income. 

, Bacskai! Tamas. ,The Hungarian banking system on the way of 
'transrormatiori. ABHEL 16(6) 19861 325-826 

---. The i-eorganization of the banking system. NHQ XXVIII 
(107) Autumn 19871 127-136 ' 

The 'banking system in directive planning. The reform 
process and its impact on banking. Debates on banking 
reform. The banking system after the 1st of Jan. 1987. 

Balazs, A. 'Some' tholights ')n the tax-reform. ,ABHEL 17(3) 
1987: 175,..176 

Ba1azsy, S. The tax reform, criticism and counterproposal. 
ABHEL 17(5),19871 67-69 

Ba!1fi, T., et ale Bonds. ABllEL 16(5) 1986: 94-98 

Barta, I. Positive ways .and directions in the development 
of the Hungarian banking system. ABHEL 15(6) 1985: 232-233 

'. 
Becskai, T.- Operation of commercialba~s., ABllEL 16(1), 

1986: ' 186-188 

Benedek" Istvan Gabor , et a1. }ulSEES XV(S) (76) May 19861 56 
, " 

the 'N~tional Assembly adopted the 1985 Bill of State 
budget. Expenditures should total 610.3 bnfts, the 
expectedde1'ici t amounting to 2.5 bn fts. ' 

Biro ,D~ Financial policy tasks in the field of public', 
expe~ditur~s., ABHEL 12(6) 1982. 319-320 
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Boc, -1. A debate on the 'tax rerorm~ ABIiEt lEi(l) 1986" 
55-56 " 

Body, L. " eredi t policy for 1981 onwards. ABHEL .11(2) 
1981: 279-281 . 

• Credit policy 1986. ABHEL 15(6) 19851 009-310 

---.Deve10pment- or the Hungarian banking system. ".ABHEiL" 
16(4) 1986:175-177 

- .. . 

Bonifert, D. Value-added tax andi ts introduction: 1nHungary. 
ABHEL 17(3) 1987: 82-83 . " '.' '. " .' . ' 

Bossanyi,.Katalin. AJBF:E',SXV(1} (74) Sept 19841 56 

A substantial survey of' the enliveilingbond marl\:et since . 
the 1983 decree issued by the Presidential Council to . 
provide a new medium of' mobilising capital resources among 
the .state, communal-and co-operative enterprises by issuing 
and acquiring long-term bonds at lucrative rates of' interest. 

---. AmEES XVII (1) (81) "19871 57 

As f'rom 1st Jan. 1987 the banking system will be comprehen
sively modernized. Most important i.sthe forthcoming' 
establishment of' f'ive new commercial banks.' . 

Breitner, Miklos. ABSBHS XVI (2) (79) 1986: 58 

Report on the activities of Hungarian banks abroad 'and 
of'. foreign banks in Hungary. 

Credit and money circulation in 1981. ABHEL 12(1) 1982': " 
244-245 

Csikos ... Nagy, Bela. Nine questions on fiMncia1.1ncentives. 
NHQ XXIII (85) Spring 19821 46-51 '. 

It seemed obvious that control by values (price and 
incomes policy) was better than natural contro1s(p~~ 
duction and distribution policy). That control by" 
financial means (monetary and budgetary policy). was 
better than control by values. . 

Dolecsko, Kornelia, et.al." ABSEElS' XvrI(iH81).1987157 ,'.

The F1nanceMiD1ster reports on the results of the 1985 
Sta~ Budget,which ended w+th a.15.7 bn forin,ts deficit",. 

". ' ... 

Doros, B. Central bank control in 1986. ABHEL i6(2) 
19861 118-100 
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Doro~~ B. !he~elationship of the issuing bank and the bankL 
AB~L 17(2) 1981: 183-185 

Dudas, B. Tendencies in the further development of the 
credit system iIt the per:!.odof. the Seventh Five-Year Plan. 
ABHEL 15(2) 1985: 147-149 

' .. 
Fabri, E. Charige and unchangeabili ty 'ins'tockpil1ng proces

ses in Hungary. AS 37(1-2) 1986: 73-85 . 
"l I' .. t ' . 

Th~ SOl~ing '01' the 'stock probi~~ ~v1ththebank's assistance 
,is.,.cC?nsidering that the stock is a working flmd-. rooted 

not in the lending of working fund but in investment cre
dits. Better allocation of capital is needed. 

Farkas t I. 'Credit' llOl1CY 1987. ABHEL 17(1)' 1'9871 '103""105 

Fekete, J • Crisis of the international monetary system
impact of world economic changes on Hungarian economic 
policy. AO 24(3-4) 1980: 233-250 

Present state of the international monetary syatem. Disin
tegration of the Bretton-Yloods system. Inflation and mone
tary policy. Demonetization of gold. Balances of payments 
and credit markets. Impact of world economic changes on 
the Hungarian economy. Hungarian economic and monetary 
policies. Links with CMEA. 

Fenyovari, I. .On the Hungarian. financial sys tem. AO 25 
(3-4) 1980: 277-290 ' , 

Characteris't1cs of the Hungarian financial system,after 
1958. Centralization endeavours. Diminishing regulatory 
role of credit policy. Possibilities for improvement 
of the financial system. Financing by' monetary means. 
New credit constructions for increasing efficiency. 
Statistics •. 

Foldes, Istvan. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 19871 65 

About the forthcoming tax reform. Introduction of a 
purchase tax will result in 1988 in a 10-14% consumer 
price increase. . ' 

Forro1 D. and Tanner, Gy. Actual problems of credit 
poll.,cy. ABHEL 12«2)' 1982: 196.,.197 

Gado, Otto. Th~ tax system in Huneary. MH(4) 1982:23-28 

Taxation of enterprises. Producers' differentiated turn
over tax. Profit tax. Other taxes. . . 
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Gergely,!. A more modern tax system.' ' ABHEL-i4(2) 1984' 
127-128 ..... '.1. ,'.,.!"." . 

Ra.ge Imaye r , '! . Budgetary dilemm~. ~HEt 14(4) i984:'217,:,,218 
•. ! ,,-,.,. 

Hagelmayer, I. Concept of the state budget for ttie;new phase 
i~ Hun~ary. AD 33{1-2) 1984: 17-.30 . ' ", , 

. , . ~ -~ . 

The followin~ study gives an analysis of' ·the :changes1n the 
sta.e blldge~. 1n tho poriod between 1907-1982 (1 ~s proport1on 
to G~P ,ckanges .1n the' struoture of e:xpand! ta.re. QZld'revenues, 
grQwth of dHfe,rent items, etc.) = 'Through ~the·.whqleper1od, 
except for two years the proportJ.on to GDP was hlgher':than 
50 percent. The structure of revenueS did riot change 'much, 
while expenditure showed massive fluctuations. _~he auth~r 
arrives at the conclusion that redistributi'm must be ," 
decreased, and the mechanism of alloc;:ating subventions. " 
must be changed. In order :1:0 control inflation be findS 
it'expedient to form a budget surp~us'whi1e~improv1ng' 
external eqUilibrium. . 

Hage lmaye 1'; I. 
19A5: 76-78 

Financial policy in Hungary. 'ABHEL 15(5) 
. . ~ 

Hargitai, S. On special financial poUcy·tools ·w1thj,n' the 
public finance system~' A]3BEL 12(5)1982:' 201-202 ' • 

Havas, Peter. ' State Development Bank- primariJ,y a bank f9r 
state intervention (an interview). HBH (3) ·1985: 22-24' 

Retenyi, I. Bill on the implementation of the 1983 state 
budget of the People's Republic of Hungary~A!3HEL 14<5) 
1984: 217-219 : , '.' ' 

---. The financial policy of the sixty Five-year plan~ 
ABHEL 11(5) 1981: 280-281' '. "'.. " 

---. The state budget for the year ~985,. ABHEL 15(1) 
1985: 264-265 • , 

Hungarian bonds. :ET 2~4(7384) 9th7MB;r 1985 i' 76 '" 

Hungarian credit policy and the changes in tile 'banking'sYf,ltem. 
ADHEL 17 (2) 1987 s 271-273 ' 

" 

Hungary. ET 302 3rd Jan I987 I 56 ' 
Decentralization of banking system to introduce competition. 

Hungary. Taxing times~ 'ET 004 12th 'Sept 1987: ,56 : . ' 
Tax ~forms aspar~ of .8 stabilization programme. 

Hungary' takes 'another' :!.eap i!;lto .. theunknqwn.:ET'30S', 
31st Oct 1987: 45-46' ' .- . ., 
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Hungarians bracing themselves for what many fear will be 
their most difficult year since 1956. The countryrs net 
herd currency debt has risen to some ~9 billion. Austerity 
will be accompanied by continuing reform. The biggest 
,change is a sweeping tax reform. At the beginning of next' 
year, both value added tax and a progressive income tax 
will be introduced. The new taxes are bound to be unpopular 
and prices could rise substantially. Factory managers are 
unsure about how the tax reforms will affect them. Univer-. , 

sal apprehension about the reforms. 

Hungary's 'bond.,..market horrors. ET305 26tb.,De9.~987J: 9.5, 

Hungary's dQmestic corporate-bond market collapsed and 
returned to normal. 

Huttl,.A.; ,Losonczy, I, and Orszigety, 
regulator model. ,(Tr. by Paul Hare). 
Summer 1983: 3-20 

G. The financial 
Matekon xrX(4) 

Financial regulator model to aid formulation of the Sixth 
Five-year plan. 

Implementation of 1980 budget. NH 20(8) Aug 19801 7 

Kocsi, Ilona. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 58 

Report on the situation of the bond market. In its fhird 
year this is well beyond its peak, but buyers' interest is 
still considerable. 

Kollarik, Istvan; The motives of the tax reform. ABHEL 
17(4) 19R7: 6A-69 

• On the personal income tax.ABHEL, l4( 6) 1984: 65-66' 

---. ,Small ventures and the system of taxation. 
MH· (4) .1982: 29':31 '1 •. --

Historical background. 
Taxation principle for 

---"':' 

'Black" economy and taxa.tion. 
the new enterprise forms. 

--. The true reform and the regulations. ABHEL 17(6) 
1987: 19-23 

.. 
Kupa, M. Personal-income tax- principles and polemiQS. 

ABHEL 17 (3) .1987: 75-77 . ," ' 

Lang, E. The role and scope 'of central ,banks incurrEmt 
economic development. ABHEL 16(6) 1~8Q' 238-239 " 
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Ligeti, S. Reorganization of the banking syste~. ABHEL 
17(1) 1987: 106-108 

Lukacs, J. The general turnover tax. ABHIl:L 17(6) 19871 
83-85' 

Major, A. - The first year of the use of the bill of, exchange. 
AO 36(3-4) 1986: 343-348 
Advantages and dis-advantages of using the bill of exchange. 

Medgyessy, Peter. Budget policy in 19.82.' ABHEL 11(6) 1981. 
199-200 . 

• Debt policy of the socialist state •. A033(1-2) .1984. 
31-41 ' 

What is meant by debt policy of the state? Debt policy of 
the state may not be separated from economic policy and 
budgetary equilibrium may only be interpreted together . 
with equilibrium relations of the entire national economy. 
Development of Hungarian budgetary defici ts.National ' 
economic role of the budget. Major factors influencing 
budgetary policy. The Hungarian budget has shown deficits 
ever since 1968 and in the course of years government debts 
of about 40 thousand million forints have accumulated. 
The narrowing down of foreign financial sources has requir
ed strict limitation of domestic demand since the early 
l~s which has become mainly a task of the budget owing 
to the particular .features of the Hungarian financial 
system. ' 

---. - Hungarian fiscal policy and regulation. ,ME: (3) 19~31 
12-14 ., . 

Morvakozi, L. The effectiveness of monetary regulations. 
ABHEL 14(1) 1984: 329-330 ' 

MTI. ABSEi!S XVI(1)(78) Jan 19861 54 

Report on the setting up of a new bank in Budapest which 
will henceforth administer the entrepreneurial fund pre
viously run by the Hungarian National Bank. 

• ABSr.ms XVI (3) (SO) 1986. 54 

The National Bank of Hungary raised a ~300 mn credit 
from an international banking consortium. 

• Affie:es XVII (3) (83) 19871 64 

Report on the annual' general meeting of the National 
Bank. Its 1986 profits amounted to 12.8 bn forints, 
1.8 bn less than in 1985. 
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Murakozy, L. The budget of Hungary in an international 
comparison •. ABHEL 15(5) 1985. 212-214 

___ • Thoughts on the receipts and expenditures of the 
state budget. ABHEL17(2) 1987' 331-332 

The 1988 budget. The jurisdiction of Parliament and the 
Council of Ministers in alteration and reallocation. 
ABHEL 17(6) 1987: 140-141 

Novak, G. Business banks and their conditions. ABHEL 
15(.4) 1985: 210-212 

---. What is expected from the two-tier banking system? ' 
ABHEL 17(6) 1987: 215-217 

On the ac'·ivities of 1980 and the future tasks of the National 
Bank of Hungary. ABHEL 11(2) 1981. 223-225 

Palkovits, R. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985, 55 

On Hungary's credit policies in 1985 and on some substan
tial institutional changes in its credit banking functions. 

Petschmg, M. The sphere of ·centra1-bank issues in the 
banking system. ABHEL 14(3) 1984. 100-101 

Pongracz, A. Budget, 1983. ABHEL 12(6) 1982: 2~245 

---. Budget and tax policy. ABHEL 15(1) 19851 268-269 

---.' Current issues of Hungary's budget policy. ABHEL 
15(2) 19851 49-50. 

---. The 1985 budget in the service of competitiveness. 
ABHEL 14(6) 1984: 141-142 

---. Reflections ::>n some issues of the link between the 
budget and the credit system. ABHEL 11(2) 1981: 150-152 

Rak, Gy. On personal income tax. ABHEL 14(5) 1984: 188-189 

• Possibilities and constraints of the introduction of 
a personal income tax. ABHEL 17(2) 1987: 99-101 

Remenyfy, I. Some correlations of. the .reform. of the Hunga
rian turnover tax system. ABHEL 17(4) 1987: 219-221 

Rona, T •. Some considerations concerning the principles 
of taxing population wealth in Hungary. ABHEL. 12(4) 
1982 = . 93-94 
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Rott, Nandor. The turtherdeve10pments ot. the system ot 
tinancial institutions-· proposal tor· the establishment ot 
a tood economy bank. BRlAE (56) 19841 103-115 

Support tor the conception of a·one and single. business 
bank. Trusts as I quasi-sectoral banks I. Business banks 
but witholl,t :the tunctions ot propriet"or. . 

Rotyis, J. Alternatives ot regulating the 'money supply ot 
banks., ABHEL 17(3) 1987: 241-242 

• Financing the state budget and the ,quantity ot money. 
ABHEL 17(5) 1987: 314-316 

Sari, J. Banking systems- in the long run~' ABHEL 15(2) 
1985: 145-147 

• Improving the conditions ot capital tlow in Hungary. 
AO 29(3-4) 1982: 271-284 

Capi tal tlow has be come an is sue in conne ction with the 
turther development ot the system o.f economic management 
in Huhgary. The objective ot the paper is to: reView the 
way ot creating more liberal conditions to capital tlow. 
For this reason the author treats the method ot .planning, 
capital tormation andtlow,the circulation ot securities 
and the question ot involving toreign capita4Aiong with 
maintaining the present tramework ot the banldngsystem. 
it sh::)Uld be necessary to set up, in addition to the 
existing monetary institutions, also a special bank in . 
charge ot the circulationot securities. C~ital accumula
tion and capital tlow in the enterprise and the cooperative 
sector. Forms ot saving. Role ot the government budget 
in tinancing capital expenditure. ' · ' ~ ; 

Soos, K.A. Some important common teatures ot the post
retorm economic mechanisms in Hungary and Yugos1avia
capital market, capital ownership tunctions; and budgetary 
limits.' 'ABHEL 14(5) 19841 184-186, 

State Budget, 1987. 'ABEEL 17(1) 1981:· 10a-109 

Sugar, Tamas~ Financial institutions in Hungary. HBH . 
(2) 1987: 32-33 . 

The National Bank ot Hungary and· other banks. 

Surany1 t E. and Jarai, Zs. Bonds in Hungary (Reviews). 
AO 34(1-2) 1985: 165-173 ,. . . . . 

.. ;. .. 
. The practice has proved that with appropriate regulation, 
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bonds-as well as market, money, credit and, in general, 
the categories of commodity and value- can be' we 11 fi tted 
into socialist planned economy. The justification of bonds 
in a socialist economy. Bond as a form of credit. The 
mode and 'condi~ions of issuing ,bonds. Propensity to buy 
bonds. 

Sze11; Andras. ABSEES xV(4j(77) Sept 1985. 52 

According to the new financial,regulations in force since 
the beginning of 19&~, the issueing and discounting of 
bills of exchange has been renewed for commerc1al transa
ctions. 

Tardos, M. Question marks in Hungarian fiscal and monetary 
policy (1979-1984). AO 35(1-2) 1985: 29-52 ' 

, The economic policy evens out the economic results of 
Hungarian enterprises on three levelsl through price control, 
the subsidies and levies of the state budget and the credit 
mechanism. The mechanisms of income levelling after 1979 
put a strong break on the consolidation process becoming 
necessary on account of the credit crisis. The changes 
introduced in 1985 allow a mitigation of income levelling. 
Inspite of the changes the prospects are, uncertain. 

• The role of moneYI economic relations between the state 
and the enterprises in Hungary. AO 25(1-2) 19801 19-35 

The new economic mechanism was unable to bring about a 
'buyers' market in Hungary. The author argues that this 
was not only a result of the survival of the supervisory 
role of branch ministeries and the inconsistent regula
tion of the economy after the price explosion in 1973, 
but also of those parts of the regulatory system which 
hinder, the free circulation of money in the econoMf. 

Tibori A. Tax-system approachl the value added tax. ABHEL 
17( ) 1!871 243-245 

Timar, Matyas. Changing banking systeml (Au Interview). 
ABHEL 14(5) 19841 309-311 . 

---a Hungarian credit policy .in 1982. ABHEL 11(6) 1981: 
1~-~8 ' . 

---a Interview with the President of the National Bank 
of Hungary. MIl (2) 1984: ,14-16 

---. The .National BAnk of Hungary in the service of. Hun
garian economic policy. ADHEL 11(3) 19811 190-191 
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..;,;.-. Some current problems concerning the flow 'of financial 
resources and the further development of th~ banking sy~tem. 
ABEEL 14(5) 1984: 219-220 

Towards a tax refor~-'arguments pro and con. ABHEL'17(2) 
1987: 181-183 

Turjan, S. Thoughts on taxation according to profitability. 
ABEEL 14(1) 1984: 176-177 

Vago-Jakus', M. The interest policy toward population savings 
and credits. ABHEL 12( 4) 19821 88-90 " . 

Vekas, I. Banking organization the banking system and 
regulation. (Some remarkS on the further development of' 
financial institutions). ABHEL 15(3) 1985. 45-46 ' 

Vincze, I. The value added tax. ABHEL 13( 4) 19831291-293 

Wiesel, I.: On the tax reform~ ABHEL 17(4)' 1987: 70-71 

Po1aud 

A:BS'1';E3 XIII (2){ 69) Jan 19133: 60 , 

Comprehensive ,statistics on 'financial accumulation' of the 
whole Polist! economy, among sectors, between 1978 and 1981, 
with indication of causes. 

---, XIII (2)( 69) Jan 1983: 60 

Text of the Instruction on granting 'credit to socialist 
enterprises by banks. 

--- XV(l) (74) Sept 19841 66 

The fiscal year 1983 ended with a deficit ofzlbty' 27 bn" 
in 1984. Indebtedness in socialist countrl"es is expected 
to reach roubles 4.5 bn(zloty 306 bn.J' and i,n free conver-
tible currency countries U.S.~29.3 bn. ' , 

--- XV(l) (74) Sept 19841, 66 

Report of the Institute of National Economy of "the Plan
ning Commission published a rep9rt on the role of money, 
on which improvement of the economy depends,in'particular 
the motivation of individuals and enterprises •. 
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ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 58 

The Ministry of Finance announces a reduction in the equa
lization tax; the threshold is higher and the rates lower. 

Bartoszewicz, T. ABSEES XV(4) (77) sept 19851 65 

Interview with the Vice-Minister of Finance on the origins 
. and development of the budgetary deficit and solutions 
to the problem. 

Jezioranski, Tomasz. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987. 71 

The Five-year plan stresses the need to secure economic 
equilibrium, so for the first time-the Sejm was told 
that the .state budget will balance in 1987. 

Kaminski, J. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 59 

The state budget for 1984 shows no sign of eqUilibrium. 

Ma~iej, Iwanek and Marcin, Swiec1cki. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 
1987: 80 

The building of a capital market would be highly desirable 
in Polish conditions. . - . 

Majewski, Stanislaw. The role of banks in the process of 
reforming the Polish economy. PFT (2) 19841 6-7 

Mieszczankowskl, M. AESEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 69 

Tax policy towards firms oscillates sharply and at present 
may be too sharp. 

PlesinSkl, K. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987. 68 

A new bank is to be set up to be responsible for investment 
in export-oriented activit~. 

Pospieszynski, Ryszard A. Changes in the economic financial 
system in.1983. PFT (3/237) 19831 3-4 

Changes in 'foreign trade , tax, and price systems. 

Stanislaw, Albin~wski. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987' 81 . 

Finance Minister has made it clear that subsidies through
out the economy -must be reduced. 
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Romania 

ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 19A6: 79 

Announcement by the Savings and Deposit Bank of the ·.new 
issues by the Bank and which carry n~t only inte~est but 
prizes by regular draws. 

--- XVI(2)(79) 1986: 78 

The Law on the .state Budget for 1986 and ~approval of the 
account for 1984 incomes and expenditures. 

--- XVII(2)(82) 1987. 85 

The text or the stage budget for 1987. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 19871 90 

The official report on a sessi0n of the Political Executive 
Committee of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
concerning banks' interewt rates. 

Carlan, C. and Laze, 1. A.l3SEE'.S XVII (1) (81) 1987: 80 

Leading article on discussions, organized by the newspaper, 
on the role of the economic-financial budget which has 
be.come important in connection with the self-financing of 
enterprises. 

Popovici, M. .AffiEmS XIV(3)(73) May 1984. 69 

A survey of the activities of the Romanian Deposit Bank 
indicating the number or current accounts, savings books 
and credits granted by "the Bank. 

Yugoslavia 

.ABSEE:S XI (3) (64) May 1981: 79 . 

Basic statistics on Yugosla.v 'banking reveal th.e ove.r-,. 
whelming prep'Jnderance of the'developed oqgions and the 

continued absence of association in Croatian banking. 
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AESEES XlI ( 3)( 67) May 1982' 83 

'The commercial banks are responding to the government1s 
call for a higher interest rate structure. Interest will 
now be paid on current Rccounts! and the lending rate on 
long-term investment credits wi 1 go ~p to 12-16~. 

--- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 75 
. . 

The share' of tote1 investment finance coming from the banks 
has dropped sharply over the past two years. But inyest
ment in the non-business sector is growing faster than 
investment in the business sector. 

--- XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 86 

Many Yugoslav bankers feel thRt banks should have more 
independence in their credit policy. This would involve 
clarification of the nature of banking cl'lpital. 

--- XVI(2)(79) 1986. 86 

The Federal. Budget for 1986 was adopted by Parliament 
on 28th Dec. 1985. 

--- XVI(3)(80) 1986. 78 

Another rise in interest rates on deposits in the. domestic 
and foreign currencies. 

Cubra, Niko1a. FinRncing total national defence. YSXXV 
(3) Aug 1984' 17-26 
Financing- federal-republics- wartime- commodity reserves. 

Dimitrijevic, Dimitrije. Interest rates. YS XXlV(4) Nov 
1983: 91-102 

The role of interest rates. Aims 0f interest rates pOlicy. 
Formation of interest rll.i:es. Movement of interest rates. 

Gedeon, Shirley J •. Monetary disequilibrium and bank reform 
proposals in Yugoslavia: paternalism and the economy. 
SS XXXIX(2) Apr 1987: 281-291 . 

The financial problem and the role of the banks in 
Yugoslavia. Proposals for controlling the issue of high 
powered money. 'Selective crediting. The centralization 
camp. The National BAnk of Yugoslavia primary credit 
emissions shOUld be limited to the financing of marginal 
temporary working capital need and that selective rules 
and criteria should be firmly established by the NBY in 
order to avoid' the virtually unconditional credit financing 
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of qualifying commercial bills. The Decentralizat~on Ca
mp argues that selective granting of credi t places too 
much power in' the hands of the central benk. 11; al,.lows ., 
the central bank to decide not only how much money to .... 
create but also to whom it should be issued. Fractional 
vs 100% reserVe banking: secondary emission. Implications 
of the proposals. ". 

Gligoric, Pavle. Taxation of income of basic organizations 
of associated labour. YS XXII(l) Feb 1981: 10S-116 . 

Basic 'features of the income tax. Global and seiective· 
effects of the income tax. Further, development .of th~ 
system of income tax payable by basic organizations. . 
Statistics. 

Golijanin, Milan. Commercial banks. YS XXV(S) Aug 1984' 
77-94 

Banking system. Organizations. 
and basic indicators of business 
Basic problems and directions of 

Banks' credit potential 
transacted, 1978-1983. 
change~ 

Inventory management in Yugoslav economy.YER (11) 1985:6-9 

Actual performance of inves tment, credit and mone tary 
policies. Effective management of working capital is 'very 
important segment of the economic stabilization policy. 
Basic forms of working capital. . . 

Jovanovic, Milan. AmEES XVII(S) (8S) 19871. 98 

The weakness of monetary policy in Yugoslavia is iargely 
attributable to poor financial and' accounting 4~scipline 
amongst banks and enterprises. ". 

---a Measures for ·the financial.consolidation Of the,.economy. 
RIA XXXV(826) 5th Sept 1984: 3O .. S2 . 

Dinar illiquidity'is one of the main sources of many 
difficulties. Causes of illiqUidity. New measures.., . 
Rescheduling of debts. Tightening of conditio.ns for. the 
obtainment of investment credits. Personal incomes and 
spending. Credit':"monetary, and banking systel!l. 

JUl'kovic, Pero.Content and characteristics' ?fthe -public 
financing ·system. (Tr. by Don Hank)~· EEE:. XXI (2) Winter 
1982-8S: ;3-49 ' . 

Scope and content of the pubiic financing system •. Fune
i:ions and the insti tutional,basis. Financing genel,'a1 
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so~iel needs. Revenue sources ,Qf socio-polit1cal o~ganiza-
tions. Distribution of budget revenues. ,Financing'collect
ive needs in the area of social activities and social 
welfare. Financing other collective~eds. General chara
cteristics of the public financing system. Distribution 
of public revenues according to levels of socia-political 
organizations. Volume and structure of financial transfers 
on the federation level. Functional structure of public 
spending. Revenues of interest groups involved in social 
activitles and social welfare. ' 

Knight, Peter~.Financial discipline and structural adjustment 
in Yugoslavia: Rehab1litation and bankruptcy of loss-making 
enterprises. EAWM XIX(l) 1985: 101-126, . 

The legal framework. Recent experience of rehabilitation 
programme. Inter-enterprise credit. 

Laszlo, Gy. and veress 1 J. Contributions to the relation
ship between enterprl.ses and the banks in Yugoslavia. 
ABHEL 14(1) 1984: 309-310 

La,rac, Iva. Micro payments flows as a data source for the 
national accounts. EAWM XVIII(2) 1984' 175-178 

Yugoslaviafs particular socio-economic setting offers pos
sibilities to the compilation of: national accounts and 
the use of computers. 

Mihajl,ovic, Dragan and Vukaj lovic, Dragolj ub. Taxation of 
foreigners. YS XXIV(l) Feb 1983' 73-82 

Conditions under. which foreign persons may engage in eco
nomic and non-economic activities. Direct taxes. Other 
taxes, charges, and r~venue stamps paid by foreigners in 
Yugoslavia. The effects of taxes paid by foreign citizens. 

Mihaljek, Dubravko.Financing of public services 'in Yugosla
via: a Lindahl equilibrium model for the labour-managed .. 
economy. EAWM XX(2) 1986: 135-168 

A model of the public services sector in Yugoslavia. The 
household's optimization problem. Optimization problem 
of the public services firm. The role of the SIZ (se1f
managing community of interest). AlternatIve ways of 
fin:mcing public services- a comparative analysis. Per
sonal income tax. Tax on the firm's wage fund and 
commodity tax. 

Mijovic, Branko. The banking system. EEE XX(3-4) Spring
Summer 1982: 100-119 
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Ths role o~ t~a tlnnnc1nl syston. Central bank- functionS. 
Implementation' of the monetary-cradi t system •. Commercial 
banks. Basis and structure of credit and banking system. 
Yugoslav Bank for 'International Economic Cooperation~ 
Savings and loan institutions. Association of banks. 
Business policy of banks. Guarantees for f'oreign place
ments. Role of banks in financial mediation. Statistics. 

Miletic, Vladimir and Sankovic, Mladen. Insurance of pro
perty and persons. YS XXIII(3) Aug 1982: 71-80. 

Function of insurance. Formation of insurance' contacts 
and types of insurance. Coinsurance and reinsurance. 
Assets. Organization and management. 

Monetary and credit policy. Y.ER (1) 1986. 8-9. 

Nedeljkovic, D. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986. 89 

High interest rates are now claimed to be the major cause 
of Yugoslav financial problems. 

Nikolic, Vojislav. The sales tax system. YSXXII(3) Aug 
1981: 77-90 

Basic sales tax. Special sales tax on products and servi
ces. Regional distribution of sales tax revenue. Ef'fects 
of' the sales tax on products and services. Statistics. 

• Taxation of the sale of' reel property and rights-,the 
system and policy. YS XXIII(3) Aug 1982: 39-46' 

Basic elements of' the system of' taxation. 
the sales tax or real property, 1979-1981. 
of tax pollcy.Statist~cs. 

Revenues from 
Special issues 

Perisin, Iva. The mopetary and credit system of' Yugoslavia
reas ons for its :frequent change.- Elm XX( 3-4) Spring-Summer 
1982: 8~99' 

The changes ere designed not only to prevent the wide
spread creation of m.oney and capital without coverage but 
also to forestall the formation of autonomous banking , 
capItal. ' 

Raicevic, Bozidar. Financing general socialt needs in Rep,Ub
lics and Autonomous Provinces. YS XXIV(4) Nov 1983:55-70 

Financing government expenditure at Republican and Pro
vincial levels- government expenditure- resources for the 
:finance. The :finance of' Government expendIture at 
Commune level- funds :for :financing. Financing Government 
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expenditure at the level of municipal communities of 
communes- funds for financing. The volume of funds for 
financing government expenditure. 

Raicevic, Bozidar. Resources for financing public and 
collective needs, 1981-1985. YS XXVIlI(3) 1987: 77-F!8 

General frames for imp)ementatiQn of the policy. Results 
of economic development. Revenue rates of· growth. 
Strueture of revenues. The net outlays. 

Real level of interest rates. YER (3) 1985: 14 

Tisma, Tosa. Financing of collective and general social 
needs, 1975-1980. YS XXII(3) Aug 1981: 31-40 

Total social revenue by source. Composition of revenUe 
from the socialized sector. Social revenue from the private 
sector, household obligations and other revenues. Social 
revenue by receipient. Statistics. 

Vukadin, Bosko. National accounts, 1976-1983. YS XXV(3) 
Aug 1984: 43-56 

Production. Distribution of national income. Final con
sumption of gross material product. Revenue and expendi
ture of households. General and collective consumption. 
Investment. . 

Vukajlovic, Dragoljub. Taxation of private individuals. 
YS XXV(l) Feb 1984. 75-86 

Taxation system. Effects of the taxes collected. Pattern 
of change. Tax on workers' personal income (wages and 
salaries). Taxation of personal income from farming, 
independent performance of economic and non-economic 
activities, copyright, patents, and technical innovations, 
other kinds of property and property rights. Tax on bulld
ing~ and other property, on inheritances am gifts. on 
winning in games of chance, on citizens' overall revenue, 
etc. 

Vukovic, DUsan. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 73 

It is expected that almost all banks will sign the Agree
ment on granting credit to private individuals who desire 
to sell their foreign currency deposits to the banks. 

The Yugoslav economy under financial pressure. ABHEL 
15(3) 1985: 60-61 
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REGULATION OF EARNINGS. SAVINGS 

More than one country 

Debroy,B. Income inequality in E:ast ELlrope. AV ~(3) 
Sept 1986: 253-316 

The nature of the data. Measur:lnginequali ty and problems 
of estimation. The wage and salary distributions. Inter-
sector and intra-sector inequality. The per capita distri
butions. Sources of income. The role of household size. 
Inequali ty and economic development. " 

Flakierski, Henryk. Economic reform and income distributions 
a case study of Hungary and Poland. EEE "XXIV(1-2) Fall
Winter 1985"86: 3-194 

The analysis is focused on whether or not the increased use 
of the market mechanism in some Eastern European Countries 
has changed the pattern or income distribution in those 
countries. Relationship between economic reforms and . 
changes in the degree of inequality. Two, countries, Hungar;r 
and Poland are examined. A theoreticnl overview of the 
economic reforms and their relationship to income inequali
ties. A discussion of the rationale both for and against 
wage diffe~entiation in the socialist countries.' A justi
fication for choosing Poland and Hungary, as well as a 
discussion of the quality of the statistical material. 
Statistical analysis of the relative dispersion of earnings 
and household income are presented for Hungary and Poland. 
Conclusions derived from the statistical analysis. Analy
sis of the contribution of the independent trade union 
solidarity to the question of egalitarianism and economic 
reform. Statistical tables in Appendix. . 

Hartwig, Karl-Hans.. Involuntary liquid assets "in Eastern 
Europe: some critical remarks. SS XXXV(l) Jan 19831 103-
105 

According to most of the literature dealing with private 
saving in the centrally planned economies of Eastern 
Europe, a great part of liqUid assets of private house
holds,represents involuntary savings. It is argued that 
under normal conditions there w~uld be no incentives to 
accumUlate money and near-money to such a great extent. 
The result of continuous excess demand in the consumer 
goods market at fixed prices, which prevented economic, 
units from spending their involuntary liqUid assets. 
With the existence of an extended second economy, 
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growing cash and savings bank deposits do not indicate 
forced saving, but only show that private households are 
unwilling to pay the higher prices on the different types 

'of markets outside the public to pay bribes or to incur 
other forms of transaction costs. They prefer liquid 
assets. The decision to accumulate money and near-money 
under these circumstances· is voluntary. 

Murrell, Peter. Incentives and income under market socialism. 
JCE 8(3) Sept 1984: 261-276 

The purpose of the present paper is to provide &n initial 
contribution to an economic .theory of comparative income 
'distribution by comparing market socialism and competitive 
capitalism. An examination of income distribution under 
market socialism has to begin with a theory of managerial 
incentives •. Without knowing how managerial performance is 
rewarded, one can make for comments on managerial incomes. 
The theory of market- socialist incentives. Nature of 
bonus function under market socialism and the implications 
of such functions for a comparison of income distribution 
under socialist and capitalist economic systems. It is 
shown that when efficiency is required, when enterprise 
shut-down rules are taken into account, and when informa
tionis decentra1ised, the bonus will be equal to the 
profits of the enterprise. Lange!s social devidend must 
be zero. One can make no strong conclusions when comparing 
the degree of inequality of the income distribution under 
competitive capitalism and market socialism. 

Porket, Josef L. Sex-related differences in income under 
Soviet-type socialism. OUW 27(3) sept 1982. 213-229 

The mass inclusion of women in social prodUction accompli
shed under Soviet-type socialism raises a number of ques
tions. rwo of them, that of income differences between 
male and female workers and that of the main causes of 
these differences, are examined in the present article 
which, .in addition, inquires into income differences 
between male and female pensioners as well. Throughout 
the article, comparisons with modern societies of the 
West are attempted. 

Pryor, Frederic L. Comparable GNPs per capita: an adden
dum. EJ 89 Sept 1979: 666-668 

East EUropean countries- estimation of the per capita 
GNPs. Three different sets of estimates. Statistics. 
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Bulgaria 

Berov, Ljuben. Changes in the real incomes of- the working 
people in the P.R. of Bulgaria (1944-1979). ABBSLE 
XXV(4) 1982: 29-30 

Bozilov, Jordan and Gocev, Goco. The incomes of the popula
tion, policy and management. ABESLE XXVI(3) 1983: 33~34 

Debroy, B. Earnings, incomes and living standards in,Bulga-
ria. AV 26(4) Dec 1984: a.ll.-368 . -' 

Ivanov, Kostadin. Possibilities of improving the system of 
~orm8t1on and distribution of the profit and income in 
enterprises and economic organizations. ABJ3SLE XXX(2)' 
1987: 6 - . 

Kolev, Ganco. The economic approach and the distribution of 
the net income. ABBSLE XXIV(2) 1981: 11-12 

Petrov, Georgi At. Distribution of the incomes in-the-socia
list enterprise. ABBSLEXXX(2, 3) 1987: 8, 6-7 

Sapkarev, Petar K. Turnover of the gross national product in 
the P.R. of Bulgaria. Statistical-economic study. 'ABESLE 
xxx ( 4) 1987: 6-7 . 

Taseva, Rosica. Regularities in the changes of the;gross 
national product structure under socialism. ABESLE 
XXIV(l) 1981: 14 

Czechoslovakia 

AESEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 42 

Information about the increase in savings of the popu1a~ 
tion. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982. 37 

In first half of 1981, the money incomes of the popula
tion increased by 2.4%. 

--- XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 38 
Factors in the growth of the national income. 
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Bouchal, Milan. Trends in private cash holdings. CED (4) 
June 1985: 85-95 

Monetary questions are becoming increasineiy urgent in 
connection with achieving an effective growth of the 
Czechoslovak economy. Private cash holdings in Czechos16-
vakconditionsare the decisive part of the money in cir
culation which exists in the form of the ready money. 
Historical and present situation. F~ctors influencing the 
level of private cash holdings. 

Ernst, M. AESEES XII(l) (65) Sept 19811 45 

Survey oi'ttie post-war economic development and comparison 
with the pre-war period. The national income -of the Czech 
Socialist Republic increased by 6.3 times in 1948-1980 
that of the Slovak Socialist Republic by 11.0 ti~es. 

Hirsl, M. ABSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 41 

~~ analysis of the share of social. incomes in toral in
eom~s in total incomes in various types of households in 
1976 has shown that social incomes primarily helped the 
less well-paid households and those with the largest 
number of members. 

Jordonkova, . L. ABSEE:S XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 37 

On the need for greater income diffentiation. 

Snopek, B.' ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sopt 1981: 45 

Basic information on creation of the national income in 
the 6th Five-Year plan (1976-80). 

Tyll, J. AESEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 48 

The People's Control C0mmission repo~ts that the Five-Year 
plan target of growth of national income is in danger of 
not being fUlfilled. 

German Democratic ReEublic 

ABSEES. XIV(3) (73) May 19A4: 43 

The national income grew by 171% between 1970 and 1982. 
In 1984, the national income should for the first time 
grow ~aster than the production of industria1 goods. 
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Hungary HUNGARY 

AmEE:S XII(2)(oo) Jan. 1982: 57 
, 

Incomes were 7.5% higher than a year ago •. 

--- XV(4)(77) Sept' 1985: 57 , 

A statistical graph shows that the per capita real income 
of Hungarians increased 3.5- fold between 1950 and 1984. 

, . 

Andorka, Rudolf. Orir,ins of secondary incomes in the Itght 
of statistics. MH (4) 1982: 19-22 

Time devoted to agricultural small-scale productioh. Home 
building and maintenance from own resources •. Repair and 
maintenance of consumer durables •. · Changes in . the ~ime 
budget between 1963 and 1976-77. . 

Csikos-Nagy, Bela. The "second" economy- a socialist approa-
ch. MH (4) 1982: 15-18 ' 

The encroachment of unlawful economic processes is a uni
vers al phenomenon today. Inadequate. factory structure- .. 
shortages. The contested questions of planning and regul~ 
tion. . BureaUcratization and over-bureaucratization. wtden
ing the legal frame-work of the economy.,' 

Ekes, I. Methods for estimating invisible personal incomes. 
~L 14(4) 1984: 159-160 

E1teto, O. and Vita, L. Invisible incomes and income 
inequality. ABHEL 17(4) 19871 1280:-130 

Farkas, .Gy. The driving forces of income generation '., 
ABHEL 16(2) 1986: 59-61 

HavAs, G-. Public savings and production finan,ce. AO 28 
(1-2) 1982: 109-132 

The growth of savings has slowed down.in Hungary and this 
in itself necessitates new and attractive forms of saving. 
Consuming versus saving propensity and its malleability. 
About the new type of deposit and capital allocation, 
i.e. the investment company. The capital reqUirements of 
small enterprises and the desire of money saving p~ople to 
preserve the value of their wealth could meet bysettirig 
up investment companies. In case such companies were' . 
financed from funds originating from public savings then 
these small enterprises could be buyer-oriented. Saving 
and inflation. The reconciliation of investment compariies 
with socialism raises many a question,- e.g., the ,scruple . 
about earning money without working. ·From the public 
point of view it is also necessary· to consider the most 
expedient spending of high incomes, that develop als 0 in 
socialism. 
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Hoch, R. and Kovacs, I. Income paradox. ABHEL 15(2) 1985: 
99-100 

• 
Holtzer, L. Educational level and incomes in Hungary. AD 

29(3-4) 1982: 309-328 

Attaining a higher eduCRt1::mal level- which is one of the 
preconditions of producin~ competitive products incorporat
ing advanced technology- is nQtmotivated in Hungary by a 
hope for higher incomes. As a matter of tact higher in
comes associated with higher educational level are not so 
hig~. that they could not be neutralized by other strong 
factors working in the opposite direction. In the com-· 
putations the author inves tigates r life-time r incomes 
by educational level and position. He pOints out that 
even if the incomes originating from the so-called second 
economy are neglected (the incluston of which would only 
increase the seriousness of the conclusions).the relative 
incomes of the non-manual(lntellectual) wurkers hnve dimi
nished over tho last decade in comparison with the manual 
workers. The levelling. Lifetime earnings. Wage system 
in Hungary neither stimulates for more successful perfor
mance, nor differentiates to an adequate extent between 
~nskilled and highly qualified labour. Time at which 
lifetime earnings of persons with higher" qualificAtions 
catch up with those of manual workers' groups. Connection 
between the level of qualification and earnings. Other 
factors influencing earnings. 

Horvath, P. and Sandor, Gy. Nationa! and enterpri~e income. 
ABHEL 17(4) 1987: 283-285 

Income" and consumption of the population, 1970-1985. ABHEL 
17(2) 1987: 15-18 . . 

Income distribution in-the national economy, 1976-1982. 
ABHEL 14(3) 1984: 28-31 

The lncome stratification of the population in 1982. ABHEL 
. 14(5) 19!;34: 154-158 

Juhasz, J. Changes of income of national economy and 
personal incomes. ABHEL 15(4) 1985: 174-176 

.JDhasz, M. Enterprise incomes 'in Hungary, their generation, 
distribution and differentiati.on. (Review). AD 33(1-2) 
1984: 166-180 

Incbme trends on the level of the national economy. 
Change~ in relative incomes. Division of net income 
between the budget and enterprises by sectors. 
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Profitability trends on enterprise level. Profit~bi,l1ty:' 
of the "three markets". Correlation between enterprise 
size and profitability. Profitability and budgetary 
relations· of big enterprises. 

Keller, J. Relationship between personal savings and 
credits.ABHEL 16(1).1986: 96-97 

Kemeny, Istvan. The unregistered .oonomy in Hungary. SS 
XXXIV(3) July 1982~349-366 

On the question of claSSifying, defining, and evaluating 
unregistered economic activity. The legalised private 
sector and its legal or illegal market transactions~ 
Transactions within the legally unrecognized private 
sector. Market transactions undertaken by salary-earners 
and linked to their regular work. Payments made to persons 
who misuse their power in order to render services • bribery • 
All these activities· contribute towards increasing the 
GNP, and playa role in the redistribution of income. 
Salary earners' and contractors. The market, past and 
present. The 'underground' country. ,Conflict and co~ 

. promise. 

Kozma; F. Thoughts on. income policy. ABHEL 15(1) 'i9aB' 
167-169 

Leszak, Ferenc; Orban, Arpad and Orosz Lajos. Economic 
development, earnings, and income reiations in Hungarian 
agriculture; (Tr. by George Hajdu). EEE XXI(2) Winter 
1982-83: 50-75 

Characteristic features in the development of the national 
economy and the main economic branches~ Earnings and 
income from work. Earnings in agriculture. Changes.in 
the dispersionand structure of eArnings. 'Relative develop
ment of output and eross income and shares. The level of 
output and sharing. Agricultur~l incomes. Real incomes 
of the main social groups. 

MAgyAr, L. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 61 

According to Peter GRlasi, 'co-author of· an internationally 
renowned economic beak on the characteristics of the' 
se cond economy, the ille gal II third e conomyll amount,s to'. 
60-66 bn fts. in Hungary, i.e. at least 15% of the .total 
~ncome of the population. 

Major data on income' distribution in the .Hungarian economy. 
1980-84.' ABHEL 17(5).1987:.287-291 
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NYitrai, F. Income stratification of the population in 'the 
last two decades. ABHEL 11(1) 1981: 228-229 

Petschnlg, M. I'ncome' differences and ~1:lVings. ABHEL 16(4) 
1986: 243-244 . 

PongrAcz, ·L. Changes in earnings regulation in 1987. ABHEL 
16(6) 1986: 228~229 . 

Possible influence of invisible incomes on the sector of 
personal incomes. ABHEL 17(3) 1987: 14-16 , ' 

Prager, Laszlo.' Tha impoverished rich and the well-to-do 
poor (investigations concerning personal income). (Tr. 
by Andrew Doros-Kozai). :BEE: XXIII(2) Winter 1984-8513-28 

Investigation focuses on social1s t enterprises, on the 
indivi(!ua11ncome situations prevul1ng within them, and 
on family earnings. The occupational groups, stable and 
elastic hierarchical layers. The grand system of earnings 
by workers in enterprises. ' Family income. IIRequired 
income ". Measuring phase-mobil1 ty. The base wage CHierar
chical limitations). The system of scattered, splintered 
allocations of income. Incomes derived. from additional 
work. Net income at the enterprise. Earning structure 
of f'amily. 

Sebok; E. Problems of' thedifferenti'ation of' incomes. 
ABBEL 16(4) 1986: 146-147 

Suranyi~ B. and Vita, L. Alternative ways of' assessing 
private incomes. AEHEL 17(1) 1987: 24-25 

Suto,D. Before and after: income regulation of' small 
enterprises. ABHEL 16(6) 1986: 71-73 

Szarvas, P. Capital f'ormation in Hungary in international 
comparison. AO 32(3-4) 1984: 303-316 

Methodological considerations. General tendency of' the 
rates of capital formation. Extent and duration of' the 
decline. The Hungarian investment cycle and the inter
national business cycle. Comparison of'the rates of, 
capital formation with the aid of' the ICP (International 

. Comparison Project of the UN) results. The rate of 
capi tal formation was high in the seventies., ,The strong 
reduction f'rom 1979 on and the accounting for the distor
ti ve effects· of the Hungarian price system resulted. in 
Hungary stepping back into the,band of countries with: 
medium capital formation. The extent and protraction 
over time of the decline cannot be considered extreme, 
either. 
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~ ~zikra-Falu8, K. 'Equality-inequality in incomes. 

15(1) 19851 00a-009 . . 
~-•• Income and property distribution in tne ei~~ties. 

ABHEL 17(4) 19871 45-47, . '.' .. : '. '. . 
. ". ~~ 

Extremely little inf'9rmetion is: available in Hungary about 
the income and propel'ty~1stribution of'the population. • 
According to the of'f'icia'+income<statistics, income 41rt'er
ences are diminish;i.ng ;i.n·Hllligary. Everyday experience 
is contrary to this tendency. 

---. On enrichment in Hungary. AD 29(1-2) 1982: 47-68 

The' number of families having some wealth.' has increased 
in Hungary in the seventie~. Such families can·be·found 
in every social class and stratum. The majority of familie. 
have some real estate. Also incomes deriving from wealth 
exist to a limited extent. To expand the scope of fB.lD1l1es 
having wealth is a maj~r economic and social interest. 
Savings from incomes. Enrichment and the increase in price 
level. Hungarian interest policy, wealth in personal 
(movable) property. The stimulation and limi tati.on .of 
wealth formation. 

• On high personal incomes in Hungary. A024;(l-2) 1900. 
81-94 

Ways for easing the tensions related to high ·p.ersonal 
incomes in a socialist society in two directions 1 partly 
inzestricting the economically and socially unjustified 
incomes and partly in expanding the possibilities for 
spending the justified incomes. . 

• Wage and inconie disparity between the first and the. 
second economies. AB~L 16(2) 1986. l77~179 

" 
Venyige, J. Incomes and consumers. .\BEEL 15(6) 1~85. 

293-294 

Poland ---
ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984:'59 

. . 
Some figures showing the depth ~f .the Polish crisis. In 
1983 real incomes of the population have started to ~row 
but for almost half of' the population they have fallen 
by more than a quarter since 1978. 
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Flakiersk~! Henryk. Economic reform and income distriblltion 
in Pol!!J'l(l: the negative evidence. CJE 5(2) June 1981: , 
137-158 ' 

A statistical analysis of income distribution. Distribu-" 
tion of wages .and salaries. Empirical analysis of relative 
dispersion of wages and 'salaries in the socialist economy. 
The distribution of percapi til. ,household income. Poland 
in the 1970s experienced a considerablel!lcrease in the 
inequality of pay. In contrast, to experience ,elsewhere in 
Eastern Europe, the Polish leadership did not use the dis
trIbution of s.ocial beneri ts to mitigate, the increase in 
retative .dispersion of earnings. The distribution of 
social benefits was itself, in many respe,cts, blatently 
unjust,and perceived by the workers Rsyat .on~ more 
mf;l~hanism in a system of cumulative priVilege. ' 

Wi.sniewski, Marian. The economy and its shadow. EEE XXIV 
(4) Summer 1986: 29-39 

The second economy as a source of' secondary income flow. 
The second economy is the shadow of the first economy that 
is state planned, legal, and private legal economy. The 
inflationary gap 'and the secondary income flow. The evalua
tion of the size of the se condary flow in incomes. The 
future of the secondary flow. 

Romania 

AESEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 78 

Survey of wages, incom,es and prices in 1970 and 1980. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 74 

Text of the Decree concerning the increases in incomes 
of workers in the national sector of economy. 

Ciucur, D. and Popescu, C. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 76 

An account of the improvement in purchasing power of the 
incomes of industrial and agricultural workers during 
the period 1950-80. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

YugoS1~ 

ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept '985: 91 

The downward trend in perso,nat incomes may stop this year. 
The trend in inter-regional distribution is now towards 
greater inequality. 

--- XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 94 ' 

Due to falling living standards a growing number pr workers' 
families are compelled to look for supplementary ~ources of 
income. ' 

Bogdanov, Dusan. Decision-making on income by workers. STP 
XXl(6-7) ~une-July 1981: 31-38 

Estrin, Saul. Income dispersion ina self-managed economy~ 
EM '48(190) May 1981: 181-194 

This paper has established that lRrge income differences 
within and between sectors did'emerge in Yugoslavia as 
market self-management evovled. Statistics. . ; 

Gross domestic product and national income in Yugoslavia 
1975-1981, 1980-1984. YS XXIV(2) May 1983: 155~157; 
XXVII(2) 1986: 157-160 

Statistics 

Kesic, Dj. AffiEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 86 

Social differentiation is acquiring ever increasing prO
portio~. The serious problem of illegal enrichment. 

Majstorovic, Lazar. Household savings and credits, 1970-
1980. YS XXlI(2) May 1981: 111-120 

Savings. Savings deposits. Credi ts. Credits to house
holds, 1) loans in cash, 2) consumer credits for purchase 
of industrial goods, 3) creditsror promotion of economic 
activities, 4) credits for housing construction. Statis
tical tables. 

Nicolic, M. AOOEESXIII(2)(69) 'Jan 1983176 

Personal incomes have grown at a much higher rate than 
production or productivity. 
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Resetar, V. ABSEESXVI(i)(78) Jan 1986: 94 

Money incomes ~re being increased even in loss-making 
enterprises, yet the fall in real wages has not been halted. 

Rivera-Batiz, Francisco.L.' The capital market and income 
distribution in Yugoslavia: a theoretical and empirical 
note. ~ 94(1) 1980: 179-184 

The theoretical under_pinnings and the empirical procedures 
used by Vanek and Jovicic have to be modified. The author 
has exposed an alternative model and analyzed it empirical-
ly.· " ,', 

SOjic, Milan. Capital accumulation and expansion of produc
tion in the socialised economy, 1965-1984. YS XXVlI(2) 
1986: 63-78 -

The long-term Economic Stabilisation frogramme stipulates 
that the solution of the capital accumUlation question is 
a sine qua non for the solution of current contradictions 
and a qualitative change in the economic development. 
Capit~l accumUlation potential. Rate of capital accumula
tion and expansion of production ability. Capital pooh 
ing. Maj or causes of tho low capital accumUlation ability 
The capital accumUlation ability depends on, 1) economic 
system, 2) material, production volume and social product 
growth j '3) 1,abour productivity, production capacity employ
ment and turnover of capital, 4) price relations, i .. e. 
disparities in the primary distribution, 5) new produced 
value and social product distribution structure, 6) sectoral 

'capital distribution, 7) inflation rate, 8) operational 
losses as 'a negative capital, 9) domestic and foreign 
indebtedness, 10) terms of trade and the like. 

---. Income and major factors determining its generation, 
1976-1981. YS XXIII(4) Nov 1982& 37-46 

General trends in the movement and level of income; Major 
factors 'influencing income. Current losses incurred by 
the socialized sector of 'the economy. Some short-comings 
in 'the system of accoun~ing gross income and income. 

Stallaerts, Robert. The coefficiency of variation and the 
growth pattern of personal income in Yugoslav industry. 
RAWM XVI (3) 19821 ro9-322' " . - . _. '" 

The inter-indUstry growth 'pattern of personal income. 
Evidence on the growth mechanism of personal income 
in branches of Yugoslav industry. ' 
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Vacic, Aleksandar. Income and relations governing income
principles, problems, and prospects. STP XXI(3) 1981: 
18-33 

Place of income in socialist self-management system. S~~ 
stance of income. Income fC'.ilstion, allocation, dis trib~-
tion of reso~ces for p.ersonal income. . 

6. I NVES TMEN'lS , 

More than one country 

Dudas, J •. The unification of monitoring the efficiency of 
investmentsin the CMEA. ABHEL 12(5) 1982: 190-191 

--- and Nagy J. Investment activity in CzechOSlovakiA and 
Hungary ,1950-1979. ABHEL 12( 4) 191'32: 36-38.· 

D,yker. David A. A note on the investment ratio in Eastern 
Europe. SS XXXIV(l) Jan 1982: 96-105 

The value of this exercise is twofold •. First, it provides 
cross-checks on the general reliability of East European 
investment series. Second, it highlights differences in 
statistical practice between countries. Given that a 
number of international organisations, notably the United 
Nations, continue to report East European economic perfor
mance exclusively in terms of official statistics, the 
issues raised are more than p~ely scholastic. 

Podkaminer, L. Investment cycles in centrally planned eco
nomies: an explanation invoking consumer market diseqUili
brium and labour shortage. AD 35(1-2) 1985: 133-144 

The interpretation of cyclicality in the productive invest
ments' growth. rate under central planning focusses on the 
labour market situation. The investment expansions which 
are to some extent caused by.the authorities , preference 
for· full emplloyment, are shown. t':> accelerate the deterio
ration in the cons~r market situation. There are five 
mutually reinforming mechanisms which transform market 
disequalibria into a declininz quantity and quality of 
work performed by consumers. The ensuing acute shortage 
of labour finally paralizes the investment expansionS and 
much of the current activity of the whole economy .. To 
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avoid instability of investment 8' much more flexible wage 
and price policy is needed. A sustained investment expan
sion requires a measure of open inflation. 

poller, -R. and Tesner, I. Investment co-operation of the 
CMEA countries in the process of socialist economic inte
gration. ABHEL 12(5) 1982: 185~187 

Tyson, Laura D'Andrea. Investment allocations a comparison 
of the reform experiences of Hungary and Yugoslavia. JCE 
7(3) Sept 1983: 288-303 

Both Yugoslavia and Hungary, despite reform efforts, have 
. continued ,to exhibit investment cycles. An analysis is 
presented of why the Yugoslav and Hungarian experiences 
have been so similar despite maj or institutional differ
ences. An examination of three different capital alloca
tion systems in Yugoslavia identities both institutional 
and behavioral factors that undermine reform efforts 
and reproduce investment cycles not only in Yugoslavia, 
but also in Hungary and other socialist economies. Invest
ment cycles and their implications for economic perfor
mance. Changes in the capital allocation system in Yugos
lavia: l)traditional system, 1952-1964; 2) the decentra
lised system, 1964-1974; 3) The self-managed system, 
197p to the present. 

Valek, Vratislav. Selected questions concerning the ef'fecti
veness of j~int investment activity by CMEA members. (Tr. 
by Msrian Sling). SEEFT XIX(4) Winter 1983: 45-61 

The joint investment is concentrated in the main in the 
Rreas of the extraction Rnd processing of fuels and raw 
materials, including rationRl transportation facilities 
for them,' energy, and certain progressive branches of' 
industry (~ngineering, chemicals). Basic forms for the 
construction of joint undertakings within the CMEA. 
B~sic factors that influence the effectiveness of joint 
investment projects. Estimating budgeted investment 
costs. The time factor- ensuring equivalence in account
ing. Choice of indicators- quantitative and ~ualitstive. 
The concrete indicaters of economic eff'ectiveness' can 
be _div~ded into three groups- indicators characterising 
the requisite conditions for a given investment project
for assessing the performance of the finished projects
f'or effectiveness of' foreign relations in the context 
of agreed cooperation. 

Winiecki, J. Investment cycles and an excess demand 
infl~tion in planned-economies: sources ~nd processes. 
AO 28(1-2) 1982: 147-161' . 
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Author presents his views on the by and large. unexplored 
linkages between investment cycles and the excess demand 
gecerated inflation in centrally planned ec~n~mies. 
Traditional expla~ations for the existence of inflationary 
gap in a planned economy. Sources of excess. investment 
demand, other explanati ':In. Investment cycle and its impact 
on the size·of'~he inflati~nary gap. Inflationary gap and 
the rise in costs of living: a note on their multiple link
ages. Remarks on policies reducing demand inflation in a 
planned economy. 

~gar1a 

ABSEES' XIII(2){69) Jan 1983: 28 

Bulgarian National Bank Regulations about the competition 
for the allocation of capital investments. 

--- XV(4) (77) sept 1986: 29 

In the final year of the 1981-85 Five-Year Plan, 8.65 ron 
leva of capital investments are to be commissioned. The 
State plan specified some 100 projects 9f national and . 
key significance. . 

--- XVI (3) (00) 1986: 23 

The procedure of financing capital investments from the 
budget ;is due to be changed. 

Angelov, Ivan. Evaluation methodology of economic efficiency 
of investment projects. ABBSLE XXVIII (4) 1985: 5-6 

Brusarski, Krastju, et ala The investment 
during the eighth Five-Year plan period. 
1982: 42-43 . 

policy in tarming 
ABSEES XXV( 4) 

Danov, Krastjul The scientific and technological revolution 
and the investment process. ABBSLE XXX(4) 1987: 7-8 

Editorial. AESEF~ XVII (2) (R2) 1987: 29 

A total of 5,590.1 ron leva will be invested in the coun
try1s technical. and material base in 1987 •. The share of 
inyestment in machinery and equipment will rise, and .in 
construction will go down •. 
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EditoriRl .ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 30 

New trends in budget spending and investmen~ financing. 

Govrenov, Sava. The investment policy as the Second 'Party 
Programme. AB.'1ELE XXVII (4) 1984: 23 

Jordanov, Gcorgi~ Capital" investments and certain problems 
of improving their effectiveness. ABBSLE XXIV(2) 1981: 57 

~. I 

---. Increase in efficiency of capi till investments. ABJ3SLE 
". XXVIII (1) 1985: 7-8 

\', ..,; 

o'Kii:r dimova, Raina and Petrol,!' ,_ Ilia. Data-base design for 
).r rking out the plan for capital investments in the State 

:1: anning Committee of the People1s Republic of Bulgaria. 
- E CSR XIX(3) 19841 83-89 . ' 
Karastateva, D. ,Contemporary trends in the development of 

capital investments in the P.R. of Bulgaria. ABESLE 
XXVII(2) 1984: -20-21 -

Konstantinova, Vesela. Improvement in planning the capital 
investments in the period of rapid intensification of 
agriculture. ABBSLE XXVIII(4) 1985: 21 

Latifian, Ovanes, et ale The economic effectiveness of 
capital investments. ABJ3SL& XXIV(l) 1981: 17-18 

-Stojkov, Ivan. _ Dependences and regularities of the invest
ment pr~cesses development in the P.R. of Bulgaria. 
ABBS'LE' XXVI (2) 1983: 12-13 

Totev, Stojan and Petranov, stefan. C~pital investments 
according to sources and destination and the coefficients 
of material expenses. ABJ3SLE XXX(3) 19871 9-10 

Velkov, Ljubomir. structure ~f the sources of financing of 
capital investments. ABBSLE XXX(2) 19871 21 

Vinogradets, S. and Nachev, N. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987' 38 

The authors eriticise the existing systems and results in 
capital construction. Objects take too long to build and 
their costs greatly exceed-the original estimates. (First 
and Se cond abstract).-

Zarkova, Katerina. Financing crediting and control of capi
tal investments. ABBSLE XXV(l) 1982: 37 
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Czechoslovakia • 

.ABSEES XlI (1) (65) Sept 1981:44 

EXplanation of the reasons why there has occurred a shift 
in investment policy in industry'in favour of .l'econstrue-
tion and modernisation. . -

--- XlI (2) (66) Jan 1982: ';Y 

The principles of rationalisation in investment policy in 
19a1-85. 

Huzvar, I. ABSEES Xl(3) (64) May 1981c 42' 

An official of the State Planning Commission discusses the 
current and forthcoming Five-Year phan policy concerning 
investment in modernisation and reconstruction-in industry. . . . " .. '. . 

Karpisek, Z. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 38. 

EXcessive investment and slow l1quidati':Jn of old industrial 
installations contribute to labour shortage and a low shift 
coefficient. 

Kopriva, J. ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 34 

Criticisms at the XVII C:mgress on the unsatisfactory rate 
of eqUipment renewal in Slovak industry t also the low 
level of specific investment for this. -

Zidlicky, M. ABSEES Xl (2) (03) Jan 1981: 36 

An evaluation of 30 investment projects completed in 1977 
reveals shortfalls in six efficiency parameters, 

Zidl1cky, M. .AffiEES XlI(1)(65) Sept 1981: 44 

Modernisation actions and investment projects' in the 
category under.2 mn. Kcs. must satisfy plan efficiency 
cri teria. The State Bank examined pr9posals :subJDi tted 
by the investors and found that ahout 20% of the propo
sals did not satisfy the criteria. ' 
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Germa.n DemocrAtic Republic 

ABSEES XI(2) (68) Jan 1981: 43 

Diagrams and notes showing rises in investment (1971-79) 
and in tM stock of fixed assets (1970-79). 

ABSE'ES' XV(2)(75) Jah 1985: 37 

Industrial investment in the first halfyear.1984 has been 
devoted mainly to labour-saving equipment and rationaliza
tion programmes. 

Hinke, Ulrich and Langendorf, Gudrun. ABSF£S XVI (1) (78) 
Jan 1986: 78 

The modernization of fixed ~ssets in GDR industry is taking 
on a different form as the"pace of technological change 
accelerates. . 

Kc-zidek, Helmut. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 53 

Economic growth, so necessary to the GDR' today, can be 
achieved. by ensuring that there is a proper return on the 
country's inv6stment in education ~nd training. 

Stiemerling, K. -H. ABSEES (1)(68) Sept 1982: 50 

Deals with investment· policies, considering their role in 
industrial prod~cti9n under the impact of stiffening world~ 
wide. competition. 

ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 158· 

Five major investment projects which were finished in 
1985. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 64 

Report on diminishing investments into industry in the 
first four months .of 1987. 
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Barat, M. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981:.59 

The article analyses the system of investment control and 
puts forward some proposals to increase the efficiency of 
development activities. 

---. and Kardos, P. Investment policy concepts for the 
7th Five-Year plan period. ABHEL 15(4) 1985. 181-184 

Barta, I. AESEFS XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 57 • 

Discusses the mistakes in the overheated investment
oriented tendencies in the economy, and suggests a more 
efficient implementation of investment projects, includ~ 

·ing the introduction of a system of tenders securing real 
competition. 

• Principal issues and dilemmas of investment policy. 
ABHEL 12(2) 1982: 116-117 

---. The role of the state in organizing the economy in the 
domain of investments. ABHEL 14(2) 1984: 280-282 

--. Scope of investment policy in the second half of the 
80s. ABHEL 15(1) 1985: 213-215 

Bartha, Imre. Hungarian investment policy: a change o"r 
emphasis. NHQ XXVI(99) Autumn 1985: 006-214 

Changing the emphasis of investment policy is one of the 
keys to economic growth in· Hungary. Constraints- major 
structural disproportions. The world economic challenge 
has revealed the Hungarian economy to be structurally 
obsolescent. The return on assets is insufficient~ The 
rate of investment has'taken a drop. Investment exhibits 
a marked cyclicity in phase with the five-year national 
economy planning period. Changed goals. The propensity 
to overinvest. Shifts in economic policy. The economic 
role of the state. Capital flow. 

Belyacz, I. ConselJuencesof the decline of' .net invest-
ment. ABHEL 16(2) 1986: 216-218 . 

Belyacz, I. Contradictions between the investment system 
and the requirements of intensive development in Hungary. 
AD 28(3-4) 1982: 317-336 

In the present article the investment mechanism is analys
ed f'rom a very complex point of view; namely, to what 
extent the system of decision making, financing, and 
operating is suitable for the intensive development in 
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Hungary today. ' Contradictions in the initially introduced 
solution. Development of and contradictions in the system 
or decision making and financing. The! inherent lnsecurity 
of resources. The formal role of prof1tability., The com
bined system of financing. The choice of investment targets 
and intensive development~ 

, -

Belyacz, I. The control of investments., ABHEL 14{1) 1984: 
255-257 

---. Inconsistencies of the investment mechanism and inten
sive development. ABHEL 12(1) 1982: 29-31 

---. .Investment policy and structural transformation ~n 
Hungary.' AD 33(3-4) 1984: 273-291 

With a view to the restoration and maintenance of economic 
equilibrium, investments have had to be radically curbed 
in Hungary 1n the past few years. Analysing the main 
features of the new situat.ion, the article seeks to answer 
the question, whether the trouble is rooted in the quanti
tati ve reduction of the. investme,nt rate, or the tensions
magnifying the difficulties caused by the reduced invest
ment possibilities are to be looked for .1nthe Hungarian 
structural policy. New phenomena 1n the investment pro
cess. Changes after the curbing of investment. Invest-
ment policy. ' . 

---. Investments, structural policy and growth. ABHEL 
.15(6) 19851 77-78 -

---. Thoughts on the further development of the· system of 
investment decisions. ABHEL 17(1) 1987: 196-198 

• Thdughts on the reduced inves tment rate-•. .ABHEi. 
,12(1) 1982:-144-145 

Berend, ! .. Fixed capital renewal- ·investment policy •. 
ABHEL 16(3) 1986: 17-18 

---::. The renewal cycle of fixed assets under the conditions 
of the 1900s in Hungary •. AD 30(&-4)1983: 401-412 .. 

I 
The change of trend. The reasons for 'the renewal cycle. 
StrUctUral characteristics/ of the stock of fixed· assets. 
Factors determining:the long-term development policy. 
fr'Jm the aspect of· the renewal cycle. Development of 
the replacement rate ~ 

Bonifert, D. Depreciation and investment financing .. 
ABHEL 16(1) 1986: 137-138 
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Bossanyi, Katal1n. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984. 50 

-. Peter Hav~s,' the Director-General of the National Bank for 
Development, reviews experiences f~om the past ~~d current 
major state investments. 

Brody, A. - About investment cycles and their attenuation. 
AO 31(1-2) 1983: 37-52 

The author has described the business cycle in a fairly 
realistic and also logically satisfactory manner in the 
firs t part. The second part inquires j nto the fluctuation 
of invesemtnt activities exhibiting cycles of sim1lar 
duration in planned economies. Those cyc1eshave connected 
some facts of the existing economic mechanism in,Hungary 
and the author proposes a preseriptiop. to a~tenuate the 
amplitude of oscillations. 

Csaba, L. 
reforms • 

Csendes 1 B. 
eight1es. 

Dancs, I. 

Investment and innovation.". experience of three 
ABHEL 17(6) 1987113)-133 ' . ,. 

Investment policy in the second half of the 
ABHEL 14(4) 1984: 44-46 

ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 19811 59 

Report on shortcomings of major investments implemented 
during the fifth Five-year plan with the aid of the' . 
Hungarian National Bank. 

, 

-, Dudas, J. Trends in investmeants, 1945-1984. ABHEL "t5(2) 
. 1985:' 192-194 

---. Imd Darvas-Jasper, M. IntrastructurRi' investments to 
meet populAtion demand.' ABHEL 12(1) .19A2' 84:-:86 , 

Erdos, T. The development of investment purchasirigpo-wer: 
theoretical questioJ>.s. AO 33(1-2)1984: 105-126 

~ccumulation of the enterprise sector and its 'investment 
purchasing power. Accumulation (investment) spending 
capacity and the savings of, the budget and households. 
The balance of trade and the investment spending capacity. 
The current account balance;of payments and accumUlation 
spending capacity. Proplemsin Hungary. . . . ; ~ 

, . 
---. Investment policy- there is no chance without .a:· 

reform. ABHEL 17(4) 1987; 142-144, '. 

Fink, G. Determinants of sectoralinvestme,nt allocation 
in Hungary. AO 28(3-4) 1982: 375-388. 
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'ccording to Hungarian economists· the poor efficiency of 
Hungarian investments is caused mainly by. the interfe~nce 
ot~~ntra1 agencies with theirtvestment decisions and thus 
ins~ad of efficiency considerations those of growth 

. "need i1 are dominating. Here an econometric model is 
constructed. Thecomput~tion carried out proved the state
ment 'by Hungarian economists· that costs have hardly any 
impact on investment·decisions'~and that investments adjust 
mainlY. t" theoutpttt dynamics/·Qf the pr~ceoing years • 

• . ' r 

HajdU, O. Examining· the. conoo ntrati on of ·investments~ 
ABHEL 16(2) 19R6: 20~-205 

·lIerman, .6. and· Rappai, G. The leveliing .up ,of the invest
mentQy~le~ ABHEL 17(2)1987: 147-149 

Hlrsch1er. R. Contradictions within the frame of the system 
of finAncing investmen~.ABHEL 16(5) 1986: 220-221 

.Hoos, J.Timely issues of the investment policy. ABHEL 
14(1) .19134: 13B-139 

·Horvath, D. How far can the investments be reduced? 
ABHE'L 14(1) 1984: 47-48 

Huszar. J;. Critical points of Hungarian investment policy. 
ABHEL 1'1 (1) 1987: 60-62 

Investments in 1983. ABEEL 14(1) 19841 252-254 

Investments in 1984 and 1985- f"r the first time in five 
years. ABHEL 15(1) 19851 112-114 . . 

Juhasz, J ... Principles and characteristics of Hungary's 
investmen1J policy. ABHEL 11(1) 19811 175-1"6 

Kardos, P. lIho takes the decisions and who does the financ
ing? (Chang&s in the system ."f investment decisions and 

. financing).. ARREL 15(3) 1900: 232-234 . . . 

Konde, I. Investments,19B6. ABHEL 17(1) 1987:201-ro3 

Kovac; A. Tho plan and the· investments. ABHEL 11(4) 19811 
117-118 

Kunvari, A. Why the deadlock inthe profitllbility of 
investment? ABHEL 16(4) 1986: 150-151 

Lacko, Maria. Behaviora1·ru1es in the distribution of 
sectoral investments in Hungary, 1951-19~f. JCE 8(3l 
Sept 1984: 290-300 
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An attempt is made to determine empirically ·the basic 
criteria for the. distribution of the available investment 
funds am~ng claimants, i.e., among firms or· sectors of 
the Hungarian e c:>nomy. Role of norms. The e ffe ct of 
growth cycles. Time series of investments in the 1951-
19AQ period and behavioral equations show that investments 
were determined by two simpla rules ·that were applied at 
the same time in virtually all se ctors 1 1)' Investments 
were adjusted instantaneously and unconditionally to 
macroeconomic tensions; 2) the sectoral distribution of . 
invesements remained. relatively stable. Investment plan
ning in Hungary. An analysis of estimated co-efficients. 

Lacko, Maria. Cumulating and easing of tensioru;' (a simple 
model of the cyclical development of investments in 
Hungary). AO 24(3-4) 19801 357-377 

In this article some macrolevel chA.ractel'istics of the 
investment process in Hungary are examined. Special 
attention is devoted to lags in the realization. of 
investments and in this connection to, the cyc11cal develop
ment of aggregate investments. The model. Survey of 
investments. Statistics. 

Uero, Miklos. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 54 

Report on the launching of a major investment,project 'at 
the Ozd metallurgical plA.nt; two more reports on the .com
pleti ':m of reconstructi ')n of Szolnok paper mill. and of a 
major transport project in Budapest. 

Mocsary, J • .f!BSEES: XII(1)(65) Sept 1981:60 

The contradictions in the investment mechanism impairing' 
the efficiency of major invewtment projects •. 

MTI. .AmEES XV(2) (75) Jan 19851 45 

Announcement by the State Bank for Development on progress 
of 13 major state"investment projectsl most are proceeding 
satisfactorily. " . 

Murakozy, L. Structure of investments 
st"lck. ABHEL 16(1) 19861 217-219 

Okruczky, K. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 19871 

and fixed asset '. . , 

56' 

The stock of unfinished investment projects continues to 
grow whereas efforts ought to be concentrated on comple- . 
tion of unfinished· projects. 
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Radnotzi, J. Closing remarks concerning the debate on the 
reduced investment rate. ABHEL 12(6) 19821 311-312 

---. and Csikos-Nagy-Hirschler, K. Investment as a venture. 
ABHEL 12(6) 1982: 44-49 

Sebestyen, L. and Szabo, H. How to manage investments? 
ABHEL,14(6) 1984: 191-192 

Soos, K.A. The problem of time lags in the short-term 
control of macroeconomic processes. AO 00(3-4) 19A31 
369-380 

The article discusses an important problem of the invest
ment cycles observed in the Hungarian economy, the delayed 
impact of measures takan, by economic policy to influence 
shortterm growth, and the feedback effect of the lag in 
question on economic policy. 

Tesy-Hell, J. and Vargha, A. Investment experience of two 
decAdes. ABHEL 12(3) 1982: 256-258 

Toth, G. ABSE'ES'XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 52 

Shortcomings of the country's in.vestment policies. 

Yearbook of investment statistics, 1983, 1984. ABHEL 14(6) 
1984: 159-163; 15(6),1985: 257-262 

Yearbook of investments, 1980, 1982. ABHEL 11(6) 1981. 
232-235; 14(1) 1984: 10-14 

Poland 

ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 67 

The decision of the Council of Ministers to stop 49 large 
investment projects mainly in the steel and construction 
industries. ' 

Dziewulski, Piotr. And Maciejewski, Anton;t. ' The D.O'nunif'orm
mity and expans~on of investments. (Tr. by Don Hank). " 
EEE ~1) Fall ~982: 39-55 

Chl'l'acteristic traits of investment processes in Poland. 
Causes and, effects of inve'stment expansion. Investment 
expansion must be regarded asa motivating social force 
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POLAND 

of a socialist economy on a par with other soc1al force-
the effort to raise the society's standard of living. ' 
Investment expansion warrants appropriatepational control, 
particularly since it entails certain consequences, in terms 
of the strategy of economic growth and the working mechanism 
of the socialist economy. Investment expansion 1s one of 
the reasons for thenonuniformity of investments; the 
results of this nonuniformity vary depending on the level 
of socioeconomic development achieved. However, invest
ment expansion involves a: number of adverse effects", parti
cularly in terms of effectiveness; these must be reckoned 
with during the planning of all, intiatives pertaining to 
the system. 

Gornicka, Teresa. AESEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981. 61 

The heavy costs of necessary changes in investment strategy • 

• .AFm:F'.S XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983' 60 

Investment in the three-year 'plan 1983-85. 

• AESEES XVII (2) (82) 1987s 69 

A Planning Commission otficia1, Josef ,Zajchowski, argues 
that the investment aspect of the Five Year plan is balanced. 

Kolinska, Danuta and Machura, Gabriela. AESEES XVI(1)(78) 
Jan 1986: 65 

The authors review investment spending in 1984. 

Mlodzianko, H. A.BSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 66 

Comprehensive survey of problems and organisation of 
investment financing, fo~lowing the economic reform. 

Poland. ET 295 25th May 1985: 68, 70 

Investments rising. 

Szyszllo, M. AESEES XV(4) (77) sept 1985: 64 

Investment by enterprises, especially new buildings, will 
be severely limited by new credit policy of the Polish' 
National Bank; only investment in deficit or exportpro~ 
duction may obtain bank credit and limited to 30% of the 
cost of investme'nt. " 

Walkowiak, Witold. Investment processes in 1976;..19131. 
BEE XXIV(3) , Spring, 1986: 35-92 
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Disproportions in the scale and in the structure of invest
ment outlays contributed in a decisive WRY to the failure 
of these-called strategy of accelerated development. 
Investments and national income. The dynamics of invest
ment outlays. Structure of investment outlays and invest
ment frone. 

Wodzicki, Mieczyslaw. ABSEPB XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 64 

The investment overshoot as well as its structure conti
nues to cause concern. Encouraging enterprise" at tpe 
expense of central investment is surely the best way 
forward. 

Romania 

ABSEES XVII(l) (Bl) ~987: 79 

Statistical data on investment funds, spent in the past 
or to be spent in the co~ing Five-Yoar plan. 

Antonescu, C. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 19851 83 

An article surveying the tasks in 1985 of the Romanian 
economy concerning investment in the various sectors. 

---. AIGEES XVI(l)(78) Jan 1986: 79· 

Survey of investment in the national economy over the 
last two decades. 

Capanu, I. and Wagner, P •. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 65 

The rate of growth of industrial fixed cRpital brought 
into operation increasingly lags behind thRt of industrial 
investment. 

Popescu, C. AESEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 74 

Article and statistical tables on Romanian .investment 
in industry and agriculture during selected periods. 

Preda, C. ABSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 69 

Report on the findings of an investigation of the 
Central Investment Bank concerning causes of delays 1n 
completion of important investment complexex, with 
some examples. 
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Yugoslavia 

ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981. 78 

All the less developed regions of Yugoslavia fell further 
bahind in 1969-79. Investment effectiveness is the key 
problem, and association of fixed assets is seen as the 
basis for solving it. 

• XII(1)(65) Sept 1981. 85 

Under the pressure of the credit squeeze, banks are cuttir:g 
down on investment credits and in particular are becoming 
much more reluctant to finance cost increases on capital 
projects. Credit rather than association is still the 
main means of financing investment. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 76 

Poor return on investment is a major reason for the lack 
of success of regional pOlicies. The reasons are partly 
structural, but fundamentally relate to the quality of 
decision-taking. 

--- XII(3)(67) May 1982s 82 

Serbia and Croatia ~re plarmillg a number of projects for 
associated investment. in the underdeveloped regions. 
Major problems include sectoral priori ties, forms of pay
back and the foreign exchange element. 

--- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1988. 75 

The share of total investment finance cOming from the 
banks has dropped sharply over the past two years. But 
investment in the non-business sector is growing faster 
than investment in the business sector • 

...;-- XVII (2)(82) 1987: 89 . ~ 

Regional investment policies have produced a very low 
return, and in .Aperi:xi of retrenchment there is a real 
question as to whether Yugoslavia can continue to . 
afford them. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 91 

Increased investment activity faces uncertp.inprospects. 
It adds to the infla~lonary pressure. 
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6. INVESTMENTS 

ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 97 

A colloquium on investmant problems in Yugoslavia emphasi
zes tha import~mce of institutional barriers to efficient 
mobil'b ... tion and allocation of investible resources. 

, 
Blagojevic, Stevo. Thasystem -and, level of investment, 

1974-1978 •. YS, XXI (4) Nov 1980~ 47-62 

Basic principles. Investments: Statistic •• 

Conn0ck, Michael. Capital maintanance and investment 
in Yugosla1'ia' two observati:ms. EAWM XVI(3) 1982,' 
287-298 ',," ," i ,- ~ 

in 

Capital maintenance theory. l)The impact' of loan finance 
by bank. 2) Obligatory savings. These two factors play 
a part in maintaining a aigh level .industrial investment 
in Yugoslavia inspite of the absence of private property 
rights.' , 

Cosic, M. ABSEFS XVI (3) (80) 1986: 79 

Vivid example given of the problem of local political 
interference in investment decision-taking. 

Investments in fixed assets, 1978-1982, 1981-1985. YS 
XXlV(4) Nov 1983: 159-160; XXVII(4) 19861 155-:-156 

Statistics on total investment in fixed assets by sector, 
by Republic, by sector and source of ,finance, and by 
sector and purpose. 

Pavlovic, Borislav and Durkovic, Branko. Capital investment 
in social activities. YS XXV(2) May 1984: 3-lq 

In terms of volume, the bulk of investment has gone into 
education and health, followed by culture and social welfare, 
and the smallest amount into science and physical culture. 
Expanded reproduction (capital development) in social 
actigities has been gradually freed from state control. 
Decisions are now made by self-managed communities of 
interest and organizatiQns of associated labour, which 
decide on the level of allocation and use of funds for 
investment purposes. Significant ch'lllges have. taken . 
place in the regional distribution of the organiz ations 
and facilitiew of social activities. It is expected that 
once the envisaged changes in the system of expaned re
production and ,in the system of solidarity have been 
achieved, investment in the development of social activi
ties will 'be more rational, and in some sectors intensified. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

Petrasinovic, P. ABSEFS XI(2) (63) Jan 19811 72 

Too many investment projects are in progress and,t~is is 
one of the 'main causes of inflation •. Increasingly, 
investment seoms to. produce ~ust inflation, r~thElr·than 
growth. . ' . ,. " .. ' 

" "'.1-' 
Prica, Miros1av. Economic investment and chang~s' 4n: the 

structure of the economy, 1971-1980.' YS XXIII(4) N.,v. 
1982: 47-58 

Economic investment- movemont- structure- activation
efficiency •. Changes in the structure of the economy-
fixed assets- net mnterial product. . . - . 

• Investments, 1979-1984 •. YS XXVII(l) 1986.: 99.-106 

Totl'll investments. Socialised sector. Private sector. 
Regional distribution.of investments and rea~'volume .in 
fixed assets. . " . 

---. The volume and sectoral distribution of foreign invest
ment credits. ¥oS XXV(l) Feb 1984: 109-116 

., 

Total investment. Distribution by Republ1catid .Autonomous 
Province. Sectoral distribution. . 

Vojn1c, l}ragomir. Investment policy. EEE! XX(2~ Winter 1981-
.e2: 63-83. 'Investment pOlicy has been oriented. toward 
rapid; growth of material basis of Yugoslav society. Rates 
of investment. strucutre af investment. Economic .effici
ency of investment in terms of the capital coefficient. 
Rates of demographic investment. ~,tatistics. . 

Vukovic, D. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985. 85 

Investments especially in theecon::>rnic secto~~ are in 
constant decline. _ 

ZmiJarevic, A.ABSEES XI(3) (64) Mat' 198i. '81 
. - .' . . ,.. 

The productivity gap between Yugoslav . and west European 
industry. is large and ,increasing. Investrnentpolicies 
are partly to blame. . 
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7. PRICES. POLICY 

More than one country 

Debroy B. Theory of'pricing in socialist countries. 
(Co~ents on J. Mehta1s article in EPW XX(8) 23rd Feb 
1985). EPW XX(35) 31st Aug 1985& 1489 

Dirksen, Erik. The control of inflation? Errors in the 
interpretation of CPE data. EM 48(191) Aug 1981. 005-008 

Glushkov, N.T.Price formation and the economic'mechanism. 
PRE XXVI(4) Aug 1983$ 24-56 

Price of goods on the basis of util1ty and relative 
scarcity •. New wholesale prices and rates •. New output 
norms. The formation of new wholesale prices and rates 
in the fuel-energy and mineral raw materials complex. 
Wholesale prices and problems in the comprehensive use of 
deposits. Price formation in machine building. 

Kotov J V. ~lanning prices~ proportions, and the effective
ness of production. PRE XXVI(8) rec 1983: 3-17 

Mehta, Jaya. Theory or pricing in socialist countries I 
case of industrial producer goods. EPW XX(8) 23rd Feb 
1985: M33-M47 . ' . 

Summary of the theoretical discussions regarding pricing 
'that have taken place in socialist countries.' 

Nazarenko, V.I. European countries with .centrally-planned 
economies: markets and prices (Opening of the discus sion 
by Augustyn Wos and Comment by ~~ Schinke). BRAE 12(1/2) 
1985: 17-29 . 

In all the socialist countries, considerable increases in 
procurement prices are effected, and such increases are 
legalized by corresponding Acts, Two objectives are, -
1) to increase the profi ta'bili ty of agricultural entel'fl 
prises and the possibility of improving living standards 
of the rural population, and 2) to offset higher prices 
for the means of production, since the 19705 in many -
countries! the growth of input prices had been signifi
cant (fue , fertilisers ,energy, agricultural machinery, 
formula feei). This reflected to a considerable extent -
in world price trends. An important price-formation pro
blem is the relationship between procurement, wholesale, 
and retail prices and their dynamics. Maintaining low 
prices for'food at the expense of the state budget. 
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. MORE THAN ONE: COUNTRY 

This practice is the most widespread in the socialist 
countries. The largest recent increase in retail prices 
was effected in Poland. 

Portes, Richard. Reply to E. Dirksen", "the control' of' 
inflation? . Errors in the interpretation of CPE data". 
EM 48(191) Aug 1981:309-311· '. ., . , 

---. and Winte!, David. Disequilibrium estimates for co~ 
sumption goods markets in centrally planned economies. 
REST XLVII (1) Jan 1980: 137-159 

The "centrally planned econ~mies are said to suffer from 
"sustained significant repressed inflation. The objective 
of this paper is to evaluate tho hypothesis using time
series data covering the· period from the mid-1950s for 
four CPEs of Eastern Europe. Czechoslovakia, the GDR, 
Hungary, and Poland. Also this paper is seen as a step 
in the construction or a macroeconomic theory "for CPEs. 
The disequilibrium framework. The consumption goods 
market in disequilibrium. Estimation and results., Hypothe
sis testing. The evidence here clearly justifies rejecting 
the hypothesis of sustained repressed inflation in the 
market for consumption goods and services since the 
mid-1950s in four CPEs. 

Winiecki, Jan. Sources and symptoms of inflation in the 
planned economy. EEE XXIV(3) Spring 1985: 53-73 

Annual rates of growth of prices" in East European planned 
economies in the years 1970-1982. " The transformation of 
the inflationary gap ,into inflation. An empirical analysis. 
Are there sources of inflation in the planned economy, other 
than demand inflati~n? Implications for anti-inflationary 
policy. 

Angarski, Krasimir. Imprpvement in" the methodology. of : 
planned price-formation. ABESLE XXVIII (4) 1985: 24-25 

. ' 

Bebenov, Xirll. Public controlon prices. ABESLE XXVI(S) 
1983: 31-32 '-' ' 

Bulgaria.ET 296 21st Sept 1985, 52 

P2:ice rises. 
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7. PRICI!S, POLICY 

Ganov, A. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 38 

Prices, especially in retail trade are being illegally 
raised, and often there is no judicial or disciplinary 
retribution. 

Gozes' Haim.. The role of prices· for thEi accelerated intra
duchon of the scientific and technological progress •. 
AB13SLE' XXIX(2) 1986: 19-00 

Iliev, P. AM&:eS XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 31 

The process of fixing prices for new types of luxury 
goods should be speeded up. 

Kamenarka, Makedonkn. Evaluati::m ·of the quality arid prices 
of new products. ABB3LE XXX( m 1987. 16 . 

Kovaceva, Jordanka. The stimulating role of retail prices 
on the sale of consumer goods. ABBSLE XXV(l) 1982.59-60 

--- and Dimitrina, Deiceva. Some problems of forming the 
prices of luxury goods. ADBSLE XXV(2) 1982: 53-54 

Makov, Nicola. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987 J 34 

. In ord~r 1;0 fulfil the sales target plan, a number of 
enterprises have opted for the easy way out- selling 
costilier luxury items, while a shortage exists of every
day consumer goods, A decree on pricing policies to recti
fy the situation. 

Sekerov, Jordan. Price-formation and the problem of increa
sing the quality of production. ABBSLE XXVII(3) 1984: 
41-42 . 

Stanev, Zdravko. Some new principles of the formation of 
wholesale. prices. ABBSLE XXIV(l) 1981: 50-51 

Stenoev, Dimitar. The prices in the light of the neweco
nomic mechanism •. ABBSLE XXV'(4) 19821 56-57 

Trifonova, L. Determination of prices for the final rea
lization~of consumer goods,ABBSLE XXVIII(2) 1985. 31 

• The prices of the final realization of the goods for 
personal consumption under the conditions of the new 
econou:ic mechanism. ABBSLE XXIX(3) 1986. 16-17 

, 
---. ·Quality and· prices of consumer goods •. ABBSLE 

XXVII (2) 19841 50-51 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
,-

Czechoslovakia 

ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 19811 46 

Full text of the amendedru1es or price settings No.l37/ 
1973, No.73/19?8, No.160/1980. 'Domestic prices will, be 
gradually hrought into line with world market prices. 

--- XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 48 

Changes in wholesale prices,_ which will be introduced by 
1 Jan 1982, must be incorporated into ,the state plan and 
the budget. A methodology or the plan recalculation has 
been prepared by the state Planniilg Commission and other 
bodies. 

--- XII(3) (67) May 1982: 40 

Prices or agricultural inputs as rue1 and industrial feed 
mixtures go up. At the same time, procurement prices of 
agricultural products have been raised. ' 

Boura, V. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983S. 38 

Wholesale prices or ruels and raw materials are increased 
in order to stimulate economies. Prices of eXported com
mOdi ties, are more clF)sely linked to the export' prices. 

• AESEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 38 

There have been three signiricant price increases in 
Czechoslovakia since 1973774,. all trigge1,'ed 01'1' by grow-
ing fuel prices on world markets. -

Habart, B. ABSEES XI (2) (63) Jan 1981. 40 

Restructuring of whoe1sale prices or fuels and- energy in 
the 7th Five-year, plan. 

Hejduk, S. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 19821 46' 
- , 

The rationale and impact of price rises or food and 
drink efrective on 1 February 1982. 

Janecek, V. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan,198l: 40 

The r-:>le or prices in the ne~lY applied measures of eco
nomic direction, and obsergations on planned -increases in 
prices of energy and raw materials. 
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7. PRICES', POllCY 

Jan.cek, V. AESEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 34 

In 1985 wholes"ale prices of fuels, energy, some raw mate
rials, inclUding agricultur~l raw materials, will increase." 

Sabolcik, M. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: "46 

A wholesale p.rice ·reform carried out at the commencement 
of the 7th Five-Year plan period brings prices nearer to 
production and import costs. Continuous adjustments 
to costs will" follow. ' 

---. Rationalization of the price system i~ the years "l9A4-
19R5. iCED (6) sept 1984: 35-55 

The position and role of prices in a system of planned 
economic management. The plan and prices. The utilization 
of prices as one of the instruments of the system, of mana
gement of the national economy. 

Sibi, Milan. .A parametric method of price formation by means 
of foreign price relations.(Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT 
XIX(2) Summer 1983: 71-99 

Present situation in the price formation. Methods in the 
relationship price-use-val.ue. Building brick method. 
Attempts to use non-clas sical methods of price formation. 
Technological value comparison with competitors. Taking 
into account the share of );e:nefi t for the producer and. 
customer. Use o:f foreign price relations. Methods of 
using foreign price relations to :form wholesale prices. 
Re lation of change in value' and change in. price. to form 
the wholesale and :foreign prices. ReqUirements :for the 

.. principles -to operate. Products with dif:fering basic 
parameters o:f use-value and di:ffering degrees of innova
tion and same degree of innovation. Foreign pricerela
tions method. Basic conditions :for analysing the relation 
change in use-value to change in price initial data :for 
determining the :functional dependence between use-value 
and price. Veri:ficRtion of change in use-value to change 
in.value (price) relation. Results of verifYing :funda
mental dependence o:f change in use-value and price change. 

Sysakova, Viera. Measures designed to increase the e:f:fecti
veness o:f the price syseem and o:f external economic rela
tions. (Tr. by Marian Sling). SEEFT XIX(l) Spring 1983: 
70-86 

The measures as a whole are directed to·l)improving 
the quality 0f planning at all levelsl. 2) ensuring that 
planned targets are met, by all ~conom c organizations, 
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CzECHOSLOVAKIA 
, -

3) creating effective motivation among all participants 
in the reproduc,t1::m process. ,PeIt'Eicting the price'SY'stem 
by-I) gradual linking of internal and 'foreign 'prices, " 
2) bY' increasing the rol~ of prices in promoting scientific
technologicl'll development. The efficiency of construction 
,as pr:Jvided for in the preparatory planning is one of the 
main,factors 1nfluencing tile leveJs of costs 'and prices 
in future peri'oos ; The final set of price measures ,is 
aimed at strengthening the system of central' price regula
tion of in:ports. Influence of planning in foreign trade. 

Zervan, J. AB'3EES XII(3) (61) MI'lY 19132. 46 

The essence of prices policy for 19131-85. 

~~~ Democratic Republic 

AESEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 51 

A comparatiye list 'of consumer prices in the GDRand in 
the Federal Republlic 'quoted as eVidence for the ne-ed to 
increase the minimum currency exchange requirements 
for forei,gn visitors. ' ' , ' 

DeBarde1eberi., Joari.. Marxism-Leninism and economic policy: 
natural res:?urce pricing in the USSR and the GDR. 'SS', 
XXXV(l) Jan 1983: 36-52 ' 

Since 1964 both economists: and legal schalars in ,GDRhave 
called for monetary evaluation of natural resources and 
questioned whether it was appropriate to grant gree ·ase 
of, land and water to productiveenterprises.- Marxism-· 
Leninism and the nature of socialism are interpreted, 
more flexibly in the GDR than' in the USSR. TheGDRmain
tained a wider variety of forms of' land ownership. This -
made it easier to see natural resource pricing as'compati-
ble with the evolving East Gorma:n socialistSY'stellJ~" ' 

" 
Kerep.,Michael. Consumer prices in' theGDR since 1950: 

the construction 'of price indices from purchasing' power 
parities. SS XXXIX(2)' ZprU'1987& 24~"268 ' " " 

There is ,a wide accep~ance of' the fact thl'lt prices do 
rise and this rise is not mirrored by official statistics. 
Targets', production and prices • Construction of' the 'price, 
indices. The implicit price 1ndices.' The Official Quan
tity Series in the light of,the impliCit price drift. 
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7. PRICES ,. POUCY 

Presented evidence which should suffice to substantiate 
the assertion that consumer prices in the GDR have not 
stayed constant since 1960, as. claimed by the official 
GDR statistics. Price rises were not confined to consumer 
goods. Investment goods prices also could be expected to 
rise somewhat faster than consumer goods. prices. once 
this is accepted and corrections made to the national 
accounts the growth performance of the GDR looks less 
impressive. 

Hungary 

Abel, I. ABSEF~ XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 56 

. Circumstances of price-formation, in conformity with forei
gn trade .pricesand with the profit motive of enterprises. 

--- XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 51 

. New price regulations in ·agriculture to be in force from 
1/1/81.· Price increases. to be. faced by both producers and 
consumers. 

--- XI(3) (64) May 1981: 64 

Interview with a representative of the National Board for 
Prices· and Material about the reasons and the effects of 
the price rises .. 

--- XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 61 

Announcement of increased petrol, oil and beer prices. 

---:f.XIII (2)(69) Jan 1983: 55 

Comments on the impact of the recent price increases. 

Agricultural prices, 1960-1983. ABHEL 15(1) 1985. 99-103 

Banhidi j Ferenc and Gabor, Laszlo •. The price model. 
(Tr. byP. G. Hare)~ Matekon XIX(3) Spring 1983: 18-35 

.In January 1980 Hungary introduced a new'price system 
and;, to regulate price changes over time, a' new theoreti
cal.system of price formation. Construction of the mode1-
basic c.oncepts- the equations- variants of the model. 
Basic data and computational.results. Further develop-
ment of the model. .. .. 
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HUNGARY 

Belyo, P.-Price.level of consumer services. ABHEL 15(2) 
1985: 23-24 

Berenyi, J. and. Hole, S. Some problems or tho' operation of 
the price mechanism.. ABllEL 11(6) 1981: 161-162.' . 

Cad t.ntlation be curbe4? A round-table discussion •. ABHE:L 
17(6) 1987:210-211 . 

, . 
Changes in consumer prices considering the main strata of 

the population. ABHEL 15(6) 1985: 146-149; 16(6) 1986J 
59-63 

Numerous statistical data relating to prices. 

Csete, Laszlo. Briefly and realistically on the gap between 
prices of agricultural and industrial products. ABllEL 
16(2) 1986: 107-108 

Csete, Laszlo, et ala Future improvement of the price system 
and price mechanism of food economy. BRIAE (55) 1984:38-65 

ReqUirements for further improvement of the price system. 
The shifting of prices a~d price relations. Price mechanism. 
Multisectoral system and the f'uture· of prices •. The consum
ers I and the producers I prices. Intervention of the central 
authority. 

Csik~,-Nagy, Bela. ABSSES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986'55 

Whereas the economic journals and 'someweekly newspapers 
have been discussing the problems of inflation in Hungary 
since Sp~ing 1985, the article by a prominent financial 
expert raises it for the first t~me in a daily newspaper. 

---a Actual problems of Hungarian price policy (1985-1988). 
ABHEL 15(3) 1985: 143-149 . 

General trends broken down to sectors and important f'ields 
of the price system. 

---a Further development of the Hungarian price system. 
AD 32(1-2) 1984: 21-37 

'A new stage in the development of the Hungarian system 
of economic control. 'As part of it'the price system is 
subjected to eritical analysis and proposals are being 
worked outl A team headed. by the author ~ummarized .i ts 
conclusions and proposals in Spring 1983~' 'This article 
is based on this document and d;l.scus ses' the experience 
gained with the Hungarian price ,system over a quarter 
of a century and the major characte.ristic features of 
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7. PRICES, POlleY 

changes impleme'nted around 1985. Historical survey •. 
Supply lJehavior. Consumer preferences. Politi·cal and
social preferences. Agricultural price system. Indus
trial price system. Building industry. Conclusions •. 

Csikos-Nagy, neia and 'Racz, L. Rise of the price level and 
its fact0rs in Hung~ry. 'AO 30(2) 1983: 161-177 

The 1960s were characterised in Hung~ry by a relative 
stability of consumer prices with limited inflation •. ' 
Because of the powerful rise in the state procurement 
prices of agricultural products this was only possible 
by the extensi.on of budgetary subsidies. The economic 
mechAnism introduced in 1968 considerably increased the 
role of prices in economic process regulat10n and thereby 
improved the adjustment of the Hungarian economy. How
ever, all this was accompanied also by' a more. vivid rise 
in the price level and the oil price explosions of 1973 
and 1979-80 further accelerated price movemehts. The 
increase of prices may not be avoided in the future, 
either, which follows beside permanentlY oxisting factors 
from the fact that national economic interest in the re
gulation of price level is necessarily-subordinated to 
baSic criteria of economic development- to improving 
efficiency and creating equilibrium. To. 'restrict price 
increases with central t~ols is justified only until 
it does not impede the re~lisation of economic policy 
objectives. . . . 

Csoor,-K. and Mohacsi, P. Major factors of inflation, 
1980-1984. ABHEL 15(4) ·19851 203-205 

Erdos, T. Anti-inflationary policY- doubts and assurances. 
ABHEL 16(6) 1986: 163-165 

Ferenczi, R. and Lengyel, A. Retail price trends in 1981. 
ABHEL 12(5) 1982: 257-25R 

Folde s, I van. ABSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 55' 

The article attempts to explain why domestic consumer 
prices have at least partly to keep pade with the rising 
c.os t of imported raw and final products. 

-- • ·ABSEES .XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 62 

Paul Vallus· first Deputy Chairman of the National Office 
for Materiais and Prices on the current system of pricing 
and how to control centrally the pl'ices actually charged. 

Hagelmayer, I. The caus~· of domestic inflation and the 
possibilities of its reduction~ . ABHEL 17(1) 1987:292-293 
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Hoch,R. and'Radnoti, E. 'Inflation and anti-inflation policy. 
ABHEL 15(4) 1985: 212-214 

---. 'Price policy and price mechanism. ABHEL 14(4) 1984. 
17A-180 

Hoos, Janos. ABSEES XV(3) (7Q) May 1985: 55 

Real wages have diminished during the past 5':'6 years aM 
increases in consumer priCes during 1980-85 Will amount 
to 38%-40% instead of the envisaged 25-28%". ' • 

---. The place of Hungariariprice policy 'in the system' of 
economic policy. ABHEL 11(1) 1981: 122-124, . 

H~szti, E. Anatomy ,of an inflation. 'The forint, 1957-1984. 
ABHEL 16(3) 1986: 285-286 ' , , 

• Changes in the purchasing power of the Hungarian forint 
betweeQ-1946-1984. AO 37(1-2) 1986: 87-101 ' 

11' the inflationary process is considered as a'whole z the 
amual 5 per cent rise in ,the general price level ana the 
4.A per cent reduction'in thepurchasing'power of the 
1'orint in 38 year~ stand any international comparison., 

---. , Seeking anti-inflationary ways, monetary policy' and 
practice in Hungary. ABHEL 17(3) 1987: 145-150 

Juhasz, J. and Wiesel,!. Some characteristics of the infla
tion in Hungary: a statistical approach. ABHEL 17(2) 
1987: 94-96 ' 

KocsiS, Gyorgyu. ABSEES XVI(2) (79) 19861 64 

Details of the 13th Jan. 1986 consumer price increases'. 

Kovacs, J. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 19821 55' 

The' article reviews 'the v:aluepf the 1'orint and compares 
the increase in consumer prices in a number, of capitalist 
countries and Hungary. ' " 

Lorant, K. Long-term tendencies in price proportion changes. 
ABHEL 12(4) 1982: 171-173 , , " , 

Makay', I. Price trends and changes in the price system, 
during the Sixth Five-Year plan peri'od. ABHEL 15(6) 
1985: 85-87 
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MTI.A.~EE'3 XIv(3)(73) May 1984: 55 

~ Report on the increased meat, beer, heating oil. hu11dlng 
material car and other consumer goods prices and on the 
increased social benefits which should partly cushion 
their impact. 

• ABS'EES XV( 2) (75) . Jan 1985~ 50 

Increased prices of' several industrial products and 
services; simultaneously an 'adjustment' of' the consumer 
purchase tax will increase the prices . of' important ihdus
trial products by· an annual.total of' 400mn. f'ts. However, 
other prices are being lowered • 

• .AreEES xviI ( 3) (83) 1987 r 72 

An announcement of' the Council of' Minist~rs about the 
increased prices of' some consumer g')ods, and on measures 
to supplement the incomes of' the economically weaker 
sections of' the population • 

. On price trends in Hungary.. ABHEt 16(2) 1986: 61';'65 
. 

Ori, J ~ Pricing of' agricultural products and f'oodstuf'f's in 
Hungary. AO AAE, the Selection 1981: 83-91 

General principlesgovering the price system. Main chara
cteristics of' the .agricultural price system. Three ,r1ce 
spheres of'the f'ood .economy. Inf'luencing prices through 
!llIlrket. methods. Connection between domestic and f'oreign 
trade prices.' . 

Petschmg, 14.2. Inf'latiomiry tensions and solutions. 
ARREt 17(2) 1987~ 91-93 

Racz, Laszlo.. On the new price system. (Tr. by George Hajdu). 
E'EE XX(l) Fall 1981: 49-69 . ' 

A.major step toward submitting industrial prices to the 
dl.rect control of' ;tntornntiannl competi ti ve prices that 
is to f'oreign ·trade prices relevant to Hungary. Asser
.tion of' internationaloeompetl tive prices- a survey. 
Changes in, the pricesL;nergy and materials. Relative 

. '. ·rati.os of' resources. Prices .in manuf'acturing. Price 
f'ormation outside of'industry. Consumer prices, two-
level prices.. . ' 

Radnoti, B. price policy concepts and economic develop
ment in Hungary~ ABHEL 14(3) 1984116-21 . 
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"HUNGARY 

Reti, G. 
41-42. 

Development of the price system. ABHEL 17(5) 1987: 

Sebok, Eva. ABSEES XVI(3) (SO) 1986~ 53 

The article discusses how various income groups c~pe with 
the consequences of the continuous,inflation in particular 
with the diminishing freely disposable incom~ of'low wage-
earners. . ' 

"-~-. On some interpretations between price level r~se and 
the supply of goods. iBHEL 12(2) 1982l.179 ... 1SO ' ,. 

" -, , . 

Siklos, Pier:oe L. !fyP9r-inflation and stabiiization, 1945~ 
1946. IIHQ XXVIII (107) Autumn 1987: 137:-142-,' ... 

Simon, A. The role of prices' and supply in shortage. AO 
33(3-4) 1984= 321-::136 . 

The author analyzes the supply Of a firm producing one 
commodity for a market ,characterized by non-perfect 
competition. The'model intends to reflect features of' the 
Hungarian economy. The firm is assumed to maximize profits 
and face'demand that has· a price· elas tici ty less than 
infinite. The analysis concludes that if prices are admini
strntively fixed, the firm will feel profitable to produce 
shortages even if' it has unused production. capacities. 
The idea allows a r.ef'ormulation of the, notion of' disequili
brium in some of the planned economies and makes a rethink
ing of its macroeconomic implications nec,essary. 

Somfaj" GO' Some practical !,roblems of the Hungarian compe-: 
titive price system. ABHEL 12(1) 1982: 142-.143 -, 

Szakolczai, Gy 0, et ala Using clasSical modelS to analyze 
demand to develop a retail price policy in Hungary •. 
(Tr. by Stephen Fortescue). Matekon XXI(3) Spring 1985: 
3-30 ' 

Basic concepts models, and <lata. The stone model. 'The 
re.liabllity of the results. Income elastfcitiesof demand. 
Price elasticities of consumption. The main methodological 
conclusion is that classical models of. consUmption analysis 
ean be used satisfactorily on Hungarian data., The.inter
connections Which are revealeqap,d examined must .be 'sub:
jected to further testing before. they can be used ,to 'set 
retail. price pol1~y,. . 

Szikszay, Bda. ABSEES XV(3){76) May 1985: 56 
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On the aims and possibilities of Hungary's price .y.tem. 
It i. admitted that in the long run there is nQ pro~pec~ 

. of more than rel.ative price stabilitT. 

':"'~ .. ~ The. HungSl'ian pr:l.ce system.. ABEEL 15(1) 1985: 34::35 

___ • The Hungarian'system of consumerpriee6 in a grocess 
. of transformation. ABEEL 15(1) 1985: 2lQ:-:all .. 

Ta!'atas, I. The possibility and conditions' ot anti .. infla:-
tionary economic policy in HIlIl$Sl'Y. AO 34(3:-4) 1985~ 
287-~97 . 

Anti-inflationary policy in market economies. The possi~ 
bilities in Hungary of an anti-inflationary economic policy • 

. Monetary policy may be suited to serve anti-inflationary 
Objectives, although the relationship between the real and 
the monetary spheres is quite different from that in develop~ 
ed market economies. An anti~inflationary policy does not 
l'ea.lly contradict the objectives relating to the liberali
zationo! the price system eigher. The real problem is 
that an anti-inflationary policy~although contributing to 
structural adjustment in the long· run-entails a slowdown 
in the ,rowth rate in the short run. In this eonte~t, the 
further development of the syste~ of economic control an4 
management enters the picture in the sense that 1 tallows 
to, :f,'edu,ce the price of anti-inflationary policy, that is, 
the temporSl'Y s lowdown of growth.· 

Trends in retail prices in 1971-1980. ABHEL 11(5) 1981' 
232-236 . . 

l/ersztovse!{~~E.andHole, s. An ex-post impact analysis o! 
price authority measures Qver the period 1975-1982. 
ABBEL 14(3) 1984: 92-93. . ' 

Zala, J. Protection of the price level and a dynamic eco:
nomy. AO 33(3~4) 1984: 237-254' - , . . .. , . . 

Rel>lying on an analysis' of economic development over the 
last 14 years the authoress finds a close relationship 
between the relatively fast rise of. the price level"and 
,the relatively slow growth of the Hungarian economy. 
Emphasizing that in the interest of br1ng1ng about equ1~ 

. l1bri~, theearl1er suppressed cost.,.1nflation 1mpatt had 
to lJe eni'orced in the economy. Measures with which the 
inflationary process could be slQ~ed down and economio 
growth might be acc~lerated. Extent and funot~on of· the 
rise inpr+co level in Hungary and elsewhere. Price 
level. as. aninstl'Ulnent for. restricting demand. Protec:-
tion ot the price level. ... 
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POLAND 

Poland.' 
~ . . 

A.B. Prices and wages. PP XXV(l/2) ,Winter-Spring 1982:3~37 

To avert further infiationary spirads ,wage reform must be 
geared to prodfictivity links and relate earnings strictly 
to performance. Difficult task' in 1982 in Poland~ '. 

ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 71 

Discussion of serious imbalances in price formation.in tho 
present Polish economic situation. 

:--...... XV(l) (74) Sept '1984: '70. 

Results of an opinion poll on prices 'or,ganized i~ Dec.1983. 

~-~ XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 74 

The authorities have responded to the recent 'co1'l-Bultation 
over proposed price increases by spreading, the increases 
over a lo~er.period. 

Bartoszewicz, T. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 19'85: 65 

An article explldning the process of price' f'ormation; 
there are throe kinds of prices, official, regulated" and 
agreed. 

Bilski! R. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 64 

About' the subsidies on various products, which some statis:,,: 
tical data. . 

---. JBsEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 70 

Interview with the Director of the Institute of Internal 
Trade of the Economic Academy about the various possibi~ 
lities about how to increase prices or stabilize. them. 

Frey, T. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 59 

/ Arl article warning against above-plan increaSes in in~ 
comeS at the same time unsaleable goods are produced, ' 
the money surplus will lead to f'urtherprice increases. . . ". .', ' 

Jezioranski, T. .ABSEES ~I(2)(66)Jan ;982: 64. 

The need to achieve realistic prices, in particular of 
agricultural 'prodUcts tQPut El;O end to subsidisat:l,on. 
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7. PRI CES > POLl err 
K.Ch. ABSEES XV(l) (74) sept 1984: 71 

Prices of certain articles, materials, semi-finished goods,. 
etc. J which are subject to state price control may not be 
increased during 1984. . 

Krzyzanowska. Z. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 71 

The 1'orthcoming price reform. 

~--. ABSEES XVII (2)( 82) 1987: 68 

The causes and consequences of inflatioJ7.~.s om~. num¢~lcal . 
relationShips. 

PAP. ABSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 65 

The new food prices .~ntroduced as from 30 January do not 
correspond to the initial proposals,'which evidently have 
not gained the support of the public. 

Podkaminer J Leon. On Polish disequilibrium once again. 
~SXXXIX\3) July 1987: 509-512 . 

Estimat'es of the disequilibria in Poland IS consumer 
markets. ~ver the period 1965-78 the administered price of 
food was always substantially higher than the equilibrium 
one. While the administe.red prices of durables and services 
were much lower than the respective equilibrium ones. The 

, observed shortages of foodstuffs were literally caused 
1:>Y -their. unduly high prices. If an analysis a priori 
assumes that some prices have been frozen when in fact 
they were riSing relatively faster than o!her prices, the 
resulting concluSions and recommendations are bound to be 
highly misleading. . 

Poland. ET 298 22nd M8~ch 1986: 60-61 

Price increases. Shortage of consumer' goods. 

Sadowski, Z. ABSEES XV(l)(74) Sept 1984: 66 

Articl~ by the Deputy Plenipotentiary for the Economic 
Reform on inflation, its causes. . 

Starewicz,'Artur. Controlling inflation- the key to stabi
liZation. pp XXVI(2) Spring 1983: 1l~14 

The thrust of price,S policy must be towards· lowering 
production costs, increasing rates of return, improving 
utilization .01' worktime and raising productivity. Unless 
inflation is brought under control there can be no econo
mic recovery. --
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POLAND/ROMANIA 

Wanless, P.T. Inflation in the consumer goods market in 
Poland, 1971-82. SS XXXVII(3) July 1985: 403-416 

Causes of inflationary pressure are discussed. Symptoms 
of inflation. Role of the monetary sector. The omergence 
of open inflation in Poland is no mystery. The authorities 
have been systematically raising consumer goods prices, 
espeCially for items in short supply. An increase in 
general price level may be regarded as a method of mopping 
up excess demand and hence a,method of stoppine a continua~ 
tion of inflationary pressur~. The implications of this 
new type of price policy pose many questions for the con
ventional wisdom about the operation of CPEs. 

Wernik; Andrzej. Inflationary processes during the seven:-
ties. EEE XXIV(3) Spring 1986: 74-98 ' 

The fiasco of the policy of accelerated investment was the 
main cause of inflation in Polend during the seventies. 
Drastic decline in the rate of saving which was the result 
of the lost faith by the population in the prospects of the 
Polish economy. The lack of an active price policy in the 
market for consumption goods. If they could have intro
duced moderate price increases continuously from 1972, 
especially meat prices, for securing a much bettor situa:
tion in the market for consumption goods.' The rising 
prices offood:-stuffs would have been able to contain the 
excessive growth of demand for manufactured goods. 

Wi~rzbicki, Z. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 66 

A critical article on the threat of inflation duo to non~ 
effective measures taken to redress the economic situation, 
and to achieve a balanced economy and positive balance of 
payments. 

Romania. 

ABSEES XII (3)(67) May 1982: 80 

Decree on increase of retail prices of foodstuffi with' 
some statistical data. 

Petreascu, D. ABS~~ XII(3)(67) May 1982; 79 

Article on the necessity to correlate production and 
retail pricc$, with some data of'luantities of foodstuffs 
sold in 1950 and 1981. ' , 
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Yugosl~~ 

ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 76 

A Drafit Agreement on implementation of the price policy 
in 1980 envisages that. price 'corrections' by the end of 
the year-will not exceed prices in December 1979 by more 
than 16%. 

~~- XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 84 

Inflation is proving difficult to control. An eminent 
economist argues that-the law on prices will never solve 
the inflation problem. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 80 

The Federal Government at its session of 18th June 1981 
adop.ted a decree introducing strict price controls for 
the rest of the year. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 78 

Data are cited which strongly suggest that the main sources 
of inflationary pressures emanate from the government rather 
than the business sector. 

--- XIV(3)(73) M~y 1984: 83 

Although prices have been officially unfrozen, a very 
tough line is being taken on 'unjustified I price increases. 
Meanwb~le losses on petrol sales mount. 

--- XVI(2)(79) 1986: 90 

Liberalized price fixing for a number of basic consumer 
goods. 

~-- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 88 

Inability to check inflation represents the greatest 
failure of economic policy, which in 1986' is showing 
poor .results in many directions. 

- . 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 102 

Price freez6- following the 'intervening statute I - on 
the freezing" of wages. Prices which have risen too 
far must be redUced. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

D.Z. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: ·87 .. . 

r 

• , ; 

The rate of inflation is now around 80%. Monetary '6ontrpl 
does not work because of the importance of 'grey' money. 

Dapcevic, M. AMEES XIII(1)(68) Sept .1982: 81 
, '. ' .. 

The anti-inflation programme is to be a major part of the 
stabilisation policy. . 

---. AMEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 79 

The highest mohthly price increase in the last ten years 
.took place in June 1982. '. 

---. ABSEES XV(l) (74) SGpt·1984: 86 

Pressure for price rises is becoming very intensive, with 
causes of inflation very much pres~nta 

---. ABSEES XVII (1) (8l) 1987: 88 

Need for price controls to curb excessive inflation. 

---. ABSRFS XVII (1) (81) 1987: 92 

New demands are being made for pric~ rises. 

-~-.and Cerovic, Z. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986:95 

Newp~ice rises of basic consumer goods. 

Dumezic, T. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 89 

Ove!' the first haUof 1985 the inflation rate, was around. 
80%. 

G.uzina, R. ABSEES XII(2) (66) Jan 1982: 77 

Can inflation be halted? 
.. 

. . Ilic, Miodrag. Price system and policy. YS XXVII(3) 1986= 
. 43-56· 

Basic characteristics. Criteria for price formation~ 
Sllpply and demand relations ~ "World prices, labour produc
ti vi ty and· rs.tiona). use. of -ehe means of production, dis tri:
bution of society1 s aggregate income among individual 
activities. Stimulation of the development of productive 
forces and the influence of prices on .the movement of 
living costs •. An inadequate diVision of competences in 
the formation ~Asocial control of prices. Price 
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communities were formed in all socio-political communities. 
Anti-Inflationary Programme of 1982. Long-Term Economic 
Stabilization Programme of 1983. Factors responsible for 
SO?ial pri?e control. 

Ilic, Vuksan. The price system and policy of agricultural 
products, 1945-1987. YS XXVIII(4) 1987: 41-60 

The price system and policy to 1965 and from 1965 to 1984 
to' 1985. Reasons and the foundations of change. Price 
formation mechanism and ctiteria. The market and farm 
pr~uct.prices, 1981~1986. Price parities. Price supports.· 

Kesic, Dj. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982:87 

Li tt1e cause for optimism as far as the rate of price 
rises in 1982 is concerned. 

~--. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 87 

The Government has decided to lift the price freeze two 
months early. 

Kesic, J. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 85 

The inflation rate has' been increasing, and the economy 
is threatened by a three digit rate. 

-~-. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 95 

Latest price rises of products within the jurisdiction 
of the Federal Government. 

Mijalkovic, A. ABSEES XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 79 

Details of food price rises in Belgrade during the previous 
year, on av~rage by more than 100%. 

Petrasinovic, p. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 72 

Too many investment projects are in progress and this is 
one of the main causes of inflation.' Increasingly, lnvest~ 
ment seems to produce just inflation, rather than growth. 

Petrovic, A. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 87 

Prices are once again at the centre of Yugoslav economic 
thought. 

PopOVic, B. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 76 

Price rises are exceeding planned limits. 
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Prices~dyn~c.growth. YER (1) 1986: 7 

RadoVIlll:>vic, J. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) !Jay 1984: 79 

:YUGOSLAVIA 

Report of a discussi:>n of eminent economists on tho causes 
of inflation and a number of associated economic problems. 

Rajkovic, S. lJ3SEES XV(3){76) May 1985: 91 

Reduced inflntion and a halt to the race bctweenprices 
and wages is absolutely essentinl. 

Rokic, V. JJ3SEES XI(3){64) May 1981: 83 

The Bederal Government cdopts a new price policy. . . 

Sarovic, B. lJ3SEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 92 

I~proved increases in prices of agricultural products 
are aimed at eliminating the disparity between indllstrial 
and.ag~icultural products, however nobody is happy. 

Savin, D. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 91 

A four instalment analysis on the effecj of January 1985 
price rises on the economic policy of the co~try. The 
rate of inflation is the highest in Europe. 

Soha, D. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 92 

The Government has ordered a price cut for over 200 
prt;>ducts. 

Soti, V. ·/J3SEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 97 

Two-thirds of industry expect price rises for· their pr~ 
ducts within the next five months • . 

--:-. I.BSEES XVII (3)(83) 1987: 98 

lIn·annual inflation rate of 13% is expected.by the end 
of June 1987. 

• ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 103 

Price rises of milk, mea~, oil give a new boost to 
inflation. 

Srebr'_c, Borisav. Increase of exports Illld curbing of 
inflation- economic policy of the SFR of Yugoslavia in 
1986. RIA XXXVII (863) 20th Mar 1986: 1:-4. . 
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7. PRICES~ POLICY 

Stojanovic Nikola. Ideological and political issues in 
the realIzation of the anti~inflation prog~amme. STP 
XXVI(l) 1986: 71-86 

Tarle, Z. and VUjatovic, R. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 92 

The alarming inflation and its consequences. 

Vucinic, D. ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 87 

Prices have nlready risen by one half the predicted 
infle.tion ,rate for 1981. 

Vukovic, D. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 82 

The rate of inflation is already one~half of that envisaged 
for the whole year. 

Zmijarevic, D. ' hBSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 87 

New measures taken this year have done nothing to modify 
the impression of helplessness on the part of the authori
ties in the face of inflationary pressures. 

8. CONSUMPTION. EXPENDITURE. STANDARD OF LIVING - _.. - ... 

More than on~ countrx 

Bauer, TlUJlas. A note on money and the consumer in Eastern 
Europe. SS XXXV(3) July 1983: 376-384 

There are significant differences in the relative role of 
bureaucratic distribution and of money flows in the sphere 
of consumption among East Europeen planned economies. In 
some CMEA countries the role of money is quite restricted, 
while in others money has a relatively active role in the 
allocation of consumer goods. There are two groups among 
the items of consumption partly or fully exclude~ from 
free distribution according to consumer's preferences 
and purchasing' power. Housing and holiday accommodation 
(except abroad) are allocated administratively according 
to non-market preferences with the justification that 
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MORE THAN'· ONE COUNTRY 

they are_of prime- importrince fo'r each member. of . the society. 
On the other hand, the possession of cars and summe~ cotta~ 
ges and tourism abroad are considered luxur1esand access 
to them is limited. St.atistics. 

Eas tern Europe's food cris.is.. ET 281 26th Dec. l~~l: 26:-27 

Food consumption. Reasons for food crisis~ 1) the last 
three exceptionally poor harvests, 2) the bureaUcratic 
inefficiency of collectivised agrLculture whi~h has sloWGd 
up the growth of productivitYJ 3) wrong pricing pol1~1es. 
Meat and grain consumption.' liroin imports nre rising and 
food output is slowing down. Statistics. 

Feiwel , George R. Th'3 sta,l'ldard of living in centrally 
planned economies of Eastern Europe. OUW 25(2) June 
1980: 73:-96 

Dealing with the various problems related to coris~ers' 
welfare. like growth strategy, labour productivity, wages; 
prices, pers onal and·collecti ve cons umpti onhot.ming ,Gtc., 
the paper reaches to the conclusion that potential sources' 
of increasing the standard of' living remain Significantly 
Il..'lexploited in Eastern Europe. The fundamental problem 
of the socialist economy seems to be one of quality rather 
than quantity, and it is unlikely that history will judge 
the economic merit of any system by. say, the dynamics of 
steel or automobile production. StatistLcs. . 

Portes. Richard ar>..d Winter:,··David. Disequilibrium,estima
tes for consumption goods markets in centrally planned 
economies. REST XLVII(l) Jan·1980: 137-159 (Erik 
Dirksen'S comments and Richard Portes's reply in EM 48 
(191) Aug 1981: 305-311). 

Wiedemann, Paul. Comparing the process ·01' soci~economic ' 
devalooment in market and non-karket economies: the EEC 
and cMEA. eJE 8(4) Pec J.984:"311:-330 

The problem of the choice of the scale ,of values or 
norms to be used to compare the'two systems. Price sys.tem 
as a value basis; but because of, the differ1ngmethods 
of price formation in market and non-:market·economies 

. thUG comparisons are subject to fundamental reserv~tions. 
The use of socio-economic or development indicators as 
an approach. Se'lecting ttili goal 'areas', the results of 
socio-economicd.;lve.lopmont: 1980,,' :L960~80. The inputs 
into soci~economic development I 19?O-80. T,he study shows 
that While the relative position of countries' within tho . 
market and, non-.murket countrie:;:changed over time. both in 
respect of social dovolopmont and of sodal meosures as , 
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8. CONSUMPTION 

compared with economic ones, the .EEC countries maintained 
a general dominance in the social as well as the' economic 
field. 

Bulgari!!: 

ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 27 

Report on plan fulfilment of living standards in 1983. An 
increase in salaries, national income and retail turnover. . . 

Bojceva, Marija.. Living standard and efficiency. ABESiE 
XXVI(3) 1983: 32~33 

Boychev, Y. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 39 

A proper balance between the supply and demand for consumer 
goods requires that the former should forestall the latter,· 
wher~as.in recent ~ears demand has grown faster than supply. 

Debroy~ B.· Earnings, incomes and living standards in 
Bulgaria. AV 26(4) Dec 1984: 341-368 .. ' 

Goceva z Rosica.r Development and prOblems of the living 
stana~ds of the Bulgarian.people. ABBSIE XA~I(2)1984:45 

Ignatova, L. and Bogdanov, V. ABSEES XVI(3)(8Q) 1986: 30 

The demand for non-alcoholic drinks is 'rising faster than 
production of it. A report from Sofia. 

Ivanov, K. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 30 

One of the major acquisitions of the Bulgarian village is 
social security benefits. Community life has improved 
greatly ~d living standards risen markedly. 

Karaulanova, Julijana. Trends in the development of per
sonal consumption of foodstuffs. ABBSLE XXVI (1) 1983:' 
56-57 . 

Theli~ing st~ards~ ENB XXII(9) 1981: 5 

Lj'utov.l Atanas. Management of national cons umption. 
ABBSLE XXIX(l) 1986: 15-16 . 
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BULGARIA/CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Paccv 1 Taso. Naw uspects of the distribution through the 
SOC1al, consumption fundS.. 1J3BSLE XXV(3) 1982: 44 

Slavova,'Elene. The personal consumption, its state and 
trends. ABESLE XXV(l) 1982: 61-62 . 

Slavova
1 

M. The oers onr,l consul'lption, an economic develop",: 
ment I'actor. JrnBSLE XXVIII(2) 1985: 11 

Toshkov, G •. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 29 

Supplying the home market in Bulgaria with consumer goods 
dl~ing the current Five-year economic plan. 

o • •• 

. . 
Trifonova, Latinka. Some basic trends for reducing personal 
cbns~pt;on expenses. ABBSLE XXIX(l) 198p: .17-:18 . 

Velikov, N. ABSEES XIII(2) (69) JfuL 1983: 31 

The growth of popul~ consumption pe~ head in Bulgaria 
over the past decade and what principles shoUld govern 
consumption in a socialist soc~,ety. 

Czechos lovakia 

ABSEES XII(3)(67) Ma.y 1982: 47 

Meat and alcoholic beverages are the two largest items 
in family food budgets. 

Hermon, R., et ale ABSEES XVI·(l) (78) Jan 1986: 41 

I~ extensive survey on sources ~~d degree of information 
about consumer demand was cnrried out bv the Chamber of 
Comnerce and Indus try in 1984. • 

Jirava, Miroslav. Raising the living standard-. the aim ond 
lJrerequisite. for bu11dins an advanced socialist society. 
CZD (5) ~g 1985: 3-26 . 

The fustel' growth of social consumption stems from the 
fact that Czechoslovak socialist soc,iety hus been .c.reating 
conditio~sfor general accessibility of certain essential 
needs (e.e. health care,. education, vocational training, 
etc.) and that it preserves and ensures these certainties 
regardless of the growth rate of the national income. 
Personal consurption and material social consumption. 
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National income and accumulation of earnings. Employment 
increases. Wages and total spendings. Per capita food 
consumotion. Social consumption. Pensions. Educations. 
Sickness and other benefits. 

Kiss, Otto;et ale Social consumption and social development 
planning. CED (5) Aug 1~85: 27-44 

Social consumption is essentially realized by institutions 
of the non-nroductive sphere. Social consumption and 
national income. Planning and social consumption. Financ:-. 
ing or 'social cnnsnmption and determination of volume 
...::.d stl'ucf1lwQ _~t·_U, Stato bllldget. Regional planning and. 
sQcial de~elopment. Social eonsumption is related to 
education, health, transport, housing, culture and such 
other activities. 

Knoll, O. and Ondrchka, P. An empirical analysis of consump~ 
tion based on family budget studies. Matekon XVIII (2) 
Winter 1981~82: 19~3l 

Consumption can be analysed using both macroeconomic or 
time-series data and microeconomic data. The chief 
sources for information are family budget.studies which 
not only' contain data on individual demand but also cover 
incomes, family composition, and stocks of consumer durab
lese Factors affecting the level and structure of house~ 
hold expenditure. Qualitative variables in regression 
equations. Empirical results. 

Komarek, Valtr. A large~scale programme. CED (3) May 1986: 
59:-75 

A programme of mevelopment of the st~~dard of living. 
Personal consumption of the population is to increase' 
by about 50 per cent by 1990. Problems and conflicts.' 
Di~ensions of untapped reserves. Selective allocation! 

Kumr, J. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 43 

Sales of constuner durables will grow faster than of other 
goods in.1984. But some goods are still in short supply. 

Laznickova, Anna. Overcoming social disparities between 
the urban and. rural population in socialist society. 
CED (5) Aug 1985: 45~~8 

Social ine\fualities between the rural and urban popula-' 
tion- factors determining it. Industry and agriculture. 
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CZECHOSLOV~R 

Leinweber, Ladislav. Consumption of the population in the 
7th Five:-Year pIon period. C1;]) (8) Dec 1986: 40:-58 

Consumption' and monetary inc~mes. Price level or goods 
and services. Retail-trade turnover. Manufactured goods. 
Household equipments. • 

Mitas, V •. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 48 
. . 

Difficulties with supplies. and sales of consumer goods. 
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131~133; (2) June 1987: 2~~286 
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This study analyzes the reasons for the shortages of labor 
and discusses the direct and indirect measurements the 
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problem. However, becal,1.se radical modifications- like 
changes in the pension law and in the child-care-leave 
law, or an increase in the retirement age- are not appli
cable due to political reasons, only improvements in the 
organization of the production process and in the ·level 
of technology can bring about the required more »ational 
utilization of labour, Statistics. 
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Hungary: New management'patterns in the retail trade~ a 
form of self-employment. Drop in the general level.of 
employment. SChool-leavers seeking employment. Retrain
ing grants for displaced workers.. . 

Employment and earning ratios, 1985. ABHEL~7(4) 1987: 22-25 
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targets and state interventions in the labour market. Eco
nomic stagnation and the labour market. 1979~1983. Indebted
ness. restrictions and fear of unemployment. Liberalisation 
of the Isecond( economy. Economic policy relating to the 
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bility of material incentives in the state sector by trans~ 
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second econ001. It is questionable whether effiCient. 
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radical changes in the economic system as a whole. 

Glasnost rnd unemployment- the labour pains of perestroika,. 
ET 305 26th Dec. 1987: 15-18 
Hungtu'y to look again at the guarantee of a job for every
body. The record on employment is not as perfect as offi~ 
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of its valuation. Methodological problems connected with 
numerical analysis. In the author's opinion the theoreti
cal and methodological questiop~ connected with the role . 
of mankind have been cleared up in the analysis performed 
ti 11 now to such an extent that there. ts a possibility for 
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has some specific features which becrL':le particularly obi
vious in the last decade ru1d which aro closely related to 
the social, econo~ic, cuitL~Rl fu.d consciousness transfor
nation started 36 years ago. Necessary to survey the . 
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Nagy, J.' Major characteristics of the perspectives of labour 
supply. ABHEL 12(4) 1-1982: 178-1980 0 

Nogradi Toth, E. ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 60 
Some 45% of the work-force are women. 

Noti l Stephen. The shifting position of Hungarian trade 
un10ns amidst sucial ~~d economic reforms. SS XXXIX(l) 
Jan 1987: 63-87 
More power to shop stewards. Steward-Worker relationships. 
Collective bargaining. Vfork conditions. Social security 
and work safety. Administration of health resorts. Trade 
union education and porsonnel training. Reform in retreat: 
Enterprise Econonic Work Collective (VGMK) versus Socialist 
Brigade Movement (SBM). The current union reforms were 
ir~tiated and carried out from above, however m~ch they may 
have reflected the wishes of the grass roots or the indivi
dual union leaders. The unions' ability to rebuff the're~ 
formers' pressure for the abolition of the SMV and SEhl. 
Union interests coincided with powerful interests within 
the party. The continuing attacks on the priva~e s~ctor, 
the VGhlK and tho new modes of enterpirse managc~ent suggest 
that the Hungarian reformers still have a long way to go. 

o • 

Nyers, Rezso. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 60 
Problems of officiency of intOllectual work in the develop
ment of the Hungarian economy. Calling for higher finan
cial in~entives and moral acknowledgement of the intelli
gentsia. 

• The ~fficiency of the intellectual resource. NHQ 
XXIII(87) Autumn 1982: 36-44 

Occupational safety and health. SLB (1) Mar 1984: 130-131; 
(21) June 1985: 280-281 
Hungary: Strennous work creates manpower shortages in cer
tain industries. Changes in occupational safety structures. 

Olajos, A. and Kutas, J. Expected tendencies in the profes~ 
sional mobility of manpower. ABHSL 11(5) 1981: 264-266 

On behalf of the working people~ trade unions in the politi
cal system of socialism. WliR 24(7) July 1981: 79-88 
Trtlde unions 

Pa!lP, Gabor. the aged in Hungary. NHc;! XXIV(89) Spring 
1983= 130-139 . 
Hungarian data. The intergenerational relationship. 
Rights of the aged. 

o 0 

Peto, Marton. ADSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986:61 
The article analyses some phenomena of lack of discipli~e 
by the,workers as well as of the enterprises in their 
mutual relations. 
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Poganyl Gy. Labour management and labour policy. 
12(4) 1982: ~13 

ABHEL 

Pulay, Gy. New features of the labour situation and employ-
men't policy in 1988-1990. ABllEL 17(6) 1987: 73-74 . 

R.A. Leisur3 as a commodity. NHQ XXVIII(107) Autumn 1987: 
W6;{5done outside regular working hours~ 

Racz, A. Labour management and the wage system. ,ABHEL 
14(5) 1984: 50~51 

Revesz, G. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 63 
Discussing the factors which shape wages and their differen
t1ation, the writer asserts that rational incentives imple-. 
conted through wages control are an objective requirement 
of a socialist economy. 

~-~ •. The labour market in Hungary in the eighties. ABHEL 
17(1) 1987: 210-212 

Social and economic policy. SLB(l) Mar 1987: 19 
Hungary: Bankruptcy regulation adopted. 
. . . 

Social policy and labour legislation. SLB (4) Dec 1981: 
378-379 
Hungary: Labour administration restructured. 

Social security. SLB (1) Mar 1981: 90 
H~~y: Social Security Act amends ?ld~age pensions. 

Soos, A. Employment and restructuring. ABHEL 17(2) 1987: 
74:-75 

S008 Karoly Attile •. Wage bargaining and the 'policy of 
gr!evances l : a contribution to the explanation of the 
first halt ifi the reform of the Hungari~~ econow~c mecha
nism in 1969. SS XXXIX(3) July 1987: 434~451 
In this article a harmful consequence of fixing wages 
affecting a marginal area of the competency of economics 
is examined, namely, how it affected the attitude of cer
tain strata of workers towards the reform. In 1986, this 
problem became inter-twined with the attitude of the enter~ 
prise:-level social organisations (party, Uade unions, the 
communist youth league) towards the reform. Contradictory 
situation of the enterprise-1evel social organisations at 
the introduction of the "reform. The subjects of the 
tpolicy of grievances I • The attackers criticised the 
distribution of the 'sharing funds' between enterprise 
leaders and workers; began a 'struggle' against the small 
market- andprofi t-oriented industrial ventures started 
as subSidiaries of farming co:-operatives and not subject 
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to state regulation of wages; reacted ideologically to 
price rises (demanding the abolition of the institution of 
free prises) and to the shortage of certain cheap goods in 
the shops '(neglecting the needs of the·people). These 
are the grievances against the reforms. The fixing of 
wages through gover~~ent prescription and the mass basis 
of the policy of grievances. The turn towards, the recent~ 
ralisation in 1969.Trade unions with twofold 'commitments 
under free wage bargaining. ." 

SZigethy, A. ABSEES XVII (2)(82) 1987: 62 _ 
Interview with Sandor Nagy. Secretary of the Trade Union 
Council on its economic role in connection with the imoend
ing threat of massive uneinployment. ~ , 

Szikra-Falus K. Distribution according tb'work and th~ 
ref ore in Hungary., AO 33(1-:2) 1984: 1-16 
Wages'in Hungary do not cover in most cases, the reproduc.,. 
tion cost of labour power not even if social benefits,are 
included. The tv/o types of wage differentiation- accord-: 
ing to tasks or jobs and according to performance between" 
those in the same job:- are equally indispensable., Wage 
has to conform first of aUto the requirements. raised 
by the task and only' in 'the franework of theserequ1rements 
to performance. The most direct obstacle of stimulating 

wage payment in Hungary is at present the central 'control 
of wages. 'Progress towards easing the central wage con-: 
trol assumes that· in enterprises a power restricting and 

, preventing the outflow of wages without cover will come 
about. Executives 'must become much more interested in 
enterprise prvfi t and in augmenting :the we'alth', ,of the, 

- ~nterpr?-se than is the case .at present. lIIanagers behave 
in, wagequostions rather 'as trade union officials and not 
as' :Tepres"mtati ves 'of enterprise interes t of.' management:. 
For, this the economic'''and the :socio-politi,cal :mechan;Lsm~ 
have to be further de:velopcd. ' 

• Sone human factors of, innovation in HungarY. AO-
28(1-2) 1982: 19-36 '., 
The relative level of salaries of engineers, etc., has 
been declining in Hungary a~ost continually and at an 
extremely rapid rate. The poor financial app~eciation of 
the work of engineers is related ,to the "overproduction'} 
of engineers and-also· to certain ideologicel.and political 
uroblems. The really creative technical experts shOUld 
be given a much higher remuneration than at present. One 
of the ways might bo to gi vo a royalty to the, "exporiis in 
key positions. The level of incomes, earnings., Employee IS 
oersonal interest in innovation. Sharing in tho results. 
Pors on!o'J. interostof compaI1Y management in iIl-novation, 

• Wage -differenti als in Hungary. AQ ,25 (1-.2t 1980: 
163-172 395 
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Income differentials according to performance. Skills and 
tough jobs. Income of technical staff. Managerial incomes. 
Economic and social progress in Hungary requires a greater 
differentiation of incooe. Wage differentials according 
to performance should be increased, people should be allowed 
to earn more through more and better work and the financial 
rewards, of higher qualifications, knowledge and greater 
responsibility should gr~/. Statistics. 

SZitethy, Andras. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 62 
A Simultaneous shortage of qualified labour and unqualified 
jobs is a twin phenomenon. 

Timar, J. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 50 
Fulfilment of the first long~term plan of demand for 
qualified labour '(1965-1980) comes close to its forecast. 

~--. Pension reform- controversial proposals. ABHEL 17(4) 
1987: 88-89 

---. Problems of full employment. AO"3l(~4) 1983: 209-224 
On the int~rpretation of the concept. Realization of full 
employment. Hungarian dilemmas. Reinterpretation of the 
full employment principle. Hungary proceedsfurther in the 
implementation of the economic reform and wishes to trans
form the sellers' market gradually into a buyers:! market. 
This woul.d essentially modify demand for 'labour.; !ho relations 
of the labour market and full employment. The mobility of 
labour would be governed by the economy and the individual 
diffH:ulties of reemployment would also appe"ar on a social 
scale. Even'with full employment maintaine~its nature 

, would change. Employment pol1cy has to prepare for adjust
ment to the reform, aimed at asserting economic efficiency. 
For this such means and methods have to be devised which 
are suited for providing effective support to"those newly 
seeking employment and temporarily unemployed. 

, ' 

~~- and Adler, J. Labour capacit~, labour utilization, employ
ment polic~, 1949-1984. ABHEL 15(3) 1985: 110-112 

Trade un1 ons • 
464-465 

SLB (1) Mar 1981: 30-32; (3-4) ,Sept-pee 1986: 

Hungary: Con~ress of Hungarian trade unions. Role of 
trade unions. New trade union role is accelerating 
econo~c.developoent. 

Trethon, F •.. Labour economy in the eighties. ABHEL 11(5) 
1981: 194~195 

Wages; SLB (1) Mar 1981: 44; (3) Sept 1982: 347; (1) Mar 
1984: 77; (1) Mar 1985: 114-115; (3) Sept 1987:465~466 
Hungary: Wage differentials become more flexible. Better 
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knewledge of language means higher wages. More wage flexi
bility. Payment-::by-resul:f:s system isplanned., Voluntary 
wage freeze. Wage reform. 

When robets spell no. unemploymehlt. , Modernisation ororoduc.-
tion under socialism. Vl1IR 24(4) Apr 1981: 93-:100" .' 
Problems.' Automatien.' Science in agriculture. Workers' 
educatien. Statistics. 

Werking cenditions.SLB (2) June 1981: 188-189; (1) Mar' 
1982: 75-76; (3) Sept 1982: 357 ' 
Hungat'y: intreductien ef D. 5-day V{erk-week. ,Extension 
of the 5-day werking week. New regulations en paid leave. 
Parental leave for child care extended. ,. , 

Poland 

A.B. Prices and wages. PP XXV(l/2) Winter-,Spring\19S2:34-37 
To. avert further inflationary spi.rnls, wage jreferm must 
be geared te"prodo.ctivity links and relate earnings strict
ly to. perfermance. Difficult task in 1982 in Peland • 

.;..ABSEES XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: 70 
Full text of ,the expese of Vice-Premier Eakowski to. tho 
Solidarity delegation. Full text ef the reply 'ef Selida:-
,rity to. M. Rakewski. ' 

--:-: XII(l)(65) Sept 1981: '70 
, Shert article mentiening a dongcr ef unempleyment in: the 

present ecenem:i,c situatien. Seme 390,000 werkers will 
have to. be transferred to. ether jebs and a fund 'will be 
established to. pay the wages ef newly empleyed scheel';" 
leavers. 

-:.-:- XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: .71 , 
A District Court finds'tl;lat members ef Selidar:i;ty enjoy 
the ;same pr9tection as oembers of any ether '~rad~ unien. 

--- XII (2)(66)Jan :1,.982:63 
Text of discussion material fer the Selidarity pregramme 
in actien. Draft ef the statute ef the Socialist Enter
prise prepared by Selidari ty and containing the princi-:: 
plesef workers.' self-management. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 64 
On the settlement ef disputes with the management· and 
the right to strike inseme sectors. Repert on the 
new regulations concerning earlier retirement age that 
have been submitted to. the Council ef. Ministers fer 
approval. 

--- XJ;I(3)(67) May 1982: 69,. .,' . 
Reperton the number o~ ~9lidarity membershipJwith deta
iled statistical data. 397 
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ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 65 
Shortage of labour and work discipline • 

• _- XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 66 
·Wages~ earnings and the C:Jsts of living. 

~-- XV(3)(76) May 1985: 75 
Statistical survey of the development of population in 
Poland from 1984 to 2000; growth of about 10%. 

--- XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 72 
Dnto, for the first quartel' of 1985 indicates a huge labour 
shortage: vacancies stood nt 250,000 while only 5;200 
people were officially registered os seeking work. 

--- XVI (2) (79) 1986: 73 
In Warsaw, due to various factors there will be 'a deficit 
of workers (18000 per annll.lll) in the coming Five-.Year plan 
period. 

Bilski, R. ABSEES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 70 
Discussion with a representative of the Office for Econccic 
Reform" concerning wages policy in the self-.m~~aging enter
prises. 

-:-,-. lJ3SEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 70 
Earnings and incentives. 

Bukowski J. ABSEES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 72 
Interview with the Director of the Institute of Political 
Sciences concerning problems connected with the introduc~ 
tion of workers' self-management. 

Employment. SLB (4) Dec 1981: 458; (1) Mar 1983: 89-:-90; 
(4) Dec 1983: 562; (1) Mar 1984: 117-118 
Poland: Temporary measures to deal with'redundant staff. 
Reinfo~cing control over 'work dodgers'. Shortage of 
manual workers; Assdssing enforcement of legislation on 
'work dodgers r. - ~. ~ 

G10wczyk, J. ABS?$S XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 60 
The significance of the agreement between the govern
ment and striking workers. 

Grzybowski, L. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 68 
M. attempt ~,t a tentati vo· balance sheet of Solidarity' s 
achievements and failures. 

, " 

Hollsnd J David C. Self-management in Poland since martial 
law. EJU[M XX(3) 1986: 275-.306 
Fate of the Polish"workers' councils after tho suppres
sion of Solidarity. Although suspended and and then 
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systematicallY re-establishod rrom above, these bodies 
continue to show signs or vitality and independence. The 
paper traces government measures to re~activato thecounci
Is wi thin the larger context or the economic rerorm. 

Jezcwska, K. JillSEES XIII (2)(69) Jan 1983: 65 
Employment in Warsaw and in the Warsaw Province. 

Jezierski, Andrzej. 
Winter 1987: 5-13 

The structure or society. PP XXX(l) 

Population. ethnic structurG. Urbnn. and rural populnticn. 
The class structure~ Inc~me groups. Population losses 
during World War II. Real incomes'or the workers. Level~ 
ling out or income and consumotion. The structure or the 
economically active sector or"society eorresponds to the 
structure or society as a whole. 

Jezioranski, T. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jrol 1981: 62 
Overspending on wages in industry has recently become 
quite alarmng. 

Kolankiewicz, Jerzy 1~. Polish trade unions 'normalized '. 
PC XXXVI (6) Nov~Dec 1987: 57-68 
Rebui Iding trade unions. Structu!'E;. Trade unionism vs. 
seil-manuf,ement. Unions setbacks. 

Kostrzewa, K. l~EES XI(2)(63) Jr.~ 1981: 62 
The rirst results or the p~ubtion census regarding 
hous eholds. 

---. f~EES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 72 
- Interview with the llinister of Labour about the socio'l 

polic1 of the Govt. criticiSing Solidarity for not grasving 
tho economic reality. 

Krencik, W. J~SESS XIV(3)(73) M~v 1984: 64 
The evolution of wages and Salaries in the Inst years have 
created serious disparities, in particular a reduction in 
their difrerentiation. 

Labour relations and workerS' participation. SLB (2) June 
1981: 154 . 
Poland: Regule.tion on strike pay. 

Lab9ur relations, participation and perso~l nnnagencnt. 
SLB (4) Dec 1983: 494 
Polo.nd: New low expands management rights. 

Lcsnicka H. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 84 
The la&our code is out or date and needs to be adapted 
to the condition or economic rerorm. 
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Markusz, J. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 64 
The Polish working week is less than 34 hours. In 1982 net 
industrial production per worker was nearly 20% lower than 
in 1978. 

Mason, David S. Poland's new trade unions. SS XXXIX(3) 
July 1987: 489-508 
Origins of the new unions. The new trade union law of 
1982. Reactions to the new legislation. Evolution of the 
new trade unions. Formation of national unions. Activiti
es of the new trade unions:- enterprise level:- resour~e "" 
problems. Activities of the national unions. Membership. 
People are mostly interested in bel ng well-governed rather 
than in participation. Natural outcome of- the events of 
1980-82. Periods of great social upheaval tend to be 
followed by periods of withdrawal and depression. - " . 

:-:--. Solidarity, the regime, anil the public. SS XX:X:V(4) 
Oct 1983: 533-545 
This paper examines the extent to which Solidarity acted 
as a link between the population and the regime and as a 
representative of the interests of the Workers. The party 
and the government are necessary for Solidarity to protect 
it in the system of the international relations of the 
nation; on the other hand Solidarity is necessary for the 
other side as a buffer. 

Miecznikowska, M. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 19~7: 85 
The Central Statistical·Ofrice has published its estimates 
of.population.structure. 

Milc, Stanislaw. The new trade unions. PP XXVII(l) Winter 
1984: 21-22 
In October October 1982 the 8ejm passed a trade union bill 
Which covered the whole field of organized labour following 
the dissolution of all the old unions. The new movement 
would be autonomous and independent of the administration. 
Formation of union organizations at work:-place level. 
Right to st~ike. Growth of trade unions is not evenly 
distributed. " Collective wage bargaining their basic co:
ncern. Chief topics of consultation between the unions _ 
and the administration will be the wage system and prices. 
Legal steps necessary to drawing up)a uniform interpreta
tion of the new trade union self~management laws so as to 
avoid clashes in "the work-places~ Die:-hard bureaucratic 
tendencies to cantail independence and suspicious atmos
phere. 

:-:--. POfulation and social needs. PP XXV(l/2) Winte~ 
Spring 1982: 47-48 

Occupational"safety and health. SLB (3) sept 1983: 427 
Poland:New work schedule for arduous or hazardous johb~ 
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(PAP). ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 70 
Repo~t on progress in the rebuilding of the trade unions. 

Porket, J.L. The economic lot of Polish retired workers. 
OUW 26(4) Dec 1981: 294-303 
The article examines selected dioensions of the economic 
l?t of ~o~iSh retired workers, namely, the relative econ~ 
~c pos1t10n of the average retired worker, differences 
between old-age pensions; and per capita income in the 
households of pensioners. After a co~ent on the social 
adequacy of old-age pensions, it turns to the question of 
retirement age and to that of old-age pensions for private 
farmers. Finally it discusses the retirees I prospects 
for 1980 IS. 

Przybylik1 M. ABSE3S XII (1) (65) Sept ]981: 72 
The Polis h press is now permitted to report industrial 
accidentsj statistical data and some cases are quoted. 

RepGrowicz, S. ABSEES XIII (1)(68) Sept 1982: 70 
The breakthrough in coal output due to martial law and 
Saturd~y work. 

Sc.hulz, Zbigniew.· Employment policy- status and perspectives, 
!Tr. by Don Hank~ EEE XXI (1) Fall 1982: 3-16 . 
·Labour resources and employment from 1950~1970. Employment 
from 1970 to 1975 and the l~bour reserve trend up to 1990 • 
. The effects of the increasing labour shortC'ge and protective 
measUl'es and the results. ·Technice.1 and administrative 
steps~ ~ong~term measures. 

Skalski, E. }~EES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 70 
An analysis of thG relationship between economic crisis 
and e~p1?ynent in the socialist sector shows no connection. 

Smu1ska, G. ~EES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 65 
Coal mining aCCIdents have increased. 

Social policy and labour legislation. SLB (2, 3) June, Sept 
1981: 126-127, 248-249 . 
Poland: Eccmomic reform proposals highlight workers I self~ 
management. New framework for labour inspection. 

Social security. SLB(2) June 1982: 263; (2) June 1983: 274-
275 
Poland: Lower retirement age for ardUOUS or hazardous work. 
New legislation on workers' pensions. 

Solidarity. PP XXIV(2) Feb 1981: 51- 59 
Leg al. status. Policies. 
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Sonntag, K. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 64 
The economic reform has not yet found a solution to tho 
conp1cxi ties of the labour market. 

" " 

Stnniszkis, Jadwign. The evolution of forms of working~c1ass 
protest in.Poland: sociological reflections on tile Gdonsk
Szcz0<;un case, August 1980. SS XXXIII(2) Apr 1981:204-231 

Szeliga. Z. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 69 . 
Article on the fear of unemployment. One of the possible 
solutions would be to develop the tertiary sector which 
so far has been ne~lected in Poland and could absorb over 
on: milli?n people. 

Szu1, Roman. Workers' self-management in Poland. EAWM XX(2) 
1986: 169-193 
The history of workers' self-management in Poland to date is 
a history of ups and downs. The fate of workers' self-mana
gement dopends upon the activity of the workers themselves," 
and on whether self-management will turn out to be the 
authentic need of working people and whether it will contri
bute to" the process of solving the problems of the Polish . 
economy. 

Trade unions. SLB (2) June 1981: 164; (3) Sept 1982: 336-33~ 
(4) Doc 1982: 479-486 . 
Poland: Registration of an independent farmers '" trade union. 
Solidarity opens new workers' education centros. Proposals 
on the future of the trade union movoment. New Act on 
trade unions. The main provisions of the new law are sum
marised. 

Trade unions: a fresh start. PP XXVI(l) Winter 1983: 17-24 
A mill on trnde unions. Solidarity and other unions active 
in Poland before 13th DeCember 1981 when martial law was 
dec1~ed, were dissolved. 

Wachtel.;. Howard M. Self-management propos als in Poland, 1981. 
EAWM AVIII(2) 1984: 141-149 
Solidarity's role in working out self-management propo:
sals in Poland in 1981. 

Working conditions. SLE(l) Mar 1981: 54 
Poland: Agreement on shorter working hours. 

Zagawn W. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 72 
Probiems·Of indiscipline at worki non-use of working 
time etc., the situation was worse in 1984 than in 1983. 
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Romania 

ABSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 73 
Programme adopted by the Romanian Communist Party in Dec. 
1982 concerning an accelerated increase in the productivity 
of labour. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 74 
Law modifying the fixed wages (75%) part) and increasing 
the vat'iabb part (to 25%) i also establishing (3%-18%)-
bonuses in relation to prodUction. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 76 
Text of a decree requiring the deduction of unjustified 
absence from work from days of paid holidays. 

--- XVl(2) (79) 1986: 81 
Text of the draft law on productivity of labour, improve
ment in the organization and standardization of production 
and labour.-

--- XVlI(l) (81) 1987: 83 
Two examples of workers' remuneration according to fulfil
ment of tho plan of production, export, productivity and 
sales plus receipts. Management is exempt from the 

- I global accord'. 

--- XVlI(3) (83) 1987: 93 
- An article enumerating th:l functions of the Council of the 
working people i:1 socialist business u>J.i ts. 

Dobrescu, P. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 79 
Data on the proportion of workers in the economically 
acti ve populati:m in 1938, 1950 and 1982. In 1990 workers 
will represent J'.!!2% of the total population, and 70% of 
the economically active population. 

Effects of new technologies. SLB (2) June-1987:'221-222 
Romania: effects of new technologies on labour. 

Emoloyment. SLB (2) June 1987: 302 .' 
Romania: changes in occupational structure. 

Equality of opportunity and treatment. SLB (4) Dec 1983: 
605-606 
Romania: Changing position of women in society. Working 
women. 

Grigorescu, C. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 67 
The effect of labour resources on the development of the 
economy and projections of labour distribution for 1980-90. 
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Ionescu, ll. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 00 
Remuneration of four categories of industrial production 
will increase as from 1st Feb. 1984 by 5%. 

---a ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 80 
750,000 workers in silviculture, water inanagoment, -cultu
ral sectors, co-operative sectors, communal economy, and . 
non-productive service sectors will get wage"increases as 
from 1st May 1984, the average increase is 5.5% for work-
ers and 5% for staff. . 

---. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 80 
Review of wage increases according 
Council"of the state No.325/1983. 
benefit. 

to the Decree of the 
600,000 workers will 

Labour rolations and workers I participation. SLB (2) June 
1982: 171-172 
Romanai: Worke~s I self-management streamlined. 

Labour relations, participation, personnel management. SLB 
(4) Doc 1983: 495; (1) Mar 1986: 5~59 
Romania: More independence for enterprises. Emergency" 
measures strengthen labour discipline at power stations. 

Occupational safety and health. SLB (2) June 1982: 246-247 
Romania: Work discipline reinforced. 

Plostinaru, I. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 75 
The rational use of labour is a significant source of pro
ductivity growth. This is obstructed by such factors as 
absence from work and the mismatch between the qualifi
cations required by industry and those actually possessed 
by the population. 

Social and economic policy. SLB (3~4) Sept-Dec 1985:415~416 
Romania: Attempts to balance rural~urban population distri
bution. 

Stancu, E. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 69 
In the context of an -international view of the position 
of women, indicators are provided of their situation in 
Romania. Working women. 

- " 

Trebici, Vl. The stable population: mathematical model 
and applications to the population of Romania. ECECSR 

--XVIII(4)"l983: 67-68 
• ---a et ale Accelerated demographic growth reflected in 

the directives of the XIIIth Congress of the Romanian 
Communist Party. ECECSR XIX(4) 1984: 21-:25 
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Vasilescu, A. .ABS~S XVI(3)(80) 1986: 73 
The sensitive problem of the productivity of labour as a 
condition for achieving c::Jmmunism is discUl!sed. 

Wages. SLB (1) Mar 1981: 45; (4) Dec 1983: 536-537; (3-4) 
Sept~Dec 1985: 488 .. 
Romania: Bonuses to spur raw material output. Fundamental 
reform of wage system. New incentives oromote productivity 
and product quality. -

!~oOavia 

ABSDES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 82 
There are officially 770,000 unemployed in Yugosla"ii'ia.l . 
though this probably exaggerates the 'true' number. ~ut 
there is a very real"problem of surplus unskilled and 
semi-skilled workers. 

--- XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 87 
First results of the 1981 census. 

--- XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 84 
Unemployment is running at 8-9% of the total active popula~ 
tion1 but is much higher in the poorer regions. Imbalance 
in higher education is a major contributory factor. 

--- XIII (2)(69) Jan 1983: 76 
, As tmemployment rises ,tunore people are g-:>ing into small:
scale private business. But they are often persecuted 
by local commune governments. 

--- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 79 
It is going to get more difficult ,to find a job, and that 
the standard anti-LUlemployment measures merely worsen the 
si tuati::m in tho long run. 

~~~ XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 82 
An eminent sociologist argues th1J,t the trouble with Yugos
lav workers is tht,t they get more upset about other people's 
riches than about their own poverty. 

--- XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 87 
Employment for'3lO00a people is to be found in the 
,",ourse of 1984. 

--- XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 92 
" Prominent politician Nikola Stoj anovic pinpoints employ~ 

ment for the sake of employment as a key negative factor 
hindering political and economic progress. 

--- XVII (1) (Sl) 1987: 91 
Desoite large-scale unemployment, many Yugoslav"enter
prises find it very difficult to fill vacancies. 
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ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 90 
A leader pinpoints the key weaknesses of the Yugoslav ec~, 
nomic ,system in terms of a lack of responsibility and the 
failure of the principles of associated labour. 

--- XVII(2)(82) 1987: 95 
The Yugoslav labour market continues to be characterized by 
simultaneous unemplmyment and unfilled vacancies. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 101 
Causes and consequences of the recent Wave of strikes •. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 102 
The recent wave of strikes in Yugoslavia has raised a 
humber of fundalllental questions in relation to 'insti tu
tioz:a~sed conflict' and poll tical pluralism. 

Dajec, M. ADSBES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 86 
Growing employmant problems in the new atmosphere of eco
nomic s low down. 

Bakic, S. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 89 
The unemployment situation has acquired disconcerting 
proportions. 

• AiJSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 82 . 
Unemployment is becoming an acute problem. 

Bancic, Ivo. Yugoslav citizens tempora~ily working and resi~ 
ding abroad, according to the 1981 Population Census. 18 
XXVI(l) Feb 1985= 3-16 
B~ic changes from 1971 to 1981. Migrants'dependants abro~ 
ad~Distribution of labour-receiving country. Sex and age 
composi tion. Time spent working abroad. Education. Regi-
onal composition. . 

Batkovski, N. ADSBES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 82 
Causes of 'work stoppages I in Macedonia. . . 

Dlago~l'v, Boris lav. Labour relations. 18 XXV( 1) Feb 1984: 
49-74 
Labour relations in Yugoslavia have undergone a great 
socio-economic a..'1d legal transformation as a l'esult of the 
introduction of the system of self-management. Soonces 
of labour law~ The rights of workers stemming from labour, 
relationships. Workers I responsibility. Private employers 
(collective ~ntracts) and workers employed. 

, , 

Bosnic, Slobodan and Dreznik, Dusan. The age and sex compo~ 
sition of the population. 18 XXlV(4) Nov 1983: 27-38 
Sex and age composition- total population- population of 
school age- working age population- age groups of reproduc
tive population- basic future trends. 
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Brezni~-A Dusan. The dynamics of population in Yugoslavia. 
EE3 xx(3-4) Spring-Swamer 1982: 215-249 
Natural 90pulation movement. Female fertility and repro~ 
duction. Family planning. Main features of mortality. "Migra-
tion. Growth of the population of Yugoslavia since 1880. ' 
Changes i'1 populatiol'l. structure. PopUlation of Yugoslavia 
i~ the coming period. Populntion policy. Statistics. 

-~-. Economic ectivity of the populntion. YS XXVIl(l) 1986: 
33-46 
Changes in thepopulution1s economic structure, 1953-1981. 
Basic changes according to age sectors of act~vity. Active 
popUlation in 1981. Social anJ occupational structure of the 
economically active population. Age structure of the active 
population engaged in agricultural & non-agricultL~al occu~ 
pations. Educntional level~ of the active agricultural and 
non-agricultural population above the age of 15. 

" " 

Breznik, Dusan. Movement of the total population, 1948-1981. 
~~ XXIII(l)Feb 1982: 3-12 " 
The fifth' postwar census of the population, householdS 1 and 
dwellings, was taken in Yugoslavia in 1981, recording ~he 
situation as on March 31, 1981. Analysis of the movement of 
the total population for tho country D.s a whole and for con
stitUent republics and autonomous provinces for th0period 
1948-1981, and for communes for the period 1971-1981. Chan~ 
gos in the Yugoslav population and"in tho popUlation of the 

,Republics and autonomous provinces. Changes in the regional' 
distribution and density. Population by commune. Statistics. 

• Natural increment of the population. YS XXII (1) Feb 1981: 
, 53-62 
Population of tho Republics and Autonomous Provinces. Natu
ral ovol'all increment. Natality, mortality, age' composi tion 
and patterns of dying and fertility. Statistics. 

Bujosovic, D. and Dlagojevic, V. ADSE8S XVI (3) (80) 1986: 83 
Wages in Yugoslavia are so low that there are no incentives 
for hard work. The very reproduction of the working class 
1s threatened. 

Cicmirko, Z. ABSE:8S XVII (2) (82) 198?: 95 
Proposals to include rules for str~king in the LaW of Asso
ciated Labour (ZUR) by the Slovenian, trade, unions. 

Cubrilo-Kosovac, A. AD3EES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 89 
Two surveys on work stoppages (strikes) in Serbia and Croatia. 

Curuvija, S. ADSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 91 
Tho growing n~~ber of strikes is a clear indication of 
mounting social tension. 

Dapcovic M. ADSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981:76 
The oniy way to pull the ,country out of present economic 
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difficulties is by means of a stimulating wages policy which 
would recognise and reward indivj.dual and collective contribu
tion to the genera.l incre~e in productivity. . 

Effects of new technologies. SLB (2) June 1987: 225-226 
Yugoslavia: Workers' motivation for self-management in relation 
to new technology. 

Employers and employers' organizations. SLD (1) Mar 1987:71-72 
Yugos lavia: Union congress stresseS self~managemont and increa
sed role in industrial development. 

Employment. SLD (2) June 1986: 319 
Yugoslavia: Investment in 'job' creation bonds. . . 

Employment, 1974-1981, 1977-1984. 
XXVII(l) 1986: 151-154 

YS XXIV(l) Feb 1983:139-142; 

Only statistical taales on number of employed in the socialized 
and private sectors, by sphere of activity; Vocational com
position of the labour force·in 1980, 1983. Persons seeking 
empl~yment, 1974-81, 1977~~. 

EstHn, SaUl and Svejnar Jan. Explanations of earnings in 
Yugoslavia: the capita! and labour schools. compared. EAWM 
XIX(l) 1985: 1-12 
Econometric model of wage determination in Yugoslavia into 
which the competing· hypotheses of the labour and capital schools 
are present. Yugoslav earnings are to some extent influenced 
by the "factors suggested in traditional labour-management 
models. Dispersion in corporate profitability caused by dif
ferences in demand and cost conditions are passed on to work~ 
ers'cornings via the institutional arrangements inherent in 
self-management. Income dispersion is caused by the workers' 
appropriation of monopoly capital rentals derived from the free 
or chec.p use of fixed assets. Evidence in favour of both capi:
tal and labour school contentions. The dispute therefore re
duces to the empirical issue of their relative importance in 
explaining ?bserved wage differentials over the period. 

Gapic, Marija. Pension and disability insurance. YS XXV(4) 
Nov 1984: 121-150 . " 
Foundations and principles. Insurees; Old-age pensions. Dis~ 
ability insurance •. Cash compensations for physical impairment. 
Survivors' oensions. Pensionalbe service. Finances. PensiOn 
and.di~~billty insurance of self-employed persons, farmers. 

Grbic, D. ADSEES XVII (1)(81) 1987: 90 
Problems facing tho TUC relating to unemploj~ent. 

Judicial decisions in the field of labour law. ILR 121(1) 
Jan-Feb 1982: 35 
Yugoslavia: L~w applicable to contract of employment. 

Knrakasevic, V. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 89 
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The volume of employment increased slightly faster thnn planned 
in the firs t nine months of 1985, but wlcmployment still in-:-
creased by 7%. . 

~--. ADSEnS XVII(l) (81) 1987: 90 
Increasing unemployment is a problem in Yugoslavia but falling 
productivity is an even bigger one. 

~--•. AilsEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 101 
Unemployment has fallen since last year, 'but there is still a 
very serious problem of unemployment among young people and'in 
the poorer areas of the South. . 

, , 

Kesic, Dj. ABSEZS XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982: 85 
The Federal Assembly reviews the major causes of present econo
mic d;fficulties, with special reference to productivity. 

Korosic, M •. ADSE:3S XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 90 . 
Two-tnirds of the Yugoslav work-force-earns wages below a reas
onable minimum level. 'The recent trend is for inter-branch -
differentials to increase. .' ~' , 

Krzalic, Zivojin. Households. YS XXVI(4) Nov 198$:' 25-34 
Changes in the number of households according to the 1948 and 
1981 Censuses. Average size of households. Structure of house
holds by number of members. Nlmlber of· average size of house- . 
holds by type of 10cnli ty. Agriculturill households' by size '01' 
h,olding:- land and other nssets- manpower. ' 

Labour relations and workers' participntion. SLD (2) June 1982: 
177-181 
Yugos lavia: Third Congres s of seil-:-managers'. 

Markovic
i 

Mihnjlo. 
1986= 31-142 

Augmented pensionable service. YS XXVII (2) . 

Development of augmented pensionable sergice.Pension and 
disability insuranCe laws and regulations. Counting' augmented 
pensionable service according to special regulations. 

Milic, Andelkn. Some features of family transformation. YS 
XXVII(l) 1986: 15~32 
IndustrialiZation, urbanization and migration of labour force 
in'Yugoslavia have helped break down the traditional, socio
economic autarky of the family and induced all further changes 
in the family's relationship to society and to the individual. 
Conditions, factors and trends in the·transformationof the 
family; Principal types of family householdS. The farming 

. f~ly. The mixed household. The non-farming household. The 
elderly household. Reduction and socializntion of the functi
ons of the fnmily in consumption expenditure and satisfaction 
of the "needs of family members. Kinship structure ~f the, 
family. Status and role of ffu~ly members. The child
centred frur.il". Rclntionships within the family. Relations 

. between the generations. 
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Milovanovic, Rade. The stdus of Ylf.gos lav ci tizens tempornri1y 
working o~ residin~ abro~d. YS XXIV(3) Aug 1983: 3-20 
To:tporal'Y employment of Yugos lav ci tiz',ms abror.d WQS made 
possibl.:; ns a result of the d0r:1nl1d for foreign lnbour in the 
developed countries of Western Europe and some non-European 
countries. Leg:.ll sources. Legcl status~ Otllor bilo.terally 
regulated rights. B2sic features of the real status of 'Yugoslav 
workers. Yugos levin expects the immigrati on countries ·to QSS\.W.C 
gronter responsibility for all nspects of the status of Yugos
lav migrant workers, who have for many years been contributing 
to the economic progress and general prosperity of these 
countries. 

Pavlovic, Milenko. Er.lployment in the SOciD.l1zed sector, 1979-
1984. YS XXVI (3) Aug 1985: 3-14 
The movement a.11.d level of employment. Pattern of employment. 
Number ru1d patte~n of persons soeking employment. Factors . 
determining employment. Employment policy in the coming 
Five-Year period. Because of lack of personnel in some re~ 
gions nnd the fact that individual are~s are not able to pro
vide jobs for all persons seoki~g employment! great attention 
is paid to working out an interprovincial ana interpublic 
employmont policy. 

Penev Goran. Nntnli ty. YS :-;:XV(4) Nov 1984:' 23-34 
Birth rates of agricultural and non-agricultural population. 
Infant martnlity. The reQSons for the rapid decline in natality 
are numerous and varied, the most important being: rapid econo~ 
mie development, industrialization, village-t~town movements, 
radical chenges in the economic composition of the population1. 
n rise in, the educati::.mal at1d cultural level, increased socia.L1-
zation of family functions, changes in women's stntus in 
society-and so on. . 

Penev .L._~ran aNd Rnduski, Nadn. The n::JU-e.grieultural popu1llUon. 
YS AAViII (3) 1987: 3~24 . 
Dynamic~ of the non-ngricultural populntion. Components of 
grovlth, birth and dE:lnth rates, migrations, non-:agricultur::l 
practices. C::>l!J.posi tion of the tQtal n::>n-.agriculturnl population 
by age end sex. J.ctive non-ngricultural populf:tim. 

PetrovicL Ruzn. The national composition of the population. 
YS XXIv(3) Aug 1983: 21-34 
Heterogeneous composition. Changes in the national composition, 
197.1-81. Territorinl distribution. Popu1otion of the Republics 
and Au~onomousP~ovinces, 1971-81. 

Posrkac!:J Dragomir. Old-age and invalidity ins urance, 1980-84. 
YS XXVi (4) Nov 1985: 111-120 . 
The number of pension recipients and cmounts of payment. 
Stnndnrd of1ivin3 of pension recipients. Revenues und'cxpen-: 
di tures of old-:nge Dud invalidity ins urnnce communi ties. 

Pos..rkncn." Drug,omir
i 

Pension and disability insurance, 1976-1980. 
YS XXI.L (4) NoV. 981: 141:-148 . 
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Total number of pensioners and level of pensions. Statistics. 

Posrkaca, Dragomir. Pensions, 1976-1982. YS ~:::;aV( 1) Feb.1983: 
105-112 
Adjustment of pensions. Minimuill pensions and welfare allow
ance.Percentage composition of the total number of pension 
recipients by pension cmount in 1982. 

Primorac, E. and Charette, M.F. Regional asoects of youth 
unemployment in Yugoslavia. Ekm XXI(2) 1987: 193-:219 
Growing ~.employment is a common feature of most European 
economies. Contributions by youth and educated to changes 
in total unemployment rate. Contributions by region to 
changes in total youth unem,loyment rate. The supply and, 
demand side. Differences in the growth rates of demographic 
variables across regions are substantial. The youth unemploy~ 
ment rates in all regions except Slovenia have risen steadily 
and now have reached extraordinarily high levels. Policy must 
be directed towards finding w~s of providing employment 
oppDrtunities for new entrants. 

Radevic; Mi10rad:M. The trade union in the self-management so-: 
ciety. STP XXI(4) 1981: 19-35 

Radovic, Miljan. Yueoslavials longterm socio-economi.c develop:
ment and its manpower requirements. STP JG:VI (3) 1986: 22:-33 

, . 
Rndunovic, Dragutin. Labour productivity. YS XXVII (4) 1986:37-:56 

Labour productivity in the_aggregate economy crld in its soc;f.a:
lized sector. Comparisons with other countries. Causes of 
low productivity in agriculture. Labour productivity ini~Aus-: 
try. Yugoslavia lags behind compared to other industrialized 
countires. 

R&Lcic, Miroljub: The population af urban and other localities. 
YS XXV(2) May 1984: 11-20 
Rapid postw'ar urb<Jllization is 'the result of the Ilovement of 
rural inhabitants into urban localities. natural population 
increment in the latter, the transformation of a number of 
small localities into urban settlements Md the inclusion of . 
suburban loculi ties. Age composition. Illiteracy and 
school attainment. Economic activity. 

Slavujevic, Zoran. The Confederation of Trade Unio~s of Yu~osla:
via. YS XXVI(3) Aug 1985: 73-100 
CTUY1 s role in the system of socialist self-:manc.gement. Member-: 
shio' or"anization, organs and forr.1S of joint action of the 
CTuY~ Cadre polic~' and training of' trade union members and 
f'unctionaries: System of information'in CTUY. Finance and 
spheres of' acti vi ty pnd d uti ~s of CTUY. 

Socio-econoroc status of' women. YS XXVI(4) Nov 1985: 3-.24 
Role of' women in the development of' socialist self-management 
and their socio-politicnl activity. Women in economic and 
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social life. The status and protection of employed women. All 
workers aro entit10d to part-time work. Ban on night work of 
women- proble!:ls. Right to equal remuneration for equal work. 
Job .security to all workers. Old-age penSion with a shorter· 
pensionalbc service then' for men. -·Speciul protection at work. 
Right to maternity leave. WO!:len in education, science, and 
culturc~ Hca1th care. Risht fr8Dly to decide on child
bearing. Family transformation. Social child cnre. Women 
and the mass media.. The women in the total national defence 
and social seJ.f,=protection. SCiontific, professional, and 
other works concerned vii th women. 

Soskic, Brrudsla.v. Employment in Y.llgoslavia. STP XXV(l) 1985: 
57-69 

Srdic-DakovicA Ljubica. Repnrtriation of Yugoslav migrant 
workers. YoXA'"VIII(2) 1987: 3-12 
The largest group of Yugoslavs working abroad are those hired 
by foreign employers, mostly in Europe~ countries, and to 
a considerable lesser extent, ovcrsenS in traditional countries 
of Yugoslav economic emigration. Formal and legal bases for 
temporary migration and repatriation. Scope of repatrintion 
and its structure. Economic reintegration, and coo~eration. 

Stalla.6rts, Robert. The interindustry wage structure of a 
labour-managed economy: the Yugoslav case, 1976-1981. EAWM 
XVIII (2) 1984: 109-125 
Wage equation and the coefficient of variation of wages. 
Interindustry wage strucutre. 

StevanOVic, Rndosluv. Internal migration. 13. XXVIII (1) 1987: 
25-40 
Total terri torinl mobi li ty. Intc .... republicM (interprovincial) 
migrations. Pace of migrDtion. Sex and age structure of 
migrants. Migrati'Jn b:r nationDli ty. Mi£,:ration charncteristics 
of communes. 

Todorovic. Gordana. Ensic population projections by age and sex, 
1981-2021 .. 13 XXVIII (2) 1987: 13-24 

. Fertility and mortality hypotheses. Changes in the total 
populE'tion and its basic groups. 

Trkija, Milivoje. Free exchange of labour. 13 XXII(4) Nov 1981: 
45-68 
Free exchange of labour is characterized b~' two significont 
features; 1) on the basis of direct pooling of labour and 
res ources. v.nd 2) wi thin and/or throug locnl commll-'1i ties. 
Free exchange of labour is a specific form of se1f-manaeement 
relating to exchanges, u) between the economy and other fields 
of work end-social activities, b) between self-mnnuged organi
zutions and/or communities end work communities, c) in specific 
sectors of the economy. Free exchange of lE'.bour is 11 complex . 
sphere of socio-economic relations. It is not e static situa
tion but 11 process of old relations being replaced by new ones. 
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Velimirovic, Radomir M. Composition of Workers Counci Is in the 
Organizations of Associat~d Labour 1979-1985. YS XXVIII(4) 
1987: 15-20 . • 
Women, youth, and members of the LCY in Workers Councils. Dele
gates of Workers Councils according to qualifications and posi-
tion in the production process. . 

Vukmiri?n, Vujo~ SCientific-technological progress and employ~ 
ment J.n the hght of the long-term programme of economic stabi
lizr>tion. STP XXVI (3) 1986: 36-52" . ; 
Economic development-change of the economic structure nhd 
structure of the population. Brief survey of unemployment and 
employment abroDd. Long-term programme of economic stabiliza
tion ~d perspectives of employment until 2000. Employmcnt-' 
functJ.on of the level of development and productivity of labour. 

Wages. SLL (4) Dec 1987: 603-606 
Yugoslavia: A new incomes policy. 

Whitehorn, Alan. Alienation lli~d socialism:. an analysix of Yugos
lav workers' self-management. EAWM XVII (3) 1983: 245-271 
Is the Yugoslav workers' sclf~managed factory more democratic? 
Development of survey-based scnles for me~uring alienation. 
Sclf ... management and alienation. . . . 

Working conditions. SLD (3) Sept 1987: 488-89. 
Yugoslavia: Research survey- Sick leave as a form of absenteeism. 

la. INDUSTRY. TECHNOLOGY 
......... - -- -' ... --.--. 

More than one co~JC 

ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 67 
Basic orovisions of the Comecon Complex Programme of Progress 
in Science and Technology up to the year 2000. 

Cherviak6v Igor and Nikht, Lotar. !he most important factor tor 
accelerating scientific and technical. progress. (Tr. by Michel 
Vale). SEEFT XXI(4) Winter 198?-86: .. 29-:3~ .. . , 
Rational utilization' of productJ.ve and sCJ.entJ.fJ.c and technical 
potential. Necessity of stimulating the exchange of advanced -
scientific and technical achievements and of industrialexperi~ 
once The effect of inventions. The share of the fraternal 
countries ifi the total number of inventions in the world in 
1982 is 41%. The· economic effect from the industrial assimila~ 
tion and propagation of inventions in: economics ·of the socialist 
countries increased steadily. Improving the exchange of inven
tions The invention departments of CMEA countries "intend' to 
parti~ipate more actively in international exhibits. 

A cold blast for Comecon. ET 296 24th Aug 1985: 63 
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f , 

The economic re~orts for the first half of this year make 
depressing reading in most Co~econ countries. The fragile 
industrial"recov13ry in Russia1s economic club has been blown 
off course. 

Cooperation by CMEA countries in consumer goods production. PRE 
XJCIV(12) Apr 1982: 78-95 

East Europe1s computers. ET 294 19th Jan 1985: 63-64 

Effects of new technologies. SLD (1) M~ 1987: 28-31 
CMEA: Round table"on computers stresses more se1f~sufficiency 
in CMEA countries. 

Fiejka, Zdzislaw. Implementing mEO: regull".tion of the structure 
of world industry. DP 1(2) Autumn 1980: 55-71 

.- .. " 

111c1 Zdravko~ What does moderr.ization bring?- economic and tech~ 
nOJ.ogical deve1opr.lent in the CarmCON countries. RIA XXXVI (838) 
5th Mar 1985= 26-28 
The 'golden years '. Technological modernization wi thin and 
without. 

Kadar, Bela. Patterns and motivation for industrial cooper~tion. 
MH ~4) 1983: 15~19 
Factors shaping industrial co-operation. East-West trade. . . 

MiliD4v, V. and Khachaturian, A. Specialized innovative organi
zations (The experience of CMEl~ countries). PRE XXVIII (1) 
May 1985: 56-71 
It is not enough to develop an innovation, but it is also neces-

. sary to have considerable resources to introduce it. Effort 
to couple technical innovations with production. Special in
noyative organizations like Accelerated Innovation Centre in 
Bulguriot are a new development in etC'/;' urea. Improvement in 
labour productivit;Y' through mechanism of scientific and 
tec~?al progress. 

Roman, Z. Deceleration in the productivity growth of the industry 
of "t~e European etlEA ~ountrics. ABHEL 15(5) 1985: 43-45 

SZ6ny1, P. The CM!::A progrnrrune for accelerating scientific and 
tecr~ological progress. J~HEL 16(6) 1986: 297-298 

Wyschofsky G. ABSEES XII (3) (67) :May 1982:·48 
Review of ComeCon countries' cooperation in the chemcial indus
try si~ce"1951, with some statistical data. 

Zhimerin, D. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 7 
Review of Comecon programme for computer technology which has 
considerably closed the Soviet lag in this area. The article 
outlines the joint tusks to be tackled in the period 1982-
1990. 
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Bulgnria ---.... 
ABS~S XII(3) (67) May 1982: 36 

Development pl~~s in Ruse, Radomir and Khaskov heavy engineering 
combinGs. 

-~- XIV(3) (73) M~ 1984: 27 
Report on industrinl olan fulfilment in 1983. A marked increase 
has been ~bserved in the output, especially of basic industrial 
processes. 

--- XV(3) (76) MaY 1985: 29 
With the introduction of modern macrdnery and the application 
of vanguard technologies the oldest BUlgarian industry, textile 
manufacturing, is experiencing a boom. 

--- XVI (3) (80) 1986: 28 
Small companies h~ve long lived in the Shadow of big industry. 
Since 1981 the programme for setting"up and reconstruction of 
small companies has been implemented, and at present there 
are about 400 successful small end medi~~~tech companies. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 42 
The Chairman of the new association 'Elektronika l discusses its 
nature and functions. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 43 
The Chairman of the neVi association 'Metallurgy and mineral raw 
materials' speaks about its tasks and objectives. 

Buchvnrov, S. Anew giant of the Bulgaric.n chemical industry. 
Elm XXII (1) 1981: 7 

Bulgarian industry moves ahead. :elm XXVII(ll) 1986: 1 

Bulgarian machine~building. ENB XXVI 1985: 4 

Cone!~ Jordan. Topical tasks of the economic a~alysis in industry • 
.t..Dl3OLE XXVI (2) 1983: 31 

Dimov, K. JillS:cES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 29 
Bulgaria acbieves greate~ variety in manufacture of synthetic 
fibres. " 

Editorial. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 28 
BulfYaria"now ranks first in the Vlorld in per hend. production of 
sod';. ash "and for some other chemicals is 1lm::mg the top ten 
producerL The"chell'ical industry accounts for 20% of the 
national income. 

The electronics industry. mm XXVI 1985: 1, 5 
Gerasimov, M. .li.BS~S XV(3) (76) May 1985: 30" 

Shortcomings in the organization of innovation and rationaliza
tion. 
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Gergova, Svoboda. ~S~S XVII (2) (82) 1987: 35 
For a year now IVulna' enterprise has been turning out more than 
150 types of reduction ge~~, which are in no way inferior to 
American or Japanese in quality or reliability. 

Jordanov, Todor. The new technologies and the construction of the 
material and technical base:cf Bulgaria. ADDSLE XXIX(3)1986:6~7 

Karagyaurova, K. ABS~S XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 27 . 
Intentions to set up in Sofia small businesses using advnhced 
technologies. 

Kisov, Petar. Eneineering as a dynamic branch in the economy of 
the socialist Dulgaria. ABDSLE XXVII(4) 1984: 34 

Kokoshkin, Lev. ABSDES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 34 
Industry1s progress has been raising the problem of water.· Al~ 
tn~ugh measures for eliminating pollution have taken plnce, con
str~ction ?f water~treating plants has lagged behind schedule. 

Kolev, Donco. Improving the economic mechanism in indus try. 
JJ3BSLG XXV(3) 1982: 23 

Lakov~ Krnsimir. Power-intensity of industrial production in the 
P. ti. of Dulgarin. ABDSLG XXVIII (4) 1985: 16~17 . . 

llanov, Nicola. AESEI:S XVI(3) (SO) 1986: 29 
Chavdar motor-buses, produced in Dotevgrad, serve urban and inter
city transport, and are also exported. The manual gearbox is 
being replaced with an automatic one.' 

Uarkov Vesselin. l..nsE:::S XV(3) (77) Sept 1985: 32 
Eledronikn \'forks in Sc·tia will comr.Ussion 24 nevI products this 
year, as well as continuing the production :;f the Star data pr:r 
cessing network and other itens • 

• 
Nakev, J~rdan. Dulguria1s industrial potential~ its level, struc~ 

ture and prospects. ADDSLE XXVIII(2) 1985: 21 
. "" 

Nenov, Todor and Varnaliev, Minko. Intensification of engineering 
produ?tion in t~e P.R. of Dulgaria. ADDSLE XXX(3) 1987: 19 

Nic')lov, Boris1av. lJJSI::C:S XVII (2)(82) 1987: 35 
Steel production costs may be reduced by coating the cernmic 
electrodes with an aluminium"based alloy. They are made by a 
metho~ deve~oped in Bulgaria. 

Pavlov!.'., Vern. ABSE!':S XVII(2)(82) 1987: 33 
Tho newest Du1garian business asSOCiation, OMIR~ Combined 
Computer Resources Network has been set up on the basis of exist

. ing computer centres and hus more than 50,000 million characters 
in its data bonks. 

Rozenshtayn, L. JillSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 33 
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BULGARIA 

~~o}-ogi:al_DIld ecological indice.tors are be:f,.ng developed to 
D.SS1St 1n achieving a more complete characterization of the 
o.ondi t1:l:l of tho lBulgariDIl ri vel'S. Industrial pollution. 

Stoyev, St. /illS~ XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 33 
Though som~ innovations have been introduced with meritorious 
speed, DIld the' appropriate laws are well drawn-up, incentives 
are inadequate. 

Telbizov, A. ABS~ XVII (2) (82) 1987: 34 
Miziya cellulose DIld paper plant is not fulfilling its plan due 
to ashortnge of straw. 

Toteva, Sabka M. Trends f~r improving calculation of prime costs 
in th~ c~7mical industry. ABIlSLE XXV(3) 1982: 25-:26 

Tsenkov, Tv •. ABSEES XII (2)(66) Jan 1982: .31 .. 
Development plans of the chemical industry over the next five 
years. . 

Tsoneva, Petrona. Our oldest industry. Elm XXV(5) 19&1:1, 8 
Bulgarian textile industry- development and problems. 

Tsvetanov, L. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) ,1986: 33 
A map showing the l~cations' of 12 major ,constructions to be 
carried out in 1986. 

Yodkov D. ADS;::ES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 31 ' 
The tobacco-.processing industry produces over 90,000 tonnes of 
cig~ettes each year, mRking Bul~aria the worldfseiehth biggest 

'grower of tobacco ana tenth biggest producer of Cigarettes. 

Zhelev D. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 37 
A le!ter to the editor in Rabotnichesko Delo vividly illustrates 
the problems faced in attempting to get equipment repaired and 
getting spare parts. 

Czech::>s lovakia 

ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jcn 1981: 40 
Discussion of levels. of quality and innova~~ in different 
branches of industry and from different yiewpoints. 

--- XII(2) (66) Jan 1982: 38 
Outline of the development of the Czechoslovak chemical industry 
since the war and the outlook for 1981~85. 

--- XVI(3)(ao) 1986: 35 . 
The Dower and responsibility of Industrial Associations and enter
prises are peing strengthened; they will become responsible for 
their R&D, investment m1d foreign trade. 

--- XVI(3)(ao) 1986: 37 
Long-term programme of electronization of the economy includes 
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production of pnrts, micro ond mini-computers ond npplic~tion 
of electronics in selected industries. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 37 
Slovnk industry is blnmed for poor results in the teclmicnl 
development of industry. 

-~- XVII (1)(81) 1987: 40 
R~" of the motor industry1s nchieve'memts in the 7th F'ive-.Yenr 
Pl~~ end projected figures for the 8th Plan. 

Drcbec, Frantisek. Prospects justified by experience. CED (4) 
June 1984: 14-24 
Possibil1ties ~of development of the Czechoslov1'lk engineering 
industry.' . 

Cs&.ba., Laszlo. Industrial structural policy in Czechoslovnkin, 
1970-1985. EP 18(3) 1982: 114~142 
The concept of structural policy denotes rulalysis and conscious 
decisions by govt.organs concerning the macro and mezo economic 
composition of industry as contrasted with decisi~s on the 
micro economic level, where economic agents decide on the com
bination of the fnctors of production. Structural policy is 
contrasted to microeconomic decision.making because it focuses 
on long- rather thon short~term success indicators ond- being 
national level activity~ it inevitably entails value judgoments 
ond bargaining among different power groups. Some features of 
structural policy in the first half of the seventies. Sectoral 
priorities and international orientation. Dilemmas of the mid
seventies. Defensive reaction toexternrl disturbances. 1981-
85 Five-Year PIon. Priorities for three crucial branchcs
electronics, engineering ~ metnllurgy>:were elaboroated •. 

Effects of new tecbnoJ.ogies~ SLD (3) Sept 1987:395 
Czechos lovclda: I:conomic development based on neVI technology. 

Fnrarik Peter. ADSITSS XVII(2) (82) 1987: 43 
The effect of fluorine emissions from the aluminium factory at 
Ziar nad Hronom on the sorrounding crops. 

Humon, Josef. Tasks and development of the engineering, electrical 
engineering and metallurgical industries. (From a report deliver
ed on 17th April 1984). CED (5) Aug 1984: 3-66 
Tasks of the 7th Five-YetI' plan. For better monagement. for 
energy and metal savings. Higher qual1 ty of production and im:
proved Technical inspection. Role of engineering industry in 
speading up scientific 6nd technical progress, in s~lving the 
fuel and energy problem,in relation to precessing industry, 
agriculture, building industry and transport. Intens1ficD.tion 
of metallurgy. Electronization. Improved supplies of consumer 
go~ds. Fulfilment of export te~ks. Improvement of management 
and planning. 

Hastava, J. and Mrkos, J. ADSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 40 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Research and development is short of personnel and' modern 
instruments. . 

HoskovD, Adela. Unifor:n principles for evaluating the economic 
effect of intcrnati(Jnal specialization Md co-ooorati:;n in 
industl'Y. (Tr. by MaI'i~ Sling). SEEFT XIX(4)"Winter 1983-::84: 
62-72 

,The uniform principles for evaluating the economic effect of 
intern~tional specialization and cooperation in industry were 
adopted and tests were car!'iedou:t on selected ngreenmnts in 
metallurgy and heavy industry~ general engineering and industry 
in Czechoslovakia and the USSH. Main results of testing. The 
effect of foreign exch~ges. The reliability ,of quantification 
of the economic effect from foreign exchanges depends on price 
rationality. The production effect of production concentration 
is created by increcses in labour productivity in the framework 
of an arenls or country's specialized industrial process which 
is measured rus saving in social'labour ste~~ng from the dif
ference between the economic costs with and without soecializa
tio~ and cooperati~n~ Additional experimental findings. ' 

Hrbac, J. and Sedlacek, J. ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 40 
In accordance with the targets of the Fi ve-Ye ar pl~ 1981-85, 
electr:mics ports producti:m increased by 92% whil" iron pro
duction decreased by 4.8,%. 

Jerabek, J. ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 39 
The tanning and leather industry'will be modernized with the 
aim of producing top quality goods, standard go~dsto be 

'imported from the developing world. 

Jirec, J. ABSEES XI (2)(63) Jan 1981: 38 
Droad aims to be achieved by Czechoslovek engineering in the 
7th Five-Year plan (1981-85). 

Kubat, M. ADSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 42 
The industry of electrical machinery and appli anoes fulfilled 
its Five-Year plan target of producti~;n by the end of 1985. 

Luzansky, L. and Cincibus, J.- ADSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 49 
The ecological situation is to be stabilized according to a 
plan for 1987~90. General improvement ca< be expected only 
after 1991. Industrial pollution. 

Marcela, Vokrouthlikova. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 44 
The pharmaceutical industry's fast development has created" 
severe supply problems for domestic raw materi,al suppliers. 

Marcin, J. ADSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 46 
Dasic features of development of the chemical industry of'the 
Czech Republic in 1976-1980 and some plans for the future. 

Matis, J. ADSEES XI (2) (63) Jan 1981: 38 , 
Development of the chemical industry in Slovakia. 
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- , 

Mlcoch A. ADSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 50 
The 6zech chemical industry increased'its profits by 23p~ in 
1980-85, but its output rut9 levelled. Enumeration of its 
inventions. 

Neuzil, Vladislav. ADSEES XVI (2) (?9) 1986: 41 
A review of the motorcycle industry with particular emphusis 
on the export targets and on the new machine bein~ developed. . . 

Obzinu, Juromir. Stress on effectiveness: scientific and tech
nological development in the 8thFive~Year Plan. CED(l) 
Jan 1986: 3-12' -
Need for longer outlook. Objectives of development. 

Podhorsky, L. ABSEES XVII(1)(8l) 1987~ 42 . 
Vast ~uantities of secondary raw mate~ial mainly. metals, lie 
unexpIoited us wuste in industry's storehouses around in 
SlovEJkia. . 

Riha, Ladislav. For-promotion and application of scientific and 
technical progress. CED (4) June 1985: 52-71 
Conclusions of the 8th session of the Communist Party Central 
Committee.- To achieve effective development of the scientific~ 
technolo~ical base of the Czechoslovak economy, promotion,and 
applicat~on needed- goals are set up. -Improved mooagement of 
scientific and technological progress. . , 

Safar, Jiri. 'Scientific and technical progress in intensive 
development. CED (1) Feb 1984: 51-69 

Sedlak Vlastimil. .ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 39 
The Oherske Hradiste-Kunovice works of LET have developed a 
small transport 'plooe the 1-410, for AEROFLOT and are going 
on w~th the L-61O, a turboprop craft wtth pressurized cabin. 

Spanel, J. ADSEES XvII (3) (83)- 1987: 50 
One out of five production macrines in engineering industry is 
more than 30 years old, while only 3000 machines nre scrapped 
every year out of 400,000. 

Stanek, Dohuslav. f~~S XVII (1) (81) 1987: 41 
A review of thl3 waste caused by Czechoslovakia's excessive 
emph~is on its steel industry. 

Voracek, Josef. Retrospective view of the development ~ the 
engineering ande1ectl'ical engineering industries and the 
objectives up to 1990. CED (7) Nov 1985: 30~43 

~~_pe~~~~~iic ReEublic 
ADSEES XIII (1) (69) Jan 1983: 45 

Jw.tomntion in the production of eloctrlcal parts. 

ADSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 46 
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cma.'IL'JI DEMOCRAT! C REPUBLIC - . .. 
C~rrosp~ndents fr~r:J. five ir:J.P~l'tDllt combine's rod plants describe 
their achievements in line with the requirements voiced at 
the 4th session of the Party CC. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983:' 46 
Prnctical cO-~Der8ti:Jl1 between researchers and industrv is 
highlighted by' the oXl!IIJplc of thJ machine-t~ol plant in 
Knrl-Marx-Stadt.' 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 45 . 
The medical 1aborator~r engineorin~ industry in the 
highl1devel~ped with its hoadquarters in Leipzig. 
widely, especially to the Third World. 

--- XV(3)(76) Nay 1985: 45 

GDR is 
It exports 

The 1985 economic p1n.11. requires GDR industry to ration£l,lize, 
modernize t'lld reS p~nd to exp art murket demands. 

--- XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 43 
The GDR chemical industrv has a vital role in the countrv1s 
econ~my r-ndtrades throughout the w~r1d. " 

--- XVI(3)(8Q) 1986: 48 
norlin's Humboldt UniveY'sit~ris closely involved in a wide 
rengo of support tasks in research and development for industry. 

--- A~(3)(8Q) 1986: 49 
Links between higher educntL)n :md industry have been reviewed 
and put on n contractual basis. 

--- XVII(2)(82) 1987: 51 
In the producti:,m ~d supply of rn11wty vehicles and railway 
technology, the GDR is u world londer. 

--- XVII(3)(83) 1987: 54 
The1argest~ever exhibition of science end technology i~ 
Berlin oresents the GDR as tho technological lender of 
Comecon: 

Bernhardt, H. ADSE3S XII (3) (67) May 1982: 52 
DiSCUSSion of genernl requirelJ.ents for innovation in industry; 
how to establish its econor..ic importance. 

Biermann, Wolfgang. .ADSEDS XV(3) (76) May 1985' 48 
The latest p!'oducti~n lines to go int:!) s&rvice at the Clll'l 
Zeiss Jcna Combine will produce equipment for data transmis
sion along power lines. 

Bolun Franz. ADSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 45 . 
GDR industry is now embarking on the mass production of rec 
deSigned household gadgets which consUIhe up to 20% less, 
domestic current thr-n the older models •. 

Braune, H.J. ADSEES XV(2)(75) Jon 1985: 39 
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A survey of the development of GDR industry during the first 
35 years and its contribution to produced national income. 

Dohlus, Horst. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 52 
The building industry, the energy industry and the shortage of 
children's clothing are three areas of special concern in a 
report. 

Effects of new technologies. Sm(l) Mar 1984: 20-:21 " 
German Democratic Reoublic: 
The case for robots.' . 

Working group on rationalisation. 

Franz, RUdolph. ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 48 
The socialization process of GDR industry has many aspects. all 
of which are linked in some way with the development of . 
science and ~echnology. 

Freund, W. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 36 
The GDR's specialized roller bearing industry takeS a leading 
partin the joint production programme within cruEA. 

Gallenmuller K.H. ABSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 46. . 
- Productiviiyof labour can be increased by the use of modern 

technology, in particular microelectronics. GDRindustry does 
not use "such possibilities to the required extent; analysis 
of the causes. 

Hager, Kurt. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984:48 
The SED Politburo is concerned about the sluggishness of certain 
areas of industry, " and about the continuing lack of consumer 
goods and services. . 

. ... ~ 

Hart~annJ K. -et ale ADSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 46 
The p"ace or technological change in GDR industry is outstrip::- -
ping all other factors for change and creating social problems. 

Heyde, Wolfgang. ADSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 59 
Industrial management in the GDR has not yet come tID terms 
with the scientific revolution. 

Honecker, Erich. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: -45 
A survey of the performance of GDR industry. 

___ • ADSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 51 i 

The quality of ptoduction especially in consumer, electronics, 
must be improved. 

-" . 
Hubner, W., ~ t 0.1. ADS:::$ XVII (2)(82) 1987: 52 

The "GDR is at a transitional stage between the technology 
of the industrial revolution and the new technology and 
this is giving rise to a number of problems throughout 
industry and society. 

Junker, Wolfgang. ADSEES XV(4) (77) Sept- 1985: 43 
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Priori ties for the GDR building industry d,uring the forthcom-:. 
ing Five-year plan period. 

Kammerer H. AIlSEES XII(2) (66) Jan 1982: 47 
IntervIew with M. HornerA of the Research Centro of the Machine 
Tool Plant in Karl-:.Marx~otadt, on their newly established data 
b~ for industrial robot technology. 

Koch, H. ADSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 48 
Report on analysis ~f factots which influence the transmission 
of inn~vation into practice. 

Koziolek, H. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 51 
The link between science and industrial production has been 
promoted in tho GDR in recent years by research contracts 
which commit university researchers to work for local combines. 

Krejcik, Peter,et ale ADSEES XV'(4){77) Sept 1985: 45 
A more flexible approach to the application of automated pro~ 
duction methods is required"if GDR inc:.ustry is ,to improve its 
speed of r~sponse to change. . 

Meier, Felix. ABSEES XVI(l)(78) Jan 1986: 46 
An outline of achievem~nts in the micro-electronics industry. 

Merkel, Gerhard. ADSEESXVI(3)(8Q) 1986: 45 
Micro-electronics presents a challenge to every enterprise 
in the GDR. 

Mittag, Gunter. ABS:!mS XVI(3){8Q) 1986: 45 
Quality rather than quantity is nOi'1 demanded from the GDR1s 
industrial combines, particularly in their use of key techno
logies. 

Nowak, J. ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 53 
The Technological Univorsity Magdeburg and its neighbouring 
engineering combines provide an outstanding examp~e of co-:. 
ope~ation be~een industry and higher education. 

Tesch, Joachim. ADSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984:44 
The structural dynamics of the GDR building industry are chang
ing as greater emphasis"is placed on economies in funds, 
energy and working time. 

, " 

Weihs, Horst. ADSEES XV(2){75) Jan 1985: 39 
The GDR chemical industry is one of the most successful, both 
technically and in export sales. 

Wilhelm, 'K.H. ADSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 45 
The recent campaign to encourage industr~,to construct its 
own "production machinery rather than to l.mport or purchase 
special purpose equipment has led to over-emphasis of tech-:, 
nical and organisational factors, and a neglect of overall 
economic factors. Correctiyes are recommended. 
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Hun~arl 

ADSBES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 64 
Communique from the 16th October 1980 session of the Party CC, 
with regards to the decision to go ahead with decentralisation 
of Hung ari an ind us try. 

Daracs~ A. Two decades of the engineering industry. 
11(5} 1981: 45-87 

ADHElL 

Dauer, Tamas and Soos, Karoly Attila. Interfirm relations and 
technological change: the case of the motor industry. E~~ 
XXI (3-.4) Spring-:Summer 1983: 85-104 . 
Two lines of develooment. Specific features and constraints 
of development in HUngary. Relations between big enterprises. 
Cooperati~n with small enternrises. 

Deck~ Tamas. Entrepreneurial spirit and company expansion. 
HDtl (1) 1986: 4-6 . . 
Duda- Flax Hungarian linen Industries- actigities. 

Derend, I.T. Continuity and changes of industrialization in 
Hungary after the turn of 1956-:57. AO 27(3-4) 1981: 221~250 
Priority of the energy and raw material basis. Carrying on 
the metallurgical project. Preference for the chemical 
industry. Transformation of the production strucutre and 
the engineering industry. Options of the international 
divii.l.i:m of labour. The slowness of structural transforma
tion. 

Dod, P.A. An old dilema of industrial policy. ADHEL 16(6) 
1986: 316-318 

Dod, Pater. Strategic decisions on the development of the 
aluminium industry. (Tr. by Paul Hare). liIatekon XVIII (2) 
Winter 1981-.82: 3-:18 . 
Hungarian aluminium industry. It is a traditional branch 
based on domestic mineral resources. It is a characteristic 
feature of the aluminilli~ industry at every stage of production 
that a significant proportion of the products can be exported 
and imported. Mouel for making strategic decisions. 

Bokor, J. ADSDES XI(3) (64) May 1961: 63 
A department head at the 1tlnistry of Finance describes the 
current process of decentraliSing the institutior.al structure 
of ind us try. 

Donto, L. and Csemniczky~ J. Industriel develbpment in the 
period of the seventh ~'ive-Year plan. ADHElL 16(6) 1986: 
204-:212 

Dossanyi, Xatalin. ADSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 53 
A number of grave failures in the manufacturing industries and 
Hungary mi~ht Slip from tho group of industrially medium-:rate 
countries ~nto that of the developing ones. 
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Bossanyi, Katalin. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 62 
The article analyses the government1s resolution on streamlin
ing the metallurgical industry by winding up some unprofitable 
plants and by selectively developing others. 

Breitner, Miklos. A review of the construction industry • 
. AB}~L 16(1) 1986: 88-90 

• Young Hungarian hackers. NHQ XX\~(99) Autumn 1985: 110-117. 
Computer industry. 

Daboczi, M. and Ban, E. Hungary1s electronics industry in the 
early eighties. ABBEL 17(3) 1987: 230-231 

Data of, the construction industry, 1976-1980. ABHEL 11(5) 1981: 
227-231 

Deak, A. Four decades of the Hungarian industry. ABHEL 15(2) 
1985: . 206-208 

Deak, J. Organizational changes of the 1980 l s in tho state 
industry. AB}~L If(2) 1987: 333-335 

Farkas~ J. Socia-economic obstacles to innovation. 
14(5} 1984: 41-47 

Farkas-Kovacs, J. K. The situation of the furniture 
, the beginning of the Sixth Five-Year plan period. 

14(1) 1984: 55-57 

ABHEL 

industry at 
ABHEL 

'Fazekas-:.Konczol, E. Strategy and marketing at Taurus Hungarian 
Rubber Works. HEH (1) 1987: 13-15 

Gacs, Janos. Passive purchasing behaviour and possibilities of 
adjustment in the Hungarian industry. AO 28(3-:.4) 1982:337-:349 
Elements of an active purchasing activity. Characterization 
of procurement activity in Hungary. Direct knowledge of the 
market. Characteristics of purchasing-: technical parameters, 
terms of delivery, scheduling, price, etc. A balance between 
requirements of a stable, unchanged and theensting most 
efficient purchasing. Intensive but'passive purchasing 
activi ty. Pur'chasing and adjustment. . ' 

---. Planning and adjustment policy changes in the development 
"' of the building materiaJs industry. EEE XXI(3-4) Spring-

Summer 1983: 105-124 , " 
The'role of supply in industrial development. Historical 
survey. Interrelationship between shortage" and development. 
Difficulties of pla~ing on the demand side. The develop
ment of cement production and consumption'from 1964 to 1973. 
Balanced development or wide fluctuations. The means of 
adjustment. The possibility of Ehange. 

Hegedus, M~ Interrelations" between Hungary1s industrial policy 
and tne changes in oil prices. ABHEL 17(2) 1987:319-:321 
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Holtzer; L. Irmovation in the Hungarian e!lgineering industry. 
AO 24l1~2) 1980: 139~149 
The article is concerned with the lifetime and rate of replace
ment of the Hungarian engineering products and within it of 
those turned out by the telecommunication technique, vacuum 
technique and precision engin~Qring industries. It proves 
with statistical data series that the age composition end 
replacement rate of the products are not satisfactory. The 
neglect of irmovation may be decisive for the standards of 
an economy and standards can be improved also through more 
intensive research and development activities. Statistics. . . 

Hungaty. ET 300 16th Aug 1986: 31~32 
Coal industry- modernising. . . 

Inzelt, A. Eoonomic sensitivity in technologica.l development 
in Hung ary.. A.O 28 (1-:2) 1982: 87-52. . . 
This article sets out to deal with two fields of irmovation . • introduction of new products and new technolog:i.cal processes. 
To what extent the expected economic results are considered 
in the deciSion-making process of Hungarian enterprises when 
new prodUcts or production processes are in question? The 
experience of enterprises. It seems that the enterprises 
are not sufficiently interested in the economic success of 
the.rese~ch and development actions. 

Kadar, Bela. Changes in the world economic environment and 
Hungarian industry. AO 30(1) 1983: 111-127 
The external conditions for the development of the Hungarian 
industry changed in the past decade in an unfavourable direc~ 
tion in the division of labour both wi th the CMEA, and the 
OECD countries as well as with the developing ones. In con
sequence of the losses dLl.O to deterioration in the terms of 
trade, structural tensions, limitations to purchases! pro
blems of economic policy, ~t has become pressing to rurther 
improve the systens of development, goa1s~ instruments , and 
organization of the Hungarian industry with a view to the 
requirements derivin~ from the changes in the world economic 
environment. . . 

---~ Four decades of Hungary's industrial development 
as reflected by the world economy. ABHEL 15(2) 1985:199-201 

~~-. Hungarian industrial development in the light of world 
economic changes. AD 34(3~4) 1985: 241-262 
Examining the export performance of the Hungarian industry 
and the chan~es in its international environment the article 
looks back to several decades. Inspite Of its dynamic deve
lopment even by international comparison, the structure of 
industry is 1ess·and less adjusting to the structural changes 
in world economy. A material and energy intensive production 
has developed Which hardly relies on the growth potential 
of. the country. The Nlative positions and industrial terms 
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of trade of the country have deteriorated in tho international 
industrial division of labour ond the foreign exch:ml'!e receipts 
per ur~t of product show ~1 Q~nvourable development: The 
author urges the elcboration and consistent impiementation 
of a strategy aimed at adjustment to changes in world economy 
and at an industrialization increasing the value added. 

Kadar. Dela. Hungari:m industril:J. policy in the eighties. NH~ 
XXIV(92) Winter 1983: 45-61 
Production structure. The nature of the limitations of per~ 
formance. Hungary's industrial strategy in the 1900s. 

• World economic challenges and Hungarian industrial develop
ment. 1m (2) 1983: 9-12 

Kapolyi, Laszlo. ADSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 59 
The Minister of Indnstry afialyses how his portfolio can res
pond to the present,dny technological challenge against the 
background of diminishing invGstment funds, a smaller work~ 
force and idle mnchinery. 

---. Devebpment of the Hung['.l'ion industry Wltil the turn Of 
the century. ABREL 17(3) 1987: 128-144 

Kertesi, G •. Two types 'of developm,mt ofsmnll-scale industry 
in Hungary. AD 28(1-2) 1982: 71-86 
The number of small enterprises has been decreasing for some 
time. The study is en attempt to explain this through the 
commodity producing industrinl·cooperntives. Plcmt size. 
Product·pattern. Organiz~tion. Inter-enterprise relations. 
Markets. Investment. Finoncing. Rclati:ll1s with the D.utho
rities. Technology. 1bnpower management. Wage policy. 
Monagement. Chances for survivnl. The extensive type of 
cooperatives which are inclined to swallow up other small 
cooperati vas are likely to succeed because the authorities 
support it~ The intensive type of cooperatives, on the, 
other hond, arc often defenceless owing to its internal stra
tegy and external relations. 

Kollath, Gyorgy. Energy and material intensive industries. 
HBH (2) 1985: 23-26 
Changed role of the said industries in world trade. Techno
logical development~ stool, aluminium, chemcial industries. 
Intensified co~operation. 

- __ • Opoortunities for co~operation in the field of electro~ 
Dics and computer engineering. HBH (4) 1985: 22~25 

Konya L. Income regulation of sm~ll industrial cooperatives 
in hungary. AO 28(3-4) 1982: 363-374 
The centralization of the orga.'1izatibnal structure of the 
Hun~arian industrv impedes the growth of favourable effects 
of the system of control nnd regulation. At the same time, 
the system of economic control and management itself hinders 
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the :f::lrmati::ln o:f :flexible small orgonizationsand within it 
the :foundation o:f small industrial cooperatives. What is re
qlured o:f the income control system o:f small cooperatives? . 
Net income regulation. Dvm resources o:f development und 
reS:3rves. 

Kozma, Judit. ADSEES XVI (3) (80) 1986: 57 
Tfie Industrial Committe.;, o:f the National Assembly on the pro",: 
b1ems o:f the pharmaceutical industry, one o:f the success:ful 
sectors o:f the economy. 

Loki, M~ End-year rush-vfork in Hungal'ia.'1. industry and foreign 
trade. AO 25(1-2) 1980: 37-65 
The study exo.mines a specific :fluctuation in the performance 
of industrial enterprises. On the basis of analysis o:f sta
tistical datn and personal investigations ~o in 16 industri
al and :foreign trade enterprises the author comes to the con
clusion that the direct reasons :for rush-work have survived 
also a:fter the 1968 re:forms. It is still the speci:fic 
market situation where sellers have advantages while buyers 
are de:fenOeless. 

---. Growth and :flexibility: 
manu:facturing co-operative. 
170-187 

the case o:f a trans:former-
J~~~ XXI(3~4) Spring~Summer 1983= 

---. Liquidation and merger in the Hungarian industry. (a 
statistical analysis). AO 28(1-2) 1982: 87~108 . 
Long-term processes in the published time series. Liquidations 
and mergers in the seventies. The growth properties o:f enter
prises taking part in the mergers. Pro:fitability. Pro:fit 
per unit o:f capital in the enginee~ing enterprises cf:fected 
by the mergers. S ubsid~' pel' unit o:f capital in the merged 
ent~rprises o:f the engineering industry. 

M. L. Smull is beautiful. NHQ XXVIII(107) Autum..'1. 1987:96-:99 
Small flexible workshops contribute to improving the perfor
mance o:f ~he economy. 

Maj or, Ivan. Trans:formation o:f the product structure in a 
changing economic environment: license purchase by a tele~ 
communications enterprise. CE~ XXI(3~4) Spring~Summer 1983= 
144-162 
Economic-historical interrelationships. The antecedents 
and circumstances· o:fthe license purchase. The search :for 
sui table licenses. The debate about the license purchase. 
Ambitio~~ and achievements. 

Marias, A., et 01. Orgc.nizati6n o:f large industrial enterprises 
in Hungary: a comparative analysis. -AO 27(3-4) 1981:327-342 
l~count o:f an empirical anal~rsis of organization conducted 
in sixty large Hun~arian indust~ial enterprises. 

Marjro., Jozsef. SCience to increase the performance o:f the 
national economy_ Thm (4) 1984: 1r8 
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lITI. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) M8Y 1984: 55 
The Council of Ministers discussed a reoort on the implementa
tion of the programme of the development of the aluminium indus
try, and decided to terminate it by the end of 1983. 

Nyers, J. Comparis on of the producti vi ty levels of Austrian 
and Hungarian industry: methods and results. RIW 28(4) Dec 
1982: 431-447 
International comparisons have formed an integral part or the 
long run progralllme of Hungarian industrial statistics since 
the early 1960s. Measuremcmt of output and input, and the· 
investigation of p~oductivity factors. Extrapolation of pre
dllctivity indices. The rosults of comparisons coveril~ indus
try as a·whole. Cooparison of the level of productivity of 
the food l beverages and tobacco industries metallurgy and 
enginecr~ne industry such as manufacture of fabricated metal 
products, machinery ru1d equipment. 

• Hungarian ferrous metallurgy in international comparison. 
AO 29(1-2) 1982: 167-118 
Problems of energy and ore suoply. The production programme. 
Problem of the product-mix. Prospects of Western exports. 
SubSidies to ferrous metallurgy. Measures taken for securing 
the high internal prices and restricting imports. The profita
bility problems can not be expected to be solved by the indus
try, as it is lagging behind in technological developmen~ level. 

---. Hungarian iron metallurgy in international comparison. 
ABHEL 12(1) 1982: 221-222 

_.' The role of CMEA co-operations in Hungarian industrial 
development. ABHEL 15(2) 1985: 202-203 

Nyitrai, Ferenc. On the road to strea~lining the industrial 
structure. Nfl 20(8) Aug 1981: 5~6 
First phase of madernization. Shift in product patterns. 

Nyitrai, V. Industrial structure and structural change in 
Hungary. AO 31(3~4) 1983: 175-195 
Concepts. International experience and tendencies. Hungarian 
exoeriences in the structural transformation during the years 
that have passM since changing the path. Development of 
input industry. Impact of the central development proje cts 
on structural transformation. Further ways of structural 
development. The article establishes that the combination 
of the instruments of control with the central development 
projects and with the active initiative of the enterprises 
leads to the transformation in structure necessary for the . 
lasting increase of efficiency in the macro-and microspheres. 

Orosz 1 L~ 
pohcy. 

The strategic aims of the Hungarian industrial, 
ABHEL 17(1) 1987: 304c306 
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Papanek, G. "Medium term" planning in the Hungarian industrial 
enterprises (a research report). AO 33(3-4) 1984: 361-375 
Thn time horizons of planning. Role of the plans. Causes of 
the narrowing role. The subjects analysed in the plans. 
Methods of planning. 

Romah, Z. "The conditions of market competition in the Hungarian 
industry. AO 34(1~2) 1985: 79-97 
The author discusses the existence of lack of market competi
tion. In his empirical anulysis he relies upon the indicators 
characterizing the market share of tho largest producers as 
well as the number of independent economi6 units taking part 
in the production of 637 commodity groups. He also analyses 
the effect on competitiveness exerted by foreign trade, taking 
into account the share of export-oriented production of the 
enterprises and tho effects of competitiveness affected by the 
imports on the home market. Finally the possibilities to stre~ 
ngthen market competition is treated. General system of condi~ 
tions of market competition. Continuous analysis and streng
thening of the competitive position of the various branches 
and productive groups. 

Roman, Z. Critical issues of industrial restructuring in 
Hungary. ABEEL 17(6) 1987: 180-182 

• Industrial policy. ABEEL 11(5) 1981: 1~8 

Schweitzer, I~ On the economic nature of a shortage phenomenon. 
The spare parts problem in Hungary. AO 25(3-4) 1980:247-258 
The spare parts shortage. Factors of demand. Excess demand 
owing to the obsolescence of machines and equipment, country 
of origin and machinG type, malfunctioning of tho commercial 
organization of machine distribution. Supply side. Produc:
tiOR invol~os higher costs and other difficulties. Statistics. 

Solyom, J. ABSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 54 
On the prospects of overcoming the economic problems of the 
company, Csepel Muvek is one of tne most important engineering 
enterprises in the country. . 

. . 

S omlai, T.' 5i tuation and problems of the Hungarian electronic 
industry. ABEEL 16(6) 1986: 129-131 

Soos, Karoly.Attila. Technological level and economic effici
encv: investment decisions within the framework of a central 
development program. EEE XXI(3,4) Spring-Summer 1983:163-169 
In drawing up the details of the investment project, primary' 
significance was attached to securing the necessary manpower. 
Investment project to be implemented with the most modern 
technology and the least possible number of workers. The 
second stage of the central program of commercial vehicle 
development. 

The standard and development of Hungarian industry in interna
tional comparison, 1970-1983. ABEEL 15(4) 1985: 150,153 
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Sutheot S. Modernization of the ,reduction pattern in: industry. 
ABBE 17(1) 1987: 297~299 

Szabo, IllIl'e. Structure of the Hungarian light industry. 1m 
(1) 1983: 12-:16 
Importanc0 and management of' light industry. Primary product 
pattern. Economic efficiency. Co-operatives. 

SzekerJ Gy. Industrial development- technological develooment. 
ABHEL 12(3) 1982: 84-:91 . '-

Takacs, L. The results of the government progrrua~e for the 
a1umini urn ind us try. ABHEL l5( 4) 1985: 266-:268 

Tarnok, Eva and Vince, Peter. Organized uncertainty. EEE 
XXI(S-:4) Spring-Summer 1983: 125-143 
On the centra~ development programme for commercial vehiCle 
production.' The history of gearbox production. The 1965-:71 
inves~ments. Consequences of tho investment- economic problems. 
The Dosition of HAFE after modification of the commercial 
vehicle programme. Rationalization. An emergency break in 
technological development. The survival of uncertainty. 

Tatai, Z. Industrialization in the villages. AO 24(1-2) 1980: 
169-180 
Non-:agricultural activities of large farms. Transformatibn 
of rural industry. Need for rural industrial development. 
Rural industry and infrastructure. Rural industrial plants 
and the settlements. Villages growing into towns. Statistics. 

• Transformation cif the regional structure.. of the Hungarian 
ind us try. ABHEL 14 (6) 1984: 34-:40 

, 

Vajd~J Gy. Forty years of progress in Hungarian industry. 
ABlili<L 15(2) 1985: 109-111 . . · . , 

• The situation and prospects of the heavy electrical 
ind,ilstry in Hungary. ABHEL 14(5) 1984: 208-210 

Vamos, T. Problems and responses in the mirror of technical 
progre,ss in Hungary during the last forty years. AO 34(3-4) 
1985: 219-:240 
Tho history of technical progress in Hungary in the last four 
decades has been'closely related to the history of the industry 
itself. Various periods in history are analysed. Problems 
and solutions indicate further development of the reforms 
and stimUlate processes likely to create a favouragle environ-: 
mente The crucial points of the process are the technical 
professionals, professlonlll training, new technology and 
ind~str~al Infrastru.cturc. 

Var,..a' G'r. The long-tun development of Hungarian industry. 
(;utlines of an approach to industrial policy). AD 32(1-:2) 
1984: 91-112 
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The study sets out from an evaluation of the present situation 
of Hungarian industry. The weak points ar the industry are: 
the relatively large ratio of nonconvertible capacities, tho 
emergence' of so-called IItechnical is lands II • its high energy 
intensity, etc. Industrial policy based on development of 
the branches ~f industry- this . policy is challenged. The 
auth~r prop~ses t~ seloct s~-called functional inn~vation
technological priorities that will promote the flexible adjust~ 
ment of manufacturing, the. reduction of capital intensity" and 
the cr?ation of conditions for a 'market-oriented policy'. 
On nat10nul economic level not the setting of ifidividual con
crete targets has to be aim&d at ,but rather the road leading' 
to the main strategic ,objective, that is,tne. operational condi-
tions of industry to be well elaborated. .. 

Varga, I. 'Two decades of the development of the chemical 
industry. ABEEL 11(2) 1981: 268-270 

Views on the Five-Year plnn of the chemical industry •. ABHEL 
16(1) 1986: 153 . , . , 

Yearbook of construction industry statistics, 1982, 1984. 
ABHEL 14(1) 1984: 15-18; 15(6) 1985: 268~273 

Yearbook of construction statistics, 1983. ABHEL 14(6) 1984: 
253-257 

Yearbook of industrial statistics, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984
1 

1985, 
1986. ABHEL 11(6) 1981: 102-106; 12(6) 1982: 139-142; 4(6) 
1984: 248-253; 15(6) 1985: 263-268; 16(6) 1986: 63-.69; 17(5) 
1987: 142-147 

Poland -
ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jnn 1982: 61 

The merging of three minis tries, heavy indus try, en:rineering, 
metallurgy, has been approved by a Commission of the National 
Assembly; this will create thO largest business sector ,in tho 
Polish economy of some 1.6 a~. employees in 500 enterprises. 

-~ XV(3) (76) May 1995: 74 
An analysis of the 692 Polonia firms in Poland, 491 of which 
were active in 1983. 

--~ XVII (2) (82) 1987: 81 
A report on the development of a process producing liquid 
fuels from low quality coal, mainly petrol for use in com
bus ti on engines •. 

Coa1-minin3 machinery industry. PEN 20(562) 30 Oct 1985:3~5 

Copper industry in Poland. PEN 19(561) 15 90$ 1985:, 2-3 
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Felb~, Stefan and Polec, Wojciech. Increasing mechanization 
and efficiency. (Tr. by D~n Hank). BEE XXI(1) Fall 1982:17~38 
General conSiderations. Calculating the indicator of the extre~ 
me degree of manpower substitution by investment capital. Sur~ 
veyof the types of technical advancement in socialized indus
try. Permissible growth rate-of mechanization in successive 

. periods _ ~f Llulti:-annual p,lans.· 

Gesing A. ABSEES XVII (2) (S2) 1987: 79 
Abou{ 60 tonnes of fuel oil leaked into the river Oder. About 
850 p~rsons ~_re employed in the clearing operationo. 

Glikman, Pawel. Assessing tho effectiveness of scientific~ 
technological ventures. (Tr. by Teres 11 Fallenbuchl). EEE 
XXVI(l) Fall 1987: 88-104 

Kemme~ David M. The-failure of effective technological transfer 
in I'olish industr.r • EP 21(1) 1987: 1-12 
Contral plnnners in Poland have continuously emphasized the 
importance of increasing factor productivity as a major goal of 
Polish development policy. A development strategy which counted 
on import of more technologically advanced machinery and equip~ 
ment and purchase of licenses and production processes from 
the West which was expected to generate an increase in joint 
factor productivity due to technological change. Empirical 
analysis, however, indicates that there was no effective trans-

- fer of the technology. Joint factor productivity for total 
industry ~emained unchanged. The results indicate that systemic 
factors such as central planning, managerial inhibitions, and 
supply bottlenecks out-weighed any potential increase in factor 
productivity as a result of technological transfer. 

Krajewski, Stefan. Constraintu on the options for technological 
development strategies of economic organizations. (Tr. by 
Teresa Fallenbuchl). EEE XXVI (1) Fall 1987: 72-87 
Factors in selecting the optimal strategy for technological 
progress of economic organizations. Various strategies of tech
nological progress. 

Marcisz, I. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 64 
The major difficulties of the pharmaceutical industry. 

Marek, Misiak. ABSEES XVII (1) (8l) 1987: 74 
The author reviews information, now published for the third 
year on the _ to~ 500 Polis h firms. 

Naleszk~wicz, R. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 79 
The FSO party organization holds a report- back conference 
at the motor-vehicle plant where a number of problems are aired. 

Polish building machines industry. PEN 18(560) 30 Sept 1985:3~6 

Polis h machine tool indus try. PEN 20 (562) 30 Oct 1985: 5~6 
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Results of shipbuilding industry. PEN 4(570) 28 Feb 1986:2~3 

Stepien, S. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 63 
The Polish electronics industry is in a critical state. 

Tabaczynski, Eugeniusz. Export-oriented changes in Polish indus
try. (Tr. by Teresa Fallenbuchl). EEE XXV(3) Spring 1987:8~92 
Importance of structural changes in Poland's specialization 
for the expansion of profitable exports. 'Methodological proble
ms. Directions of technological progress. Systemic determi
nants. 

Textile machinery industry in Poland. 
2-4 

PEN 17(559) 14 Sept 1985: 

Specialization and co-operation. Export of textile machines. 
Program for development and intensification of production till 
1990. 

Wrobel, Z. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 80 
A repart ott the activity of Polish shipyards in 1986; 52 ships 
Vlere built~ 

Zicminski, A. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 68 
ShoEtage of paints; a discussion in two factories blames lack 
basic matefiuls, low productivity of labour and the priority 
of exports. 

Zmuda, A. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 84 
The coment industry is in disarray and needs to be reorganized. 

Romania 
...---,-.. - --
ABSEES XII(2)(66) ,Jan 1982: 70 

Report on the establishment of the Centrsl Ministry of Indus
trial Construction; 22% new production'capacities began to 
operate in 1981; some statistical data. 

-~~ XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 72 
Short report on overfulfilment Of the 1981 plan in the machine 
tools and electrical industries. 

-~~ XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 75 
Comparison of Romanian industry 30 years agb and at the present 
time, data on growth in some sectors. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 75 
, Programme of improvement in the technicsl and qualitative level 

of Romanian made products relative to world levels. 

--- XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 79 
Statistical data on the growth of Romanian industry during 
the industrLalizationperiod 1948-1984; some ~ranches grow 
1,200 times. 
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ROMANIA 

--- XVlI(2) (82) 1987: 86 
An editorial article on the development of .the Romanian che
mical and petrochemical industries. 

Agachi~ N~ ABSEES XI (3)(64) May 1981: 75 
The performance of, and the prospects for Romanian metallurgical 
production arc discussed. _ 

Anustusiu, D. ABSEES XVI(l)(78) Jan 1986: 86 
Romanian scientific and technological research has reached high 
levels, comparable with tho world level, in po.rticular in the 
branch machine tools of small or medium series. 

~tnnusiu, Gh. and Stefan, S. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 83 
Now industry cstablish0d in AlcxDndria after Second World War. 

Carlan, C. ABSEES XVI(3)(00) 1986: 73 
Analytical ~~d critical assessment of production of tubes of 
various sorts in Romani~~ industry. 

Constantin, D. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 77 
Survey of the dynamic Romanianchemcial industry; it is claimed 
that it has grown over 1200 times since 1945. 

• ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 80 
The Romanian chewical and petrochemical industry represents 20% 
of total Romani~~ industrial production and 25% of exports. 

Effects of new technologies. 
1985: 40-41 

SLB (1) Mar 1984: 24-25; (1) Mar 

Romw.ia: Five-yel?r progr."1lIIIle emphnsises role of new technology. 
Computeris~tion at district level. 

Georgescu, D.M. Cybernetization and robotization of the operating 
processes in the wood and building materials industry. ECECSR 
XXI n) 1986: 55-68 

Homos, Tudor and Constantin, Dumitru. Specialization, cooperation, 
and integration in production and intensive economic development. 
(Tr. by G~org() Campeanu). EEE XXV(a) Spring 1987: 109-116 
Problem of improving the specialization, cooperation l and inte-. 
gration of industrial production M a condition for 'Che shift 
to an intensive pattern of development in Romania. 

Ionescu, N. .~EES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 71 
Report on tho Plenary Session of the National Council for Sci
ence and 'Technology, with some statistical data concerning the 
results achieved in industry. 

Lazar I. lJ3SEES XVII(l)(8l) 1987: 82 
Smail-scale industry, organized in co-operatives, plays an imp~ 
ortant rble in increasing ex~orts; the experience of craf~smen 
in Dih~r district is reportea. 
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Mantu, E. f~EES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 80 

Short report on the "development of tho Romanian pharmaceutical 
industry ~etween 1965 and 1980, with som" statisticnl data. 

Petrescu, B. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 81 
Article by the General Director of the Central Institute of 
Economi~ Rese~xch on industrialization in the p~st-war period. 

Sava, Dan. Technologicnl progrcss- the baSic factor in the inten
sive development of industry. (Tr. by George Compeanu). ~F.E 
XXVI(l) Fall 1987: 34-40 
The industrial structuro: effect and stimulus of scientific
technological progress. Wide terrain for creativ~ advaacement. 

Serbru1 R. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 86 
Dot~ls of projected improvement in the supply of consumer 
goods by 1990. 

Tanasache, I. and Christian, S. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan"1985: 76 
Review of the development of Romanian industry over tho last 40 
years, -in particular of the steel industry with its center in 
Galati • 

• 
_. _. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985= 83 
Roview of the Romanian shipbuilding industry over the last 40 
years. 

Tomceanu, T. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 77 
Short note on the processing of industries and on development 
plans of tho primary sector in Romanian industry. 

Yugoslavi~ 

lillSEES- XIII (1){68) Sept 1982: 85 
Slow progress in building gas pipelines in Belgrade has high~ 
lighted the gross underutilisati~n of equipment in Yugoslav indus
try. 

--- XIV(S)(73) May 1984: 81 
Despite the unfavouxabl~ world situation Yugoslav Shipbuilders 
have full orders booked. 

--- XVI(2)(79) 1986: 88 
For Yugoslav shipbuilders 1985 was one of the busiest and most 
profitable years. 

--- XVI(30(80) 1986: 81 
Yugoslavia is to build 32 ships worth ~520 ron for foreign 
customers in 1986. 

--- XVII(3)(83) 1987: 96 
Data"on indus~rinl performance for the first fiVe months of 
1987. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

Acimovic, Vltor. Production :md consumption 'of fertilizers, 
1975-1982. YS XXIV(3) Au~ '1983: 47-58 
Slow rise in production p~d consumption of fertilizers. Manu
facturers and plants.' Raw materiels. Production. Imports and 
exports. Consumption. 

Antanaskovic, Srboljub. 
1986: 89-104 

The passenger car industry. YS :XXVII (2) 

Manufacturers and production programmes. 
gramme. Complementary programme. Total 
The market. 

Basic production pro
volume of production. 

Bohatjuk, Nada'and Koman; Andrej. The textile and garment indus~ 
try,1977-82. YS XXV(4) Nov 1984: 87-100 . 
Manufacturers and employment. Investment and caoital·intensity. 
Production. Sales in domest~c market.' Export-import. . 

Buildingl 1970~1980, 1973-1983. YS :XXIII(2) May 1982: 153~154; 
XXVI (2) May 1985: l55~157 
Only statistical data. 

Burkett, John P. Search, selection, and shortage in an industry 
composed of labour-managed firms. JCE le(l) Mar 1986: 26-40 
Survey of the literature. Evolutionary models of an industry 
composed of labour-managed firms are constructed. In these 
models search or selection processes determine. what production 
techniques are used. If certain types of subSidies are intro
duced into these models shortage in the sense of Kornai results. 
HoW search and selection processes promote use 6f cost-minimiz~ 
~ngtechniques and how subsidies ma:r stifle or deflect these 
processes is investigated through ten propositions. These 
propositions are applied to illuminate Yueoslavia1s slow adjust
ment to increases in the relative price of oil. 

Cerma~J-Nedeljko. Industrfal fruit and vegetable processing. 
YS ~I(2) May 1981: 93-100 . 
Production- manufacturers, raw·materiaJ.s, quality and range of 
products. Exports and imports. Stai1sti~s. 

Civil engineering industry- special report. YER (3) 1985:37~44 
Regional distribution. Building construction. Civil'engine~ 
ering projects. Waterworks projects. Urban planning. Con~ 
suIting. Yugoslav companies among the leading world constru~ 
ctors •. 

Connock Michael. A note on industrial efficiency in Yugoslav 
regio~s: some electrical evidence. SS XXXIV(l) Jan 1982:86-95 
While the south region is on balance les~ efficient than the 
north region a blanket cOndemnation of southern industry as 
inefficient ~ould be highly unjust. ·There are substantial 
areas where tho south is mqrc efficient than the north, er. 
not much less efficient. The overall picture of the south ~s 
blackened by conspicuouS waste in particular cases.Statistics. 
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Drulovic, Milosav. Some aspects of technological innovation policy. 
EEM: XX~3-:4) Spring-Swnmer'1982: 200-214 
Technological development, indicators and policy. Influence of 
equipment imports. OrRanizing complex systems based on produc
tion chains. Problems of structure and criteria involved in 
formulating research programs. Long~term planning and education 
under the conditions of technological change. Organizing com-: 
posite organizations of associated" labour-: a new quality in 
mana~ing te~hnological innovations~ . 

Copper, steel, and industrial valves. YER (12) 1985: 27-:37 

Devalopment programme of micro-electronics in Yugoslavia-:' on the 
threshold of a new epoch. YER (10) 1985: ~12 

Dogandzic, Stanoje..Appraisal of the present development and 
structural changes· in tho industry of the Socialist Autonomous 
Province of Kosovo. RIA ~::XXIII(784) 5th Dec 1982: 16-:20 
Examination of the substance of overall industrial development. 
Dynamics of social product and national income. Industrial 
output and fixed assets in industry. Labour productivity and 
employment in industry. Association of labour and resources. 
Structural changes in the economy of Kosovo. Structural 
changes within industry. . , 

E;ric, Milan, et ale Identifi~ation of cycles in Yugoslav industry 
during the pe~iod 1953-:1982. BEE XXV(2) Winter 1986-:87:100-123 
The definition, identification, and method of analysing cycles 
of industrial production. Results"and analysis. Comparison 
with tho analysis of Branko Horvat. An international compar~
son of business cycles. 

. " 

Estrin, Saul. "The effects of self-management on Yugoslav indus",,: 
trial growth. SS XXXIV(l) Jan 1982: 69-85 .' 
Widely noted change in the pace of growth after 1965. Pattern 
of-development altered Significantly after the introduction of 
self-management. The choice of technique shifted towards more 
capital-:intensive and labour productive methods in tho aggre-: 
gate and in each industrial branch. Statistics. 

Farm machinery and equipment- a special report. YER (4) 1985:21-:26 

Guzina, R. AESEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 78 
Industry is going .through difficult times and energotic ocono-: 
mic policy Iileasures arE! required to recover rapidly falling 
output. . 

Industry, 1977-1980, 1980-1983, 1983-:1986. YS XXII(2) May 1981: 
143-:144; XXV(3) Aug 1984: 155-156; XXVIII(3) 1987= 157-158 
Statistics on outPl:1t of major industrial products. 

Kastrapeli, Miljenko. Maritime shipbuildine, 1961-:1980. 
YS XXIV(2) Mcy 1983: 85-98 
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Basic characteristics. Organization and production pr0grammes. 
Development or basic and other activities of large shipyards 
and small shipyards. Productivity. Personnel. Statistics. 

KostiC! Branko. Th~ aluminium industry, 1975-1981. 18 XXIV(l) 
Feb 983: 51-58 . 
Capacity and racilities. Production. Exports and imports. 
Dome~tic consumption. Basic development problems. 

Kruni.s... Milorad. The rolling st~ck industry, 1971-1980. 
18 ~I(2) May 1981: 77-84 " 
Manufacturers, racilitios and labour force. Production. 
E.'Cports and imports. Statistics. 

LokasJ __ ~~le. Smal1~s~cle industry~ towe~ds quicker development. 
YL ~(6~8) June~~~ 1986: 4 

Machine tool industry. YER (7) 1985: 23""34 

Majdanac, Stevan. Copper production and processing, 1976-1980. 
18 XXIII(l) Feb 1982: 99-110 
Ore reserves. Copper mines~ 
tion. Capacity utilizati:m. 
tions or ass ociated labour. 

capacity and facilities. 
Cons~pti6n. Exports. 

Statistics. 

Produc
Organiza-: 

Milosevic, Z. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 92 
The building and construction industries are going through 
a dirficult spell. 

" . 
Milovanovic. D. and Radicevic,"P. Strate~ic importance of 

industrial mineral resources. YER (2) 1985: 19-20 

Mtlutinovic, V. Production and utilization or industrial 
minerals. YER (2) 1985: 19 

Orescanin, Dusan. The pulp and paper industry, 1970-19~1. 18 
XXIV(3) Aug 1983: 59-68 
Manufacturers, capacity and invGstment. Production of mecha
nical and chemical wood pulp. Paper and " paperboard and manu~ 
factClres. Exports, imp,orts. Employment. Domestic consump:
tion. Research in laboratories. Basic problems. 

Petrovic~ Radmila and Rokvic, Miroslav. Secondary raw materials. 
18 XXIl. (3) Aug 1981: 91~100 
Collection and use or secondary raw materials. Scrap steel~ 
Non-rerrous metal scrap. Paper. Motor"and industrial oils. 
Rubber. Textiles. Imoorts and expirts. Measures to promote" 
collection and re-use or secondary raw materials. Statistics. 

Purgaric Marijan. River shipbuilding. YS XXVII (3) 1986:89-100 
Development. Shipyards manufact1lring new craft and ship equip
ment. "Repair and maintenance yards. Employment and"employed. 
Volume, structure of'production and services. Marke~supply 
.to ~oreign customers. Domestic market. 
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10. INDUSTRY. TECHNOLOGY 

Rodzic, Avdo. The furni tUl'O industry, 1970-1982. YS XXV(4) Nov 
1984: 75-86 
Manufacturers. Employment. Raw and" auxiliary material. Produc
tion. Sales on tho domostic market. 

SalDtic, D~ 
indus "try. 

Achiev~ments in the Yugoslav industrial minerals 
YER (2) 1985: 18 

Shipbuilding industry- special report. YER (1) 1985: 29-38 

Sitarski, P. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 89 
Yugoslavia needs t::J spend 1.5 bn dollar,s on development of the 
microelectronics industry ov~r the next eight years. 

, . 
Spasic Milan. Standardizati~n. YS XXIV(4) Nov 1983: 83-90 

Reguiation and implementation. International cooperation. Pro,,: 
vision of information on stnndardization. A special publica
tion, Katalog, which is every year issued by tho Federal Insti-, 
tution for standardiz~tion~ gives a survey of all Yugoslav 
stnndards, technical norms, quality norms and other related regu-
lations inforce. " 

Stefanovic, lI'dleva. The iron and stee~industry, 1976:--1982. YS 
XXV(l) Feb 1984: 97-108' 
Investment and capacity. Production. Imports, exports and 
aomestic consumption of steel. , 

Suscevic, Milan. Household appliances induStry, 1945-1986. YS 
XXVIII~3) 1987: 45-60 
In terms of volume, assortment ~~d export figures, the Yugoslav 
household appliancos industry ranks among the most important 
ones in Europe. ManQfactures and the production progr~ilffie. 
Volume of production. Exports and imports. 

" " " 

Tasic, Vlastimir. ProductionI"processing and consumption of non
met~llic minerals, 1976~198~. YS ,XXV(3) Aug 1984: 56-76 
Raw materin1s. Processing Exports, imports and domestic con
sumption. OrganiZations of l.ssocinted Labour., 

" " 

--- and TodorOVic, Milosnv. Glass production; and consumption. 
YS XXII(2)"Mny 1981: 85-92 
Production. '" DeSign of glass products. 
and imports~ atatis tics. 

, , 

Consumption. Exports 

TodorovicJ Ljubomir. The lead and zinc industry, 1969-1981. 
YS XXIIL(4) Nov 1982: 69-80 " 
Raw materio,ls. Size of facilities. Capacity a.tilizatio~. 
Production. Consumption. Exports and imports. 

Tomasevic, Vladimir. Production of commercial motor vehicles, 
1947-1982."YS XXIV(4) Nov 1983: 103-114 
Facilities. MMufo.cturers Dnd range of products. Output. 
Technic::.l nnd technological level of production. M~rketing. 
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S~e sales on the home market, virtually unaffected by competi~ 
ban from world !:lanufacturers had a s lowing effect on exports. 
In recent years, however, exports have begun to rise more 
quickly, although shipments of buses have declined significant~ 
ly, owing to a drop in output, the world recession and difficul
ties in the supply of raw and intermediate materials. The 
industry is faced with many difficulties primarily because of 
its great dependence on cooperation and assistance by foreign 
business partners from whom in the course of the seventies it 
bought licences for the manufacture of special types of vehicles 
of modern design. Difficulties in obtaining high-quality raYl 
and intermediate material. 

Vakanjac~ B. The industrial mineral resource base of Yugoslavia. 
YER (2) 1985: 20-21 . . 

Yokokura, Hiroynltl. Interindustry analysis and unit structure in 
the Yugos lav: economy. EAWM XXI (3) 1987: 313~332 
Concept of Ul'li t structure and the accepted theory of input-out
put analysis. Implications of unit structrnre. Vertically 
integrated sector. Data and results. Comparison of metallurgy 
between 1968 alD.d 1974. Comparison of manufo.cture of chemicals 
and paper. The amount of value adoedof metallurgy and of 
manufacture of chemicals and paper. Capital input structure 
of vertically integrated sector. 

Yugos lav chemical industry. YER (8) 1985: 21-27 
Goals and strategies of the long~term development; 

Yugoslav road and railway vehicles industry. YER (10) 1985:29-.36 

11. TRANSPORT. TOURISM 
(Including Communications) 

More tha.I'l;.pne country 

ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 45 
Recent CMEA agreements provide for the rationalisation of the 
rail network and the extension of facilit~es for motor traffic. 

!gerpres. AESEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 7G 
'Report on the 25th Session of the. COlllllCcnPostal and Te10 com-. 
munications Permanent Commission in Warsaw. The stage of com~ 
p1etion of the complex Comecon communications system was 
discus~ed ~ and plans for 1986-1990. 

Sriraman, S. Transport problems in the Soviet Bloc. (A review 
article). AV 27(4) Dec 1985: 378-392 
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11. TRANSPORT. TOURISM 

~u1garia 

ABSEES XII(3) (67) May 1982: 37 
Forthcoming new facilities in Bulgarian winter resorts. 

~-- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 32 
About road transport in Bulgaria during 1971-1982. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985: 32 
In Borovets, preparations have beon under way since summer. 
New establishments have opened. There is an organised apres
ski programme for tourists on package tours. 

~-- XVI (3) (80) 1986: 22 
Topical issues of telegraph and telephhne communications were 
discussed at a SessiOn of the Comecon Organization for communi
cations co-operation. 

--- XVI (3) (80) 1986: 31 
Bulgaria is amongst the countries in Europe with the most 
deve1op?d railway network. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 32 
To speed up passenger rail services a sophisticated electronic 
system has been put on trial, with a view to its gradual 
introduction. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 35 
A new prototype tram is tested, and appecrs promissing. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 36 
Bulgaria is to take part in the annual Turistika exhibition in 
Frankfurt in 1986. Balkan Turist will acquaint visitors with 
its vacation programme. 

Angelov, I. ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 40 
How Bulgaria tries to ado.pt some of its summer resorts to be 
used throughout the year • 

. Bnrbov~ Tom,q St. Increasing the profitability of railway trans:
port. .ABDSLE XXVI (2) 1983: 45-46 

Bonev, A. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 46 
A critical report on the state of camping grounds in Tolbl~hin, 
Varna, and Burgas district. 

Bulgaria and the world tourist industry. ENE XXVI 1985: 12 
Comparatively young tourist country but recently"has emerged 
among Europe IS ten most advanced tourist nations. 

. " 

Devedziev~.Marin St. 'Geography of transport in Bulgaria. 
ABBSLE 1UI.VII (3) 1984: 31~32 
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Editorial. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 30 
The v~t influx of tourists has a strong impact on the Balkan 
e?ono~es"where it"has progressed steadily despite world reces~ 
non and ~nflation. Bulgaria has -350 ,000 beds ,382 hotels, 
private lodgings and good resorts. 

Eftimov, G.ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 41 
Need to increase t0urism and to improve its facilities. 

Georgiev, Alexander. Bulgarian participation ifi,international 
ship~in~ organisations. ENB XXIV(lO) 1983: 1, 6 

llieva, N. ABSEES XV(!) (74) Sept 1984: 34 
B~lgaria:is one of the ten leading holiday countries in Europe, 
w~th 103,000 beds, 70,000 lots for camping and caravanning, 
over 150,000 beds in private lodgings. Apart from summer and 
winter resorts Bulgaria offers medical treatment in a number or 
holiday spots. 

Ivancheva, Irina. ADSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 38 
Subway constro.ction in Sofia started in March 1980 after long 
deliberntrons. -Existing roads cannot cope with the present 
immense traffiC, which necossitates the speedy construction of 
the tube. 

, . 

Karalyan, V. ABSE:!?S XVII (3) (83) 1987: 46 
The advances envis aged in Bulgarian telecommunications; renewal 
on a large scale, and-on a higher scientific and technical 
level,.is in prog~ess. . 

Kassnbov, Alexander. Favourable conditions for the development 
of tourism. $NB XXVII(ll) 1986: 1, 8 

Knchev, K. I~EES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 39 
Envisaged improvements in transport efficiency. 

Krusteva, L. bBSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 38 
Measures are to be taken at once to improve the passenger trans~ 
port situation in the capital. 

MJ~ Road Transport. E}m XXIII (10) 1982: 1, 4 
. -

Milcheva,~. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 33 . 
Sofia's second Five~Star hotel, the Sheraton Sofia Balkan Hotel 
has been oocned after thorough reconstruction and rc-equipment. . . . . 

Mutafciev Ljudmil II. Problems of the improvement in the united 
transpo;t system in the P.R. of Bulgaria. ABBSLB XXVI (1) 1983: 
4~49 

Nanev, Peter. f~EES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 35 
Spending one's holidny in a genuine farm house, in a village 
hUddled in the mountains, is becoming increasingly popular. 
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Nesterova, Z. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 37 
The new 'Riga Hotel' largest in Bulgaria is now rendy. 

Petrov, Milan. Characteristics of turnover of the production 
funds in trOJ."lsport. l.BBSLE XXX(2) 1987: 13-14 

Shatrov, C. ABSEES XII(2) (66) Jan 1982: 35 
Completion of a tunnel through tho mountains near tho t-awn of 
Ikhtiman , east' of Sofia as part of tho new motorway Belgrnde-
S ofin-Is'COlllbul. . . 

Simeonov, Stanco D. Technological ~d-economic investigations 
on planning and development of the rond network. ABBSLE 
XXVII(S) 1984: i33-34 

Simeonova, L. AE8EES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 31 
A new holiday village "Dyuni" is under construction. 

Stashimirovn, Nadin. ABS~S XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 35 
The French Tourist Ass oci nti on Tourismeet Travail is the biggest 
tourist association in France and has business contacts with 
Bulgaria since 1969. It offerS a choice of various Bulgarian 
tourist sites to its clientele. 

, , 

Tomcev, M., et al. The term for delivery of goods- a factor for 
increasing railway trnnsportations. ABBSIEXXV(3) ·1982: 32 

, , 

Ts~ov, Vnssi1. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jnn 1981: 34 
Report by the Minister of Transport about Bulgarian transport 
i~ 1980 nnd future plans. 

• J~EES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 30 
The achievements· of ' Bulgaria's transport system and plans for 
further improvement. 

Vnsilev, D. ~EES XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: 42 
Survey of the present state of the railway transport in 
Bulgaria and ~uture plans. 

Vnsileva, Kirka. Main trends of intensification Dn transport. 
IillBSLE XXVI(4) 1983: 41-:42 

V1o.dimirov J Zh. MlSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 31 
Imports of railway equipment from East Germany. 

Yo1ova, I. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 35 
Progress and hold-:ups in converting co~~ercial trucks trom 
petrol to diesel motors. 

Yonkbv, A. ABSEES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 32 
Developm~nt of the Bulgarian merchant fleet during the last 
90 yoars. • . 

Zagorov
i 

S. tofun and Ivanov J Peter. Water transport. ENE XXV 
(10) 984: 1 5 . 
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Zhe1ynzcov, H. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 31 
In the lost 25 yeurs intensive reconstruction and updating of 
rni1wuy) sea, river ~d road transport facilities has been 
under way in all Balkan countries so as to utilize the region1s 
enormous transit potential. 

Czechoslovakia -------.. -----_-.. --,;,..-
ABSEES XII(2) (66) Jan 1982: 42 
J~sessment of the p1nn fulfilment in transport in the first 
half of 1981. 

-~- XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 47 
Post and planned deve1op~ents in the tourist industry. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 39 ' 
Tourism as a factor in economic performance. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985: 43 
The Deputy Minister ~f Transport speaks about the tasks of 
the rnilwnys in 1985. 

--- XVI (2) (79) 1986: 45 
Members of Parlirunent have been on a fact-finding tour of t:rnns-:, 
port services. Rni1way and road transport briefly surveyed. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 46 
A survey of the unfavourable situation at present of con~Ufii~ 
cations in general and the telephone netWork in purticulur. 

Bur anc ok , J. l~EES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 48 
Plans to build a"now rnilway transit system between Cze¢hos1ova~ 
kin and the USSR. 

Fuk~~, V1adi~ir. Tasks of progressive conveyance systems in the 
trQ~portation s~stem of the state. CED (1) Jan 1986: 22",,:,32 

Habik, J. and Zeleny, J. ~EES XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 38 
A project"for water transport between Plzen and Prague is being 
looked at. 

Havrilla, J. ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 51 
Results of invostigations into the efficiency of Czechoslovak 
rond transport. 

, 
Husicka A. .r.BSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 39 

An ov~rview of the" situntion in transport, especially rail 
transport in 1982. 

Lescbtinn J. .r.BSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 39 
On bett~r utilization of road transport capacity. 
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MOjmir, Chalupa. ABSEES XVI (2)(79) 1986: 46 
A through river link fro~ the Baltic to Prague is being consi
dered ns a freight route. 

Pavel, F. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 43 
Public goods rond transport is more-effective than factory 
~ranspor~. CSAD and its Rctivities. 

Pechackovn, M. lJ3SEZS XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 39 
The contribution of international hotels of Prague to converti
ble currency earnings. 

Strnnsky, F. .lIl3SEES XI (3)(64) r:lny 1981: 48 
The -support document shows a plan of the motorway network of 
Czechos lovakia. -

Stransky, F. 
Tile cost of 
7.6 years. - -

.lIl3SEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 39 
Praha-Bratislavtl. motorway link will be recouped in 

Turaba, Leo. l~EES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 45 
A revHH'I of telecommunications work in Slovakia in too 7th 
Five~Year Plan with a look at the programme for 1990. 

~~_D~m.Q.~~~t1_CLI!.epUJ2.M.£ 

ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 49 
GDR transport services are under continuing pressure to extend 
their activities while reducing fuel consumption. Rationalisa~ 
tion of industrial delivery services and improved coordination 
be:tween rail and road are especially important. 

--- XI(3) (64) May 1981: 57 
The GDR Ministry of TransDort is currently implementing a 
policy of transferring freight from road to rail and inland 
waterways. An outline of rationale is given. 

--- XII(3)(o7) May 1982: 53 
. Some statistics on tourism in Enst Berlin in 1981. 

--- XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 55 
Report on modernisation of GDR merchant shipping. 

--- XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 48 
On the incrensing performance and importonce of the railweys, 
their modernisation and efficiency. 

--- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 48 
Reoort on a visit to Rostock by a delegation from Switter1and; 
facts on Rostock harbour &~d on the GDR merchant fleet. . 

--- XIV(3)(73) May 1984; 41 
The integr~tion of the CMEA economies is promoted by a 
centrally controlled rail-:freight system. As a supplier of 
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r~lling st'Jck tmd railwny equipment, tho GDR is strong:t.y in 
favoll.r of this. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jon 1986: 51 
Electrification of the GDR railway systom is continll.ing 300 kID 
being due for completion in 1985. 

--- XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 50 
Electrification 'Jf the rclil network is progressing according 
to plan. 

--- XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 50 
Holiday services in tho GDR are centralized ond highly subsidis
ed. Recent development of resorts. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 54 
Inlond navigation plays a key 1'010· in the GDR tronsport system. 

Acbi, Knthe. ABSEES XVI(l)(78) Jon 1986: 51 
Computers are now in \l'se on the inlond waterways network to 
achieve maximum Use of transport facilities. 

Bauerschmidt R. ABSEES XIII(l)(68) Sept 1982: 55 
Report on Inlond navigation, with some statistic~l data on fleet 
size and comparative tronsportcost. 

Forsterling, Ingrig. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 49 
The Berlin inlnnd port is cll.rrently being extended nnd improved. 

Jordan, Hans. ABSEES XII(2) (66) Jon 1982: 49 
Report on the si tuntion in commercial shipping services. 

--- ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 55 
Report en the growing transport by sea, and the rapid develop
ment of the Rostock harboll.r. 

--- ADSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 51 
The GDR merchnnt fleet, one of the Inrgest and most modern 
in the world is supported by up-to-date fac.ili ties at the 
ports of Rostock and Wismar. 

Klauss, M •. ADSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 49 
Reoort on the efficiency ::>f internal water trnnsport as compared 
with railways or truckS. 

Koch, Harry. ABSEES XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 50 
In order to meet the increased targets for freight transport 
on the inland waterways. an investment programme for vessels, 
inland ports and.facilities is being implemented. 

Korner Karl Heinz. ADSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 55 
The hnmway system is set to plny an incl'ee.singly important 
role in the GDR public trnnsport network. 
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Marbach, G. ABSEES XI (2) (63) Jan 1981: 50 
~~ outline of the GDR inland waterway system, with spacial 
reference to the Upper Elbe district and the port of Dresden. 

Mass ow ,U. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 48 
GDR shipyards have nn ambitious production programma for 1984, 
comprising 64 freighters and factory ships. In 1985 the pro
gro.mme will be reviewed to"incorporate new technology and tho 
results of market research. 

Matthias, Heinrich. 1illS3ES XVII (3){83) 1987: 62 
-Tho recently inauguruted train ferry between Mikran (CDR) and 
KlaiRodn (USSR) will be extended to six vessels by 1990. 

Russak, Eberhard. AESEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 57 
The electrificntion~Of th", railwny system is being given top 
priority in the GDR, "despite massive initinl inves.tment costs. 
High fuel savings erG envisugod, as well us improved traffic 
links between north and south. 

___ a .• ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 48 
A combined rail-road transport system is working well for the 
delivery of small, urgent conSignments to regular industrial 
custemers. 

---a A.1JSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 51 
Trru1spert .osts throughout GDR industry have be on lower in 
recent years despite rising production. Careful QIlalysis and 
the transfer of freight from road to rnil are responsible for 
this. 

Schultz, H. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 48 
Report on a new type of electric locomotive of the GDR railways, 
helping to lower electricnl energy clmsumption. 

---a l~EES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984= 54 
The newly electrified sectic~s of the Berlin commuter railway" 
systom increases capacity by 30% without additional workforce. 

Stanek, W. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 55 
Severe winter wGuthor has disrupted local passenger traffic 
networks in the GDR. Tho situnti::m has been nggravatod by the 
inc~eusing numbers of privute cars using the streets. 

Tnsche, J. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 47 
l~ticle by tho director of n transport combine enumerating ways 
to increase effectiveness ~nd suve fuel. 

H!lP$ar;'l 

lillSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 58 
Of a total of some"12.5 ron. tourists arriving in Hungary in the 
current sonson, 10.5 ron. will be from the socialist countries. 
Tourism declined as Hungnr~r became relatively more expensive tor 
visitors. 
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ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 65 
A graph on the number of goods vehicles, buses, and cars in 
1970 1 1975 and 1979 respectively, as announced by the Central 
Statlstical Office. 

--- XII(3) (67) May 1982: 61 
The 1981 results and 1982 prospects of tourism; some 15 mn. 
viSitors, includin~ 2.3 mn. from western countries, visited 
Hungary, and" the foreign cQrrency revenue was 20% higher 
than in 1980. More thrul 5.5 mn. Hungarians travelled &broad. 

--- XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982: 62 
Analysis of statistical data of foreign tourism in 1981. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 53 
Two reports on the perform:mce of the railway; whereas passen
ger traffic increased, goods transport fell behind. 

--- XV(S) (76) May 1985: 62 
Foreign tourism in Hungary during 1980-84. The number of 
tourists from non-socialist countries has grown, but from 
socialist countries has declined. 

--- XV(S) (76) May 1985: 63 
Hungarocamion Road Hauling Company- on its 1984 results and 
1985 plans. 

--- XV(4) (77) Sopt 1985: 59 
Report on the increasing passenger traffic on Hungarian rail
w~yS, and on their further electrification. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 65 
Report on the utilization of 8 bn forints worth of investments 
into the Hungarian railways in 1986. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 75 
Rep?rt on ~urther electrification of the railways. 

Antal, Aniko. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 60 
Do we need so mc...'1Y luxury hotels? The question raised in the 
headlines. The answer suggests that the costly investments 
nre yielding a SUbstantial profit. . -. .. 

__ •. ,ABSEES XVI (3)(80) 1986: 60 
Hungary hopes to increase her revenue from western tourism to 
850 million dollnrs by the year 2000; the article discusses 
the curront situation. 

• ABSEES XVII(l)(Sl) 1987: 64 
Tho current situation in foreign tourism in Hungary. 

___ • t..BSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 64 . 
Analysing foreign tourism in 1986, the report highlights the 
results of a very successful year with increasing numbers of 
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visitors spending more foreign exchange per head thfu! beforo. 

Jmtal, ~ko. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 73 
Short statistical survey of tourism in 1986, including some basic 
information on foreign. cxchnng\; quotas allocated to Hungarians 
travelling abroad. 

- -
Bajusz, Rezso. Services of the Hungarian state rcilways. HBH 

(4) 1985: 19-21 

--.:... S'ome problems of perspecti vo trnnsport development. .IlBBEL 
15(3) 1985: 164-:166 

Corporate strategies. (Interviews of authorities on tho related 
matters) HBR (1) 1987: 16-20 
Health tourism in Hungnry. Pilllllonia Hotel nnd Catering Company. 

Czegledi, J •. Hungarirul tourism developing favourably. ABBEL 12 
(1) 1982: 238-239 

---. Some issues of tourism in the eighties. ABHEL 14(1) 1984: 
276-278 

Dolecsko, K. APSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 65 
lIes Toth, Chnirmnn of the Hungarian Post reports to the National. 
i\ssembly on postal services and their long-term development, 
this being the first official statement on this issue since World 
war II. Shortag~ of telephone lines. 

Felfoldi, Janos. Economics of agricultural material transport 
in changing economic environment. BRIJ~ (52) 1982: 57-62 

Gal, Zsuzsa. ADSEES XV(2) (75) Jon 1985: 51 
The report in the trade union dni1y newspaper assesses very 
favourably the economic aspects of foreign tourism. 

---:. ADSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 74 
Wil1iba1d Pahr, Secretary General of the World Tourist Organi
zation, on what more might be done to further tourism in Hungary. 

---. Tourism- a mystery with riddles. AUBEL 17(6) 1987: 40-41 

JUh~2 Z.- Principles end practice of the Hungnria~ tourism policy. 
J~~L 14(5) 1984: 78-80 

Kallay O. hBSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 56 
Tho ~ead of the National Office of Tourism assesses the results 
of the main 1982 season~ 

Kallay, Oszknr. A ilurvey of tourism between Hungary and Austria. 
MH (1)-1982: 19-21 

Kapalyag, 1. .I'.IJSEES XI (3)( 64) May 1981: 65 
The report questions the reasons why the total of ' foreign visi
tors in Hungary WllS B% lower in 1980 than in 1979. 
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Karbuczky, I. Efficient development of tourism. ABBEL 15(2) 
1985: 123-125 

---. The'place and importance of active tourism in the national 
economy. ABBEL 17(3) 1987: 61-63 

---. Qualitative requirem~nts of Hunf£ary1s tourism. ABBEL 11(6) 
1981: 142-143 

Kolacsek, ~ ABSEES XlI (3) (67) M~y 1982: 61 
Problems of the tourist and hotel industry in respect of the 
incr~asing demand during the past 20 years, including its 
f,?re~gn currency earning potentials. 

---. Some timely problems of Hungary IS tourism. ABBEL 14(5) 
1984: 81-82 

---. Tourism and the hotel business in Hungary. ABBEL 12(1) 
1982: 42~43 

Lengyel, Marton. Hungary's international tourism in 1982. 
MH (3) 1983: 21-23 

Major, I. The mechanisms of the neglect of transport. ABBEL 
12(2) 1982: 148-150 

.• The reproduction of tensions in transport in Hungary. EP 
18(2) 1982: 85-100 
The principal determinants of transport performance. Cyclical 

.fluctuations of freight transport. Transport shortages as a 
product of planned economy relations. The concentrated and 
absolute transport shortages which appeared in previous periods 
were gradually replaced by more decentralized transport shorta~ 
ges of a structural character often'arising not in transport, 
but as tensions in materials supply, investment and foreign 
trade. The basic structure and fea~ures of the institutional 
and organizational system of the transport sector, e.g. , .. the 
administrative 1'010 of the ministry, the huge power of ibe 
transport monopolies, the lack of a transport market, the over 
emphasized role of poll tical rather than economic cr~ teria 
in investment decision-making, remained unchanged until 1982. 

---. TenSions in transportation and the development level of 
transport· in some socialist countries. AO 30(2) 1983: 221~240 
Is the Hu.'1garian transportation system and that of the European 
socialist countries backward relative to the economic develop:
ment of these countries? If so, what was the extent of this 
backwardness relative to the European capital1stcountries 
between 1960 and 1900? . Is it true that the sole reason of 
the regularly reproduced transportation tensions in the Euro",,: 
pean socialist count~ies is the backwardness of transportation, 
or has the high transport intensity of the socialist countries 
thn-"-Ol1erheated"demand for transport, at least an equal impact"? 
i'lhnt cc:3nonic processes boosted dona.'1d fbI' transport so high in 
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the socialist countries? The study endeavours to give answers to 
thes,J questions, mostly by means of international comparisons. 
Indicators of'backwardness. Development level of Hungarian rail" 
way transport. International comparison of road transport. De-" 
m1:lld for transport ond transport performances. Reasons for 
tr~~po~t shortages. 

Martont G. Fixed-asset management and self~~inancing in transport. 
ADEE ,14(3) 1~84: 198~200 

Meggyes, Istvan. Experiences and possibilities in East-West 
t9urism. HBH (2) 1987: 39-40 

-~-. International relations in Hungary's tourism. }ffiH,(l) 1986: 
39-41 
Sector of imoortance. Credit to the tune of 300 million US 
d91lal·s. Travel agencies. 

NTI. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 63 
'Report on tho activities of the Danubian Committeej tho 42nd' 
sessio~ held i~ BudapGst elected the new board of management. 

SZigethy, Andras. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 62 
The c.rticle analyses the problems of the roads and their freight 
transport, apart from very modest neW investments oaintenance 
of the existing road network is superficial, and deterioration 
of the stock of lorries in serVice is one of the costly consc~ 
q\,lClnCeS afflicting the economy. 

---.ABSEES XVI (3) (80) 1986: 60 
Lnjos Urban, Minister of Transport, interviewed about the pro~ 
bIens ~d,potentials of public tronsport. 

Szunyogh, S. ABSEBS XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 56 
Report on reil services, fo!lowing the 100% fare incrense from 
1 ~eptember 1982. 

Takacs 1 J. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 56 
Detmled half-yearly analysis of foreign tourism. 

T~uas, Ervin. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 58 . ' 
Istvan Meggyes, hend of tho Nc.tional Tourist Board, speaks about 
his plms to increase both the nunber of ' foreign vlsito.t's and 
thc,qu~lity of their hol~days in Hungary. 

Timar, J. About co~~uting. AO 25(1~2) 1983: 67~80 ' 
The study reviews the data on commuting in Hungary. It points 
out the ~elative backward-conditiJns of transportation. 

Toth Jeno. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 61 
Interview with Ferenc Koszorus, general secretary of the Rai 1~ 
wnymen's Trade Union, on'the disastrous situation of tho 
Hungnrim State Railways. 

Transport of goods in Austria and Hll..l'lgary: a cOllparison. 
ADEEL 17(4) 1987: 26~28 
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Travelling is good. ET 305 26th Dec 1987: 56 . 
Hungary and Austria cross-b::>rder truffic hns incrensed and many 
restrictions on foreign tr~vel by Hungary lifted. 

Urban, Lajos. Mnin features of Hungarian trasnport and communica-
tions. MH (3) 1982: 11-14 . 
The principal tasks of the traffic policy. Foreign trade and 
transport. Openings f::>r foreign comp~ics. Maritime and river 
truffic. Overland tr~sDort. 

- . .. -
Vilmos, E. Trni ts of tourism to the socialist c::>untries. ABBEL 

11(5) 1981: 278-279 

Vincze? I~ Foreign currency income and profitnbility of Hungarian 
toUl'~s~. AO 29(3~4) 1982: 361-370 
The c~lculntion method of the specific foreign currency produc
tion of tourism. Results of the calculations. Foreign visitors 
in Hungary buy forint ~eninst foreign currency at the current 
rate of exchange valid in Hungary. Visitors from the CMEA 
c::>untries buy f::>rin t at the l1on-commerci al rate of exchnnge valid 
f::>r their own nntionnl currency. Turnover tax and consumer price 
subsidy as a percentage. Specific foreign currency earnings of 
tourism in retnil trade. Food ~d drinks. The analysis shows 
that it is n~cessnry to devel~p tourism further and to use the 
potentialities of the country for this purpose. 

---a Tourism-.what does tho foreigner bring? AUBEL 16(1) 1986: 
53-54 

Yearbook of tourism, 1980, 1983, 1985, 1986. ABBEL 11(6) 1981: 
244-248

i
o 14(6) 1984: 171-175i 16(6) 1986: 272-277; 17(2) 1987: 

28-31; 7(5) 1987: 156-160 

Yearbook of transport, 1985, 1986. ADBEL 16(5) 1986: 197-200; 
17(4) 1987: 202-207 

Yearbook of trnnspcrt and communications, 1980, 1981. lillBEL 11 
(5) 1981: 212-215; 12(5) 1982: 90-94 

Yearbook of transport, post and co~unications, 1983, 1984. 
I~BEL 14(5) 1984: 168-172; 15(6) 1985: 274-278 

iJ3SEES XII(2)(66) Je.n. 1982: 65 
Concerning restrictions on travel to Dulgaria from Poland. 

--- XII(S) (67) May 1982: 74 
Short renort on road passenger transport problems, in particular. 
lack of spare ports and cancellation of runs, with some statis
ticnl data. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 6' 
. Persons coming for tourist purposes to Poiand have to exchange 
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• ...,.rtull 41\J1') ~~1l0n()rpOl" day;these nre two rntes, bnsic ond 
- "r;:,d uced • 
--- XV(2) (75) Jon ~985: 68 

In the first hnlf of 1984, 1,175,000 peoplo visited Poland as 
tourists; most were from the USSR, CSSR, Hungnry ond FRG. 

--- XV(2)(75) Jon 1985= 69 
The Director of thl3 Ministry of Tronsport IS economics depnrt-
ment has been interviewed. He believes that Polandls high , 
Itrcn~port intcnsi tyl will only be reduced by a more roalistic 
pricinp, system. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jon 1985: 70 
Report of a commission on irregularities in the communal trons
port services in 15 regions. 

--,- XV(3)(76) May 1985: 78 
, Modernization of the roads network faces s0rious shortages in 

material and installati~ns. Only the most important sectors 
will be resurfaced. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 75 
Duilding of the Warsaw undergrcund railway is in"its third 
year; when completed Line I will be 23.1 km long. 

--- XVI(3)(BO) 1986: 68 
Tho Polish Sea Shipping Compony is mOdernizing its floet by 
buying ships in Argentina and Turkey. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 77 
In the development of the Polish"Son Lines, modernization end 
contninerization are making good. 

Berl1nska, B. ADSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 77 
Interview with the Director of Orbis the State Travel Dureau 
on travol fer holidcys abroad"in 1984; in all, Orbis will orga
~zo trips for 270,000 people. 

Bilonowa, K. ABSEESXII(1)(65) Sept 1981:74 
.Arter a period of unc~rt,"linty, the tourist trl1de has picked up. 
Some statisticl11 data. 

Dilski, R.ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jon 1981: 63 
The need to enlarge tho rol0 of small ports. 

Bleja, A&ata. JillSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 77 
Work on the Warsaw metro begun in 1983 and wes due for comple~ 
tion in phases over 1990-94 but now its investment allocation 
has been cut. 

Bochenski A. ADSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 74 
Critical assessment of the development of industry in recent 
yco~s, in particular of tho sale and use of motor cars. 
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Broninrek, Andrzej. Back on an even keel. PP XXVI(2) Spri'ng 
1983: 15':'20 
Shipping~ Merchant fleet. Polish Ocean Lines in Gdynia and 
Polis h Maritime Lines in Szczecin Shipyards have to maintain 
their high level of technology. Gaining transit traffic. 

Godlewski, M. .ADSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 75 
The General Director of Civil AViation admits the unsatis
factory state of civil aviation. 

Kostrz, Ada. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 86 
The paper discusses transport planning with Jerzy Kostecki,· 
hend of. tho transport department of the Planning Commission. 

Kozminski, A. ADSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 66 
The railwQYs have become a bottleneck in the economy. 

~--. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 73 
One-third of Polish railway track has been electrified, convey
ing two thirds of ·the traffic. There are serious problems with 
timely completion, because of lack of materials. 

---~ l~EF~ XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 75 
Poland, being in the centre of Europe, has an addi tiontl1 source 
of tr3de income- transit of goods across its territory, or 

. ferry services across the Baltic Sea. 

---a ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 76 
The newly approved directives for the modernization of rail arid 
other trnnsport reveal the antiquated equipment of the Polish 
railways. 

Mozejko, E. ABSEES XII (3)(67) Mr-.y 1982: 73 
Detailed report on tourism in 1980 and the first half of 1981, 
with nlli~erous statistical data, in particular concerning the 
foreign exchange allocations. 

Olesinski, P. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 76 
The plnnnine of public transport in most Polish cities.1lias to 
rely more on electricity, and collective transport will be the 
preferred way of going to work in the years up to 2000 and 
beyond. 

01szewski 1 J. ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 74 
Trends ~n tourist travel from and to Poland. 

RudZinski C. llBSEES XII (1)(65) Sept 1981: 74 
Statistical data concerning the possibilities· of holidays 
abroad, in socialist and capitalist countries. 

Transit through P~land. PEN 24(566) 30 Dec 1985: 10~11 

Wieckowska-Machar, A. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 77 
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An article on the prOblems of Polish Baltic ports competing for 
tr~it with the GDR~ FRG,and Yugoslav ports. 

Wrobel Z. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 74 " 
The ~olish Ocean Lines started to operate in 1951. Ships which 
are over" 15 years old are considered obsolete and are being 
replaced. 

wyCZ. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984:~73 
The economic results in 1983 of the Polish maritime commerdial 
and fishing fleets register a slight improvement. 

Romania -------
ABSEESXII(a)(67) May 1982: 81 

Police notice on the permitted Sundqy circulation of ptivate 
passenger cars according to their registration numbers. 

~~~ XVI (2) (79) 1986: 83 
Report on the openine of a new section of Bucharest underground 
railway. 0 

--:-: XVII (1)(81) 1987: 84 
o An indirect advertisement of recreational or curative stay in 

some places in Romania; redUctions in rates and rail fares are 
mentioned. 

--- XVII (3) (83) 1987: 94 
A short" article describing the tourist stations in Harghita 
countv~ 

Antim, C. AB8EES XII(3) (67) May 1982: 81 
A report on the sea port of" Constanta, with some statistical 
data on the size of traffic. 

o 0 

B~~~~t ~~po~~SaX~~~)~~gfcf~f;;8~b~ transport with a 
ci ty of 20,000 passengers per hOIl!' and affecting" an energy 
saving of 30% as compared With standard vehicles. 

Bondoc, G. ABSEES XVII (I) (81) 1987: 86 
Dn several Romanian towns public transport is switching to 
electric trams and trolley-buses. 

cnpa:-: 

Cerbu; S. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 84 
Report on pubUc bus services "oin Hunedoara county, transporting 
daily a~out 60,000 passengers. 

Georgescu, M. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 95 
A descr~otionof the Baneasa and Marasesti routes under construc-

o. tion 1n Bucharest. .. 
Mihaescu,G. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 86 

The first road bridge across the new canaloPoarta Alba-Navodari 
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ha~ been put in operation. 

Popa, P. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan :/.986: 87 
Report on n routine check on the roa.ds leading to the coast. 

-~- and Mihuescu, G. hBSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 83 
Improvements to hotels and other facilities" offered to tourists 
-in the neyv season. 

Priescu, C. ABSEES XII(3) (67) May 1982: 80 
Some statistical data on internal (organised) tourism in Romania 
and the effort to spread rumual lea't'es over a longer period so as 
to achieve higher exploitation" of places in recreational centres. 

~-- hBSEES XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982: 78 
Report" on development of tourist facilities" in the coming 
season. 

~ ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 72 
"Interview ab::>ut the tourist season. 

r,erban, R. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 82 
~urvey of the considerable development of the Romanian Black 
"Sea 11 ttoral since 1944. 

StanciU, I. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 83 
"Progress in construction of a n~w ruilwr.y line.' 

Tanasache, I. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 84 
Interview with the General Director of the 2Ctroul Bucuresti, 
an enterprise building the Bucharest underground (railway). . " " 

VAtltu~ V. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept ],984: 83 " 
The-Carnavoda-Col'1stnnta calinl on the river Dtmube" has been com:-: 
p&eted j it is 64.2 km long, 90m. wide and 7m. deep. 

Zmeu, C. - ABSEES XI (2) (63)" :Jan 1981: 69 
The recent development of, nnd tho future prospects for t"burism 
in Romania are discussed. " 

Yugoslavia 

hBSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 77 
There nre good prospects that 1980 will be a record year for 
tho tourist industry. 

-~-"XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: "81 ." . . :. i 

Good rosults are expected from the 1981 tourist season. 

___ XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 83 " 
" A numbdr of Yugoslav transport" organisations are in severe 

difficulties bQcausQ they are unable to pay hard currency 
bills for fuel, etc~ 
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ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 83 
Yugoslnv railways are to stnrt charging Yugosla~ exporters in 
hard currency for some go~ds transport services • 

• 

-:-- XIII (1)(68) Sept 1982: 86 
In the present economic conditions the railways have great 
opportunities as one of the cheapest forms of transport. 

-:-- XIII (2) (69) Jan ~983: 79 
Yugoslavia is very backward in the development of integrated 
transport systems, and the financial problems of the railways 
are forcing them ~o cut investment in this area. 

-:-- XVI(l) (78) Jan 1986: 95 
Tourism to offer new attractions to foreign guests. 

/ 

~--: XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 96 
Rail travel in YUgoslavia is too cheap. But if prices went up, 
would the level of services improve? 

--- XVI (2) (79) 1986: 91 
Analysis of why, even with the dinar so low, foreign tourists 
spend 11 tt1e on special articles in Yugoslavia. 

--- XVI(3)(8Q) 1986: 85 
The World Bank has approved a new loan for reconstruction of 
parts of the YUgoslav road netwofk. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 94 , 
One Adriatic tourist organization has followed the principle' 
'world quali ty- world prices' with great success this year. 

. . , 

BOZic, Vladan.Civil aviation, 1968-1979. YS·XXII(2) May 
1981: 101"':110 
lJ..r fleet. Airports. Volume of operation. Passenger carr1~ 
gee Volume of freight carried. Civil av~ation organizations. 
Statistics. 

--:-:. Yugoslav railways, 1979-1986. YS XXVIII(3) 1987: 61-:76 
The rnilway n~twork.Scfety and signalling, traction pool and 
carriage pool. Volumo end structure of passenger and freight 
transport. Economic positi~n of railways. Investment and 
indebtedness. Self-manne;omont orgnnization level and personnel. 

Ivovic, Jovo. Muritime ship~ing, 1977~1?84. YS XXVI(4) Nov 
1985: 59-72 
Orgbnizations and activity. The fleet. Employment and person
nel. Business' conditions. Volume of carriage~ Yugoslav 
maritime trCde. Freight and passenger carriage. Foreign . 
exch~ge.receipts. Bnsic directions of rurthe~ development. 

Jelicic, Z •. ABSEES XVII(3)(S3) 1987: 104 
Tho Yugoslav railways have beon grossly neglected at the 
expense of road transport. 
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Kozomarll J. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 80 
River freight carriage, although by far the chellpes~ form of 
transp6rt, is bndlyncglected, with. little prospects for tha 
future. .. 

Mimicll.L3..tl.los. Tripling foreign exchange earnings from toUrism. 
~A AXXV(821) 20th June 1984: 26~28 

Ostojic A. ilBSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 71:3 
Over the ne«t five years tha rv~lways will ba modernis~d so as 
to be able to compete successfully with rond transoort. 

Pomper
i
" Z. 

Prob ems 
season •. 
culties. 

, " .' '. '.. 
ABSEES XVlI(3) (83) 1987: 104 
of the tourist industry at the beginning of the new 
Adve~tisin~ is below plnn and there nre supply diffi-

Rndovic1 Miljnn. TOllrism in the socio~econom;ic development of 
Yugonavia. STP XXV(9) 1985: 3~15 . --

Soha, D. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 84 
The Yugoslav railways nre in Il desperate plight. 

--. .ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 87 
Yugoslav railwaJrs nre fncihgthe most difficult problems in 
their existence. 

---. l~EES XV(3)(76) Mny 1985: 93 
nnnunl revenue from foreign tourism expected to reach ~l bn in 
1984. 

-~-. .ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 92 
The year 1985 will be remembered not only for the record number 
of foreign tourists but also for the unprecedented number of" 
complaints for Which substnntinl compensntion had to be paid. 

--. .t.BSEES XVI (3)(80) 1986:84 
"- "Freight transport hus groat potential for foreign currency 

earnings. 

___ • .iU3SEES XVI(3)(ao) 19861 84 
Prepal'ations for this year1s tourist saason have been better 
than hitherto and supply of all tourist resorts should be up 
to standard. 

---.ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 96 
Rasults -of the 1986 t'>urist senson and the prospects for 1987. 

St('nltovic, Steven M. Yugoslav tourism today. RIA XXXV(Sl7) 
25th Apr 1984: 28:-30 - _ 
Development of tourism- accomodntion, hotel and cra-tering capa-: 
cities the road and rnil networkJ. transportation and 1'acili:
ties offe~ed bytrnvcl agencies. ~ourist truffic. 
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Stankovic, Stevan! M. The Yugoslav tourist industry. 
(743) 20th Mar 981= 29-32 

RIA XXXII 

Tourism, 1978-1983
i 

1981-1986. 
XXVIII(l) 1987: 56-157 

YS XXV(l) Feb 1984:159-.160.i 

Only statistical tables on Visitors by type of tourist resort, 
to~e1gn visitors by type of resort, and by country of origin, 
tourist nights by type of resort, and by month.. . 

Transport, 197~1981, 1975-1985: YS xxrT. (3) Aug 1983: 155~156; 
XXVII (3) 1986: 157-158 . 
Only statistical tables on services rendered by public. carriers 
by branch of transport, capacity and volume of railway transport ~ 
sea transport, inland waterway transport, road and air transport. 

Yugoslav tourism, 1986; another record season. YL XXXI(6~8) 
June-Aug 1986: 5 . 

Zarkovic, Vidoje. Tourism and economi.c stabilization. STP 
XXIV(lO) 1984: 3-.11 

BUlz..aria 

ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 38 
Baza~mn7 now be organised to sell special goods on special 
occasions. 

Atanasov, Boris. New trends and possibilities in the development 
of .the home market. ABESLE XXV(3) 1982: 3~39 

Bashlievu, B. ABSEES XVII (2)(82) 1987: 37 
The author discusses means to make shopping for "food products 
in Sofia more convenient. 

Boychev, Y. ABSEES XI (3) (64) ~ay1981: 39 
A proper balance between the supply and demand for consumer 
goods requires that the former should forestall the latter,' 
where~s in recent years demand has grown faster than supply. 

Bozhkov M. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 36 
Thoug~ production of foods· for children has increased, short
comings are still found in the variety and quality of children 1s 
clothes and foo~wear. 

Hursev, M. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 34 
The pre~ent sta~e and development of supermatkctsin Bulgaria. 

Karamanev
i
· Georgi. Forty years of socialist home trade. 

XXVIII ( ) 1985: 31-32 
ABESLE 
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Karamanov, G. ABSEES XI (2)(63) Jan 1981: 32 
Survey ,?f_ retail trade in staple goods and services. 

Khristova, M. I~EES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 33 -
In central Sofia, as an experiment, shopS, eating and drinking 
places are to stay open for longer hours. 

-
Lilov, G. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 31 

Information about DSO 'Petrol' network of filling stations and 
supporting bases-. 

Lozanova, L. ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 41 
Survey of a new trend during the last two Years to open shops 
belonging to production enterprises as direct ~ut1ets. 

Mikhov, O. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 35 
It is necessary and worthwhile to -modernize So~ials markets. 

Peev, G. ABSEES Xvr(3)(BO) 1986= 30 
What Buges district is doing to impDove the provision of services 
to the public; One of the chi$lf aim is to make them accessible 
to workpla.ces. 

Radeva, S. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 35 .. 
The article condemns sloth and negligence in the wasting or 
misuse of water including consumption of drinking water by 
industry and sluggishn&ss at work to improve water supply. 
The sitnution has been drastically worsened by the prolonged 

- drought. 

Razaska, Hristina. Social efficiency of the inner, trade activiti:
es of consumer ?ooperativas. lIBBSLE XXVIII(4) 1985:25-26 

S alova, Nikolinka. 'Dynomism of -tho economic effecti veness of home 
trade in tho P.R. of Bulgaria. JillBSLE XXVI (2) 1983: 55-:56 

Sa1ova, Nikolinka. Improving tho quality of trade services 
during tho years of socialist construction in Bulgaria. 
lIBBSLEXXVIII(2) 1985: 29 

Toshkov, G. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 29 
Supplying the home market in Bulgaria with consumer goods during 
the current l'ivo:-year economic plan. 

Vladimirov, B. ABSEES XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 34 
Survey of development and achievements of tho State Economic 
Organisation Mototokhnika i Autoserviz during tho last ten 
years since it ~as established. 

Czechoslovakia --------- .-
~EES XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: 51 

Reflection on caUses of shortages of some groups of consumer 
goods. 
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ADSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 46 
~plicntion of computers in domestic retail trade. 

--- XII(3) (67) May 1982: 47 
Expendi tura for services mndo up about 14$ of· total populction 
expenditures in 1980. 

< 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 39 
.Analysis of the performanca and problems of the services.sector. 

-~- XVII (1) (Sl) 1987: 44 
. Short review of goods supplied to the Slovak market from Comecon 

countries via exchange trade. 

Adam, J. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 46 
A survey of shortages of. light engineering goods for the domestic 
market. 

Filip, Z. ABSEES XVI (2)(79) 1986: 45 
The share of expenditure on paid services from population incomes 
is lower in Czechoslovakia than in advanced capitalist countries. 

Granda, V. ABSEES XIII (1)(68) Sept 1982: 48 
Analysis of de'O'elopments in retail trade supplies in 1981 in the 
Czech republic. 

Herman, R., at a1. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 41 
.An extensive survey on sources and degree of information abo~ 
consumer demand was carried out in 1984. 

Jirak, O. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 44 
:Advertising. had to start from scratch after being neglected 
around 1950. It needs to be based on market research. 

Kerner, A. and Michalova, V. AESEES A~II(2)(69) Jan 1983: 39 
Data about population and budget expenditures on paid and un
paid services show that their share has been steadily increasi~g. 

. . 

Korimova, rulna. ADSEES XVII(1)(8l) 1987: 44· . 
The . level of monitoring of Slovak water supply has fallen con
siderably since the early 1980. 

Kumr, J. ADSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 43 
Salos of consumer durables will grow faster than of other goods 
in ~984. But some goods nre still in short supply. 

Ui tas, V. . ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 48 . 
Difficulties with supplies ond sales of consumer goods. 

Pt:ivlatova, D. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 39 
Unsatisfactory state of storago and warehousing facilities and 
plans for their reconstruction. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA/GDR 

Zitnansky, E. ASSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 41' 
Interview with the Slovak Deputy Minister for Trade on consumer 
goods shortages in the summer and the measures being taken to 
avoid them, including hard currency and special trade agreements. 

!!£.r1!lQ!l""'p'e..!¥.9.cr a \i c._~l!b. \i.£ 

ADSEES XI (3)(64) May 1981: 56 
Salient facts on the GDR1s consumer cooperatives. 

--- XII (2) (66) Jan 1982: 49 
, 'Short report 011 services sector, with some statistical data. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 43 
The annual turnover of the retail trride topped the 100 bn Mark 
level in 1981 and has been increasing ever since. 

--- XVII(1)(81) 1987: 54 
Consumer co-operatives of the GDR are responsible for supplying 
the rur~l popUlation with all their honsehold requirements. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 55 
Berlin's consumer co~operativcs which operate a chain of shops 
and restaurants J are preparing for an influx of haf'd-:currency 
Visitors during tho 750thfuJniversary celebrations. 

--- XVII(3)(83) 1987: 62 
The attractive shop window displays that have been created for 
the Derlin festival ought to become a permanent feature in the 

, city. 

Jubrecht, J. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 43 
Long q~eues in supermarkets continue to irritate shoppers. 

Audersch, Karl-Heinz. JillSEES XVI (2)(79) 1986: 55 
Popular demand for better services in the centf'al district of 
Berlin hns prompted the city council to action. 

Bruckner; Dieter. ASSEES XVI (2) (79)' 1986: 54 
In order to meet the increasing demand for domestic serVices, 
the SED hns for the lost ten years been offering special incen~ 
tives to specific trades to sot up private businesses. 

Crnmcr, Werner and Schmutzler, OInt. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 
1986: 50 
More customer-oriented market research should be carried out 
by retail orgaru.zntions in the GDR, a report by two University 
teachers. 

Lior Christa. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 54 
GDR combines mnaufacturing household equipment are working 
more closely with private firms to provide a proper network of 
service points for purchasers of their product. 
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12. INTERN.ll.L TR.ADE. SERVICES 

Potzsch, B. .~EES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 50 
Open markets Xn towns and ci tics in the GDR are providing an 
increasing range of goods and serving as a model to tho stute 
retnil shops 1 whOse lack. of consideration for the customer is 
often cri tic~zed. , 

Stoph, W'. JollSEES' XVII (2) (82) 1987: 54 
Reg~ono.l authorities should trike more ,notice of compl~dnts from 
the pUblic, and remember their dut~r to support industry by provi
o.in~ pr.oper services for the workers. 

!!.ung ar..z . 

lJ3SEES XI (3)(64) May 1981: 65 
Domestic trade during the past five yoars. 

Andriko, M. Preconditions of stabilization and evolvement in 
'interne.J. trude. ABHEL 17(6) 1987: 197-:199 

-:-:-:-. The seventh Five-,Year plan of inte!'nal trude. ABHEL 16(1) 
1986: 157-158 

Berenyi, J • Four decades of internal trade, ID45-:1985. lJ3HEL 
, 15(2) 1985: 128-134 

, , 

~w~. Internnl trade in 0. stage of slow progress, '1979-1983. 
. A.BHEL 14(6) 1984~ 279-281 . .' 

Bruckner, Dieter. AIlSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 54 
In order to meot the increasing deannd for domestic services 
the SED has for the last ten years be~n offering special incen~ 

_ tives to ,specific trades to sot up private businesses. 
~ .- .. 

Cshto,T. The dual stl'uctur6 of internal trude. ADHEL 17(1) 
1987: 229-231 

D.enk 1I.ndras. 1illSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 52 
In~erview v/ith Dr. Gabor Dobos I head of the o.d:ninistrativc and 
legal'deportment of the Ministry of Internal Trude, on ethical -
and material causes of shortages of consumer goods and services. 

, . . 

Egerszog:l, 'Cs.aba"'lJ3SEES XI (2) (63) Jan 1981: 58 
Interview with V. 'Saghy, Minister of Trude, about the supply 
of consumer goods. -- Shortages and the- reasons for them. 

!:~. ADSEES XII (3) (67) Muy 1982: 62 
Report on the distribution of motorcars in 1981:",82. 

:---:-:. ABSl3ES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 64 . 
Merkur, the motor car trading company in 1986 forthc first 
time surpassed the 1980' record; yet still has 262,000 customers 

. on tile iNa! ting . list. 
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HUNGARY 

Kapitany~ Zsuzsa; Kornai, Janos and Szabo,·Judit~ Reproduction 
Of shortage. on the Hungarian car market. SS XXXVI (2) Apr 
1984: 236-256 ' , 
Investigation oltho car market. Consummer goods market. Forms 
of distribution.' Basic form of acquiring a car is queUing UD 
for it. _ Shortage indicators: Queuing time for nO~1 Ct".1's. ,Far-ced 
substitution is present"in a high degree is present in a high 
degree on the oar market. Ratio of the prices of new to second
hand cars.' Some of the buyers choose, instead of (or beside) 
queUing up, the immediate purchase of a second-hand car.· Final
ly credit terms are one more indirect shortage indicator., " 
Behaviour of the buyer- Demand. The decision variables of the 
buyer. Factors explaining the buyerls behaviour. Behaviour 
of the seller- supply. Selle:rls decision variables, Factors 
explaining sellerls behaviour. 

Karsal, Gabor. The market~building process is uncompleted. EEE 
XXVI~2) Winter 1987-88: 35-63 
Information on the working'"of informal interferences by the 
Ministry of Domestic Trade and the party. This interference is 
responsible for the situation that full market conditions have 
not yet emerged even in Hungary. Market orientation or supply 
responsibility. Changing the style of work. Commodity~fUnd 
reconciliation and cartels. New fof'm of operation in the market. 
Private business. Control campaign.- The April 1984 Central 
Committee resolution and its effects. Hungarian reform intends 
to introduce a controlled socialist market economy that requires 
competition nmonga large number of relatively small enterprises 
and even foreign competition. ..... .... 

Kovacs, Imre; ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 51 
The author, the deputy head of a Party C C department, high
lights the importance of the agricultural, industrial and con~ 
sumer co~operatives which represent some 3 million members 
and employers nationwide. 
- . --

kcza, G. Developmellt of retail sales in the first three years 
of the sixth Five-Year plan. ABBEL 14(3) 1984: 259~260 
," 

___ • Some characteristic featuros of the development of co-, 
o~erative trading in 1980-.1983. ABBEL 14(5) 1984: 27.9~280 

~~-. Some features of the 1980 retail turnover. ABBEL 11(1)' 
1981: 199~200 

Makal...1 I. The place of private 
AB~L 17(1) 1987: 9~lOO 

trade in internal trade. 

1tTI. ' ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 61 , 
Report' on tho results of checking the functioning of some 1000 
privately owned retail shops out of the overall total of ,22000 
nationwide; soma 416 of the shopkeepers were fined for various 
offences. 
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12. INTERNAI:i:TRJU)E. SERVICES 

Novak, G. Internal trade- demand and supply. ABHEL 12(4) 1982: 
199-200 

Nyiro, Andras. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 58 
Report on the consumer goods market duting the first quarter 
of 1985. Retail prices increased by 6.7%. _ 

~~-. Consumer services in 1984. ABHEL 16(1) 1986: 129-130 

---. Market of consumer goods in 1986. ABHEL 17(3) 1987:63-:65 

---, Value, price and volume processes in betail trade from 
1980 to 1984. ABHEL 15(5) 1985: 75~76 

.. 
Orosdy, B •. ' ABSEES XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: 66 

Reflecting on socialist marketing; the author characterises it 
as an autonomo~s economic discipline, independent of the owner
ship relations. 

Revesz, G. The extent and operation of the sector of the Hunga
rian economy governed directly by the market. ABHEL 16(1) 
1986: 133-134 

Seres, A. 'Some issues of the economic regulation of population 
services. ABHEL 17(3) 1987: 84-85 

Services and the infrastructure. ABHEL 14(2) 1984: 321-322 

Siman, M. On the development of. the services- possibility of an 
alternative strategy. ABHEL 12(1) 1982: 282-284 

SZigethi
i 

Gy. Supply and trade of food from 1945 to 1985. 
ABHEL 5(5) 1985: 68-69 .. . ~ 

Yearbook 'of internal trade, 1980, 1981,1983, 1984, 1986. ABHEL 
11(4) 1981: 33-36; 12(4) '1982: 161-164; 14~5) 1984: 5-:9; 
~5(4) 1985: 158-162; 17(4) 1987: 197~20l . 

Poland 

ABSEES XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: 74 
Discussion on the IV Co~ssion on the economic reform of pro
posed. reforms connected with the distribution system. Brief 
information about rations of certain foods. Prohibition of 
sales of alcGholic beverages, with the exception of beer at 
railway- st~.tions, . on trains E'l1d on seagoing ships with 
passe~r traffic. 

--:-: XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: 75 
. Shopingin Warsaw on a free Saturday; survey of groceries 

offered in some"shops. Survey of food availability in grocery 
shops in Warsaw. The Regional Council at Gdansk tries to 

.lachieve a more just distribution of' groceries by fixing 
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POLAND 

limits on how much one-person CAn buy at one time. Market 
situation in some agricultural products. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 76 
Long que~es pers~st in the market for motor cars. 

Debogorski, Marian. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 77 
Opinion against and in favour of rationing. Indirect costs or 
rationing are particularly high. -

Fiala, E. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 72 
The sUpply of market products in 1984 will improve in nearly all 
items l with the exception of coffee; tea,and some other imports, 
and a~so with the exception of meat. -

, - -

Gajecki, R. and Kasiewicz, S. Provis1on of services in Poland: 
A theoretical and statistical study. RIW 33(3) Sept 19a7:273~304 
ProblemS raised relate to the treatment of services in a planned 
economy. While the theoretical diSCUSSion argues for change in 
the conceptual framewQrkttorqualifying and measuring the output 
or the service sector, the practice-of statistical reporting 
is still based on the claSSical concept of the material product 
system of national accounts. Major theoretical and practical 
dilemmas of measurement of services in the non-material sphere 
of production. Empirical investigation of interrelatedness 
be~veen production in the material sphere and services created
in the non.:.material sphGre in Poland during the period 1970~81. 
Classical concept of MFr. not only inadequately copes with 
qhanges resulting from economic reforms in Poland but produces 
more di lemmas and practical problems. More active approach 
to services in development programming and planning needed. 

, , 

Grazyna, Smuska. .ABSEES XVII (1) (al) 1987: 76 
1st APril 1986 was the fifth anniversary of meat rationing. 
It is unlikely to be withdrawn before 1990. 

Jezierski H. ADSEES XVII(3«83) 1987: 86 
The IBahona l chain of shops is being allowed to compete with 
the IPewex l chain of hard currency shops. 

Lakomiec Z. -ADSEES XII (1) (65) Sept 1981: 76 
ComparIson eetween the supply of provisions in'1900' and 1981, 
with basic statistical data; milk, meat, sugar,-:etc. 

---. ADSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 73 . 
- Information from the Ministry of-Internal Trade trying t~ 
ex~lain w~y ~he market collapsed. Some statistical data. 

Leszczynski ,A. ADSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 67 
Illegal oarter of consumer goods has become a common from of 
trading between enterprises. 

Markusz~ J. ADSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 66 - -
Prospect for rationing and,retail distribution. 
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PAP. AIlSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 69 
Statement from the Ministry of Internal Trade' concerning the 
retail sale of somo food product~ on ration coupons. 

Piatkowski, J~ ADSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 81 
The chief economist of the meat, producing association argues 
that ,though a' free market in meat is desirable it must be intr~ 
duced slowly. 

Stolarski, U. ADSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 73 
The assortment of consumer goods regulated by governmc!ltcontra
cts will increase subst~Ltial1y in 1984 , so as to avoid shorta~ 
gesof the more, important products'. 

Romania 
--~ 

ADSEES XII (1' (65) Sept 1981: 81 
Report on the improvement of a district consumers r goods shops 
network, with,some statistical data. 

,~--XVI(2)(79) 1986: 83 , 
Text of the programme concerning self-management and self-suffi
ciency to assure supply to tho population of agricultural and 
industrial mass "eonsumption products i~ the period 1 Oct 1985 
to 30 Sept 1986. ", 

. 
Cioba, M. AllSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 71 

So!:!:) cases of incorrect prices charged in service Iud ts, as 
'discovered by Workers Control Commission :f.n Ducharest. 

CUibus, M. ADSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985:84 
~ article (an indirect adve~tisement) on fashionable clothing 
available in the ste,te' shops. ' 

Duta;: L. fJ'..8EES XV(1) (74) Sept 1984: 82 
ServiceS to the rural popUlation will bO given high priority 
in 1~84! over 2500 units will be opened. 

Fomino, S. ADSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 73 
Report on high prices charged by some enterprises in their 
canteens. 

Groza, V. ADS;EES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983~ 72 
A casu of speculation in food~stuffs. 

Ionescu, M., 'ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 85 
WhY goods are not in the shops? 'In most cas~sbad organization 

, and lack of control is the ~ause. 

Nicolae, V. 'and Zimniceanu, C~ ADSEES XI (2){63)Jan 1981: '69 
A debate 'between representatives of consumers producers, and 
commerce , with the obje'ct of identifying posdble improvements 
in the production, distribution and retailing of consumer goods. 

Serban, R. ~~SEES XV(3)(76) May 1985:86 
The supply of consumer goo"s by 1990. 
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~OMANIA/YUGOSLAVIA 

Serban, ~od1ca. ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 8~ 
The-article 1s trying to ~evive tho n~a~ly forgotton means ~r 
public oont~ol of tho quality of service in tho shops- the 
customers t comp'.aints booi. 

Tatary, V. AnSEES XVI(S)(80) 1986: 75 
Union of co-operatives in Mehedinji district has surpassed the 
planned production and especially ~n services. 

YUgoslavia 

LDSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 87 
Supply of tho' market with consumer goods at the beginning of 
the year 1984 •. 

...... , XV(S){76) May 1985: 94 
The drop' in the retail trade tu.rnover is .Jxpected to continue 
in 1985. 

~-- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 95 
Example given cf petty trading regulatio~s which, it is argued, 
merely consolidate regional oligopolies ~nd monopolies. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 95 
@.gh prices are having a diminishing eff:lct on retail tl'ade 
turnover and causing a pile up of manufacturers r stocks. 

~-- XVII (1) (al) 1987: 94 
Pavement kiosks are being closed down in Belgrade for dubious 
reasons. . . 

Dapcevic, M. ADSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 86 
The market is fairly well supplied with basic foodstuffs ,and 
consumer goods. 
. - - , ' (\. 

Drasic, D. ADSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 94 '. ' .. 
Improvement in the supply.of th0 market with consumer goods. 

Moderate increase of demand. YER (3) 1985: l? 

Ostojic, A. ADSEES XI(2) (63) JDn 1981: 77 
The Federal .Assembly sevorely cr'·" ;::isec1. the Government IS 
l1malysis of current; problems con~c .. ·ning tho supply of the 
YUgoslav market l • 

Retail trade. YS XXII(3) Aug 19S1= W9-l60; XXV(4) Nov 1984: 
159-160; XXVIII(4) 1987: 155~J.56 
Only statistics available. Dasic " 'vlic:J.tors of retElil trade, 
1976-1980, 1979-1983, 1~82~1986. Indices of the phySical 
volume of retail sales of goods by grou~ of products 1975-1980, 
1978-1983; 1981-1986~ Volumo of retailsa10s of basic products, 
1976-1980 1 1979~1983~ 1982-1986. 
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Svorcan, Miljan. Fairs. YS XXII(4) Nov 1981: 117-128 
Fair organizations and events. 

Temporary.in~rease of demand. YER (2)1985: 8 

Trbojevic, D. l~EES (3)(80) 1986: 84 
Many shoos in Servie have been found guilty of unauthorized price 
increases and selling sub-.standard goods. 

Trklja.l Milivojc. Funding of public services, 1975-1984. YS 
XXVI.L (3) 1986: 101-110 . 
Total rc:sources of the public services. !.s a proportion of the 
social product. Total per capita allocations. Total allocations 
for' various public services. Dreakdown of public service rosour
cos. Employment and personal income in the public servic~s. . 

13 • .@...?l..CULTURIl:. LIVESTOCK 
(Including Natural Resources) 

Hore .t.hD.!}. £.ne countrz 

lXSEES XI(3) (64) Muy 1981: 35 
Uechanisation of farming in the member states of Comecon. 

-:--. XIII (2)(69) Jan 1983: 57 
Article on problems of supply of food on the market- tho decision 
of Comecon to increase the self-.sufficiency of member countries 
by increase in production, increased specialisation, and joint 
ventures. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 73 .... . 
Report on the 60th Session of the CMEA Standing Commission for 
Aericulture held in Ducharest on 18-21 June 1984. 
. " 

Dalogh,A. Development of agricultural production in the European 
C1m~ countries, 1976-1985. ADHEL 11(5) 1981: 7~75 

Csaki, C. An outlook of good supply' and demand in the CMEA 
countries. Resulbs of the II I!.SA/FAP , model system. AO 35(1-:2) 
1985: 145-164 
The Food and Agriculture Progra~ (FAP) of the International 
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis has invested substantial 
efforts in the"investigation of the agriCUltural system ~f the 
CUEA countries. The CMEA Aericultural Model was constructed 
and has been used for various "investigations. Here the results 
of computations wi ththe CMEA/2 Model are summarized. Methodo
logy and .. a short assessmel'lt of tho most recent developments in 
East European agriculture •. Special attention to problems 
related to liv~stock. 

Dimov, A. ADSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 27 
Reasons why all tho socialist countries need to agree on a 
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MORE THAN ONE COUNT~ 

oommon agrarian policy and what was decided' at the XXXVI Session 
of Comecon in this connection. 

Eastern Europe's food crisis. ET 281 26th Dec 1981: 26~27 
Reasons for food crisis- 1) the last three exceptionally poor 
harvests, 2) :bhe bureaucratic inefficiency of collectivised 
'agriculture which has slowed uo tho growth of productivity, 
3) wrong pricing policies. Meat and grain consumption. Grain' 
imports ~e rising and food.output is slowing down. Statistics. 

Khachatnrov, T. Nature conservation in European socialist coun~ 
tries ~ PRE XXVIII (5) Sept 1985: 48-.68 . 
Various measures are taken to conserve nature and cooperation 
be'?Veen, the CMEA'countries for ecological problems. . 

Kiss, J •. '.lIgrarian competition betwecm the socialist 'and th~ 
developing countries. ADHEL 15(3) 1985: 191~192 

" 'et nl. . .. . 
Nagy, Janos...L Some economi"c problems of production development 

in the agficulture of the European Comecon countries. DRIAE 
(53) 1983: 50-:52 

" 

S hme lev , G. and Steksov, Iu. Personal household plots under 'con
ditions of interfarm and agroindustrialintegration. PRE XXVI 
(9) Jan 1984: 81-:92' . 
According toV. Andropov, concern~or the development of perso~~ 
.al household plots has proven justified. New. phenomena in too 
development of· PlIPs indicate that they are . an integral part of 
"so()lalist agriculture. Modern, mechanized small-scale produc
:tion .based on close reproductive ties with 1; he .. social economy 
based on th~ increased moral, political, and material support 
of society ill not ldEmtical wl th tradl tional routine productlon 
onPlIPs.The numbe.r of plots .engaged, in SUbsistence farming 
is declining ,'while the humber of plots that" produce ali_ted 
number of products '!'or market is on the rise. cruEA member . 
nations are intensifying -the search for· forms that would 'permi t 
the effective soiution of. managerial,· economic,- and political· 
proplems in agriculture and in food production at the macrO 
and microlevel with .due regard to the existence of the PlIP. 
'. .. .'. . . .; ::. . 

Skomorokhin, Iakov •. A" component of the agroindustrial complex. 
(Tr. by Michel Vale). SEEFT XXI(4) Winter1985~86: 41-49 
A new impulse to the development of·the microbiological industry 
is provided by its participation in carrying out complex 
measures for improving the·supply of foodstuffs to the popula
tion of the CMEA countries. _ . 

. , 

Vuckovic, Cadomir. Comple:x: eiploi tation "of the Danube Waters 
as an economic potential. RIA XXXIII (766) 5th Mar 1982:26-30 

Zentai; L. Large enterprises, agro-industrialcomplexes and _ 
co-ooerations in socialist agriculture. ADHEL 14(3) 1984: 
298-:300 
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13.-.nruu CULTURE ;rrTC. 

pulgar1a 

ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 28 
Tho system of', self~supply of agricultural products has providod 

"'significantly moro:- of' vari ous 1 toms, but some measures are 
lagging behitld schedule. 

--:- XI (3) (64) May 1981: 33 , . 
• ;::,ReV'i'ew'of' thrne:, Olitstanding aC'hievcme,nts ;Ln,Duig,ai:'ianagl'1cul

ture! duri~g,'!;he last 5 years (19-75-80~~-,' ,",(. ';'; 
'~jG!}LI.nJ :~.0,~j".:-:~._-,,r .. ~:.',;c:::..:-_~,.::;.~ ~<-'J ~ i.c~ .. -._"~r.(:.: ,:" • .:!"' .:'~;;~ .. ~ :._"..! ~-'J~l Vi.-:,I1 :~ . " 

- In,'''I' '1'N} ("'9' ,'I' ..... ;.;.;"'9' 'C'P;J .f' "'7',; , t,' :,' ;.~ .. , ,;,,~ i:r' .' ~ ," .l·~ r "'r' """,.~ ~ :;' ~ " --- ':IL..1..1 - ·X G-, 0 lr". t..U"J. _ J. '00. L G ., ".~ - -' _--' ---' _ .. '1. r .. --, " j~. .l. _.:. ~ ...L_ 

-BiD 'lll'gh~ .. :it;ve taf~i·cuisr6n 'Ei:t 'thO ~'~:rof'taJc Wat~.fC 1lciaf.d"'ab6u't'<~tlliJ,~tate 
,,,?f'/!t.!ir,i,pultur;al ~rrigat~on. . c .<"D)'.r::(.c·;,.t7-' r,o ~': rc :;.t : 
;,~,,,1·~v'· ""')"(~"') My' "'1'9'84'~'2' 6"',' "c'::, , ,r'",·,. '. ", __ ,'t C 

'-', ;"" .. .,',c·:v ---- AJ. \ Q - - f va. . _..I ••.. ,.. - '. ". - ~. -~ ...... 1"~" ~.". ~ ~ 

, -Report: on 'agriculturaiL plan -ruif'Hmetit,nfl983';~S-olno"'in{jl"eases 
_, ;in prod,uction have, been observed ,put unf'avourable ~lima.tic ,;' 

'c J,{},6hfitl!>h~: ;cnp:seaJnc'd~cro:~e .. ,!p-cer~pi~:-ar:as7~f' {1l!'!'I":pe;¥llttion • 
. ~. •• ,. __ . •. • J_.... _ .. '- ,' . ..1,._.' .,'.. ._. . •• _.-:. oJ ' .' ..,"-' 

___ XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 26 . c, ','._«~:J 

, The urgont need to pay much more attention to wateririgin' agri
culture. 

--.-: XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 28 
The contribution made by private plots ~omarketedgoods In 1984. 

--- XV(4) (77) Scnt 1985: 28 
, The setting-up' of' tho National Aero-::lndustriul Union six years 

ago has achieved good results. . 

--::-:: XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 24 
, The importnnce of' private plots for vegetable growing." 

----XVII (1) (81) 1987:25 
, Achievements in Dulgarian agricultUl'e over tho. past, 30 years. 

\ ., • .: .... ....' '; .", :. I;, '. > ./-' : • -:: • ,; , 

--;:,XVII (1) (81) 1987: 29, ' . ." .,:,.:! _ ,. ': t ,:" ':' ~ 
Bulgaria cndthq;USSR' sigh agreements'iconc_e~¢pg: ~¥:. ~E;;t:'dl'ian:
,i~dustrial; comp1e?C $d ,jointre,~ear~h._.,_ . ~.,."~ r', r~,-::.,:.,:.:'-r '.. ... , 

__ XVII (3)(83) '1987 :36 ' , • ,~, '-" ': : ,,:",.,1,::. ,Gtt 

.l):very. effort:must be made ,to ensure,~hD.t agr;Lc\lltilre' gets,:, 
ehough"water. In some- distri-cts", ·prePatati'9!lahavc . .lugged," 
behind. ' ..' . " ~. ',,,,.: ), ' ... ': -" " 

. ' "'". '- . '. " "' 
Dozhinov, Todor. Rcnlities of so'ciaiism:.:the food pfobl~zn"':Search 

for new solutions. 'WMR 25(7) July 1982: 55.;.;60" '. ,~ 

BTA. AD8EES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 26 
In the f'irst three years of' the Eighth Five-Year plan .of' the 
output of cereals has increased, livestock breeding is develop
ing despite adverse weather conditions. 
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~ .... ~ .-
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- '. -. . 
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AD!lSLE XXIV(l) 1981: 33-34 

.Toint farming with other CMEA countries. END XXV(3) 198M 1~'3 
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Khrisbova T. ADSEES XI(3)(64)'May 1981: 35 . 
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Mitov I. ADSEES XII (2) (66) .Tan 1982: 29 
Pro~lems and achievements in wheat growing in the Aer~:tD.dus-: 
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- "' 
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Nikolov, C. and Genchev, p. ADSEES XI (2) (63) Jan 1981: 29 
Progress reports. on the programme to rnise agricultural product
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Petkov, A. ADSEES XV(1)(74) sept 1984: 27 
Ar,ricu1turnl successes in 1984. 

Petrov, K. ADS~S XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 28 
Outline of the new socinlist organisation or farming labour. 

Rural development. 8LD (3-4) Sept-Dec 1985: 616-617 
Dulenria: Private plots prove thoir worth. 

. -
Rural development and agrarian reform. SLD(2) June 1982: 280 

Dulgaria: Changes in private plot regulations and public sector 
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Sahandziev, Dimitnr. Efficiency of agricultural production under 
the conditions or agro-industrial integration. ADDSLC XXX(4) 
·1987: 12-13 
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ngro-industrial complexes. AnDSLE XXV(3) 1982: 28-29 

---. A strategy for intensive and efficient agricultural develop
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Social security. SLO(l) Mar 1982: 117-118 
Dulgaria: Increase in farmers J old-age pensions • 

. Stal)lov, P. A')SEES XII(3)(67) Mcy 1982: 33 
1:. new rorm or man~ement and erfectiveness in the Aero-indus
trial complexes or the Tolbukhin district. 

Stoilov, V. ADSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 26 
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Valcev -Nikola K. Production relations in the ngro-industrial 
riel~._ A~DSLE XXX(l) 1987: 21 

Vnsileva
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P. ADSEES XVI(2) (79) 1986: 27. 
~ulear~an special1zntion i~ agricultural machine building. 
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Wiedemrum, Paul. A. methodological appror.ch to' evaluating horizon·· 
tal and vertical integration in agriculture in Eastern Europe ' 
and the Soviet Union. ER1~ 7(2) 1980: 177-184 
This paper presents an analytical procedure that allows a rela
tively simple evaluation of horizontal and vertical integration 
in agriculture in terms of its effect on agricultural output 
using exponential smoothing forecasting and production function 
analysis. JUl application of the evaluation procedure to agro
industrial development in Dulearia is presented to illustrate 
the usc of exponential smoothing and production function 
analysis approach. 

Zapryanov, V. ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 25 
The ert1cle insists on the par~ount importance of Watering in 
present conditions of drought in ngriculture. 

Czechos lovaki 0. 

ADSEES XII(3)(67) Moy 1982: 40 
Prices of agricultural inputs as fuel and industrial feed mix
turss go up. At the same time, procurement prices of agricul
tural products have boen raised. 

--- XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 41 
Problems and taSks in the reorientation of agricultural produc
tion in 1981-85. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985: 34 
The number of persons working in ag~iculture declined by a 
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and younger age groups increased. 

--- XVII(3){83) 1987: 47 
Full text of a decree on orotection of agricultural land issued 
by tho Ministry of ~ricuiture. 

Denes T. ~SEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 32 
Outiine of the de~elopment of agriculture and food in 1983 and 
prospects in 1984. 

Drhlovic , Gerhard. 'Changes in the character of the work of co
operatl.ve farmers. CEll (4) June 1985: 24-4J. 
Process of industrialization of production and work in Czechos
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Cerna, Peter.· Change in the 'system of plan-based management of 
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Chalupa, S. ADSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 47 
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, . 
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---. Progress in the agriculture of Czechoslovakia. ADHEL 14(1) 
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socialism in the countryside. CED(7) Nov 1984: 29-:55 
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Underutilisation of irrigation system in agriculture and SOllie 
of its causes. 

Pitra Frantisek. Present tasks and long~term development of 
agrIculture and other branches ensuring food supplies. (Report 
delivered on Oct. 2, 1984). OED (8) Dec 1984: 3~62 
Advantages· mld strength of large-scale socialist agricultural 
production. Goal of higher self~sufficiency in food production 
and high-quality food supplies. Unjustifiable differences in 
production levels. Improved performance of state farms. Urgent 
tasks of the present. Neef for harmony Dmong all production 
factors. Fertilisers"and agricultural production nnd engineer~ 
ing. Managerial work. 

Resovsky, S. ADSEES XVI(2){79) 1986: 36 
During the next ben years domestic food production will have to 
adju~t to re~atively smaller inputs. 

Steffli Zdenek. Scientific mld technical development in agricul
ture. OED (7) Nov 1984: 3-28 

Strouga1, Lubomir. Scientific and technical progress- the most 
important growth factor in agricultural production. (From a 
Speech delivered at the Notional Congress of Agricultural Co
operatives, 29th Nov. 1984). OED (2) Mar 1985: 3~34 
The results achieved in agriculture have created a solid basis. 
f.or now carrying forw~d a guali tatively new stage, the stage 
of consistent intensification of agricultural production by way 
of a substanti al increase in its effectiveness. Cooperati ve' 
farmers and state farm employees understand the significance. 

" . 

TaYlor
i 

D.E.F. Czechoslovokia- a country report. AGAC XXXVI(2) 
Apr. 981: 3-:5 
Agriculture- results of the Sixth Plan; 1976-1980. Targets for 
1981 and for the Seventh Plan, 1981-85. Trade. 

Thirty years of socialist agriculturl.l. FE 10th Dec 1979: 7 

Vargo, J. A:3EES XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 43 
Main trends in development of Czechoslovak agriculture in the 
1970S. 

Varga, JuliUS. Progress of socinlist agriculture. OED (5) Aug 
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The class of cooperative farmers. A strong material and techni
cal base. Towards higher self-sufficiency. 

German Democrntic R~ublic --- .---- -, 

ADSEES XII(l)(65) Sept 1981: 52 
A report on the neW government decree on land utilisation which 
came into force on 1 May 1981. 
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AllSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 48 

Full text of the draft resolution for the 12th Peasants' Congress. 
of the GDR in 1982. 

--- XIV(3) (73) Mc.y 1984: 40 
About 60% of agricultural land in tho GDR would benefit by 
irrigation, as the disappointing crcp yields of the post two 
years hl've shown. A scheme has been introduced to extend irri
gation facilities throughout the country. 

--- XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 44 
East German agriCUlture is suffering from a shortage of labour, 
nnd efforts nre being mnde to induce former agriculturrJ. workers 
to return to the countryside. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 46 
Detai+s . of the 1986 grcin harvest. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 47 
During the next five ye~s GDR agriculture will be trying to 
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usc of technical support. 

l~ends, K. end KObernuss, R. ADSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 51 
Crops raised on privc.te fn.'11ily plots make a significant contri
bution to the total ngriculturnl production of the GDR. Dut 
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~--. ADSESS XVII (3) (83) 1987: 51 
Irrigation and drainage systems are one of the main factors in 
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Dock, Heinz. ADSEES A~(2)(79) 1986: 47 
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mee~in~ the GDR's demand for mont, hide, wool, and eggs. 

Felle, W. AJSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 44 
The priorities for Eost Gorman agriculture over the next twelve 
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Feile, Werner. Agrnrian policy under socialism. WMR 27(7) 
July 1984: 19-26 

Fischer Jochen. ~~EES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 46 . 
Some Jetails of what has been achieved through irrigation, 
which is being extended throughout the GDR. 

Hagedorn, H. ADSEES XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 47 
The measurement of agricultural efficiency is still hampered 
by a lack of agreed measurement teChniques and lack of communi
cation between the co-operatives and centre-l organizations. 

Heinrich, R. 
A survey of 

A.DSEES AV( 3) (76) l'.DY 1985: 44 
35 yenrsof agricultural development in the GDR. 
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Kandulski, Gerhard. The German Democratic Republic- a country 

report. AGAC XXXVI (6) Dec 1981: 1-7 
Compcris ons of the two German Republics. The structure r1: agri
culture; crop production and livestock population in East 
Germany. The IInner German' trade. Agriculture in East Germany 
compcred with other Comecon member countries. Agricultural 
outlook. 

·Krambach. Kurt. ADSE3S XVI(3)(SO) 1986: 39 
Life in villages is made as attractive as possible by an 
inducement to young people to remain in the rural creas and 
make n career in agriculture. 

Laube, W. ADSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 40 
The animal fodder shortage in the GDR is causing the country's 
~tock ?f cattle and pigs to be drastically reduced. 

Lietz, D. ADSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 35 
The new agrarian price reform is designed to reward performance 
in specific areas oy linking efficiency and productivity with 
agricultural wages. 

Reimann Harry, et ala ADSru::S XVII(1)(81) 1987: 46 
An outline of the practical"meaning of loomprehensive intensifi~ 
cation I for GDR agriculture. . 

Schwarz, W. ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 42 
The GDR is having to exercise greater c~e in using water. 
Industrial pollution is ~elatively grent, and the demand for 
.irrigation is increasing. 

Semmelmnnnri H. .liDSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 35 
Agricultural efficiency is still insufficient, so the farmers 
arc to be offered econoudc incentives to improve pe~formance. . . 

Thiede, Ulrich. ADSEES XVI(1)(78) J~ 1986: 42 . 
Wi thin the context of CllEA. GDR agriculture is efficient. There 
is considerable scope for improvement in co-operation and inte-: . 
gration between the agricultural sectors of various CMEA members. 

. " 

Wagner Hartmut. Agriculture in the German Democratic Republic 
afte~ the price reform. DRIAE (63) 1986: 185-186 

___ a Agroeconomic situation of the German Democratic Republic 
prior to the agrarian reform of 1984. DRIAE (57) 1984:148~151 

___ a Co-operation in the agriculture of the German Democratic 
Republic. DRIAE (57) 1984: 151-152 

!!~garz 

ADSEGS XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 51 
New prico regulations in agriculture to be in force from 1/1/81. 
Price increases to be faced by both producers and consumers. 
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A~SEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 49 
Financial measures in agriculture, to be introduced from l"Jan 
1983: prices pai.d to producers will'be increased by some 3.7%, 
but those of foodsturfsh'herbicides, insecticides, and agricul~ 
tural machines by 5%-6070, and many subsidies will be abolished. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985: 52 
Last year's erain crop exceedGd 15 ron tonnes i this year IS plan 
envis ages mai.ntenance of the present head of 11 ves tock, and 
expects a 2% growth in plant farmine. . 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 52 
Dased on the year.·books of the Central Statistical Office 1 the 
above specialized monthly compiled some indices of Hungar~an 
af,ricultural development between 1938 and 1983. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 52 
. A report on the rather bleak chances for selling Hungarian 
wheat and corn abroad. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 56 
The state farm's success story of 1986. Their production grew 
substantially more than thG average of agriculture, tho·value 
of produce amount:d tQ 86 bn,forints, profits to 6.2 bn. 

Aericu~tural p~ices, 1960-1983. ADHEL 15(1) 1985: 99~103 

Almnsi, Istvan • .ADSEES i.."II(2)(66) Jan 1982:50 
The report lists a number of ste.te farms which have adjustGd 
their production to the chanf,ine mru.'ket demands, ond having 
achieved considGrablG profit, successfully reinvested it into 
their new fields of enterprise. 

---•. ADSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 49 
AnQlyses the situation of Hungarian agriculture following the 
p~st,yenrls drought, the third or fourth largest of the country. 

"'....... .A::JSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 50 
Mnlysing the impact of restricted investments on agriculture, 
the author arrives at the conclusion that this, perhaps the 
most profitable sector of thG economy, has reached the limits 
of its tolerance. 

---. ADSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 63 
Pointing out that the stete farms ended 1986 with the bost resu
lts ever sincG their extablishffient. The article analyses their 
production system. 

• Developing 2griculturG • ~m (2) 1983: 13-16 

• The Hunearian agriculture in 1986-1990. HDH (2) 1986:46-:51 
A~riculture has always be on a highly important factor of . 
Huneary1s economy~ 8 to 10 per cent growth of production,is 
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planned. Aerarian exoorts 
Crops. Industrial plants. 
stock breeding. 

and imports. Plnnt cultivation. 
Garden produces. Development of 

Alvincz, Jozsef and Kobor, Kalman. 
prises·in increasing the quality 
plant~. BBlAE (64) 1986: 55-72 

The role of agricultural enter-: 
of pork produced by small-scale 

ArVai
l 

Laszlo. Expected formation of live labour in the large
sca e socialist sector of agriculture. DRIAE (50) 1982: 7-:9 

• Position and difficulties of labour force regrouping in 
farmer~s cooperatives. DRIAE (63) 1986: 11-:12 

Dalogl1, A. ADSEES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 54 . . . 
Data on the utilisation of lund resources revealed that between 
1970-75 the most rewarding wny to usc land resources was by 
extending wheat and maize production, but by 1979~1980 land 
productivity was higher in dairy farming. 

Dalogh2 Adam. Causes resultine in decrease of 
broeding in Hungpxy and how to abolish them. 
30-.54 

the utock in cattle 
DRIAE (64) 1986: 

Dalogh, Sandor. Improvement of the management system in food 
industry. DRIf~ (52) 1983: 7-:30 

-:--. The particularities and present situation of the food indus
trinl produ<?t-lbnnov~tion process. DRIAE (56) 1984: 6-.26 

--- md Kobor, Kalman. Connection between agriculture and food 
industry in"Hungary, possibilities of quality motivation and 
improvement. DRI/E (65) 1986: 25-31 

---, et al; Further developmont of the sys tem of control in food 
induxtry. DRI/~ (55) 1984: 119-147 
General trend. Development of the planning system strengthonlng 
the industrial political character of sectoral planning. Orgri-: 
nizational and institntional system of food industry. Reform 
of the .gnnking system. 

Dernat, T; Results of the reeional modelling of Hungaryan agri-: 
culture. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 320-:321 

Doda, G. ADSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 58 
System-:typo pro~ucticn in expected to grow in Hungarian agricul
ture covering 3.2 mn. hectares of the sown area and most of 
the livestock production by 1985. 

Dorok Gy. Hungarian participation in intra-mnEA food industry 
co-~pe~atio~. ADEEL 15(1) 1985: 129-.219 . 

Dorszeki Eva. Prospective"effects of the regulative system on 
producing wheat ana maize.. DRIlIE (64) 1986: 85-94 
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Dorsz~ki, Eva, et al. The economic effects and conditions of an 
improved regional nlloc~tion of the major gr~ns under the aspect 
of national economy. BRlAE (56) 1984: 43~54 
Grain~producticn. The method of survey and itw mcthematical 
model, content. 

Durgerne, Gi~es A. and Szep, K. ADSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 58 
Falling ca,ital productivity in Hungarian agriculture in the 
1970S, as the high level of capital inputs fail to improve 
outpu~ materially. 

Butterworth, C.E. Hungary~ a c::>untry report. NJAC XXXVI (5) 
Oct 1981: 22-25 
Farm output in 1980 and outlook for 1981. Agriculture.l foreiGn 
trade. Canadian trade in agriculture with Huneary. 

Csaki, Csnba. Economic management and organization of Hungarian 
agriculture. JCE 7(3) Sept 1983: 317~328 
The porformance of Hungarian agriculture demonstrates that soc~a
list agriculture in Hunr.~xy is able to satisfy the entire food . 
demand of the populution and even produce a considerable surplUS. 
JUl overview of the major' characteristics of the Hungarian agri~ 
cultural system is given. Its performance is analyzed in an 
international comparison. Its enterprise structure is dis cussed. 
The major p~rt of the article deals with the economic management 
system of Hungarian agriculture and includes a discussion of the 
~uin features of present-day agricultural policy and its price 
and tax sys tem. . . 

Csendes, Dela. Hunenrian food economy in the 1980s. DRlAE (65) 
1986: 7-18 
Development stratngy for a loncer term. Results achieved so 
far. Our reserves. Efficiency and development. 

Cseres L. N.· Role of the Hungo.rian vegetable and fruit sector in 
the \';l~A. AO AJ;E. A Selection 1981: 99~1l4 
Veeet~b1e I'1lld fruit production and consumption. "Development of 
Hungarian foreign trade in vesetrcbles and fruits. Statistics. 

. . 

Csete, Laszlo. Development of co-operative end stnte farms, 
1976-1985. ~HEL 17(2) 1987: 327-328 

• The economic management of agricuoturn1 and food industrial 
enterprises. TIRlAE (58) 1985: 55-60 

---a Measuring the agro~ecologicnl potential of Hungary and its 
expected trends upto tho year 2000. (A..'1 abstract). ERAE 
8(2/3) 1981: 335-336 

".' Tho price relations of agricultural products. DRIAE (65) 
1986: 33-43 
Compcrison be~veen the prices of the major produ~ts. The 
income ratios of the .diverse products playa dec1sive role in 
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the smaller or greater modifications of the production strue
ture of the agricultural enterprises. Statistics. ' 

---. System of economic management in Hunearian agriculture. 
DRIAB (52) 1983: 31-46 

• Trends in the uevelonment of state farms, 1976-2000. 
ADHE~ 17(6) 1987: 190-193 

, , 

---, et 0.1. Growth and efficiency in agriculture. ADHEL 17(2) 
1987: 82-84 

Csizmadia, E. Hunearian food economy at the beginning of the 198Os. 
hO 24(3-4) 1980: 303-319 
Development and topical issues of the Hungarian food economy nre 
analyzed. The basic principles governing the sectoral policy 
did not change but new cha~ler-ges have to cope with. Author 
warns thnt the protracted development of the food economy would 
impede on crossing the boundry that lies between the medium and 
advanced stages of industrialization of agriculture on the one 
hand and emphasizes'the importance ·of achieving a higher effi~ 
ciency on the other. The importance of ~n adequate technical, 
industrinl and educntioml,l background of the development of 
the sector is stressed. A further question is the harmony 
between the developmont of large estages and small-scale pro
duction and the strengthening of specialiZation and cooperation 
n~c~ the fotI'mer ones. Statistics. 

---. -Hungarian food economy at the beginning of the lQ80S« AO 
't..1lE, A Selection 1981: 3-19 
l.gnculturl'l and food production. Indus tri c.liz nti on of agri
culture and efficiency. Orgnnizationnlforms of man~cement. 
E~terprise co-operation and integration. Statistics. 

---. Lasting elements"and changing circumstances in the Hungarinn 
agrarirm development. 1.0 32(3-4) 1984: 343-361 
The article presents the following permanent elements of agri
cultural development, changing working and living conditions 
of peasants, material and technological development, major 
elements of economic manaeement, the rational combination of 
large-scnle and small.,.scale production, cooperntive policy and 
the flexible adjustment of enterprises (cooperatives). During 
the past decnde the Hunearian economic policy has become more 
and more permeated by the realization that food, a commodity 
for which conditions of production nre favourable in this 
country, acquires a strategic i~portance like crude oil, 
and other primary energies. 

- __ • On the fundamental issues of Hungary1s agricuUural policy. 
AOHEL 12(6) 1982: 209-210 

___ • Recent experiences of cooperative farming in Hungary'. AO 
34(1-2) 1985: l-ll 
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!ri the past tw::1 deca.des a good collaboration has develoned betwe
en the socialist laree~scale farms, the majority of which are 
cooperatives nnd household plots. The mnin characteristics of 
coo~erative farming; CombininG employee and ontrepreneurial 
interests. The cooperative manaeement and the r,overnment's 
cooperative policy. Adaptntion to the aggravated oconomic 
conditions requires" the sproadinl; of various forms of cooperative 
farming nnd the development of new variants in their internal 
order of organization. 

Csizmndia, M. New features of the enterprise structure in the 
Hungarian agriculture and food industry. 1.'..0 3l(3~4) 1983: 
225-240 
The enterprise structure of the Hungarian agriculturo is chara
cterized by diversity. They nro org~~c links among the state 
farms, the farr.unc c6oporatives, the specialized groups and 
other" small ventures, such as. household plots and auxiliary 
farms. This diversity- a rational combination of largo scale 
and small scalo fl).rming is one·of tho important"sources ~f the 
achievements of Hunenrian agriculturo up to nO"I'I. Recently 
changes started also in the enterprise structure of the food 
industry. The number of"tl'usts diminished and that of independc:",:", 
nt enterprises incroased. Food processing expanded in the large 
farms [1nd c::1::1poration between food"processing onterprises and 
large-scalo farms Was strengthened. .lUso new forms of enter
prisos nnd ventures have appoared. Several of tho state farms 
turned into combines. Production systems began to spread widely 
DJIlong the enterprise and cooperative associations. Enterprise 
structure and economic control. 

Deak, I.f Haz~i, S. and Nemeth, J. Meat production and consump
ti on in Hung ary. 1 .. 0 25 (3--:4) 1980: 372-395 
Volume, structure, and efficiency of slaughter animal production. 
Sale and utilizat~on of slaughter animals. Commodity relations 
between the meat and poultry industries as well as home trado. 
Development of meat consumption. Volumo, structure and profi
tability of meat export. Statistics. 

Denes.J. Katnlin. Develovment of regional location of fO::1d industry 
in HunGary. TIRIAE (62) 1986: 20~31 
Tho disproportions which have charactprized the regional location 
of food industry~ Re~ional har~ony of agricultural and fO::1d 
industrial production necessary.· 

" . . 

DOBei, Imre. ADSEES XVII (1)(81) 1987: 55 
InterView with Pal KiSS, on financial assistance to alleviate 
the consequences of the dr::1ught; the expected" shortfall in 
agricultur~l pr~ducc is 10-12 billion forints. 

" " 

Don~th~ F. Some phenomena of the industrialization of collectivi
zed Hun8arian agriculture. AO AAE, A Selection 1981: 35-54 
Characteristics nftd problems of industrialization of collecti~ 
vized nericulture. Concentration and specialization. 
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Cooperation and integration. Industry-:liko' production systems. 
Mnin problems of modernization. Statistics. 

, " 

Elias, Andras and Kart ali , Janos. Tho particularities of agricul
tural marketing and market research. DRIAE (58) 1985: 61-69 

--- and Sebor, Emilia.' Problems of long-:raneo export-o~iented 
deve~opment of Hungnrian agricultural and food industry produc-
tion. DRIAE (56) 1984: 55-:65 . 
Arguments and counter7arguments relating'to the export~oriented 
development o~ the f?Od producing sector. 

--- and Ujhelyi, Tamas. Are the outlooks of Hungarian agriculture 
and food industrial products really so disquieting in markets 
abroad? DRIAE (65) 1986: ~5-57 
Present agricultural world market. 
food products in foreign markets. 
mark~ti~g strategy. 

Future demand for Hungarian 
Aericultural foreign trade 

Enyedi, G. The effect of modern agricu~ture upon the de~elopment 
of rural settlement networks in Hungary. (An abstract). ERAE 
8(2/3) 1981: 361-362 

• Industrial activities in large-scale farms. (A rdview). 
AO 25 (3-:-1) 1980: 363~372 
Industrial activities of large scale farms (state and coopera-: 
tive) have be on the most discussed phenomena. Reasons and 
perspectives of non-agricultural activities of large-scale 
farms. Industrial plants in large-scale farms. Location of 

, farm industry. Statistics. 
-

Erdei, Ferenc~. The future of household farms. DRIAE (54) 
1983: 38-42 

---a The place of household and auxiliary farms in socialist 
agriculture. DRIilE (54) 1983: 27-37 
Socialist reorgnnizationand household farm. Number of house
hold and auxiliary farms. The collective farm Of farmers I 

co-operatives and the h:>usehold i'arm of members. . -

.; Theoretical questions of cooperatives. DRIAE (54) 1983: 
9-26 
Cooperatives in socialism. Types and covernee of co-operatives. 
Co-operative democracy. 

- __ a The transforming Hungarian village. DRIilE (54) 1983:43-:56 
Gener~l characteristics. The situation in i'armers' co-opera:
tives. 

___ • Two interviews with Ferenc Erdai. DRIilE (54) 1983:59-73 
Practice of socialist agriculture. In co-operative activity 
the decisive relationships between produc'(,ive forces and social 
conditions wore solf-explanatory. The co-operative is on the 
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one h~d a peculiar social organization, and an enternrise opera-
ting.on.strictly econ?mic basis, on tho other. • 

Fekete, F~ and Denet, I. Enerf,y problems in the Hunr,arirur. food 
economy. (l.n abstrv.ct). ERJ.E 8(2/3) 1981: 33,:1:-335 

-.-..- and Sebestyen, K. EnGery problems in the Hungarian aGricul
tural nnd food industry. AO 27(3-,:1:) 1981: 373':'382 
On research concerning the economics of enerGY. The energy 
demand of industrializin: agriculture. The relationship be~veen 
food and energy as reflected in efficiency. Expectable energy 
consQwption at the turn of the millenium in Hungarian agricul
ture~ Opportunities in foreign tr~~e and international' coopera-
tion. . . 

Fekete, F~renc and Sebestyen, Katalin. On the economic contents 
and perspectives of modern aericulturl'.l producti'on systema. 
DRIJ'.E (6<:1:) 1986: 110-129 . 
There h~vo been 6<:1:'industry-like'production systems in' operation 
dealine with crops, horticulture, and animal husbandry. Produc
tion system as a co-operative oreenization of enterprises. Socia-.. 
list relati~ns of commodities rund monetary affairs. Activities 
and distribution of work. 

---. Oreanization nnd recent development in Hunsarian agriculture. 
11.0 Ai£, A Selection 1981: 20-.3-::: 
The socio-economic and ente.'rprise structure of nf,riculturo~ 
Recent achievoments in agricult~al production. Development of 
human f[Octors. New orgnniz:ltion1l1 forms of interfnrll coopera
tives. Topicnl problems of socio-economic progress. Statistics. 

Foldeaki, Dela.· lLlSEES XV(l) (7·:::) Sept 19s,:,: 55 
Das!3d on a comparative st2tistical publiclltion by Ervin Pocs, the 
author quotes some, mainly agricultural data.which, while genera
ting pride domestically, shOUld rather invoke modesty in an 
international context. . 

Gall, Sandor. ADSEES XVI(2)(79) 1936: 56 
Problems of cooperntive fnrms. Half of thorn prosper, a quarter 
just.hand on, the rest are in the rod. 

Gonczi, I. Di vision of labour and work orgnnization in the 
Hunr:arian large-scale ar:;riculturnl production. ltD 31(1-2) 
1983: 71-86 
Productive use of the"division of labour and the workine time 
(man-hours) available. Division of labour and interest in pro-.. 
duction and bUSiness. Trends in division of labour and organi
zation of work. Wider job descriptions can secure that workers 
use their worktime better. The sense of ownership o~ co-opera
tive members can only be increased ~"f they are paid more for 
more efficient work. 

• The' interuction of ugriculturc and village settlements in 
Hungary. (An nbstrnct) ER1.E 8(2/3) 1981: -106. 
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Groupings in agriculture. NH 20(9) Sent 1981: 8 
Cooperation in agriculture. • 

Guba. Maria. Chane:es of economic factors' affecting the future 
development of small-scale farming and their impact thereon. 
TIRIAE (51) 1982: 17-22 

---,a Limits and possibilities of producinr fruit in small-scde 
farms. DPlAE (64) 1986: 95-109 - . 

Gyori, B. ADSEES XII(3) (67) May 1982: 54 
The success of the planned 14-15 mn. tonnes wheat grain output 
for 1985 will depend on the 400 co-operative farms. whose pro
duction at present does not benefit from the application of 
modern technology, due to shortage in working capital. 

Harza. Lajos and Matyas. Laszlo. The possibility of substituting 
production factors in aGriculture. DRlAE (51) 1984: 53~55 

Hungary. ET 296 24th Alle 1985: 49 
A controversial plan to build dams on the Danube. . , 

Illes, Sandor. ADSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 56 
The household plotts contribution to agricultural production. 

Introduction: the part of Hungarian small~scale farming in produc
tion, employment, standard of living and way of life. (with 
statJ.stical Appendix and TIibliography). DRIAE (51) 1982: 7-10, 
33-51 

Janky. Margit. Position of HunGarian wheat production and main 
economic questions of its development. TIR!AE (52) 1983:63~71 

Kadar. D. ADSEES XIII (2)( 69) Jan 1983: 49 
The new fiscal measures and the disadvantageous price structure 
makes growth in Hun~arian ap,riculture seem unprofitable and 
improbable. 

Kartali, Janos. Market orientation of agricultural production: 
not an outer requirement, but inner necessity. DRIAE (64) 
1986: 7-17 

Kiss, A. Changes in the pattern of agricultural production, 
1960-1980. ADHEL 12(2) 1982: 137~139 

" -

Kober Kelman and Zacher, Laszlo. Questions of structural changes 
in Hun~arian food industry. DRIAE (62) 1986: 32~45 ' 

'J 

Komlo, L. Industrialization of the Hungarian agriculture. AD 
29{1-2) 1982: 131-148 
The author seeks answer to the questions why the ~talinist 
model of socialist industrialization proved to be inadequate 
in Hungary, how it was ~odified in Hllll0arian practice: after 
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1956, how its own model of industrializing aericulture develo~~j, 
what its social and economic characteristics are, what interests 
conflicted in the course of industrialization and in what manner; 
and what further development of the model can be expected. The 
priority of ·the state farms. Evolution of the interests of the 
cooperative class in industrialization. The ar.ro-industrial com~ 
plex. 

Kornei, G. Has the ho~cycle ceased to exist? (An econometric 
model of the Hungarian pig farming). AD 26(3-4) 1981:369~388 
The cyclical development of slaughter hog production in Hungary 
causes serious problems along the whole vertical line of meat 
production. The author describes the behaviour of pig raising 
farmers with .the aid of an econometric model comprising ten 
stochastic equations. This seems to prove that one of the 
reasons for the Hungarian pig cycles may be found in the expec-. 
tations of pig breeders in small farms. 

Kovacs, I. ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1931: 55 
The food industry and directions of its development in tho 198Os, 
includ~ng tables of domestic and international production, 
consumption and trade. 

• ~~SEES XI(3)(64) May 1981= 58 , 
P~oblems and prospects of the a3riculture and food industry. . . 

Kovacs, Sandor. Syste~ of regulation.respecting agricultural 
activi ty, lund utilization, and regional structuro of production. 
DBIAE (52) 1983: 72-88 

Kozma, F. AJjSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 64 
The artic1~ discusses the difficulties of the Hungarian food 
production wi thin the present world economic conditions. 

Kulcsar, Laszlo and SZijjarto, Andras. Industrialization and 
social ch2nges in agriculture. DRIAE (50) 1982: 68~69 

.Lanyi, K. Constraints on profitable growth and exports in Hunga
rian agriculture. AO 33(3-4) 1984: 293-304 
The structural problems of the Hungarian food economy have grown 
more acute lately. An increasing share of agricultural products 
can only be sold on foreien markets, while production and export 
is directed mainly towards a few mass products, first of all 
cereals and meat. Its markets ore increasingly those of the 
socialist countrieS while the secto.r depends on a grovdng volume 
of Western imports; The article points out the causes concern
inc with structure, mechanism and institutional system, which 
have driven Hun?ar1an agricultural development onto a forced path. 
It is not expansion at any price, but a fuller integration into 
the domestic economy and an internal reform, corresponding to the 
sector IS nature, that may trigger the adjuS"tment to external 
mCorkets. 

- __ • Hungarian agriculture: export surplus or superfluous erowth? 
(Contribution to the development strnteey of H~arian 
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agriculture). AO 34(3-4) 1985: 299-315 
The author examines the origin, cause, and purpose of increasing 
exports, and whether it is possible to change the product and 
the geographic pattern of exports if the volume of output is 
continuously growing practically in every farm. Areument with 
those who, on the basis of some assumed volume of e~orts, pro~ 
duct patteril, distribution among foreign markets 'and price 
condit~ons of foreign markets, forecast'increasing incomes from 
exports with an improving profitability. 

---. Tranquil restructuring in Hungarian agriculture and food 
exports (Part I & II). HDH (4) 1986: 44~47; (1) 1987: 36~38 
Scheme of the Hungarian agricultural development and the new 
concept included in the Plan. Diagnosis of the structure of 
the plan. Three problems arise in this context:(l) The 
exports are by no means desiGned for disposing of the surplus 
generated by subsidized developments and to be conSidered, so 
to say a natural one, but What is important is that aericulture 
and food industry have"become one of the largest exporting 
sectors of the economy. (2)The second problem is related to the 
line of specialization which prefers such mass products 01 which 
it is easy to increase the amount, but of which the prices fluc
tuate to the greatest'extent. (3) The third problem is connected 
with market selection. Plan and adjustments. 

, , 

Laszlo, Gyongyi. The develo?ment of poultry branch. DRIAE (64) 
1986: 73-84 

Lazar, Ist"an. Hungarian agriculture: whither and h-ow? NHQ 
XXIII(85) Spring 1982: 26-45 
Industrialized production systems. Changes in the system or 
incentives. Contemporary HUfiearian family. Aerarian economy 
and environmental protection. 

Lehoczki, M. Some major trends in the dev&lopment of co-operative 
farms. ATIHEL 12(6) 1982: 129-131 

Leszak; Ferenc, Orban, Arpad and Orosz, Lajos. Economic develop~ 
ment, earnings, and income relations in Hungarian agriculture. 
(Tr. by George Hajdu). EEE XXI (2) Winter 1982~83: 50~75 
Characteristic features in the development of the national 
economy and the main economic branches. Earnings and income 
from work. Earnines in agriculture. Changes in the dispersion 
and structure of earnings. Relative development of output and 
gross income and shares. The level of 'output and sharing. 
Aericultural i~comes. Real incomes of the ~ain Social groups. 

Marilla! Vilmos. Certain economic problems of state control for 
the co~operatives in Hungary. DRIAE (56) 1984: 66~78 . 
Relationship between the socialist state and tho cooperatives. 
Performance of the cooperntives. System of state control. 
Dualism Of the financial interest and of the tasks of the 
movement. 
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Marillai, Vilmos. Integrated agro-:industrial organ:1z ations at 
the turn of the millennium. DRIAE (52) 1983: 89-99 

---. New ~raits of co-operation and integration in agricultural 
cooperatives. DRIAE (61) 1985: 49~56 .. 
Place and part of. agricultural cooperatives. Types and achieve~ 
ments of cooperat10n and integration. Aero-industrial combina
tion. 

Marrese, Michael. Af.ricultural policy and performance in agricul
ture. JCE 7(3) Sept 1983: 329-345 
From a number of perspectives it is demonstrated that Hun~arian 
agricultural development has been quite successful. Five~deci
sions contributed to that success:{l) collectiviZation via the 
carrot rather than the stick. (2) Transformation of cooperatives 
into the backbone of Hungarian agriculture. (3) Development of· 
symbiotic conditions between socialist and private agriculture. 
(4) Decentralization of agricultural decision~making. (5) Foster
ing of development of new institutional forms that contributed 
towards the rapid spread of technological advances. Personal 
incomes have becol:le more dependent on profit. Relo.ti ve profit 
opportunities among agricultural commodities and markets have 
played an important-role in determinin~ input, output, and 
marketing decisions. 

Marton, Janos. - Hungarian agriculture in the 1980s. DRIAE (63) 
1986: 121-124 

• Our agricultL~e in the international competition. DRIAE 
X50) 1982: 78-79 

• The position of Hunr;nrin..1'l agriculture in the world.DRIAE 
(58) 1985: 140-143 

• The production of agricultural goods and the national econo-: 
mic balance. DRIAE (65) 1986: 19~24 

• The role of live-labour in horticultural production. DRIAE 
(56) 1984: 79-91 

---. Stability and flexibility in food economy. DRIAE (59) 
1985: 121-191 
~~riculturnl policies. Factors contributing to the improvement 
in agriculture. Stability and flexibility- competitiveness, 
time facto~, management, risk. Dranches- meat production, milk 
production, cattle breeding, production of vegetables. 

---. Trends and tondencies in farm management in the light of agri-: 
. cultural and structural deVelopments towards the end of tho 

twentieth century- Hungary. DRIAE (62) 1986: 49-60 · . 
---; et a1. Development possibilities of the system of enterprises 

in food economy until the turn of the millennary. DRIAE (55) 
1984: 87-;Ll8 
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Major factors which influence the development of the system ~f 
enterprises in food econon~. Transformation process of the 
system of enterprises. The institutionS'of control of the safe
guardi~e of interest, the bankinf; system •• Small-scale oreon1za~ 
tions ~n food economy. Aericultural trading organizations, 
produce purc~aser organizations. 

Medgyesi~Szabo, E. Non~agricultural activities of agricultural 
enterprises in Huneary. AO 34(3-.4) 1984: 361-374 . 
Sphere of aetivity. The development of production. Nearly 
every state and cooperative farm isengaeed in industrial, 
construction and conunercial (retail, caterine, trans~ctions with 
small-scale producers) activities and transportation. The 
development of production, nonagricultural. Structure, effici
ency and di£r.erentation of this production. Wages in the com~ 
plementary activity. At present non-agricultural production 
is already integrated in the structure of production of the 
farms. 

---. Problems of enterprise development in agriculture. ADHEL 
17(1) 1987: 203-.205 

Meszaros, Sandor. Organization and state of agriculture in Hungary. 
DRlAE \61) 1985: 15~24 
The economic role of agriculture. 'Orf,anization of agricultural 
production- large and small sector. The processing of agricul
tural products. Diversified structure of agricultural output. 
The achievements of Hungarian agriculture- cereal production, 
home consumption of-foodstuffs. Opportunities and problems of 
further development. 

Naey, Janos and Arato, Knta1in. Analysis of the indices of the 
development of Hungarian agriculture between 1960 and 1980 and 
forocast upto 2000. DRIAE (57) 1984: 87~88 

Nemeti, L. ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 51 
Comoarative data on farm results. Tareet-.related investnent 
subsidies provide no support for weak farms. 

. . 

Nemeti, Maeda. Probable trend and extent of the development of 
small-scale farming. DRlAE (51) 1982: 23~26 

___ • The prospects of labour demand and of small production in 
agriculture. DRIAE (56) 1984: 92~102 
The development trend of labour productivity in crop production, 
animal husbandry. 

Orban, A. and' Horvath, J. Tendencies or labour force changes in 
agricuiture. A0HEL 17(2) 1987: 252-254 

Ori J. Pricine of agricultural products and foodstuffs in 
H&neary. AO!AE, the Selection 1981: ~3~91 
Gen~ral principles governing the price system. Main characteris-
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tics o~ the agrioultural price system. Three price spheres o~ 
the ~o~d economy. I~lucncinG prices through market·medhods. 
Connection betweGn domestic andforoi~n trade prices. 

Oros, I. Small-scale agricultural production in Hungary. AO 
32~1~2) 1984: 65-90 
lin important role is played by small-scale production in Hunga
rian agriculture, carried on by members of co-operatives and 
workers o~ state farms, as well as by people not engD.6ed full
time in agriculture in their household plots and auxiliary 
~arli1s. Dased on the 1981 agricultural census, tho paper pro
vides a detailed picture of this production, comparing it with 
the data of the 1972 censas. Social aspects o~ small-scale 
production. Means o~ production of small producers- area-~ixed 
assets-"the main characteristics o~ production- ef~iciency and 
incomes. 

Palovics, D. ADSEES XII(I)(65) Sept 1981: 58 
Main trends of Hungarian agricultural production &~d food trade 
in the 1970s. 

Palovics, I. The adjustment capacity o~ Hungarian agriculture. 
DRIf.m \ 65) 1986: 69-87 . 

---. The role o~ socialist agriculture in rural employm.ent. 
(An e~stract).ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 350-351 

Papocsi, L.Technologicnl development o~ agriculture. ADHEL 
17(2) 1987: 314-316 

Perczel, J. ADSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 44 
The article analyses the increasing importance o~ hOUSehold 
and ancillary agricultural plots cultivated by some 2.2 mn. 
~~lios producine one-third o~ the country's ~ood supplids. 

Pilling, lmdras. Practice of managerial functions in the agri
cultural co-operatives. :.i.1I1.E (53) 1983: 53-54 

Polya~.l. Nandor. Instrumental assessment o~ machine utiJl.iz ation. 
DRI~(OO)~~:~~~3 . 
Machine utilization in agriculture. 

Pompor, I. The role·o~ the house-hold plots and auxiliary ~arms 
in food production. ~HEL 12(4) 1982:191-193 

R.A. Production on smallholdings: a balance o~ ten years. NHQ 
XXVII(103) Autumn 1986: 172-173 ". 
A second census in 1981, the first having taken p1ace.~n 1972. 
In nine years· the number of householdS engaged , dimi~shed 
;slowly, by ton per cent approximately, but the~r production 
is ~till significant. . 

Rasko Gyorr,yand 5zajko, Pal. Competitiveness o~ the beefer 
br~ch. DRI.f.E (52) 1983: ~0-109 
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Romany, P. General and individual factors in the socialist pro
gress of t~e Hunearian aericulture. ADHEL 15(6) 1985: 218~219 

Rott, Nandor. Comparability of the structure of wealth and finance 
i~ agriculture. DBIAE (63) 1986: 152~153 

---~ -The"contribution of agriculture to the growth of the national 
economy. DBIAE (58) 1985: l76~178 

" " " 

Rush, G. Huneary- a country report. AGAC XXXVIU(4) Dec 1983: 
9~20i XXXIX(3) 1984: 14-18 
Organization and structure of acriculture. /.ericultural policy. 
Farm output in 1982. Outlook for 1983. Aericultural trade. 
Aeri-food trade with Canada. Grnin production. 

. " 

Sebestyen, Katalin; Industrial-type production systems in Hunga~ 
rian agriculture. DBI1~ (61) 1985: 57-63 

Simo, Tibor. Social effects of landholding and small farming in 
the village of Tard. NHQ XXV(94) Sumner 1984: 149~155 
Parents '"landed property and present social status'- Small 
holdings. 

---. Social stratification in cooperative farms. NHQ XXII(84) 
Winter 1981: 141-147 

Sipos, A. Aero~industrial integration. AO AAE, A Selection 1981: 
55~69 
The aero-industrial integration developing on the basis of the 
scientific~technological revolution transf~rms the traditional 
method of production, distribution and consumption of f0~d
stuffs and parallel with this also the socio~economic ralations. 
Vertical integration in capitalist countries. 

___ • Relations between enterprises in the agro-industrial sphere 
in Hungary. AO 31(1-2) 1983: 53-69 
The author examines the various forms of relations between 
farming, industrial and trading entor9rises, as well as·the 
possibilities for mnkine these relations more efficient. The 
relations between enterprises in the supply sphere, that is con
crete proolems of tho supply of e.gricultural enterprises with " 
machinery, and question of industrialized production systems 
association relations as well us different forms of foreign 
trade enterprise relationsl Diversity' of possible forms in 
further development of these relations. 

___ and Halmai, P. More sensible conditions of a market-oriented 
agricultur~. .ADHEL 17(3) 1987:· 49-51 

Starosolszky, O. Water management in Hungary ruld possib+e fieldS 
of co-operation. NH 20(8) Aug 1981: 14 

Swain, Nigel. Hunearian aericulture in the early 1980S: retren~ 
chment followed by refo~m. SS XXXIX(l) Jan 1987: 24-39 
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The auth~r has exanined tho retrenchment policies of the early 
1980s which'affected a brnnch of the Hunearinn economYJ i.e. 
agriculture. Those measures taken within agriculture to counter
act the squeeze induced by these policies can be taken os pre
curs~rs f~r the ec~nomy-wide reform ~f 1985. llcriculture act .. d 
os the torch-bearer f~r more general ccon~m1c reform. Analysis 
of agricultural performance in the first half of the 1980s. 
The success of Hungc.rian collcctiviS'ltion in the 1970s was the 
result of a changed investment p~licy which directed towards it 
more funds than had proviously been received; this argument is 
n~t a'str~ncr ~ne. Financial support has been reduced in the 
1980S and yet the results of the first half Of the 1980s indi
cate that agriculture's success has continued. New mcth~d ~f 
wage regulation which farms are expected t~ intr~duce might, 
by abolishin:; findly the nver~o-wago principle J have seri~us 
repercussions for omployment policy likely t~ shed surplus labour 
which previously served t~ keep average wages low. Crenti~n of 
the background industry of small-scale c~mpanies possible? 
Interest in Hun~arian oericultur~ as an oxample of 0 relntively 
successful attempt ot collectivisnti~n. Dut the importance of 
Hungarian agriculture can be soen to extend beyond this. 

Szabo J Ferenc. Introductory Lecture on structure and rcp,i~nal 
locati~n of fo~d itj.dustry in Hungary. DRUE (62) 1986,: 9~19 
Pr~duction structure~ enterprise and branch structure. Market
in;:; ond inp u ts • 

Szabo J I. The ;:unsarinn agriculturnl co-operl',tive movement in 
the mid:-1980S. AllHEL 16(5) 1986: 84,-:85 

--,-. The position of co-operative farms at the start of the sixth 
Five-Year plan period. ADHEL 11(1) 1981: 83-84 , 

___ •. Problems of agricultural labour situation. ADHEL 14(2) 
1984: 210-211 

• The way ahead of E'ungarinn agriculture and the peasantry. 
ADHEL 17(1) 1987: 80-81 

Szabo J Miklos Pclsoczi DUd Varga, Gyu10. Summary account on the 
work of the section on agricultural economics~ DRIAE (61) 
1985: 35-42 

Szcn.droJ Laszlo. Human conditions of -:r,rk ~.nd t::cir ;::~do :-.f ol.'G'a-
'"'1'"-+":1 j" ~""'icu' tlU''' 1 e'ltc~~"ri::::,;::; :'~RIAE (50) 18D~: 118~lt9 .,l.~~ ::>n ..... ... ,-!.L ~.. I .... - _. • 

SZijjartc Andras. Mano~ement conflicts in state farms. DRIAE 
(50)198~: 120~121 ' 

Szoke, Maedolna. Dcv~lopment of the Hungarian food economy in 
the second half of the eiehties. HDH (1) 1985: 44-.47 
Expected chanGes of production DUd structure. Inv~stment
mechanization. Hunt:Ql'ian agricultural export continues to 
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remnin u decisive factor of improving the external trade 
balance. Its development'is determined by the requirements and 
terms of the world market. 

Szucs, Mnria. Relationship between the objectives of employment 
und stondnrd of living policies und small-scale farming. BRIAE 
(51) 1982: 27-31 . , . 

Tompa, -Dela. AGricultural enterprises. DRIAE (63) 1986:170-171 

---. The practice of agricultural crediting und the predoliunance 
of enterprise character in the oericultural co-operatives. 
BRIAE (58) 1985: 215-217 

---:. The role of production system und agricultural development 
orgunizcti~ns in the diffusion of research results und in the 
innovation. DRIAE (65) 1986: 59-:68 

--:-',et ale Innovation ~ aGriculture. DRIAE (56) 1984:116-128 

Toth! A.E. Small-scale agricultural producti::m in Huneary and 
efriciency of the agro-industrinl complex. AO AAE, A Selection 
1981: 70-:82 
Role 'and situation of small-scale aericultural production. Con-: 
siderable small-scale agricultural prodliction, Which the large
scale furms do not undertake for either technical or economic 
reasons. InteGration of small scale farms' "1';'~.th largo scale 
farms, processin~ and preservin.G (canning) enterprises is 
advantageous for the national economy and useful for the small-

.scale producers. 
, , 

Toth, Benedek. ADSEES XII(2)(66) Jen 1982: 50 . 
About the efficiency of the cooperativG farms,'with particular 
reference to the 400 wenk ones. 

• ADSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 52 . 
Report on the activities of the household (private) farmers. 
They create one-third of the country's aGricultural production. 

---. ADSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 51 
Since 1983, for the first time in 30 years, arable lund has 
stopoed diminishine and last year 10,000 hectares were added 
by the recultivation nationwide of rreviously unutilized areas. 

Ujhelyi, TamaS. The adjustment of Hungarian agriculture to exter
nal changes. DRIAE (56) 1984: 129-141 
Some important measures for adjustment of agriculture to the 
world situation- teChnically organized production systems. 
Small-scale farming. Diversification of production structure 
of large farms. 

___ • The present state of agriculture and food industry in 
. Hune~:2' and some as!)ects of the medium term development plans. 

BRIAE {61) 1985: 6-:14 
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General policy aims and developClent. A."ricultural situation in 
the firs t half of the 1980' s .. Food cons UJimtion. Chanrres in the 
markets for Hunearian aericultural products seem to be obvious 
because of the loss of i~po~tance of traditional markets 
growth of Soviet demand and emergence of new markets. These 
changes will have considerable effect on the commodity structure 
of exports. 

Vagi, F. ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 51 
The productivity'of capital in Hunearian agriculture shows a 
f'allln~ tendency. Output per capital input fell by 15,% in the 
1970$. 

Van~sa, Jeno. Hunr.oria~ agriculture 1984. tfii (3) 1984:'3-5 

---. Mate~lal consunption and its effieiency in Hungarian agri
culture. AO AAE, A Selection 1981: 92-98 
Consu~ption of energy, fertilizers and plant protectives. Indus-. 
trial fodders. Statistics. . 

, . 
Varga, Gyula. ADSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 51 

The importance of agricultural small-scale production, its ro-, 
gulation and problems of development in thG socialist economy. 

---. ADSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 49 
The restrictive nature of the regulated market system is prevent
ing Hungarian agriculture from benefitting' fully from its 
greater potential to produce for the market. 

---. AP,riculture for the ei~hties. NHQ ~~(97) Spring 1985: 
130-138 
The growth of agricultural production. Changes in food conscunp
t~on. The dileJ:U!la5 of agricultural policy. 

---. ' Alternative3 of the development of agriculture and food in
dustry in Hungary. AO 29(3-4) 1982: 285-308 
The development of the HQnearian agriculture and food industry 
during the last two decades offers quite a few lessons Wich 
could be of help in creatine a ba~is for a long~ter~ develop
ment plan- oven though the developl:1ent over these tno decades 
dotermines the sphere of activity in l:1any areas, almost till 
the turn of the century. In this study special e~phasis is 
placed upon the review of the past period, attempting to in
dicato tendencies 'of expectable development in the futuro. 
Description of actual Qocision alternatives. Development ~f' 
the structure of crop' production, land use animal husbandry. 
Growth of production of food industry and airections of struc
tural thanee. Effects and directions of changes in consumer 
demand. Structure of exports and imports. Directions and 

. mllin alternatives of dovelopl:1ent. 

--~. C~rtain income reQistribution problems in Hunearinn agri
cultural production and in the turnover or agricultural prc~ucts 
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at home and abroad between 1970 and 1982. BRIAE (56) 1984: 
142-179 
Modification of income redistribution in large-scale agriculture. 
Subsidization of the agricultural exports. Relationship between 
world market prices and the domestic prices. 

---. The international competitiveness of the 
in Hungary and possibilities to improve it. 
18-29 

animal husbandry 
TIRIAE (64) 1986: 

---. Main characteristics of the previous development of small
scale farming and-conclussions drawn.from the analysis of the 
initial situation. BRIAE (51) 1982: 11-15 

---. Market-oriented agriculture. BRIAE (53) 1983: 84:-87 

---. The Research Institute fer Agricultural Economics is 30 
years old. BRI.AE (61) 1985: 67-.72 

• Thirty years of the Research lnsti tute of Aerarian Economics. 
AO 34(3~4) 1985: 374-381 
The Institute represents almost 50 percent of the Hung~ian sci-. 
entific capacity devoted to study agrarian economics. Following 
the frequent organizational changes in the early years~ for 
almost 20 years no basic change occur~ed in the framework of the 
I~stitut~. Proportion between basic and applied research. 

---~ et ale Development of agricultural wage and income regUla-
tion. BRIAE (55) 1984:66-86 -
Regulation of agriculD'~al eurnings- models. Employment policy 
and incomes of the enterprises. Wage regulation. 

- -
-:--~ et 0.1. The guiding principles of economic management in agri-. 

cultural production. BRIAE (55) 1984: 7-37 
System of conditions needed for the establishme~t of eco~bmic 
undertakings. Economic control and the enterpr1se. Regulation 
of our food production on the basiS of domestic and foreign -
markets demands. Selective development policy in food economy. 
Problems of distribution of income. Price policy and profit 
regulation of the enterprises. Independence of the enterprises. 

- - . 
___ ~ et 0.1. Policies of animal husbandry and meat production in 

Hungary. BRIAE (52) 1983: 110-.125 

Yearbook of agricultural statistics ~ 1980 ~ 1981.. AUBEL 11(6) 
1981: 236-239; 12(5) 1982: 221-224 

Pol~ 

AUSEES XIII(2) (69) J~l 1983: 57 
The farmers do not sell enough grain to the state. Tue state 
will have to acquire it one way or another. 
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ADSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 65 
Poland has a nearly balanced exoort and imoort of food products 
and in future may become a net grain exporter; the government 
has taken decisions to devolop the weak spots. 

--- Xv~I(3)(83) 1987: 77 
The presidium of the go~ernment has. reviewed the good agricultu~ 
ral performance of 1986. 

Albinowski, S. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 57 
Poland should aim at restructuring its agriculture. 
sector is the most efficient in all respects and the 
wo~ld be to create private farms of 10-30 hectares. 

The private 
op1;imum 

Cook, Edward. Aericultural reform in Poland: background and pros
pects. 58 XXXVI(3) July 1984: 406-426 
Polandts failure to collectivize agricure in the early 1950s 
merolt that private ownership continued to playa predominant 
role"in its agricultural sector. The Gierek agricultural poli~ 
cios. A renewed push gradually to socialize agriculture. 
Polandts fr~gmented land structure posed a serious problem for 
policY:~t1akers. "Number of pOlicies to improve the situation of 
privute farmers. At the same time socialist relations in agri~ 
culture to be realized through strengthening state control over 
agricultural services, marketing, and farmer cooperatives. 
The state-land-fund provided the means"for transferring land 
from private to socialized agricnlture. Economic results of 
the Gierek agricultural policies. By the end of the 1970s the 
central thesis supporting the Gierek agricultural policies~ 
that the socialized sector could be expanded by bureaucratic 
intervention without impairing private agriculture- had been 
proven also. New prospects for agricultural reforms. 

Dowda,' H. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 57 
Why the new system of agricultural prices is less advantageous 
than that of 1981. 

The food war. PP XXV(1/2) Winter-Spring 1982: 44-.46 

Grochowski, Zdzislaw. Polish agriculture-'bringing down barriers 
and creating development conditions. Polend (1)(345)1986: ~5 

Helping Poland's fermers. ET 293 6th Oct 1984: 19~20 

Herer, W. The rcgion~l structure of agricultural migration. 
abstrnct)~. ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 355 

(An 

Jablonowski~ H. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 72 . 
There is n shortage of various agricultural products, such as 
potntoes; rnoatly thiS is the consequence of mistnken or inflexi-
ble prici~g ~olicies. ~ 

Jeziorvnski, T. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 64 
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The need to achieve realistic prices, in particular, of agri
cultural products to put an end to subsidisation. 

Kapuscinski, P. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 59 
Problems behind the grain deficit, and the need for larger 
industrial inputs into agriculture. 

Kolodziejak, Z. JI13SEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 61 
Article in the monthly of the Polish army on economic dependence 
and economic security. M21lY mistakes were made and the country 
is too dependent on grain imports from NATO countries. 

LaWniczak, Irenn. A comparctive !lIlalysis of technical progress in 
socialized and priv~te Polish ngriculture. OUW 28(1) Mar 1983: 
22-29 
A comparison of private and socic.lized Dgriculture in Poland 
shows'~hat the private sector is still,more effective. One 
of the main reasons ,is the fact that labour still is relatively 
less eXpensive than capital which is used in larger proportion 
by the socialized sector. It is argued that in future increased 
inputs of capital in the private sector"and changed price rela~ 
tionships may alter tho present results. 

MajdansKi, F." Sudetes mountain region-'aprogrnmme for economic 
development. (In abstrffct).' ERAE 8(2/3) 1981:379-380 
An agric~ltural development. 

Makowiecki, M. ADSEES XVI (1) (78) Jp.n 1986: 53 
Agriculture and the food evonomy has been a priority area since 

,1983, but in pr~ctice there are signs that it is notobtalning 
the share of resources that its priority status oIiginally 
demanded. 

Manteuffel, Ryszard. The changing face of agriculture. PP XXVII 
(2) Summer 1984: 1~15 
Mode of production. Modo of living. Disproportions. The 
productivity of Polish agricu+ture has grown substantiallY'in 
comparison with the prewar and the immediate postwar years. 
Grain y1eld~~ root crops, livestock raising, milk yields have 
increased, but they still fall short of tho needs, especially 
as tho countryts population has incre~scd in the past 40 years 
by 50 per cent. 

Michna Waldemar. Food policy. PP XXVIII(4) ~utumn'1985: 15~20 
Prin~iple objectives of food policy. Satisfaction, through 
domestic production and foreign trnde~ of tho nutritional re
quirements of the whole population. ~tendy improvement of the 
quality and balance of tho national diet. Resto»ation of self~ 
sufficiency as a net export su~plus in agro-industry. Accumula
tion of reserves of foodstuffs •. 

Milewski, G. .ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 54 
InterView with the Minister of l~riculture about Polish agri-
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culture." In many re~pects the planned parameters have not been 
achieved. 

Ney, Roman. Raw material resources. (An inte~view). PP XXVC1/2) 
Winter-Spring 1982: 40-43 . 

Nowak 1 Jan and Romanowska, Hanna. Conditions-affecting the spatial 
dis~ribution of the food industry in Poland. (An abstract). 
ERAE 8(213) 1981: 344-345 . 

• Locational patterns of the food-processing industry in 
Poland. ERAE 12(3) 1985: 233-246 . 
The authors make some hypothosesregarding the location orienta
tions of various food-processing industries. To test these 
hypotheses the authors employ simple methods of regional analy
sis in order to indentify the actual locations orientations of 
selected food-processing indus trios. To a large extent the 
results"of the empirical analysis confirm the hypotheses mude 
earlier. The authors relate location orientation considerations 
to public policy trying to sec whether policy-makers could act 
in the sphere of the food industry distribution and rural deve
lopment. 

Olszewski, T. ABSEE8 XII(2)(66) Jvn 1982: 58 
Statistical-data concerning culti'O'ated land, livestock herds, 
crop yields, '!Iilk production, etc. . 

One agriculture. PP XXIV(2) Feb 1981: 36-41 
Exeerpts from various articles. Agricultural policy. Industry 
for. ngriculture. Development Programme. 

PAP. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 64 
Report on conference of deputics of regional prefects and 
others on main problems of agriculture in 1984. . 

Polnk, Wiktor. Poland- a country rcport. AGAC XXXVI (6) Dec 
1981: 30-31 
Reform prograrnr.J.c"for agriculture. Agriculture in 1980 and 
outlook for 1981. 

Poland. _ET 300 13th Sept 1986: 47-48 
FWld for agricumtural improvcment. Controversy between the 
Church and the governmcnt. 

Poland- a country rcport. AGAC XXXVI(4) Aug 1981: 24-27 
Agricultural production- fertilizers vnd pcsticidcs- ~eed 
supplies. Commodity situation. 

. . 

QUaisser, Wolfgang. Agriculturc.l price policy vnd pec.svnt agri
culture in Poland. S8 XXXVIII(4) Oct 1986: 562~585 
Agricumtural plnnning and prices. That prices are set on the 
basis of average social costs of production is unlikely to be 
the primary factor is·determining agricultural prices in Poland. 
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Cost calculations do pInyan important role. in the statels short 
term price adjustments. Also the objectives of rural income 
policy played an important part in price determination in certain 
periods; Also influenced by the situation on the consumer goods 
marketS. Agricultural price policy in the 1970s. Trends in 
prices, output ~nd incomes. Policy in the 198OS. The problem 
of farm"inputs reflects the dilemma of the economic. reform as 
a whole. 

Rouba, Helena. The food processing industry ~s a factor promoting 
the development of the agricultural regions of Poland. (An 
abstract).· ERhE 8(2/3) 1981: 354-355 

---a Functions of tho food-processing industry in promoting the 
development of agricultural regions in Poland. ERAE 10(3) 
1983: 249-269 
A comprehensive survey of the unequal spatial distribution of 
Polish agriculture, and of its processing industry. The present 
location of the food processing industry does not conform to the 
location of the raW material pr~duction, nor to the location of 
mm-kets for consumer goods. The functions which a processing 
industry could perform in its supplying region are analysed on 
the basis of a detailed cuse study, from Which it bec')lIles clear 
that close linkages bob/con producer and processor can be estab~ 
lished for the benefit of both, there~yproviding also an oppor~ 
tllnity to include the private sector of agriculture in a state' 
planning sy~tem. 

Sarjuz-Wolski, M. ADSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 63 
, Report on the purchase by the state of grain from private far

mers and the problem of prices. 

Simatupang, D. Polish agriculture in the 1970s and the prospects 
for the earlv 198Os. ERAE 8(4) 1981: 453-473 
The pOor oerformance af agriculture in the second half of' the 
1970s resulting from a combination of poor weather tbad, agri~ 
cultufal policy and structural problems, contributed considerab
ly to the generation of the pre?ent d~ep economic crisis. De~ 
mand for fOod. ' Externnl trade ~n ngr~culturnl products and 
foodstuffs. The relationship between the arable and livestock 
sectots. Structural features and problems. Ownership. Labour 
force. ANricultural'investment. /~riculturnl policy and 
perfOrmOl1.Ce. Growth. Socialization of agriculture.' Efficien
cy comparison between pri";,,ate and sociclized farming. Prosl'ects 
for early 1980S. Statisbcs. 

SZot E. ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 19~2: 63 
Re;ort on life in a typical far~ng coomunity, its problem~~ 
with seme statistical data. 

Urban, M. Planning of agricultural production development on a 
regional scale. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 372-373 
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Wos, Augustyn. The econom:r1s brighter spot. PP XXX(l) Winter 
1987: 25-28 
Agricultural development and its problems. 

Romania 
-~ 

ABSEES XI (3) (64) May 1981: 74 
Agricultural statistics are eiven. 

---XII (1){65) Sept 1981: 77 
For the purpose of obtaining "an appropriate distribution of 
staple crops, Romania has been divided into 20 different zone 
types, where"different combinations of agricultural products 
are produced. 

--- XII (1)(65). Sept 1981: 77 
Key economic indicators for agricultural production. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 68 
Statistical data concer:ning agriculture and food industry in 1982. 

--- XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 75 
Text of the Programme of self-management and self-supply in agri~ 
cultural food products and indllstrial consumption goods in the 
period 1 Oct 1983- 30 Sept 1984. 

--- XV(l) (74) Sept 1984:,77 
Text of the decision of the XII Party Congress concerning an 
incNase ofagricultutal production in personal co-"perative 
and private 5conomies. 

--- XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 77 
Text of the programme of self-management and self~sufficiency 
in ~gro-alimentary products and industrial goods. 

--- XVI (2) (79) 1986: 78 
Text of the Plan of Development of Agriculture and Food Industry 
for 1986 is published with summarizing tables. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 78 
A conference of the party and state on agriculture lists 
measures to be taken to improve the situation. 

--- XVII (1) (81) 1987: 78 
Text of tho law on de~clopment of agriculture and food industries 
in the period 1986-90. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 82 
How. the Denube delta is being improved from an agricultural angle. 

Ageu, I. ADSEES XV(3) (76) l'by 1985= 80 
Report on the record harvest of corn in a state agricultural 
station at Varias in Timis district. 
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Bold,!. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 74 
A description is given of h8w the planning of land use is now 
conducted. 

Boneu1 O. Romaniu- a country'report. AGAC XXXIX(2) 1984:43-47 
Agr~cultural sector, output, deve18pment. Outl08k for 1984. 

Berdeianu, C. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: SO 
Report on a poultry i'arm which for the first time in Romania is 
using computers for the selection"of animals and other new tech
nology, ~ uch as rapid vaccination. , 

Brasoveanu, N. .AI3SEES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 76 
Comprehensive article on individunl farms I their position in 
Romanian. agriculture. 

Caranfil, M. and Amihulcsi, N. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jon. 1985: 72 
A programme ad8pted in 1983 envisages trnnsformati8n 81' the 
Danube delta into a i'ertile agricultural and ~iscicultural land 
of some l~,OOO h~ctares, 8ne half of the wh81e delta territ8ry. 

Ceausescu, F, et ale lillSEES J~V(3)(76) May 1985: 81 
The Romanion. livestock producti8n has grown faster in the last 
20 years than vegetal, h8wever, examples sh8w that it can and 
must increese substnntially. 

Chirovici, G.R. ABSEES,XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 73 
Comparison of present agricultural productivity with the pre~war 
,and other periods. 

Chiurtu, V. ABSEES XII(2) (66) Jon 1982: 68 
Dctail~ o~ the ycarl~ m~ze harvest. 

Ciubotnru, L. and Voicu, I. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 68 
Rep8rt on a'recotd corn hm"fest in Olt country, with data on 
i'ertilizers, etc. 

Herteg, I. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 68 
Report 8n the yield of grain in an agricultural co-operative, 
the highest yield in the country. 

• I~SEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 71 
Report concerning the'unsutisfact8ry harvest of wheat and barley 
in C8nstantu district, which was discovered't8 have been due to 
non-c8mpliance with techn810gical processes. 

---. ABSEES XVI(3)(SO) 1986: 69 ' 
The programme concerned with vine cultures and fruit trees in 
the peri8d 1986~90 envisages inc!'easing pr8duction and c8ncen~ 
trating it in hi lly rcgi ons. " 

HlLl1ya, G. Agricultural production in Romania. ABHEL 17(1) 
1987: 155-156 
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Iancu, V. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 88 
A description of the Siret-Baragan canal which will be 200 km 
long ·.and will eventually irrigate 700 ,000 hectares. Regular 
work on its construction has not star~ed yet. 

Lazarescu, F. 
rural areas. 

Water management and development of agriculture and 
(An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 338 

Mallory, E.A. Romania- a countl':!" report. AGAC XXXVI (2) Apr 1981: 
16-20; XXXVII(4/5) Aug/Oct 1982: 36~39 . 
Agricultnral production in 1980 to 1982. The Second Agricultural 
Congress. The Romanian Agricultural Society. Decrees regulating 
food s~pp~ies. The 1981-1985 Five~Year Plru~ for agricu~ture. 

Marcarov, T. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 69 
Discussion of the fodder supply, as the condition for an increase 
in animal production, with statistical data on productivity of 
p~oduction units, and research stations. 

---, et ale ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 68 
Survey of the state of the har~est in more important districts, 
wi th detailed statistical data. 

Mihuta, T. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 79 
The new tendency in agriculDure- to combine animal with vegetable 
or horticultural sectors in micro-farms so as to create addition
al production and incomes. 

Ostroveanu, G. .~SEES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 67 
Short report on a state farm where pay is commensurate with the 
produc~iv~ty of each small unit. 

Papadiuc, A. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 88 
The .spe(:ial programme of conservation of soil and its results 
in 1986. 

Petrescu, N. The methodology of regional complex development,with 
particular reference to agricultural development. (An abstract). 
ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 373~375 

Pop, I. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 77 
The develooment of Romanian agriculture over the last 20 
(twenty) years. 

Rural development. SLB (3~4) Sept-Dec 1984: 584-585 
Romania: New incentives to private farm plots. 

Rural development and agrarian reform. S13 (1) Mar 1983:137~138 
Romania: Farming development in mountainolls regions. Produc~ 
tion incentives, a basic condition for increasing agriculturel 
production. 

Sirbu, I. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 64 
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A discussion by reference to the Galati district of the contri
bution of the Agro-Industrial Councils to'the de~el~pment d! 
the fooe'!. industries at the district level.· . 

Stroe, M •. .ABSEES XII(3)(67) May 1982:75 
Arti~le on livestock production, with numerous statistical data. 

Surpat~- G.' £,SEESXIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 67 . - . . 
Review of the "evelopment of agriculture in the last twenty 
years. wi t~ s.ome data conce,:,ning future development., 

Tanasache, I. and Papadiuc, A. .Al3SEES XV(2)(75) :ran 1985:72 
Survey of development of Romani.a..'1 agriculture, 1945-1983 j parti
cularly in regard to progress in irrigation and drainage. 

Visiou, M. ADSEES XII(3) (67) May 1982: 75 . . 
DiSCUSSion of advantages of fertilising fields wi ttl natural 
manure, with statistical data on crops ,on fertilised and non
fertilised fields. 

Zahiu, Letitia and Manole, V. Optimal size of sheep breeding 
farms in the agricultural production cooperatives in county 
Constanta. ECECSR XX(8) 1985:.33-38 

Yugoslavia 

A~EES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 71 
The 'Morava. II' agricultural project, to cost en estimated 
6,331.5 mn. dinars; has been approved by the Serbian authorities 
'and the World Dank. 

--- XIII (1)( 68) Sept 1982,: 80 
Low oroduction in agriculture and food processing, is jeopardis
ing fulfilment of the current Five~Year plan and of the stabi
lisation policy. 

--- XIII (1) (68) sept 1982: 80 
Most private peasants still do not co-operate .at all'with the 
socialised sector. Issues like rent on peasan~ land. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 84 
This year's average harvest' of 5.3 mn tonncs of wheat guarantees 
'to satisfy domestic demand •. 

--- XV (3) (76) May 1985= 90 
The autumn harvest of 1984 was for many crops a record beater. 

--- XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 88 
More attention'is to be paid to agriculture in the next 
Five-Year Plan. 

--- XVI (2) (79) 1986: 84 
Final results of agricultural performance. in 1985. 
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ADSEES XVII(1)(8l) 1987: 87 
A sorry tale of bad relntionShip between privata and co-operative 
sectors of agriculture. 

Adic, Milan. Livestock breeding and the meat industry 1975-1980. 
YS XXIV(l) Feb 1983: 59-72 ' 
Dasic characteristics of livestock 'bre"ding. Deliveries of 
livestock for slaughter. Production of fresq meat and meat 
preparut;l.ons -inslaughtorhouses- quality and assortment- consump
tion. 

Agi~~~i~~_al~~"elopment progrc.rnlIlo for 1984. STP XXIV(7~8) 1984: 

Stete of c~fn1rs in agricultural production. Goals ~d basic 
tasks in 1984. Policy problems. 

Agriculture, 1975-1981, 1978-1984. YS XXIII(3) Aug 1982: 163-164; 
XXVI(3) Aug 1985: 159-160 
Only statistical data. 

- " 

Dojcic, SVjetan. Freshwater fisheries, 1970-1984. YS XXVII(4) 
1986: 57-66 
Yu?os lavia hfis favourable clim!:.tic and other conditions for the 
development of "fresh wnter fisheries, but these are not suffici
ently, utilized. Production ru.'1d catches. Production"in fish 
fttrms-carp" production. Catches;l.n streams -and lo..ltes. -Commerci
al fishing. ~ishery products. Consumption and market.,. 

Doyd, Michael L. The performance of private and cooperative 
soc:tnlist organization: Postwar Yugoslav' agriculturo. RES 
~~X(2) May 1987: 205-214 
Socialist enterprises in Yugoslnv agriculture show higher levels 
of producti vi ty thor.. pri vat\') producers. Total factor producti
vity estimates based on sectoral aggregate Cobb-Douglas produc
tion functions which permit sepnrution of enVironmental policy 
and organizational effocts. Cooperative soc;l.alist enterprises 
are not inherently inefficient and ccn even outperform privata 
producers. Doth types of producers were responding to their 
environment and their differential rates of technological change 
reflect tho different constraints they faced. Socialist entor
prises exhibited technology adoption behavior similcr to non~ 
socialist enterprises elsewhere. 

Dubicn, Vlaho. Forestry, 1966-1980. YS XXIII (4) Nov 1982: 59~68 
ExplOitation of stDnding timber. Production cf trimmed timber 
in the Socialized sector. Silvicultural work. Forest communi
cations. Capital intensity. Investment. Orgonization and 
omployment. Exports and imports. 

Ceranic, Vukos ava. 
63-74 " 

Sheep farming, 1~65-1985. YS XXVIII(l) 1987: 

Number of shoep, brood comoositi~n and breeding methcds. 
Scope of production. consumption. Exports and imports. Results 
nnd problems. -
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• • Corbe, Khme and Cukllnovic..L.Savo. Solf-management associations 
of pensant furme~s. YS AXIl (1) Feb 1981: 91-102 
Dasic principles. Subject and content of associations and 
mode of inc one earning and distribution. Orgnnizo.tional and 
economic forms of association. Results of farmers' association. . . 

Cvjeticun1n, Vladimir. llssociation of fnrmers- 'Dzervin model'. 
STP XXIV(7-8) 1984: 113-119 

. . 

Defilippis, Josip. Development of the social farm sectol' in 
Yugoslavia. STP XXIV(7-8) 1984: 58~70 
Agrarian policy basis of the social sector in farming. Develop
ment of the social sector of agriculture. Modes of increasing 
s oci ally-owned land. 

Dostanic, Dozidar. Agricultural-industrial complex from Srcmska 
Mitrovica. STP XXIV(7~8) 1984: 133-140 

Farm machinery and equipment- a special report. YER (4) 1985: 
21-26 

GD.yP1S·CJL~~IIiJ(·4a). Pension and disability insuranco of farmers. 
AAV.L 1987: 135-144 

GlihD. , S., et 0.1. ·Some regional aspects of agricultural dev..::lop
men"t in Slovenin. (1m abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 378-379 

Grenter attention to agriculture. YL XXXI (11-1) Nov 1985-Jan 
·1986: 5 

Grujic, R. ADSEES XVII (3)(83) 1987: 96 
There are encouraging prospects for another good year in crop 
production. 

Gulan, D. ADSEES XVII (l)(Sl) 1987: 87 
Once ago.in the wheat production. plan has not been fulfilled 
and imports will be required. 

• ADSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 89 
Results of agricultural performance in 1986 and plans for the 
spring sowing season in 1987. 

Guzine, R. V. A3SEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 71 
Although this year's wheat harvest was very good and the pur
chase of wheat surpluses from private farmers by state agencies 
will most likely bo overfulfilled by the end of the year, 
there still be a need to import 700,000 tonnes. 

llic S. (1nd Tomic. D. The role· of Vojvodina in the develooment 
of' the Yugoslavien o.griculture. (1m abstract). ERA!!: 8(2/3) 
1981: 401-402· . 

llic, Vuksan. The·price system and policy~f agriculturril. pro~ 
. dlJ.cts, 1945-1987. YS XXVIII (4) 1987: ·4l~60 
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The pricc system and policy to 1965 rund from 1965 to 1984 to 
1985. Reasons nnr1 thc"foundnti.ons of change. Price formation 
mcchnnism nnd critGrin. Tho market nnd fnrm product prices, 

-1981-1986. Price parities. Pricc supports. 

Income based relations in the ngriculturnl complex r~eogradr. 
STP XXI (8) 1981: 102-111 . 

Jelic, Tornislav. C~ttle~raising, 1975-1985. YS XXVIII(2) 1987= 
59~72 
Number of nnimals, breed pattern nnd modo of raising. Forms of 
cooperntion b~tween the socialized nnd private sectors. Produc
tion. Export nnd import. Consumption of bOVine meat and milk •. 
Dasic problems in" cnttle ... rc.isil1g. . 

~--. Pig husbandry, 1965-84. YS XXVII(3) 1986: 77-88 
On~" of the importrnt"brnnclles of livestock industry in Yugosla
via. Numbe~ of pigs. Organized pork production. Pork und lard 
consunption. Cyclic producti~l1 of prok. Production oromotion 
results- problems. . 

---. Production und consumption of animal feed, 1966-1984. YS 
XXVIII(2) 1987: 73-84 ' 
Livestock-raising is the most significent br~~ch of Yugoslav 
agriculture, Vlhich menns thc.t production of nnimnl feed is ~f 
exceptionnl importence for the stability 'Jf agricultural produc
tion os ~ whole. Forage foeds-hay~fodder crops. Corenls used 
for"animc.l feed and byproducts of cpreal and sugar beet process
ing. Protein animal feeding stuffs. Industrinl' nnimnl feed. 
Exports und imports of r~imnl feed. Consumption. 

Knezevic, Ilija an~ Sisojevic, Milnn. Forests. YS XXVI(3) Aug 
1985: 111-118 
Yugoslav forests are a grent nntionc.l asset. ~ea uhder natural 
forests and plantation and fast-growing forests. Stnnding 
timber. Silviculturel work. 

Lee, Robert C. Yuzoslavia- a country report. AGAC XXXVIII(l) 
Mar 1983: 43-51i XXXIX(l) 1984: 26~33 
Lund ownership. General econ~mic situation. Agriculturnl deve~ 
lopment. 'Crop output in 1982. Agricultural production in 1983. 
Livestock, moat und poultry. FrUit, vegetables, and hops. 
Canadian marketing opportunities. Agricultural trade. 

Livadp., Svetoznr and Puljiz, Vlado~ Land areas farmed by the 
socialized sector of agriculture. YS XXIII(2) May'1982:47~58 
Dasic goals.SociallY'l:owned land areas in figures. Wc.ys of . 
increasing land areas in the socialized sector of ngricu1tur&. 
Finoncing the expn~nsion. l~ricultural organizations rnd size 
of thoir"lund plots. Stntistic~. . 

Loncarevic Ivcn. Prices end private agriculture in Yugoslavia. 
5S XXXIXt4) Oct 1987: 628-650 ' 
Importance and major features of peasant forms. Dasie fentures 
of price policy nne. price formation. Trends in prices and pro-
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duction in general and in particu:har product's and branches of 
production. This article examines whether and how the'small 
farmer in agriculture which has continued to predominate in the 
s~cialist market economy of Yugoslavia has reacted t~ the 
state's market policies. Influence of administrative price 
policies on the trends in production and incomes of peasant 
farms. The study has demonstrated the existence of a relation
shipoetween the trends of prices and production of individual 
prodUcts on peaSant farms in the period after the economic re
form, 1966-1984. 

Malbasic, Milos. Production, manufacture and consumption of 
tobacco. YS XXI (4) 'Nov 1980: 73-86 
Tobacco cultivation. Industry. Exports and imports of ferment
ed tobacco and tobacco manufactures. Consumption. 'Statistics. 

Malohodzic, Senad. The role of science in agriculture. YS XXII 
(2) May 1981: 65-76 
Basic·results. Application of science in cultivation of wheat, 
~aize, and in~ustria~ crops, fruit-growing and viticulture. 
uarke't eardenl.nG. Ll.vestock breedine. 

I,'brkovic. Petnr. The strategy of development of Yugoslav agricul:
ture. STP XXIV(7:-8) 1984: 43:-57 

Mencinger" Joze. ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 72 
Land is one of Yugoslavia's main natural resources, but until 
the limit on private agricultural holdings is lifted it will 
n?t be possible to exploit that re~ource effic~ently. 

---. The limit on lnndholdings. (Tr. by Helen M. Kramer). EEE 
XXIII(2) Winter 1984-85: 29-42 
Optimnl production and the limit on landholdings. Ownership 
and the success of agricultur~l production. The danger of 
restoration of capitalist relati~ns in the village. The legal 
limit on Inndholdings, the socialized sector, association, and 
unemployment. Past development cannot be changed by price poli
cy but only by an agrarian policy that would ensure that· those 
who cultivate the land obtain it, regardless of whether they 
hold less or more than 10 hectares. These can be socialized 
farms or the remaininr. capable individual farmsL, These should 
be enabled to buy or lease on a bng-:term basis uncultivated or' 
poorly cultivated land both in private and socialized ownership. 
Such a solution demands the abandonment of the limitation of the 
limi ton landholdings. 

Milosevic, A. and,Piriju, O. Agroindustrial combines as economic 
and develoomcnt centres in the Mediterranean region of Yugosla-: 
Via. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 394-396 

Mimica, Milos. A good year. RIA XXXIII (782) 5th Nov 1982:23-24 
Rich crops of agriculturf.'.l p,roduce. 

Misic Petal' and Milojevic~ivomir. Production l1!ld consumption 
of fruit, 1969-1979. YS .I'-'>-.L1(4) nov 1981: 105-.116 
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Species grnwing systems and pr~duction of 
under orchards and n~ber of fruit'trees. 
nnd fruit consumption. Statistics. 

nursery ~lants. Arens 
Output. Fruit market 

Nemarnik, Ivan. Sea fishing, 1970-1980. YS XXIII(4) Nov 1982: 
81-90 ' 
Fisheries. Fish processing. Exports vnd imports. Consumption. 

Pene", Goron. Agricufturnl population. YS XXVI(3) Aug 1985:27-:.42 
lIovemont of the agrl.culturnl population. Comoonents of the 
development of the ~gricultural population. The structure by 
age and sex. Active agricUltural population. Households 
having a farm. 

Popovic, Miroslav. Production ond consumption of vegetable, 1961-
1981. YS XXIV(3) Aug 1983: 35-46 
Vegetable growing takGs on important place in Yugoslav agricul
ture. Dnsic features. Vegetable gr~wing regions. Kinds of 
production. Research in'vegetable growing~ Arenyield and 
outp~t. Mn:kets, prices, ex)orts, imports, domestic nee~s. 

Puljiz, Vludo. Decreasing ngricultural populntion in process of 
the transformation of the Yugoslav countryside. STP XXIV(7-:.8) 
1984: 79-91 
De-,ngrnrizii.tion M.c! the concept of development of socialist 
Yugoslavia. Factors of de~c~rnrizntion. Extent ~d consequen~ 
ces. 

Rokic, V. ADSEES XI (3)(64) r,i<'Y 1981: 77 
The new Five",,:Yenr plrn is very ambitious ns reg['.t'ds ngriculturnl 
production, but past experience indic~tes thtt it is quostion~ 
able whether tho set targets can be achievod. 

---a lillSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 75 
Who'at output is agDin in decline necessitating increased import. 

---a ADSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 77 
Justified optimism for agricultural production in 1984. 

---a ADSEES XIV(3)(73) l~ay 1984: 77 
So far ovorythir-g indicates that the current 'Groen Plan' in 
agriculture (1981~1985) will not be fulfilled. 

---a hDSEES XV(l) (74) Sopt 1984: 84 
Agricultural orodfiction continues its downhill trend. Annual 
growth has beon 1.9% instead of the planned 4.5%. 

---a ADSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 85 
The sowing plan has fallen short of target. 
prico~ f?r wheat are the only way to satisfy 

Higher procurement 
domestic needs. 

Sarnvic, D. ADSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 92 
Aporoved increases in Drices of agricultural products aro 
aimed at eliminating the disparity between industrial and 
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agriqultural products, however nobody is happy. 

Simic, Jeremija. Production, consumption and processing of wheat. 
YS XYJII(3) Aug 1982: 47-60 
P~l"lduction. Arep.8 under wheat. Development of tech.11.ology and 
Y1elds. Total output. Deliveries and marketable surpluses. 
Wheat processing. Consumption. Statistics. 

Stanic, Radenko. Cooperative farming and farmersl associations. 
STP XXIV(7-.8) 1984: 71-78 

Stipeticl Vladimir. Agricultural production, 1945-1984. YS 
XY.VI(4) Nov 1985: 35-58 
Output. Production by sector. Dasic productiion factors. 
Factors determining agricultural progress. Regulation of land 
distribution. Socialized sector of production. Techno1ogy
agricultural machinery- chemical fertilizers. Planning agri
cultural·developm3nt. Investment subsidies and texes. Farmers I 
trnining. 

• Agriculture in Yugoslav economy. STP XXIV(7~8) 1984: 16-31 
Importnnce of agriculture in Yugoslav economy. 

---. The development of the peasant economy in socialist Yugos
lavia. EEE XX(3~4) Spring-Summer 1982: 166-199 
Yugoslav agric"ulturtll development. Labour force. Long-term 
tendencies in development of production. The' strategy. The" 
peas/lIlt economy. Individually- owned hOldings. Peasent diet. 
Investment on peasants I farms. Yields. Statistics. 

• The dyn:3lllics of agricultural production. STP XXVI(l) 1986: 
59-70 
Long-term trends in the development and structure of production. 
A dual agrm'ian economy. Yugoslav agriculture has developed 
unovenly both by sectors and by republics. SpeCialiZation of 
egricunurnl production md the market. 

Stojnic, !.Eilorad. Farra produce export possibilities up to 1985. 
STP XXIV(7-8) 1984: 106-112 

Suljicic, H. ~SEES XIII(2)(69) J&11. 1983: 74 
Plans for self-sufficiency in breod grain and other agricul
tural produce in 1983. 

" " 

Tadic, Vera. Poultry farming, 1961~1982. YS XXV(2) MaY 1984: 
79~86 
Poultry farming in Yugoslavia expanded very rapidly due to 
introduction of modern methods, resulting in a relatively fast 
increase in Doultry meat pnd egg production. Number and speci
es. Production of poultry meat. Table egg production. Orga
nization of poultry farming in the soCialized sector. Poultry 
meat preparations. Exports ond imports. Modernization of 
production. Consumption. 
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Tomic, Dusan. The regional economic development and political aims 
methods f'nd measures"in the regionnl development of agriculture: 
the Yugoslav example. ERAE'S(2/3) 1981: 287-314 . 
An approach to the problem. Direct financial interventions. 
Pooling labour and resources. AGrarian structure. Planning of 
agriculturnl development. Stntistics. 

Trifunovic , Vladimir Md 'Markovic, Petar. Maize production and 
consumpt~on, 1966-1979. YS XXl(4) Nov 1980: 63~72 
Production conditions. Market. Consumption. Statistics. 

Vincek, Z. and Dudin, T. The influence of different production 
and economic conditions on the development of the agricultural 
production system in-a selected region: a case study. (An 
abstrqct). BRAE 8(2/3) 1981: 320 

Yugoslavia- a country report. AGAC XXXVII (2) Apr 1982: 10-18 
Land ownership. General economic situation. Agricultural 
development. Aericulturel results, 1981- grains, sugarbeet, 
oilseeds, livestock and poultry, vegetables and fruit. Aeri~ 
culturpl trade. Opportunities for Cnnadn in agricultural 
sector in YUf,oslavia. 

. " 

Zecevic, Pet".!,. The self-management orgnnization of industrial 
agriculture. STP XXIV(7-D) 1984: 92-105 

Zidar, Milovan. Regional development in the economic policy of 
Yugoslavia. ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 131-136 
Ac~elerated"development of the under-developed regions and 
agriculture. 

!<?.!~_.th..~_op._e couptry 

ADSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 69 
Short report on the meeting of the Comecon Permanent Commission 
on Nuclear Energy at Leipzig. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1986: 64 
Official communique on the Warsaw session of Permanent Commis
sion lIon apparatus and installations for atomic energy of 
Comecon. . 

--- XVI (3) (SO) 1986: 32 
The CIilEA conference in Moscow has resolved to cut down on in
creasas in fuel consumption in produotion. 

Antonov, A. ADSEES XII (3) (67) MaY 1982: 40 
Outline of intra-Comecon co-operation in nuclear electri city 
gcnerl'tion. '-
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Chyba, Antonin.The problem of raw material ,and energy supplies 
in tod~'s world. CED (2) Mar 1984: 50~68 

Gor.ninski, D. ADSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 28 
Twenty years since the signaturo on 25 July 1962 of the Comecon 
Agreem:nt,for joint electric energy supply. 

Gzovsk~l~ V. Conservation of energy resources in CMEA countries. 
PRE-~V(9) Jan 1982: 76-89 

How the CMEA countries tackle thmir enerEY problem?WMR 28(3) 
Mar 1985: 116-123 
Production and consumption of energy resources. USSR's role'in 
CME~ energy su~ply. Energy saving policy. Future prospects. 

Kosev, Krassimir. ADSEES XII(2) (66) J~n 1982: 31 
About the peaceful o.pplication of atomic energy in the Comecon 
countries durine the last 27 years. 

---. Cooperating in the power industry. END XXlII(12) 1982:1, 3 
The CMEA member countries control more than 40 per cent of tne 
worldts energy potential which, however, is quite'unevenly dis~ 
tributed on their terri tory. I~eed of cooperation. 

Koves, A. Some issues of tha energy policy of small CMEli. coun
tries. ADHEL 15(6) 1985: 327-329 

Kramerj John M. Chernobyl and Eastern Europe. PC XXXV(6) Nov~ 
Dec J.986: 40-.58 . , 
The nuclear power was considerod an inexpensive, snfe, and . 
environmentally sound answer to the world's energy needs ..Todll.Y, 
it is associated with soarine'costs and interminable delays 
in construction of new plants, apprehensions about the reliable 
and snfe operation of existing plants. However, reports of the 
demise of muclear power mo.y be greatly exaggera~ed, given its 
projected sto.tus in Eastern Europe. The case for nuclear power. 
Nuclear power during the years 1955-70. Nuclear power national 
programmes since 1970. Prospects.' The system' of economic plan
ning in Eastern European countries, wiilh its emphasiS c-n pro
duction maY also compromise nuclear sof'ety. Nuclear power 
appears likely to romain an important component of the energy 
balance in the "region. This applies specially to Dul~aria and 
Czechoslovakia, and to a lesser extent, the GDR nr~ Hungary. 
The future of nucloar power seems much more problematic in 
Polond end Romania. .l\.1').other world oil crisis mo.y make the atom 
·the key to the region's energy future. 

. . 
Kramer, John U. Soviet -.CIJU energy ties. PC XXXlV(4) July~Aue 

1985: 32-47 
Enerey rolations have broad implicntions for the internal 
political and economic welfnrc of the Enst European states for 
their rell:'.ti'?ns with MoscoV/ within the CMEA context, ond for' 
their tics with non~socinlist states. Earlyenergy'relations. 
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Expanding dependency. East Dloc's oil shock. In 1982 tho 
USSR nnnounced th~t it would reduce the qunntities of crude oil 
delivered to Enstern Europe in tho years 1982~85 by 10 per cent 
from plnnned levels. USSR energy prospects. Soviet energy trade 
with the'West. PricO issues. Enst Europeml responses. Joint 
projects. Prospects. 

Latoszka, J. ADSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 61 
Report on the work of the Cm.lECON Centre for Control of Electric 
Power Production ~d Consumption, working for seven European 
Comecon countries. . . 

. Panasenkov, A. Co--:operatL:m among CMEA member countries in the 
development of nuclep.r energy: its role in the implemen'tation 
of the NPT., ,IAEAD ~2(3/.4) f.ur. 1980: 95-,99 

Panasenkov, f •• , et ['.1. CMEA plans 'for nuclear heat sup!lly: a 
promising area for collaborntion. I1.EAi'J26(4)· Dec 1984:' 22~28 
Various systems'under study. Economicrl hod for cities. Extrn 
safety features. Pilot plcnts being built. Case studies in the 
CMEA countries show potential. 

• Co-operntion runong the CMEA member countries in radiation 
protection matters. IJ~AJ 25(3) Sept 1983: 28~29 

Pecsi J K. Intra-CNE1. co-operntion: Interest patterns in the ' 
extractive' and energy industries and their future prospects. 
ADHEL' 16(1)1986: 43--:49 

Stanev, Svetlin. Teamwork in nuclear power generation. END 
XXV(6) 1984: 1, 3 

Zubkov, A. .Avenues toward energy-saving economic devebpment for 
the European CInEA member nntions. PRE XXVIII (4) Aue 1985: 19--:36 
Average annual growth rates of produced national income realized 
due to the .lowering of the energy-output ratio ,and the expanded 
use of energy resouX'ces in CI\lEA countries. Eliminntion of ' 
irrational uses of energy as a result of technological processes • 

. Cooper.ation in the development of the production ~f highly , 
energy--: .intensive and less energy-intensive chemical production. 
The purpose of coordinated economic restructuring is not only 
to limit the production of energy--:intensive products in certain 
countries and promote their accelerated development in others 
but is also to facilitate the selection of optimal ways to 
intensif.y social production and the energy~saving economic 
growth of CMEA countries. 

• The fuel-energy problem inCI.lEA countries. PRE XXV(7) 
Nov 1982: 18-32 
Further increase in the use of ' fuel end energy at lower rates 
in the European CI,lEJ~ countries. In the futuro atomic energy 
will become a key direction in the development of the fuel and 
energy resources of C1lEA. The socialist countries are coopernt-
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i~g in developing thermal 
w~th domestic solid fuel. 
increased activity. 

Bul[~ 

BULGARIA. 

reactors. Electric power plants 
Extraction of raw materials with 

.AI'13EES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 32· 
What ,is new in Bulgaria electric powe':r supply? An outline .by 
the Deputy Minister of Electric Power. 

--- XVI(3)(80) 1986:28 
Power generation faCes serious problems in llulgaria, due to 
climatic conditions, shortage of fuels, etc. But through the 
high percentage of power generation in nuclear plants, wi th 
prior~ty given to local energy resource~, such as coal, water, 
the d~sturbances in supply are gradually being ev~rcome. 

--- XVI (3) (80) 1986: 29 
Nuclear plants are to be the'sole basis for the development of 
power generation in 3u1garia. 

--- XVII(3){83) 1987: 41 
The construction of a new pipeline has started in Bulgaria, a 
27 km. branch-off from the Russia-Bulgaria main pipeline which 
will replac~ electricity and liquid fuels with the much cheaper 
natural gas. 

--- XVII (3)(83) 1987: 44 
A. report matnly on the electricity consumption situation. Re
pairs in electric power stations are lagging behind. 

Dobrev, B. and Spasov, L. Experience and prospects in Bulgaria: 
, Nuclear1s share of electricity is expected to grow •. I.AEAB 

28(3) A.utumn 1986: 55-56 
Accelerated development of power production. Plant commission
ing of nuclear power station, Kozloduy.' Electricity cons'ump
tiona Statistics. 

Docev, Donco. Economies of fuel and energy from the activity for 
the use of waste materials. ADDSLE XXVI(2) 1983: 32 

Editorial. ADSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 31 
Between 1983 and 1990 nulgaria's nuclear power output will 
increase 2.7 times, as the capacity of the nuclear power station, 
increases to 4760 MW compared to the present level of 1760 MW. 

GanchevM.ADSEES XV(2)(75)Jvn 1985: 28 
Bulga~ia became one of the fl.rst 20 nations to use the atom for 
peaceful'purposes with the opening of the main generator in 
Kozlodui where four 440 megnwattreactorsare functioning. 
The statIon has so far generated 50 bn kilowatts of electricity. 

Ifandiev, G. ABSEES XVI(l) (78) Jan 1986: 28 
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Althougn Bulgaria is among the top per capita producers of ele
ctricity, it is often at a premium. Some sources like solar 
enel'gy -and geothermal waters are being utilized for direct heat
ing) etc. The !le~7 cr..e!'e? s curoes Corporation has OOl:le up with 
sys"Cems to proVl.de energy- at lower investment. 

Ivanov, Kh. ArSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 30 
Progress report on the building of the 750 kilovolt power line 
link~ng the US~R and Bulgaria. 

Kuncev, Nedja1ko. Stimulation of raw-materia1~J fuel, and energy 
savL1gs in industrial production. ADOOLE XXV.L(2) 1983: 33-34 

- -
Uishev, St. ADSEES XII(3)(67) Mny 1982: 37 . 

The need to make more efn.cient use of fuel in 1980-85, and 
measures to accomplish this. 

Nenova, R. ADSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 28 
A 400 kv power line has been commisSioned, girdling the country. 

Pavlov, p. ADSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 38 
A variety' of measures are needed to improve the Dulgarian energy 
situation. In particular during the current Five-Year plan 
energy consumpti~n must become more effective. Collaboration 
wi thin Comecon is highly import!'nt. 

Czechoslovakia ....... -......... -_....----.-
ADSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 3q 

Af,reement on Soviet supplies of oil in 1980, and Czechoslovak 
counter~deliveries of pumping and other equipment. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 39 
The· !l'edern1 Minis tel' of Fuc Is a11d Energy di s cusses deve lopment 
plans for the 1980s. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 40 
Structural changes to be pursued in the 1981-85 plan in Slovakia 
aiming at reduced consumption of energy and raw materials per 
unit of output. 

--- XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 44 
Energy conservation policy and plans. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 44 
The old hydroelectric power station on Stvanice island, Prap,ue 
is being rebuilt ~nd will be recommissioned in 1987. 

Antene, F. ADSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 39 
An article by a staff of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party on the situation in fuels and enerey, where thO consump:
tion is higher than planned with resulting shortages. 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Barabas, K. ADSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 43 
Discussion of the basis.of the Czechoslovak nuclear energy 
progromme. 

Dursova, Ruzcna. ADSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 38 
The reliance of Czechoslovakia on the C11EA countries and parti
cularly on the USSR in its nuclear power station construction 
proernmme • 

CibUla, ~!. l.r.sEES XV(3) (76) May i985: 40 
Nuclenr power is expected to supply at lenst 15% .of Czechoslovak 
totol energy consumption in the yeur 2000. 

Delayed reaction. ET 293 27th Oct 1984: 76 
Cze?hos10v~kiars nuclear energy. 

Drozd, H. ADSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 40 
The performnnce and plans of the fuels end energy sector 'for 
1984. 

Ehrenberger, V. ADSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 36 
The Federal Minister of"Fuels nnd Energy discusses' the policy 
to be pursued in future. 

---. ADSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 36 
Nuclear power is to providQ in 1990, 25 bn kilowatt hours of 
electricity out of 90 bn generated altogether. 

• Economizaticn- a priority: the fuels and energy sector up 
. to the year 1990. CED (4) June/July 1986: 12-18 
Qualitative restructurine. Irreplacemble role of coal. Lureer 
supplies of nctural gns. For n hieher degree of electrification. 

Fiser, Miroslav. The development of the fuel end energy balance 
during the period of the 7th Five-Year plan. CED (6) Sept 
1984: 80-98 
consumption of primnry energy sources. Oil and. natural gas 
imports. The' 3rowth of prices of fuel and energy sources on 
world markets. Effects on national economy. 

Ham1?n- J. ilDSEES XI (2) (63) J1'1l 1981: 38 
Dis~usSion of energy supplies in preparation for the 1980/81 
winter. 

Havel, Stanisl~v. Report from Czechoslovakia: Nuclear power today 
and tomorrow. IAEAD 29(1) 1987: 32-33 
Nuclear power operations ~nd plans. Energy planning. Post~ 
Chernobyl monitoring. 

Houdek K. ADSEES XII(3) (67) May 1982:44,45 
outline of enere~r policy for the period 19~1-85 Five-Year plan. 
Czechoslovak"energy consumption per capita is among the 'highest 
in the world. Dut GNP per capita is 30-50% less than in France 
or West Germany. 
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Hrudka, L. ABSEES XII (3) (67) May 1982: 40 
Performance t~ date of the Soyuz natural gas pipeline, and an 
outline of Czechoslovak participation in the development of the 
Soviet gas industr:{. 

Jiri, Leschtina. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 37 
The construction site of the new Temelin Nuclear Power Station, 
to be completed by 1997, the first generating block by 1987, 
wil~ emplo:y 13,000 vlOrkers. " 

Kozma, Judit. ABSEES XVII(1)(8l) 1987: 61 
The article analyses the energy programme during the current 
5-year plan period, forecasts,the structure of overall.supplies 
at tho year 2000 and urges all consumers' to economize. 

Neumann, J. AI3SEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 43 
Czechoslovak relative consumption of energy resources per unit 
GNP is by 20-30% highor than in advanced states. Plans of fuel 
econ?mies have been included in the present Five~Year plan. 

Rusnak, M. ABSEES XI (3) (64) May 1981: 43 
Interview with the Ministor of Fuels and Energy about policy 
fo~ 1981-8~ and upto 1990. 

Saul, Eduard. We know our responsibility. CED (2) Mar 1986:13-23 
The ener~y engineering industry. Construction of nuclear power 
plants. Improved management and planning •. 

Soukup, I. ABSEES XI (2) (63) Jan 1981: 39 
Problems of energy conservation. 

Stancek, Dusan. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 40 
The nuclear power station at Jaslovsli:a Bohunice has moved into 
its· .concluding stage of construction. 

Strba,·J. Czechoslovakia: profile of radioactive material trans-
port. IAEAD 27(2) Summer 1985: 41-44 . 

Suchy, Z. ADBEES XV( 1)(74) Sept 1984: 40 .' 
. Annual increases "in fuel and energy consumphon have dropped 
to 1% since 1980. Imported fuels have beon replaced by domestic 
ones and by sources of secondary energy. 

Thon, A. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 37 
Production of oil and natural gas in Czechoslovakia. 

Vinklarek, V. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983:35 
Energy policy to ensure the growth of the economy in the 1980S 
a."ld be hond • 

~:r:l!1.8? . De.r!!..o.9.t~ti.L ~e P u.l?Ji£ 

ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 53 
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GERUAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

ABSEES XI (3) (64) May 1981: 53 
One-third of available energy in the GDR is used for room heating 
in domestic and industrial premises. Building resoarch must rind 
ways of reducting this drastically during the next five years. 

--- XII(l) (65) Sept 1981: 55 
A leading article discusses ,rogress so far in reducing energy 
cons~ption in industry and the need to exploit reserves by 
technological ~eans. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 44 
Pledges adopted in Apr 1982, to produce an extra 2.8 ron. tonnes 
of lignite arc apparently already surpassed. However, it is 
necessary to save or produce more domestic energy, in order to 
usc imported oil as the raw material for chemic.l products. 

--- XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 45 
Participants discussed the problems of savine materials and 
energy. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985: 47 
An area in which .GDR has established itself as a market leader 
is the processing of domestic lignite for a wide range of uses. 
This work is done at the kev combine Schwarze Pumoe. . . 

--- XVII(3) (83) 1987: 55 
.The safety of nuclear power stations and comparisons of indus
trial efficiency are two'new areas for co-operation between 
GDR and the Soviet Union. 

Braune, H.J.ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 51 
Review of saving of main materials by application of science, 
rationalization, recycled materials or secondary energy. 

Hanke, Peter. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 48 
Modern biotechnology has been highly developed in the GDR with 
a view to alleviating the country1s chronic shortage of fuels 
and raw materialS. 

Holthofer J., at D.l. ABSEES XI(3)(64) Il0Y 1981: 49 
An outline of Comecon plans for co~peration in energy and raw 
materials, and implications for the GDR economy. 

Kurth, H. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 55 
New rep'ulations for industry on the lESe of energy have been· 
workedOout by·the state Planning Commission.nndare coming into 
force in 1981. They are chnracterisod by a detailed account
ing system , supervision at Qvory level and a special pricing 
policy. 

Prey, G. ABSEES XI(3)(6~) Muy 1981~ 53 . 
GDR energy oolicy is Ulmed at an ~ntens~vo e~ploitation'of bro
wn coal using £1.11 the techniqu9s 9f co.rbon chomistry~ A pro
gramme or plnnt modernisation ~s ~n progress. 
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14. ENER~Y ,. POLl CY 

Schirmer, Gerd. ADSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 41 
A defini tion of the concept 'energy intensi ty' and its aoplica
tion to the planning and measuring of economic performance. 

Ziegert, R. AESEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 51 
Energy saving in the foundry industry and use of the emitted 
heat for other purposes. 

!!..ll!!r. ary 

ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 54 
Report on the energy savings during 1983) and plans for energy 
rationalization in 1984 in coal, gas and oil. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 62 
Report on the inauguration of the; third block of the Paks . 
atomic plant. 

Bal~ay~ B. Minerals~ as a resource? ABHEL 17(1) 1987: 92-93 

Boc, I. and Sarkany, J. The energy consumption of the population 
and its influencing factors in the years 1970-1985. ABHEL 
17(5) 1987: 236-238 

Boros-Toth, E. Energy consumption in agriculture. ABHEL 17(3) 
1987: 54~55 

Dank, V. Non-renewable possible energy sources in Hungary. 
ABHEL 15(4) 1985: 122-123 

Dobozi, I. Cl'rrent iss ues of raw material and energy co-operc.tion 
within the CMEA. ABHEL 14(1) 1984: 147-149 . 

Energy and economic growth. AEHEL 14(6) 1984: 182-184 

Energy economy. l~HEL 15(3) 1985: 66~71 

Fekete, F. and Benet, I. Energy problems in the Hungarian food 
economy. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 334-335 

--- and Sebestyen. K. Energy problems in the Hungarian agricul
ture and food industry. AD 27(3-4) 1981:·373-382 
On research concerning the economics of energy. The energy 
demand of industrializing agriculture. The relationship betwe
en food and energy as reflected in efficiency. Expectabl? 
energy consClmptlon at the turn of the millenium in Hunganan 
agriculture~ Opportunities in foreign trade and international 
cooperation. 

Garamvolgyi, I. The 25 years of the nuclear energy. ABHEL 
12(4) 1982: 77-78 

---. What shall we havo energy for? AEHEL 15(6) 1985:305~306 
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HUNGARY 

Hegedus. M. The factors influencing the expected demand for ener
gy in Hunsary. AO 29(1-2) 1982: 113-130 -
The growth policy correlations of the demand for energy. The 
feasibility of planning energy requirements. The expected rate 
of economic growth and the demand for energy. The long-term 
trend of energy requirements. Interpretation of energy rationa
lization. The greatest negative impact of the f'hanges in the 
world economic order of values on Hungarian economic growth can 
be identified not so much in the higher costs involved by the 
higher prices of imported primary energy and in the external 
imbalance as in the global deterioration of international com
petivity developmd on the basis of the new relative values in 
the world economy. Therefore. the way out is not to be sought 
merely through improving the economic performance of energy 
management but by raising the global efficiency of the economy. 

---. The Hungarian energy policy and the changing world economic 
scale of values. ABEEL 17(1) 1987: 332-.333 

Herczeg. Andras. Changes in energy management in Hung ary. 
ABBEL 15(1) 1985: 251-253 

• Energy and the Hunp;arian economy. NHQ XXI~I(85) Spline 
1982: 52-64 
Major dyi'lamic· and structural changes in Hungarian energy con
sumption. Production and consumotion of electric r)ower. Role 
of external economy and reserves: -

• Results of the energy management progrrulli~e in the sixth 
Five-Year plan period. ABBEL 17(1) 1987: 225-227 

Kapolyi. L. Experience of the implementation of the energy 
savings programme. ABBEL 12(1) 1982: 92-93 

---. Foundations of a Hungarian minerals and energy policy. 
ABBEL 11(2) 1981: 132-137 

• Raw material and energy management in Hungary. ABHEL 
14(4) 1984: 206-213 

Kollath, Gyorgy. Energy and material intensive industries. 
HBH (2) 1985: 23-26 

Kozma, Judit. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 61 
The article analyses the energy programme during the current 
5-year plan period, forecasts the structure of overall supplies 
at the year 2000 and urges all consumers to economize. 

Molnar I. Energy: the structure of needs and development. 
ABEEt 11(6) 1981: 264-265 . . 

Nika, Gyorgy. Hungary and the electric energy. MH (1) 1982: 
29-31 
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14. ENERGY, POLICY 

Electric power production and use. Hungary's relations with the 
CMEA member states- comprehensive programme or co-operation. 
Nuclear energy, pump storage station. Development of Extra
CllEA rGlations. 

Remetei, F. The achievemonts of the by-product and waste utiliza
tion programme in 1986. ABHEL 17(6) 1987: 137-139 

Sos, Z. Material and energy saving programme until 2000. ABHEL 
15(3) 1985: 309-310 

Szerge~yi, I. The challenge of energy and the Hunp,arian economy. 
ABHEL 17(5) 1987: 164-165 

Szocs, M. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 63 
Energy management in Hungary- present situation and immediate 
tas~s, including forecasts for 1981-85. 

Vajda, Gy. Outlook for the Hungarian energy sphere. ABHEL 
12(5) 1982: 35-36 

Zsakai, T. Energy consumption or the population. ABHEL 11(4) 
1981: 72-:74 

Poland 

.ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 61 
The do~estic economy must adapt to continuous shortages in coal 
supply. 

--- XI(3) (64) May 1981: 69 
In 1980; 193 mn tonnes of coal were extracted, 14 mn. less than 
planned. 

--- XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 70 
Prospects of coal supplies in 1981 for private and public 
sector consumption, with statistical data. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 62 
Somo statistical data relating relating to production and con
sumption of energy. 

--- XII(3)(67) May 1982: 74 
Short note on the distribution of coal in July 1981, \.1 th data 
for each sector. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 64 
Poland is regaining her role as an exporter of coal. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 64 
Reoort on. the decision to start building of the first Polisp . 
atomic power . plant and the expected resulting savings of coal. 
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POLAND 
--- XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 71 

Gas shortages mainly induced by the bad winter weather have 
been playing havoc with industrial output. 

--- XV(4)(77) sept 1985: 73 
Fuel demand is expected to double between 1985 and the year 
2000- but doubling supply will not be possible without massive 
extra investment. The :mly other solution ist 0 develop a 
serious fuel saving programme. 

--- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 71 
Information' about nuclear pmv.er plants in Poland; the firxt is 
being built, the second is projected. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 81: 
A report on the development of a proc~ss producing liquid fuels 
from loW quality coal, mainly petrol for use in cobustion 
engines. 

BUjnicki, A. ABSEES XVII (1) (Sl) 1987: 75 
Polish coal reserves arc enormoLls, over 66 billion tonnes, but 
in the foreseeable future only v.b:)Ut 30 hn tonnes may be dxtra
ctedj it was decided to limit yearlY'extraction to 200 million 
tonnes. 

Fronczak, K. ABSEES XVII (2)(82) 1987: 80 
Aeainst the background of data on'the coal industry, future 

,energy problems come ~~der review. The choice is more extrac
tion or energy saving. 

The fuel and energy balance sheet to the year 2000. PEN 13(555) 
15 July 1985: 4-6 
Hard coal still the main carrier of energy. Other carriers of 
energy. Increase of demand for electric energy. 

Hollanek, A. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 62 
A sUrvey of Polish proven and prospective energy sources resor
ves, particularly coal, and tho problems of the organisation 
bf work in the mines. 

Jak. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 65 
The Presidium of the Pl~~ing Co~~ssion decides to introduce 
measures, 'mainly financial to reduce cons~ption of energy and 
materials. 

Jaworowski
1

'Zbigniew. The first four weeks (after Chernobyl 
accident). IPEAB 28(3) Autumn 1986: 33~34 

, ' 

Karewicz Leon. l.BSEES XV(3) (76) May 1986: 73 
The prbblem of energy scarcity is not taken seriously in Poland. 
~~ergy is abundent'in the popul~ be~ief., and faulty pricing 
is partly to blame. 
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Kownacki, M. l~SEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 62 
On problcrr~ of quality of the extracted coal. 

Kraus, K. ~SEES XII(3)(67) May 1982: 68 
Prospects for coal output and i tsuses in 1982. 

More coal but -----. PP XXV(1/2) Winter-Sprine;1982: 38-39 
Coal- production- exports. 

Wrobel, Z. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 66 
Ii. report on the ending of a drilling seas·on in the Baltic before 
the 'winter sets in, with' the aim of finding deposits of oil and 
gas. 

Zielinski, S. ABSEES XVI (3) (73) May 1984: 63 
Coal mininf, in 1983 limy' he-v", re ached a limit of output of. 191 
milliontonnes which, to be mmntuined 'requires serious invest
ments. 

Romania 

ADSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 80 
Economic indicators giving an overview of the growth in produc
tion of energy resources and raw materials. . . 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 69 
Report on the de'lrelopment of electricity production, with some 
statistical data. . 

--~ XIII(2)(69) Joh 1983: 70 
Short report on the building of solar energy generutine; stations. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 72 
Leadine articl:e on reducine; consumption of electric power, 
nature.l gas, and oth@r thermal fuels by 50%, except in enter,",: 
prises engaged in technological processes. 

--- XVII(2)(82) 1987: 88 
.An appeal is addressed to all citizens to save onergy, especial
ly-electricity, in the peak hours 5·p.m. to 11 p.m. 

avram, I. and J~vrum, M. lJ3SEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 75 . 
Romania is .developing her energy policies in directions which 
conform to present international trade. 

Boescu, V. and Padure, B. AESEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 66 
Although output .from Oltenia coalfield continues t::> rise. there 
is a SUbstantial shortfall in relation to the plan. 

Caranfil, M. and Teodor, I •. ABSEZS XV(2) (75) J~ 1985: 78 
.Review of the building of hydroelectric stations since the 
Second World Warj 70 have been built and further 46 are in 
various stages of completion. 
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ROI:JANIA 

Cerbu, S. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 85 
Report on work on Retezat hydro~electric power stationr the 
water is to bO brought from a dam in the mounta1nsby a tunnel 
18.4 ~m •. lone;. 

Cirstea, G. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 82 
Inauguration of a new hydro-electric power plant on the river 
Clabucet; atter completion it will produce 64 MW of electric 
power. 

Constontin, D. and Carlan C. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 79 
Interview with repreden!atives of the Ministry" of Oil. concern~ 
ing tuks in prodUction of .oil end natural ges. . 

Cristaa, P. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 85 
Interview with the Head of the Mechanics Department in the 
Ministry of Oil Industry on recycling of materials; large 
savings were achieved. 

Giurgiu, Gh. ABSEES XVII(3)(83) 1987: 91 . 
The docree on reducing consumption of natural. gas ondelectricity 
applies also to non~production sectors. 

IOrul, A. 
Report 
winter 

ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 74 
on domestic fuel supplies in Bucharest for 
season, wood for burn1n~Jcoal. 

the coming 

Ionescu, M. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Septl984: 81 
There is good experience with the prescribed reduction in consump~ 
tion of electrical and other sorts Of power. It needs to be 
generalized in a more operative way. . 

Lazar I. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 80 
Critical article discussing delays in the construction of elect
ric power stations in 1985. The plan was fulfilled about 8)% . 
in the 5 months of 1985. 

- __ • ABSEES XVI(I)(78) Jan 1986: 82 
~ article on development of the coalmining industry in the last" 
20 years. Statistics of increase in ;output and of mechanization. 

---. l~EES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 81 
Only about 55% of the needed stocks .of coal are available at" 
thermal power stations: lack of trrulsport is partly to blame~ 

---. .ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987= 87 -
--Measures that the economy, especially industry has to take in 

order thnt to sllve all kinds of energy! in parhcular electrici
ty; similar measures apply to householas. 

Manea, Gh. .ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 80 
Effect of major repairs and irregular coal supply on electricity 
generation. 
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Manescu Manea. The oil industry- a complex cybernetic system~ 
ECECSR XX(3) 1985: 3-20 
Conc~pt of economic-cybernetic system. Place of oil industry 
system within the general cybernetic system of the national eco
nomy. Topology of the oil 1ndustry system. Macromodel of the 
oil_in4ustry system! .. 

Mantu, E. and Radu, V. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985: 81 
Survey 9f ~se of non-conventional sources of energy in Romania. 

Marcovici, I. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 69 
Review of a decree concerning measures for reasonable use and -
red~ct!9n in c9nsumption of energy, with some statistica~ data. 

Maria, p., et al. ABSEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 87 
Interviews with responsible directors of three oil producing 
enterprises on engagements to make-draft plan for 1986-90 even 
mor~ ef~ective_in the oil industry. 

Freda, G. ,et al.· Instruction and education in the filed of 
energy conservation in Romania. _ECECSR XIX(l) 1984: 67~73 

Romania. ET 297 26th Oct 1985: 37-39" 
Ener~y ~upplies- oil, coal shortage. 

Teedor, I. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 81 
Report on the Industrial Centre' of Electrical Energy on savings . 
~d excess consumption of electricity, as compared with the norm. 

-~-. ABSEES XVI(3)(80) 1986: 74 
Leading article concerned with reduction in consumption of 
energy and materials; many developed countries have much lower 
consumption pe~ unit of production. 

VIad, Go ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 80 
An intensive effort to identify new oil reserves and to improve 
factor of recovery from reserves currently being exploited. 

Yu!to_~ta~ 

AESEES XI (3) (64) May 1981: 81 
A number· of Serbian oil organisations have come together to 
form anew SOUR-Jugopetrol. It will be concerned with rationa
lising investment ~lans and encouraging prospecting. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 79 .-
The energy crisis is presenting the coal industry with dramabie 
neW demands which it cannot possibly fulfil. Coal has always 
tended to be treated as a residual factor in the energy balance. 
Even now, no effective long-term strategy of development seems 
to be emerging. 

--co~t~ti6t£6~ ~¥Ytfi~8~~s~ipeline through NoviGeograde has been 
completed but non-delivery of equipment is preventing 
planned users from linking up to the pipeline. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

---a XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 84 
Due to lack of convertible currencies there is an acute shortage 
of oil and oil products. 

--- XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 84 
Foreign organisations appear to be much more interested than 
Yugoslav ones in drilling for oil in the Adriatic. 

-
--~ XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982: 84 

There appears to be increasing resistcnce within the energy 
industry to use of the planning agreements to cover up adminis
trative allocation of energy. 

--- XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 85 . 
Slow progbess in building gas pipelines in Belgradehashigh-. 
lighted the gross underutilisation .of equipment ;Ln Yugoslav 
industry. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 81 
Severe rationing of elect.rici ty b;y- way of power cutsc:;has been 
introduced throughout the country. 

--- XVI (3) (80) 1986: 81 
Discussion of power policy in the Croatian Parliament; a proposed 
nuclear power plant is removed from the plan. 

Boskovic, Slobodan. Production and consumption of energy f 1957-
1979. YS XXII(4) Nov 1981: 95~104 . 
Ch~ges in structure of consumption and production of energy. 
Total output. Imports and exports. 

Cuk, Ljubo. Mining and consumotion of coal; 1976~1982. YS XXIV(2) 
!1~ 1983: 71-84 • • 
~sc~ves and quality bf coal. Output. Consumption. Prides. 
Long~term develihpment.Statistics. 

Dimitrijevic, Nadezda. Mineral and thermal waters. YS XXIV(2) 
May 1983: 99-108 
Use of mineral waters. 

.• . 

Thermal waters for energy generation'. 

Duric,·Milan. The electric power industry in Yugoslavia, 1945-
1985; YS XXVI(2) MaY 1985: 77-98 - . 
Elec~ric power generation facilities. Transmission and-distri~ 
bution capacities. Investments. Electric power output. 
Electric power exchange with other countries. Electric power 
consumption. Organis ational layout of' the. electric power 
industry. Employment and productivity. Pricing. Basic issues 
of f~rt~er development. 

Festic S. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 87 
The first Yugoglav atomic power station IKresko'-near Kresko 
(Slovenia) will commence production in September. 
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Gorsek, D. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 86 
The gas industry is still awaiting its chance. 

---. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 91 
Thermal power stations have proved to be the most reliable 
source of electrical energy. 

Jovanovic, R. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 94 
Energy requirements for 1987. 

Kostovska, E. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 88 
The Prime Minister, M. Planinc, opened the largest gas f+eld in 
the country at Molve. 

Nedeljkovic, D. ABSEES XVI(2)(79) 1986: 85 
The governments and energy organizations of Serbia, MacedOnia, 
and Montenegro hav~ Signed new agreements on inter-republic 
e~ectricity supply. 

• ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 94 
The regions of Yugoslavia seem no closer to reaching agreement 
on how to finance development of the energy industry, and future 
power shortages seem inevitable. 

• ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 100 
While the Yugoslav government is pressing ahead with a decision 
on the type of nuclear power station to be built in Yugoslavia, 
there seem to·be now plans to build specific stations. 

Production, consumption, deposits- return to good old coal. YER 
(10) 1985: 26-:27 

Rajkovic, S. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 81 
Despite the clear message of the world energy criSis, substitu:" 
tion of oil by coal is taking place very slowly; the miners' 
position remains unsatisfactory and instead of increased coal 
produc~ion, it is actually falling. 

Suljicic~ H. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 78 
Acute shortages of electricity require urgent introduction of 
all round saving measures. 

Vecovska, E. ABSEES XI(2) (63) Jan 1981: 75 
In future oil will not be readily aVailalbe as in tho past; 
increased production of coal must be speeded up; the country 
will need 80 mn. tonnes per anum by 1985. 
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Bulgaria 
-

Bogamilova, Y. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 30 
The present situation and prosoects for development of Sofia's 
young~st precinct. • 

Correspondent. ABSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 80 . 
Expend~ tures on urban development in Silistra circuit •. 

Dimitrov, Nikola. Theoretical and methodological prob1emsot the 
extended planning in the settlement systems. ABBSLE XXVI(2) 
1983: 17~18 

Georglev; P. ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987:'26 . 
Korten1 .a village in the Sredna Gora, which has'high standards 
and reLle~ o~ its own forces to get things done. 

Guylemetova, E. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985= 31 
The working out of a socio-ecological map reflecting urban envl~ 
ronme~tJ and aiding t~e zonin~ of Sofia. ._ 

Hristov, Emil and Panov, Ognjan. Complex planning of the develop~ 
ment. o~ regional systems. ABBSLE XXIV(4)l98l: 240:25 

Marcheva, M. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 27 . 
An association begins functioning in Yambol district: th~ 
organizations, what has been achieved and its objectives. 
industrial integration. 

member 
Agro~ 

M1adenov, Mlnden J. Guidelines and trends of bringing closer 
together the levels of development of the territorial units in 
the national economy. ABBSLE XXV(3) 1982:16-.17 

Sivanov, S.ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 39 
Living conditions in Rurdzhali county. 

Stamov, P. ABSEES XII(S) (67) May 1982: 33 
A new form of management and effectiveness in the Agro~lndustri~ 
al complexes of the Tolbukhin district. 

Stoilov,.V. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 26 
Svilengrad rural system is making progress in both industry and 
agriculture following Decree no.22, but a number of problems 
remain. 

Stojanov, Z1atko. Regional organization of social production-
an important factor for the accelerated soc1~economic develop~ 
ment of Bulgaria. ABBSLE XXVII (4) 1984: 27,:",28 

Zakhariev, G. AESEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 36 
Local councils have been assigned wider functions in regard to 
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planning and supervising local business ond services, and now 
are directly interested in their profitability. 

Zbivkov, T. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 28 
President Zbivkov speoks about the need for anew approach to 
regional aspects of economic planning. (First and Second 
Abstract) • 

Czechoslovakia 

Hale cka and Rakuci ak. ABSEES XVI (3)( 80) 1986: 38 
Tne progress of secularization in East Slovakia and the osocio-. 
logical character of the region. 

Kasalicky, V. ABSEES XIV(3)(73) May 1984: 37 
People prefer to live in the country and commute to towns for 
work." The distribution of settlements by size is shown in the 
table. 

Mevald, Josef. .ABSEES XVI (1)(78) Jan 1986: 33 
A report on the state" of the West Bohemian region near the end 
of t~e Five:Year plan. 

Vaclav, Sipek. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 33 
A report on the development of the North Bohemian region, empha
sizing brown-coal mining as the mnin economic activity. 

Germon Democratic Republic 

J~EES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 47 
The :bext of a joint statement by the SED and the COllncil of 
Ministers concerning the building of cities. 

--- XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 42 0 

The balance between urbon and rural popUlation in the GDR is now 
regarded as satisfactory according to a report for the State 
Planning COmmission, although there are certnin cities which 
would benefit from a reduction in the number of inhabitants. 

--- XV(3)(76) May 1985: 50 0 

Involvement of the rural popUlation in the long~term planning of 
their villages is one of the measures being used in the GDR to 
discourage movement into the towns. 

--- XVI(2)(79) 1986: 48 
Co-operation projects between regionally-.managed enterprises 
during 1986 are expected to"lead to more ra~id adoption of new 
technology in the provinces. 

--- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 48 
As in previous years, Berlin is given top priority in the F1ve~ 
Year pIon. 
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Grundmann, Siegfried. ABSEES XVII (1) (8l) 1987: 47 
A sociologist's view of the role of major cities in the GDR as 

_industrial production patterns change. 

Honecker, E. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 52 
The 750th anniversary celebrations in Berlin reflect the import
anc: atta~hed to the city by the Republic as a whole. 

Krenz, Egon. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 48 
Regional authorities shoumd not lose sight of the central eco
nOmi: p~an nor of the need to maintain basic services. 

Muller G. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 52 
The ~rffirt region which is of great importance to the nation's 
economy, has taken the recommendations of the:xr Party Congress 
very seriously. .. ~, 

Ostwald, Werner. ABSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 43 
The territorial structure of the GDR is righly developed, but a 
new approach to the use of resources will be necessary in future. 

Hungary 

Bartke. I; Regional and settlement development strategy in 
Hung ary • ABBEL 16 (1) 1986: 84-.85 . 

--:-. Regional development policy in Hungary. ABBEL 15(5) 1985: 
136-144 

Bernat, T; 
culture. 

Results of the regional modelling of Hungarian agri-: 
(An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 320-321 

Borszeki, Eva, et ale The economic effects and conditions of an 
improved regional. allocation of the major grains under the 
aspect of national economy. BRIAE (56) 1984: 43-:54 . . 

DenesL Katalin. Development of regional location of·food industry 
in Hungary. BRIAE (62) 1986: 20-:31 
The disproportions which have characterized the regional location 
of food industry. Regional harmony of agricultural and food 
industrial production necessary. . . 

Enyedi, Gyorgy. Changes in the pattern of Hungarian settlements. 
NHQ XXV(93) Spring 1984: 137-142 

___ • The effect of modern agriculture· upon the development of 
rural settlement networks in. Hungary. (An abstract). ERAE 
8(2/3) 1981: 361-362 

Europe~s ~it1es: Budapest. ET 300 8th Aug 1986: 37~3$ 

Gonczi I. The interaction of agricultare and village settlements 
in HUngary. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 406 
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Gulacsi , G. and Juhasz:r. P. Development of settlements 1 decentra
lisabon and communa management in Hungary. .AD 37(~-:.2) 1986: 
31-46 

Hajnal, K. Experience of regional development planning. ABHEL 
11(6) 1981: 29-:.30 

Nemes-:.Nagy, J.A. Comparative analysis of regional economic deve-:. 
lop~ent. ABHEL 17(6) 1987: 114-120 

Paksy, Gabor. Urban and rural planning for the year 2000. NHQ 
XXII(82) Summer 1981: 163~167 
The development programme envisaged a system of towns and villa~ 
ges which would ease tensions and create the basis for reconst-:. 
ruction and controlled development. Objectives until the year 
2000. From village to"towns. Development of small villages 
and towBS. Statistics. 

- , -

Perczel,Gy. On the regional characteristics of developments. 
ADHEL 14(1) 1984: 44-46 

RomanYl P. Economic policy and regional development. 
14(2) 1984: 193-194 -

ABHEL 

Socio-economic characteristics of economically backward areas, 
1985. ABHEL 17(5) 1987: 147-150 . 

Socio-economic traits of economically backward regions. ABHEL 
16(4) 1986: 129~132 

Tatai, Z. Transformation of the regional structure of the 
Hun~arian industry. lillHEL 14(6) 1984: 34-40 

Vagi, G. Freedom of decision-making and security of development. 
AD 37(1-:.2) 1986: 47~58 
Decision-making power of local authorities for national level 
development. 

Yearbo6k of regional statistics, 1980, 1981, 1982; 1983, 1984, 
1985,1986. -J.BIlEL 11(1) 1981: 15-19" 11(6) 1981: 24O-244~4(1) 
1984:23,27; 15(1)1985: 172,176; 16(2) 1986: 40-45; 16(6) 1986: 
"~4-58; 17(5) 1987: 151-155 

Poland - -

Fronczak, K. ABSEES XVII(l) (81) 1987: 67 
The Warsaw (city) party organization in its latest report 
touched on many economic problems. 

Herer, W. The regional structure -of agricultural migration. 
(An abstract) ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 355 

Majdanski, F. - Sudetes mountain region- a programme for economic 
development. (An abstract). ERAS 8(2/3) 1981: 379-380 
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POLAND/ROMANIA 

Nowak! Jan and Romanowska, Hanna. Locational patterns of tho 
foottprocessing industry in Poland. ERAE 12(3) 1985: 233~246 
The authors make some hypotheses regarding tho location orienta
tions of various food-processing industries~ To test these 
hypotheses the authors employ simple methods of regional analy
sis in order to identify the actual' locations orientations ·of 
selected food-processing industries. To a large extent the 
results'of the empirical analysis confirm the hypotheses made 
eD~lier. The authors relate location orientation considerations 
to public policy trying to see whether policy-makers could act 
in the sphere of the food industry distribution and rural 
development. 

PAP. I~EES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 64 
Report on a Conference of deputies of regional' prefects and 
others on main problems of agriculture in 1984. 

. . 
Rouba, Helena. The food processing industry as a factor promoting 

the development of the agricultural regions of " Poland. {An 
abstract). ERhE 9(2/3) 1981: 354-355 

• Functions of the food-processing industry in promoting the 
development of agricultural regions in Poland. ER.tIE 10(3) 
1983: 249-269 
A comprehensive survey of the unequal spatial distribution of 
Polish agriculture, and of its processing industry. The present 
location of the food processing industry does not conform to 
the location of the raw material production, nor to the location 
of markets for consumer goods. The functions which processing 
·industry could perform in its supplying region are allalysed on 
the basis of a detailed case stUdy, from which it becomes clear 
that close linkages between producer and processor can be 
established for the benefit of both, thereby providing also 
an opportunity to include the private sector of agriculture in 
a state -planning system. 

Urban; M. Plannin~ of a~ricultural production development on a 
reg10nal scale. ~ln abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 372-373 

Romania 

ABSEES XVII(1)(81) 1987: 79 
Botosani district: growth and current production. 

Caranfil, M. and Amihulesi, N. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 72 
A programme adopted In 1983 envisages transformation of t~ 
DanutJe Delta into a fertile agricultural and piscicultural 
land. 

Herteg, I. ABSEES XVI(3)(OO) 1986: 69 
The programme concerned with vine cultures and fruit trees 
in the period 1986-90 envisages increasing production and 
concentrating it in hilly regions. 
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Huidi, D •.. - AIlSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987:.79 
An article by tho ·Secretary or Tirgoviste Municipal Co~~cil on 
workers' attitudes to the Five-Year Plan. 

Lazares·cu, F. Water management and development or agriculture 
and rural areas. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 338 

Marin, I. and GiurgiU1 Gh. ABSEES XVI(l)(78) Jan 1986: 87 
A list or possible 1mpro~ements or localities in the whole .coun
try is under preparation •. 

Petrescu, N. The methodology or regional complex development, 
with particular rererence to agricultural development. (An 

abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 373-375 

Rural development and agrarian rerorm. SLBel) ~ar 1983:137-138 
Romania: Farming development in mountainous regions. 

Simionescu C. ABSEES XVII (3)(83) 1987: 94··· 
Bucharest's largest underpass'is being completed in only a 
quarter or the envisaged time. . 

Sirbu1 I. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 64 
A d1Scussion. by rererence to the Galati district or the contri~ 
bution or the Agro-Industrial Councils to'the development or 
the rood industries at the district level. . . , 

Teodor, I. and Mihaescu, G. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 89 
According to the technical director or the largest Constant~ 
county· industrial enterprise, labour productivity raised in 
in the province mainly due to 'global accord l arrangements. 

Yugoslavia 

ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 78 
Mlthe less devel,oped regions or Yugoslavia rell rurther . 
behind in 1969-19. Investment errectiveness is the key problem, 
and association or rixed assets is seen as the basis ror solv
ing it. 

--- XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 76 
Poor return on investment is'a major reason for the lack of 
sucCess of regional policies. The reasons ar" partly structu
ral; bQt fundamentally relate to the quality of decision
taking. 

--- XII (3) (67) May 1982: 82 
Serbia and Croatia are planning a number or projects for asso
ciated investment in the under-developed regions. Major pro":: 
blems include sectoral Ptiorities, forms of pay~back and the 
foreign exchange element. . . . 

--- XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 81 
The recenthlstory of the Toplicanka spinning factory in 
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Prokuplje provides an excellent ex~ple of how regionally auta
rkic planning agreements tend to be. . 

--- XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 74, 
The problems of republican/provincial economic autarky is getting 
worse; and the matter is to be discussed ·by the Skupstina(Parlia~ 
ment). 

~-- XV(4} (77) sept 1985: 91 
, Tho downward trend in personal incomes in inter-.:regional distri~ 

bution'is towards greater inequnlity. 

--- XVI(3)(SO) 1986: 78 
. The Prime Minister answers questions on key economic policy mat

ters. Serbia is being allowed some forms of special treatment.' 

~~- XVII (2) (82) 1987: 89 
Regional investment policies have produced a very low return, 
and in a period of retrenchment there is a real quest~on as to 
whe~her_~~oslavia can continue to afford them. 

Ba.t~<:..J Milan. Regional development-: solidarity at work. YL 
1UUU(1l-:1) Nov 1985-Jan 1986:. 4 
Efforts to transcend the inherited differences in the develop-: 
ment level of the different parts of the country. A stepped~up 
growth"of the less developed repubmics and provinces, e.g.,of 
Kosovo. 

Cemerski, Angel. The socio-economic development of the SR of 
Macedonia. RIA XXXlV(791) 20th Mar 1983: 1-,4 
Ac~evements, development, and prospe~ts. 

Cviic, K.F. 
348-354 

Yugoslavia1s double crisis. WT 38(9) Sept 1982: 

Tensions among Yugoslavia's different nationalities. 
deM problem. 

Foreign 

Dimi trijevic, Bosko. Development of Kosovo through medium-:term 
plans,_1947-19~. RIA XXXIII (Special number) 1st Oct 1982:25-:29 

Durdevic, Ivanka.' Development of uu.derdeveloped Republics and· 
Kosovo Province, 1981-1985 and development policy, 1986~1990. 
YS XXVIII(4) 1987: 21-:40 
Policy measures of stimulating faster development. Resources of 
Federation's Fund and additional resources of the Federation's 
budget for financing measures in under-developed regions. 
Socio-economic deVelopment. Population and employment. Material 
frameworks of development and investment. Social activity and 
living standards. Policy of stimulating faster development. . . . ~ 

Europefs cities: Zagreb. "ET 304 11th July 1987: 52, 55-56 
Development of the City. 
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Gliha, S~, et ale Some regional aspects of agricultural develop
me~~ ~n Slovenia~ ~An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 378~379 -

Ilic, S. and Tom1 c, D. The role-of Vojvodina in the development 
of the Yueoslavian agriculture. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 
1981: 401-402 

Kurpejovic, Avdul. The development of the economically less deve
loped republics and provinces in Yugoslavia. STP XXV(4) 1985: 
42-52 
The aims and policy of faster development. The system of stimu
lating the faster development of the economically less de:veloped" 
regions. Results in the development of underdeveloped regions. 
Basic strategy of the future development • 

Major l Nandor. Socio-economic development of Vojvodina- basic 
dis~inctions and main development trends up to the year 2000. 
RIA ~VI(special number) June 1985: 1-5 . 

Marelj, Zivan. Economic subjectivity. RIA XXXVI (special number) 
June 1985: 11-13 
The Socialist Autonomous Province of Vojvodina- economic develop
ment. 

Milosevic, A. and Pirija, O. Aeroindustrial combines as economic 
and development centres in the Mediterranean region of Yugosla
via. (An abstract). ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 394-396 

Mladenovic, Mihailo. Development of economically underdeveloped 
Republics and the autonomous Province of Kosovo. YS XXIII (2) 
May 1982: 3-22 
Underdeveloped ro'oas. -Development in 1976-1980. Population. 
Employment. Investment. Net material product. Industry. 
Structure of the economy. Qualitative factors of economic acti~ 
vity. Living standards. The system of measures for stimulating 
faster development. Development policy in the pctiod'lr.01,1985. 
Statistics. 

Political stabilization and socio-economic development in the 
Socialist Autonomous Province of Kosovo. STP XXI(1l-12) 1981: 
81-136 
Introductory remarks. Lessons and experiences drawn by the 
League of Communists from the events in Kosovo. Development 
of inter-nationality relations in Kosovo based on socialist 
self-management. Socio-economic development of socialist 
autonomous province of Kosovo- postwar development- the nature 
and causes of the economic problems in Kosovo- development .of 
socialist self-management is an indispensable condition for 
economic ad~ancement. Reducing differences in level of economic 
development~ Direct lines of action in. economic developoent •. 

Popovic, S1avoljub and Vukadinovic, Gojko. Regional communities 
of communes. YS XXVI(l) Feb 1985: 33-42 
Intercommune regional communities- general features- competence-
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organs- professional services- financing-: are.a~ rights and 
duties that is functions- co-operation between community of com-: 
mues and other socio-:political communities. 

The Socialist Autonomous Province of Vojvodina. RIA XXXVI (Special 
number) June 1985: 15-:16, 19, 21, 23 . 
General economic situation and problems. 

Socialis"t Republic of Macedonia. RIA XXXIV(791) 20th March 1983: 
15-:18 
General economic situation and problems. 

Socio~~conomic development of the Socialist Autonomous Province 
of Kosovo. RIA XXXIII (special number) 1st Oct 1982: 13-19 
General economic situation and problems. 

Stefanovic
i
' Dusan. Towns and urban population. YS XXV(3) Aug 

1984: 3- 6 
The. dynamic urban development after the Second World War has 
only in some measure changed the rural organization of the 
utilization of land, the socio-:economic features of the popula
tion, its agglomerative distribution, etc., created in the 
course of mnny centuries. . 

TOmic, Dusan. The regional economic development and political 
aims, methods and measures in"the regional development of agri
culture: the Yugoslav example. ERAE 8(2/3) 1981: 287-314 . 
An· approach to the problem. Direct financial interventions. 
Pooling labour and resources. Agrarian structure. Planning 
~f agricultural development. Statistics. 

Vincek, Z. and Budin, T. The influence of different production 
and economic conditions on the development of the agricultural 
production system in-a selected region: a case study. (An 
abstract). ER~ 8(2/3) 1981: 320 . 

Vujanac-:Borovnica, Sofija and Krestic, Branislav. Environment 
and territorial development in Yueoslavia. YS XXII(l) Feb 
1981: 21-52 
Development factors significant for the human environment and 
territorial development •. Changes in the mode and distribution 
of productive facilities. Development of transport and energy 
and construction of the main infrastructure. Land use and 
regional territorial development. Urban and rural human settle
ments -Housing and urban amenities. Land and forests. Water 
·and air. Natural and architectural heritage. Environmental 
and territorial development. 

" " 

Zarkovic Vidoje. The hilly and mountain regions in implementirg 
the poiicies of economic stabilisation. STP XXIV(7-8) 1984: 
32-42 

Zidar M11ovan. Regional development in tho economic policy of 
Yug~slavia. ERAE 8(2/3) .l881: 131-136 . 
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Accelerated"development of the under-developed regiona and 
agriculture. 

16. HOUSING 

~ore thlEl one countrz 

A housing crisis under socialism 7 Look at the facts. WMR 28(7) 
July 1985: 120-124 
Some housing statistics of the CMEA countries. 

BulJt~ 

Georgieva, M. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 33 
A neW type "of building assembly is being tested for its resist
anc: to ea~thquakcs, with a view to its wider utilization. 

Illev, N. ABSEES XV(4)(77) Sept 1985": 34 
The sharp fall in the second half of 1984 in the number of com
plaints of "poor quality house building is not to be taken at 
face value. 

" " 

Ivanova, Violeta. ABSEES XVI(3)(83) 1987: 45 
Pre-fab houses m~ufuctured in Bulgaria are functional and 
appealing. They are more useful than high-rise buildings. 

Kardanov
i 

G. 
4811 fats 
2176 above 

ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 30 
were completed during the first 
the quota. 

9 months of 1983, 

Ko1chev, D. fJ3SEES XV(3)(76) May 1985: 31 
Sofia citizens have put up villas illeeally in certnin villages, 
and not all of them are demolished. 

Krupeva, R. ABSEES XVII(l) (81) 1987: 33 " 
What will be Sofials newest housing zone, 10vcha Kupel-2 1, is 
being built according to a single general plan. 

Krustev, A. ABSEES XI(3)(64) May 1981: 38 
From now on people in special need Of dwelling-space, including 
young newly-weds and large familios, are to be given priority. 

Krusteva, L. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 36 
Sofials faceless housing complexes need more artistic exhibi
tions and attention to aesthetics. An agreement made with 
artists. 

Mitskan.ov, I. ABSEES XII (2)(66) Jan 1982: 34 
A decree of 5th Sept 1980 provided for "lond ond loans to be . 
supplied for cooperative housebuilding. 
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Simeonova, N. ABSEES XII(1)(65)·Sept 1981: 40 . 
There is much illegt'.l building, especially in Sofia Okrug. Laws 
ngni~st it ere not being enforced. 

Vankov, N. . ABSEES XI ( 2)( 63) J 1m 1981: 33 
Though speculation must be punished, in the provinces private 
building entrepreneurship performs a useful function. 

CzechoslOvakia 

JillSEES XVI(3) (80) 1986: 38 
In 1986-90 about 480,000 dwellings should be built while not 
more than 200 to 210,000 old dwellings are to be demolished. 

Andrle, ~ and Pojer, M. f~SEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 44 
Analysis of private h~using construction. 

. . . 

Dudas, J. and Pakozdi, E. Housing construction in Czechoslovakia 
and Ht:ng ary • ABHEL 17 ( 6 ) 1987: 95-97 

Handlfk, V. ABSEES XI (2) (63) Jan 1981: 41 
Modernisation ~f old houses in ~ity centres will be an important 
prin~ip~e of new housing policy. 

Hymar, A. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 40 
Fulfilment of housing construction nnd modernization plans in 
the.Czech Republic in 1983. 

Komes, J. f~SEES XII(2)(66) Jan 190~J 38 
Discussion of the past and planned performance of housing mnin~ 
tenance in Slovakia. 

Krutak, J. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 39 
The standard of housing in Bratislava. 

Kucera, M. ABSEES XIII(2)(59) Jan 1983: 39 
Czechoslovakia had 15.3 mn inhabitants by 1st November 1980. 
The number of flats in permanent use was 4.9mn. . 

Lerova, I. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 41 
The deSign of new generati~n flats conflicts with the rigidities 
of building materials production. The present housing shortage 
is a matter of quality rather than of numbers. 

Marek, A. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 49 
Enterprises can provide financial and other help for housing 
construction for their employees. Summary of legal regulations. 

Mesko J. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 41 
Factors which impair the maintenance and reconstruction of 
flats in Slovakia. 

---. ABSEES riI(1)(65) sept 1981: 50 
Results of investigation. into the progress· of preparations for 
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16. HOUSING 

Mo~e~~ one countrl 

A housing crisis under socialism 7 Look at the facts. WMR 28(7) 
July 1985: 120-124 
Some housing statistics of the CMEA countries. 

Bu1g,~ 

Georgieva, M. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 33 
A new type 'of building assembly is being tested for its resist
anc~ to en~thquakes, with a view to its wider utilization. 

Iliev, N. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985': 34 
The sharp fall in the second half of 1984 in the number of com
plaints of "poor quality house building is not to be taken at 
face value. 

, ' 

Ivanova, Violeta. ABSEES XVI(3)(83) 1987: 45 
Pre-fab houses menufactured in Bulgaria are functional and 
appealing. They are more useful than high-rise buildings. 

Kardanov G. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 30 
4811 fiats were completed during the first 9 months of 1983, 
2176 above the quota. 

Kolchev, D. ABSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 31 
Sofia citizens have put up villas illegally in certcin villages, 
and not all of them ore demolished. 

Krupeva, R. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 33· . 
What will be Sofials newest housing zone, 'Ovcha Kupel-2 1 , is 
being built according to a single genere,l plan. 

Krustev, A. ABSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 38 
From now on oeople in special need Of dwelling-space, including 
young newly-weds and large familios, are to be given priority. 

Krusteva, L. ABSEE8 XVII (2) (82) 1987: 36 
Sofia's faceless housing complexes need more artistic exhibi
tions and attention to aesthetics. An agreement made with 
artists. 

Mitskanov, I. ABSEES XII (2)(66) Jan 1982: 34 
A decree of 5th Sept 1980 provided for'land and loans to be . 
supp lied for cooperative housebuilding. 
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Simeonova, N. ABSEES XII(1)(65)·Sept 1981: 40 . 
There is much illegr-.l building, especially in Sona Okrug. Laws 
ngainst it ~e not being enforced.-

Vankov, N •. ABSEES XI (2)(63) Jon 1981: 33 
Though speculation must be punished, in the provinces private 
building entrepreneurship performs a useful function. 

Czechoslovak~ 

lJ3SEF,s XVI ( 3) (80) 1986: 38 
In 1986-90 about 480,000 dwellings should be built while not 
more than 200 to 210,000 old dwellin~s are to be demolished. 

Andrle, ~ and POjer, M. ABSEES XIII(1)(68) Sept 1982: 44 
Analysis of private housing construction. 

Dudas, J. and Pakozdi, E. Housing construction in Czechoslovakia 
and H~g~y. ABHEL 17(6) 1987: 96-97 

Handlfk, V. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 41 
Modernisation vf old houses in City centres will be an important 
prin?ip~e of new housing policy. 

Hylmar, A. ABSEES XV(1)(74) Sept 1984: 40 
Fulfilment of housing construction and modernization plans in 
the.Czech Republic in 1983. 

Komes, J. J~SEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1902: 38 
Discussion of the past and planned performance of housing main~ 
tenance in Slovakia. 

Krutak, J. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jcn 1983: 39 
The standard of housing in Bratislava. 

Kucera, M. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 39 
Czechoslovakia hod 15.3 mn inhabitants by 1st November 1980. 
The number of flats in permanent use was 4.9mn. 

Lerova, I. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 41 
The design of new generation flats conflicts with the rigidities 
of building materials production. The present housing shortage 
is a matter of quality rather than of numbers. 

Marek, A. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 49 
Enterprises can provide financial and other help for housing 
construction for their employees. Summary of legal regulaiions. 

Mesko J. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 41 
Factors which imoOir the maintenance and reconstruction of 
flats in Slovakia. 

--_a ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 50 
Results of investigation. into the progress of preparations for 
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the plan of flats construction for the forthcoming Five~Year 
plM in Slovokio.. 

G~~man Democratic Republic 

lillSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 47 
The number of hoQsing repnir jobs curried out in 1984 in plM
ned to rise by 8.8% compared to 1983. This will be achieved by 
some new approaches to the problem in the major cities of 
Leipzig and Magdeburg. 

--- XV(3) (76) May 1985: BO 
According to official plans, tho housing problem in the GDR will 
be solved by 1990. 

--~.XV(4)(77) Sept 1985: 46 
Progress report" on the new housing complex nt the Marx-Eneels 
Forutl in Berlin. Shops Illld restaurf'nts will be providod too. 

--- XVII(3)(83) 1987: 56 
J. new building exhibition in Berlin demonstrates the achieve-. 
ments of the GDR building industry ruad the high le~el of stand~ 

. ar~ization a~.pliod in tackling the housine problem. 

Bein, Wolfgang. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 198B: 47 
There is such a backlog of repoirs to domestic accommodation in 
Berlin that teams of " tradesmen are havinr, to work eV0nings and 
week~nds to catch up. 

Braune, H.J. l~SEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 52 
Since 1971 over 2 million dwellings have been built or moderniz-" 
ed providing better living conditions for nearly 6 million people. 

Gorecke· L. ABSEES XII(3)(67) MllY 1982: 53 
Repor{ on progress in"building one-f~~ly terrace houses with 
some sto.tistical data. 

. " 

Werner I Monika. ABSEES XVII (3){8S) 1987: 61 
In the steel town of Hennigsdorf the enterprises work together 
with the local government authorities to provide housing and 
amenities for the popUlation. 

H~ary 

JJ3SEES XVI(2)(79) 1986~ 65 
The council of Ministers I new rules of increllsed financial 
subsidies for buildir~ new homes or acquiring Council flats 
by sitting tenants. 

Barta, B. and Vukovich; Gy. Trends in and characteristics of 
tho housing situation. ABHEL 11(2) 1981: 155~157 

Cotditions of life and housing. ABHEL 12(6) 1982: 267-270 
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Construction and demolition of housing. 1980. ABEEL 11(5) 1981: 
216-219 

Construction and liquidation of dwellings, 1981. ABEEL 12(6) 
1982: 271-275 

Daniel, Zsuzsa. A modal for analyzing desired and realizable cha
nges in housing. (Tr. by Paul Hare). Matekon XX(4) Summer 1984: 
3-47 
A'demographic stock-flow model. The Stone model and the nature" 
of tho economic system. Dynamic model of the housing structure. 
The framework model. Relation between the numbars of households 
and ..houses. 'Balance of entrants and departures. The open and 
closed model. Illustration of the short-term analysis. Markov 
models and long-term analysis. 

---. Once mote on the just distribution of dwellings as reflected 
by the data. ABEEL 15(2) 1985= 150-151 

---. Public housingtpersonal income and central redistribution in 
Hungary. AO 31(1-~) 1983: 87-104 " 
Characteristics of the distribution of dwellings. Housing rent~ 
Redistribution effects in the vertical distribution and in the 
horizontal distribution. Rearrangerr.:mts as compared to the 
distribution of money income. 

---.Rerttsand the demand for tenement-dwelling. ABEEL 14(2) 
1984: 137-138 

---' and Semjan, Andras. Housing shortage and rents: the Hungarian 
experience. EP 21(1) 1987: 13-29 
In Hungary two separate housing markets that operate lmder 
different conditions, state owned rental housing and owner
occupied, private housing. The market for private housing is 
more or less determined by price and income relations. Shorta~ 
ges of construction capacity and materials, high maintenance 
costs and state mortagages. State~o;1ned rental housing which 
enjoys a high level of subsidy. One of the major questions of 
the present investigation is the interpretation and measuring of 
the housing shortage. ~;ing to structural disproportions the 
actual housing shortage is more intensive than indicated by the 
aggregate indic~tor. Relation between rents and housing shortage. 

--- and Temesi, J. Impact of the' distribution of dwellings on 
social inequalities, 1976-1980. ABEEL 14(4) 1984: 222-:224 

Demcsak, M. Dwelling disease. ABEEL 17(5) 1987: 249-250 

• Housing trauma • ABEEL 17(3) 1987: 186~187 

Dudas J. and Paltozdi ,1-E. Housing construction in Hungary and 
Cze~hoslovakia. AB~L 17(6) 1987: 96~97 
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Faluvegi, L. To the social debate on the housing problem. ABEEL 
11(6) 1981: 201-202 .. 

Farady-Hortobagyi, J. and Szanto, Gy. The costs of housing con
struction. ABEEL 17(4) 1987: 84-86 

Oszlanyi J Zs. The housing situation in Hungary today. 
15(3) L985: 179-180 

ABEEL 

Our homes- by European standards. NH 20(8) Aug 1981: 10 

Partos, Gyula. Housing and housing policy. NHQ XXVIII (105) 
Spring 1987: 172-179 . 
A new framework for housing policy, 1945-50. The fifteen year 
housing develbpment plan, 1960-75. The housing reform of 1971. 
The second fifteen-year hOUsing development plan. The reform 
of 1982. A string of measures introduced since 1981 has brought 
a vigo~ous, almost radical change of course in Hungarian housing 
policy. 

Petschnig, M. Labour force and dwelling. ABEEL 16(5) 1986: 
223-225 

---. The reasons for increasing dwelling prices. ABEEL 16(5) 
1986: 48-.49 

Sz. L. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 63 
New housing suffers more numerous physical defects. 

Szekely, I. Tax reform and housing policy. ABEEL 17(6) 1987: 
94-95 

Yearbook of housing statistics, 1983. ABEEL 14(5) 1984: 158-162 

Poland ---
ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 73 

Information about policy in buildinG new dwellings, with statis~ 
tical data. 

--- XIII (I) (68) Sept 1982: 71 
New conditions of allocation of flats among members of building 
co-operatives. 

--- XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 63 
On the completion of dwellings planned for 1982, with indication 
of deficiencies and low productivity of labour. 

--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 64 
The construction sector seems to be doing well in house building 
and has even promised to complete a'larger number of dwellings 
:l..n 1984 than was originally planned. Unevenness in materials I 
delivery may threaten that promise. 
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--- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 66 
Statistical data·on the building of dwellings 1981-1990. To 
satisfy needs, 3.2 million dwellings should be built, the plans 
are to build at least 2,2.82,000. 

--'- XV(3)(76) May 1985: 76 
A very critical article about defects in houses of the Dwellings 
Co-operative. 

--- XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 73 
Over 2,800,000 people are waiting for dwellings, as members or 
candidate members of co-operative associations which will build 
co-.operative dwellings. 

Broniarek, Andrzej. The housing dilemma. PP XXV(4) Autumn 1982: 
38-42 
Origins of the crisis. Blueprint for the Eighties. 

Dominiak, W. Place of housing in physical planning and its role 
in -strengthening of social integration. EPR(12) 1981: 169-.179 
Honsing·from social point of view. Housing as a subject of 
physical planning. Role of housing in the promotion of so cial 
integration. Objectives and problems of physical planning. 
Types of elaborated physical plans. Integration of physical 
planning with socio-economic planning. Inhabit~~tsl participa
tion in the process of planning. Some aspects of differentia~ 
tion in housing conditions of pre-war urban population. Role 
of state in the formation of an integrating housing policy. 
Existing spatial differences in housing conditions. 

FronCZak, K. JlBSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 66 
The underfulfilment of the house building plan of the Warsaw 
Housing Co-operatives means that the period of waiting for a 
flat has been extended to over 15 years. . 

Gornicka, Teresa. ABSEES XIII(2) (69) Jan 1983: 63 
The situation in housing construction. 

• l~EES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 76 
The state housing council suggests that rents need to be raised 
to cover housing maintenance charges by 1990. 

---a ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987:69 
The housing plan, yet again, was not completed in 1986. Non
centrally distributed supplJ.es pose a great problem. 

Grajewsk-Rychlik. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 72 
The Minister of Construction and Construction Materials Industry 
describes limits of the construction of private flats· and 
houses in the future. No quick solution can be expected. 

Smulska, G. ABSEES XIII (1) (68) Sept 1982: 71 
The development of communal housing to cater for the least 
privileged groups. 
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Swiderski Z. ABSEES XV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 64 , 
The newly created co-operatives of people waiting for new dWol
lings with about 150,000 candidates in the Warsaw region alone, 
are not likely to reduce the waiting list for flats. 

Weiss J. lillSEES XI(3) (64) May 1981: 72 
Rev!ew of Polish policy in building new dwellings after World 
War II; with numerous·statistical data on, size of dwellings and 
density of habitation. 

Z. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 71 
No lists of p€ople waiting for a new flat in Warsaw will'be 
published in 1984 as such lists have no sense. 

Romania 
--~ 

l~EES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 93 
lln interview is published with several heads of cOmmunes in 
Bihor county on the building of flats in villages. 

~unea, M. and Capraru C. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 79 
Report on the experIence of Prahova county council in building 
flats according to tho new directives. 

Ciobanescu, F. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 81 
Report on construction in the Romanian·villages with some sta
tistical data; standard dwelling types. 

Mircescu
1 

S. ABSEES'XIK(2)(66) Jan 1982: 72 
Interv1ew over 320,000 flats in Bucharest concerning the problems 
of maintenance, new materials and methods are used. 

Preda, C. ABSEES XII(2)(66) Jan 1982: 72 
Report on the construction of dwellings in 1981, with some 
statistical data. 

Yugoslavia 

JIDSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 81 
Flats are being built much cheaper by foreign organisations than 
by large-scale Yugoslav' enterprises in Belgrade. 

--- XVI(2)(79) 1986: 91 
White-collar workers tend to do much better out of the socialiZ
ed housing sec~or than blue-collar work~rs. 

Popovic, Bozidar. Housing tenancy right~. YS XXVII(l) 1986:47-58 
Basic characteristics of housing relat10ns. Tenancy title. 
Dwelling providers. . General Act on the allotment of dwellings ~ 
Tenancy title holder. Use of dwelling. Exchange of dwellings. 
Sub and co-tenancy. Private ownership of dwellings. Rational 
use of dwelling space. 
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Rajkovic, S. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 88' . 
With 10% of national income allocated to house building Yugosla-: 
via is among the leading countries in Europe in house building, 
but 522,000 people still have no flats of their own. 

Residential building. 1970-:1980. YS XXIII(l) Feb 1982: 161-162 
Statistical data. 

17. EDUCATION. llEALTH. SOCIAL WELFARE .-- .,,----...... ---_. ---._---..--------
More ·~Jl~_ .. C'ne ?Q.~t.!z 

KhachatQrov. T. Nature conservation in European socialist coun-: 
tries. PRE XXVIII(5) Sept 1985: 48-6& 
Various measures are taken to conserve nature and cooperation 
between the CMEA countries for ecological problems. 

Miskiewicz, Sophia M. Social and economic rights in Eastern 
Europe. SV 29(4)(127) AUg 1987: 47-:104 
The r~ght to health care, to work, and to housing. The three 
rights and the actual working and application of them in Bulga
ria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, 
Poland, and Romania. 

Popescu, Andrei. Bilateral social security instruments concluded 
between European socialist countries. ILR 121(1) Jan~Feb 
1982: 67-76 
There are four basic principles governing social policy relations 
between the" signatory states. 1) Equality ot treatment and 
reciprocity. 2) Territoriality. 3) Maintenance of acquired 
tights and rights in course of acquisition. 4) Acceptance of 
financial liability exclusively b~ the contracting party paying 
benefits. The social security provisions. Provisions concern~ 
ing the application of the instruments. 

Short-notes on health and health care in Eastern Europe. SV 
29(4)(127) Aug 1987: 105-122 _. . . 

Singleton, Fred. - Eastern Europe: do the Greens threaten the Reds. 
WT 42(8-9) Aug/Sept 1986: 159-162 
Throughout eastern Europe there are signs Of an increasing 
awareness of the threat to the enVironment, and of more public 
discussion of these issues in recent years. The minority who 
are concerned can be a threat to the power of the government. 

A socialist way of life. State benefits to man: from the womb to 
the tomb. WMR 28(9) Sept 1985: 119-123 
Survey on the basis of statistical data from a number of Euro-
pean socialist countries. . 

.Zvosec, Chris tine. Environmental deteriorat.ion in Eastern Europe. 
SV 28(4) (123) Winter 1984: 117-.141 
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The nations of Eastern Europe are suffering harmful consequences 
from environmental pollution, including public health hazards, 
the degradation of natural resources, and the endangerment of 
plant and animal species. The 'limited efforts of these countries 
to monitor and control pollution result from a variety of ideo
logical, economic and political factors. Czechoslovakia's bad 
air quality is due to the eGonomy's concentration on heavy 
manufacturing that uses low-quality domestic coal as its princi
pal fuel source. Heavy water pollution. GDR is substituting 
domestic brown coal for oil and even hard coal. Pollution pro~ 
blems. Vast forest deterioration. Almost every industr~al area 
in Romania is experiencing negative healtPJ. effects from:pollution. 
In Poland also coal provides-77% of the nation's energy, especial
ly for the industrial soctor.Recent government actions in 
environmental protection. Concentration on the high-polluting 
heavy industries over light manufacturing and services is to be 
replaced by low waste and waste-free technologies. Concern for 
the environment has mobilised broad sectors of society from 
trade unions to scientists to media representatives. 

~ulgaria 

Balevski, D. ABSEES XIII (2) (69) Jan 1983: 31 
A proposal to pay mothers of children under three years old for 
looking after them. 

Bozhkov, M. lillSEES XV(3) (76) May 1985: 31 
Social security arrangements for old people arc discussed criti
cally. 

Correspondent. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 32 
Bulgaria's economic -growth and high levels of public spending 
for social purposes. 

Ivanov"1 K. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 30 
One of the major acquisitions of the Bulgarian village is social 
sccurity benefits. Community life has-improved greatly, and 
living standards risen markedly. 

- . 
Kokoshkin, Lev. ABSEES XVII(l)(Sl) 1987: 34 " 

Industry's orogress has been,raising the problem of water. 
fJ.though mGnsures for eliminating pollution have taken place, 
construction of water~treating plants has lagged behind schedule. 

Lagadinova E. J.BSEES XVI(1)(78) Jan 1986: 30 
Various increased sOcial bcnefits become payable to families 
as from 1 July 1985. 

Occuoational safety and health. s11 '(Ii Mar 1981: 78 
Bulgaria: 'Research links occupational intestinal diseases to 
chemicals. 
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Rozenshtayn, L. ABSEES XVlI (2)(82) 1987: 33 ' 
Biological and ecologic~~ indicators are being developed to 
assist in achieving a more comolete characterization of the 
condition of the Bulgarian rivers. Industrial pollution. 

Social security. SLB (3-4) Sept-Dec 1985: 550; (3~4) Sept~Dec 
1986: 537-538 
Bulgaria: Integration of the social security administration. 
Improved maternity benefits and family allowances. ' 

Czechoslovakia .. ------
ABSEES XII(l) (65) Sept 1~81: 50 

Criticism of deficiencies of the health service of Bratislava. 

Fararik, Peter. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 43 
The effect of fluorine emissions from the aluminium factory at 
Ziar nad ~onom on. the sorrounding crops. 

Hochmaulova, Daniela. Education of young people in Czechoslovakia. 
CED (8) Dec 1985: 39-,43 

Luzansky, L. and CincibtJ.s. J. ABSEES XVII (3)(83)1987: 49 
Tfie ecological situation is to be stabilized accordirgto a 
plan for 1987~90. General improvement can be expected only 
after 1991. Industrial pollution. 

Pilkova, J. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 34 
A sample survey showed that about half the respondents were 
g€nerally satisfied with the health service, but the level 
of satisfaction declined with increasing frequency of visits 
to a doctor. ' 

Ruzickova, Zdenka and Seidl, Vladimir. Economic aspects of healtim 
and sickness. CED (7) Nov 1985: 61~76 
Creation of conditions for health care. Financing of health 
services and their development. 

, . 

Seidl, Vladimir and Prusa,'Ladislav. Changes in the social secu~ 
rity system in 1970-1985. CED (6) Sept 1985: 58-.71 
The main function of the system is to provide material security 
and to create good living conditions for those whose needs can
not be met through distribution according to their performance 
at work. Mothers, young' children, sick people, old and disabled 
people are the recipient. Social security is uivided into 
1) a system of pensions, 2) a system of care of families, and 
children, 3) a system of workers' security in illness. 

Valis, K. ABSEES XVII (1) (81) 1987: 43 
A new programme will be set in motion to give grammar schools 
and then all school children a greater familiarity with electro-

'nics. 
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German Democratic ReDublic --_ ....... -- -.---... ~ . 
ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984= 53 

Three new decrees improve social provision for large families 
and working mothers. 

'--- XVI (1)(78) Jan 1986: 49 
The extensive medical spa facilities which are available to GDR 
citize~s entail significant costs and organizational problems. 

Duwinger, H. and Rademacher, R.W. ABSEES XVII(2)(82) 1987: 54 
Technological change'means that the GDR school curriculum is 
having to"be revised. The theme is the unity of science and 
socialism. with the aim of producing right~thinking workers and 
citizens. 

, ' 

Reich, Martina. ABSEES XV(4) (77) Sept 1985= 46 
The work of inspecting the cleanliness of public places and 
streets in the GDR is done by mass organization. 

" . 
Rozidek, Helmut. ABSEES XV(l) (74) Sept 1984: 53 

Economic growth so necess ary to the GDR today, can be achieved 
by ensuring that there is a proper return on the country1s 
investment in education and training. 

Rudolph, W. ABSEES XVII (2) (S2) 1987: 53 
The shape of further vocational education in the GDR will be 
determined by the introduction of "new technology and the need 
for flexible deployment of labour. 

Schwarz W. l..BSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 42 
The G~R is having to exercise greater care in using water. 
Industrial pollution is relatively great. 

" . " 

Seidel, K. and Wetzstein, E. l..BSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 53 
Medical services in the GDR are to be overhauled during the 
1986~90 Five~Year Plan period. 

Social security. SLB (2) June 1984: 320-321 
German Democratic Republic: "On call" injury not job-related. 

Hunf?arz 

Drecin, Jozsef. Culture and education~ economic aspects and the 
future. HBH (3) 1985: 5-9 
The system of public education." Modernizing education- long-term 
plans. Cultural and artistic establishments- outstanding tasks. 

Ferge Zsuzsa. Main trends in Hungarian social policy. "NHQ 
xxr::fr(86) Summer 1982: 137-149 ." 
Social policy regarding employment~ Income programmes. Social 
benefits in cash and in kind. Health, child care, education. 
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Forgacs, Katalin. Environmental protection and, the economy. 
NHQ XXVII(102) Sv~er 1986: 145-151 . 
Main environmental hazards- poisonous wastes, water soil, and 
air pollution. Actual environmental situation. Poilution 
limits, punitive fines. Economic pressures. The administrative 
background. 

Huszar, I. People in disadvantageous Xhandicapped) situation in 
Hungary. 1..0 27(1-2) 1981: 163-178 
Characteristics of the situation~ low incomes- inadequate hous
ing- lack of low school qualifications- problems of children 
having spent a longer period under state care- old age problems~ 
disadvantageous situation of the sick and the diSabled ~ 
disturbances of social adaptation, like neurosis, suicide, 
alcoholism, and crime. On the cumulative disadvantageous *itua~ 
tion. 

Huszar
i 

Tibor. The training of specialists and the education of 
inte lectuals. NEW XXII(81) Spring 1981: 128-141 
Problems of training, presumed and actual fun~tions of tertiary 
education. Professionalism. Planning of supply of specialists 
and educational system. Employment of graduates and the use of 
specialized knowledge. Professional functions and the way they 
changed. Socialization of intellectuals. 

Kulcsar " K. Social policy in todayls Hungarion society. MJ 
27(1~2) 1981: l83~189 
The social policy as practiced so far provokes discussion, . 
further thinking, Dlld, finall;T decisions arc needed. Soc~al 
policy, economic policy and societal policy constitute a unity 
arid no~e of them can be shaped rationally without regard to the 
others. 

MTI. I~EES AVII(l) (81) 1987: 63 
The Council of Ministers discusses a report on public health with 
special regard to the struegle against alcoholism. 

Nyers, R. Problems of people in disadvantageous'social situation 
from the viewpoint of economic policy. 1..0 27(1-2) 1981: 178-183 
1) In the interest of efficiency, the concrete form of produc
tion relations, i.e. the economic mechanism as a condition of 
the overall welfare of people should neccssari~y be developed. 
2)To raise the share of socinl allowances at the expense of 
incomes resulting from work cannot be taken into consideration 
as the m1:'in. tool of improving disadvnntageous social situation 
3)It is appropriate to strive after a rational differentiation 
of earnings at'workplaces in harmony with performances ond 
responsibility, while at the sruneULtime, the role of social 
allowonces in ~he levelling of family incomes should be in-' 
creased parallel with the increaso of the net social income. 
4) Science, economic policy, cultural ond social policy have 
to deal wi ~h the problem of cumulc.tion of disadvantages more 
purposefully than at present. 
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Occupational safety and health. SLB (4) Dec 1982: 527 
Hungary: New occupational saf'ety and health training 
ry education level. 

Social security. SLB (2) June 1985: 300 

at seconda-

Hungary: State takes over management of social security. 

?olDpd 

ABSEES XII(S)(67) May 1982: 72 
Situation in medicaments supply: some statistical data. 

--- XIV(S) (7S) May 1984: 67 
The Polish Committee of Social ldd is not ina position to in
croase its help to the needy because the resources are declining 
comparatively. . 

-:-- XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 67 
Survey of payments by the social security office in the first 
quarter of 1984. 

Gesing, A. ABSEES XVII (2) (82) 1987: 79 
About 60 tonnes of fuel oil leaked into the river Oder. About 
850 p~rs~ns are employed in the clearing operations. 

Krencik, W. J~SEES XI(1)(62) Sept 1980: 68 
Proposals for reforming welfare expenditure in the 1980s. 

Leszczynski, A. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 62 
The proolem of applying in practice the concept of social 
minimum. 

Marcisz) 1. ABSEES XIV(S)(7S) May 1984: 66 
Supplies of medicines haVe not improved. 

Rowicki, J. ABSEES XI(2)(6S) Jan 1981: 62 
Until fundamentalsocinl conditions differentiating the position 
of particular social classes in regard to basic and secondary 
education ~~e chaneed, thera can be little hope for major chan~ 
ges at the uni versi ty level. 

Scholl, I. ABSEES XI (S) (64) May 1981: 71 
The social minimum. 

Sloma K. ABSEES XV(S)(76) May 1985: 76 
Explanation and interpretation of the new principles of suppl0~ 
ments paid to retired people and pensioners and some children. 

Social security. SLB (1) Mar 1981: 94-:95; (2) June 1985:275-276 
Poland: Imoroved social benefits. Better social security for 
independent farmers. 

Strzalkowska, W. ABSEES XII(1)(65) Sept 1981: 7S 
Some statistical data on the sttuation concerning the availabili-
ty of medicaments in phnrmcies. . 
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Romania -----
Alexandru, D.M. ABSEES XIII(2)(69) Jan 1983: 72 

Discussion of a.programme of ~cientific nourishment. 

Constantinescu, M. and Rosca] I. ABSEES XIII(l) (68) Sept 1982:78 
Report on health care"qua11ty at present and 40 years ago with 
some_ statistical data. 

Ionescu, M. ABSEES XV(2) (75) Jan 1985: 81 
Review ?f the health care in Romania: the enormous progress made 

Manole, D. ABSEES XVI (2) (79) 1986: 82 
An article concerned with health services" for mothers in Neamt 
province; the province has 130,000 children. 

Pintilie, C. ABSEES XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 87 
An article stressing the need for modern style of management 
and organization. This is recognized in the Law on Education. 

Yugosla"1:.!:! 

ABSEES XIV(3) (73) May 1984: 83 
The government initiative on social security payments to low
paid workers is arousing considerable controversy. 

-~- XVI (1) (78) Jan 1986: 94 
The National·Health Service is in ever increasing financial 
difficulties. 

Avramov, Dragan. Population by educational level. YS XXVII (3) 
1986: 3-14 
Population wi~hout complete primary education, with school. 
qualifications •. Education. did not develop at an even pace 
in all regions of the country. In the economically developed 
republics the entire population was covered by the educational 
system. 

Becin, Aleksandar and Milosavljevic
i 

Milosav. Social work 
centres. YS XXVIII(1)'1987: 117- 34 
Development and status. Functions. Social work methods used 
by the Centres. Distribution, staffing and organization of 
work. .Activities. Social work centres in the future. 

DediC, Milutin. Organizations for adult education and cultural 
educational activity. YS XXIII(3) Aug 1982: 109-118 

Disability insurance benefits, 1980-1985. YS XXVII(3) 1986: 
143-148 
Total number of disabled Workers. Disability with reduced 
working capacity. 

" . 
Golubovic4 Milka. Child and youth health 

YS XXIIi(3) Aug 1982: 119-130 
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17. EDUCATION. IlEALTH. SOCIAL WELFARE 

Higher education and doctorates conferred. YS XXIII(4) Nov 1982: 
145-148; XXVI (4) "Nov 1985: 151-154 
Statistical data. 

Hrnjica, Sulejman. The education of handicapped children and 
young people. (Special education). YS XXVIII(4) 1987: 85-.98 
Elementary educ2tion. Vocational training. 

. " 

Ivanovic, Stanoje. Stuffing terti~ education. YS XXIV(l) 
Feb 1983: 83-.90 
Academic appointments and titles. Number and composition of 

. teaching staff. 

Knezevic, Milija. 
Aug 1982: 81~96 
Primary school. 
of significance. 

The system of primary edUcation. YS XXIII(3) 

Other forms of primary education. Institutions 
Planning and financing. Statistics. 

Letica, S. ABSEES XVII (3) (83) 1987: 103 
New experiments in reform of the health service are being moot
ed. Curtailment of the amount of health cover. 

11 tVinjenko, Stevan. Infectious diseases, 1971-1980. YS 
XXIII(l) Feb 1982: 131-136 
Morbidity and mortality. Organizations in charge of the pre
vention and control of infectious diseases. Statistics. . . 

Mestrovic, Vlado. Health care of' "Yugoslav citizens abroad and 
f'oreign nationals in Yugoslavia. YS XXIV(4) Nov 1983: 115-122 
Provision·of health care on the basis of' social insurance con-· 
ventions •• Health care for insured persons sent to work abroad. 
Treatment of' insured persons abroad by the Yugoslav self'~ 
managed community of interest for health insurance and health 
care. Health care of f'oreigners in Yugoslavia. 

Milenkovic, Gradislav. Profess;lonnl work and research in the 
field of education. YS XXIV(2) M~ 1983: 109~122 
Professional work in schools. Off'ices for the advancement and 
education. ·University faculties and higher schools. Education
al councils. Pedagogic institutes. Prof'essional societies. 
Textbo~k publication. 

Milosavljevic, Milosnv. Self-managed communities of' interest 
for social Welfare. YS XXIII(2) May 1982: 119-128 
Self-managod communities at commune level. Association"of 
self~managod communities of interest for social welf'are. 

. -

Nodeljkovic , Cedo. Social compact on the common foundations of 
tho educa~ionnl system conoluded by the Republics and Auton~ 
mous ~rovinces. YS XXII(4) Nov 1981: 129-140 

Pooovic, B. ABSEES XIV(3) (73) MnY 1984: 83 
It is questionable whether insured persons I contributions go 
towards improving hoalth care. 
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Popovic, B. JiliSEESXV(2)(75) Jan 1985: 87 
Serious concern is expressed over the r~pidly deteriorating 
position of the National Health Service. 

Potkonjak, Nikola. Secondary education. YS XXVII(3) 1986:_ 
111-142 
Defini tion of secondary educa.tion. S~Tstem of secondary career
ori,onted education. Teaching and auxil,iary staff. Expansion 
of education. 

R.A. ABSEES XVI(3)(00) 1986: 83 
Berislnv Sefer evaluates tho evolution of Yugoslav idensabout 
social policy since the onset ~ the economic crisis •. 

Ristanovic, Slobodan. Forms of solidarity in education. YS 
XXIII(3) Aug 1982: 97-108 . 
Social instruments which indirectly influence the equalization 
of conditions for the development of education. Supplementary 
financing of primary and secondary' education. Elimination of 
inequali ties .. caused by difforences in the level of education 
of pupils' parents, phySical accessibility of schools and 
financil.11 position of stUdents. - Constitutional principle .of 
equal educationnl opportunities. -

Social security and related institutions, 1975-1980 
YS XXII(4) Nov 1981: 167-169 

,Onlv statisticsavnilable on health insurnncer health institu
tions, disability and penSions insurance'; chi dren.'s allqwances, 
welfare institutions allowances. ' 

Social security and socinl institutions, 1978-1983. YSXXVI(l) 
Feb 1985: 155-157 

Spnsic N. ABSEES XI(2)(63) Jan 1981: 77 
The rederal Committee for Lnbour, Health and Social Welfare 
examined the'pr.ospects of the social welfare policy in the 
next Five~Year plan. 

- , 

Todorovic, .Luka. The care and welfare of children. YS XXVIII 
(4) 1987: 115-134 
The concept and contents of child'welfare. Development. The 
regulatory' and the material basis. Functions ond forms of 
child care. Family allow~nces. 

, . 

Vajs, Vera and Feliks, Radmilo. Health status and health care 
of workers. YS XXVII(l) 1986: 115-126 
Occupationnl medicine. Workers' morbidity rates. Occupational 
diseases, accidents. Jl.bsenteeism due to sickness, accidents 
and other socio-medical cnuses. Disablement insurance. Occu~ 
pntionnl safety ond working conditions. 
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ADDENDA 

1. ECONOMI C DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH 

PLANNING I POL! CY I REFORMS 

More th~ one co~try 

Chavance, Bernard. The prevailing 1'orms 01' crisis in Soviet
type economies. (Tr. by Ramnath Narayanswami). AV 26(4) .. 
Dec 1984: 277-299 . • 
Major characteristics 01' the Soviet~type economies~ From 
decline in growth to halt in reform. Shortage economy and 
planning as competitive bargaining. Investment cycles and 
regulation through shortage... The opening to the West. ·Socia
lis~ econom,;escon1'ronted with a 'big crisis '. ., 

Csaba; Laszlo. Economic pollcy and planning in the CMEA. AV 
27(4) Dec 1985: 311-342 . . 
Planned development at a regional scale. Lack 01' integrational 
strategy. Technique 01' implementation.and area 01' application. 
Regional~level autarky. Alternative integrational concepts. 
Some features'o1' the Post~Summit (1984 Moscow Summit) integra~ 
tion practice. 

Das Gupta, K.K. Some issues concerning economic rationality in 
USSR ana E~t Europc:an countries. AV 26(4) Dec 1984: 300-3~4 

Narayanswamy, Ramnath. The economic crisis in Eastern Europe. 
(A reView article). AV 28(2) June 1986: 193~205 

---. Economi(: reform in the USSR and Eastern Europe: The Novosi~ 
birsk Paper. AV 27(4) Dec 1985: 343-377 . 
Importance of the famous Novosibirsk Paper on the conception 
and implementation 01' economic re1'orm in the USSR and Eastern. 
Europe. . . . 

---.' Economic regulation through shortage. (A review article). 
AV 26(4) Dec .1984: 387-396 . . 

---. Is it socialism and is it 1'easible? (A review article). 
AV 26(4) Dec 1984: 369-386 

Bulgaria 

Debroy, B. The Bulgarian economy in the Twentieth century. 
(A review article). AV 28(2) June 1986: 206-235 

NarayanswaJlllr~ Ramnath. Bulgaria: How far can the centralised 
model be reformed? EPW XXII(17) 25th Apr 1987: 745~746 

German Democ~atic ReP':lbllc 

Narayanswamy, Ramnath. Perfecting the centralised model. EPW 
XXII(29) 18th July 1987: 1177~1179 
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Hungary. 

Bacskai l MIl (4) 
Tamas. -Economic policy and management in the 80s. 
1983: ~14 . 

Fabri, E. Superficial' changes and deep tendencies in inventory 
processes in Hungary. 4.0 28(1-.2) 1982: 133-.146 
Purchased but still unprocessed stocks are preponderant in the 
Hungarian industry. Persistlnggreat demand and the,unsatis~ 
fact orr supply. Deconcentration of invantories and rise in . 
stocks. Indicators or stock allocation. Desirable capital 
allocation. 

Faluvegi, Lajos. ' Working for economic and social renewal. 
MIl (4) 1993: 4-,8 

Gyulavari, A; Stocks and stockpiling in Hungary-. an international 
comparison. AD 27(1-,2) 1981: 57-76 . 
The study analyses the changes in stocks and stockpiling between 
1970 and 1978. Competing the stocks in the, Hungarian economy 
with those in the FRG Great Britain, Czechoslovakia and the 
Soviet Union, the autAor points out that their level is rather 
higp:-primariJ.y in comparison with the capitalist countries. 
It is a chara~teristic feature of both the socialist and the 
capitalist countries. In Hungary stockpiling. shows a close 
correlation with the balance of trade. Stockpiling being in~ 
dependent of production and usually different from that, can 
.be,taken as~ indic~tor of disorder of the economy. 

Hare P.G. and Wanless; P.T. Polish and Hungarian economic 
. reform- a comparison. SS XXXIII(4) Oct 1981: 491-517 
Economic backgronnd and basic approQches to reforms adopted 
in-two countries. Prices and wages. Monopoly and competition. 
Factors l'esponsible for-differences in outcome in two countries: 
a) Political atmosphere. Hungarians avoidwd political overtones 
of aconomic reform. Political unity and stability of the coun~ 
try. Poland has never succeoded in eliminating centl'es .ot . 
oppOSition within the country. b) HungarY-'small and hompgen,~ 
ous. . Poland.:;. larger and much more, diverse. c) Attitude of the 
Soviet Union. Hungarians lucky in that their reform was alrea:

.dy underway in 1969. d) Organisation and'economic performance 
of their respective agricultural systems. Hungary completed 
collectiVization and is performing quite well. Lack of real 
institutional change in either Hungary or Poland tended to. 
limi~. the po~ential effectiveness of l'eforms. 

Marjai,Jozsef.How to explore factors for economic development? 
ME (4) 1982: 5-.9' , 
Programmetol' development. Reshuffling the assets. The tasks 
of the managers. Revealing the reserves. . 

---. In the service of equilibrium. ME (1) 1983= 5-.8 . . 
Nyitrai t Vera. Forty years of the 

AV 27 4)'Dec 1985: 26?~310 . 
Hungarian national economy. 
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Major characteristic~ of the development of-the economy. Agri~ 
cul~ural develo~ment. Industry development. 

Simai, M. The socio economic issues of growth-oriented strategic 
adjustment programs. AO 37(3-4) 1986: 155-167 

Szikszay, Bela. The Hungarian national economy- changing to a 
new course of growtfi. MH (4) 1982: 1O~14 . 
Moderation of the economic growth rate. Growth guided by 
demand. Comprehensive assertion of the qualitative requirements. 
Acceleration of teclmical developmont •. Development of system . 
of economic management. 

Teftak, Elemer Gyorgy. Devslopment policy in Hungary. MH,(3) 
1984: 19-24 
It Was neceSsary to curb demand'by cutting back the volume of 
investments. Investment policy. Price policy. Policy of 
raising the efficiency of company management. Required change 
of structure of the economy without central interference. 

YMos lavi a· 

Overall economic indices. YS XXVIII (4) 1987: l53~154 

2;. ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT. 
MECHANISM. ORGANIZATION 

(Including c~operation) 

German Democratic Republic 

Csaba , L. Trends in the development of the economic mechanism 
of ~he German Democratic Republic. ABHEL 11(1) 1981:27~275 , 

Hungary 
• 

Laki, M. The enterprise crisis. AD 32(1~2) 1984: 113~124 
The present"·artic1e based on an analys;t.s of enterprise crises 
that took place in the 1960s and 1970$, considers sales diffi~ 
culties as the most important element. The HUllf.ar1an enter~ 
prises insist on retaining the production factors £1'dthe 
means for averting crises in the capitalist"economies will not 
be used"here. Instead of dismissing labour, or selling fixed 
capital, often the range of products is enlarged. It is tn the 
course of this special kind of diversification that tho real 
crisis of the enterprise emerge which will then intensify the 
forces acting towards efforts at solving the difficulties 
throngh centralization. 

---a Growth and flexibility: the case of a transformer 
manufacturingco:-operative. EEE XXI(3~4) Spring:-Swmner, 
1983: 170-187 " _ -
Historical antecedents. A new type of growth during the 1970S~ 
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llt.ttt...r&.l' Ql"' S'p"c..''-.f'1e :;ir-:n't.h.. Market shortage stimulates' growth. 
0ompeti~ion in the labour market and profit orientation~ Iden~ 
tif1cat10n with the co-operative. ,Management ambitions~ 
Diso.dvontagesof growth. Unraalizable ideas. Small enterpJ;'ise 
f9rms within the co-operative; -- .. . . ' .. 

Mitrias, 1-..; et ' ale Organization of ll'.rge industrial onterpriSes 
in Hungary: a comparative analysis. AO 27(3~4) 1981:327~342 
Thi~ paper gives an account of an ,empirical analysis of organi
zations conducted'by the authors in sixty large Hunearinn indus
trial. enterprises. The theoretical background of, the analysis 

, lies,' in the contingency theory of organizations, according to 
, which the analysiS of enterprises is carriod out ~y the &ascri

ption of environmental and inside characteristics ,strategy, 
structure, behaviour ot participants and of orgnru.z,ational , 
perfo~mance, followed by an analysis of their interrelation~ 
ships. The article analyses those elements and, connections 
of the system which are in the foreground of Hungarion organi~ 
zation de'felopmentactivity. Thete are the impact of. the size 
of an organization on its functioning and the development rt 
the mechanism of company management systems. Conceptual model 
and methods used in .the analysis of large industrial org!lIl1za~ 
tions.. The sample. Connection between size and' organization 
structure. Influence of dependence,on centralization. ' 

-.. . "' .. 
-

Medgyessy,-Peter. Small .. scale enterprises in Hungary. MIl (3) 
1983: 15-:20 
Rural small scale pr0duction. Small~scale tarming production 

-in the light of statistics; Relations between small scale 
production and large tarms. ' New forms of 'small-:s c ale ventures. 

, Small units :for trade. Enterprises I co-:operative pools. . ' 

Voszka,E. Company liquidation without a legal succe'ssor. 
AO 37(1-2) 1986: 59:-71 , "', 
Theinew method of winding-up enterprises without cl'eating legal 
sue-cessor has been established. ,The author examines this 
question through the actual windihg-:l1p of an economic, wlit. 

3. INTERNMI,ONAL ECONOMi~'. FINANCE-. FOREIGN TRADE 

CMEAL INTEGRATION. JOINT VENTURES 

More than: one coUntry . ~-' • 
Bartha:~ Ference. Medium~term prospec:l:sof East-West econom1~ 

cO",:oper ati on. MH (4) 1984: 9-:13 ,., 
Effect of changes in political security. Growth conditions' 
of the various regions. Structurp.l adjustment: an impol'tant 
determinan:t ot the develOpment of East-:West trade. Trade, 
financing .land t~chnology.. System of institutions aug. ec:o~. 

Csikos-:Nagy, Bela. Eastern economies and East-:West relatiOns. 
MH (3) 1983: 40:11 
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Characteristics of eastern economies. 
trade. Opening"to the world market. 
partial embargo. Outlook. 

Character of East-West 
Indebtedness and the 

,., 

Kcmenes, Egon. CMEA in the European economy. MH (2) 1984:17-.21 
CMEA~ goals and means- mechanisms and structuro~- internat10nal 
financial relations of' the CMEA countries- as a European pheno-. 
menon- perspectives and alternatives-;-. Hungary and CMEA. . 

Lopand1c, Dusko. The European Community and COMECON. RIA 
XXXVI~\876) 5th Oct 1986: 12-.14 . 

. There is no doubt that the regulation of tradG relations between 
the EC .and COMECON countries would· give East European products 
better access to thG Common Market. Possibility of reaching 
bilateral trade agreements. 

Hungar,Z , " 

Botos, B. Chan~es in the structure of' Hungarian industrial. 
f'oreign trade. AO 37(1-.2) 1986: 129-142 . '.' 

Kadar ,Bela. The external conditions of' Hungarian industrial 
growth. NHQ XXVIII(108) Winter 1987: 61-74 
Cooperation within the CMEA. Sovlet-.Hungarianindustrial co-. 
operation. Trade with GDR. Poland. "Industrial cooperation 
with the develDlped Western countries,' and with the developing 
countries. ' 

Salgo, I.· Economic mechanism and f'oreign trade organization in 
Hungary. AO 36(3-.4) '1986: 271-2~7 . '. 

Yugoslavia 

Gnjatovic, Dragana. Yugoslavia 1s balance of' payments and external 
debt, .1971-1986. YS XXyrI(4) "1987: 61-.74 
Characteristics of the period. External debt and net. outflow 
of funds derived from foreign loans. 

4~ FINANCE. CREDIT. BANKING 

Yugo~lavia 

Soos; K.A. Some important common features of the post-:-re!o~m 
economic mechanisms in Hungary and Yugoslavia-. capital. 
market; capital ownership functions, and budgetary limits. 

ABHEL 14(5) 1984: 184-186 
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